Book No.:EN4-00012
Title:FOLK TALES OF ISRAEL
Author(s):NOY, DOV, ED.
Narrator(s):JANE WEISS
A selection of Jewish folk tales on both religious and
secular themes. Translated By Gene Ba
Book No.:EN4-00014
Title:SO LAUGH A LITTLE
Author(s):PICON, MOLLY
Narrator(s):MURIEL HELLER & ROSE MINKIN
An autobiographical tribute to the actress Molly Picon's
mother and grandmother.
Book No.:EN4-00017
Title:HAMMER ON THE ROCK: A MIDRASH
READER
Author(s):GLATZER, NAHUM N.
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYER
A selection offering some 200 representative passages
which serve as a tantalizing introduction to Talmudic
lore.
Book No.:EN4-00021
Title:BEST OF RECALL
Author(s):GAER, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):LOUIS GOLDBERG
An anthology of Jewish-American literature.
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Book No.:EN4-00022
Title:JEWISH PEOPLE, BOOK III
Author(s):PESSIN, DEBORAH
Narrator(s):SCHIER, NANCY
This third volume continues the story of the Jews after
their exile from Spain. Their lives in Holland, Turkey,
Poland, Russia, Germany and eventually in America are
depicted. Includes the founding of the State of Israel.
Book No.:EN4-00030
Title:PASSIONS AND PREJUDICES
Author(s):ROSTEN, LEO
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
A collection of essays on modern life by the author of the
'Joys of Yiddish'. His humor softens his biting
commentary on society.
Book No.:EN4-00039
Title:TREASURY OF YIDDISH STORIES
Author(s):HOWE, IRVING; GREENBERG, ELIEZER,
ED
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER
English translations of over fifty stories by Yiddish
writers representing literature from the 19th century to
the present; they demonstrate the rhythm of Jewish life
in Eastern Europe and America.
Book No.:EN4-00050
Title:PROPHETS
Author(s):HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA
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Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHA
An analysis of the significance of the prophets in the
history of religion, with new insights into the nature of
prophetic inspiration.
Book No.:EN4-00052
Title:DUST
Author(s):DAYAN, YAEL
Narrator(s):DUITCH, MRS.
A poignant novel of modern Israel in which a young
pioneer girl tries to bring a concentration camp survivor
out of his past through her love.
Book No.:EN4-00054
Title:EINSTEIN: PROFILE OF THE MAN
Author(s):MICHELMORE, PETER
Narrator(s):LEOTA KEIR
A short biography of the great scientist and a description
of his work in non-technical terms. The author puts the
emphasis on Einstein as a person rather than as a
scientist.
Book No.:EN4-00055
Title:EXODUS
Author(s):URIS, LEON
Narrator(s):JANE WEISS
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An American nurse and an Israeli freedom fighter lead a
cast of Holocaust survivors and sabras in the glorious,
heartbreaking, and triumphant era leading to Israel's
independence. Paul Newman and Eva Marie Saint starred
in the 1960 Otto Preminger fil m. © 1958
Book No.:EN4-00063
Title:SECRET ARMY
Author(s):BERCUSON, DAVID J.
Narrator(s):WEISS, JANE N.
An examination by a Canadian history professor of
foreign volunteers, mostly American, Canadian and
South African, who served in the Israeli armed forces in
the 1948 war.
Book No.:EN4-00065
Title:MAX GORDON PRESENTS
Author(s):GORDON, MAX
Narrator(s):NORMAN KINGS
The autobiography of a producer of Broadway shows.
Book No.:EN4-00066
Title:MEMOIRS OF AN AMNESIAC
Author(s):LEVANT, OSCAR
Narrator(s):TEMPLE ISRAEL
Humorous memoir of the great pianist with observations
about his life and life in general.
Book No.:EN4-00087
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Title:JUGGLER
Author(s):BLANKFORT, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):ROSE POSESS
A novel about a troubled man who was once a famous
juggler who survives the concentration camps and
comes to Israel for asylum.
Book No.:EN4-00092
Title:LEAH
Author(s):EPSTEIN, SEYMOUR
Narrator(s):MERRILY Y. BALINSON
37 year old spinster with intelligence and wit emerges as
a fresh, unique human being.
Book No.:EN4-00095
Title:HISTORY AND JEWISH HISTORIANS:
ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES
Author(s):BARON, SALO W.
Narrator(s):JUDITH HOFFMAN
An analysis of the discrepancies and relevancies in the
work of Jewish historians by the former professor of
Jewish religion and history at Columbia University.
Book No.:EN4-00096
Title:BETWEEN GOD AND MAN: AN
INTERPRETATION OF JUDAISM
Author(s):HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA
Narrator(s):WER, BENJAMIN
A selection of writings on contemporary Judaism by the
Jewish theologian.
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Book No.:EN4-00098
Title:INFINITY OF MIRRORS
Author(s):CONDON, RICHARD
Narrator(s):SALO MINKIN
A documentary novel about a French Jewess and a
young German officer who fall in love, but are hindered
by Hitler's rise to power.
Book No.:EN4-00099
Title:MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE: A JEWISH
VIEW
Author(s):SHOULSON, ABRAHAM B., ED.
Narrator(s):ROSE TATE
An anthology presenting the modern authoritative Jewish
point of view of every aspect of marriage and family life
as interpreted by distinguished spiritual leaders in
America.
Book No.:EN4-00116
Title:CHARACTERISTICS OF AMERICAN JEWS
Author(s):BLAU, J.; NATHAN GLAZER, MARY;
HANDLIN, OSCAR; HANDLIN, MARY
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
A study by American-Jewish scholars and sociologists of
the characteristics, contributions, and lifestyles of
American Jews.
Book No.:EN4-00125
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Title:BROTHERS ASHKENAZI
Author(s):SINGER, ISRAEL JOSHUA
Narrator(s):ALYCE DOMENI
The author presents an interesting portrait of the Jews in
Lodz, Poland. The novel focuses on two brothers - one a
brilliant student, and the other a vain pleasure seeker.
Book No.:EN4-00131
Title:JEWS, GOD AND HISTORY
Author(s):DIMONT, MAX I.
Narrator(s):STANLEY, R. BRAV
A history of the Jewish people over the ages and a study
of the civilizations in which Jewish culture prospered.
Describes the contributions the Jewish people made to
the history of Asia, Europe, and America.
Book No.:EN4-00136
Title:VOICES OF A SUMMER DAY
Author(s):SHAW, IRWIN
Narrator(s):MRS. P. KINSLER
A fictional novel in which the author shares with the
reader the memories and daydreams of an ordinary man.
Written with insight, nostalgia, gentleness, and humor
the main character remembers his boyhood and early life,
including his war experiences and long marriage, that
guided and shaped him into manhood. He has trouble
understanding how some come to find meaning in life
and others do not.
Book No.:EN4-00143
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Title:THIS PEOPLE ISRAEL: THE MEANING OF
JEWISH EXISTENCE
Author(s):BAECK, LEO
Narrator(s):SALO MINKIN
This book, written by the well-known German rabbi and
theologian, was begun while the author was in a
concentration camp, and presents Baeck's thoughts on
the ethical and spiritual basis of Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-00146
Title:GUIDE TO THE JEWISH HOLIDAYS:
HISTORY AND OBSERVANCE
Author(s):SCHAUSS, HAYYIM
Narrator(s):AIDA WIENER
The history, the ceremonies, and the observances of the
Jewish holidays. This is a revised edition of the author's
'Classic Jewish Festivals.'
Book No.:EN4-00149
Title:BORSCHT BELT
Author(s):ADAMS, JOEY WITH HENRY TOBIAS
Narrator(s):JENNIE KASOFSKY
A story of the Catskill resorts and their show business
entertainers.
Book No.:EN4-00155
Title:COAT UPON A STICK
Author(s):FRUCHTER, NORMAN
Narrator(s):HELEN DIAMONT
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A novel about one day in the life of an elderly man and
his friends on New York's Lower East Side.
Book No.:EN4-00156
Title:BEN PRESERVE US
Author(s):BERMANT, CHAIM
Narrator(s):EDNA SAMPLINA
A novel about Bernard Baruch who becomes a Rabbi of a
small Jewish community in Scotland and his experiences
told with wit and wisdom.
Book No.:EN4-00166
Title:WALL
Author(s):HERSEY, JOHN
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SPIE
The story of those who were confined within the walls of
the Warsaw Ghetto during the Holocaust. The book,
based on a diary, includes the intense battles fought for
survival and the rescue of the forty Jews who managed
to escape through the city's se wer system.
Book No.:EN4-00167
Title:ENJOY, ENJOY!
Author(s):GOLDEN, HARRY
Narrator(s):HANNAH GOLDS
Humorous anecdotes on contemporary American life.
Written by the editor of 'The Carolina Israelite.'
Book No.:EN4-00178
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Title:BLOOD ACCUSATION: THE STRANGE
HISTORY OF THE BEILISS CASE
Author(s):SAMUEL, MAURICE
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANAU
In 1911, Mendel Beiliss, a Jewish workman was accused
of murdering a Christian boy in Kiev in order to use his
blood for the making of Passover matzos. This book
provides an account of the resulting trial, as well as its
political background, charact er portraits, and reaction to
the trial in Russia and beyond.
Book No.:EN4-00181
Title:FIXER
Author(s):MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s):SCHIER, NANCY
Malamud based this novel on the Beilis blood libel court
case in Kiev in 1913.
Book No.:EN4-00182
Title:MAGIC BARREL
Author(s):MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s):AURELIA MINT
A collection of short stories about Jewish life in America.
Book No.:EN4-00183
Title:MANY WORLDS OF LEO ROSTEN
Author(s):ROSTEN, LEO
Narrator(s):MARY PERLOW
Humorous stories, satire, and social commentary about
American Jewish life.
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Book No.:EN4-00205
Title:NO ESCAPE FROM BROOKLYN
Author(s):AYALTI, HANAN J.
Narrator(s):
Translated from Yiddish. Author from Poland. A poignant
story of a love affair between a Jewish man and an Irish
girl in the 1940's.
Book No.:EN4-00212
Title:HIDDEN BOOKS
Author(s):BILDERSEE, ADELE
Narrator(s):DOROTHY RAPPOPORT
Selections from the Apocrypha, a group of books
excluded from the Hebrew Canon. © 1956
Book No.:EN4-00213
Title:I AND THOU
Author(s):BUBER, MARTIN
Narrator(s):KENNETH J. BROWN
A philosophical work on man's relationship with God by
the twentieth-century thinker. © 1970
Book No.:EN4-00222
Title:IN MY FATHER'S COURT
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):ZELDA SOLOMON
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The author's fond remembrances of growing up in a
home, in nineteenth century Warsaw, where his father, a
rabbi, resolved the problems of his followers. © 1962
Book No.:EN4-00227
Title:CARPENTER YEARS
Author(s):COHEN, ARTHUR A.
Narrator(s):ASHER, MRS. M.
A novel about a discontented Jew who tries to abandon
his family and his Jewish heritage in an attempt to find a
new identity as a Christian. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-00249
Title:MAKING IT
Author(s):PODHORETZ, NORMAN
Narrator(s):ELAINE KANNER
The autobiography of the editor of 'Commentary,' in
which Podhoretz describes his journey across the bridge
from Brooklyn to Manhattan's literary world. © 1968
Book No.:EN4-00255
Title:RIZPAH
Author(s):ISRAEL, CHARLES E.
Narrator(s):DOROTHY RAPPAPORT
A novel with vivid descriptions of people who lived
during biblical times. © 1961
Book No.:EN4-00258
Title:WANDERING STAR
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Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):EVE GREEN
A book about the minstrels who wandered from town to
town singing of days long gone. © 1952
Book No.:EN4-00260
Title:FILL A BLANK PAGE: A BIOGRAPHY OF
SOLOMON SCHECHTER
Author(s):EISENBERG, AZRIEL
Narrator(s):SIDNEY BIEGELSON
A biography of the founder of Conservative Judaism
written especially for young people. © 1965
Book No.:EN4-00261
Title:INSECURITY OF FREEDOM: ESSAYS ON
HUMAN EXISTENCE
Author(s):HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
A study of modern man: his social, philosophical, and
religious problems, and the solutions which may be
derived from religion. Written by the twentieth century
scholar and thinker. © 1965
Book No.:EN4-00265
Title:ANNE FRANK:: THE DIARY OF A YOUNG
GIRL
Author(s):FRANK, ANNE
Narrator(s):ELISSA BAUM
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This is the famous diary written by a young Jewish Dutch
girl which recounts her experiences and feelings while in
hiding from the Germans during World War II.
Book No.:EN4-00293
Title:STRONG HAND
Author(s):BLANKFORT, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):ROSLYN LEFFER
A novel about a rabbi and a documentary photographer
who fall in love but cannot marry because she is an
'agunah,' a woman whose first husband has not given her
a Jewish divorce called a 'get.' © 1956
Book No.:EN4-00294
Title:INSIDE KASRILEVKE
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):SYD FRIEDMAN
The story of a legendary village in Eastern Europe and its
Jewish inhabitants, written with the usual humor and
charm of the author. © 1965
Book No.:EN4-00303
Title:SANE SOCIETY
Author(s):FROMM, ERICH
Narrator(s):RUTH BERKELEY
A psychological study by a noted Jewish psychoanalyst
which reveals the influence of Jewish ideals and attitudes
to man. © 1955
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Book No.:EN4-00313
Title:ISRAEL, MIRACLE IN THE DESERT
Author(s):PRITTIE, TERENCE
Narrator(s):WEINSTEIN, DORIS; ELINSON, MINNIE
This book analyzes aspects of Israel's evolution: political,
religious, military, social, and economic. The author
describes how Israel has met the challenge of the desert,
establishing herself as the first and only parliamentary
democracy in the Mid dle East. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-00314
Title:GROWING UP IN THE KIBBUTZ
Author(s):RABIN, A.E.
Narrator(s):BLAUNER, SPITZER, SABLOW, SPIEGEL
A study comparing the personalities of children reared
on Israeli kibbutzim with those brought up in a
conventional family environment. © 1965
Book No.:EN4-00318
Title:ANGUISH OF THE JEWS: TWENTY-THREE
CENTURIES OF ANTI-SEMITISM
Author(s):FLANNERY, EDWARD H.
Narrator(s):ZOE BELTH
A study of anti-Semitism, written by a Catholic priest,
covering centuries of conflict between Jews and the
Catholic Church and examining discrimination and
genocide in the twentieth century. © 1965
Book No.:EN4-00320
Title:BEN GURION LOOKS BACK
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Author(s):PEARLMAN, MOSHE
Narrator(s):ELAINE LEE
A portrait of the first prime minister of Israel, based on a
series of interviews. © 1965
Book No.:EN4-00333
Title:END OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, GEORGE
Narrator(s):DOROTHY MILLER
The author, a sociologist, considers the character of the
modern State of Israel, the problems confronting it, and
the future of the Jewish people. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-00334
Title:CURIOSITIES OF THE SELF: ILLUSIONS
WE HAVE ABOUT OURSELVES
Author(s):REIK, THEODORE
Narrator(s):BLOSSOM SCHECHTER
A study of the inner self and a method for understanding
one's own personality, motivations, and emotions.
Book No.:EN4-00335
Title:JEW IN THE LITERATURE OF ENGLAND
Author(s):MODDER, FRANK MONTAGU
Narrator(s):POLITZINER, MRS. S.
This book explores the role of the Jew in English
literature from the Middle Ages to the end of the
nineteenth century. © 1939
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Book No.:EN4-00337
Title:KIDDUSH HA-SHEM: AN EPIC OF 1648
Author(s):ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s):ARLENE RICHARDS
A novel about Orthodox Jewish life and the persecution
of Jews in Russia during the 1648 Cossack attack led by
Chmielnitzki.
Book No.:EN4-00343
Title:GATES OF THE FOREST
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):MRS. IRVING KLAUS
A novel about a concentration camp survivor who is
beset by the question of how to live in a world which he
believes has been abandoned by God.
Book No.:EN4-00345
Title:THEY FOUGHT BACK: THE STORY OF
JEWISH RESISTANCE IN NAZI EUROPE
Author(s):SUHL, YURI
Narrator(s):BEATRICE TROKEL
An anthology of accounts by survivors and historians of
Jewish resistance in Nazi Europe during the Holocaust. ©
1967
Book No.:EN4-00349
Title:MEET THE FOLKS
Author(s):LEVENSON, SAM
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER
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An early compilation of humorous observations of the
American Jewish joke, and a session with one of
American Jewry's best jokesters. © 1946
Book No.:EN4-00355
Title:ISRAEL TODAY: LAND OF MANY NATIONS
Author(s):GRUBER, RUTH
Narrator(s):BARBARA COHEN
A record of the laughter and spirit which pervade life in
the modern State of Israel. © 1963
Book No.:EN4-00364
Title:EAST RIVER
Author(s):ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s):CHARLOTTE OSTEN
A novel about tenement life on New York's Lower East
Side at the beginning of the twentieth century. © 1946
Book No.:EN4-00366
Title:BENYA KRIK, THE GANGSTER AND
OTHER STORIES
Author(s):BABEL, ISAAC
Narrator(s):ROSE GOLDSTEIN
Short stories by Babel about Jewish life in Russian
villages. © 1948
Book No.:EN4-00368
Title:MISSION
Author(s):HABE, HANS
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Narrator(s):MARIAN BAER
Based on the author's actual report of the Evian refugee
conference which took place the summer of 1938 on Lake
Geneva, this novel is a condemnation of world apathy
which resulted in the deaths of thousands of Austrian
and German Jews. © 1966
Book No.:EN4-00371
Title:TOWER OF BABEL
Author(s):WEST, MORRIS L.
Narrator(s):LILA SAVADA
A novel which follows the lives of five major characters in
the period just prior to the Six-Day War.
Book No.:EN4-00373
Title:JEWISH PEOPLE, BOOK I: PUPIL'S
ACTIVITY BOOK
Author(s):PESSIN, DEBORAH
Narrator(s):FLORENCE BERMAN
The activity book that accompanies the text of the same
name. © 1951
Book No.:EN4-00375
Title:GIMPEL THE FOOL
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):BIRDIE SAFION
A collection of stories by the Nobel prizewinning novelist.
Set in early nineteenth-century Poland, Singer's
characters deal with demons and dybbuks and reflect the
humor and pathos of ghetto life. © 1953
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Book No.:EN4-00377
Title:ERGO
Author(s):LIND, JAKOV
Narrator(s):ELEANOR BUSMAN, BARBARA MACHTEY
A collection of short stories about German society and
its post-war Nazi remnants. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-00383
Title:ISRAEL ZANGWILL
Author(s):WOHLGELERNTER, MAURICE
Narrator(s):BIRDIE SAFION
A critical analysis of the nineteenth century EnglishJewish writer. © 1964
Book No.:EN4-00385
Title:ROAD TO INNER FREEDOM: THE ETHICS
Author(s):SPINOZA, BARUCH
Narrator(s):HELEN FRANKEL
A significant work by one of the major philosophers of
the 17th century. © 1957
Book No.:EN4-00396
Title:ADVENTURES OF AUGIE MARCH
Author(s):BELLOW, SAUL
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
The award-winning novelist's portrayal of Jewish
Chicago. © 1953
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Book No.:EN4-00420
Title:SOURCE
Author(s):MICHENER, JAMES A.
Narrator(s):IRA NEWMAN
This historical novel explores the history of Israel and,
more broadly, the foundation of Western civilization. ©
1965
Book No.:EN4-00426
Title:BRIGADE
Author(s):BARTOV, HANOCH
Narrator(s):ZENA WINSTON
A novel about the experiences of the men in the Jewish
Brigade who served under the British in Italy toward the
end of World War II. Describes their emotions as a Jewish
army of occupation about to enter Nazi Germany. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-00428
Title:PAINTED BIRD
Author(s):KOSINSKI, JERZY
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
Although it exposes brutality, this saga of a homeless
boy in a nightmare world glows with humanity and
compassion. © 1976
Book No.:EN4-00430
Title:GRAVEDIGGER'S FUNERAL
Author(s):ARENT, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):MARCIA MARKELL, LAURA ELIGATOR
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A novel about a non-observant/secular Jew and his
dealings with the neo-Nazi party in West Germany. ©
1967
Book No.:EN4-00433
Title:NIGHT OF WATCHING
Author(s):ARNOLD, ELLIOTT
Narrator(s):MARCIA FELTHEIMER
An epic novel of the heroic defiance by Denmark which
rescued the Danish Jews from the Nazi crematoria. ©
1967
Book No.:EN4-00434
Title:CALL IT SLEEP
Author(s):ROTH, HENRY
Narrator(s):RUTH FRANKFORT
A novel of a New York childhood in Brownsville and
Manhattan's Lower East Side as seen through the eyes of
a sensitive Jewish boy who fears his father and adores
his mother. © 1964
Book No.:EN4-00435
Title:PERSONAL LETTERS OF STEPHEN WISE
Author(s):WISE, JAMES W.; POLIER, JUSTINE WISE
Narrator(s):MARION FRACKMAN
A selection of letters written by rabbi and Zionist leader,
Stephen S. Wise, and edited by family members. © 1956
Book No.:EN4-00441
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Title:AMERICAN JUDAISM READER
Author(s):KRESH, PAUL, ED.
Narrator(s):GERT ZUCKERMAN
Selections from the magazine "American Judaism." ©
1967
Book No.:EN4-00446
Title:NEW RADICALS: A REPORT WITH
DOCUMENTS
Author(s):JACOBS, PAUL; LANDAU, SAUL
Narrator(s):SYLVIA MOGELOF
A collection of writings by and about the student left. As
always, young Jews make up a strong segment of our
radical youth. © 1966
Book No.:EN4-00448
Title:GOD IN ALL SEASONS
Author(s):SPERO, SHUBERT, RABBI
Narrator(s):MRS. BURTON GELLMAN
A collection of sermons and essays about the Jewish
festivals based on the personal perspective of a
Midwestern rabbi. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-00455
Title:EIGHT LIGHTS
Author(s):ROSENBLOOM, ROBERT
Narrator(s):CAROL LOVETT
The story of Chanukah and its message of universal
significance about the struggle for liberty in every age. ©
1967
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Book No.:EN4-00459
Title:OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY
Author(s):WEIDMAN, JEROME
Narrator(s):DOROTHY RAPPOPORT
Depicts characters of Jewish and Christian families
during the period of World War I and II. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-00460
Title:SWORD AND THE FLAME
Author(s):WERNER, ALFRED, ED.
Narrator(s):EVE GREEN
Selections from the prose of Heinrich Heine. © 1960
Book No.:EN4-00463
Title:PRIKLUCHENIYA GLUPOVO GLIKMANA:
(ADVENTURES OF FOOLISH GLIKMAN)
Author(s):DEPS, MAN
Narrator(s):

Book No.:EN4-00473
Title:MANOR
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):ZELDA SALOMON
A story of a Jewish businessman and his family in
Poland during the 1860s and the effect that secular
civilization had on their lives. © 1967
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Book No.:EN4-00478
Title:GUGGENHEIMS AND THE AMERICAN
DREAM
Author(s):HOYT, EDWIN P.
Narrator(s):HERBERT PELS
The story of the tribulations of the Guggenheim family in
Europe and their coming to America, where they
established a foundation for art. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-00481
Title:MR. THEODORE MUNSTOCK
Author(s):FUKS, LADISLAV
Narrator(s):MARIE RUBENFELD
In 1942 Prague, an elderly man lives in fear of
deportation, while those around him seem blind to the
approach of war and adversity. A Kafkaesque look at life
in Czechoslovakia in that era. © 1968
Book No.:EN4-00485
Title:CHOSEN
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
Narrator(s):MRS. ALBERT J. ROSENBERG
A novel of two Orthodox Jewish youths whose bond of
friendship grows despite differences in their
backgrounds and views. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-00487
Title:TO AN EARLY GRAVE
Author(s):MARKFIELD, WALLACE
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Narrator(s):MRS. IRVING KLAUSS
A Jewish-American novel with an assortment of
bohemian Jewish characters. © 1964
Book No.:EN4-00507
Title:JOYS OF YIDDISH: A RELAXED LEXICON
Author(s):ROSTEN, LEO
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
The humor and delight of the Yiddish language, including
many words that have become commonplace in the
English vernacular. © 1968
Book No.:EN4-00508
Title:LOST LEGENDS OF ISRAEL
Author(s):RUNES, DAGOBERT D.
Narrator(s):MRS. STEPHEN CARB
A collection of tales from many sources dealing with the
Jew's striving for the supernatural, the mystical, the
ethical, and the divine. © 1969
Book No.:EN4-00521
Title:LAUGHING OUT LOUD
Author(s):COHEN, MYRON
Narrator(s):ZENA WINSTON
A comprehensive compendium of this master raconteur's
best known and loved anecdotes, jokes and stories in a
Jewish vein. © 1958
Book No.:EN4-00522
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Title:FORTUNES OF A FOOL
Author(s):MEGGED, AHARON
Narrator(s):NORMA ARBIY
Israeli author Megged writes metaphorically about a
lonely outsider, while protesting against a society which
is losing its faith. © 1962
Book No.:EN4-00553
Title:GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT
Author(s):HOBSON, LAURA Z.
Narrator(s):ESTHER GERSTEIN
A novel about a non-Jewish journalist who poses as a
Jew for a few weeks in order to learn the truth about antiSemitism. © 1947
Book No.:EN4-00562
Title:PENNY FOR CHARITY
Author(s):EPSTEIN, SEYMOUR
Narrator(s):MERRILY WALLACH
A collection of short stories dealing with the problems of
aging parents, children and divorce, and the search for
meaning in daily life. © 1965
Book No.:EN4-00563
Title:LAST ANGRY MAN
Author(s):GREEN, GERALD
Narrator(s):HERMAN KINGSLEY
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The story of a New York City doctor in the early part of
the twentieth century who is totally dedicated to his
profession, but is angry at the ignorance and prejudice
he encounters. Remake of Ellen Kanner's 1969 recording.
© 1956
Book No.:EN4-00566
Title:NON-JEWISH JEW AND OTHER ESSAYS
Author(s):DEUTSCHER, ISAAC
Narrator(s):ADELINE TOPKIS
A study exploring the life of the modern Jew. The book
also discusses the heritage of European Jewry, Russian
and Polish Jews, and well-known secular Jews such as
Spinoza, Marx, and Freud. © 1968
Book No.:EN4-00567
Title:MAN IS NOT ALONE: A PHILOSOPHY OF
RELIGION
Author(s):HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA
Narrator(s):AMY STIVELMAN
An analysis of the principles of faith by the twentieth
century philosopher and writer. Includes a discussion on
the existence of God, the efficacy of prayer, and man's
place in the world. © 1951
Book No.:EN4-00577
Title:DAWN
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):HELEN M. ASCHER
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Two men wait through the night in British-controlled
Palestine for dawn--and for death. One is a captured
English officer. The other is Elisha, a young Israeli
freedom fighter whose assignment is to kill the officer in
reprisal for Britain's executio n of a Jewish prisoner.
Elisha's past is the nightmare memory of Nazi death
camps. He is the only surviving member of his family. His
future is a cherished dream of life in the promised
homeland. But at daybreak his present will become the
tortured r eality of a principled man ordered to commit
cold-blooded murder. Resonant with feeling, Dawn is an
unforgettable journey into the human heart--and an
eloquent statement about the moral basis of the new
Israel."
Book No.:EN4-00579
Title:CHANGELINGS
Author(s):SINCLAIR, JO
Narrator(s):EVE HABERMAN
Miss Sinclair's explores racial prejudice by telling the
story of a single street in her big Ohio city and the foment
that ensues when three empty apartments are leased to
black tenants. Remake of an earlier recording. © 1955
Book No.:EN4-00584
Title:CAPTAIN
Author(s):HARTOG, JAN DE
Narrator(s):LYNN WEINER
A sea adventure about the making of a Captain, set
against the cruel and grueling background of the World
War II Murmansk "death" run. © 1967
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Book No.:EN4-00602
Title:CHERRY IN THE MARTINI
Author(s):JAFFE, RONA
Narrator(s):RUTH COFFMAN
Written in the form of a memoir, this book follows a
Brooklyn girl's emotional development from childhood to
early middle age. © 1966
Book No.:EN4-00616
Title:CHOSEN
Author(s):RIBALOW, HAROLD U., ED.
Narrator(s):ELAINE LEE
An anthology of 23 short stories, depicting various
aspects of American-Jewish life. Among the contributing
writers are Malamud, Angoff, and Gold. © 1959
Book No.:EN4-00628
Title:LILO'S DIARY
Author(s):ELMAN, RICHARD M.
Narrator(s):INA MARCUS
A novel about a young Jewish girl in Hungary during the
summer of 1944, before the Nazi deportations. Written in
diary form. © 1968
Book No.:EN4-00638
Title:BASIC JUDAISM
Author(s):STEINBERG, MILTON, RABBI
Narrator(s):DONALD EISENBERG
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The classic text explaining the beliefs, ideals, and
practices of the Jewish religion. The author takes into
consideration all three branches of Judaism. Remake of
an earlier recording. © 1947
Book No.:EN4-00645
Title:CASTLE
Author(s):KAFKA, FRANZ
Narrator(s):MARIE RUBENFELD
A psychological and religious allegory, this is the story of
K., who seeks to find God so that he can fulfill his life. ©
1930
Book No.:EN4-00646
Title:SOME LAUGHTER, SOME TEARS
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):ELINOR STECKER
Tales from both the Old World and the New, written by
the Jewish Mark Twain. Selected and translated with an
introduction by Curt Leviant. © 1968
Book No.:EN4-00649
Title:ONCE UPON A DROSHKY
Author(s):CHARYN, JEROME
Narrator(s):EDNA GREENSPAN
A nostalgic and humorous novel of the Lower East Side.
Remake of an earlier recording. © 1964
Book No.:EN4-00656
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Title:OUR MAN IN DAMASCUS: THE STORY OF
ELI COHEN, ISRAEL'S GREATEST SPY
Author(s):BEN-HANAN, ELI
Narrator(s):BARBARA T. MATCHEY
The true story of a highly successful Israeli spy in Syria
in the 1960s. The book describes his penetration into the
Syrian government and his capture, trial, and ultimate
execution. © 1969
Book No.:EN4-00660
Title:GOODBYE COLUMBUS AND FIVE SHORT
STORIES
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):BERNICE LASBERG, JACQUELINE
WOODLAND
A collection of works by Philip Roth dealing with
American Jewish life in the New York-New Jersey area. ©
1959
Book No.:EN4-00661
Title:ORCHARD STREET
Author(s):SCHWARTZ, J.R.
Narrator(s):GERTRUDE (MRS. IRVING) KLAUS
A nostalgic portrait of life on New York's Lower East
Side. © 1960
Book No.:EN4-00662
Title:TWENTY-EIGHTH OF IYAR
Author(s):FELDMAN, EMANUEL
Narrator(s):ADELINE TOPKIS
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The dramatic, emotional day-to-day journal of an
American family in Israel during the 1967 Six-Day War.
Captures their fear, agony, and despair, as well as their
joy, triumph, and laughter. © 1968
Book No.:EN4-00675
Title:MAKING OF THE MODERN JEW
Author(s):STEINBERG, MILTON
Narrator(s):MIRIAM BENDER, ROSE KAYE
An account of the history of the Jews, beginning with
medieval times, and presenting an analysis of their
position in the modern world. © 1955
Book No.:EN4-00680
Title:LIFE IS WITH PEOPLE: THE CULTURE OF
THE SHTETL
Author(s):ZBOROWSKE, MARK; HERZOG,
ELIZABETH
Narrator(s):DORIS WEINBERG
Through hundreds of years the shtetl, the small town
Jewish community of Eastern Europe, developed a way
of life uniquely its own. In this study, a team of Columbia
University sociologists and anthropologists examine this
culture. Remake of an earlie r recording. © 1952
Book No.:EN4-00685
Title:MY PEOPLE
Author(s):EBAN, ABBA
Narrator(s):ESTELLE ADEN
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Eban presents a broad history, intended to explain the
Jewish people to a confused and often uncomprehending
world, but also suitable for knowledgeable Jews. Remake
of an earlier recording. © 1968
Book No.:EN4-00688
Title:WHILE SIX MILLION DIED: A CHRONICLE
OF AMERICAN APATHY
Author(s):MORSE, ARTHUR D.
Narrator(s):PAULA BRAVERMAN, ALYCE POLLACK
Based on his research, Morse asserts that the Roosevelt
administration thwarted the rescue of Jews from Nazis. ©
1968
Book No.:EN4-00689
Title:MARJORIE MORNINGSTAR
Author(s):WOUK, HERMAN
Narrator(s):EVE GREEN
A romantic novel about a Jewish girl growing up on New
York City's Upper West Side as an aspiring actress who
later becomes a traditional Jewish wife and mother with a
home in the suburbs. © 1955
Book No.:EN4-00718
Title:MORNING STAR
Author(s):SHAZAR, ZALMAN
Narrator(s):LIVIA SCHACTER, HARRIET KOSHAR
The former president of Israel reminisces about his youth
and the people who helped shape his life. © 1967
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Book No.:EN4-00720
Title:JEWS IN MUSIC
Author(s):HOLDE, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):JOHN ETTELSOHN
Jewish contributions to music since the early 19th
century are evaluated in a chronological and historical
study. Many musical personalities are discussed. © 1959
Book No.:EN4-00729
Title:TREASURY OF JEWISH HUMOR
Author(s):AUSUBEL, NATHAN, ED.
Narrator(s):VERA LEHRMAN
An anthology of humorous stories, poems, epigrams, and
sayings culled from various sources within Jewish
literature. © 1951
Book No.:EN4-00731
Title:BRIDAL CANOPY
Author(s):AGNON, S.Y.
Narrator(s):BERNICE STRAUSS
A poor and pious Chassid travels to neighboring villages,
seeking dowries for his three daughters in order to fulfill
the obligation of bringing them to the marriage canopy.
Rerecorded. © 1937
Book No.:EN4-00736
Title:OPPERMANS
Author(s):FEUCHTWANGER, LION
Narrator(s):JOELYN ROHMAN
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A historical novel that focuses on the scientist's family in
Germany before World War II. © 1934
Book No.:EN4-00741
Title:GOLDA MEIR: PORTRAIT OF A PRIME
MINISTER
Author(s):AGRESS, ELIAYHU
Narrator(s):ARLENE RICHARDS
A biography of Golda Meir from her childhood in Russia
through her election as Prime Minister of Israel in
October, 1969. © 1970
Book No.:EN4-00755
Title:BY THE WATERS OF WHITECHAPEL
Author(s):KOPS, BERNARD
Narrator(s):BLANCHE HALPERN
A story about a Jewish boy whose mother owns a small
'sweet shoppe' in Whitechapel. © 1969
Book No.:EN4-00761
Title:GUEST FOR THE NIGHT
Author(s):AGNON, S.Y.
Narrator(s):TRUDY CUTLER
A novel by the Nobel prize winner in which a man returns
for a visit to his native village in Poland after World War I.
He finds that the Jewish community has changed while
he was gone. Remake of Mrs. Milton Garson's 1/20/71
recording. © 1968
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Book No.:EN4-00767
Title:PROMISE
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER
This sequel to 'The Chosen' follows Reuven and Danny
as they grow up, establish careers and continue to
struggle to define what it means to be an Orthodox Jew.
Remake of an earlier recording. © 1969
Book No.:EN4-00784
Title:ISLAND WITHIN
Author(s):LEWISOHN, LUDWIG
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SCHAFFER
A saga of racial history, philosophy, and manners, with
intermarriage as the theme. Remake of an earlier
recording. © 1928
Book No.:EN4-00790
Title:ZOHAR: THE BOOK OF SPLENDOR: BASIC
READINGS FROM THE KABBLAH
Author(s):SCHOLEM, GERSHOM G.
Narrator(s):MRS. SYLVAN BONDY
This is an edition of the basic work of Jewish mysticism,
the profoundest achievement of the Kabbalah. © 1949
Book No.:EN4-00791
Title:SEQUIN SYNDICATE
Author(s):HESKY, OLGA
Narrator(s):RAE SHARON
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A suspenseful and thrilling whodunit set in modern
Israel. The characters are an attractive American girl
reporter and an Israeli counter-espionage agent. The
story revolves around an Arab sabotage plot. © 1969
Book No.:EN4-00804
Title:CHOCOLATE DEAL
Author(s):GOURI, HAIM
Narrator(s):RUTH LIEB HABER, AUGUSTA ISAACSON
Two survivors of the Nazi extermination campaign, adrift
in a post-war German city, take shelter in the cellar of a
convent and are sustained by their common grim history.
© 1968
Book No.:EN4-00807
Title:IF I FORGET THEE O JERUSALEM:
AMERICAN JEWS AND THE STATE OF
ISRAEL
Author(s):SILVERBERG, ROBERT
Narrator(s):ROSALIND GALLARD
An account of America's involvement and support of the
State of Israel, with emphasis on the role played by
American Jewry. © 1970
Book No.:EN4-00818
Title:SELECTED STORIES OF SHOLOM
ALEICHEM
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):EA AHRENS, FRANCES HOROWITZ, &
JEANNE PEARSON
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An anthology of short stories, with an introduction by
Alfred Kazin.
Book No.:EN4-00820
Title:LETTERS TO FRIEND AND FOE
Author(s):SPINOZA, BARUCH
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SPIEGLER, ROSE KAPLOWITZ
A collection of the philosopher's letters revealing his
feelings and thoughts. © 1966
Book No.:EN4-00821
Title:HEBREW MYTHS: THE BOOK OF GENESIS
Author(s):GRAVES, ROBERT; PATAI, RAPHAEL
Narrator(s):RUTH ZAIMAN
A collection of 61 stories from the Book of Genesis with
commentaries, rabbinic embellishments, and parallels
from ancient Near Eastern or classical sources. © 1963
Book No.:EN4-00822
Title:BELLA BELLA KISSED A FELLA
Author(s):KOBER, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):HELEN BELINK
The humorous misadventures of Bella Gross and her
search for the right man. © 1951
Book No.:EN4-00823
Title:OUT OF THE WHIRLWIND: A READER OF
HOLOCAUST LITERATURE
Author(s):FRIEDLANDER, ALBERT H.
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Narrator(s):BLANCHE HALPERN
© 1968
Book No.:EN4-00824
Title:MIDDLE EAST READER
Author(s):IRENE GENDZIER, ED.
Narrator(s):TEMPLE SINAI, ROSLYN HEIGHTS, NY
Articles, most from sources not readily available, on the
contemporary history of the Middle East with particular
emphasis on the UAR, Syria, Iraq and Israel. © 1969
Book No.:EN4-00826
Title:REVOLT: STORY OF THE IRGUN
Author(s):BEGIN, MENACHEM
Narrator(s):LEE SEEMAN
Powerful inside story of the underground army that drove
British forces our of Palestine in the 1940's. Remake of
an earlier recording. © 1972
Book No.:EN4-00846
Title:DAY OF PLEASURE: STORIES OF A BOY
GROWING UP IN WARSAW
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
Reminiscences about the author's life in Warsaw before
World War I. © 1969
Book No.:EN4-00850
Title:PASSAGE IN THE NIGHT
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Author(s):ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s):HELEN LEVINE
The story of a man's search for spiritual peace and
understanding. © 1953
Book No.:EN4-00863
Title:ONE GENERATION AFTER
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):MURIEL HELLER, ROSE MINKIN
The search for meaning for the generation born after the
Holocaust. © 1970
Book No.:EN4-00871
Title:RETURN OF HYMAN KAPLAN
Author(s):ROSTEN, LEO
Narrator(s):EVELYN THORNER
A humorous account of Kaplan, his immigrant friends,
and their attempts to learn English at night school. A
sequel to 'The Education of Hyman Kaplan.'
Book No.:EN4-00874
Title:TWO OF US
Author(s):BERRI, CLAUDE
Narrator(s):CORRINE M. GANZ
A French Jewish boy is sent to the country to live with an
old man, who has anti-Semitic feelings, during World War
II. © 1968
Book No.:EN4-00900
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Title:CHAGALL
Author(s):CRESPELLE, JEAN PAUL
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
A biography of Marc Chagall, including interviews with
the artist, many of his friends, and other personalities
influential in his life. © 1969
Book No.:EN4-00903
Title:BOOK OF FIRE
Author(s):PERETZ, ISAAC LEIB
Narrator(s):MRS. IRVING KLAUSS
A collection of stories by the well-known Yiddish writer.
Set in Eastern Europe, the tales combine elements of
folklore and the real struggles of people to attain their
goals, material or spiritual. © 1960
Book No.:EN4-00912
Title:HOMEWARD BOUND
Author(s):GLATSTEIN, JACOB
Narrator(s):ROSE WEIL
A novel about the life of Polish Jews in the years
preceding World War II. © 1969
Book No.:EN4-00923
Title:AMERICA'S TRIUMPH
Author(s):ALOFSIN, DOROTHY
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
Stories about the lives of American Jewish leaders.
Written for young people.
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Book No.:EN4-00929
Title:JEWISH WAY IN DEATH AND MOURNING
Author(s):LAMM, MAURICE
Narrator(s):MRS. MARTIN DANIEL
A comprehensive guide to the Jewish rituals surrounding
death, including preparation of the body, the funeral and
burial, as well as the observances and obligations of the
mourners.
Book No.:EN4-00933
Title:SABRA
Author(s):BERKMAN, TED
Narrator(s):DELL OSTROW & LILA ROTHMAN
A story about a dozen Israelis, mostly young and native
born, who fought in and survived in the 1967 campaign.
Book No.:EN4-00934
Title:SPINOZA OF MARKET STREET
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):AMY STIVELMAN
Portraits of Jewish life in the shtetls and cities of Eastern
Europe in the 19th and 20th centuries, as told by a master
storyteller.
Book No.:EN4-00936
Title:BEGGAR IN JERUSALEM
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):CORRINE M. GANZ
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An ancient legend is invoked in an attempt to
comprehend events in recent Jewish history, from the
Holocaust to the reclaiming of the Western Wall in
Jerusalem in 1967.
Book No.:EN4-00938
Title:TORQUEMADA
Author(s):FAST, HOWARD
Narrator(s):MARY PERLOW
A historical novel about the first leader of the Spanish
Inquisition who was given the title 'inquisitor general' and
who came to symbolize cruelty and persecution.
Book No.:EN4-00943
Title:HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN CHRISTIAN
SPAIN, VOL.1.
Author(s):BAER, YITZHAK
Narrator(s):SUZANNE OTTENSTEIN
The first volume of a comprehensive history of the Jews
living in Christian Spain. Based on original documents.
Remake of earlier recording.
Book No.:EN4-00948
Title:BECH: A BOOK
Author(s):UPDIKE, JOHN
Narrator(s):C. GUTFLEISCH & R. BOUGHTON
Seven tales about the fictitious Henry Bech, "a
moderately well-known Jewish writer," whose
experiences illustrate the plight of the American artist.
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Book No.:EN4-00950
Title:WORLD OF EMMA LAZARUS
Author(s):JACOB, H.E.
Narrator(s):RAY BRODY
A biography of the noted American-Jewish poet, who
came from a noted Sephardic family and whose interests
in the poor of Eastern Europe, prompted her to write
poetry which included the work inscribed on the base of
the Statue of Liberty.
Book No.:EN4-00952
Title:JEWS AND BLACKS: THE CLASSIC
AMERICAN MINORITIES
Author(s):HALPERN, BEN
Narrator(s):ALYCE POLLACK & PAULA BRAVERMAN
An analysis of the nature and history of Jewish liberalism
in the United States, including the social and political
relationship between Jews and blacks.
Book No.:EN4-00955
Title:TRIAL AND ERROR
Author(s):WEIZMANN, CHAIM
Narrator(s):ELAINE LEE
The autobiography of the first president of Israel,
encompassing the story of the world Zionist movement
and the birth of the Jewish state.
Book No.:EN4-00967
Title:FOR DYING YOU ALWAYS HAVE TIME
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Author(s):SINGER, SALLY M.
Narrator(s):HELEN KLEINER
An American-Jewish woman visiting Israel becomes
involved in a spy and counterspy intrigue during her
travels in the country.
Book No.:EN4-00970
Title:ISAIAH AND WISDOM
Author(s):WHEDBEE, WILLIAM J.
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMOUNT
An examination of the relationship of biblical prophets to
the wisdom traditions of eighth-century Israel.
Book No.:EN4-00973
Title:JOSEPH AND KOZA: THE SACRIFICE TO
THE VISTULA
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
A story set in Poland, based on a legend that every year a
young girl was to be sacrificed to the gods. A wandering
Jewish goldsmith pits the strength of his one God
against the evil pagan spirits in order to save the life of
the girl.
Book No.:EN4-00987
Title:STERN
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, BRUCE JAY
Narrator(s):BARBARA RUBIN
This novel is a character study of Stern, a Jewish man
denied of any significant contact with his heritage.
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Book No.:EN4-00988
Title:JUDAISM AND ISLAM
Author(s):ROSENTHAL, ERWIN I. J.
Narrator(s):MR. THEODORE T. JONAS
In Part I, Rosenthal compares the beliefs, practices, and
customs of both religions, examining such phenomena
as Biblical material in the Koran. In Part II, he explores
interreligious influences, from Geonic responsa and
Maimonides' Code of Jewish La w to Platonism in Islam.
He concludes with a look toward the future.
Book No.:EN4-00989
Title:BEN-GURION: ARMED PROPHET
Author(s):BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):HELEN ROSENFELD
A biography of the first prime minister of the State of
Israel, who lived from 1886-1973. Ben Gurion was founder
of the Histadrut labor organization, head of the Mapai
labor party, and the Zionist leader who proclaimed
Israel's independence in May 19 48. Remake of an earlier
recording.
Book No.:EN4-00995
Title:SHORT WAR, SHORT LIVES
Author(s):FRANKEL, ZYGMUNT
Narrator(s):MARJORIE ASCHE
In this novel, the hero describes the defense of Israel
during the Six Day War.
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Book No.:EN4-00998
Title:STAR ETERNAL
Author(s):KA-TZETNIK 135633
Narrator(s):RUTH BERKELY
Using his concentration camp number as a pseudonym,
the author describes the indignities of ghettoization and
the horrors of Auschwitz.
Book No.:EN4-00999
Title:HOMECOMING AT TWILIGHT
Author(s):GLATSTEIN, JACOB
Narrator(s):ADELE STEIN
A tale of Polish Jewry and of a by-gone era.
Book No.:EN4-01003
Title:TENANTS
Author(s):MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s):HELEN B. LEVINE
A powerful novel about two writers, one black and the
other Jewish, and the interaction between them as they
pursue similar professional goals.
Book No.:EN4-01012
Title:RECKONING
Author(s):ELMAN, RICHARD M.
Narrator(s):ELLEN JAKOBSON
The third and final novel in a series about an Eastern
European Jewish family in the days preceding the Nazi
Holocaust.
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Book No.:EN4-01014
Title:BROKEN LIGHTS
Author(s):AARONSOHN, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):ELAINE LEE
The autobiography of a rabbi who became blind during
World War I.
Book No.:EN4-01020
Title:GOLEM: A HERO FOR OUR TIME
Author(s):LUDWIG, MYLES ERIC
Narrator(s):JEAN BEST
A story about the experiences of a fictitious character
named Golem.
Book No.:EN4-01021
Title:PHOENIX OVER THE GALILEE
Author(s):KA-TZETNIK 135633
Narrator(s):SALO MINKIN
An autobiographical novel which describes the anguish
suffered by the author in Auschwitz and the inspiration
he derived from Israel. The protagonist, a refugee from
the camps, finds personal salvation through his bride,
Galilea, who represents the h opes and the promise of
the Holy Land.
Book No.:EN4-01034
Title:TEN RUNGS: HASIDIC SAYINGS
Author(s):BUBER, MARTIN, ED.
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Narrator(s):BETTY STONE
The renowned philosopher has collected tales, legends,
aphorisms, sayings, and other tidbits that convey much
of Hasidic belief.
Book No.:EN4-01035
Title:BETWEEN MAN AND MAN
Author(s):BUBER, MARTIN
Narrator(s):CLARA LINN
The well-known philosopher expands on his philosophy
of "I and Thou" and applies it to contemporary problems
Book No.:EN4-01037
Title:PAGAN RABBI AND OTHER STORIES
Author(s):OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):GLORIA GLICKENHAUS & PHYLLIS
GOODFRIEND
A collection of short stories about the American-Jewish
scene.
Book No.:EN4-01040
Title:STORY OF JUDAISM
Author(s):BAMBERGER, BERNARD J.
Narrator(s):JUDITH HOFFMAN & EVE GREEN
A comprehensive history of the Judaism along with an
explanation of Jewish life, observances, concepts, and
institutions.
Book No.:EN4-01044
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Title:AMERICAN PARADOX
Author(s):ZAHLER, HELENE S.
Narrator(s):SYLVIA SCHMUKLER
A biography of Leonard Bernstein who began his musical
career as a young child and rose to prominence as a
composer and as conductor of the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Book No.:EN4-01046
Title:TWENTY-FIFTH HOUR
Author(s):GHEORGHIU, C. VIRGIL
Narrator(s):CEIL ROSEN
A novel about a Romanian Jew tortured during the Nazi
regime because a police captain desired his wife.
Book No.:EN4-01049
Title:MOTHER'S KISSES
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, BRUCE JAY
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
A novel about the funny, emotional, and picturesque
adventures of a mother and son. Remake of Bess
Chalske's 1972 recording.
Book No.:EN4-01052
Title:STRIKE TERROR: THE STORY OF FATAH
Author(s):YAARI, EHUD
Narrator(s):ARLENE RICHARDS & SYLVIA ESTES
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An account of the Palestinian terrorist movement, Al
Fatah, and other terrorist groups which vie with it. The
author analyzes the use of terrorism as a political
instrument.
Book No.:EN4-01053
Title:JEWISH WRITER IN AMERICA:
ASSIMILATION AND THE CRISIS OF
IDENTITY
Author(s):GUTTMANN, ALLEN
Narrator(s):
The author addresses the post-war flowering of Jewish
writers. Examines the themes of assimilation and identity
crisis. Remake of Dorothy Hall's 1972 recording.
Book No.:EN4-01057
Title:ON JEWISH LEARNING
Author(s):ROSENZWEIG, FRANZ
Narrator(s):FAY COHEN
Three epistles with an exchange of letters between Martin
Buber and the author, a leader in the field of Jewish
thought in North America.
Book No.:EN4-01068
Title:MILA 18
Author(s):URIS, LEON
Narrator(s):HILDY BERLIN
Novel about the Polish Jews who fought desperately to
divest themselves of the Nazis. Remake of an earlier
recording.
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Book No.:EN4-01076
Title:AGRIPPA'S DAUGHTER
Author(s):FAST, HOWARD
Narrator(s):EVE HABERMAN
A story about Herod's daughter, Berenice, during the
Roman conquest of Judea. Caught between opposing
factions, she bears witness to the destruction of
Jerusalem and interacts with the noted personalities of
the era. Remake of Hazel Greene's 1972 rec ording.
Book No.:EN4-01081
Title:NOT OF THIS TIME, NOT OF THIS PLACE
Author(s):AMICHAI, YEHUDA
Narrator(s):THERESA TAX VOLKELL
A poetic novel about a successful Jerusalem
archaeologist who is obsessed by the need to return to
Germany and avenge the murder of a young girl by the
Nazis. Remake of Mary Perlow's 1972 recording.
Book No.:EN4-01082
Title:WORLD OF SHOLOM ALEICHEM
Author(s):SAMUELS, MAURICE
Narrator(s):FANCILLE H. HLAVATY
In this depiction of Diaspora Jewry, the author recreates
the towns and villages which were the living material for
Sholom Aleichem's stories. Remake of the same
narrator's 1984 recording.
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Book No.:EN4-01095
Title:UNFAIR TO GOLIATH
Author(s):KISHON, EPHRAIM
Narrator(s):EDNA SAMPLINER
A collection of humorous essays on the day-to-day
absurdities of common- place pretentiousness and the
hilarity of living in a country (Israel), with high ideals but
only average human instincts.
Book No.:EN4-01096
Title:GOLDEN BOOK OF JEWISH HUMOR
Author(s):GOLDEN, HARRY
Narrator(s):DOROTHY HALL
An anthology of humorous stories and essays in which
the author discusses motherhood, show business,
assimilation, and other topics of interest.
Book No.:EN4-01099
Title:TREBLINKA
Author(s):STEINER, JEAN-FRANCOIS
Narrator(s):MELVIN COHEN
The story of the last 600 valiant Jews in Treblinka who
revolted against their captors and were eventually
executed in the Nazi death camp.
Book No.:EN4-01102
Title:MAN'S SEARCH FOR MEANING
Author(s):FRANKL, VICTOR E.
Narrator(s):CLARICE CUTTS
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A profound revelation of a psychiatrist's search for the
meaning of life in the midst of the horrors of Nazi death
camps -- a search that had a tremendous impact on the
whole field of psychology and psychiatry. Remake of
Sylvia Sorin's 1972 recording .
Book No.:EN4-01108
Title:CROWDS AND POWER
Author(s):CANETTI, ELIAS
Narrator(s):SALO MINKIN
An analysis of power, especially as it manifests itself in
or operates through crowds. Illuminated by examples
from history.
Book No.:EN4-01111
Title:BENJAMIN DISRAELI: EARL OF
BEACONSFIELD
Author(s):ROTH, CECIL
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTEL
A biography of Benjamin Disraeli, the nineteenth century
British Prime Minister and author (1837-1880). The book
examines the nature of his Jewish heritage.
Book No.:EN4-01112
Title:BROTHERS SHUBERT
Author(s):STAGG, JERRY
Narrator(s):HELEN M. ASCHER
The story of Sam, Lee, and Jacob Shubert, the brothers
who owned the largest theater empire in the United
States.
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Book No.:EN4-01117
Title:ANTI-SEMITE AND JEW: AN EXPLORATION
OF THE ETIOLOGY OF HATE
Author(s):SARTRE, JEAN-PAUL
Narrator(s):CLARA LYNN SPECTOR
The French author and philosopher, who developed the
theory of existentialism, presents an analysis of antiSemitism and provides advice to its victims.
Book No.:EN4-01130
Title:ADVENTURES OF MOTTEL: THE
CANTOR'S SON
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):ISABELLE RUBIN
An episodic narrative of the life and adventures of a
young Jewish boy, first in his native Russian village, then
on the long trip to America. Unfinished when the author
died, the story ends with an account of the family's first
move in New York and a promise of better things for the
whole family. Remake of an earlier recording.
Book No.:EN4-01131
Title:JUDAIC HERITAGE: ITS TEACHINGS,
PHILOSOPHY AND SYMBOLS
Author(s):BRASCH, R.
Narrator(s):RUTH KRISTAL
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This book describes and explains Judaism in simple
terms for modern readers. Covers the various aspects of
traditions, customs, and observances, their reasons, and
their history.
Book No.:EN4-01134
Title:FOUR ESSAYS ON LIBERTY
Author(s):BERLIN, ISAIAH, SIR
Narrator(s):TEMPLE SINAI OF ROSLYN HEIGHTS, NY
A collection of essays about conformity, coercion, and
the limits and glories of freedom.
Book No.:EN4-01143
Title:MOSES: LEADER, PROPHET, MAN
Author(s):ROSHWALD, MORDECAI & MIRIAM
ROSHWALD
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
The life and personality of the biblical Moses. Remake of
Nancy Schiering's 1972 recording.
Book No.:EN4-01145
Title:GOD MUST BE SAD
Author(s):HURST, FANNIE
Narrator(s):EDITH DREZNER
A novel about an Irish nurse in the world of a wealthy
Orthodox Jewish family in New York.
Book No.:EN4-01146
Title:MONDAY THE RABBI TOOK OFF
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Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):DOROTHY HALL
Fifth in a series of books about Rabbi David Small, a
rabbi in New England who utilizes his knowledge of the
Talmudic methodology known as 'pilpul' in order to solve
mysteries. This book is about a mystery which takes
place during a family trip to Je rusalem.
Book No.:EN4-01158
Title:FORESTS OF THE NIGHT
Author(s):ARNOLD, ELLIOTT
Narrator(s):MARION BAER
A novel about a Jew, suffering from the guilt over having
participated in an RAF raid on a German city, who returns
to Germany to discover how his mother died.
Book No.:EN4-01161
Title:CLOWN
Author(s):BOLL, HEINRICH
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER
Using the story of a clown fallen on evil days, a German
writer exposes the hypocrisy of the upper-middle and
upper classes who helped bring Hitler to power. Remake
of Ceil Rosen's 1972 recording.
Book No.:EN4-01166
Title:GOLDEN GHETTO
Author(s):GERSON, NOEL B.
Narrator(s):CORRINE M. GANZ
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A fast-paced novel about the experiences of
contemporary film makers who are producing
underground films.
Book No.:EN4-01168
Title:LAST RESPECTS
Author(s):WEIDMAN, JEROME
Narrator(s):MRS. IRA SAFRON
The author returns to the scene of some of his earlier
work, to tell another story of Benny Kramer and his
mother, the bootlegger.
Book No.:EN4-01170
Title:QB VII
Author(s):URIS, LEON
Narrator(s):FLORENCE KRAMON
A holocaust novel involving a surgeon charged with
performing experimental surgery on Jewish inmates in
the concentration camps.
Book No.:EN4-01172
Title:JEWISH ETHICS, PHILOSOPHY AND
MYSTICISM: VOLUME II: THE CHAIN OF
TRADITION SERIES
Author(s):JACOBS, LOUIS
Narrator(s):EVE GREEN
The second volume in a series that includes a translation
and commentary on works taken from traditional Jewish
sources.
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Book No.:EN4-01173
Title:MY NAME IS ASHER LEV
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
Narrator(s):SALO MINKIN
Considered an unusual child by his traditional Hasidic
family, Asher Lev grows up to become a talented and
successful artist. The book describes his personal agony
and the conflict between his art and his religion.
Book No.:EN4-01175
Title:EDUCATION OF ABRAHAM CAHAN
Author(s):CAHAN, ABRAHAM
Narrator(s):MARY PERLOW
The first section of the memoirs of the Yiddish writer,
editor, and socialist leader. Cahan helped found the
Jewish Daily Forward in 1897 and served as its editor for
nearly 50 years. Translated by Abraham P. Conan and
Lynn Davison
Book No.:EN4-01177
Title:SHOP ON MAIN STREET
Author(s):GROSMAN, LADISLAV
Narrator(s):BIRDIE SAFION
The poignant, moving story of the Jewish community of a
small town in Czechoslovakia in the days of Nazi
takeover.
Book No.:EN4-01180
Title:PECULIAR TREASURE
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Author(s):FERBER, EDNA
Narrator(s):RAY BRODY
The 1939 autobiography of the Pulitzer-prize winning
author (1885-1968) of Cimmaron, Show Boat, and Stage
Door, among other works.
Book No.:EN4-01182
Title:GHETTO COMEDIES
Author(s):ZANGWILL, ISRAEL
Narrator(s):MRS. HERSH FRANKS
One of the classics by the nineteenth century British
author on Jewish themes, including 'The Yiddish Hamlet,'
'Elijah's Goblet,' and 'The Red Mark.'
Book No.:EN4-01189
Title:IN THE HEART OF THE SEAS: A STORY OF
A JOURNEY TO THE LAND OF ISRAEL
Author(s):AGNON, S.Y.
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
A poetic novel about a group of pious European Jews on
their way to the Holy City, Jerusalem.
Book No.:EN4-01200
Title:BEHIND BARS: WHAT A CHAPLAIN SAW
IN ALCATRAZ, FOLSOM, AND SAN
QUENTIN
Author(s):LIEBERT, JULIUS A.
Narrator(s):TESS GOLDMAN
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The memoirs of an American rabbi who served as a
prison chaplain, and his attitudes towards criminality.
Written with Emily Kingsbery.
Book No.:EN4-01210
Title:TALES OF THE HASIDIM: LATER MASTERS
Author(s):BUBER, MARTIN
Narrator(s):NATALIE STRAUSS
Stories about early Chassidic leaders, depicting lives of
fervor and exalted joy.
Book No.:EN4-01218
Title:CLASS STRUGGLE IN THE PALE: THE
FORMATIVE YRS OF THE JEWISH
WORKER'S MVMT IN CZARIST RUSSIA
Author(s):MENDELSOHN, EZRA
Narrator(s):SYLVIA KIMMEL & CAROL SCHREIBER
A study of the Jewish labor movement in Russia from its
origins to the 1905 Revolution.
Book No.:EN4-01232
Title:TEITELBAUM'S WIDOW
Author(s):MARKFIELD, WALLACE
Narrator(s):CAROL SLOTE & JOY GERSTEN
A humorous, warm account in fiction form of the
growing-up years of a Jewish boy in Brooklyn in the
1930s.
Book No.:EN4-01235
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Title:IDEAS AND IDEALS OF THE HASSIDIM
Author(s):ARON, MILTON, DR.
Narrator(s):ELLEN PROPP
A study of some of the prominent figures in the Hasidic
movement and their teachings.
Book No.:EN4-01242
Title:GORE AND IGOR
Author(s):LEVIN, MEYER
Narrator(s):CEIL ROSEN
The story of two boys, one American and one Russian,
each of whom flees from injustice in his homeland and
finds refuge and adventure in Israel.
Book No.:EN4-01244
Title:STRONGHOLD
Author(s):LEVIN, MEYER
Narrator(s):ROSE COHEN
This novel, set in a baronial castle deep within a Nazioccupied country, explores the questions of war and the
Jewish experience.
Book No.:EN4-01247
Title:REMEMBER ME TO GOD
Author(s):KAUFMAN, MYRON S.
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
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A young Bostonian's anguish in coming to terms with his
Jewish heritage. Richard Amsterdam, Harvard
undergraduate and son of a Boston judge wants to join
the Protestant Church. His struggle is hampered by his
father's integrity. Remake of Adeline Mar emont's 1972
recording.
Book No.:EN4-01248
Title:WICKED CITY
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):BONNIE BANAS
A retelling of the biblical story of Lot, Abraham's nephew,
and the destruction of the immoral city of Sodom.
Book No.:EN4-01249
Title:NOTES FROM THE WARSAW GHETTO
Author(s):RINGELBLUM, EMMANUEL
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER, M.D.
Spanning the period from October, 1939 to the end of
1942, a young professional historian recorded the
courageous but futile efforts of the Jews of Warsaw in
their fight against the Nazis. Remake of Salo W. Minkin's
1972 recording.
Book No.:EN4-01256
Title:NAZARENE
Author(s):ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s):BEATRICE LEVY
A novel based on the life of Jesus, describing the
customs and the religious ideas of the time.
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Book No.:EN4-01259
Title:PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
A novel about the social and sexual development of a
young American Jew who complains that he is "living in
the middle of a Jewish joke." Remake of an earlier
recording.
Book No.:EN4-01261
Title:BADERS OF JACOB STREET
Author(s):KARMEL-WOLFE, HENIA
Narrator(s):MARY PERLOW
A novel about a Jewish family in wartime Poland.
Book No.:EN4-01268
Title:GREAT JEWISH SHORT STORIES
Author(s):BELLOW, SAUL, ED.
Narrator(s):ESTHER COHEN
This anthology of short stories represents a diversity of
Jewish writers. Remake of Bess Chalske's 1972
recording.
Book No.:EN4-01274
Title:BINTEL BRIEF (COMPLETE BOOK):
LETTERS FROM THE LOWER EAST SIDE
TO THE JEWISH DAILY FORWARD
Author(s):METZKER, ISAAC, ED.
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Narrator(s):HELEN BELINK
A compilation of 60 years of letters written to the editor of
the Jewish Daily Forward, dealing with the lives and
problems of new immigrants living on New York's Lower
East Side from 1906 to 1967
Book No.:EN4-01289
Title:TO BROOKLYN WITH LOVE
Author(s):GREEN, GERALD
Narrator(s):ROBYN SILVERBERG
A day in the life of a 12-year-old Brooklynite, summer
1933. Albert "Four Eyes" Abrams has the highest I.Q. in
P.S. 133, but he is also nearsighted and unathletic. What
good are brains, he wonders, if you're going to develop a
paunch before your bar- mitzvah, if you're always picked
last, and if you're too chicken to fight back?
Book No.:EN4-01291
Title:FIVE STORIES OF FERRARA
Author(s):BASSANI, GIORGIO
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
Five stories which recreate the social history of the
Italian city of Ferrara where mass deportation of Jews
took place during World War II.
Book No.:EN4-01296
Title:HISTORY OF THE JEWS
Author(s):SACHAR, ABRAM LEON
Narrator(s):SCHIERING, NANCY
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A comprehensive history of the Jewish people by the
scholar and historian, focusing on economic, social, and
environmental factors as well as to purely religious and
philosophical development. Remake of Nancy Schiering's
1972 recording.
Book No.:EN4-01299
Title:THY DAUGHTER'S NAKEDNESS
Author(s):KAUFMAN, MYRON S.
Narrator(s):EVE GREEN
A novel about a rabbi's daughter who is troubled by the
conflict between modern American life and the traditional
values of her Jewish heritage.
Book No.:EN4-01316
Title:EXILED AND THE REDEEMED
Author(s):BEN-ZVI, ITZHAK
Narrator(s):RUTH BUDISH
A study by a former president of Israel about the fate of
Jewish communities who for centuries have been on the
periphery of Jewish life.
Book No.:EN4-01318
Title:BALFOUR DECLARATION
Author(s):STEIN, LEONARD
Narrator(s):SELMA BROWN
The background and origins of the 1917 Balfour
Declaration establishing a Jewish homeland in Palestine.
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Book No.:EN4-01327
Title:DESPERATE MISSION: JOEL BRAND'S
STORY
Author(s):WEISSBERG, ALEX
Narrator(s):EDNA L. SAMPLINER
A historical novel based on the deals made by the Nazis
to exchange Jews for equipment and war materiel during
World War II. Brand, a member of the Budapest Jewish
relief committee, conferred with Adolf Eichmann on
implementing such a plan.
Book No.:EN4-01338
Title:OF A WORLD THAT IS NO MORE
Author(s):SINGER, ISRAEL JOSHUA
Narrator(s):MRS. STANLEY ROSE & MRS. LESTER
ROSENBAUM
The story of the household of a rabbi in a Polish-Jewish
shtetl near the turn of the 20th century.
Book No.:EN4-01341
Title:STAR OF REDEMPTION
Author(s):ROSENZWEIG, FRANZ
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
Written by the prominent German Jewish philosopher,
this book presents an original approach to religious
thinking. Remake of an earlier recording.
Book No.:EN4-01348
Title:ABDUCTION
Author(s):KUMIN, MAXINE
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Narrator(s):RUTH BUDISH
Lucy Starr is 42 and involved in an inner-city educational
project. As a protest against her losing battle with life,
she abducts a ten-year-old black boy.
Book No.:EN4-01354
Title:TEMPLE
Author(s):LEOKUM, ARKADY
Narrator(s):FRIEDA K. STERNBERG
A novel about the building of a Reform temple which
deals with the dilemma of Jewish identity and areas of
conflict within the American Jewish community.
Book No.:EN4-01355
Title:BEN-GURION: THE BIOGRAPHY OF AN
EXTRAORDINARY MAN
Author(s):ST. JOHN, ROBERT
Narrator(s):DORA VOLINSKY
A biography of the first prime minister of Israel,
highlighting his contributions to the development of the
state from its pioneer days through the 1950s.
Book No.:EN4-01358
Title:COURSE OF MODERN JEWISH HISTORY
Author(s):SACHAR, HOWARD M.
Narrator(s):MARCIA KLAUSS
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An updated (1977) edition of a thorough examination of
modern Jewish history, from the French Revolution
through the modern State of Israel through the "coming
of age" of American Jewry. This recording replaces the
one that was based on the earlier e dition of the book.
Book No.:EN4-01365
Title:FOCUS
Author(s):MILLER, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):MRS. EUGENE KRAMON
A allegorical story about anti-semitism. Lawrence
Newman, office worker and ordinary anti-Semite, starts
wearing glasses and is suddenly mistaken for a Jew. He
begins experiencing the bigotry of the neighbors he'd
been friendly with before, and in du e course he finds
support and understanding from one of the very Jewish
immigrants he had previously so despised.
Book No.:EN4-01369
Title:IMPOSSIBLE TAKES LONGER: MEMOIRS
OF VERA WEIZMANN
Author(s):WEIZMANN, VERA, WITH DAVID TUTAEV
Narrator(s):TRUDY CUTLER
The memoirs of the wife of Chaim Weizmann, the first
president of the State of Israel.
Book No.:EN4-01371
Title:ENEMIES, A LOVE STORY
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
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A novel centering around Holocaust survivors living in
New York, whose main character is torn by love, lust, and
his loss of God and Jewishness.
Book No.:EN4-01373
Title:BOOK OF DANIEL
Author(s):DOCTOROW, E.L.
Narrator(s):ELEANOR TANNENBAUM & EVELYN
THORNER
A novel based on the Rosenberg trial which portrays the
fate of the Rosenberg children following the execution of
their parents for espionage. Remake of a 1973 recording.
Book No.:EN4-01374
Title:LEO BAECK: TEACHER OF
THERESIENSTADT
Author(s):FRIEDLANDER, ALBERT H.
Narrator(s):MRS. LEONARD VOGEL
A critical, biographical study of the leader of German
Jewry during the Holocaust. Friedlander, a London rabbi
and leader in the Reform movement, presents Baeck's
philosophy of Judaism and the controversies that arose
from his unorthodox views.
Book No.:EN4-01376
Title:FACE ON THE CUTTING ROOM FLOOR
Author(s):SCHUMACH, MURRAY
Narrator(s):JOAN KUPFERBERG
A description of the rise of censorship in movies and
television and the court cases on the issue.
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Book No.:EN4-01382
Title:SOULS ON FIRE: PORTRAITS AND
LEGENDS OF HASIDIC MASTERS
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
Depicted through legendary tales are eight major figures
of Hasidism, from Israel Baal Shem to Rabbi Nahman of
Bratzlav. Wiesel records their adventures, secrets,
struggles, and their mysterious powers and charisma.
Remake of a 1973 recording.
Book No.:EN4-01389
Title:MENDELSSOHNS: THREE GENERATIONS
OF GENIUS
Author(s):KUPFERBERG, HERBERT
Narrator(s):DORA VOLINSKY
A biography of the writer and philosopher Moses
Mendelssohn; his son, Abraham, who was in charge of
the family's banking concern; and his grandson, the
musician and composer, Felix Mendelssohn.
Book No.:EN4-01392
Title:SPIES IN THE PROMISED LAND: ISER
HAREL AND THE ISRAELI SECRET
Author(s):BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):KAREN SOLL
The story of the Israeli secret service and its espionage
activities.
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Book No.:EN4-01395
Title:HILLEL'S HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Author(s):GAMORAN, MAMIE
Narrator(s):LENORE SANDEL
A religious text for children concerning the celebration of
the Jewish festivals.
Book No.:EN4-01403
Title:YISROEL: THE FIRST JEWISH OMNIBUS
Author(s):LEFTWICH, JOSEPH, ED.
Narrator(s):BEA. AHRENS, FRAN. KLIPSTEIN, JEANNE
PEARSON
An anthology of stories by Jewish writers on themes of
Jewish interest. Compiled by a British-Jewish journalist
and literary critic.
Book No.:EN4-01407
Title:COAT OF MANY COLORS
Author(s):EDWIN, SAMUEL
Narrator(s):CHARLES WARSHAUER
A collection of anecdotal stories, mostly about Jews. The
first half is made up of stories set in Israel, the second
half is of stories about Jews in France, England, America,
Denmark, and South Africa.
Book No.:EN4-01409
Title:UP THE DOWN STAIRCASE
Author(s):KAUFMAN, BEL
Narrator(s):BONNIE BANAS
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This novel is a satiric "anthology" of life in a large city
high school, including humorous memos, letters, and
student compositions. Written by the granddaughter of
Sholom Aleichem.
Book No.:EN4-01417
Title:JEWISH VALUES
Author(s):JACOBS, LOUIS
Narrator(s):ROSLYN LEFFER
Examines the gap between traditional views as presented
in the classic sources of Judaism and their application to
the dilemmas of the present time. Suggests an approach
to bridging this gap.
Book No.:EN4-01418
Title:JEWISH WOMAN: AN ANTHOLOGY
Author(s):HALTIN, LIZ
Narrator(s):SYLVIA ESTES
A collection of stories on the Jewish woman.
Book No.:EN4-01421
Title:BLUE HILL AVENUE
Author(s):MIRSKY, MARK
Narrator(s):HELEN BECKER
A satirical novel about a meek, complacent rabbi who is
goaded into publicly indicting members of his
congregation for various deceptions.
Book No.:EN4-01422
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Title:APOSTLE
Author(s):ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s):AL REITWITCH
A historical novel about the early days of Christianity and
its ties to Judaism, the first monotheistic religion.
Book No.:EN4-01450
Title:MODERN NATIONALISM AND RELIGION
Author(s):BARON, SALO W.
Narrator(s):SALO W. MINKIN
A history of the emergence of nationalism and an
interpretation of the devastating impact it has had on
modern religion -- particularly in terms of the viewpoint
that nationalism has been manipulated in our times as a
device for justifying political anti- Semitism.
Book No.:EN4-01454
Title:WINDS OF WAR
Author(s):WOUK, HERMAN
Narrator(s):EVELYN THORNER & DOROTHY MILLER
A historical novel dealing with the military and political
events that pushed the United States into World War II.
Book No.:EN4-01459
Title:GUIDE TO THE PERPLEXED
Author(s):MAIMONIDES, MOSES
Narrator(s):ELAINE SUSSMAN & ROSALIND GALLARD
The classic philosophical work by the "Rambam," the
twelfth century Jewish rabbi-physician. Translated from
Hebrew by Shlomo Pines.
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Book No.:EN4-01465
Title:BREAKDOWN AND BEREAVEMENT
Author(s):BRENNER, YOSEF HAIM
Narrator(s):WILMA BASS & BARBARA TALLERING
A novel about unfulfilled desire and the toll that the
struggle for fulfillment takes on the human spirit. Written
by the Israeli novelist, editor, critic, and philosopher who
took a psychological approach to literature. Translated
from the Hebrew.
Book No.:EN4-01469
Title:BEHIND THE DOOR
Author(s):BASSANI, GIORGIO
Narrator(s):BETTY BUSMAN & SHIRLEY RAUCHER
A novel about two adolescent boys and their friendship
in Italy of the 1930s by the author of "The Garden of the
Finzi-Continis."
Book No.:EN4-01474
Title:THEREFORE CHOOSE LIFE
Author(s):SILVER, ABBA HILLEL
Narrator(s):EDITH GIFFORDS
Sermons and writings of the twentieth-century Reform
rabbi and Zionist leader who lived from 1893-1963.
Book No.:EN4-01476
Title:FAITH AND DOUBT: STUDIES IN
TRADITIONAL JEWISH THOUGHT
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Author(s):LAMM, NORMAN
Narrator(s):ELLEN PROPP
A renowned Modern Orthodox rabbi offers eleven essays
on Jewish law in relation to science, ecology, morality,
and sociology.
Book No.:EN4-01490
Title:TO THE PRECIPICE
Author(s):ROSSNER, JUDITH
Narrator(s):ELAINE LEE
A novel about the life, struggles, and triumphs of a
Jewish family living on New York's Lower East Side.
Book No.:EN4-01491
Title:EINSTEIN
Author(s):BERNSTEIN, JEREMY
Narrator(s):JANE WEISS
A biography of physicist Albert Einstein and his impact
on scientific thought in the twentieth century.
Book No.:EN4-01493
Title:STUDIES IN THE COMMUNAL LIFE OF THE
JEWS OF SPAIN: AS REFLECTED IN THE
RESPONSA OF RABBI...
Author(s):EPSTEIN, ISADORE
Narrator(s):CAROLE PESNER
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A study about the communal life of Spanish Jews during
the latter years of the 'Golden Age of Spain' and during
the period of the resettlement of the Jews in the Barbary
States. Based on the responsa of Rabbi Solomon ben
Adreth, the 'Rashba,' who liv ed from 1235-1310, and
Rabbi Simon ben Zemah Duran.
Book No.:EN4-01494
Title:FOR THOSE I LOVED
Author(s):GRAY, MARTIN
Narrator(s):BEATRICE SUDNOW
The story of a man who lost everything but his will to
survive. Includes his life in the Warsaw Ghetto, the
slaughter of his family, his imprisonment at Treblinka,
and his hunt for Nazi war criminals.
Book No.:EN4-01501
Title:ALBERT EINSTEIN: CREATOR AND REBEL
Author(s):HOFFMAN, BANESH
Narrator(s):MILDRED B. LITTMAN
A biography of the noted scientist compiled by his
colleagues at the Institute for Advanced Studies.
Book No.:EN4-01503
Title:WHAT'S THE BIG HURRY?
Author(s):YAFFE, JAMES
Narrator(s):CORRINE M. GANZ
A novel about a loveable but quick-tempered man who
made his fortune in Chicago and lost his friends in the
process. Set between the early 1900s and 1946.
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Book No.:EN4-01505
Title:HISTORY OF ANTI-SEMITISM: FROM THE
TIME OF CHRIST TO THE COURT JEWS
Author(s):POLIAKOV, LEON
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
A history and analysis of anti-Semitism, its development
and historical evolution. (3 Vol.'s combined...EC-1505,
1882 & 5352)
Book No.:EN4-01514
Title:RABBI KOOK'S PHILOSOPHY OF
REPENTANCE: A TRANSLATION OF OROT
HA-TESHUVAH
Author(s):METZGER, ALTER B. Z.
Narrator(s):TRUDY CUTLER
Orot Ha-Teshuva by Rabbi Avraham Isaac Kook (18681935), the first Chief Rabbi of Israel, is one of the most
significant books on religious thought. Its doctrine of
penitence underscores the underlying motif of Rav
Kook's ethical system.
Book No.:EN4-01520
Title:99 DAYS IN DAMASCUS
Author(s):OREN, URI
Narrator(s):ETHEL MANDURO
The story of the highjacking of TWA flight 840.
Book No.:EN4-01524
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Title:AND THE HILLS SHOUTED FOR JOY: THE
DAY ISRAEL WAS BORN
Author(s):POSTAL, BERNARD, & HENRY W. LEVY
Narrator(s):FLORENCE S. LAZERSON
An account of the historic events that took place on May
15, 1948, the day that Israel was proclaimed a sovereign
state. Includes a brief history of Zionism and personal
accounts of soldiers who fought for Israel's
independence.
Book No.:EN4-01526
Title:MAIMONIDES: HIS LIFE AND WORKS
Author(s):YELLIN, DAVID, & ISRAEL ABRAHAMS
Narrator(s):SALO W. MINKIN
A biography of the medieval philosopher, scholar, and
physician who lived from 1135-1204.
Book No.:EN4-01528
Title:ETHICS FROM SINAI, VOLS. I, II, III
Author(s):BUNIM, IRVING M.
Narrator(s):BRAV, STANLEY R., RABBI
An eclectic, wide-ranging commentary on Pirkei Avot
(tractate Avot of the Mishnah).
Book No.:EN4-01534
Title:PERSON SHOULDN'T DIE LIKE THAT
Author(s):GOLDSTEIN, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):SUSANNA E. CLARK
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An unusual mystery in which a 72 year-old man, living on
the Lower East Side, discovers a body and attempts to
solve a friend's death.
Book No.:EN4-01543
Title:RASHI
Author(s):LIBER, MAURICE
Narrator(s):REEVA DORMAN
A complete biography of Rashi, one of the greatest
commentators on the Bible, is set in the context of his
eleventh century French background and offers a full
account of his work, including responsa and poetry. His
influence on Biblical, Rabbinic, a nd even Christian
scholarship is traced. Published 1970.
Book No.:EN4-01545
Title:JEWISH DIETARY LAWS
Author(s):DRESNER, SAMUEL H., & SEYMOUR
SIEGEL
Narrator(s):ADELE STEIN
A guide to the understanding and observance of Jewish
dietary laws. Published 1959.
Book No.:EN4-01552
Title:I.L. PERETZ: PSYCHOLOGIST OF
LITERATURE
Author(s):ROBACK, A.A.
Narrator(s):MURIEL DORIS
An analysis of how Peretz uses his characters to explore
Jewish history and culture.
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Book No.:EN4-01555
Title:BOOK OF BELIEFS AND OPINIONS
Author(s):GAON, SAADIA
Narrator(s):BENJAMIN WERNE
An English translation of the complete text of Saadia
Gaon's Jewish philosophical classic, which is the first
systematic attempt to present Judaism as a rational body
of beliefs.
Book No.:EN4-01556
Title:IMPLOSION CONSPIRACY
Author(s):NIZER, LOUIS
Narrator(s):ADELINE MARAMOUNT
A book dealing with the Rosenberg trial and its aftermath.
Written by the well-known trial lawyer.
Book No.:EN4-01561
Title:ISRAEL AND THE WORLD
Author(s):BUBER, MARTIN
Narrator(s):ESTHER M. COHEN
Philosophical essays on the experience of Israel amidst
the nations of the world.
Book No.:EN4-01562
Title:TARGUMS AND RABBINIC LITERATURE:
AN INTRODUCTION TO JEWISH
INTERPRETATIONS OF SCRIPTURE
Author(s):BOWKER, JOHN
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Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
This book serves well as an introduction to rabbinic
thoughts and literature. It provides an introduction to the
Aramaic Targums and shows how the Targums form a
part of Jewish exegesis in general.
Book No.:EN4-01563
Title:MR. JACK AND THE GREENSTALKS
Author(s):HOROWITZ, GENE
Narrator(s):GERT ZUCKERMAN
A novel about a young designer and the garment industry
in New York City.
Book No.:EN4-01565
Title:GREAT JEWISH PERSONALITIES IN
ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL TIMES
Author(s):NOVECK, SIMON, ED.
Narrator(s):DALE NADEL & SYLVIA STILLMAN
A history and biography of 12 Jewish sages, prophets,
and philosophers, among them Moses, Jeremiah, David,
Akiva, and Maimonides
Book No.:EN4-01566
Title:SOLOMON GOLDMAN: A RABBI'S RABBI
Author(s):WEINSTEIN, JACOB J.
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R. BRAV
The life story of an American rabbi who was dedicated to
the continuity of the Jewish people, the renewal of
Hebrew education, and the rebuilding of the State of
Israel.
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Book No.:EN4-01572
Title:YIDDISH LITERATURE
Author(s):MADISON, CHARLES A.
Narrator(s):
A survey of Yiddish writing from its Judeo-German
beginnings, with an analysis of the works of Mendele
Mokher Sforim, Sholom Aleichem, David Pinski, the
Singer brothers, and others.
Book No.:EN4-01573
Title:KIKE: A DOCUMENTARY OF ANTISEMITISM
Author(s):SELZER, MICHAEL, ED.
Narrator(s):MRS. EDWARD L. BASS
A history of anti-Semitism in America, dating from the
anti-Jewish laws of the Dutch colonials to the activities of
the Ku Klux Klan. Told through the words and pictures of
its proponents.
Book No.:EN4-01575
Title:DARKNESS AT NOON
Author(s):KOESTLER, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):
A novel, based on the author's own experiences, about
the imprisonment, torture, confession, and death of an
old Bolshevik.
Book No.:EN4-01580
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Title:TAKE MY WIFE ... PLEASE
Author(s):YOUNGMAN, HENNY
Narrator(s):DONNA ROGOVIN
A humorous autobiography by the well-known comedian.
Book No.:EN4-01582
Title:JUDAISM: A PORTRAIT
Author(s):ROTH, LEON
Narrator(s):ELAYNE BERNSTEIN
A scholarly approach to the understanding of Judaism.
The book discusses the principles for which Judaism
stands and their application to contemporary life.
Book No.:EN4-01583
Title:FEAST OF LEVIATHAN
Author(s):SCHWARZ, LEO, ED
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
An anthology of 50 stories of adventure, faith, and love,
taken from Jewish literature over the ages.
Book No.:EN4-01586
Title:GREATEST JEWISH CITY IN THE WORLD
Author(s):GOLDEN, HARRY
Narrator(s):ROBYN SILVERBERG
The trials and tribulations, as well as the joys, of being
Jewish in New York City. Written by the well-known
author and humorist
Book No.:EN4-01591
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Title:SETTLERS
Author(s):LEVIN, MEYER
Narrator(s):ROSEMARY MARKS
Fleeing the pogroms in czarist Russia, the Chaimovitch
family comes to Eretz Yisrael. This is the saga of the
family's return to the Jewish homeland in the early 1900s
and their settlement of the land in the years leading up to
(and including) World War I. © 1972
Book No.:EN4-01593
Title:GRANDEES
Author(s):BIRMINGHAM, STEPHEN
Narrator(s):BETTY STONE
The story of Spanish-Portuguese Jewish families who
settled in New York and their descendants.
Book No.:EN4-01598
Title:AS FOR ME - MY PRAYER
Author(s):MINDEL, NISSAN
Narrator(s):STANLEY BRAV
A commentary on the daily prayers.
Book No.:EN4-01606
Title:CANTOR: AN HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE
Author(s):LANDMAN, LEO
Narrator(s):
The status and development of the cantor in Jewish
communal worship. Presents the historic, social, and
religious elements that influence community views
toward the cantor.
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Book No.:EN4-01607
Title:ISRAEL'S SACRED SONGS
Author(s):GUTHRIE, HARVEY H.
Narrator(s):SYLVIA SCHMUKLER
A study of the dominant themes in the Book of Psalms.
Book No.:EN4-01613
Title:ANNE FRANK: A PORTRAIT IN COURAGE
Author(s):SCHNABEL, ARNST
Narrator(s):
A biography of the young girl whose diary described her
life while hiding in an attic during the Nazi era. Based on
Anne Frank's own words as well as German documents
and eye-witness accounts.
Book No.:EN4-01615
Title:BAGHDAD DEFECTIONS
Author(s):KELLER, BEVERLY
Narrator(s):ISABELLE WEILL
A tale of suspense and espionage set in the Middle East.
Book No.:EN4-01620
Title:ANSWER TO JOB
Author(s):JUNG, C. G.
Narrator(s):ESTHER COHEN
Study of the book of Job in light of Jewish, early
Christian and agnostic thought. © 1969
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Book No.:EN4-01627
Title:POINTING THE WAY
Author(s):BUBER, MARTIN
Narrator(s):DOROTHEA BERNSTEIN
Selections from Buber's essays, written between 1909
and 1954. Includes "The Teaching of the Tao," "Goethe's
Concept of Humanity," and "A Letter to Gandhi," along
with musings on Mussolini and Hitler. Translated and
edited by Maurice Friedman. © 1957
Book No.:EN4-01628
Title:JOLSON
Author(s):FREEDLAND, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):THELMA HULNICK
A biography of Al Jolson, from his birth in Russia
through his childhood in New York as the son of a cantor,
and his career in vaudeville and show business. © 1972
Book No.:EN4-01633
Title:MEDITATION OF THE SAD SOUL:
TRANSLATED AND WITH AN
INTRODUCTION BY GEOFFREY WIGODER
Author(s):BAR HAYYA, ABRAHAM
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
This philosophical and ethical manuscript combines
Aristotelian and neo-Platonist traditions and is a key
work in the development of Medieval Jewish thought. It is
the first of English translation of the writings of Bar
Hayya, a 12th century Spanish- Jewish scholar. © 1968
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Book No.:EN4-01640
Title:LIFE AND WORK OF SIGMUND FREUD (3
VOLUMES): EDITED AND ABRIDGED BY
LIONEL TRILLING & STEVEN MARCUS
Author(s):JONES, ERNEST
Narrator(s):MARCIA SPRINGER, SHIRLEY CUTLER, &
JOYCE KARP
A three-volume biography of the father of
psychoanalysis, covering his formative years. Abridged
from the original work, this book was written by a friend
and colleague of Freud. © 1961
Book No.:EN4-01641
Title:REMBRANDT'S HAT
Author(s):MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s):JANE SCHWARTZ
A collection of short stories dealing with self-esteem. ©
1973
Book No.:EN4-01643
Title:CUSTOM AND SURVIVAL: A STUDY OF
THE LIFE AND WORK OF RABBI JACOB
MOLIN
Author(s):STEIMAN, SIDNEY
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SCHAFFER
A study of the life and work of Rabbi Jacob Molin, known
as the 'Maharil,' who authored a book on Jewish laws and
customs and helped insure the survival of his people
during the persecutions of the 14th and 15th centuries. ©
1973
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Book No.:EN4-01644
Title:GOLDEN TRADITION
Author(s):DAVIDOWICZ, LUCY
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
An anthology of memoirs and biographical sketches of
East European Jewish leaders. © 1967
Book No.:EN4-01660
Title:NOT SO RANDOM THOUGHTS
Author(s):KAPLAN, MORDECAI M.
Narrator(s):MRS. HARVEY MEYERS
A collection of aphorisms and thoughts from the writings
of the founder of the Reconstructionist Movement. ©1966
Book No.:EN4-01663
Title:ISRAEL: A COLONIAL SETTLER STATE?
Author(s):RODINSON, MAXIME
Narrator(s):CELIA BORACK
The author, a French Jew, contends that Zionism
succeeded in Israel because it coincided with the era of
colonial expansion by many European countries. ©1974
Book No.:EN4-01666
Title:WHERE JUDAISM DIFFERED
Author(s):SILVER, ABBA HILLEL
Narrator(s):EDNA BENDER & MIRIAM FREDMAN
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Rabbi Silver presents in this work a clear, succinct
discussion of the individuality of the Jewish religion.
While not denying the indebtedness of Judaism to
outside influences, he argues that its beliefs are
fundamentally distinctive and in many cas es radically
different from those of other ancient and contemporary
religions. ©1956
Book No.:EN4-01667
Title:WORDS IN GENESIS
Author(s):ASIMOV, ISAAC
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SPIEGLER
Asimov retells the story of Genesis with particular
emphasis on the derivation and history of the words
associated with it, and on expressions that have become
part of every day language. ©1962
Book No.:EN4-01671
Title:CAPPELLA
Author(s):HOROVITZ, ISRAEL
Narrator(s):DICKIE MILLER
A novel dealing with human suffering. Centers around an
elderly Jew in a hospital ward. ©1973
Book No.:EN4-01672
Title:STORY OF THE JEWISH WAY OF LIFE
Author(s):LEVIN, MEYER & TOBY KURZBAND
Narrator(s):ROSE COHEN
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A description of the basic components, rituals, and
ceremonies which are part of the Jewish living, and their
meanings. ©1959
Book No.:EN4-01674
Title:GOD, MAN AND HISTORY: A JEWISH
INTERPRETATION
Author(s):BERKOVITZ, ELIEZER
Narrator(s):FANCILLE H. HLAVATY
A Jewish viewpoint on God, man, and history and how
they are connected. ©1959
Book No.:EN4-01686
Title:WISE GUY, SOLOMON
Author(s):KISHON, EPHRAIM
Narrator(s):BESS CHALSKE
A collection of newspaper articles dealing with the
humorous aspects of daily life in Israel. Columnist
Ephraim Kishon has been described as the Israeli
equivalent of Art Buchwald. ©1973
Book No.:EN4-01692
Title:CENTURY OF JEWISH LIFE
Author(s):ELBOGEN, ISMAR
Narrator(s):MARION BAER
A history of the Jews from 1840-1940. Intended to
continue from where Graetz's account leaves off. ©1944
Book No.:EN4-01693
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Title:PENTIMENTO: A BOOK OF PORTRAITS
Author(s):HELLMAN, LILLIAN
Narrator(s):EVELYN THORNER
The autobiography of the twentieth-century American
playwright; her second memoir. ©1973
Book No.:EN4-01694
Title:THREE CITIES: A TRILOGY
Author(s):ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s):RUTH LEVINSTEIN
A novel of three critical periods in Russian history, and
how the Jews were affected by the Industrial Revolution.
Translated from the Yiddish novel, 'Faren Mabul' ('Before
the Flood'). ©1933
Book No.:EN4-01696
Title:PIRKE AVOTH: ETHICS OF THE TALMUD
(SAYINGS OF THE FATHERS)
Author(s):HERFORD, R. TRAVERS
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV, RABBI
The original Hebrew text of the tractate Avot, including a
translation and socio-historic commentary by a Christian
scholar and authority on the Pharisaic and early
Talmudic period. ©1962
Book No.:EN4-01699
Title:OATH
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
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On the eve of a pogrom, Moshe, a mystic, puts his people
under an oath of silence in the belief that this may avert
future suffering. ©1973
Book No.:EN4-01701
Title:THIS LAUGH IS ON ME: THE PHIL SILVERS
STORY
Author(s):SILVERS, PHIL, WITH ROBERT SAFFRON
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
The autobiography of the actor and comedian. © 1973
Book No.:EN4-01702
Title:THREE CASES OF SHOMRI SHOMAR: A
TRIO OF FULL-LENGTH NOVELS
Author(s):KLINGER, HENRY
Narrator(s):ETTA EPSTEIN
Three mystery stories involving an Israeli detective are
interwoven with Biblical references. © 1961
Book No.:EN4-01705
Title:CROWN OF FEATHERS
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):JANET FREUND
A collection of twenty-five stories which deal with the
search for the truth. © 1973
Book No.:EN4-01708
Title:KING DAVID REPORT
Author(s):HEYM, STEFAN
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Narrator(s):VIVIAN EMMET
In this historical novel, King Solomon commissions a
poet-historian to write the official account of David's rise
to the throne and Solomon's succession.
Book No.:EN4-01709
Title:JUDAISM: THE UNITY OF TEH JEWISH
SPIRIT THROUGHOUT THE AGES
Author(s):HERTZBERG, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):JANE N. WEISS
There is an essential unity which underlies Jewish faith
through all of its changing expressions. Its basic values
and affirmations as a religious way of life are expressed
in the works of its classic authorities.
Book No.:EN4-01712
Title:BOOK OF GOD
Author(s):SPINOZA, BARUCH
Narrator(s):ADELE STEIN
A philosophic work by the seventeenth-century Dutch
philosopher. Part of a collection published by the
Philosophical Library which included works from the 6th
century B.C.E. to the modern age.
Book No.:EN4-01713
Title:LAST SUPPER
Author(s):BERMANT, CHAIM
Narrator(s):ISABELLE F. WEILL
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The enforced togetherness of a family sitting shiva in an
elegant London homestead serves as the catalyst for a
sequence of unsettling events
Book No.:EN4-01721
Title:ACCIDENT OF LOVE
Author(s):BARRETT, MARY ELLIN
Narrator(s):
A novel about a lower middle-class Jewess who achieves
her goal of upward mobility through intermarriage but
eventually suffers tragedy.
Book No.:EN4-01722
Title:GERSHWINS
Author(s):KIMBALL, ROBERT; SIMON, ALFRED
Narrator(s):HELEN BELINK
A book about the American musical theater composers
and songwriters, George and Ira Gershwin.
Book No.:EN4-01723
Title:JOSEPHUS: THE MAN AND THE
HISTORIAN
Author(s):THACKERY, H. ST. JOHN
Narrator(s):
An evaluation of the life and character of Josephus, his
writings and his relationship to Judaism, Hellenism and
Christianity.
Book No.:EN4-01725
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Title:COMMENTARY TO MISHNAH ABOTH
Author(s):MAIMONIDES, MOSES
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
The English translation of Maimonides' commentary to
the 'Ethics of the Fathers.'
Book No.:EN4-01728
Title:IN ONE ERA AND OUT THE OTHER
Author(s):LEVENSON, SAM
Narrator(s):
A humorous look at American Jewish life both past and
present.
Book No.:EN4-01740
Title:NEVER AGAIN
Author(s):KAHANE, MEIR
Narrator(s):BILLIE FLAMM & ESTHER WERNER
The leader of the activist group, the Jewish Defense
League, discusses his philosophy of Jewish defense in
light of the mass destruction of European Jews.
Book No.:EN4-01745
Title:CHAMPAGNE SPY
Author(s):LUTZ, WOLFGANG
Narrator(s):N/A
The author, born of a German father and a Jewish
mother, was recruited by Israeli intelligence to infiltrate a
group of German military specialists working in Egypt.
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Book No.:EN4-01747
Title:JEWISH PHILOSOPHY IN MODERN TIMES
Author(s):ROTENSTREICH, NATHAN
Narrator(s):RUTH HIRCH
A history of Jewish philosophy. Includes the ideas of
Moses Mendelssohn, Moses Luzzatto, Moritz Lazarus,
Hermann Cohen, Rabbi Abraham Kook, A. D.Gordon, and
Franz Rosenzweig.
Book No.:EN4-01764
Title:HEARTLAND
Author(s):MALOFF, SAUL
Narrator(s):
A novel, set in a girls' college in the heartland of America,
which explores the differences between life in the East
and in the West, between Jew and non-Jew, and between
men and women.
Book No.:EN4-01769
Title:MY YOUNG YEARS
Author(s):RUBINSTEIN, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):GEN PHILLIPS
The autobiography of the prominent musician. Covers his
youth, his formative years, and the music of pre-World
War I Europe.
Book No.:EN4-01770
Title:ISRAEL: A PERSONAL HISTORY
Author(s):BEN GURION, DAVID
Narrator(s):
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The first prime minister of the State of Israel tells the
story of his homeland from the days of Abraham to
modern times.© 1971
Book No.:EN4-01785
Title:PICTURES FROM A BREWERY
Author(s):BARASH, ASHER
Narrator(s):MARTHA FORMAN
The life of a traditional patriarchal Jewish family living in
an East Galician village in Poland. The novel depicts the
different types of people who live in this town.
Book No.:EN4-01794
Title:TEHILLA AND OTHER ISRAELI TALES
Author(s):AGNON, S.Y. AND OTHERS
Narrator(s):SCHWARTZENBERG, M. & BERRY, E.
Nine stories written by different Israeli authors on Jewish
themes and life in Israel. Includes short biographies of
the authors.
Book No.:EN4-01820
Title:SHATTERED SILENCE: (THE ELI COHEN
AFFAIR)
Author(s):ALDOUBY, ZVI & BALLINGER JERROLD
Narrator(s):K. BROWN
A compelling story of the master spy, Eli Cohen, who
nearly became Syrian Minister of Defense.
Book No.:EN4-01822
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Title:JUDAISM WITHOUT SUPERNATURALISM:
THE ONLY ALTERNATIVE TO ORTHODOXY
Author(s):KAPLAN, MORDECAI M.
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
The founder of the Reconstructionist Movement
contends that Judaism can be enhanced by being freed
from supernaturalism.
Book No.:EN4-01826
Title:TIME TO PRAY: A PERSONAL APPROACH
TO THE JEWISH PRAYER BOOK
Author(s):GOLDSTEIN, ROSE
Narrator(s):AMITA LIEF LEVINE
Combining historical facts, personal anecdotes, spiritual
guidance and philosophical wisdom, Mrs. Goldstein
explains and gives meaning to the daily prayers, making
them come alive.
Book No.:EN4-01831
Title:LAW AND TRADITION IN JUDAISM
Author(s):COHEN, BOAZ
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SCHAFFER
Addresses, essays and lectures on Jewish law,
philosophy, interpretation and construction from the
viewpoint of Conservative Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-01835
Title:RELIGION OF ISRAEL: FROM ITS
BEGINNINGS TO THE BABYLONIAN EXILE
(BOOK ONE)
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Author(s):KAUFMANN, YEHEZKEL
Narrator(s):S. BRAV

Book No.:EN4-01836
Title:RELIGION OF ISRAEL: THE BABYLONIAN
CAPTIVITY AND DEUTERO-ISAIAH (BOOK
TWO)
Author(s):KAUFMANN, YEHEZKEL
Narrator(s):S. BRAV

Book No.:EN4-01841
Title:FROM THE LAND OF SHEBA: TALES OF
THE JEWS OF YEMEN
Author(s):GOITEN, S.D., ED.
Narrator(s):RUTH ZAIMAN
A collection of folk tales, legends, and songs of the
Yemenite Jews.
Book No.:EN4-01847
Title:BAD MAN
Author(s):ELKIN, STANLEY
Narrator(s):LEE KEIL
A novel about a Jewish department store owner and
convict, which blends satire and moralism.
Book No.:EN4-01848
Title:MODERN MEDICINE AND JEWISH LAW
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Author(s):ROSNER, FRED, M.D
Narrator(s):L. GRANT
Recent advances in medical knowledge and therapeutic
procedures have created a crisis in modern medicine.
The moral and Jewish legal aspects of such issues as
abortion, birth control, transplants and autopsy are
examined here in an attempt to reconci le halakha and
modern medicine.
Book No.:EN4-01855
Title:JEWS SETTLE IN NEW AMSTERDAM 1654
Author(s):GRAND, SAMUEL
Narrator(s):ESTELLE WEISBERG
The story of the settlement of Jews in the New World.
Written for young people.
Book No.:EN4-01863
Title:JEWISH MAGIC AND SUPERSTITION: A
STUDY IN FOLK RELIGION
Author(s):TRACHTENBERG, JOSHUA
Narrator(s):R. POLLACK
A contribution to an understanding of folk Judaism, the
beliefs and practices, that expressed the folk psyche and
which, together with the historic program of the Jewish
faith, made up the everyday religion of the Jewish people.
Book No.:EN4-01866
Title:ISRAEL IN THE WORLD
Author(s):EBAN, ABBA
Narrator(s):E. SILVERMAN
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Israel and the Jewish people are haunted by the past; and
yet, although the past affects the present, it is the hope of
Israel that it will not monopolize it. This was the view of
Mr. Eban.
Book No.:EN4-01868
Title:DIARIES OF THEODOR HERZL
Author(s):LOWENTHAL, MARVIN, TRANS. AND ED.
Narrator(s):
The diary of the man who was called 'the father of the
State of Israel.' The journal combines historical data
along with Herzl's own adventures and his personal
hopes and aspirations.
Book No.:EN4-01869
Title:THIRD AND FOURTH BOOKS OF
MACCABEES
Author(s):EMMET, C.W.
Narrator(s):J. KASOFSKY
Translations of Early Documents with notes on the texts.
Book No.:EN4-01876
Title:MASKS JEWS WEAR
Author(s):BOROWITZ, EUGENE B.
Narrator(s):MARCIA FELTHEIMER
A discussion of the self-deceptions of American Jewry,
modern 'marranos' who seek to conceal a ethnicity that is
basic to them. The Reform scholar and theologian argues
that American Jews should take off their 'masks' and
return to their Jewishness a nd the Jewish value system.
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Book No.:EN4-01879
Title:POETS, PROPHETS AND SAGES:: ESSAYS
IN BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION
Author(s):GORDIS, ROBERT
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SCHAFFER
A collection of fifteen essays varying from the general
nature of the origin and growth of the Bible to the
character of specific Biblical books.
Book No.:EN4-01884
Title:IN THIS WORLD AND THE NEXT
Author(s):PERETZ, ISAAC LEIB
Narrator(s):ELAINE LEE
A collection of hasidic stories and folk tales of East
European Jewry drawing on the traditional heritage of
Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-01885
Title:TO BE A JEW: A GUIDE TO JEWISH
OBSERVANCE IN CONTEMPORARY LIFE
Author(s):DONIN, RABBI HAYIM HALEVY
Narrator(s):S. KALB
Clearly organized in four parts, this guide, written by a
practicing rabbi, is based on the Shulkhan Aruch and
Responsa literature of the traditional Jewish code. In
direct, lucid language, the essentials of Judaism
pertaining to various rites and ob servances are
presented and accurately described.
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Book No.:EN4-01887
Title:POPE'S JEWS
Author(s):WAAGENAAR, SAM
Narrator(s):RUTH HULBERT
A controversial study of Roman Jewry, including their
attitude toward the church. Includes cases of Vatican
anti-Semitism.
Book No.:EN4-01888
Title:HOLY KABBALAH
Author(s):WAITE, A.E.
Narrator(s):REBECCA CADITZ
An examination of the kabbalah and other Jewish
mystical writings.
Book No.:EN4-01891
Title:SOMEWHERE ELSE
Author(s):KOTLOWITZ, ROBERT
Narrator(s):FLORENCE PRITZ
Upon the death of his farther, a rabbi in a provincial town
near Warsaw leaves his home town and eventually lands
in the swirling excitement of pre- World War I London.
Book No.:EN4-01894
Title:LEGEND OF THE WANDERING JEW
Author(s):ANDERSON, GEORGE K
Narrator(s):S. BRAV
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With extraordinary grasp on this subject, the author has
described the full course of the Legend, in both its
popular and its art forms, from its origins in the legends
of Malchus and St. John to the present.
Book No.:EN4-01909
Title:ANI MAAMIN
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):ANNE MARANTZ
A poetic reconstruction of a Talmudic tale about faith in
the Messiah.
Book No.:EN4-01924
Title:NIGHT
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):
An autobiographical novel in which the author recounts
his childhood experience in Nazi death camps and his
loss of faith in God.
Book No.:EN4-01943
Title:OUT OF THE GHETTOS: THE SOCIAL
BACKGROUND OF JEWISH
EMANCIPATION, 1770-1870
Author(s):KATZ, JACOB
Narrator(s):S. BRAV & RABBI EMERITUS
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An account of the transformation of Jewish life from the
ghetto to being first-class citizens in the Gentile
societies. The author presents the story of Jewish
emancipation as a whole from both Jewish and nonJewish views.
Book No.:EN4-01949
Title:HISTORY OF MEDIEVAL JEWISH
PHILOSOPHY
Author(s):HUSIK, ISAAC
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
An analysis and discussion of Jewish thought and
thinkers from the ninth to the fifteenth centuries.
Book No.:EN4-01959
Title:WORLD OF THE TALMUD
Author(s):ADLER, MORRIS
Narrator(s):
A study of the world of the Talmud and the lives and
thoughts of its sages.
Book No.:EN4-01966
Title:THREE JEWISH PHILOSOPHERS: PHILO,
SAADYA GAON, JEHUDA HALEVI
Author(s):LEWY, HANS & ALEXANDER ALTMANN &
ISA
Narrator(s):RHODA GOLDBERGER
Excerpts from the works of three Jewish philosophers:
Philo, 'Selections;' Saadya Gaon, 'Book of Doctrines and
Beliefs,' and Jehuda Halevi, 'Kuzari.'
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Book No.:EN4-01968
Title:CONVERSATIONS WITH EINSTEIN
Author(s):MOSZKOWSKI, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s):FRIEDA WILKOFF
Discussions on education, literature, physics,
philosophy, and relativity with the noted physicist.
Book No.:EN4-01977
Title:TRADITION AND REALITY
Author(s):ROTENSTREICH, NATHAN
Narrator(s):FAITH GARFIELD
A study of six men and their different conceptions about
Judaism: Leopold Zunz, Nahman Krochmal, Heinrich
Graetz, Simon Dubnow, Ahad Ha-am (Asher Ginsberg),
and Hayyim Nahman Bialik.
Book No.:EN4-01978
Title:TWO IS LONELY
Author(s):BANKS, LYNN REID
Narrator(s):CORINNE M. GANZ
A novel about a woman's struggle to find herself and to
find contentment in her life.
Book No.:EN4-01981
Title:IN SEARCH OF ALI MAHMOUD: AN
AMERICAN WOMAN IN EGYPT
Author(s):GORNICK, VIVIAN
Narrator(s):BETH SALISMAN
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An American journalist, who was living in Cairo in 1971,
describes life in that city, the Egyptians' ambivalence
towards their revolution, and the impact of the 1967 war
with Israel.
Book No.:EN4-01982
Title:STANLEY: THE DON JUAN OF SECOND
AVENUE
Author(s):ALLMEN, RICK
Narrator(s):CORRINE SCHAFTEL
A novel about growing up in New York during the late
1930s.
Book No.:EN4-01983
Title:LAUGHTER IN DARKNESS
Author(s):BRISTOW, ROBERT
Narrator(s):MARION BAER
A novel about a blind instructor at a girls' college and his
guide dog. Written with humor and compassion.
Book No.:EN4-01984
Title:ALL OF THE WOMEN OF THE BIBLE
Author(s):DEEN, EDITH
Narrator(s):ELAINE LEE
A study of all the women in Bible. Includes 52 studies of
women who played prominent roles in biblical accounts,
125 shorter sketches of women whose names are
mentioned, and 125 notes on women who lived in those
times but whose names were not mention ed.
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Book No.:EN4-01988
Title:ANTHOLOGY OF HOLOCAUST
LITERATURE
Author(s):GLATSTEIN, JACOB & KNOX, ISRAEL &
SAM
Narrator(s):SONNIE WATERS
A collection of stories written by the victims and
witnesses to the Holocaust on the subjects of life in
ghettos, the camps, the children, and the Jewish
Resistance.
Book No.:EN4-01991
Title:FOUNDATIONS OF A FAITH
Author(s):GREENBERG, SIMON
Narrator(s):
A compendium of Jewish history, law, customs, and
principles of faith.
Book No.:EN4-01992
Title:TUESDAY THE RABBI SAW RED
Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):SONNIE WATERS
Rabbi David Small, a congregational rabbi who uses
Talmudic pilpul to solve mysteries, teaches a course at
Windemere Christian College, and becomes involved in a
murder case on campus.
Book No.:EN4-01993
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Title:AFTERMATH: THE STORY OF THE
FOURTH REICH
Author(s):FARAGO, LADISLAS
Narrator(s):L. ABBOTT & R. FEIL
The story of the flight of Nazi fugitives to South America
at the end of World War II and the details of their lives in
hiding.
Book No.:EN4-01998
Title:THIS MAN MOSES
Author(s):WEISFELD, ISRAEL H.
Narrator(s):HERMAN KINGSLEY

Book No.:EN4-02008
Title:GUILTLESS
Author(s):BROCH, HERMAN. RALPH MANHEIM,
TRANS
Narrator(s):RICA FEIL, L
A number of stories depicting the types of people whose
indifference and feelings of guiltlessness paved the way
for Nazism.
Book No.:EN4-02011
Title:OLD-NEW LAND
Author(s):HERZL, THEODOR
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SCHA
The novel in which Herzl envisioned the establishment
and growth of a Jewish commonwealth in what was then
Palestine.
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Book No.:EN4-02013
Title:VOYAGE OF FRANZ JOSEPH
Author(s):YAFFE, JAMES
Narrator(s):MARCIA MARKE
A novel about a group of Jewish refugees who, while
trying to escape Nazi Germany, find they are in danger of
being sent back. Based on an actual incident in the
1930s.
Book No.:EN4-02022
Title:IDEAS AND OPINIONS
Author(s):EINSTEIN, ALBERT
Narrator(s):JULIUS HLAVA
An anthology of essays by the Nobel prizewinning
physicist.
Book No.:EN4-02024
Title:BARBARIANS AT THE GATE
Author(s):BANKOWSKY, RICHARD
Narrator(s):FLORENCE PRI
A novel about a group of Jews, on their way to a
concentration camp, who stop at a Nazi-occupied Polish
village.
Book No.:EN4-02026
Title:ZULU AND THE ZEIDE
Author(s):JACOBSON, DAN
Narrator(s):BETTY WILK
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Fifteen short stories portraying the tension and general
uneasiness of life in South Africa. Includes tales of moral
conflict between the races: blacks, Afrikaaners, and
Jews.
Book No.:EN4-02027
Title:APPRENTICESHIP OF DUDDY KRAVITZ
Author(s):RICHLER, MORDECAI
Narrator(s):BEATRICE TRO
A humorous novel about a Jewish boy growing up in
Montreal who is determined to make a name for himself.
Book No.:EN4-02034
Title:HISTORY OF THE JEWS. VOL. 2.
Author(s):GRAETZ, HEINRICH
Narrator(s):ROSE WEIL
The second volume of a history of the Jewish people by
the German-Jewish historian. Covers the period from the
reign of John Hercanus in 135 B.C.E. to the completion of
the Babylonian Talmud in 500 C.E.
Book No.:EN4-02039
Title:GANGSTERS
Author(s):CHANDLER, DAVID
Narrator(s):MARION BAER
A novel about the son of Jewish immigrants who wins
the trust of a powerful don.
Book No.:EN4-02040
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Title:EMERGENCE OF THE MIDDLE EAST, 19141924
Author(s):SACHAR, HOWARD M.
Narrator(s):ESTHER COHEN
A history of the Middle East in the early twentieth century
and the wars, revolutions, and changes which
transformed the earlier Ottoman Empire. Covers the
period from the outbreak of World War I to 1923.
Book No.:EN4-02041
Title:WHEN I WAS A BOY IN BOSTON
Author(s):ANGOFF, CHARLES
Narrator(s):LEE SEAMAN
A book of short stories which combine the flavor of
Jewish Boston and a young boy's coming of age.
Book No.:EN4-02046
Title:VINEGAR PUSS
Author(s):PERELMAN, S.J.
Narrator(s):ELLEN KANNER
A collection of twenty-two humorous stories, including
'Ready, Aim, Flee' and 'Around the Bend in Eighty Days.'
Book No.:EN4-02047
Title:WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A JEW
Author(s):SHULMAN, CHARLES E.
Narrator(s):MURIEL M. GOLOVENSKY
A book dealing with the American Jewish community: the
beliefs, the frustrations and the relationship to other
Jewish communities of the past and present.
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Book No.:EN4-02050
Title:WISE MEN OF HELM AND THEIR MERRY
TALES
Author(s):SIMON, SOLOMON
Narrator(s):RICA FEIL & LILLIAN ABBOTT
A collection of folk tales about a mythical village of wellintentioned simpletons who invariably meet with mishap
and calamity.
Book No.:EN4-02059
Title:IRVING BERLIN
Author(s):FREELAND, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):BETTY BUSMAN
A biography of the American composer who lived from
1888 to 1989. Berlin wrote songs such as 'God Bless
America,' 'Always,' and 'On the Avenue,' and the music
for the Broadway shows 'Call Me Madam' and 'Annie Get
Your Gun.'
Book No.:EN4-02067
Title:NOAH'S ARK
Author(s):FOURCADE, MARIE-MADELEINE
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SPIEGLER
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The story of the Alliance network of the French
Resistance which was nicknamed 'Noah's Ark' by the
Gestapo because its members used the names of birds
and animals as pseudonyms. The author, who was 29
years old in 1941, describes how she led the resi stance
movement, evaded the police, and supervised the
group's activities.
Book No.:EN4-02071
Title:FRANZ KAFKA: A BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):BROD, MAX
Narrator(s):TRUDY CUTLER
A biography of Franz Kafka including the inner struggles
of the writer, his illness, and his last days.
Book No.:EN4-02077
Title:JUSTUS
Author(s):LAPHAM, ARTHUR L.
Narrator(s):RUTH COHEN
A novel about Justus, bodyguard of King Herod. HalfRoman and half-Jewish, Justus is instructed by the king
to slaughter all Jewish newborn males.
Book No.:EN4-02079
Title:ALL MY YESTERDAYS
Author(s):ROBINSON, EDWARD G. WITH L.
SPIGELGA
Narrator(s):HELENA KLEIN
The autobiography of the actor who often portrayed the
'tough guy' in his movies.
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Book No.:EN4-02082
Title:TREASURY OF JEWISH QUOTATIONS
Author(s):BARON, JOSEPH L., ED.
Narrator(s):SALO MINKIN
A book containing 18,000 quotations culled from Jewish
sources.
Book No.:EN4-02091
Title:AFTER THE TRADITION: ESSAYS ON
MODERN JEWISH WRITING
Author(s):ALTER, ROBERT
Narrator(s):RUTH EPSTEIN
Literary criticism of books and articles written in the early
1970s about America, Israel, and the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-02113
Title:ULLMAN CODE
Author(s):BERNHARD, ROBERT
Narrator(s):CORRINE M. GANZ
A suspense novel about a former American spy who is
on a mission to find a diary written in secret code by a
Jewish victim of the Nazis.
Book No.:EN4-02121
Title:HOUSE OF DAVID
Author(s):LANDAY, JERRY M.
Narrator(s):RIVY DOLIN
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A historical novel based on the biblical events which
occurred during the times of King Saul, King David, and
King Solomon.
Book No.:EN4-02130
Title:SUMMER OF MY GERMAN SOLDIER
Author(s):GREENE, BETTY
Narrator(s):C. BORACK
An unlikely friendship between a Jewish girl and a
German soldier leads to tragedy in a powerful novel set
in a small Arkansas town during World War II.
Book No.:EN4-02133
Title:SARAH SOMEBODY
Author(s):SLOBODKIN, FLORENCE
Narrator(s):
A story about a young Jewish girl growing up in a shtetl
at the end of the nineteenth century and her desire to go
to school against all obstacles.
Book No.:EN4-02134
Title:UNDERSTANDING GENESIS - BOOK ONE:
THE HERITAGE OF BIBLICAL ISRAEL
Author(s):SARNA, NAHUM M.
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
A philosophical commentary on the events of creation as
recounted in the Bible.
Book No.:EN4-02135
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Title:NO HAVEN FOR THE OPPRESSED: U.S.
POLICY TOWARD JEWISH REFUGEES
1938-1945
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, SAUL
Narrator(s):LUCILLE KAHN
U.S. policy toward Jewish refugees fro 1938-1945.
Book No.:EN4-02138
Title:FISHKE THE LAME
Author(s):SEFORIM, MENDELE MOCHER
Narrator(s):B. WILK
This novel within a novel tells of the love of two crippled
beggars.
Book No.:EN4-02140
Title:AGUNAH
Author(s):GRADE, CHAIM
Narrator(s):
The story of a rabbi and his decision to aid an 'agunah,' a
woman who cannot remarry, in this case, because there
were no witnesses to her husband's death.
Book No.:EN4-02146
Title:CRITICAL POINT: ON LITERATURE AND
CULTURE
Author(s):HOWE, IRVING
Narrator(s):CLAIRE JACOBS
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A collection of essays on literary criticism and a study of
well-known novelists from the 19th century to modern
times including Feodor Dostoevsky, Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, Georg Lukacs, Emile Zola, Saul Bellow, and
Philip Roth. Also includes an analy sis of the role of the
city in literature.
Book No.:EN4-02150
Title:JEWISH CATALOG
Author(s):SIEGEL, RICHARD & MICHAEL AND
SUSAN
Narrator(s):ELLEN PROPP
A catalog which combines theoretical discussions of
Jewish customs and precepts and advice on putting
them into practice.
Book No.:EN4-02155
Title:OUR SOUTHERN LANDSMAN
Author(s):GOLDEN, HARRY
Narrator(s):ALVIN REIWITCH
The story of Jewish families and life in the southern
United States from colonial times to the 1970s. Among
those discussed are the families of Judah Benjamin and
Simon Baruch, and the Strauss family who later founded
the well-known department stores , R.H. Macy and
Abraham and Straus.
Book No.:EN4-02157
Title:SIMPLE JEWISH COOKERY
Author(s):BEILENSON, EDNA, EDITOR
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Narrator(s):R. FUCHS
A delightful little cookbook covering the basics of Jewish
cooking from Gefilte Fish to Cheese Cake in a very
simple style.
Book No.:EN4-02165
Title:JERUSALEM AND OTHER WRITINGS
Author(s):MENDELSSOHN, MOSES
Narrator(s):FRIEDA STERNBERG
An introduction to the thinking of Moses Mendelssohn,
the eighteenth-century German-Jewish philosopher of
the Haskalah, the 'Enlightenment.'
Book No.:EN4-02167
Title:SHELOMO MOLHO
Author(s):KABAK, AHARON A.
Narrator(s):AHARON A. KABAK
A historical novel based on the life of Diogo Pires, a
secret Jew who was a grandee at the Portuguese court,
and who was involved in the Messianic turmoil of his
time.
Book No.:EN4-02170
Title:EICHMANN IN JERUSALEM
Author(s):ARENDT, HANNAH
Narrator(s):
A report on the trial of Adolf Eichmann which took place
in Jerusalem in 1961. Eichmann was executed in May
1962.
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Book No.:EN4-02191
Title:SABBATH
Author(s):GRUNFELD, DR.,I.
Narrator(s):DR. I. GRUNFELD
A guide to understanding the meaning of the laws of the
Sabbath.
Book No.:EN4-02193
Title:SELECTED POEMS
Author(s):MANDELSTAM, OSSIP
Narrator(s):JUDY HELDERMAN
A selection of poetry translated from Russian by a poet
who was a victim of Stalin's terror.
Book No.:EN4-02194
Title:TALMUDIC ANTHOLOGY: TALES AND
TEACHINGS OF THE RABBIS
Author(s):EDITED BY: LOUIS NEWMAN
Narrator(s):J. WEISS
Selected and translated for the modern reader from the
monumental writings which stand second only to the
Bible.
Book No.:EN4-02195
Title:FIRST-CENTURY JUDAISM IN CRISIS
Author(s):NEUSNER, JACOB
Narrator(s):FRAN KLIPSTEIN, HARRIET ALKOFF
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Based on the author's prizewinning biography of
Yochanan Ben Zakkai and his times, this book describes
the conflict between the Romans who wanted to expand
their empire and the Jewish people who wished to
continue to observe the laws of their religio n and live in
their holy land.
Book No.:EN4-02200
Title:UPROOTED
Author(s):HANDLIN, OSCAR
Narrator(s):STANLEY KIRSCH
A study of the great migrations to America from 17501900. Detailed descriptions of steerage, quarantine,
ghettos, unions, denominations, languages, and
traditions.
Book No.:EN4-02205
Title:THIRTY-FOUR EAST
Author(s):COPPEL, ALFRED
Narrator(s):ROSELYN WALD
A novel of adventure and suspense involving the United
States and Russia, politics and terrorism, and the
possibility of a nuclear apocalypse.
Book No.:EN4-02206
Title:ART OF BEING A JEW
Author(s):KERTZER, RABBI MORRIS N.
Narrator(s):R. ROSALER
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The Jewish view of such important contemporary
religious questions as interfaith marriage, social justice,
etc.
Book No.:EN4-02213
Title:BLACK EXPERIENCE IN RELIGION
Author(s):LINCOLN, C. ERIC
Narrator(s):
An introduction to religious thought in the AfricanAmerican community. Includes discussions of black
Jews, nineteenth-century black churches in the United
States, and the Rastafarians of Jamaica.
Book No.:EN4-02214
Title:LAST ESCAPE
Author(s):KLUGER, RUTH; MANN, PEGGY
Narrator(s):
A first-person account of how 200,000 Jews were
smuggled into Palestine, despite the British blockade, by
underground workers during the years 1938-1948.
Book No.:EN4-02218
Title:NINETY MINUTES AT ENTEBBE
Author(s):STEVENSON, WILLIAM
Narrator(s):BETTY BERNBACH
The story of the raid on the airport in Uganda by Israeli
commandos on July 4, 1976, in order to rescue the 103
hostages held by Arab terrorists.
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Book No.:EN4-02219
Title:SABBATAI ZEVI
Author(s):SCHOLEM, GERSHOM
Narrator(s):MARIAN BAER
A detailed study of Sabbatai Zevi, a self-proclaimed
messiah, and a history of the Sabbatean movement
which captivated the entire Jewish world. Finally revealed
as a 'false messiah,' Sabbatai Zevi died in 1676.
Book No.:EN4-02222
Title:COMMANDED TO LIVE
Author(s):KUSHNER, HAROLD, RABBI
Narrator(s):BESS SALIMAN
The challenges and joys of contemporary Jewish life are
treated in this commentary on holy days and festivals.
Book No.:EN4-02230
Title:SEX AND THE FAMILY IN THE JEWISH
TRADITION
Author(s):GORDIS, ROBERT
Narrator(s):SALLY ROSENBAUM
A pamphlet on the role of religion and tradition in the sex
life of the Jewish family one of a series on contemporary
life published by the Conservative Movement.
Book No.:EN4-02231
Title:MY BROTHER'S KEEPER: A HISTORY OF
THE AMERICAN JEWISH JOINT
Author(s):BAUER, YEHUDA
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFFER
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A history of the Joint and of American Jewry from 1929
and the events leading up to the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-02234
Title:WIT AND WISDOM OF THE TALMUD
Author(s):BULKA, RABBI DR. REUVEN P.
Narrator(s):MAE FIELDS
This is an attempt to give the reader a sampling of the
wit, wisdom, and broad concerns of the Talmud.
Book No.:EN4-02237
Title:AFFAIR OF STRANGERS
Author(s):CROSBY, JOHN
Narrator(s):
A spy thriller takes a turn for the romantic when an Israeli
agent falls in love with a seventeen-year-old Arab
terrorist. The security of France, the future of the Middle
East, and their fate as lovers is at stake.
Book No.:EN4-02245
Title:HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN CHRISTIAN
SPAIN, A. VOL.II
Author(s):BAER, YITZHAK
Narrator(s):GERTRUDE FLEISCHMAN
The second volume of a comprehensive history of the
Jews living in Christian Spain. Based on original
documents.
Book No.:EN4-02246
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Title:UNTO DEATH:: CRUSADE AND LATE LOVE
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):R. CUFFMAN
In these two novellas, Amos Oz explores the world's
hatred for Jews, past and present.
Book No.:EN4-02254
Title:BEAUTY MILLIONAIRE: LIFE OF HELENA
RUBENSTEIN
Author(s):FABE, MAXENE
Narrator(s):
A biography the young woman who left her home in
Poland with only 12 jars of cold cream and turned it into a
multimillion dollar cosmetics industry.
Book No.:EN4-02257
Title:BURNING LIGHTS
Author(s):CHAGALL, BELLA
Narrator(s):
The wife of artist Marc Chagall recalls her childhood and
the Jewish ideals which she inherited from her parents.
Book No.:EN4-02262
Title:MITZVOT
Author(s):CHILL, ABRAHAM
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
A study of the traditional explanation of the 613
commandments in the Torah.
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Book No.:EN4-02265
Title:HISTORY OF JEWISH LITERATURE. VOL. 2.
Author(s):ZINBERG, ISRAEL
Narrator(s):PAT DAVIDSON
The second volume of a history of French and German
Jewry and the development of Provencal literature in the
11th-13th centuries. Also includes the literature of the
Italian-Jewish community in the 9th-13th century.
Book No.:EN4-02269
Title:BALCONY OF EUROPE
Author(s):HIGGINS, AIDAN
Narrator(s):CLARA S. LINN
A novel about an Irish painter and his love for a married
Jewish woman from America.
Book No.:EN4-02276
Title:MILTON BERLE: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author(s):BERLE, MILTON
Narrator(s):
The autobiography of the Jewish comedian who was
known as 'Mr. Television."
Book No.:EN4-02282
Title:DON'T ASK ME IF I LOVE
Author(s):KOLLEK, AMOS
Narrator(s):
A novel about contemporary Israel written by the son of
Teddy Kollek, the former mayor of Jerusalem. The main
character is a young man in search of meaning to his life.
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Book No.:EN4-02285
Title:WORLD OF OUR FATHERS
Author(s):HOWE, IRVING
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
Stories and essays from the world of the Jews who
immigrated to America from Eastern Europe in the 1880s
and made their home on New York's Lower East Side.
While struggling to maintain their Yiddish culture, they
made significant contributions to Ame rican society in
the fields of art, science, and social reforms.
Book No.:EN4-02289
Title:AMERICAN ZIONISM: FROM HERZL TO
THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):UROFSKY, MELVIN I.
Narrator(s):RIVY DOLIN
A history of Zionism in America from the time of Herzl,
who advocated a Zionist state in 1896, until the Holocaust
when American Jews became committed to the goal of a
Jewish state.
Book No.:EN4-02299
Title:ROTHSCHILDS: A FAMILY OF FORTUNE
Author(s):COWLES, VIRGINIA
Narrator(s):FRITZI BAER & AUDREY LAMBERT
A biography of the Rothschild family from the ghetto of
Frankfurt, where their business began, through the next
generation of five sons who became prominent bankers
and philanthropists.
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Book No.:EN4-02300
Title:EINSTEIN AND THE GENERATIONS OF
SCIENCE
Author(s):FEUER, LEWIS S.
Narrator(s):HELEN MOGUL
A description of the lives of Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg,
and De Broglie, men whose intelligence and creativity
influenced, and were influenced by, the world in which
they lived.
Book No.:EN4-02301
Title:MAN'S QUEST FOR GOD
Author(s):HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA
Narrator(s):ELAINE LEE
The author discusses the nature and purpose of prayer,
religion and worship, and the relationship of God and
man.
Book No.:EN4-02305
Title:STUDIES IN SPINOZA: CRITICAL AND
INTERPRETATIVE ESSAYS
Author(s):KASHAP, PAUL S.
Narrator(s):ROSE WEIL
An anthology of articles and critiques on the philosopher
and his work.
Book No.:EN4-02308
Title:WORLD FULL OF STRANGERS
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Author(s):FREEMAN, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):CORRINE GANZ
A novel featuring an immigrant Jewish girl and her
ambitious husband, who is a Jewish anti-Semite. He
changes their name, has an affair and does not allow
their son to associate with Jews.
Book No.:EN4-02310
Title:TRIAL AND DEATH OF JESUS
Author(s):COHN, HAIM
Narrator(s):KATHY BECK
In this study, the trial and death of Jesus are investigated
from the perspective of a distinguished jurist, a member
of the Supreme Court of Israel.
Book No.:EN4-02321
Title:RHINEMANN EXCHANGE
Author(s):LUDLUM, ROBERT
Narrator(s):RUTH S. DIAMOND
A novel of espionage which takes place during World
War II, involving an undercover trade of industrial
diamonds between American and Nazi leaders. Written by
the author of 'The Madlock Paper.'
Book No.:EN4-02322
Title:DISRAELI RISING: A NOVEL
Author(s):EDELMAN, MAURICE
Narrator(s):LILLIAN ZEUGHAUSER
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The second part of a historical trilogy about Disraeli's
leadership of the Tory party in England. A sequel to the
first volume, 'Disraeli in Love.' In this volume, personal
and political aspirations become interwoven.
Book No.:EN4-02329
Title:HOME FOR THE HEART
Author(s):BETTELHEIM, BRUNO
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH MATTES
Bettelheim's report on his pioneering work with mentally
ill children in a 'therapeutic community' including
psychological concepts and their practical application.
Book No.:EN4-02332
Title:THUNDER OVER THE MEDITERRANEAN
Author(s):GERVASI, FRANK
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHLAFLER
The author assesses the future of the Middle East by
analyzing its complexities and studying its past history.
The book also contains an account of the 1973 Yom
Kippur War.
Book No.:EN4-02338
Title:DOVE OF THE EAST & OTHER STORIES
Author(s):HELPRIN, MARK
Narrator(s):EVELYN GODMAN
An anthology of twenty stories involving fear and danger,
in which the lonely, private person observes the world
around himself.
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Book No.:EN4-02351
Title:OUR CHALLENGE: THE CHOSEN LAND
Author(s):KAHANE, RABBI MEIR
Narrator(s):M. SCHWARTZENBERGER & E. BERRY
The founder and former leader of the Jewish Defense
League presents his concept of Israel as a 'biblicallyordained' nation and his vision of the country as a
'religio-national' state.
Book No.:EN4-02352
Title:URBAN CIVILIZATION IN PRE-CRUSADE
EUROPE, VOLUME I & II
Author(s):IRVING A. AGUS
Narrator(s):SYLVIA SCHMUKLER
A valuable and definitive study of organized town-life in
northwestern Euripe during the tenth and eleventh
centuries, based on the Responsa literature.
Book No.:EN4-02365
Title:OBSESSION
Author(s):LEVIN, MEYER
Narrator(s):EDITH PERMAN
An autobiographical novel describing the suppression of
Levin's dramatization of the Anne Frank tragedy by
famous theatrical figures.
Book No.:EN4-02367
Title:STORY OF JEWISH DEFENSE LEAGUE
Author(s):KAHANE, RABBI MEIR
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Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
The inside story of the JDL, the militant organization
whose goal it was to defend Jews in whatever manner
necessary. Written by the founder and leader of the
group.
Book No.:EN4-02369
Title:CODE OF JEWISH LAW: (KITZUR
SHULCHAN ARUCH)
Author(s):RABBI GANZFRIED, SOLOMON
Narrator(s):J. HLAVATY
A compilation of Jewish laws and customs in a revised
new English translation of the original four-volume
Hebrew-English work.
Book No.:EN4-02376
Title:SOLOMON MAIMON
Author(s):MAIMON, SOLOMON
Narrator(s):
A self-portrait by an eighteenth-century Jewish
philosopher-bohemian-heretic who describes his
wanderings from the Polish ghetto to the cities of
western Europe.
Book No.:EN4-02381
Title:IF YOU COULD SEE WHAT I HEAR
Author(s):TOM SULLIVAN & DEREK GILL
Narrator(s):FREDA MELTZER
Tom Sullivan, blind since birth, tells his own inspiring
story.
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Book No.:EN4-02384
Title:JEWISH PIONEERS IN AMERICA
Author(s):LEBESON, ANITA LIBMAN
Narrator(s):JANE N. WEISS
The role of the Jews in settling the New World in the
years prior to the American Revolution.
Book No.:EN4-02387
Title:WAR AGAINST THE JEWS
Author(s):DAWIDOWICZ, LUCY S.
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
A scholarly history and background of the Holocaust and
a detailed account of the war against the Jews of Eastern
Europe.
Book No.:EN4-02390
Title:ISAAC MAYER WISE: PIONEER OF
AMERICAN JUDAISM
Author(s):GUMBINER, J.H.
Narrator(s):AMY STIVELMAN
A biography of the nineteenth-century rabbi who
influenced the lives of thousands of American Jews. One
of the pioneers of Reform Judaism, Wise advocated the
use of a common prayer book, a union of congregations,
and a college to train American rabbi s.
Book No.:EN4-02393
Title:IN DARKNESS: BOURGEON, ROGER
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Author(s):ROGER BOURGEON
Narrator(s):KATE KASS
When the misfortune of blindness strikes a vital young
man, it is the old- fashioned virtues of faith, courage and
family that work out his salvation.
Book No.:EN4-02395
Title:S.Y. AGNON
Author(s):HAROLD FISCH
Narrator(s):ESTHER COHEN
The author makes a persuasive case that Agnon
deserves to be much better known.
Book No.:EN4-02397
Title:IN THE BEGINNING
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
Narrator(s):HELEN BELINK
A novel about a young yeshiva student growing up in an
Orthodox family during the 1930s and 1940s and his
awakening to a different type of Jewish learning and
scholarship.
Book No.:EN4-02398
Title:SOCIALIST, ANTI-SEMITE AND JEW
Author(s):DONALD L. NIEWYK
Narrator(s):S. BRAV
This book explains the attitudes and actions of the
German Social Democratic Party toward Jews and antiSemitism from the end of the First World War to Hitler's
regime.
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Book No.:EN4-02401
Title:INTRODUCTION TO THE TALMUD AND
MIDRASH
Author(s):STRACK, HERMAN
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SCHAFFER
An introduction to the study of the Talmud, using
objective and scientific methods.
Book No.:EN4-02403
Title:BOYS FROM BRAZIL
Author(s):LEVIN, IRA
Narrator(s):NAOMI HOFFMAN
A novel about a group of ex-Nazis who find refuge in
South America and attempt to create a new breed of Nazi
offspring, all clones of Hitler, ready to be turned loose on
the world.
Book No.:EN4-02406
Title:GREAT AGES AND IDEAS OF THE JEWISH
PEOPLE
Author(s):SCHWARZ, LEO W., ED.
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
An anthology of the major ideas and values of the Jewish
people which have evolved throughout their history.
Book No.:EN4-02407
Title:BRANDEIS: A FREE MAN'S LIFE
Author(s):MASON, ALPHEUS T.
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Narrator(s):VIOLET HECHT
A biography of Louis Brandeis, Supreme Court Justice.
Book No.:EN4-02408
Title:CHRISTIAN BEGINNINGS. PART III
Author(s):ENSLIN, MORTON SCOTT
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
A study of early Christian literature. This volume deals
with the formulation of the Christian Canon and the
history of its manuscripts, translations, and versions.
Book No.:EN4-02416
Title:LETTING GO
Author(s):PHILIP ROTH
Narrator(s):C. SHAFTEL
This novel focuses on three main characters: a young
instructor in the humanities who has an independent
income and Libby and Paul Herz who are forever plagued
by money and domestic crises.
Book No.:EN4-02417
Title:HISTORY OF THE JEWS. VOL. III.
Author(s):GRAETZ, HEINRICH
Narrator(s):
The third volume of a history of the Jewish people by the
German-Jewish historian. Covers the period from the
revolt against the Zendik in 511 C.E. through 1306, the
period in which Rabbi Solomon ben Adret (known as the
'Rashba') lived.
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Book No.:EN4-02418
Title:MOTHER
Author(s):ASCH, SHOLEM
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHEIRING
A Polish family comes to New York, changes their
surface habits but keeps to ancient tradition.
Book No.:EN4-02433
Title:AMOS AND ISAIAH
Author(s):WARD, JAMES M.
Narrator(s):SALO W. MINKIN
A study of the biblical prophets Amos and Isaiah.
Book No.:EN4-02439
Title:WALLS: RESISTING THE THIRD REICH
Author(s):ZASSENHAUS, HILTGUNT
Narrator(s):SHEILA RUSHKOFF
The autobiography of a German citizen who opposed the
Nazi regime. Dr. Zassenhaus was awarded a knighthood
in Denmark and Norway for her humane and heroic
efforts to help Scandinavian prisoners.
Book No.:EN4-02451
Title:LAYING ON OF HANDS
Author(s):ARENT, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):MRS. ROBERT WHITE
A novel of suspense and intrigue involving an
international arms smuggling ring, two love affairs, and a
deadly game played out between Israelis and ex-Nazis.
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Book No.:EN4-02453
Title:DACHAU: THE HARROWING OF HELL
Author(s):SMITH, MARCUS J.
Narrator(s):RUTH LEVINE
A United States Army doctor describes the efforts to save
32,000 survivors of the infamous concentration camp.
Book No.:EN4-02456
Title:FALLEN ANGELS
Author(s):BAMBERGER, BERNARD J.
Narrator(s):JANICE HOROWITZ
A collection of stories dealing with basic theological
problems.
Book No.:EN4-02465
Title:SUNFLOWER
Author(s):WIESENTHAL, SIMON
Narrator(s):MARCIA FELTHEIMER
A young Jew, an inmate of a concentration camp, is
taken to the bedside of a dying, guilt-ridden Nazi soldier
who begs absolution. After hearing the soldier's story,
the Jew leaves without speaking. Wiesenthal's story
formed the basis for a symposium dealing with the moral
questions involved.
Book No.:EN4-02470
Title:WOMEN IN JUDAISM:: THE STATUS FO
WOMEN IN FORMATIVE JUDAISM
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Author(s):LEONARD SWIDLER
Narrator(s):R. CADITZ
The author examines the status of Jewish women in
society, law, and religious practice between 200 B.C. and
400 A.D., the development of formative Judaism, basing
his study on primary sources from the Bible to Josephus
to the Talmud.
Book No.:EN4-02472
Title:K'TONTON ON AN ISLAND
Author(s):WEILERSTEIN, SADIE ROSE
Narrator(s):
The continued adventures of K'tonton, a Tom Thumb for
Jewish children.
Book No.:EN4-02479
Title:UNEASE IN ZION
Author(s):EDITED BY: EHUD BEN EZER
Narrator(s):M. WEIL
In a series of interviews with prominent Israeli
intellectuals, thinkers and writers who represent a wide
variety of views, this young Israeli writer tries to discover
the source of unease which is felt in Israel and raises the
question of the price of Zionism in the eyes of the Israelis
today and their appraisal of Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-02485
Title:RAMBAN (NACHMONIDES): COMMENTARY
ON GENESIS
Author(s):TRANSLATED BY: CHAVEL,CHARLES
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Narrator(s):S. BRAV
Rabbi Moshe ben Nachman, the 13th century Jewish
leader and scholar known as Ramban.His commentary,
which encompasses a panorama of Jewish learning,
language, halachah, aggadah, philosophy, Kabbalah, and
history offers a penetrating analysis of the T orah that
will both enlighten and inspire.
Book No.:EN4-02494
Title:INTO THAT DARKNESS: FROM MERCY
KILLING TO MASS MURDER
Author(s):SERENY, GITTA
Narrator(s):BARBARA FELDMAN
A study of Nazi genocide, based on interviews with SS
men and their families, historians, diplomats, and priests,
as well as survivors of the Holocaust. The book attempts
to analyze the reactions and the behavior of those
involved in the Third Reich.
Book No.:EN4-02504
Title:MODERN HEBREW LITERATURE
Author(s):ALTER, ROBERT, EDITOR
Narrator(s):S. BRAV
A panorama of Hebrew fiction and non-fiction prose of
the 19th and 20th centuries.
Book No.:EN4-02510
Title:ANYA: A NOVEL
Author(s):SCHAEFFER, SUSAN FROMBERG
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
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A novel of human strength, tenacity, and love in a world
under the spectre of Nazi Germany.
Book No.:EN4-02511
Title:IN SEARCH OF NOAH'S ARK
Author(s):BALSIGER, DAVID & SELLIER, CHARLES
Narrator(s):BATTY BERCBACH
An examination of the evidence that the ark of Noah may
be lodged on top of Mt. Ararat in Eastern Turkey.
Book No.:EN4-02525
Title:SUKKOT
Author(s):DONIN, HAYIM, RABBI
Narrator(s):
A book about the laws and ceremonies connected with
the festival of Sukkot. Written by the author of 'To Be a
Jew.'
Book No.:EN4-02526
Title:STREET OF CROCODILES
Author(s):SCHULZ, BRUNO
Narrator(s):
A novel, based on the author's life, describes Schulz's
childhood years in a town on the plains of southwest
Poland.
Book No.:EN4-02531
Title:SHTETL AND OTHER YIDDISH NOVELLA
Author(s):WISSE, RUTH R., ED.
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Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
Life in the European shtetl serves as the background in
these five short novels.
Book No.:EN4-02532
Title:GROWING UP RICH
Author(s):BERNAYS, ANNE
Narrator(s):
A novel about a girl coming of age in the 1940s and
1950s.
Book No.:EN4-02538
Title:LEGACY
Author(s):BERN, RONALD L.
Narrator(s):ROSE C. NICHTHAUSER
David Harris, a young Jew in Anderson, South Carolina,
the son of a Southern gentleman, struggles to
understand his rich yet alien heritage.
Book No.:EN4-02545
Title:WEDNESDAY THE RABBI GOT WET
Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):
The sixth novel in the series about Rabbi Small, spiritual
leader of a synagogue in Barnard's Crossing, who uses
talmudic reasoning and insight to solve mysteries while
dealing with day-to-day 'shul politics.'
Book No.:EN4-02547
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Title:HIT TEAM
Author(s):TINNIN, DAVID B.
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
An account of the assassinations carried out by Israeli
Intelligence agents against the leaders of Black
September in the wake of the 1972 Munich Murders.
Book No.:EN4-02549
Title:MY OWN GROUND
Author(s):NISSENSON, HUGH
Narrator(s):BARBARA FRIEDMAN
A novel about immigrant life on New York's Lower East
Side in the early 1900s.
Book No.:EN4-02551
Title:WINCHELL:: HIS LIFE AND TIMES
Author(s):KLURFELD, HERMAN
Narrator(s):KENNETH BROWN
The author has captured all of the drama of Winchell's
carerre without sacrificing his objectivity about the man
himself.
Book No.:EN4-02553
Title:WAY OF RESPONSE
Author(s):BUBER, MARTIN
Narrator(s):THELMA ZELLER
Selections from the writings of the Jewish philosopher.
Book No.:EN4-02564
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Title:BLOODSHED AND THREE NOVELLAS
Author(s):OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):ELEANOR SCHICK
In the title story, novelist Ozick describes construction
work in a hasidic community outside New York City
where Torah study goes along with carpentry and
bricklaying. Another novella features a concentration
camp survivor who represents an African nation in the
United Nations.
Book No.:EN4-02568
Title:HEART IS HALF A PROPHET
Author(s):GOLDSTEIN, RUTH TESSLER
Narrator(s):
A novel about the problems and the heartaches in a
hasidic family in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, during the
1930s, as seen through the eyes of the young daughter.
Book No.:EN4-02569
Title:KISSINGER: PORTRAIT OF A MIND
Author(s):GRAUBARD, STEPHEN R.
Narrator(s):ELMA KAHN
An analysis of the influence of the education and the
environment that made Kissinger's career possible and a
study of the concepts he developed and applied to
American foreign policy.
Book No.:EN4-02572
Title:JEWISH JESUS
Author(s):ARON, ROBERT
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Narrator(s):
A description of Jesus' Jewish background and beliefs.
Book No.:EN4-02574
Title:JUDAISM IN AMERICA: FROM CURIOSITY
TO THIRD FAITH
Author(s):BLAU, JOSEPH L.
Narrator(s):JOAN LEHN
Blau asserts that Judaism's adaptation to the cultural
diversity of America signifies the vitality of the religion
and the creativity of its adherents.
Book No.:EN4-02589
Title:MY LIFE
Author(s):MEIR, GOLDA
Narrator(s):
The autobiography of Golda Meir, Israel's fourth prime
minister. Meir, who was born in Kiev in 1898, describes
her early life in Russia, her family's emigration to
Milwaukee, her aliyah to a kibbutz in Palestine, and her
career as stateswoman, foreig n minister, and Labor
leader of the State of Israel.
Book No.:EN4-02596
Title:JOURNEY BACK
Author(s):REISS, JOHANNA
Narrator(s):PHYLLIS COHN
The story of a Jewish family who went underground in
Holland during the Holocaust but were saved and
reunited in 1944.
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Book No.:EN4-02607
Title:JEWISH REFLECTIONS ON DEATH
Author(s):RIEMER, JACK (EDITOR)
Narrator(s):DICKIE MILLER
A variety of essays that portray the historical
development and current status of the Jewish way of
death.
Book No.:EN4-02618
Title:KAFKA AND THE YIDDISH THEATRE: ITS
IMPACT ON HIS WORK
Author(s):TORTON BECK, EVELYN
Narrator(s):FRANCES KLIPSTEIN & IRMA KITTAY
Without his exposure to the Yiddish plays he saw in
Prague in 1911 and 1912, Kafka might never have
developed the unique and universal voice that so well
encapsulated the existential state of the 20th century
man.
Book No.:EN4-02624
Title:RODGERS AND HART: BEWITCHED,
BOTHERED, AND BEDEVILED
Author(s):SAMUEL MARX & JAN CLAYTON
Narrator(s):ESTHER COHEN
The story of Hart and Rodgers,"The Boys From Harlem"
as they were often called, and how they became worldrenowned songwriters.
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Book No.:EN4-02626
Title:RAMBAN'S COMMENTARY ON NUMBERS
Author(s):TRANSLATED BY: CHAVEL,CHARLES
Narrator(s):S. BRAV
Rabbi Moshe ben Nachman, the 13th century Jewish
leader and scholar known as Ramban, earned himself a
place alongside Rashi as one of Judaism's primary Torah
commentators.
Book No.:EN4-02633
Title:RAMBAN'S COMMENTARY ON THE
TORAH: SEFER DEVARIM DEUTERONOMY
Author(s):TRANSLATED BY: RABBI CHARLES
CHAVEL
Narrator(s):S. BRAV
Commentary.
Book No.:EN4-02640
Title:KISSINGER: THE EUROPEAN MIND IN
AMERICAN POLICY
Author(s):BRUCE MAZLISH
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
This biographical narrative probes the growth of
Kissinger through his experiences in the army, at
Harvard and in Washington, showing that while he was
undergoing a process of Americanization, he was
increasingly adding a European cast to American fo reign
policy.
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Book No.:EN4-02646
Title:ESSENTIAL TALMUD
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN
Narrator(s):ELEANOR SCHICK
The history and evolution of the oral law and an
explanation of its importance in Jewish tradition. Also
includes short biographies of the rabbis and scholars of
the talmudic period. Translated from the Hebrew by
Chaya Galai.
Book No.:EN4-02652
Title:HARRY JAMES CARGAS IN
CONVERSATION WITH ELIE WIESEL
Author(s):CARGAS, HARRY JAMES
Narrator(s):BARBARA FRIEDMAN
A series of interviews with Elie Wiesel, Nobel prize
winner and author of several books on the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-02655
Title:RAMBAN'S COMMENTARY ON EXODUS
Author(s):TRANSLATED BY: CHARLES B. CHAVEL
Narrator(s):STANLEY BRAV
A commentary on the Book of Exodus.
Book No.:EN4-02661
Title:MEMOIRS OF GLUCKEL OF HAMELN
Author(s):GLUCKEL OF HAMELN. MARVIN
LOWENTHAL,
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
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The memoirs of a Jewish woman who lived during the
17th century and whose journal provided a detailed
description of the period in which she lived.
Book No.:EN4-02666
Title:DEATH AND THE FAMILY: THE
IMPORTANCE OF MOURNING
Author(s):PINCUS, LILY
Narrator(s):HAZEL GREENE
A study of the emotional impact of bereavement.
Book No.:EN4-02667
Title:IN POLISH WOODS
Author(s):OPATOSHU, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):JANE R. WEISS
A historical novel depicting the life of the Jews in Europe
during the 1860s and incorporating the folklore of the
Polish woods and streams. Also describes the effect of
the hasidic movement, the haskalah, and Polish
independence on their lives.
Book No.:EN4-02668
Title:ADOLPH HITLER
Author(s):TOLAND, JOHN
Narrator(s):HELEN DITTUS
A biography of Hitler focusing on his anti-Semitism.
Book No.:EN4-02671
Title:ENTEBBE RESCUE
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Author(s):BEN-PORAT, Y. & HABER, E. & SCHIFF, Z.
Narrator(s):ANITA ROSENGARTEN
An account of the July 1976 hijacking of a plane to
Entebbe and the dramatic rescue. Told by three Israeli
military and political commentators.
Book No.:EN4-02679
Title:DAYS OF AWE
Author(s):AGNON, S.Y.
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SCHAFFER
An anthology of Jewish wisdom and customs on the High
Holy Day season. Drawn from midrashic and rabbinic
sources.
Book No.:EN4-02680
Title:HISTORY OF THE JEWS. VOL.IV .
Author(s):GRAETZ, HEINRICH
Narrator(s):
The fourth volume of a history of the Jewish people by
the German-Jewish historian. Covers the period from the
rise of the Kabbala movement in 1270 C.E. to the
permanent settlement of the Marranos in Holland in 1618
C.E.
Book No.:EN4-02683
Title:NEW WORLD FOR SIMON ASHKENAZY
Author(s):MARKISH, DAVID
Narrator(s):ELAINE ROTHENBERG
A novel about a fifteen-year old boy who is exiled to
Siberia.
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Book No.:EN4-02686
Title:POWER BROKER: ROBERT MOSES AND
THE FALL OF NEW YORK
Author(s):CARO, ROBERT A.
Narrator(s):RUBELLE. SCHAFLER
A biographical critique of the man who in four decades
as a public official built most of the parks, bridges and
highways in and around New York City.
Book No.:EN4-02689
Title:MAIMONIDES' INTRODUCTION TO
TALMUD
Author(s):TRANSLATED BY: ZVI LAMPEL
Narrator(s):H. MEYERS
Maimonides presents a clear exposition of the origin,
aims, methodology and spirit of the Talmud.
Book No.:EN4-02695
Title:IN THE ALMOST PROMISED LAND:
AMERICAN JEWS AND BLACKS, 1915-193
Author(s):DINER, HASIA R.
Narrator(s):EDITH DREZNER
The author contends that championing black causes
gave Jews a means to remove obstacles to their own
acculturation.
Book No.:EN4-02700
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Title:FROM OEDIPUS TO MOSES: FREUD'S
JEWISH IDENTITY
Author(s):ROBERT, MARTHE. RALPH MANHEIM,
TRAN
Narrator(s):JANE N. WEISS
The author contends that Freud's advancement of his
theory of sexuality was based largely on frustrated
ambitions to achieve recognition in a gentile society.
Book No.:EN4-02702
Title:GREAT GAME: MEMOIRS OF THE SPY
HITLER COULDN'T
Author(s):TREPPER, LEOPOLD
Narrator(s):JUDITH HOFFMAN
The personal story of the head of a spy network which
operated in Europe against the Nazis during World War II.
The network, dubbed the Red Orchestra by the Gestapo,
infiltrated German organizations in occupied France,
Belgium, and Germany.
Book No.:EN4-02707
Title:LEGENDS OF JERUSALEM: THE SACRED
LAND. VOL. 1.
Author(s):VILNAY, ZEV
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
An anthology of stories and folktales from midrashic and
rabbinic literature containing over 300 legends about
Jerusalem.
Book No.:EN4-02721
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Title:MOSES: THE MAN AND HIS VISION
Author(s):DAICHES, DAVID
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER
Starting from the conviction that Moses, the Exodus, the
Sinai experience and the Promised Land Journey did
exist, the author analyzes the Bible's account of Moses
as a lawgiver, divine mediator and welder of several
nomadic tribes into a unified peo ple and nation.
Book No.:EN4-02726
Title:TORCH SONG
Author(s):ROIPHE, ANN
Narrator(s):HERBERT L MORGENROTH
A romantic novel about an upper-class Jewish woman
who falls in love with a teenage alcoholic.
Book No.:EN4-02734
Title:PIED PIPER OF HELFENSTEIN
Author(s):EDWARD V. MCCARTHY, JR.
Narrator(s):E. HALLE
An adventure tale that involves the search by a Boston
lawyer for the beneficiary of a will, a sort of Jewish
Scarlet Pimpernel, who saved hundreds of children from
German concentration camps during World War II.
Book No.:EN4-02737
Title:ORIGINS OF ZIONISM
Author(s):VITAL, DAVID
Narrator(s):R. WEIL
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Story of the origins of modern Jewish nationalism using
primary sources in Hebrew, Yiddish, German, Russian,
French, and English.
Book No.:EN4-02783
Title:KABBALAH FOR THE MODERN WORLD
Author(s):GONZALEZ-WIPPLER, MIGENE
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
New key to the ancient mystical book that unlocks the
secrets of the universe.
Book No.:EN4-02787
Title:HERZOG LEGACY
Author(s):SCHWEITZER, GERTRUDE
Narrator(s):ELISSA BAUM
The biography of a German-Jewish immigrant who
founded a newspaper dynasty in 1875 and the three
generations of Herzog women who carried on the family
tradition.
Book No.:EN4-02799
Title:YEMENITE GIRL
Author(s):LEVIANT, CURT
Narrator(s):LEE SEAMAN
A novel about the friendship between Ezra Shultish and
an elderly Israeli Nobel Laureate.
Book No.:EN4-02800
Title:RABBI: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
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Author(s):MURRAY POLNER
Narrator(s):S. KALB
Heartwarming account of rabbis as pastors, scholars,
fund-raisers, and community activists.
Book No.:EN4-02807
Title:COUSINHOOD
Author(s):BERMANT, CHAIM
Narrator(s):SYLVIA ESTES & ARLENE RICHARDS
A biography of prominent Jewish families including the
Rothschilds, the Warburgs, the Samuels, and the
Sassoons.
Book No.:EN4-02808
Title:WANTED!: THE SEARCH FOR NAZIS IN
AMERICA
Author(s):HOWARD BLUM
Narrator(s):C. MINTZER
Detailed account of four Nazis who live freely in America,
the men who tracked them down, and how they continue
to circumvent justice.
Book No.:EN4-02819
Title:WELLSPRINGS OF TORAH: VOLUMES I & II
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, ALEXANDER ZUSIA
Narrator(s):S. BRAV
Comprehensive survey of Rabbinic creativity expressed
in writings fo Talumdic scholars
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Book No.:EN4-02829
Title:BROTHERS
Author(s):ZELDIS, CHAIM
Narrator(s):ESTHER COHEN
A novel about the life of a family in a small town.
Book No.:EN4-02843
Title:BOOK OF PARADISE: THE WONDERFUL
ADVENTURES OF SHMUEL-ABA BERVO
Author(s):MANGER, ITZIK
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
This is a story based on the old tradition in Jewish
folklore that children before birth live in Paradise and just
before they are born are tapped by an angel to forget
their stay. This is a story of a young boy who outwits his
angel and is born with complete memory of Paradise and
the life he lives with this memory.
Book No.:EN4-02846
Title:UNDERSTANDING THE TALMUD
Author(s):TRATTNER, ERNST R.
Narrator(s):BIRDIE SAFIAN
Study of contents and meaning of Talmud and its
relationship to other aspects of Jewish life and laws.
Book No.:EN4-02848
Title:PROFESSOR OF DESIRE
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):P.M. APFELBAUM
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David Kepesh, the hero in Philip Roth's tenth novel, is
Jewish and unhappy, echoing a theme dealt with by Roth
in previous novels.
Book No.:EN4-02863
Title:JEWISH MYSTICAL TESTIMONIES
Author(s):JACOBS, LOUIS
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
Mystical texts from Biblical times to 20th century - full
range of original material.
Book No.:EN4-02866
Title:ORCHIDS FOR MOTHER
Author(s):LATHAM, AARON
Narrator(s):R. DOLIN
Israeli intelligence game includes murder and suicide and
involves high political figures.
Book No.:EN4-02872
Title:SARNOFF, AN AMERICAN SUCCESS
Author(s):DREHER, CARL
Narrator(s):ELLEN KANNER
Sarnoff describes his vision of popular electronic
communication which resulted in the formation of NBC,
RKO, and RCA of which he became president in 1929.
Book No.:EN4-02873
Title:MY FATHER'S HOUSE
Author(s):ALON, YIGAL
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Narrator(s):F. WICKOFF
Life of Israeli foreign minister in Palestine farming village
during 1920's and 30's.
Book No.:EN4-02884
Title:ABBA EBAN: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author(s):EBAN, ABBA
Narrator(s):MINA MOSKOWITZ
The autobiography of the former Israeli foreign minister,
statesman, politician, and ambassador. Known for his
eloquence and excellent command of the English
language, Eban served for many years as Israel's
representative in foreign affairs.
Book No.:EN4-02889
Title:DEAD RUNNER
Author(s):ROSS, FRANK
Narrator(s):RUTH FRANKFORT
A suspense novel involving an Arab assassin who
murders a Jewish military hero in London.
Book No.:EN4-02890
Title:LOAVES AND FISHES: FOODS FROM
BIBLE TIMES
Author(s):KINARD,MALVINA & CRISLER,JANET
Narrator(s):LAURA WEINSTEIN
Bible foods brought into the 20th century
Book No.:EN4-02892
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Title:MARA
Author(s):REICH, TOVA
Narrator(s):LUCILLE JACOBS
The entertaining and revealing story of a marriage
between an Orthodox Rabbi's daughter and an Israeli
hippie.
Book No.:EN4-02893
Title:EVER SINCE SINAI
Author(s):BUNIM, IRVING M.
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R. BRAV
Teachings of the talmudic sages and their application to
modern times.
Book No.:EN4-02897
Title:CATASTROPHE OF EUROPEAN JEWRY
Author(s):GUTMAN, YISRAEL & LIVIA ROTHKIRCHEN
Narrator(s):LILLIAN SCHAFFER
A study about the life of Jews during the Holocaust and
an analysis of modern racial anti-Semitism. Compiled
from studies made by Jewish scholars from the Yad
Vashem Holocaust Center in Jerusalem.
Book No.:EN4-02899
Title:LOVERS AND HERETICS
Author(s):HALE, JOHN
Narrator(s):ALVIN REIWITCH
A former British soldier, upon hearing of the death of a
friend whom he met in Berlin, is prompted to conduct an
investigation.
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Book No.:EN4-02909
Title:LUCK OF THE VAN MEERS:: A TRADITION
Author(s):MCHUGH, ARONA
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTEL
18th century story of man who searches out his scattered
Jewish family and classifies their physical and mental
traits.
Book No.:EN4-02910
Title:YESHIVA, VOLUME I AND 2
Author(s):CHAIM GRADE
Narrator(s):SISTERHOOD
The moving story of Tsemakh Atlas, head of the Yeshiva,
the author recreates the rich world of his native city of
Vilna in pre-World War II Lithuania.
Book No.:EN4-02919
Title:DICTIONARY OF JEWISH NAMES AND
THEIR HISTORY
Author(s):KAGANOFF, BENZION
Narrator(s):LAURA WEINSTEIN
The author studies Jewish family names and discusses
the history of Jewish naming practices from biblical
times through the late twentieth century.
Book No.:EN4-02920
Title:JEWISH PHILOSOPHERS
Author(s):KATZ, STEVEN
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Narrator(s):HILDY BERLIN
Survey of philosophical tradition, including bibliography,
biographical index, and glossary of religious and
philosophical terms.
Book No.:EN4-02939
Title:TORAH ANTHOLOGY, THE (ME'AM LO'EZ),
VOL. 1, 2
Author(s):CULI, YAAKOV, RABBI
Narrator(s):SIMON & ROBERTA POLLACK
English translation of the first volume of a classic
commentary on the Torah written by the Sephardic
scholar in 1730. Rich use of midrash.
Book No.:EN4-02947
Title:SPICE AND SPIRIT OF KOSHER JEWISH
COOKING
Author(s):ANDRUISIER, F., EDITOR
Narrator(s):E. ROTHENBERG
This is the "first major Hasidic cookbook" containing 500
recipes, with many variations; law and rituals of a kosher
kitchen; and sections on the Sabbath, holy days and
culinary traditions.
Book No.:EN4-02948
Title:ANCIENT GODS
Author(s):JAMES, E.O.
Narrator(s):JEANNE BLUMENGARTEN
A study of the diverse religions of the ancient Near East,
from rituals of Paleolithic man to Christianity.
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Book No.:EN4-02950
Title:GOLDWYN
Author(s):MARX, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):JOAN RAPHAEL
The saga of Samuel Goldwyn from his days as a boy in
the Warsaw Ghetto through his struggles to reach the top
of the movie industry.
Book No.:EN4-02951
Title:GREAT MADNESS
Author(s):HAMEIRI, AVIGDOR
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
A novel by an Israeli writer about Jewish life and
privation on the European Eastern front during World
War I.
Book No.:EN4-02968
Title:SECRET SHIP
Author(s):KLUGER, RUTH & PEGGY MANN
Narrator(s):SARA S. STER
Juvenile version of Ruth Kluger's suspenseful account of
her own involvement in the secret rescue of European
Jews during the Holocaust and their transportation by
boat to Palestine. For children aged 9-14.
Book No.:EN4-02969
Title:GOING TO JERUSALEM
Author(s):DIXON, ROGER
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Narrator(s):BERNICE FOER
A novel about former Nazi war criminal, Dr. Adolph Greer,
who gives himself up to stand trial in Israel. When a
young Israeli Arab chooses Greer as the first target of his
war of terror, a wave of violence is set off.
Book No.:EN4-02986
Title:HOUSE OF DOLLS
Author(s):GETYNSKI, KAROL
Narrator(s):ALVIN REIWITCH
Fact-based novel about the debasement of Jewish girls
by the Nazis.
Book No.:EN4-03000
Title:THURSDAY THE RABBI WALKED OUT
Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):BARBARA WOLLINS
The seventh novel in the series about Rabbi Small, the
sleuth who employs Talmudic reasoning to solve the
high crime of murder.
Book No.:EN4-03004
Title:PERILOUS SPRING OF MORRIS SEIDMAN
Author(s):MOLL, ELICK
Narrator(s):NAOMI HOFFMAN
The adventures of the 55 year old protagonist--retired,
bored and unhappy--told with gentle humor and
understanding.
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Book No.:EN4-03009
Title:MOSHE DAYAN
Author(s):DAYAN, MOSHE
Narrator(s):RENEE RATNER
Filled with personal anecdotes revealing the man himself,
his candid opinions of other Statesmen and his role as
Israel's leader.
Book No.:EN4-03019
Title:KABBALAH
Author(s):FRANCK, ADOLPH
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
Explanation of the Kabbalah's philosophy--the origin of
man, his destiny, relations with the Divine Being, nature
of evil, etc.
Book No.:EN4-03023
Title:JEWISH MIND
Author(s):PATAI, RAPHAEL
Narrator(s):
Study of 6 historic encounters between the Jews and
other cultures over 2000 years. Emphasizes modern
Jewish thought and attitudes.
Book No.:EN4-03026
Title:JEWISH AMERICAN LITERATURE: AN
ANTHOLOGY
Author(s):EDITED BY: ABRAHAM CHAPMAN
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
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The collection contains fiction, poetry, criticism and
autobiography.
Book No.:EN4-03027
Title:EVERYMAN'S TALMUD
Author(s):COHEN, A.
Narrator(s):
An examination of the literary labor of numerous
talmudic scholars for a period of some 700 years.
Book No.:EN4-03029
Title:JEWISH BUND IN RUSSIA: FROM ITS
ORIGINS TO 1905
Author(s):TOBIAS, HENRY J.
Narrator(s):J. WEISS
The welcome appearance of this book corrects the
glaring absense of a full- length scholarly treatment of
the early history of the Bund.
Book No.:EN4-03039
Title:CRISIS AND FAITH
Author(s):BERKOVITZ, ELIEZER
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
Statement on contemporary issues facing Judaism and
our appropriate response. Deals with divorce, sexual
ethics, conversion, and Israel's spiritual survival.
Book No.:EN4-03054
Title:ISAAC BASHEVIS SINGER
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Author(s):MALIN, IRVING
Narrator(s):THERESA TAX VOLKELL
An appreciation of the stories of the renowned Yiddish
American writer.
Book No.:EN4-03056
Title:ONE MORE RIVER: AN ANTHOLOGY OF
SHORT STORIES
Author(s):GOLDBERG, LESTER
Narrator(s):RITA CHASE
These stories are all part of what the author describes as
a search for his Jewish past.
Book No.:EN4-03060
Title:OPERATION SUSANNAH
Author(s):GOLAN, AVIEZER
Narrator(s):BARBARA FRIEDMAN
A group of young Egyptian Jews who were recruited into
two spy rings in Cairo and Alexandria in the early 1950s,
planted a few fire bombs and were eventually betrayed to
the Egyptian Government. Two were executed, two
received short sentences and fou r drew long terms.
Book No.:EN4-03065
Title:MIMEKOR YISRAEL: CLASSICAL JEWISH
FOLKTALES. VOL. I
Author(s):BIN GORION, EMANUEL, ED.
Narrator(s):ELAYNE BERNSTEIN
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A collection of over 1000 folk tales based on the popular
literature that evolved in Jewish societies through the
centuries.
Book No.:EN4-03066
Title:JUDAISM AND CHRISTIAN BEGINNINGS
Author(s):SANDMEL,SAMUEL
Narrator(s):R. SCHAFFLER
A gifted and engaging author traces the history,
institutions and religious ideas of Judaism from 200 B.C.
to 175 A.D. to reveal the origins of Synagogue Judaism
and the subsequent development of Christianity which
ultimately became the religion of E urope.
Book No.:EN4-03073
Title:JEWS OF RHODES: THE HISTORY OF A
SEPHARDIC COMMUNITY
Author(s):ANGEL, MARC D.
Narrator(s):FREDA MELTZER
Dr. Angel, rabbi of the Spanish and Portuguese
Synagogue in New York has carefully described and
documented the growth and development of the Rhodian
Jewish Community. He discusses the economic affairs of
this community, the role of women, the relati onship
between Jews and non-Jews, the great rabbinic Rhodian
luminaries whose Halachic discourses shed additional
light on Jewish life and literature.
Book No.:EN4-03074
Title:TULIPS ARE RED
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Author(s):LEESHA ROSE
Narrator(s):BARBARA WOLLINS
This book is about a girl named Hava Bornstein and her
testimony and tribute to the Dutch Christian history of
resisting invaders and of helping Jews.
Book No.:EN4-03075
Title:ESTATE
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):
A recreation of the rich world of Jewish Poland in the late
19th century with its early Zionists, anti-Semitism, and
emigrations.
Book No.:EN4-03080
Title:FIVE CHIMNEYS
Author(s):LENGYEL, OLGA
Narrator(s):MARIAN BAER
A memoir of the author's experiences in Auschwitz.
Lengyel later became a member of the medical
profession.
Book No.:EN4-03085
Title:BY THE RIVERS OF BABYLON
Author(s):DE MILLE, NELSON
Narrator(s):DOMENITZ, ALYCE
The story of a small band of Israeli men and women, and
how their courage and love helped them survive under
conditions of terror.
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Book No.:EN4-03086
Title:HILL OF EVIL COUNSEL
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):ELLEN KANNER
Three interwoven stories by a foremost Israeli writer
portraying Jerusalem in the twilight of the British
Mandate period. Translated from the Hebrew
Book No.:EN4-03090
Title:MENACHEM BEGIN:: THE LEGEND AND
THE MAN
Author(s):HABER,EITAN
Narrator(s):JOAN LEHN
Haber examines Begin's life and career "from his Zionist
Betar days in Poland to his experience as a prisoner of
Stalin's Gulag... to his leadership of the underground
Irgun Zvai Leumi to his election as Prime Minister of
Israel."
Book No.:EN4-03098
Title:WEAVE OF WOMEN
Author(s):BRONER, E. M.
Narrator(s):LEE KEIL
Set in contemporary, this novel explores the very
essence of the female experience. It speaks of pain and
compassion, of loss and redemption, and of the curative
powers of both love and revenge.
Book No.:EN4-03107
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Title:HONEY FROM THE ROCK
Author(s):KUSHNER, LAWRENCE
Narrator(s):RABBI VERNON KURTZ
Filled with tales of 'the spiritual encounters that fill our
lives,' this is a work of wisdom and inspiration.
Book No.:EN4-03116
Title:TOUCH THE WATER, TOUCH THE WIND
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):SUZANNE M. SETON
A novel about people seeking escape from a hostile
world. Translated from the Hebrew.
Book No.:EN4-03120
Title:SOL MYERS
Author(s):STAMPFER, JUDAH
Narrator(s):EDNA GREENSPAN
A novel about two friends from a first-generation
immigrant Jewish neighborhood in New York.
Book No.:EN4-03126
Title:LIFE AND TIMES OF MENACHEM BEGIN
Author(s):GERVASI, FRANK
Narrator(s):GERTRUDE LIEBERMAN, FLORENCE
KADIS
A biography of Begin, spanning the history of the State of
Israel. Covers Begin's exploits as a member of the Irgun
and ends with his attempts to make peace with Egypt
while serving as Israeli Prime Minister.
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Book No.:EN4-03132
Title:RAQUELA: A WOMAN OF ISRAEL
Author(s):GRUBER, RUTH
Narrator(s):HELEN MOGUL
The fascinating biography of a 9th generation
Jerusalemite, whose life as a wife, mother, nurse, and
midwife serves as a vivid example of what it means to be
a woman of Israel, from her 1920s childhood through the
War of Independence up until the 197 0s. © 1978
Book No.:EN4-03142
Title:TWO ROTHSCHILDS AND THE LAND OF
ISRAEL
Author(s):SCHAMA, SIMON
Narrator(s):GOLDIE M. CURTAIN
The story of Baron Edmond De Rothschild, who in the
19th century began agricultural colonies for displaced
Jews in Turkish Palestine. Over a century later, these
cultivated acres were turned over to Israel.
Book No.:EN4-03149
Title:EXILE AND RETURN
Author(s):GILBERT, MARTIN
Narrator(s):HILDRED E. GRASS
Tracing turning points in the realization of the dream of
Jewish statehood, the author uses newly available
archives, diaries and memoirs.
Book No.:EN4-03154
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Title:TWO TALES
Author(s):AGNON, S.Y. WALTER LENS, TRANS.
Narrator(s):MILDRED RABINOWITZ
Two short novels stressing the universal failure of
communication between God and man, and man and
man. Translated from Hebrew.
Book No.:EN4-03155
Title:SHTETL BOOK
Author(s):RESKIES, DAVID & DIANE RESKIES
Narrator(s):SYLVIA LUBLINER
A fictitious book about real places and events in the lives
of Yiddish-speaking shtetl Jews subject to changing
times
Book No.:EN4-03168
Title:LITTLE DISTURBANCES OF MAN: STORIES
OF MEN AND WOMEN AT LOVE
Author(s):PALEY, GRACE
Narrator(s):PALEY, GRACE
Stories about women and men in the thick of life, and the
love-hate relationships between them.
Book No.:EN4-03176
Title:EVANGELIZING THE AMERICAN JEW
Author(s):EICHHORN, DAVID MAX
Narrator(s):
The author gives an account of Christian attempts to
convert the Jews of North America from the colonial
period to the present.
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Book No.:EN4-03177
Title:DOWNTOWN JEWS: PORTRAITS OF AN
IMMIGRANT GENERATION
Author(s):SANDERS, RONALD
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
A narrative about the community of 'Downtown Jews'
who poured into New York's Lower East Side from
Eastern Europe between 1880 and 1910.
Book No.:EN4-03193
Title:MUSSOLINI AND THE JEWS
Author(s):MICHAELIS, MEIR
Narrator(s):REBECCA KADITZ
A study of German-Italian relations during the Fascist
period, and Italian Fascist policy toward the Jews.
Book No.:EN4-03196
Title:TREASURY OF AMERICAN JEWISH
STORIES
Author(s):RIBALOW, HAROLD U., ED.
Narrator(s):

Book No.:EN4-03198
Title:HOLOCAUST
Author(s):GREEN, GERALD
Narrator(s):JEAN SCHULMAN
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A novel of two families - one Jewish, one Nazi - from 1935
to 1945.
Book No.:EN4-03201
Title:CHILDREN OF THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):EPSTEIN, HELEN
Narrator(s):SUZY NEUBURGER
The daughter of concentration camp survivors recounts
her own private quest to come to terms with her parents'
past.
Book No.:EN4-03211
Title:EIGHTH SIN
Author(s):KANFER, STEFAN
Narrator(s):LUCILLE JACOBS
An artist and Holocaust survivor bears an obsessive
hatred for a Nazi executioner, although this hatred does
not rob him of his love of beauty.
Book No.:EN4-03224
Title:HISTORY OF JEWISH LITERATURE, VOL VI
Author(s):ZINBERG, ISRAEL
Narrator(s):
The development and decline of German-Polish Jewry
from the middle ages to the end of the 18th century with
special emphasis on the massacres of 1648.
Book No.:EN4-03226
Title:SYNAGOGUE
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Author(s):DEBREFFNEY, BRIAN
Narrator(s):
Illustrated world history of the synagogue from the 1st
century the 1970s. Traces the correlation between social
conditions and synagogue architecture.
Book No.:EN4-03227
Title:DOCTOR FROM CORDOVA
Author(s):LE PORRIER, HERBERT
Narrator(s):
A fictionalized account of the life of Moses Maimonides,
written in the form of letters to a friend.
Book No.:EN4-03229
Title:PHILO OF ALEXANDRIA: AN
INTRODUCTION
Author(s):SANDMEL, SAMUEL
Narrator(s):
A Jewish scholar who wrote in the century of Hillel,
Gamliel, Jesus and Paul, whose writings reflect a blend
of cultures and religious ideas.
Book No.:EN4-03230
Title:YESTERDAY: A MEMOIR OF A RUSSIANJEWISH FAMILY
Author(s):LUNSER, MIRIAM S.
Narrator(s):FLORENCE PRITZ
Three generations of a family from the time of Czar
Nicholas I, through the first quarter of the 20th century.
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Book No.:EN4-03238
Title:ARTHUR KOESTLER
Author(s):PEARSON, SIDNEY A., JR.
Narrator(s):
First full-length study of Koestler's complete writings in
English and a critical study of the author's controversial
subject matter.
Book No.:EN4-03247
Title:JEWS WITHOUT MONEY
Author(s):GOLD, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):ELISSA BAUM
The classic American novel of urban social protest,
which takes for its theme the lives of the tenement poor
during the trying times of the Depression.
Book No.:EN4-03255
Title:EVERGREEN
Author(s):PLAIN, BELVA
Narrator(s):EDITH GIFFORDS
The story of Anna Friedman, a Polish Jewish immigrant
in New York; her faithful, hardworking husband; and her
adventures with a wealthy lover.
Book No.:EN4-03257
Title:YENNE VELT (THE OTHER WORLD): THE
GREAT WORKS OF JEWISH FANTASY
Author(s):NEUGROSCHEL, JOACHIM, ED.
Narrator(s):
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A collection of great literary works of Jewish fantasy and
occult.
Book No.:EN4-03258
Title:1001 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT
JUDAISM
Author(s):GROSS, DAVID C.
Narrator(s):EVELYN GODMAN
This book asks and answers questions about basic
religious concepts such as language, literature, festivals,
and social ethics.
Book No.:EN4-03270
Title:LIFT UP YOUR LIFE
Author(s):GOLDSTEIN, MORRIS
Narrator(s):CUTLER TRUDY
This book helps to give a formula for everyday living and
guides in finding incentives, values, meanings and
purpose.
Book No.:EN4-03271
Title:ENIGMA
Author(s):BARAK, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTEL
A novel set in the underworld of occupied Paris in World
War II. The plot concerns the Allied attempts to steal the
Nazi's 'enigma code machine'.
Book No.:EN4-03272
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Title:MIMEKOR YISRAEL (CLASSICAL JEWISH
FOLKTALES), VOL. II
Author(s):BIN GORION, MICHA, ED.
Narrator(s):
A collection of over 1,000 folk tales based on the popular
literature that evolved in Jewish societies through the
centuries.
Book No.:EN4-03288
Title:ESTABLISHMENT
Author(s):FAST, HOWARD
Narrator(s):JACOB & LILLIAN VENGER
Successful writer Barbara Lavette has barely coped with
the death of her husband when she is caught up in a
witch hunt of the McCarthy era and jailed
Book No.:EN4-03292
Title:LYUBKA, THE COSSAK AND OTHER
STORIES
Author(s):BABEL, ISAAC
Narrator(s):
The author's life story is reflected here from the Pogroms
during childhood, to Cossack in the Russian army, as
government agent.
Book No.:EN4-03294
Title:THREE WEEKS IN OCTOBER
Author(s):DAYAN, YAEL
Narrator(s):
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Set in Israel during the Yom Kippur War, this is the story
of Amilia and Daniel whose marriage is strained by
internal and external forces.
Book No.:EN4-03295
Title:CHOPIN EXPRESS
Author(s):KAPLAN, HOWARD
Narrator(s):MARION T. COHEN
Steve Barth, an American student in Jerusalem becomes
a pawn in a complex plot developed by four intelligence
agencies.
Book No.:EN4-03297
Title:BREAK-UP OF OUR CAMP- VOL. ONE
Author(s):GOODMAN, PAUL
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
The first of a projected 4-volume edition of Goodman's
short fiction set in a summer camp for Jewish boys,
displaying keen powers of observation and description.
Book No.:EN4-03298
Title:WHEN GOD WAS A WOMAN
Author(s):STONE, MERLIN
Narrator(s):THERESA TAX VOLKELL
Archaeological study of ancient religion's focus on the
goddess as an object of worship. The author views these
beliefs as a foundation of Judeo-Christian attitudes on
women.
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Book No.:EN4-03309
Title:SHOLOM ALEICHEM: YIDDISH
LITERATURE
Author(s):BUTWIN, JOSEPH & BUTWIN, FRANCES
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER
Sholom Aleichem is portrayed as a recorder of folklore
whose comic and sympathetic narration creates
endearing characters.
Book No.:EN4-03315
Title:OF THIS TIME, OF THAT PLACE AND
OTHER STORIES
Author(s):TRILLING, LIONEL
Narrator(s):SERENE MEYERS
Five stories dealing with intellectual confrontation, the
struggle to establish moral order, and a Jew's feelings of
isolation.
Book No.:EN4-03320
Title:WAR PATH: HITLER'S GERMANY, 19331939
Author(s):IRVING, DAVID
Narrator(s):KATHY BECK
A recreation of Hitler's rise to power. Each step on the
road to Nazi conquest is viewed from Hitler's perspective.
Book No.:EN4-03327
Title:TRIBES OF AMERICA
Author(s):COWAN, PAUL
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
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The author discovers his commitment to his Jewish faith
as he researches what he calls the major 'tribes', i.e.,
ethnic subgroups, of American society.
Book No.:EN4-03337
Title:NEIGHBORS IN CONFLICT: THE IRISH,
GERMANS, JEWS AND ITALIANS
Author(s):BAYOR, RONALD
Narrator(s):ZELDA PANZIRER
The tense relationships between the Irish, Germans,
Jews and Italians in New York City during the Depression
are analyzed in terms of social and political causes.
Book No.:EN4-03341
Title:FUGU PLAN: THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE
JAPANESE AND JEWS IN WWII
Author(s):TOKAYER, M. AND MARY SWARTZ
Narrator(s):ELLEN PROPP
The saga of a group of fleeing European Jews in World
War II and their eventual survival in an Asian ghetto set
up by Hitler's own ally, Japan.
Book No.:EN4-03362
Title:CODE Z
Author(s):SWERDLOW, JOEL
Narrator(s):EDITH DREZNER
A spy thriller which goes from high altitudes to the inner
sanctum of the White House.
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Book No.:EN4-03370
Title:PLUMBAT AFFAIR
Author(s):DAVENPORT, ELAINE, EDDY, PAUL
Narrator(s):PHYLLIS HOPMAN
This book reconstructs the story of the amazing coup by
the Israeli Secret Service diverting to Israel uranium for
20 nuclear bombs.
Book No.:EN4-03375
Title:JERUSALEM POKER
Author(s):WHITTMORE, EDWARD
Narrator(s):ETHEL E. MADURO
A novel about a poker game that lasts 12 years, and the
winner gets to control Jerusalem.
Book No.:EN4-03377
Title:ZIONIST REVOLUTION: A NEW
PERSPECTIVE
Author(s):FISCH, HAROLD
Narrator(s):VIOLET BLUMENTHAL
An analysis of the crisis of faith and identity that the Jew
in modern Israel faces, and a discussion of what Zionism
means today.
Book No.:EN4-03384
Title:CHILD OF THE HOLOCAUST: AN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author(s):KUPER, JACK
Narrator(s):REBECCA CADITZ
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The true story of a nine-year-old Polish Jew, orphaned by
a Nazi raid on his village, and his three year struggle for
survival.
Book No.:EN4-03394
Title:SOPHIE'S CHOICE
Author(s):STYRON, WILLIAM
Narrator(s):BARBARA FRIEDMAN
The story of a lonely Brooklynite who befriends a
Holocaust survivor and her psychopathic lover.
Book No.:EN4-03396
Title:JEWISH WAY OF LOVE AND MARRIAGE
Author(s):LAMM, RABBI MAURICE
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
A compendium of information and advice relevant to love
and marriage within the Jewish tradition.
Book No.:EN4-03397
Title:WAR AND REMEMBRANCE
Author(s):WOUK, HERMAN
Narrator(s):ROY C. BENNETT
The sequel to 'The Winds of War' brings together history
and romance to reveal the effects of Pearl Harbor's
bombing and World War II on one American family.
Book No.:EN4-03399
Title:LIGHTNING IN THE NIGHT: THE NAZI
INVASION OF AMERICA
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Author(s):ALLHOFF, FRED
Narrator(s):
This 1940 novel answers the question of what could
happen if Hitler invaded America.
Book No.:EN4-03407
Title:KING OF THE JEWS
Author(s):EPSTEIN, LESLIE
Narrator(s):RENEE HEILBRONNER
A story of the dreaded Judenrat, councils of Jews set up
by the Nazis to rule over their fellow-Jews during the
Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-03412
Title:WANDERINGS: CHAIM POTOK'S HISTORY
OF THE JEWS
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
Narrator(s):FLORENCE JABLON
A survey of 6000 years of Jewish history utilizing
classical Hebrew works, history written in different
periods and 20th-century archeological finds.
Book No.:EN4-03415
Title:LATE BLOOMER
Author(s):KAUFELT, DAVID A.
Narrator(s):BELLE EISENMAN
The story of a elderly Jewish widow who tries to start a
new life in Miami, but finds that she cannot switch from
her old ways to become an instant 'swinger'.
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Book No.:EN4-03416
Title:NINTH CAR
Author(s):ROOTH, ANNE REED & JAMES P. WHITE
Narrator(s):BLANCHE SANTO
Stephen Rowe, who inherits gold from his German father
and goes to Zurich to collect, is threatened by agents of
Odessa, the Nazi underground. He turns to Israeli
Intelligence for help.
Book No.:EN4-03423
Title:HUNGARIAN-JEWISH STUDIES, VOL. III.
Author(s):BRAHAM, RANDOLPH L., ED.
Narrator(s):FANCILLE HLAVATY
Deals with the Holocaust and a better understanding of
the catastrophe that befell Hungarian Jews. Also sheds
light on rescue and resistance operations.
Book No.:EN4-03426
Title:ORDINARY DAYLIGHT: PORTRAIT OF AN
ARTIST GOING BLIND
Author(s):POTOK, ANDREW
Narrator(s):MARION COHEN
Potok, scion of the Mazimilian couture furs family, as well
as a painter of note, describes with an antic humor his
attempts to delay the inexorerable debacle of retinitis
pigmentosa, an inherited, progressive eye disease.
Book No.:EN4-03434
Title:GHOST WRITER
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Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):
A young writer's search for a spiritual father whose
support will justify his flight from a Jewish middle-class
home.
Book No.:EN4-03437
Title:
Author(s):
Narrator(s):

Book No.:EN4-03440
Title:ELLIS ISLAND: AND OTHER STORIES
Author(s):HELPRIN, MARK
Narrator(s):
Ten short stories and a novella ranging in setting from
the Indian Ocean to a Long Island beach.
Book No.:EN4-03443
Title:UNCLE
Author(s):MARKUS, JULIA
Narrator(s):JESSE BRONITSKY, JOE BIENER
Irving Bender is the fulcrum of a stereotypical Jewish
family, and, Depression poor, he prospers with his camp
for Jewish youths.
Book No.:EN4-03446
Title:FAMILY FORTUNE
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Author(s):WEIDMAN, JEROME
Narrator(s):BEVERLY COHEN & MON. JOSEPH
BEINER
Flashbacks of a tycoon whose past involves murder,
illegal bootlegging and finally establishing legitimate
operations with the aid of a protégé.
Book No.:EN4-03453
Title:VIENNA I KNEW
Author(s):WECHSBERG, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):H. DITTUS, J. HOFFMAN, R. DORSAY
The author recreates his Jewish middle-class childhood
during the period 1910-1925. he relates the glittering
decadence of a dying world.
Book No.:EN4-03454
Title:PHOENIX
Author(s):ARICHA, AMOS
Narrator(s):
Egypt and Israel are about to negotiate a peace treaty.
Libya's ruler decides that Israeli's foreign minister must
be assassinated.
Book No.:EN4-03455
Title:SEVEN LAWS OF NOAH
Author(s):LICHTENSTEIN, AARON
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
In-depth study of the Noahide laws, including many
Talmudic references.
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Book No.:EN4-03466
Title:JOSHUA THEN AND NOW
Author(s):RICHTER, MORDECHAI
Narrator(s):
The author of THE APPRENTICESHIP OF DUDDY
KRAVITZ returns to Jewish Montreal, where Joshua
Shapiro, despite having a ad who is a boxer-turnedhonest-crook and an exotic dancer mom who performs at
his bar-mitzvah, grows up to find success as a TV writ er
and journalist. But in middle age, he is besieged by the
press and tormented by the ghosts of his youth when he
is injured in a freak accident, his WASP wife disappears,
and he is entangled in a sex scandal. © 1980
Book No.:EN4-03475
Title:KING OF KINGS: A NOVEL OF THE LIFE OF
DAVID
Author(s):MARTIN, MALACHI
Narrator(s):FREDA MELTZER
A novel, recreating the life of David, the shepherd boy
who slew Goliath and became the first great captain-king.
Book No.:EN4-03482
Title:IN SEARCH OF HISTORY: A PERSONAL
EXPEDITION
Author(s):WHITE, THEODORE
Narrator(s):MARTIN WEISS
A Jewish/American correspondent's attempt to link his
own journalistic career with a broader historical context.
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Book No.:EN4-03483
Title:CONCISE JEWISH BIBLE
Author(s):BIRNBAUM, PHILIP, ED., TRANS.
Narrator(s):
.An abridged, easy to follow, version of the Hebrew Bible.
Book No.:EN4-03490
Title:PASSOVER SEDER: AFIKOMAN IN EXILE
Author(s):FREDMAN, RUTH GRUBER
Narrator(s):JACOB & LILLIAN VENGER
A scholarly dissertation of the symbols, rituals and
sequences used in this Jewish holiday meal, celebrating
the Israelite exodus from ancient Egypt.
Book No.:EN4-03492
Title:PREPARING FOR SABBATH
Author(s):RAPOPORT, NESSA
Narrator(s):JANE N. WEISS
A young woman's struggle to find both God and love. A
first novel with spiritual depth and beauty.
Book No.:EN4-03496
Title:TRENDS AND ISSUES IN JEWISH SOCIAL
WELFARE: 1899-1958
Author(s):MORRIS, ROBERT
Narrator(s):MRS. MILTON GARSON
A detailed account of America's social programs in
relation to Jews.
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Book No.:EN4-03499
Title:JEWISH BANKERS AND THE HOLY SEE:
FROM THE 15TH CENTURY TO THE 17TH
CENTURY
Author(s):POLIAKOV, LEON
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
A study of the Jewish Banking Community in Italy from
the 15th to the 17th century.
Book No.:EN4-03502
Title:WHEN BAD THINGS HAPPEN TO GOOD
PEOPLE
Author(s):KUSHNER, HAROLD S.,RABBI
Narrator(s):FLORA SHERBER
Based on his own spiritual crisis upon the death of his
young son, Rabbi Kushner offers comfort and
understanding to those experiencing life's tragedies.
Book No.:EN4-03526
Title:JERUSALEM DIAMOND
Author(s):GORDON, NOAH
Narrator(s):JUDY BOMBACK
The story of a 211-carat diamond from the Temple in
Jerusalem, lost over centuries, which falls into the hands
of Moslems, the Vatican and others. Diamond merchant
Harry Hopeman, who is commissioned to retrieve the
diamond, is followed through variou s, often romantic,
adventures.
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Book No.:EN4-03530
Title:ECHO OF THE NAZI HOLOCAUST IN
RABBINIC LITERATURE
Author(s):ZIMMELS, RABBI H. J.
Narrator(s):SYLVIA SCHMUKLER
Based on response written by rabbis who were
concentration camp inmates. This book explores the
peculiar and very real problems which confronted
Orthodox rabbis during and after the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-03534
Title:WHO FINANCED HITLER?
Author(s):POOL, JAMES; POOL, SUZANNE
Narrator(s):HELEN MOGUL
This book claims that the Third Reich was made possible,
in part, by a Russian Grand Duchess, a knight of the
British empire, and an American legend, Henry Ford.
Book No.:EN4-03535
Title:FIRING OF RABBI LEVI
Author(s):AGRESS, HYMAN; AGRESS, FRANCES
Narrator(s):EDNA BENDER & MIRIAM FREDMAN
The story of young Rabbi Levi whose attempts to satisfy
both his radical and conservative congregants take an
ominous turn when he receives poison pen letters and
calls threatening murder.
Book No.:EN4-03536
Title:JEWISH PEOPLE, JEWISH THOUGHT: THE
JEWISH EXPERIENCE IN HISTORY
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Author(s):SELTZER, ROBERT M.
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
This volume integrates an overview of Jewish social and
political history with an insight into cultural and
religious-intellectual currents.
Book No.:EN4-03540
Title:ACTS OF THEFT
Author(s):COHEN, ARTHUR A.
Narrator(s):HILDRED E. GROSS
A metaphysical mystery concerned with the problems of
beauty and morality, myth and creation, in the aftermath
of Auschwitz and Buchenwald.
Book No.:EN4-03541
Title:COME POUR THE WINE: A NOVEL
Author(s):FREEMAN, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):HELEN DITTUS
A journey of self-discovery. A woman from Kansas
coming to New York finally finds happiness with a man
who renews her awareness of her Jewish heritage and
offers her the chance for total fulfillment as a woman.
Book No.:EN4-03543
Title:BADENHEIM 1939
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):
In this novel, a series of trivial but ominous events in a
Jewish resort town near Vienna presage the Holocaust.
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Book No.:EN4-03545
Title:YIDDISH WORD BOOK FOR ENGLISHSPEAKING PEOPLE
Author(s):ROSENBAUM, SAMUEL
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
A history of the Yiddish language and changes in
translation through the years.
Book No.:EN4-03546
Title:JEWISH HOLIDAY KITCHEN
Author(s):NATHAN, JOAN
Narrator(s):RUTH FRANKFORT
A mini-history of Jewish cuisine from Biblical times to
the present, including recipes reflecting the diversity of
Jewish culture.
Book No.:EN4-03553
Title:GIZELLE, SAVE THE CHILDREN
Author(s):HERSH, GIZELLE & PEGGY MANN
Narrator(s):ZELDA PANZIRER
The story of four Hungarian-Romanian sisters who
survived the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-03554
Title:DEBUT
Author(s):BROOKNER, ANITA
Narrator(s):JANE LESSER
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The story of Dr. Ruth Weiss, a professor of literature, who
finds role models in the women of the classics. An
interest in Balzac leads to an affair with a Sorbonne
professor and a different outlook on life.
Book No.:EN4-03559
Title:HOUSEHOLD WORDS
Author(s):SILBER, JOAN
Narrator(s):ARLENE RICHARDS
A novel that portrays the underlying depths of ordinary
lives. A nice Jewish girl who is a high school French
teacher marries a pharmacist, has two daughters and
lives in a comfortable suburban home.
Book No.:EN4-03564
Title:BEST LAID PLANS
Author(s):PARENT, GAIL
Narrator(s):J. WEISS
Parent's latest novel covers familiar territory: the single
Jewish career woman in New York. But Roberta is
different -- she's determined to have a baby. She plans to
use her favorite men as father material, despite their
protest, and much of the boo k is devoted to her efforts
to corner the seven men on her list during her most
fertile weekend. Family and friends try to interfere with
her plans, but by the end of the book, Roberta has a baby
in her arms and an attractive man in her life.
Book No.:EN4-03567
Title:LAST MISSION
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Author(s):MAZER, HARRY
Narrator(s):JANE N. WEIS
A 15-year-old American Jewish boy who pretended to be
older so that he could get into the Air Force in 1944, is
shot down behind German lines. Forced to endure
terrifying experiences in a P.O.W. camp, he discovers
what war is really like
Book No.:EN4-03568
Title:X P D
Author(s):DEIGHTON, LEN
Narrator(s):MARION T.COHN
This thriller harks back to the last days of World War II,
when a group of American soldiers 'liberate' a cache of
Nazi gold. Now in 1979, enriched through a secret bank
account they have set up in Geneva, the survivors are
hounded by British, Americ an, Russian and German
agents. Their world crumbles before their eyes.
Book No.:EN4-03569
Title:GOLEM OF PRAGUE
Author(s):WINKLER, GERSHON
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W KRAMER
Tales of the Golem, the 16th century clay 'man' created
by Rabbi Yehuda Loew, the then Chief Rabbi of Prague,
to protect the Jewish community from blood libels and
other anti-Semitic threats.
Book No.:EN4-03573
Title:BEGGARS AND PRAYERS
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Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN
Narrator(s):MARILYN ROSE
Most famous for his popularized 'teach-yourself' edition
of the Talmud, Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz, a rabbi and teacher
living in Israel, retells the hasidic folk tales of Rabbi
Nachman of Bratslav to which he adds his own
theological interpretations.
Book No.:EN4-03576
Title:YONI: HERO OF ENTEBBE
Author(s):HASTINGS, MAX
Narrator(s):EDITH FRIEDMAN
When he had all but completed leading the rescue of 109
hostages at Entebbe, Col. Yonathan Nethanyahu was
shot and died in the air. This is the tragic story of a life of
great accomplishment and a portrait of how Israel's
defense forces work from the bottom up.
Book No.:EN4-03577
Title:TEHERAN CONTRACT
Author(s):RIVERS, GAYLE & JAMES HUDSON
Narrator(s):FRIEDA GOLDMAN
A novel of intrigue in the early days of Khomeini's return
to Iran. The action centers on the rescue of an
internationally prominent Jewish family on the death list
of both the new regime and the PLO. It also is the story of
the mercenaries who trade their lives for money and high
adventure.
Book No.:EN4-03580
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Title:BOARDWALK
Author(s):KOTLOWITZ, ROBERT
Narrator(s):BLANCHE SANT
A nostalgic story about two weeks at a Jewish family
hotel in Atlantic City, in the summer of 1939.
Book No.:EN4-03592
Title:MASADA
Author(s):GANN, ERNEST K.
Narrator(s):DAN GORDON, ROSE DORSAY & NAOMI
ROSENBERG
A novel of love, courage and the triumph of the human
spirit.
Book No.:EN4-03594
Title:LIVING JUDAISM
Author(s):JUNG, RABBI LEO
Narrator(s):FLORENCE JABLON
Articles about Judaism on such topics as 'The Family,'
'Jewish Americans,' 'The Jew and the World' and 'The
Jewish Year.' The author, Leo Jung, one of the leading
Orthodox Rabbis in America, says of this collection of his
work that they represent 'ra diations of Judaism, rays of
its sun'.
Book No.:EN4-03596
Title:TO PRAY AS A JEW
Author(s):DONIN, RABBI HAYIM HALEVY
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
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A lucid guide for those who would like to pray in the
Jewish way but don't know how. The book is also
intended for people who pray by rote every day but would
like a deeper understanding of what they are saying.
Blending halakha and history, Midrash and philosophy,
Donin clarifies the content and structure of the prayers.
Book No.:EN4-03606
Title:O MY AMERICA!
Author(s):KAPLAN, JOHANNA
Narrator(s):FRANCILLE H. HLAVATY
he story of a man who is absorbed with the vast human
family but has no time for his own people. Searching for
the solution to complex social problems on a world scale,
a universalist who weeps for the poor of Appalachia and
the starving infants of B angladesh, he is unable to be a
protagonist of the Jewish people.
Book No.:EN4-03613
Title:LEAH'S JOURNEY
Author(s):GOLDREICH, GLORIA
Narrator(s):FAY COHEN
Saga of the love and struggles of a Jewish couple who
flee pogroms in Russia to find a new life, first in the
squalor of New York's Lower East Side and then in the
luxurious suburbs.
Book No.:EN4-03614
Title:SIDE EFFECTS
Author(s):ALLEN, WOODY
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Narrator(s):BERNICE STRAUSS
Humorous articles and aphorisms on such topics as the
predicament of modern man and Allen's favorite
subjects: sex, death and religion.
Book No.:EN4-03622
Title:CIRCLE OF LOVE
Author(s):LEAHY, SYRELL ROGOVIN
Narrator(s):ADELE HOCHBA
Set in postwar France, this is an unusual love story
between a 16-year-old German-Jewish girl driven to
return to Germany to look for her parents and a Polish
Resistance fighter newly released from a German prison
camp. Despite the age difference, th ey share a short
idyllic love affair.
Book No.:EN4-03624
Title:GUIDE FOR THE JEWISH HOMEMAKER
Author(s):LEVI, SHONIE B. &. KAPLAN, SYLVIA R
Narrator(s):JANE N. WEISS
Detailed, practical counsel in such matters as developing
menus, planning a wedding, finding books and records
for cultural enrichment.
Book No.:EN4-03625
Title:HIGH CRIMES AND MISDEMEANORS
Author(s):GREENBERG, JOANNE
Narrator(s):ELLEN PROPP
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Greenberg's psychological insight and keen analysis of
ordinary events, combined with a freewheeling comic
imagination, make for profound and humorous reading in
these 10 stories. Each depicts a crime, a deviation of
some sort from the norm - whether social, theological or
personal.
Book No.:EN4-03626
Title:STATE OF THE JEWS
Author(s):SYRKIN, MARIE
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
A book about Jewish resistance to Nazi mass murder
during the war, gathered from documents and survivors.
Syrkin has given voice to those whose voices were stilled
and fashioned a memorial for ghetto struggle. Her
account represents a multi-faceted s tatement of the
Zionist cause.
Book No.:EN4-03627
Title:SANITARIUM UNDER THE SIGN OF THE
HOURGLASS
Author(s):SCHULZ, BRUNO
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
A collection of 13 autobiographical stories of small town
family life in prewar Poland. Schulz evokes memories of
the seasons, of nature and people and draws meaning
from the smallest everyday artifacts. His imagination is
both wild and controlled an d completely original.
Translated from the Polish.
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Book No.:EN4-03630
Title:ZIP: A NOVEL OF THE LEFT AND THE
RIGHT
Author(s):APPLE, MAX
Narrator(s):JUDITH HOFFMAN
Zip, or motivation, is what Ira Goldstein needs to go out
and find a nice Jewish girl to marry. What he gets instead
are a Puerto Rican boxer, a radical student and a Detroit
junk king. The grand finale takes place amid a blend of
sport and ideology in the fight of the century in Cuba.
Book No.:EN4-03631
Title:STORY OF AUNT SHLOMZION THE GREAT
Author(s):KANIUK, YORAM
Narrator(s):HERBERT WEISBERG
The heroine of this novel, like the imperious queen of the
title who once ruled Judea, treats everyone with scorn
and derision, except her father and her husband, for
failing to live up to the standard of her majestic
background.
Book No.:EN4-03632
Title:ROUGH STRIFE: A NOVEL
Author(s):SCHWARTZ, LYNN SHARON
Narrator(s):
The story of a marriage between a Jew and a gentile who
meet in Rome and slowly begin an affair. Back in the U.S.,
they embark on careers and set up life together firm in
their conviction that they belong together as a family.
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Book No.:EN4-03654
Title:OPEN CAGE: AN ANZIA YEZIERSKA
COLLECTION
Author(s):YEZIERSKA, ANZIA. ALICE KESSLERHARR
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
A collection of short stories and vignettes. Included are
Yezierska's early tales, chronicling the Jewish immigrant
experience in New York's East Side ghetto and her later
selections, autobiographical 'fantasy fiction.' This volume
provides an overvi ew of Yezierska's work and the period
in which she lived.
Book No.:EN4-03660
Title:HOLOCAUST AND THE HISTORIANS
Author(s):DAVIDOWICZ, LUCY S.
Narrator(s):FLORA SHERBER
The author of 'The War against the Jews' cites various
reasons for historians' neglect of the Holocaust:
attraction to German culture; aversion to the irrational; a
historical methodology that values actions above ideas
and so ignores the fact that t he Holocaust was a direct
outcome of anti-Semitic ideology.
Book No.:EN4-03665
Title:BEN-GURION: A BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):JOSEPH REUTLINGER
Another work by the writer on the same subject, this one
with evidence from diaries, archives, letters, personal
interviews, and details on Ben-Gurion's personal life.
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Book No.:EN4-03679
Title:KUZARI
Author(s):HALEVI, YEHUDAH
Narrator(s):
A philosophic work, written in 1167, designed as a
dialogue in defense of Judaism, based on the story of the
conversion to Judaism of the Khazars and their king in
740 C.E. Halevi is famous as the foremost Hebrew poet of
the Spanish period of Jewish literature.
Book No.:EN4-03688
Title:MOSSAD
Author(s):EISENBERG, DAN, & LANDAU, E.
Narrator(s):JUDY ELLIS
Told in full for the first time are all the feats, triumphs and
failures of Mossad agents, men and women with ruthless
dedication, and great ingenuity. A spy story that comes
from real life.
Book No.:EN4-03692
Title:RING
Author(s):STEEL, DANIELLE
Narrator(s):JANE LESSER
A love story played out over three generations beginning
in Hitler's Germany with the extramarital affair of a
German woman with a Jewish novelist. It continues when
the woman's daughter, Ariana, is rescued from the Nazi
terror by a German officer an d ends in present-day
America, when Ariana's son learns his mother's secret.
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Book No.:EN4-03702
Title:SADIE SHAPIRO, MATCHMAKER
Author(s):SMITH, ROBERT K.
Narrator(s):SYLVIA JACOBS
With her down-to-earth wit and wisdom Sadie Shapiro,
jogger, knitter and grandmother, now also comes into her
own as a matchmaker. She knows that Dr. Michael
Newman and her friend and TV producer, Maxine Morris,
are meant for each other. But when a p rofessional
matchmaker bequeaths Sadie her files, Sadie faces no
easy task.
Book No.:EN4-03704
Title:BEST OF SHOLOM ALEICHEM
Author(s):HOWE, IRVING, ED.
Narrator(s):TRUDY CUTLER
Twenty-two stories by the great Yiddish writer which
have been translated by well-known American Jewish
authors.
Book No.:EN4-03717
Title:SUICIDE ACADEMY
Author(s):STERN, DANIEL
Narrator(s):MARION BAER
The Academy is the ultimate product of a permissive
society. Part assembly line, part university, part hospital,
and part brothel, it is there potential suicides go for a day
of self-examination and meditation before deciding
whether to kill themselv es.
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Book No.:EN4-03718
Title:QUESTION OF PALESTINE
Author(s):SAID, EDWARD
Narrator(s):EDITH DREZNER
A professor of literature and Palestinian activist, Said
analyzes the nature and unity of the Palestinian
community; Zionism; and the American policy of support
for Israel. Denying identification between Palestinians
and terror, Said pleads for a pos itive American response
to the Arab moderation that has begun to emerge since
1967.
Book No.:EN4-03719
Title:POWER OF LIGHT: EIGHT STORIES FOR
HANUKAH
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):SIDNEY BIEGELSON
These eight stories which again are set in Poland
demonstrate the miraculous power of light over
darkness. Whether they are suspenseful or lighthearted,
these inspirational tales bring out the human qualities of
faith, hope and love.
Book No.:EN4-03723
Title:CONVERSATIONS WITH RABBI SMALL
Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):SIDNEY BIEGELSON
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Talmudic detective Rabbi David Small resumes his
original role as clergyman. This time it is to counsel a
non-Jewish girl who is about to marry a Jew. Through his
conversations with her, he gains insight into the relations
between Jew and non-Jew, an d also into his own
prejudices.
Book No.:EN4-03726
Title:FOUR DAYS
Author(s):GOLDREICH, GLORIA
Narrator(s):
Ina Feldman, loving wife and mother as well as
successful businesswoman, has to face the most
important decision of her life. In light of her Holocaust
experience, should she abort the unwanted child she is
carrying? Past, present and future come tog ether in a
single unpredictable moment.
Book No.:EN4-03733
Title:QUEEN OF EGYPT
Author(s):SCHAEFFER, SUSAN FROMBERG
Narrator(s):
A collection of eight short stories and two novellas that
include 'His Daughter's House', a story about Brooklyn
Jews; the novella 'Destinies', containing some scenes of
family fights; and 'The Exact Nature of the Plot', winner of
the 1977 O. Henry A ward, that explores the troubles in
store for a woman writer.
Book No.:EN4-03754
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Title:JAVITS: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
PUBLIC MAN
Author(s):SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS
Narrator(s):FREDA MELTZER
The U.S. Senator's autobiography, covering his many
years in public life representing the people of New York
State.
Book No.:EN4-03757
Title:KABBALAH: LAW AND MYSTICISM
Author(s):SAFRAN, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s):
Going beyond historic description or a dry academic
presentation of Kabbalah, the author affords us a
complete and harmonious vision of Jewish tradition as a
living world of religious thought and experience, where
every disparity, between intellect a nd emotion, is
dissolved in the organic coherence of authentic Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-03760
Title:SHAVUOT ANTHOLOGY
Author(s):GOODMAN, PHILIP
Narrator(s):JEANE BLUMENGARTEN
The book aims to convey the spirit of the festival of
Shavuot in its many aspects, presenting the diverse ways
in which the Feast of Weeks has been observed in
different periods and lands. © 1974
Book No.:EN4-03765
Title:LOVER
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Author(s):YEHOSHUA, A. B.
Narrator(s):M. FRIDUSS, A. GROSS & R ZWEIBEL
This complex psychological work contains an interweave
of very distinct voices. Adam and Asya are an 'old'
married couple with a teenage daughter, Dafi. Both Asya
and Adam give money to down-and-out Gabriel, newly
returned to Israel from Paris, who b ecomes Asya's lover.
After the Yom Kippur War, Gabriel has disappeared ...
Book No.:EN4-03767
Title:SINAI: THE GREAT AND TERRIBLE
WILDERNESS
Author(s):BERNSTEIN, BURTON
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
In 1978, the author, James Thurber's biographer, visited
the Sinai desert on a New Yorker assignment to observe
what ordinary things look like to an outsider. He
discusses the Bedouins who gave him a warm welcome,
United Nations peace keepers, touris ts, hippies,
Palestinians and looks at Sinai from the Egyptian side.
Book No.:EN4-03768
Title:FROM THE BITTER LAND
Author(s):MOSCO, MAISIE
Narrator(s):ZOE BLETH
Sarah Sandberg was a mother, lover, vital force who
launched her family on a new life in a strange new world,
anchored in tradition, ambition & desire.
Book No.:EN4-03772
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Title:NINE QUESTIONS PEOPLE ASK ABOUT
JUDAISM
Author(s):PRAGER, DENNIS & JOSEPH TELUSHKIN
Narrator(s):
This book deals with the basic questions that perplex
Jews all over the world and also explains the
fundamental characteristics of the Jewish heritage.
Judaism emerges as a rational moral alternative for
contemporary man.
Book No.:EN4-03778
Title:SHTETL
Author(s):NEUGROSCHEL, JOACHIM
Narrator(s):BERNICE STRAUSS
An anthology of Yiddish stories conveying the quality of
Jewish life in the shtetls of Eastern Europe from the late
Middle Ages to World War II. Since the stories are
arranged chronologically, readers can follow the gradual
intrusion of secular influ ences until an entire way of life
was destroyed by the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-03786
Title:WORLD OF PRAYER, VOL. 1.
Author(s):MUNK, ELIE
Narrator(s):LEAH PORATH-GOOR
An English edition of the classic guide to the daily
prayers by a Chief Rabbi of France. The book contains
detailed explanations that instruct and illuminate.
Book No.:EN4-03790
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Title:HEBREW BOOK
Author(s):POSNER, RAPHAEL & ISRAEL TA-SHEMA
Narrator(s):
The Jews are the People of the Book. The Jewish
contribution to culture has been expressed, not so much
in statues or pictures, but in book form, the Torah or the
Bible.
Book No.:EN4-03808
Title:TORAH ANTHOLOGY, THE (ME'AM LO'EZ),
GENESIS. VOL. 3A
Author(s):CULI, YAAKOV RABBI
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
The story of Jacob's marriage to Rachel and Leah and the
birth of his sons, who eventually became the Twelve
Tribes of Israel. Includes hundreds of commentaries.
Book No.:EN4-03812
Title:BIG BOOK OF JEWISH HUMOR
Author(s):NOVAK, WILLIAM & MOSHE WALDOKS
Narrator(s):BELINK, HELEN
A collection of Jewish jokes, anecdotes and excerpts
from literary works distilling the essence of Jewish
humor from the nineteenth century Yiddish wits to the
comedy of Philip Roth and Lenny Bruce. This anthology
shows how humor has been a natural r esource of the
Jewish people.
Book No.:EN4-03813
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Title:JEWISH BOOK OF WHY AND THE SECOND
JEWISH BOOK OF WHY
Author(s):KOLATCH, ALFRED J. RABBI
Narrator(s):JOAN ADELL
The 'how' and 'why' of nearly every symbol and custom in
Judaism explained clearly and concisely by Rabbi
Kolatch.
Book No.:EN4-03814
Title:TORAH (GENESIS): A MODERN
COMMENTARY
Author(s):PLAUT, W. GUNTHER & DR. BERNARD
BAMB
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
A new commentary on the Five Books of Moses, with
translation and notes, by two distinguished scholars of
Reform Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-03815
Title:RAOUL WALLENBERG: ANGEL OF
RESCUE
Author(s):ROSENFELD, HARVEY
Narrator(s):MARCIA FELTHEIMER
The biography of the legendary Swedish diplomat who is
credited with having saved, single-handedly, as many as
100,000 Hungarian Jews during the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-03819
Title:BOOK OF LIGHTS
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
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Narrator(s):SIDNEY BIGGELSON
A novel about the spiritual crisis of an American rabbi
who was a chaplain in Korea, and the implications of his
inner turmoil in kabalistic terms.
Book No.:EN4-03823
Title:TANYA (LIQQUTEI AMARIM)
Author(s):ZALMAN, RABBI SCHNEUR
Narrator(s):EDITH PERMAN
'Tanya,' the classic sacred text of the Lubavitch
movement, was designed to meet the intellectual needs
of the analytical and questing mind among the widest
possible audience.
Book No.:EN4-03824
Title:LIVING MY LIFE. VOL. 2
Author(s):GOLDMAN, EMMA
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
The second part of the life of the anarchist Emma
Goldman, who dominated radical circles in the United
States until she was deported to Russia after World War
1. There she soon discovered what underlay the
propaganda she had so trustingly imbibed. Go ldman
escaped with her life, but was not permitted to return to
the United States.
Book No.:EN4-03825
Title:TORAH ANTHOLOGY, (ME'AM LO'EZ). VOL.
5
Author(s):CULI, RABBI YAACOV
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Narrator(s):
The author completes the account of the Exodus, the
dramatic story of the birth of the Jewish people. Here we
witness the first Passover, the mass migration from
Egypt, the splitting of the Red Sea, and the miracle of the
manna.
Book No.:EN4-03829
Title:THIRTEEN PETALLED ROSE, THE
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
The author presents his own theological synthesis,
showing how, in Jewish thinking, belief and action, far
from being separate or in opposition, are both earthly
manifestations of the same divine principle.
Book No.:EN4-03831
Title:MIDWIFE
Author(s):COURTER, GAY
Narrator(s):
Hannah Blau, the only Jewish midwife trainee in the
Russian Imperial College of Medicine, arrives in America
in 1903, fleeing from pogroms and personal problems.
This is the story of how she succeeds in gaining her
heroic struggle to practice her pro fession on New York's
Lower East Side.
Book No.:EN4-03833
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Title:BIBLICAL AND HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND OF THE JEWISH HOLY
DAYS
Author(s):BLOCH, ABRAHAM P.
Narrator(s):MINNIE ELISON
An exhaustive survey of the origins of traditions
connected with the Jewish holidays. The evolution of the
biblical festivals are documented with quotations from
the Talmud, midrashic literature, Philo, Josephus, and
the medieval commentators, and th e current trend
towards observance of Holocaust Day is also pinpointed.
Book No.:EN4-03834
Title:JEWISH RESISTANCE IN FRANCE (194044)
Author(s):LATOUR, ANNY
Narrator(s):BARBARA JUSTER
A certain French Jewish elite, when subjected to
humiliation and torture during World War Two, awakened
to pride in their own identity and rose up as Jews against
the Nazis. The image of a passive, martyred people who
offered no resistance is altered by this history.
Book No.:EN4-03836
Title:TORAH (DEUTERONOMY): A MODERN
COMMENTARY
Author(s):PLAUT, W. GUNTHER & DR. BERNARD
BAMB
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R. BRAV
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A new commentary on the Five Books of Moses, with
translation and notes, by two distinguished scholars of
Reform Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-03849
Title:WISDOM OF THE TALMUD
Author(s):BOKSER, BEN ZION, RABBI
Narrator(s):SARA WEINBERGER
A popular introduction to the Talmud, meant for the
general reader.
Book No.:EN4-03852
Title:PROPHET UNARMED, THE TROTSKY 19211929
Author(s):DEUTSCHER, ISAAC
Narrator(s):FRANCES ZASLOW
This second work in the Trotsky trilogy traces the years
from the uneasy Truce to the Revolutionary's expulsion
by Stalin.
Book No.:EN4-03854
Title:ON BOTH SIDES OF THE WALL
Author(s):MEED, VLADKA
Narrator(s):HERMINE KATZ
A Holocaust survivor tells of her experiences in the two
and a half year period from 1942 until liberation in 1945.
Book No.:EN4-03855
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Title:SAVTA SIMCHA AND THE INCREDIBLE
SHABBOS BAG
Author(s):GANZ, YAFFA
Narrator(s):JACOB & LILLIAN ZENGER
An Israeli woman visiting Wintergreen City brings
happiness to its residents with her 'Shabbos bag' of
holiday treats. A Hebrew and Yiddish glossary rounds
out an unusually appealing book.
Book No.:EN4-03864
Title:TOWN BEYOND THE WALL
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):HENRIETTA NATENBERG
A study of a young Jew who has survived Nazi atrocities
and returns to his native town behind the Iron Curtain.
Book No.:EN4-03866
Title:PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM
Author(s):ALLEN, WOODY
Narrator(s):BERNICE STRAUSS
The hilarious stage hit about a shy would-be lover who
receives advice from the ghost of Humphrey Bogart.
Book No.:EN4-03867
Title:HOME AGAIN, HOME AGAIN
Author(s):MARKSON, ELAINE
Narrator(s):VIVIAN KLEIN
On the eve of her wedding a hip Miami widow is
descended upon by her two neurotic and immature
children.
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Book No.:EN4-03874
Title:THIS PROMISED LAND
Author(s):GOLDREICH, GLORIA
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER
This is a novel of the birth of the State of Israel and the
joys and struggles of the early settlers (circa 1888-1922).
Book No.:EN4-03878
Title:FIVE BIBLICAL PORTRAITS: SAUL-JONAHJEREMIAH-ELIJAH-JOSHUA
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):SATAH BAKER
A study of the prophets Joshua, Saul, Jeremiah, Elijah
and Jonah.
Book No.:EN4-03881
Title:MAN ON THE CAMEL
Author(s):SACHAR, HOWARD
Narrator(s):EDNA GREENSPAN
Israeli intelligence has uncovered an espionage plot
which implicates a war hero. What they do not suspect is
a traitor in the Israeli government.
Book No.:EN4-03882
Title:TORAH: A MODERN COMMENTARY
Author(s):PLAUT, W. GUNTHER
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
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The second volume of a new commentary on the Five
Books of Moses, with translation and notes, by the
distinguished scholar of Reform Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-03889
Title:TORAH ANTHOLOGY, THE (ME'AM LO'EZ),
VOL. 4
Author(s):CULI, YAACOV
Narrator(s):
An analysis of the Ten Commandments and the code of
law which accompanied them.
Book No.:EN4-03890
Title:ISAAC BASHEVIS SINGER: THE MAGICIAN
OF WEST 86TH STREET
Author(s):KRESH, PAUL
Narrator(s):ESTELLE ADEN
A collage of the Nobel prize-winning storyteller's life and
work, rather than a straightforward biography.
Book No.:EN4-03894
Title:TORAH (LEVITICUS): A MODERN
COMMENTARY
Author(s):BAMBERGER, BERNARD
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R. BRAV
Essays on Leviticus in the context of ancient Near
Eastern literature. Includes English translation and notes.
Book No.:EN4-03900
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Title:ESTHER THE STAR AND THE SEPTRE
Author(s):ANDREWS, GINI
Narrator(s):MARIAN BAER
The true story of the holiday of Purim tells of Esther, a
Persian Jew torn between her love for Xerxes and her
duty to her people.
Book No.:EN4-03907
Title:FRIARS AND THE JEWS: THE
EVALUATION OF MEDIEVAL ANTISEMITISM
Author(s):COHEN, JEREMY
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING KRAMER
How the Dominicans and the Franciscans, from the time
of their founding, oversaw all anti-Semitic activities of the
Church.
Book No.:EN4-03908
Title:MEDICAL HALACHAH FOR EVERYONE
Author(s):ABRAHAM S. ABRAHAM
Narrator(s):SYLVIA LANDOW
A comprehensive sensitive guide to Jewish medical law
in sickness and health for all the problems and questions
that face the ill and those who attend them.
Book No.:EN4-03926
Title:JEWS
Author(s):STEEBER, SHARON
Narrator(s):JANE N. WEISS
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From Russia to America, this is the saga of the
Luminovs. Against the backdrop of powerful family
relationships, we bear witness to a culture and a society
on the move as Daniel and Alma's hopes are shattered by
the bitter hatred of their parents.
Book No.:EN4-03927
Title:PORTAGE TO SAN CRISTOBAL OF A. H.
Author(s):STEINER, GEORGE
Narrator(s):CHARLOTTE OSTEN
A group of tough young Israeli Nazi hunters finds deep in
the Amazonian Mountains a silent, wizened old man who
is none other than Adolf Hitler himself.
Book No.:EN4-03928
Title:EARWITNESS: FIFTY CHARACTERS
Author(s):CANETTI, ELIAS
Narrator(s):LEE SAMUELSON
individual sketches which read like the prologue to a
surreal, 20th-century Canterbury tales.
Book No.:EN4-03936
Title:TREASURY OF JEWISH LITERATURE:
FROM BIBLICAL TIMES TO TODAY
Author(s):EDITED BY: GLORIA GOLDREICH
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
Selections from Torah, Talmud, Siddur, Kabbalah,
hasidic, Yiddish and Zionist writings. Each section has a
brief introduction of a historical and/or literary
background,
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Book No.:EN4-03937
Title:ORPHAN IN HISTORY
Author(s):COWAN, PAUL
Narrator(s):FLORA SHERBER
An assimilated Jew returns to his legacy, 5000 years of
culture and history.
Book No.:EN4-03940
Title:STOLEN JEW
Author(s):NEUGEBOREN, JAY
Narrator(s):EVELYN GODMAN
Nathan Malkin returns from a self-imposed exile in Israel
to New York to mourn the death of his brother.
Book No.:EN4-03953
Title:OLD WORLD, NEW WORLD: EIGHT
DECADES OF A JEWISH FAMILY
Author(s):DITENFASS, MARK
Narrator(s):RITA KING
The story of the hopes and fears, the aspirations and
limits which define the Liebers as a Jewish family.
Book No.:EN4-03954
Title:WITNESS TO THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):EISENBERG, AZRIEL
Narrator(s):HELEN DITTUS
A collection of memoirs and documents by survivors,
witnesses and historians.
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Book No.:EN4-03958
Title:LAST WALTZ IN VIENNA
Author(s):GEORGE, CLAIRE
Narrator(s):EDNA GREENSPAN
A sensitive, beautiful.memoir of growing up in an
affluent, assimilated Jewish family who then became the
Nazi's victims. A love letter to Vienna and a thoughtful
reflection on why it was so hard to accept the reality of
the Nazi message and actions.
Book No.:EN4-03960
Title:SHOFAR THAT LOST ITS VOICE
Author(s):FASS, DAVID E.
Narrator(s):GERTRUDE SHAPIRO
On the afternoon before Rosh Hashanah young Avi races
home to practice blowing on the ram's horn for the
Service, but no sound comes out.
Book No.:EN4-03964
Title:ZUCKERMAN UNBOUND
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):CELIA C. BELFROM
A would-be recluse is thrust into the limelight during the
sixties with the success of his erotically comic novel.
Book No.:EN4-03967
Title:PILGRIMAGE: ADVENTURES OF A
WANDERING JEW
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Author(s):EPSTEIN, PERLE
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
An account of the discovery of spiritual happiness
through a rediscovering of her Jewish heritage.
Book No.:EN4-03968
Title:REFORM JUDAISM: A HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE
Author(s):BLAU, JOSEPH L., EDITOR
Narrator(s):
An overview of the Reform movement in America.
Book No.:EN4-03977
Title:AWAKE MY GLORY
Author(s):MILLER, AVIGDOR
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING KRAMER
A handbook of fundamental principles of Hasidism
explained in numbered paragraph form.
Book No.:EN4-03979
Title:AT THE MIND'S LIMITS
Author(s):AMERY, JEAN
Narrator(s):
These 5 soul-searching autobiographical essays tell of
survival-mental, moral and physical-through the enormity
of the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-03981
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Title:WALTER BENJAMIN: THE STORY OF A
FRIENDSHIP
Author(s):SCHOLEM, GERSHOM
Narrator(s):ROSALIND GALLARD
A rare testimony by a close friend of one of the most
supple, innovative and creative critics of the time.
Book No.:EN4-03982
Title:HOLY LAND
Author(s):AVI-YONAH, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
The cultural heritage of the country is examined,
including the significance of such places as Jerusalem,
Nazareth, Bethlehem, Masada and the Qumran Caves.
Book No.:EN4-04000
Title:PARACHUTISTS
Author(s):KLEIN, ED
Narrator(s):MARGARET ALLEN, NAOMI ROSENBERG
& RUTH SCHMITT
A World War II thriller involving an assassination attempt
against Eichmann and the rescuing of Hungarian Jews.
Book No.:EN4-04003
Title:SOMEWHERE A MASTER
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):MARIANNE HAYDU
In the world of 18th and 19th century Europe, an age of
bloodshed, we learn how a handful of hasidic rabbis
helped their people overcome despair.
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Book No.:EN4-04027
Title:PASSION IN THE DESERT
Author(s):LEVIANT, CURT
Narrator(s):ISABELLE RUBIN
Romance develops between an American journalist
touring the Sinai and an Israeli army officer whose
husband is a paraplegic.
Book No.:EN4-04031
Title:ARARAT: A COLLECTION OF HUNGARIANJEWISH STORIES
Author(s):HANDLER, ANDREW
Narrator(s):
Twenty works illuminate Jewish life in that country
between 1920 and 1945.
Book No.:EN4-04032
Title:MEMOIRS OF AN ANTI-SEMITE: A NOVEL
IN FIVE STORIES
Author(s):VON REZZORI, GREGOR
Narrator(s):BARBARA FRIEDMAN
Five interrelated works which trace the life of a young
Rumanian boy between the world wars.
Book No.:EN4-04036
Title:ASAHEL
Author(s):MEGED, AHARON
Narrator(s):MILDRED GRASS
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An introspective, confused man in his late thirties is torn
between his mother's generation of Israeli pioneers and
the younger sabras who lead gentrified lives in the cities.
A portrayal of the struggle of individual Israelis to find a
place within communal society.
Book No.:EN4-04038
Title:WALLENBERG:: THE MAN IN THE IRON
WEB
Author(s):LESTER, ELENORE
Narrator(s):ROY C. BENNETT
Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg saved thousands of
Hungarian Jews from death and concentration camps
during the Second World War. He disappeared in
Budapest in February 1945, when the Russians occupied
Hungary. An exciting portrait provides an unus ual
insight into Wallenberg's remarkable personality.
Book No.:EN4-04040
Title:SIMPLE TRUTHS
Author(s):LEVIN, SHEILA
Narrator(s):MARION T. COHEN
The daughter of Holocaust survivors, caught between a
life-negating marriage to one man and sexually obsessed
with another, is close to giving up.
Book No.:EN4-04041
Title:PROMISE OF A NEW SPRING: THE
HOLOCAUST AND RENEWAL
Author(s):KLEIN, GERDA WEISSMAN
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Narrator(s):MARION T. COHEN
How the Jewish communities of Europe were destroyed,
and how their survivors managed to build up their lives
again.
Book No.:EN4-04043
Title:CITY WITHIN THE HEART
Author(s):ZAEHNER, R. C.
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
A study of the dangers and advantages of mystical,
prophetic and philosophical religion.
Book No.:EN4-04047
Title:GROUCHO: THE BIOGRAPHY OF
GROUCHO MARX
Author(s):ARCE, HECTOR
Narrator(s):ETHEL E. MADURO
A sympathetic but objective portrait of the American
comedian.
Book No.:EN4-04048
Title:FAMILY: A NOVEL IN THE FORM OF A
MEMOIR
Author(s):HERBERT GOLD
Narrator(s):H. BERLIN & OTHERS
Through the prism of five generations of its' women, the
strength and pride of an immigrant Jewish family
balances old truths against new in the exciting, tempting,
turbulences of America.
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Book No.:EN4-04056
Title:WITH RAOUL WALLENBERG IN
BUDAPEST
Author(s):ANGER, PER
Narrator(s):ZOE BLETH
This is an account of Raoul Wallenberg's efforts during
World War II which resulted in the rescue of 25,000 Jews.
Book No.:EN4-04059
Title:TORAH ANTHOLOGY, THE (ME'AM LO'EZ),
VOL. 6
Author(s):CULI, YAACOV
Narrator(s):ROBERTA & SIMON POLLACK
The origin of the Ten Commandments, including the
significance of the miracles around them.
Book No.:EN4-04065
Title:JOB: THE STORY OF A SIMPLE MAN
Author(s):ROTH, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
A portrayal of the conflicts and pressures of emigration
to America. Mendel Singer, the protagonist, leaves
Russia with his three sons, slowly loses his faith in God,
and ends by returning to his Jewish heritage.
Book No.:EN4-04066
Title:DAY IS SHORT
Author(s):ABRAMS, MORRIS B.
Narrator(s):
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Abrams was a lawyer who served as President of
Brandeis University, President of the American Jewish
Committee and Chairman of the United Negro College
Fund.
Book No.:EN4-04069
Title:BEWARE OF PITY
Author(s):ZWEIG, STEFAN
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERGER
A story of human emotions constrained by an age of
manners and morals.
Book No.:EN4-04075
Title:CITY COLLEGE AND THE JEWISH POOR
Author(s):SHERRY GORELICK
Narrator(s):AARON ADDELSTON
The author discusses education in New York, 1880-1924
through her account of the relationship between City
College and its Jewish clientele. Contrary to popular
belief, in 1881 education did not lead to jobs for the
masses of poor Jewish immigrants, but was designed to
give cultural polish to men of independent means.
Book No.:EN4-04085
Title:MIRACLE OF ISRAEL
Author(s):GAMZEY, ROBERT
Narrator(s):BARBARA JUSTER
Study of the problem of integrating Oriental Jews into
Israeli society.
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Book No.:EN4-04087
Title:SADAT: THE MAN WHO CHANGED
MIDEAST HISTORY
Author(s):SULLIVAN, GEORGE
Narrator(s):NAOMI RABER
The life of the Egyptian president is coupled with a
history of Egypt and details on his widow's work for
women's' rights.
Book No.:EN4-04090
Title:HUNGRY HEARTS
Author(s):PROSE, FRANCINE
Narrator(s):MINNIE BLUMENKRANTS
A Yiddish theater group in the 20's about to play the
Dybbuk is faced with a real-life dybbuk of its own.
Book No.:EN4-04095
Title:CONFIDENTIAL MATTER: THE LETTERS
OF RICHARD STRAUSS AND STEFAN
ZWEIG
Author(s):KNIGHT, MAX, TRANSLATOR
Narrator(s):BEATRICE TROKEL
The correspondence between the 20th century composer
and his friend, complete with notes.
Book No.:EN4-04096
Title:HOORAY FOR YIDDISH
Author(s):ROSTEN, LEO
Narrator(s):LEE SAMELSON
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A colorful lexicon of the Yiddish language, its history,
and its lore. Presented are also Yiddish words
incorporated into the English language.
Book No.:EN4-04097
Title:MENUCHA V'SIMCHA: GUIDE TO BASIC
LAWS & THEMES OF SHABBOS & YOM
TOV & APPLICATIONS
Author(s):KATZ, MORDECHAI
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R. BRAV
This work is devoted to laws of Shabbos and Yom Tov. It
includes sections on all of the Jewish holidays of the
year, and the summaries of the various laws are followed
by stories and parables pertaining to them.
Book No.:EN4-04098
Title:HASTINGS CONSPIRACY
Author(s):COPPEL, ALFRED
Narrator(s):
A spy novel involving disastrous Anglo-American
relations, Russian spies and a defecting CIA agent.
Book No.:EN4-04101
Title:PILGERMANN
Author(s):HOBAN, RUSSELL
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH KAUFMAN
During the time of the first Crusade, a newly castrated
Jew makes a pilgrimage to Jerusalem to witness the fall
of Antioch.
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Book No.:EN4-04104
Title:EAST WIND
Author(s):ELLIS, JULIE
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER
A Jewish orphan living in Hong Kong meets a brilliant
young man who helps her to confront her faith.
Book No.:EN4-04110
Title:LA AMERICA: THE SEPHARDIC
EXPERIENCES IN NEW YORK CITY
Author(s):ANGEL, MARC D.
Narrator(s):R. SCHAFLER
The vast majority of immigrants settled in New York City.
In the midst of the divergent and isolated population
there emerged the Judeo-Spanish language newspaper,
LA AMERICA, from this study takes its title and whose
archives yielded material for th e present investigation.
Book No.:EN4-04111
Title:COLLECTED STORIES
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY AXELROD
Here are 47 stories by a master Yiddish writer. His
themes are lust, greed, pride, obsession, misfortune,
unreason, the oceanic surprises of the mind's underside.
Book No.:EN4-04116
Title:ON EQUAL TERMS: JEWS IN AMERICA
1881-1981
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Author(s):DAVIDOWICZ, LUCY S.
Narrator(s):RUTH DIAMOND
The renowned Holocaust scholar tells of the
achievements and hardships of the past century.
Book No.:EN4-04119
Title:MA'ASEH BOOK: BOOK OF JEWISH TALES
AND LEGENDS
Author(s):GASTER, MOSES
Narrator(s):LILLIAN & JACOB VENGER
A collection of anonymous medieval stories on German
mystics, Rashi and Maimonides and the Jewish pope.
Book No.:EN4-04120
Title:SCHINDLER'S LIST
Author(s):KENEALLY, THOMAS
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER
Story of the German industrialist who built a
Concentration camp during World War II in order to
shelter 1,300 Jews.
Book No.:EN4-04121
Title:AMEN
Author(s):AMACHAI, YEHUDA
Narrator(s):JEANNE BLUMENGARTEN
The poet's first collection of works to be published in this
country is brilliantly translated and will haunt the reader
long after he closes the book.
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Book No.:EN4-04122
Title:TZILI: THE STORY OF A LIFE
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):
Semi-autobiographical tale of a girl who, like the author,
escapes from a labor camp at age 8 in the early 1940s
and wanders the forests of Central Europe. The story
unfolds like a parable in which landscapes, weather and
the passage of the seasons a re frequently presented
with as much drama as Tzili's progress to maturity.
Book No.:EN4-04126
Title:ON THE BANKS OF THE SUEZ
Author(s):ADAN, AVRAHAM (BREN)
Narrator(s):LUCILLE JACOBS, SELDA WAGNER
Story of how the Israeli Defense Forces regained their
lost morale during the October War of 1973.
Book No.:EN4-04129
Title:LISA'S BOY
Author(s):MACHLIS, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):MILDRED FRIDUSS, ADA GROSS, RICA
ZWEIBEL
Carries us from Jewish immigrant experience in Brooklyn
to world of classical music in New York to greater
understanding of meaning of love.
Book No.:EN4-04130
Title:GATEWAY TO HAPPINESS: GUIDE TO
HAPPINESS AND PEACE OF MIND
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Author(s):PLISKIN, ZELIG, RABBI
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R. BRAV
Torah writings reveal how one can find happiness in
everyday situations.
Book No.:EN4-04132
Title:PENITENT
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):PERMAN, EDITH
A wealthy businessman abandons wife, mistress and
career to assume the role of a penitent (baal-tsuvah) in
Israel.
Book No.:EN4-04136
Title:AUGUST
Author(s):ROSSNER, JUDITH
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH KAUFMAN
Like Parisians, shrinks leave town in August. Enduring it
or delighting in it, patient and analyst must somehow
come to terms with August. Famous as a clinician of
disordered minds, the author now turns her attention to
the scene where disorders are supposed to be rectified.
In meticulous detail, she narrates the five-year analysis of
Dawn Henley by Dr. Lulu Shinefeld, the one a blond New
England teenager, the other a fortyish Jewish
Manhattanite.
Book No.:EN4-04138
Title:MIND-BODY PROBLEM
Author(s):GOLDSTEIN, REBECCA
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Narrator(s):ELIZABETH P. KAUFMAN
The heroine Renee faces a classic dilemma of the highly
educated female: sex versus cerebration.
Book No.:EN4-04151
Title:WORLDLY GOODS
Author(s):KORDA, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):CECLIA C. BELFROM
The son of a Holocaust victim vows to avenge his father's
death on his uncle, the head of an international empire.
Book No.:EN4-04152
Title:IN LIGHT OF GENESIS
Author(s):HADA, PAMELA WHITE
Narrator(s):
Four women from the Bible are examined from a Jewish
mythological, biblical and historical perspective.
Book No.:EN4-04156
Title:LOVE OF ELSPETH BAKER
Author(s):KAUFMAN, MYRON S.
Narrator(s):JUNE N. WEISS
The story of a strong willed young heroine with a
passionate belief in a woman's right to be the mistress of
her fate.
Book No.:EN4-04157
Title:UNDERSTANDING THE PROPHETS
Author(s):BLANK, SHELDON H.
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Narrator(s):MILDRED H PLATT
An analysis of their teachings and the manner in which
they conveyed their prophecies to a skeptical people.
Book No.:EN4-04164
Title:NONE IS TOO MANY
Author(s):ABELLA, IRVING; TROPER, HAROLD
Narrator(s):
The story of Canada and Jewish immigration during the
Holocaust. Usually considered tolerant and unbigoted,
Canada, then under populated, admitted less than 5,000
Jews between 1933-1945, the least of any Western nation.
Book No.:EN4-04174
Title:TORAH ANTHOLOGY, THE (ME'AM LO'EZ),
VOL. 7
Author(s):CULI, YAACOV, RABBI
Narrator(s):ROBERTA & SIMON POLLACK
An explanation of Mishpat, the laws of the Jewish people,
presented in this Torah portion.
Book No.:EN4-04179
Title:JUDAISM AND HEALING: HALAKHIC
PERSPECTIVES
Author(s):BLEICH, J. DAVID, RABBI
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER
Modern medicine from the perspective of the Jewish
legal system, ranging from test-tube babies and
euthanasia to sexual matters and abortion.
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Book No.:EN4-04184
Title:FREUD: ON FEMININITY AND FAITH
Author(s):VAN HERIK, JUDITH
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
An exploration of the psychiatrist's writings on culture
and, in particular his theories on gender and religion.
Book No.:EN4-04202
Title:JEWS ON TIN PAN ALLEY: THE JEWISH
CONTRIBUTION TO AMERICA
Author(s):KANTER, KENNETH AARON
Narrator(s):RUTH FRANKFORT, RITA LEVINE & JESSE
BRONITSKY
Discusses the contributions of Jewish performers,
publishers and songwriters to Broadway and Vaudeville.
Examines the compositions of Rodgers and
Hammerstein, Irving Berlin, George and Ira Gershwin and
others.
Book No.:EN4-04207
Title:CANNIBAL GALAXY
Author(s):OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):FRANCILLE H. HLAVATY
French Holocaust survivor Joseph Brill idolizes his
school, his love and himself, and idolatry cannot go
unpunished.
Book No.:EN4-04210
Title:FAMILY BUSINESS
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Author(s):BLONDE, ANTHONY
Narrator(s):ROBERTA SHAVEL
A novel about the fortunes of a colorful and immensely
wealthy Anglo-Jewish family.
Book No.:EN4-04216
Title:RABBI NACHMAN'S STORIES:
TRANSLATED WITH NOTES AND BASED
ON BRESLOVER WORKS
Author(s):KAPLAN, ARYEH
Narrator(s):RABBI S. BRAV
With the English translation are the Thirteen Tales,
additional stories, Rabbi Nachman's parables, and
Bibliography, Index and general information. There have
been a number of translations of Rabbi Nachman's
stories. The present work, however, includ es a running
commentary drawn from the traditional commentaries of
Rabbi Nachman's students and followers.
Book No.:EN4-04218
Title:FALSE MESSIAH
Author(s):WOLF, LEONARD
Narrator(s):MARGARET ALLEN, RICA ZWEIBEL &
RUTH SCHMIDT
A sensual, erotic novel about Shabbati Zevi, the false
Messiah of the seventeenth century.
Book No.:EN4-04229
Title:MAILER: A BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):MILLS, HILLARY
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Narrator(s):MARCIA FELTHEIMER
A first comprehensive study of one of the most influential
figures in American literature and consciousness.
Book No.:EN4-04231
Title:PENTATEUCH: VOLUME 1 GENESIS
Author(s):LEVY, ISAAC
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R.. BRAV
Commentaries on the first book of the Torah by Samson
Raphael Hirsch one of the founders of modern Orthodox
Judaism and a world renown scholar.
Book No.:EN4-04238
Title:PIECES AND POTIFICATIONS
Author(s):MAILER, NORMAN
Narrator(s):VICTOR LOWENSTEIN
Stories about libido and gluttony, character of style and
the mystery of the electricity of personality.
Book No.:EN4-04243
Title:LEVITATION: FIVE FICTIONS
Author(s):OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):JANE N. WEISS
These five stories deal with levitation, hallucination,
transformation and even the 'thwack of infatuation.'
Book No.:EN4-04246
Title:KING SOLOMON
Author(s):ROMAIN, GARY
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Narrator(s):NAOMI RABER
Wealthy, a former clothing merchant, becomes obsessed
with the Parisian telephone counseling service he runs.
Book No.:EN4-04247
Title:HAVEN:: THE DRAMATIC STORY OF 1,000
WORLD WAR II REFUGEES AND HOW
THEY CAME TO AMERICA
Author(s):GRUBER, RUTH
Narrator(s):
The author was sent to Europe in 1944 to bring 1,000
refugees (mostly Jewish, but also Protestant, Catholic
and Greek Orthodox) to the United States as 'guests' of
the government, by the special order of President
Roosevelt. Gruber recounts the harro wing experiences
of these refugees and their struggle to fight deportation.
Book No.:EN4-04253
Title:SUMMER IN WILLIAMSBURG
Author(s):FUCHS, DANIEL
Narrator(s):
The humorous story of a Brooklyn apartment building
and its inhabitants during the 1930s.
Book No.:EN4-04254
Title:ENTRANCE TO THE ZOHAR: THE KEY TO
THE PORTALS OF JEWISH MYSTICISM
Author(s):ASHLAG, YEHUDA, RABBI
Narrator(s):EDITH PERMAN
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This gifted teacher unlocks the doors to the Kabbalah for
the beginner.
Book No.:EN4-04255
Title:LETTERS OF KARL MARX
Author(s):PADOVER, SAUL K.
Narrator(s):ALYCE DOMENITZ
The 46-year correspondence of the father of modern
Communism, showing his ever-belligerent spirit.
Book No.:EN4-04258
Title:GUARD YOUR TONGUE: A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO THE LAWS OF GOSSIP
Author(s):PLISKIN, ZELIG
Narrator(s):IRVING W KRAMER
A practical guide to the Laws of Gossip and slander
based on the works of Rabbi Yisroel Meir Hakohen also
known as the Chofetz Chayim.
Book No.:EN4-04272
Title:LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL
Author(s):LE CARRE, JOHN
Narrator(s):EVELYN GODMAN
An action-packed spy thriller set in the Middle East.
Book No.:EN4-04273
Title:ZHENIA'S CHILDHOOD
Author(s):PAASTERNAK, BORIS
Narrator(s):E. BAUM
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This is a book of four stories. The title story is a sensitive
portrait of a young girl. ILTRATTO DI APELLE is ribald
and cynical. LETTERS FROM TULA and AERIEL ROUTES
are set in Russia, exploring the new revolutionary order,
the need for integrity an d conflicts of personal loyalties
and social demands.
Book No.:EN4-04275
Title:TEMPLE
Author(s):GREENFIELD, ROBERT
Narrator(s):BETTY WIENER
A fictional autobiography of Paulie Bindel, a Harvard
graduate school dropout, who may reject the rituals, but
does not betray the soul of his Jewish heritage.
Book No.:EN4-04276
Title:FREUD AND MAN'S SOUL
Author(s):BETTELHEIM, BRUNO
Narrator(s):T. SHERBER
Its most potent, though taut theme is the nostalgia for the
Vienna of his early life. Bettelheim was born there in 1903
into a middle-class, assimilated Jewish family, about half
a century after Freud, whose origins were very similar,
and he says tha t the culture in which he was reared had
not changed very much.
Book No.:EN4-04281
Title:GOLEM
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):
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Singer retells the legend of the Golem, the clay giant who
aided the Jews in their time of need. The story is set in
the old picturesque city of Prague, in the time when the
great Kabbalist Rabbi Loew (the Maharal) was Chief
Rabbi.
Book No.:EN4-04286
Title:AGE OF WONDER
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):PENNY WOLFE
This novel deals with the Holocaust obliquely through its
effect on potential victims.
Book No.:EN4-04287
Title:ADMIRABLE WOMAN
Author(s):COHEN, ARTHUR A.
Narrator(s):HERBERT L. MORGENROTH
A novel about Erika Hertz, based on the character of
Hannah Arendt, about an intellectual woman who is a
writer, philosopher, and historian. Although Erika claims
that her intellect is central, she admits on her deathbed
that her life was shaped by p assion.
Book No.:EN4-04289
Title:GRAUEL
Author(s):GRAUEL, JOHN S., REVEREND
Narrator(s):B. JUSTER
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This Methodist minister who was a member of the
EXODUS OF '47 crew, the only non-Jew and non-refugee
among 4,500 passengers on a ship built to hold 600. A
member of the HAGGANAH, JOHN THE PRIEST, as he is
known in Jerusalem, deeply believes that the demise of
Israel would be the death knell of civilization.
Book No.:EN4-04290
Title:SEASON OF DELIGHT
Author(s):GREENBERG, JOANNE
Narrator(s):E. ADEN
This one is about a middle-aged Jewish mother whose
son has joined the Hare Krishnas and whose daughter is
obsessively involved in the women's movement in
California. She has found meaning for her own life as a
volunteer in the local fire-and-rescue squad, and in her
faith and her community.
Book No.:EN4-04292
Title:BEN-GURION: PROPHET OF FIRE
Author(s):KURZMAN, DAN
Narrator(s):
Ten years after his death, this is the first biography of the
Polish Jew who midwifed Israel's rebirth and became its
first prime minister. Mixing the intimate with the political,
the author documents how family and friends were
sacrificed to maintai n the state and personal power. A
repellent portrait of one of Israel's heroes.
Book No.:EN4-04300
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Title:INTERRUPTED LIFE: THE DIARIES OF
ETTY HILLESUM, 1941-1943
Author(s):HILLESUM, ETTY
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
An intense and inspiring journal chronicling two years in
the life of a 27 year-old Jewish woman under Nazi
occupation in Holland. The author died in Auschwitz in
1943.
Book No.:EN4-04302
Title:SAMSON RAPHAEL HIRSCH ON EXODUS
Author(s):HIRSCH, SAMSON RAPHAEL
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R BRAV
Commentaries on the second book of the Torah by the
late-nineteenth century German rabbi and scholar who
was one of the founders of modern Orthodox Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-04311
Title:ELLIS ISLAND
Author(s):STEWART, FRED MUSTARD
Narrator(s):KAREN LANDSMAN
Five young immigrants arrive at Ellis Island in 1907 and
find their lives dramatically intertwined in the country to
the future of which they will contribute.
Book No.:EN4-04326
Title:TORAH ANTHOLOGY (ME'AM LO'EZ). VOL.
10
Author(s):MAGRISO, YITZCHOK, RABBI
Narrator(s):
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This volume of commentary covers the Torah portions
Ki-Thisa, Vayak'hel and Pekudei (Exodus 31:18-40:38)
beginning with Moses' descent from Mt. Sinai with the
Ten Commandments.
Book No.:EN4-04328
Title:LIGHT BEYOND: ADVENTURES IN HASIDIC
THOUGHT
Author(s):KAPLAN, ARYEH, RABBI
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER M.D.
Kaplan explores major questions of Jewish philosophy
through the lens of Hasidic and Kabalistic traditions.
Book No.:EN4-04333
Title:PROPHET OUTCAST: TROTSKY, 1929-1940
Author(s):DEUTSCHER, ISAAC
Narrator(s):FAITH GARFIELD, RICA ZWEIBEL & FLO
COGAN
This volume of Deutscher's biography of Leon Trotsky
covers the period from Trotsky's banishment from the
Soviet Union in 1929 to his murder in Mexico in 1940. It
details his family life and his struggles with Stalin.
Book No.:EN4-04335
Title:GYM SHOES AND IRISES
Author(s):SIEGEL, DANNY
Narrator(s):ESTELLE I. SILVERMAN
Siegel uses examples to illustrate the concept of charity.
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Book No.:EN4-04355
Title:ZAKHOR: JEWISH HISTORY AND JEWISH
MEMORY
Author(s):YERUSHALMI, YOSEF HAYIM
Narrator(s):
In this work of historiography Yerushalmi explores the
meaning and uses of 'history' in Jewish identity and
community.
Book No.:EN4-04356
Title:HALAKHIC MAN
Author(s):SOLOVEITCHIK, JOSEPH B., RABBI
Narrator(s):EVE HABERMAN
This work presents Rabbi Soloveitchik's understanding
of the centrality of halacha (Jewish law) in Jewish life.
Book No.:EN4-04357
Title:AMONG LIONS: THE DEFINITIVE ACCOUNT
OF THE 1967 BATTLE FOR JERUSALEM
Author(s):MOSKIN, J. ROBERT
Narrator(s):MARILYN GOLDBERG
An account by a journalist of the battle for Jerusalem
during the Six-Day War of 1967.
Book No.:EN4-04361
Title:HERITAGE: CIVILIZATION AND THE JEWS
Author(s):EBAN, ABBA
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
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This companion volume to the Public Television series of
the same name, traces over 4,000 years of Jewish
history.
Book No.:EN4-04362
Title:TRANSFER AGREEMENT
Author(s):BLACK, EDWIN
Narrator(s):FREDA MELTZER
Black chronicles the secret pact of 1933 between the
Third Reich and Jewish Palestine. This pact allowed
60,000 Jews to emigrate with their assets intact in
exchange for an end to Jewish led anti-Nazi boycotts.
Book No.:EN4-04363
Title:THIS BURNING HARVEST
Author(s):GOLDREICH, GLORIA
Narrator(s):RITA KING
This novel continues the story, begun in 'This Promised
Land,' of a family's migration to and struggle in Palestine.
Book No.:EN4-04365
Title:LEAD PENCIL: STORIES AND SKTECHES
Author(s):BOTWINIK, BERL
Narrator(s):
These 20 short stories and sketches depict the Jewish
immigrant experience of the early 20th century. Botwinik
was a writer for 'The Jewish Daily Forward.'
Book No.:EN4-04368
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Title:POLITICS OF RESCUE: THE ROOSEVELT
ADMINSTRATION AND THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):FEINGOLD, HENRY L.
Narrator(s):JEANNE BLUMENGARTEN
Feingold chronicles the Roosevelt administration's
response to the Holocaust from 1938 to 1945.
Book No.:EN4-04386
Title:JEWS OF WARSAW, 1939-1943: GHETTO,
UNDERGROUND, REVOLT
Author(s):GUTMAN, YISRAEL
Narrator(s):FAY COHEN
A participant and historian chronicles the Jews of the
Warsaw Ghetto from the start of World War II until their
uprising and revolt in April and May 1943.
Book No.:EN4-04394
Title:WIDOWS
Author(s):DORFMAN, ARIEL
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTEL
This is a novel about the citizens 'disappeared' by their
own governments in Chile and other South American
countries.
Book No.:EN4-04396
Title:PERSONAL IMPRESSIONS
Author(s):BERLIN, ISAIAH;HARD, HENRY, ED.
Narrator(s):MILDRED SANDERS, ROSE DORSAY &
JACK SANDERS
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This collection of essays by Berlin examines 13
important twentieth century figures, including Franklin
Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, Chaim Weizmann and Felix
Frankfurter. With an introduction by Noel Annan.
Book No.:EN4-04400
Title:SUICIDE MURDERS
Author(s):ENGEL, HOWARD
Narrator(s):SARAH G. BAKER
This mystery follows a Jewish private detective as he
tries to prove that a supposed suicide was actually a
murder.
Book No.:EN4-04402
Title:SEVEN GOOD YEARS AND OTHER
STORIES
Author(s):PERETZ, I. L.
Narrator(s):MARION HARRIS
For ages eight to twelve, this book contains ten short
stories set in Eastern Europe. Originally written by I. L.
Peretz, the stories are here retold by Esther Hautzig.
Book No.:EN4-04406
Title:REST OF US
Author(s):BIRMINGHAM, STEPHEN
Narrator(s):
This is a history, written in narrative style, of the
immigration of Eastern European Jews to the United
States between 1882 and 1915.
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Book No.:EN4-04408
Title:CRESCENT CITY
Author(s):PLAIN, BELVA
Narrator(s):EVE HABERMAN
This novel depicts 19th-century New Orleans through the
eyes of a young Jewish woman uprooted from her native
Germany.
Book No.:EN4-04409
Title:BECH IS BACK
Author(s):UPDIKE, JOHN
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING KRAMER
This novel continues Updike's chronicling of the life of
his character Harry Bech, a Jewish American writer.
Book No.:EN4-04413
Title:FROM DREYFUS TO VICHY: THE
TRANSFORMATION OF FRENCH JEWRY
Author(s):HYMAN, PAULA
Narrator(s):BILLIE BERNSTEIN
An analysis of the political, social and cultural forces
affecting the status of Jews in France from the end of the
Dreyfus affair in 1906 to 1939. With the influx of Jews
from Eastern Europe after 1906, general French
acceptance of Jews radically de clined.
Book No.:EN4-04415
Title:ESCAPE FROM SOBIBOR
Author(s):RASHKE, RICHARD
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Narrator(s):KAREN LANDSMAN
Rashke presents the history of the revolt and escape of
600 Jews from Sobibor, a Nazi death-camp.
Book No.:EN4-04422
Title:OUR GANG
Author(s):JOSELIT, JENNA WEISSMAN
Narrator(s):ARLENE RICHARDS
A sociological study of Jewish criminals in the United
States in the early part of the twentieth century.
Book No.:EN4-04423
Title:IN THE STORM
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):
This novel, set in a small Russian town under Czarist
rule, follows several families through situations of
tragedy and triumph.
Book No.:EN4-04430
Title:LATE DIVORCE
Author(s):YEHOSHUA, A. B.
Narrator(s):ADELE STEIN
This novel of nine days in the life of the turbulent
Kaminka family also serves as an allegory for the modern
Israeli condition as understood by the author.
Book No.:EN4-04431
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Title:MY PEOPLE - VOL I: ABBA EBAN'S
HISTORY OF THE JEWS.
Author(s):BAMBERGER, DAVID
Narrator(s):
Abba Eban's history of the Jews as adapted for a young
audience by David Bramberger.
Book No.:EN4-04432
Title:MY PEOPLE - VOL II: ABBA EBAN'S
HISTORY OF THE JEWS.
Author(s):BAMBERGER, DAVID
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER

Book No.:EN4-04434
Title:WAR AND PEACE IN THE WORLD'S
RELIGIONS
Author(s):FERGUSON, JOHN
Narrator(s):ELAYNE BERNSTEIN
This study examines the different attitudes towards war
and peace among the following major religions:
Christianity, Judaism, Zoroastrianism, Hinduism Jainism,
Sikhism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Shinto and
Islam.
Book No.:EN4-04438
Title:ALMOST PARADISE
Author(s):ISAACS, SUSAN
Narrator(s):
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This novel follows the lives and marriage of two people
from very different backgrounds.
Book No.:EN4-04439
Title:EVE: THE HISTORY OF AN IDEA
Author(s):PHILLIPS, J. A.
Narrator(s):CAROL LOWENSTEIN
Phillips has compiled visions of Eve from rabbis, church
fathers, Protestant reformers, poets and painters.
Book No.:EN4-04441
Title:ALMOST FAMILY
Author(s):HOFFMAN, ROY
Narrator(s):LUCILLE JACOBS
Portrait of the long relationship between a Jewish
Alabama woman and the black woman she employs.
Book No.:EN4-04442
Title:NIGHTMARE YEARS 1930-1940: 20TH
CENTURY JOURNEY, VOL. II
Author(s):SHIRER, WILLIAM L.
Narrator(s):SHEILA CHAETS
A journalist, who began his career as an American
overseas radio correspondent, gives a first-hand account
of the early days of the Nazi rise to power and the events
that led to the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-04444
Title:LEGACY
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Author(s):FAST, HOWARD
Narrator(s):LUCILLE KAHN
This is the fourth installment in Fast's saga of the Lavette
family of San Francisco, chronicling their participation in
the turmoil of the 1960s. The first three books are 'The
Immigrants', 'Second Generation' and 'The
Establishment'.
Book No.:EN4-04448
Title:HOW TO RUN A TRADITIONAL JEWISH
HOUSEHOLD
Author(s):GREENBERG, BLU
Narrator(s):M. FRIEDMAN & P. KRAVITZ
Greenberg, a Modern Orthodox feminist thinker, gives a
detailed guide to Orthodox observance.
Book No.:EN4-04449
Title:MARGIN OF HOPE
Author(s):HOWE, IRVING
Narrator(s):MIRIAM BLOSVERN
Howe's memoir explores a range of topics, including
literary influences and radicalism from the 1930s to the
time of the publication of this book in 1982.
Book No.:EN4-04451
Title:JEWISH ETHICS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
Author(s):RITTNER, STEVEN
Narrator(s):SCHEIRING, NANCY
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A high school textbook on ethics for Jewish religious
school students. Includes discussions of God, prayer
and interpersonal relationships.
Book No.:EN4-04456
Title:SOMEDAY THE RABBI WILL LEAVE
Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):CELIIA C BELFROM
Rabbi David Small is confronted with a crime which he
solves with his expertise in Jewish law. Part of
Kemelman's series of 'Rabbi' mysteries.
Book No.:EN4-04458
Title:WORLD IS A ROOM
Author(s):AMICHAI, YEHUDA
Narrator(s):
These ten short stories by the Israeli poet focus on
relationships and meaning.
Book No.:EN4-04459
Title:JEWISH WRITINGS FROM DOWN UNDER
Author(s):KALECHOFSKY, R.;KALECHOFSKY, R.
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFFER
An anthology of works by Jewish writers from Australia
and New Zealand.
Book No.:EN4-04461
Title:UNNATURAL ALLIANCE: ISRAEL AND
SOUTH AFRICA
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Author(s):ADAMS, JAMES
Narrator(s):SILVIA MORENSTEIN
Published in 1984, this book critically analyzes the
strengthening of the relationship between Israel and the
apartheid South Africa of that time.
Book No.:EN4-04463
Title:RAV SPEAKS
Author(s):SOLOVEITCHIK, JOSEPH B., RABBI
Narrator(s):ANITA LIEF LEVINE
Transcripts of five speeches delivered by Rabbi
Soloveitchik at Mizrachi conventions in Israel between
1962 and 1967.
Book No.:EN4-04465
Title:HITLER'S WAR AGAINST THE JEWS
Author(s):ALTSCHULER, DAVID
Narrator(s):
A young reader's version of 'The War Against the Jews:
1933-1945'. by Lucy S. Dawidowicz
Book No.:EN4-04477
Title:VENGEANCE: THE TRUE STORY OF AN
ISRAELI COUNT
Author(s):JONAS, GEORGE
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANAU
The inside story of a series of murders committed by
agents of the Israeli secret service in revenge for the
slaughter of 11 Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics in
1972.
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Book No.:EN4-04490
Title:ANTHOLOGY OF JEWISH MYSTICISM
Author(s):BEN ZION, RAPHAEL
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER
A kabalistic text which enables the viewer to examine
that which is near but nonetheless concealed.
Book No.:EN4-04499
Title:NUREMBURG TRIAL
Author(s):TUSA, ANN;TULSA, JOHN
Narrator(s):
A narrative history of the Nazi war criminals' trial.
Book No.:EN4-04506
Title:NIGHT SKY
Author(s):FRANCIS, CLARE
Narrator(s):MILDRED FRIDUSS, ADA GROSS, RICA
ZWEIBEL
This novel follows three people, one carrying secrets to
England, trying to escape from France during World War
II.
Book No.:EN4-04507
Title:ANATOMY LESSON
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):
Roth's main character, Zuckerman, struggles with
physical deterioration, middle age and writer's block.
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Book No.:EN4-04510
Title:THIEVES IN THE NIGHT: CHRONICLE OF
AN EXPERIMENT
Author(s):KOESTLER, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):STANLEY KIRSCH
This novel depicts life in Palestine between 1937 and
1939. The central character struggles with his dual
identity as an Englishman and a Jew.
Book No.:EN4-04511
Title:TRIANGLES
Author(s):GELLER, RUTH
Narrator(s):RITA KING
THIS NOVEL FOCUSES ON A WOMAN COMING TO
TERMS WITH HER JEWISH HERITAGE AND HIGHLIGHTS
CONCERNS WITH SUCH ISSUES AS NONVIOLENCE,
MOTHERING AND INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM.
Book No.:EN4-04512
Title:BEN GURION AND THE PALESTINIAN
ARABS
Author(s):TEVETH, SHABTAI
Narrator(s):
Teveth follows the historical trajectory from Ben-Gurion's
1906 plan for peaceful co-existence between Jews and
Palestinians to Jewish-Palestinian war.
Book No.:EN4-04517
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Title:LET'S HEAR IT FOR A BEAUTIFUL GUY
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, BRUCE JAY
Narrator(s):CORINNE K. KLAFTER
This collection of Friedman short stories focuses on life
in urban America.
Book No.:EN4-04518
Title:LEGENDS OF THE BIBLE
Author(s):GINZBERG, LOUIS
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER
Legendary background of the significant persons and
events in the Bible.
Book No.:EN4-04521
Title:LESSONS IN ETHICAL AND MORAL LIVING
Author(s):COLODNER, SOLOMON, DR.
Narrator(s):DR. SOLOMON COLODNER
Colodner addresses issues of ethics and morals
including friendship, peace, lifestyle and health.
Book No.:EN4-04526
Title:KABBALAH CONNECTION: AN OPENING
TO THE GATES OF JEWISH MYSTICISM
Author(s):BERG, PHILIP S., DR.
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W KRAMER
The history of the secrecy of Kabbalah and its eventual
accessibility to the non-Jew.
Book No.:EN4-04529
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Title:PERIODIC TABLE
Author(s):LEVI, PRIMO
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTEL
Levi's memoir is arranged in 21 chapters named after the
elements of the Periodic Table. He discusses a wide
range of life events, including his search for identity in
adolescence and waiting for deportation to Auschwitz.
Book No.:EN4-04530
Title:JEW SUSS
Author(s):FEUCHTWANGER, LION
Narrator(s):BETTY WEINER
A novel of the rise of a Jew, Joseph Suss, a financial and
political genius who forsakes his heritage but cannot
escape his Jewish ties.
Book No.:EN4-04534
Title:TO THE TENTH GENERATION
Author(s):KASHNER, RITA
Narrator(s):GOLDBERGER, AMY
An outcast according to ancient Jewish Law, Dani on
reaching manhood must face the challenge of perilous
military service and love for a woman who is forbidden to
him.
Book No.:EN4-04536
Title:HAJ
Author(s):URIS, LEON
Narrator(s):EVELYN GODMAN
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An historical novel set in pre-Jewish statehood Palestine,
focusing on families struggling with the conflicts
between Jews and Palestinians. © 1984
Book No.:EN4-04538
Title:EXODUS AND REVOLUTION
Author(s):WALZER, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
A political scientist examines the book of Exodus and
compares it to other revolutions.
Book No.:EN4-04539
Title:GERMAN JEW: A SYNTHESIS OF JUDAISM
AND WESTERN
Author(s):BACH, H. I.
Narrator(s):CLARA LINN SPECTOR
A history of the development of Jewish thought within
German society. This work was left unfinished at the time
of Bach's death in 1977, and was completed by David
Goldshein, Louis Jacobs and Vivian Kipman.
Book No.:EN4-04540
Title:MY MOTHER GOLDA MEIR: A SON'S
EVOCATION OF LIFE WITH GOLA MEIR
Author(s):MEIR, MENAHEM
Narrator(s):VARIOUS
A biography of Golda Meir, Prime Minister of Israel from
1969 to 1974, by her son.
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Book No.:EN4-04541
Title:ZOHAR, THE. VOL. II
Author(s):SIMON, HARRY;SPERLING, MAURICE
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING KRAMER
This is an English translation of the primary text for the
study of Kabbalah. It is arranged in the form of a biblical
commentary.
Book No.:EN4-04553
Title:FINAL ENTRIES 1945: THE DIARIES OF
JOSEPH GOEBBELS
Author(s):TREVOR-ROPER, HUGH, ED.
Narrator(s):DORIS WEINBERG
The diary entries of Joseph Goebbels, Nazi propaganda
minister, in his final year.
Book No.:EN4-04555
Title:DIASPORA: AN INQUIRY INTO THE
CONTEMPORARY JEWISH WORLD
Author(s):SACHAR, HOWARD M.
Narrator(s):FREDA MELTZER
The author, a historian of the contemporary Jewish and
Middle Eastern scene, brings together his many years of
research.
Book No.:EN4-04559
Title:BEST OF OLOMEINU: SHABBOS AND
OTHER STORIES. BOOK 2
Author(s):FRUCHTER, YAAKOV, RABBI
Narrator(s):LILLIAN VENGER
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Twenty stories from the children's magazine, 'Olomeinu',
including 'Shabbos in the Death Camps,' 'Incidents in the
Life of Rashi' and ' A True Story about the Mashiach.'
Book No.:EN4-04561
Title:LIBERAL JUDAISM
Author(s):BOROWITZ, EUGENE B.
Narrator(s):HERMINE KATZ
Published in 1984, Borowitz' book presents the Reform
movement's understanding of a wide range of issues.
Book No.:EN4-04562
Title:YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE IN WHO'S WHO
TO KNOW WHAT'S WHAT
Author(s):LEVENSON, SAM
Narrator(s):
This collection gathers together American Jewish folk
humor.
Book No.:EN4-04567
Title:LIVES OF RACHEL
Author(s):GROSS, JOEL
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
Covering a thousand years, this book chronicles the
stories of five women, each named Rachel.
Book No.:EN4-04568
Title:LIGHT ANOTHER CANDLE: THE STORY
AND MEANING OF HANUKKAH
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Author(s):CHAIKEN, MIRIAM
Narrator(s):ADELE HOCHBAUM
In the first half of this children's book, Chaiken explains
the Hanukkah story. In the second part she describes a
variety of modern ways that Jews observe the holiday.
Book No.:EN4-04572
Title:I LOVE PASSOVER
Author(s):HIRSH, MARILYN
Narrator(s):LAURA SPERBER
A little girl tells the story of Passover while helping her
mother to prepare the feast for the first Seder.
Book No.:EN4-04591
Title:SPECIAL COUNSEL
Author(s):CHARNEY, LEON H.
Narrator(s):EDITH GIFFORDS
The author shares his experiences and observations as
'unofficial liaison' between Israel and the United States,
particularly during the negotiations for the 1979
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.
Book No.:EN4-04592
Title:FIFTH HEAVEN
Author(s):EYTAN, RACHEL
Narrator(s):
This novel is set in a home for refugee and unwanted
children in pre-statehood Palestine. It won the Brenner
prize for literature.
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Book No.:EN4-04594
Title:ZOHAR, THE. VOL. 5
Author(s):SPERLING, HARRY;SIMON, MAURICE
Narrator(s):DR. IVING W. KRAMER
Arranged in the form of a commentary on the bible, it is
the only complete English rendering of the Zohar.
Book No.:EN4-04598
Title:EAGLE IN THE SKY
Author(s):SMITH, WILBUR
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER
This novel follows playboy David in his pursuit of Debra.
Book No.:EN4-04603
Title:INTRODUCTION TO JUDAISM AND THE
JEWISH HOME
Author(s):SYME, DANIEL B., RABBI
Narrator(s):
An outline on what it means to 'do Jewishly' also
providing the student with historical backgrounds on the
various laws and observances in the Jewish religion.
Book No.:EN4-04605
Title:INTRODUCTION TO JUDAISM: A COURSE
OUTLINE
Author(s):EINSTEIN, STEPHEN J.;KUKOFF, LYDIA
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER
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A volume designed to acquaint the reader with a wide
variety of Jewish practices. It covers rituals, life-cycle
observances, home celebrations, music and cooking.
Book No.:EN4-04606
Title:PIONEER JEWS: A NEW LIFE IN THE FAR
WEST
Author(s):ROCHLIN, HARRIET;ROCHLIN, FRED
Narrator(s):EDITH FRIEDMAN
The authors explore the influence of Jews in the
American Far West from the 16th century on.
Book No.:EN4-04607
Title:SPANISH DOCTOR
Author(s):COHEN, MATT
Narrator(s):CORINNE KLAFTER
A historical novel set in the Middle Ages. Through a
lifetime of persecution and suffering, Avram Halevi, a
Marrano, learns about real love and the impossibility of
denying his faith.
Book No.:EN4-04613
Title:WHY THE JEWS? THE REASON FOR THE
WORLD'S GREATEST HATRED
Author(s):PRAGER, DENNIS;TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):
The authors state that it is the Jewish religion, based on
values and allegiances that challenge those of non-Jews,
that is the reason for centuries of universal hatred.
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Book No.:EN4-04617
Title:BROTHERS: A HEBREW LEGEND
Author(s):FREEDMAN, FLORENCE
Narrator(s):LAURA SPERBER
The author retells for children the story of Joel and Dan,
the sons of Seth.
Book No.:EN4-04621
Title:MESSIANISM AND MISHNAH: TIME AND
PLACE IN THE EARLY HALAKH
Author(s):WACHOLDER, BEN ZION
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING KRAMER
This is a lecture which examines the themes, beliefs, and
values of the Mishnah regarding the Messiah.
Book No.:EN4-04623
Title:NOT WANTED ON THE VOYAGE
Author(s):FINDLAY, TIMOTHY
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
This novel is a radical revision of the biblical story of
Noah.
Book No.:EN4-04624
Title:GOD AND HARVEY GROSBECK
Author(s):MILLSTEIN, GILBERT
Narrator(s):ISABELLE RUBIN
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In this novel God, portrayed as a Puerto Rican woman,
appears to Harvey Grosbeck as he lies in an intensive
care ward. She takes him on a tour of Heaven, which is
modeled on the Times Square subway station.
Book No.:EN4-04626
Title:INVISIBLE WALLS: A GERMAN FAMILY
UNDER THE NUREMBURG LAWS
Author(s):HECHT, INGEBORG
Narrator(s):MILDRED FRIDUSS, ADA GROSS, RICA
ZWEIBEL
Hecht's memoir explores the situation of a GermanJewish intermarried family under the Nuremburg laws.
Book No.:EN4-04627
Title:BROTHERHOOD OF MEMORY: JEWISH
LANDSMANSHAFTN IN THE NEW WORLD
Author(s):WEISSER, MICHAEL R.
Narrator(s):HELEN DITTUS & RICA ZWEIBEL
A study of Jewish immigrants to New York who remained
largely unassimilated, trying to maintain life as they had
known it in Eastern European shtetls.
Book No.:EN4-04634
Title:NEW DIPLOMACY
Author(s):EBAN, ABBA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH KAUFMAN
Eban again brings his wealth of practical experience to
the subject of diplomacy and international affairs in a
modern age.
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Book No.:EN4-04640
Title:RETREAT
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):EVELYN GODMAN
The Israeli author takes his readers to a remote hotel in
Austria on the brink of the Holocaust. Its patrons are all
Jews taking lessons in assimilation: how to look, talk,
and think like a gentile.
Book No.:EN4-04643
Title:ANGEL OF ZIN
Author(s):IRVING, CLIFFORD
Narrator(s):H. DITTUS. MON. R. DORSAY & J.
SANDERS
The novel takes place in a Nazi death camp and attempts
to answer the question: can an individual retain his
humanity in the face of monstrous, unthinkable and
paralyzing evil?
Book No.:EN4-04648
Title:SPECIAL LEGACY: AN ORAL HISTORY OF
SOVIET JEWISH EMIGREES TO THE U.S.
Author(s):ROTHCHILD, SYLVIA
Narrator(s):STANLEY KIRSCH
The oral histories of 178 Soviet Jews who emigrated to
the U.S. in the 1980's.
Book No.:EN4-04651
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Title:BLACK BOOK
Author(s):EHRENBURG, ILYA;GROSSMAN, VASILY
Narrator(s):P.M. APFELBAUM
Based on documents assembled by Russian Jews during
the war and suppressed in the Soviet Union for decades,
this is a detailed account of the Nazi destruction of 1.5
million Soviet Jews.
Book No.:EN4-04654
Title:SECRET GROVE
Author(s):COHEN, BARBARA
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTEL
A tale of two young boys, one Israeli and one Jordanian,
who make a secret pact. Teaches young readers how
hatred can be overcome when children refuse to accept
prejudice.
Book No.:EN4-04655
Title:JEWISH MEDITATION: A PRACTICAL
GUIDE
Author(s):KAPLAN, ARYEH
Narrator(s):S. BRAV & RABBI EMERITUS
This is a step-by-step introduction to the Jewish
traditional methods of meditation that were part of
mainstream Judaism until the 18th century.
Book No.:EN4-04657
Title:CONCISE CODE OF JEWISH LAW
Author(s):APPEL, GERSION, RABBI
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING KRAMER
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The laws for this first volume include a 'Guide to Prayer'
and 'Religious Observance in the Daily Life of the Jew.'
The author compiled them from the 'Kitzur Shulhan
Aruch' and other traditional codes.
Book No.:EN4-04658
Title:INFINITE RICHES
Author(s):ROSTEN, LEO
Narrator(s):SUSAN WINOGRAD
This selection of quotations range from one-liners to
solid paragraphs. They are arranged alphabetically by
topic and often include sources.
Book No.:EN4-04659
Title:INSIDE, OUTSIDE
Author(s):WOUK, HERMAN
Narrator(s):KAREN LANDSMAN
For a Jewish, middle-aged assistant to President Nixon
during Watergate, life consists of the 'inside' world of
piety, clannish Jews and observed traditions, and the
'outside' world rife with anti-Semitism.
Book No.:EN4-04660
Title:TORAH ANTHOLOGY, THE (ME'AM LO'EZ),
VOL. 12
Author(s):MAGRISO, YITZCHOK, RABBI
Narrator(s):
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Commentary on the concluding portion of Leviticus,
which deals with morality and ethics: from basic laws to
the highest level of 'loving your neighbor like yourself.'
Includes discussions of Jewish holidays.
Book No.:EN4-04661
Title:JESUS AND THE PHARISEES
Author(s):BOWKER, JOHN
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R. BRAV
This is a companion to studies of the Pharisees, in
particular to discussions of the Pharisees as they occur
in the New Testament. Included is a translation of original
source material.
Book No.:EN4-04669
Title:MOSES AND MONOTHEISM
Author(s):FREUD, SIGMUND
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
A psychoanalytical study of the biblical story of Moses as
it is found in Exodus.
Book No.:EN4-04671
Title:BEING TORAH
Author(s):GRISHAVER, JOEL L.;GOLUB, JANE E.
Narrator(s):
A first book of Torah texts for second through fourth
grade students to help unlock their own discovered
meanings in the Torah.
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Book No.:EN4-04676
Title:BAR MITZVAH, BAT MITZVAH: HOW
JEWISH BOYS AND GIRLS COME OF AGE
Author(s):METTER, BERT
Narrator(s):HERBERT WEISBERG
This book both explores the history behind the tradition
and helps prepare the child and his or her family for this
momentous occasion.
Book No.:EN4-04681
Title:NIGHTINGALE
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):
Yosele the Cantor is enticed into marrying the
sophisticated Perele and leaves his first love Esther. Too
late, he regrets his choice and, heartbroken, he loses his
'golden' voice.
Book No.:EN4-04685
Title:ARROWS OF THE ALMIGHTY
Author(s):BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANAU
The true story of Paul Fackenheimer, a German Jew
imprisoned in Dachau, who was taken by the Abwehr and
trained as a spy to get military intelligence from the
British in Palestine.
Book No.:EN4-04690
Title:ON THE THIRD DAY
Author(s):DELAHAYE, MICHAEL
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Narrator(s):HARRIETTE ROSENBERG
A thriller about an American journalist who discovers
that the Israelis have unearthed a crucified skeleton
which may be that of Jesus.
Book No.:EN4-04694
Title:FIRST BOOK OF MACCABEES
Author(s):FISCHEL, H.A.
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
A commentary on the First Book of Maccabees, which
deals with a crucial period in Jewish history: the uprising
of a tiny band of valiant Maccabees against the tyranny of
the Syrian kings.
Book No.:EN4-04699
Title:BETWEEN WASHINGTON AND
JERUSALEM
Author(s):BLITZER, WOLF
Narrator(s):CLARA LINN SPECTOR
The Washington Bureau Chief for the 'Jerusalem Post'
provides insights on foreign policy in the Middle East in
an anecdotal but informative text.
Book No.:EN4-04701
Title:PEACE AND JUDAISM
Author(s):VARIOUS AUTHORS
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
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Various articles on Jews and nonviolence including the
roots of Jewish nonviolence, Judaism and peacemaking
and Jewish views on conscientious objectors. Includes
an explication of Martin Buber's 'covenant of peace'.
Book No.:EN4-04707
Title:GATEWAY TO SELF-KNOWLEDGE
Author(s):PLISKIN, ZELIG, RABBI
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
A practical guide that will supply the reader with tools for
greater self-awareness. The author emphasizes that a
person's choice of thoughts, words and behaviors is the
key to what he or she can become.
Book No.:EN4-04713
Title:MODEL CHILDHOOD
Author(s):WOLF, CHRISTA
Narrator(s):ESTELLE ADEN
As a remembrance of a German childhood in the 30's and
40's this novel addresses painful times and probes for
the answer to difficult questions such as how the
protagonist could know but not admit what was
happening.
Book No.:EN4-04715
Title:SHARON: AN ISRAELI CAESAR
Author(s):BENZIMAN, URI
Narrator(s):
The author examines Sharon's military and political
career and his influence on Israel's history.
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Book No.:EN4-04720
Title:EXPLORING THE TORAH
Author(s):STERN, SHIRLEY
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB

Book No.:EN4-04722
Title:ZOHAR, VOL. 1
Author(s):SPERLING, H.;SIMON, MAURICE
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
Arranged in the form of a commentary on the Bible, this
is the only complete English rendering of the Zohar, the
fundamental rabbinic work on Jewish mysticism.
Book No.:EN4-04724
Title:BARBRA STREISAND: THE WOMAN, THE
MYTH, THE MUSIC
Author(s):CONSIDINE, SHAUN
Narrator(s):MARGARET ALLEN
A candid biography, based on interviews with family,
friends, and colleagues, tells the uncensored story of the
singer and show business personality.
Book No.:EN4-04727
Title:DRY TEARS
Author(s):TEC, NECHAMA
Narrator(s):BESS POBINER
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The author recounts her Jewish family's experiences of
posing as Christians in Poland during World War II.
Book No.:EN4-04729
Title:HER FIRST AMERICAN
Author(s):SEGAL, LORE
Narrator(s):MULTIPLE
The tenuous relationship between a young Jewish
immigrant and 'her first American', a middle-aged African
American writer on the decline.
Book No.:EN4-04730
Title:LORI
Author(s):GOLDREICH, GLORIA
Narrator(s):FRANCES EDELSTEIN
The story of a 16-year-old American girl suspended from
school and sent to live in an agricultural community in
Israel.
Book No.:EN4-04736
Title:FINDING GOD: TEN JEWISH RESPONSES
Author(s):SONSINO, RIFAT;SYME, DANIEL B.
Narrator(s):ELEANOR SCHICK
A compilation of ten distinct Jewish theological
perspectives and the different ways Jews have spoken of
God throughout history.
Book No.:EN4-04737
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Title:JEWISH HOLIDAYS: A GUIDE AND
COMMENTARY
Author(s):STRASSFELD, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):ADELE STEIN
Blending tradition and innovation, this guide gives each
holiday its own chapter, with an overview, a description
of its laws and customs and new approaches and
interpretation.
Book No.:EN4-04738
Title:JEWISH ETHICS: A STUDY GUIDE
Author(s):LOWEN, JOSEPH, ED.
Narrator(s):SCHIERING, NANCY
Part of the Hadassah Study Series, this book contains
essays on interpersonal, medical, and political ethics
written by experts in each field. A series of questions
follows each essay.
Book No.:EN4-04746
Title:CHAMPAGNE BARN
Author(s):LEVINE, NORMAN
Narrator(s):EDITH FRIEDMAN
Written between 1958 and 1978, this collection of stories
centers on the son of Polish Jewish emigrants to Canada.
Now a writer living in England, the protagonist relives his
youth through visits to Canada.
Book No.:EN4-04748
Title:PIERRE LAVAL: TRAITOR OR PATRIOT?
Author(s):DE CHAMBRUN, RENE
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Narrator(s):
Although Laval has been the primary symbol of Vichy
collaboration during World War II, the author argues that
Laval consistently delayed implementation of Nazi
policies including those regarding the Jews.
Book No.:EN4-04749
Title:PERFECT PEACE
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):ROSALIE ROTTENBACH
When a son wants to leave the kibbutz where he has
been raised, a family is thrown into an uproar. The novel
explores the conflict between those who dreamed about
an ideal society in Israel and those who must inherit what
they built.
Book No.:EN4-04751
Title:BEST DEFENSE
Author(s):DERSHOWITZ, ALAN M.
Narrator(s):JUDITH TESSER
The noted defense attorney, appeals lawyer and Harvard
Law School professor reviews some of his most
provocative cases and seeks to expose corruption of the
criminal justice system and its participants.
Book No.:EN4-04753
Title:ON REPENTANCE
Author(s):SOLOVEITCHIK, JOSEPH B., RABBI
Narrator(s):ANITA LIEF LEVINE
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Using classical Jewish sources, the Talmudic scholar
and orthodox philosopher discusses the relationship
between the individual, the community and God.
Book No.:EN4-04764
Title:CHOICES IN MODERN JEWISH THOUGHT
Author(s):BOROWITZ, EUGENE B
Narrator(s):STANLEY R, BRAV
A contemporary Jewish philosopher examines the
responses of Jewish thought to the challenges of the
modern world. Included is a study and discussion guide.
Book No.:EN4-04766
Title:WABASH FACTOR
Author(s):CUNNINGHAM, E. V.
Narrator(s):
A New York City detective discovers that an Israeli
diplomat's murder was engineered by a mysterious
detective agency.
Book No.:EN4-04772
Title:HERZOG
Author(s):BELLOW, SAUL
Narrator(s):ELEANOR ELDIN
As a character who reflects the world in which he lives,
Herzog is a Jewish college teacher from Montreal, New
York and Chicago who came of age in the shadow of the
Holocaust. Nearing the end of his life he contemplates
his failure in relationships a nd in his career.
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Book No.:EN4-04773
Title:RICHARD TUCKER
Author(s):DRAKE, JAMES A.
Narrator(s):ROSALIND SCHEER
A recreation of Tucker's boyhood in Brooklyn to his
successes at New York's Metropolitan Opera and other
opera houses to his untimely death. Descriptions of
Tucker's background, career, family life, and Jewish faith
produce a multidimensional portrai t.
Book No.:EN4-04775
Title:TORAH ANTHOLOGY, THE (ME'AM LO'EZ),
VOL. 3B
Author(s):CULI, YAAKOV, RABBI
Narrator(s):
This fourth volume, which completes the book of
Genesis, presents Jacob's marriage to Rachel and Leah,
the birth of his twelve sons, and Joseph's experiences in
Egypt.
Book No.:EN4-04776
Title:UNTOLD MILLIONS
Author(s):HOBSON, LAURA Z.
Narrator(s):ROSE GOLDSTEIN
A novel of young love and financial struggle, in which an
innocent, idealistic girl matures into a confident woman.
Book No.:EN4-04785
Title:STORIES OF BERNARD MALAMUD
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Author(s):MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s):SYLVIA FEUERSTEIN
A volume of 25 stories from 1950 to the 1980s, which
depicts, usually through a Yiddish-speaking immigrant,
the indignities and anguish of ordinary people.
Book No.:EN4-04786
Title:LOVE AND TRADITION: MARRIAGE
BETWEEN JEWS AND CHRISTIANS
Author(s):MAYER, EGON
Narrator(s):HELEN STEWART
Drawing on historical and literary sources as well as
personal accounts, the author tackles the many large and
small issues of intermarriage between Jews and
Christians from child rearing, holidays, and rituals to
choice of cuisine.
Book No.:EN4-04788
Title:HEROINE OF RESCUE: THE INCREDIBLE
STORY OF RECHA STERNBUCH
Author(s):FRIEDENSON, JOSEPH; KRANZLER,
DAVID
Narrator(s):LOIS CHUDACUFF
The accomplishments of a Swiss couple who rescued
hundreds of Jews from the Holocaust, succeeding where
large organizations failed.
Book No.:EN4-04790
Title:RITUAL BATH
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
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Narrator(s):
The world of Orthodox Judaism is the setting for this
mystery which involves the rape of a woman at a ritual
bath.
Book No.:EN4-04793
Title:LOADED QUESTIONS
Author(s):LORAINE, PHILIP
Narrator(s):DAN GORDON
An ex-CIA man, upset after his failure to prevent the
assassination of an Israeli 'dove', is drawn into
investigative work to discover who murdered him.
Book No.:EN4-04804
Title:FAMILY TIES
Author(s):LEAHY, SYRELL ROGOVIN
Narrator(s):BERNICE STRAUSS
In pre-Nazi Germany, Regina must come to terms with
her family's destiny in order to make a future for herself.
Book No.:EN4-04805
Title:TRIAL OF GOD: A PLAY IN THREE ACTS
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):JACK TUREEN
A drama which unfolds on Purim Eve in 1649, as three
Purim players wander into a village whose only Jewish
inhabitants are two survivors of a devastating pogrom.
The players agree to stage a mock trial with God as
defendant, held responsible for the atrocities inflicted on
the Jews.
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Book No.:EN4-04808
Title:THREE MERCHANTS AND OTHER
STORIES
Author(s):WEINBACH, SHAINDEL
Narrator(s):CORRINE SHAFTEL
A collection of stories on the lives of Sephardic Jews, the
hasidic courts of Eastern Europe, and of modern Jewry.
For children 8 and up.
Book No.:EN4-04809
Title:ZOHAR; VOL. 4
Author(s):SIMON, MAURICE; LAVERTOFF, PAUL
Narrator(s):
Volume 4 of the only complete English rendering of the
Zohar, the fundamental rabbinic work on Jewish
mysticism that has fascinated readers for more than
seven centuries. Arranged in the form of a commentary
on the Bible, this work offers more comple x meanings to
the biblical narrative.
Book No.:EN4-04810
Title:FROM THE FAIR
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):TRUDY CUTLER
In this autobiography, the well-known Yiddish writer
depicts the lost world in which he lived.
Book No.:EN4-04814
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Title:REMEMBER THE DAYS: A SHORT
HISTORY OF THE JEWISH AMERICAN
Author(s):MELTZER, MILTON
Narrator(s):HARRIET MARCUS
A history of American Jews from the early 1900s to the
late twentieth century.
Book No.:EN4-04823
Title:CIRCLE OF MONTPARNASSE: JEWISH
ARTISTS IN PARIS, 1905-1945
Author(s):SILVER, KENNETH; GOLAN, R.
Narrator(s):ESTELLE SILVERMAN
Produced in conjunction with an exhibit at the Jewish
Museum in New York City, this book portrays the large
group of Jewish artists who came to Paris from 1905 to
1945.
Book No.:EN4-04824
Title:LETTERS FROM WESTERBORK
Author(s):HILLESUM, ETTY
Narrator(s):FREDA MELTZER
Hillesum was imprisoned at Westerbook, the last stop for
many Dutch Jews before they went to Auschwitz. Her
letters, which she wrote before she was executed by the
Nazis, paint a portrait of life inside a Nazi camp.
Book No.:EN4-04829
Title:YIDDISH THEATRE IN AMERICA
Author(s):LIFSON, DAVID
Narrator(s):PENNINAH SCHRAM
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The history of the Yiddish theater from its origins in the
nineteenth century through its decline in the 1940s. The
influence the theater had in bringing modern trends to
America is also documented.
Book No.:EN4-04835
Title:TORAH TODAY: A RENEWED ENCOUNTER
WITH SCRIPTURES
Author(s):PELI, PINCHAS H.
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R BRAV
A collection of fifty-four essays that comment on each of
the weekly Torah portions.
Book No.:EN4-04837
Title:WERE WE OUR BROTHERS' KEEPERS?:
PUBLIC RESPONSE OF AMERICAN JEWS
TO THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):LOOKSTEIN, HASKEL
Narrator(s):EVE HABERMAN
The author focuses on the response of the American
Jewish community to the Holocaust and concludes that
while they could have done more their small size
precluded any major impact.
Book No.:EN4-04841
Title:MORNING MOON
Author(s):REIBEL, PAULA
Narrator(s):HELEN DITTUS
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Mindel Rossner dared to rebel against the Jewish
tradition of arranged marriages, and she is led to
marriage by force. No sooner does she fall in love with
her husband when a terrible rumor threatens her hopes
for happiness.
Book No.:EN4-04843
Title:FINDING HOSEYN
Author(s):MACKINNON, COLIN
Narrator(s):FRANCES WALDMAN
In 1977 Teheran, an Israeli spy is killed and the search is
on to discover who killed him and why. The search takes
readers through the various religious and social strata of
Middle East politics.
Book No.:EN4-04847
Title:TALE OF THE RING: A KADDISH
Author(s):STIFFEL, FRANK
Narrator(s):SUSAN WINOGRAD
From the Warsaw Ghetto to Treblinka to Auschwitz,
Stiffel bears witness to the human capacity to survive the
most adverse situations.
Book No.:EN4-04854
Title:FAMILY SAYINGS
Author(s):GINZBURG, NATALIA
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
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Spanning the period from the rise of Fascism through
World War II and its immediate aftermath, this book
addresses the subject of family and, through its
characters, provides a history of Italy in the 1930s and
'40s.
Book No.:EN4-04855
Title:BOOK OF ABRAHAM
Author(s):HALTER, MAREK
Narrator(s):
In a mix of speculation and historical background, the
author traces the history of his family from the first
Abraham, who witnessed the fall of Jerusalem in 70 A.D.,
to his grandfather, Abraham, who died in the Warsaw
Ghetto in 1943.
Book No.:EN4-04860
Title:MATTER OF CONSCIENCE
Author(s):HARCOURT, PALMA
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
Couriers, assassins, politicos, intelligence operatives,
and grieving women populate this densely plotted thriller.
Book No.:EN4-04865
Title:LITTLE VIRTUES
Author(s):GINZBURG, NATALIA
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
The author reflects on human relationships and the
sorrows and joys of life in this collection of eleven
autobiographical essays.
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Book No.:EN4-04869
Title:HANDBOOK OF JEWISH THOUGHT
Author(s):KAPLAN, ARYEH, RABBI
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Kaplan begins with the idea of God and His purpose in
creation, and goes on to show how this relates to the
concepts of man, Israel, Revelation, the Torah and the
Commandments. How the Torah was revealed, written
and the oral Torah transmitted are al so discussed as
well as halachah, custom and other topics.
Book No.:EN4-04870
Title:WHY DO THE JEWS NEED A LAND OF
THEIR OWN?
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):RHODA KATZENSTEIN
Aleichem's amusing depiction of the controversies and
hopes inherent in Zionism's early beginnings.
Book No.:EN4-04877
Title:UNORTHODOX MURDER OF RABBI WAHL
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):FRANCES EDELSTEIN
The murder of a female rabbi after her appearance on a
radio talk show has the host, Rabbi Winter, discovering a
secular talent for detection.
Book No.:EN4-04879
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Title:NIGHT OF THE FOX
Author(s):HIGGINS, JACK
Narrator(s):DAN GORDON & GERTRUDE ROSENBERG
The protagonist, Harry Martineau, is a brilliant American
philosopher turned killer for his country during World
War II.
Book No.:EN4-04883
Title:IMAGES OF MOSES
Author(s):SILVER, DANIEL JEREMY
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING KRAMER
A scholar of Jewish history examines the factors that,
over the course of 2,500 years, have shaped
interpretations of this central figure in Judeo-Christian
traditions.
Book No.:EN4-04885
Title:DEBORAH
Author(s):KREITMAN, ESTHER SINGER
Narrator(s):LUCILLE KAHN
An autobiographical novel by the sister of Issac Bashevis
Singer about the frustrations of a young, intelligent, and
sensitive girl struggling within the confines of traditional
Polish-Jewish culture.
Book No.:EN4-04890
Title:I AM A STAR-CHILD OF THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):AUERBACHER, INGE
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTEL
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Through words and poetry, the author, a survivor of Nazi
Germany, describes for young readers the story of her
childhood years in the concentration camp Terezin.
Book No.:EN4-04891
Title:BIBLICAL IMAGES: MEN AND WOMEN OF
THE BOOK
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN
Narrator(s):
A study of twenty-five biblical personalities, presented as
archetypal figures who can illuminate our present-day
world.
Book No.:EN4-04893
Title:YEARS OF UPHEAVAL
Author(s):KISSINGER, HENRY
Narrator(s):MARION HARRIS
The autobiography of the former Secretary of State who
served under the Nixon and Ford administrations.
Kissinger invented 'shuttle diplomacy' with his style and
analysis of world powers and strategies.
Book No.:EN4-04894
Title:IN THE BEGINNING: A NEW ENGLISH
RENDITION OF THE BOOK OF GENESIS
Author(s):FOX, EVERETT
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
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A translation of the book of Genesis, aiming to restore
the spoken character of the Hebrew Bible. A running
commentary provides a better understanding of the
biblical text.
Book No.:EN4-04896
Title:PALESTINE AND THE PALESTINIANS 18761983
Author(s):SMITH, PAMELA ANN
Narrator(s):MILDRED E. GRASS
An analysis of the emergence of Palestinian nationalism
tracing its development from a rural peasant society to a
landless proletariat. The author asserts that the drive to
achieve a Palestinian state will continue.
Book No.:EN4-04897
Title:LOVING KINDNESS
Author(s):ROIPHE, ANNE
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
A novel about Annie Johnson, an assimilated Jewish
woman and a single parent. Deals with issues of religious
fundamentalism, parent-child relationships, and
feminism.
Book No.:EN4-04898
Title:IMAGE AND OTHER STORIES
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):CYNTHIA MINTZER
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The settings for these 22 stories range from Warsaw in
the 1900s to Manhattan in the late twentieth century. The
Nobel Laureate draws a sensitive and humorous portrait
of people whose lives are permeated by their
Jewishness.
Book No.:EN4-04899
Title:MUSIC OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE
Author(s):EISENSTEIN, JUDITH K., DR.
Narrator(s):DR. JUDITH EISENSTEIN
Thirteen lectures which trace Jewish musical creativity
from the Bible to the present, reflecting the Jewish lifecycle.
Book No.:EN4-04900
Title:BIG SUKKAH
Author(s):SCHRAM, PENINNAH
Narrator(s):
Berl, whose house is too small to invite relatives for the
holidays, has a yard big enough for a Sukkah that is the
envy of the town.
Book No.:EN4-04901
Title:ABYSS OF DESPAIR
Author(s):HANOVER, NATHAN, RABBI
Narrator(s):
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In his account of the Chmielnicki massacres of 1648-58,
in which tens of thousands of Polish and Ukrainian Jews
were killed, the author asserts that a precedent for
Hitler's Holocaust was set. Hanover also depicts how the
Jews rebuilt their lives and developed new ways to
express their heritage and culture.
Book No.:EN4-04902
Title:JUSTICE AT NUREMBERG
Author(s):CONOT, ROBERT E.
Narrator(s):MILDRED WEISBLATT
An account of the Nuremberg trials, based on official
court transcripts. Included are descriptions of the 21 Nazi
war criminals gathered from interviews, memoirs, letters,
and their own depositions before the court.
Book No.:EN4-04903
Title:MUSICAL VARIATIONS ON JEWISH
THOUGHT
Author(s):D'ALLONES, OLIVIER REVAULT
Narrator(s):ROBERTA POLLACK
A professor of aesthetics analyzes Elohim and Yahweh
as 'nomadic and sedentary' gods, and looks at Jewish
traits in musical, rather than historical, terms.
Book No.:EN4-04904
Title:HISTORY OF THE ISRAELI ARMY
Author(s):SCHIFF, ZE'EV
Narrator(s):ESTHER COHEN
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The author's revised version of his 1974 history includes
additional chapters on Israel's military intelligence
services, the war against terrorism, and the 1982
Lebanon Campaign.
Book No.:EN4-04909
Title:BACK TO THE SOURCES: READING THE
CLASSIC JEWISH TEXTS
Author(s):HOLTZ, BARRY W.
Narrator(s):SARA WEINBERGER
A non-academic guide to the classic Jewish texts which
includes highly specialized essays.
Book No.:EN4-04910
Title:MEDITATION AND KABBALAH
Author(s):KAPLAN, ARYEH
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY R. BRAV
Kaplan reveals the methodology of the ancient
Cabbalists and stresses the meditative techniques
essential to their discipline. The significance of these
techniques is also examined in light of contemporary
research.
Book No.:EN4-04911
Title:PORTRAIT OF DELMORE: JOURNALS AND
NOTES OF DELMORE SCHWARTZ
Author(s):POLLET, ELIZABETH, ED.
Narrator(s):JEANNE BLUMENGARTEN
JOURNALS AND NOTES OF DELMORE SCHWARTZ
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Book No.:EN4-04915
Title:PLAY OF THE EYES
Author(s):CANETTI, ELIAS
Narrator(s):ROSALIND SCHEER
The third volume of Canetti's memoirs set in Vienna 1931
to 1937 is both a portrait of the time and an intellectual
and spiritual autobiography.
Book No.:EN4-04918
Title:BEST OF OLOMEINU, THE. BOOK 1:
STORIES FOR ALL YEAR 'ROUND
Author(s):FRUCHTER, YAAKOV, RABBI
Narrator(s):HARRIET MARCUS
Twenty-four stories taken from 'Olomeinu', (Our World)
the children's magazine, over a 36-year period.
Book No.:EN4-04924
Title:MODERN MEANING OF JUDAISM
Author(s):GITTELSOHN, ROLAND B.
Narrator(s):HERMINE KATZ
A presentation of themes on what it means to be a Jew
today. Includes answers to questions such as: 'Who is a
Jew?'; 'What does a Jew Believe?'; and 'What Does a Jew
Do?'.
Book No.:EN4-04927
Title:ALL OUR YESTERDAYS
Author(s):GINZBURG, NATALIA
Narrator(s):
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Set in Italy between 1939 and 1944, the novel focuses on
the lives of two families and how they were touched by
war.
Book No.:EN4-04933
Title:FROM THE WISDOM OF MISHLE
Author(s):HIRSCH, SAMSON RAPHAEL
Narrator(s):STANLEY R BRAV
Twenty-two essays, based on themes from the 'Book of
Proverbs', offer insight and guidance on the human
situation and its dilemmas.
Book No.:EN4-04934
Title:SEMITES AND ANTI-SEMITES: AN INQUIRY
INTO CONFLICTS AND PREJ
Author(s):LEWIS, BERNARD
Narrator(s):STANLEY KIRSCH
An analysis of anti-Semitism which includes a look at its
history and presence in the Arab world, a debunking of
the notion that Jews and Arabs are Semites, and a
comparative history of Jewish existence under Christian
and Muslim rule.
Book No.:EN4-04935
Title:DYNAMIC JUDAISM: THE ESSENTIAL
WRITINGS OF MOREDECH
Author(s):GOLDSMITH, EMANUEL; SCULT, MEL
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
A compilation of excerpts from the major works of
Kaplan, the twentieth-century Jewish philosopher.
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Book No.:EN4-04940
Title:CARDINAL'S SNUFFBOX
Author(s):ROSEMAN, KENNETH
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTER
An adventure story set during the Spanish Inquisition,
this book is also an educational tool that introduces
Jewish concepts, places, and figures through different
episodes in which the pre-teen reader makes decisions
that determines his or her own f ate.
Book No.:EN4-04943
Title:OUR MAN IN RUSSIA
Author(s):BENDET, MAYER
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING KRAMER
After interviewing many Russian Jews in the United
States and Israel, the author formulated a story that
depicts both the suffering and the hope of Soviet Jewry
Book No.:EN4-04947
Title:LEST INNOCENT BLOOD BE SHED
Author(s):HALLIE, PHILIP
Narrator(s):THELMA LEVENBERG
This true story depicts the true feelings of certain
individuals towards the fugitives fleeing Nazi occupation.
Book No.:EN4-04949
Title:PAPER WALLS: AMERICA AND THE
REFUGEE CRISIS
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Author(s):WYMAN, DAVID S.
Narrator(s):PAULA BARNETT SENNET
An examination of America's refugee policy in the years
prior to World War II. The author contends that
unemployment, nationalism, anti-Semitism, as well as
fear of fifth columnists disguised as refugees led to
restrictions that prevented millions of people from
escaping certain death.
Book No.:EN4-04953
Title:FREUD AND HIS FATHER
Author(s):KRULL, MARIANNE
Narrator(s):JEANNE BLUMENGARTEN
The author reveals how Freud's complex relationship
with his father dictated many of his theories and changed
some of his early ideas.
Book No.:EN4-04954
Title:WHERE HEAVEN AND EARTH TOUCH: AN
ANTHOLOGY OF MIDRASH AND HALACH
Author(s):SIEGEL, DANNY
Narrator(s):
This anthology of midrashic and halachic stories
emphasizes the humanism found in Judaism. Can be
used as teaching material for all ages.
Book No.:EN4-04956
Title:HALACHA, MEDICAL SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY: PERSPECTIVES ON
CONTEMPORARY HALAC
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Author(s):LEVIN, FEITEL
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
Includes sections on medicine, electricity, the
handicapped, Passover kashrut, and a general overview
of halacha in the twentieth century.
Book No.:EN4-04961
Title:OUT AT HOME
Author(s):POMERANZ, GARY
Narrator(s):MARION T.COHEN
The legendary mania of Chicago Cubs fans for their team
sets the tone for this story about a young Jewish Cubs
fan.
Book No.:EN4-04962
Title:NAZI LEGACY: KLAUS BARBIE AND THE
INTERNATIONAL
Author(s):ASCHERSON, NEAL, I. HILTON & M. LINK
Narrator(s):MEL DAVIS
Written by a team of British journalists the book traces
the life and career of Klaus Barbie and discusses his
efforts to transplant fascism to South America.
Book No.:EN4-04965
Title:PAST CONTINUOUS
Author(s):SHABTAI, YAAKOV
Narrator(s):NORMA FLASTER
Translated from the original Hebrew, this work recounts
the emotional decay of a family in modern Israel.
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Book No.:EN4-04967
Title:26938: THE ARAB-ISRAELI WAR
Author(s):AKER, FRANK
Narrator(s):B.J. EISENSTAT
A description and analysis of the 1973 Yom Kippur War
from a military perspective.
Book No.:EN4-04970
Title:POWER AND POWERLESSNESS IN
JEWISH HISTORY
Author(s):BIALE, DAVID
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
This work tackles the myth of Jewish political passivity
between the fall of an independent Jewish
commonwealth in 70 A.D. and the rebirth of the State of
Israel in 1948.
Book No.:EN4-04978
Title:FAMILY Y AGUILAR
Author(s):LEHMANN, MARCUS
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
A story of Jewish heroism which takes place during the
Spanish Inquisition.
Book No.:EN4-04983
Title:HOME GROUND
Author(s):FREED, LYNN
Narrator(s):HERMINE KATZ
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A young girl searches for her own 'home ground' amidst
the confusion of her eccentric theatrical Jewish family in
South Africa.
Book No.:EN4-04984
Title:SACRED AND PROFANE
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
Some orthodox Jewish boys find two charred bodies
while on a camping trip and it is up to Los Angeles
detective Peter Decker to solve the murder. Decker's
outward journey as he hunts down the killer is paralleled
by his spiritual journey through Juda ism and his
relationship with a Jewish widow.
Book No.:EN4-04986
Title:BLOOD LIBEL
Author(s):DAN, URI
Narrator(s):EVE HAVERMAN
The story of General Ariel Sharon's history-making suit
against 'Time' magazine.
Book No.:EN4-04987
Title:PATH OF THE KABBALAH: AN
INTRODUCTION TO THE LIVING JEWISH
SPIRITUAL TRADITION
Author(s):SHEINKIN, DAVID, M.D.
Narrator(s):GERALDINE SHENKIN
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This work introduces Jews and non-Jews to the origins,
history, principles, symbolism, language, and disciplines
of Jewish spirituality and mysticism.
Book No.:EN4-05001
Title:REB MOSHE: THE LIFE AND IDEALS OF
HAGAON RABBI MOSHE FEINSTEIN
Author(s):FINKELMAN, SHIMON, RABBI
Narrator(s):BRAV, STANLEY R.
The author has based his book on interviews, firstperson articles, and eulogies delivered by those who had
a personal relationship with Rabbi Moshe Feinstein. ©
1986
Book No.:EN4-05005
Title:PASSOVER GOURMET
Author(s):ROUSSO, NIRA
Narrator(s):DON EISENBERG
Over 200 Passover recipes for the gourmet cook. © 1987
Book No.:EN4-05012
Title:ORIGINS OF THE SEDER: THE PASSOVER
RITE AND EARLY RABBINIC JUDAISM
Author(s):BOKSER, BARUCH M.
Narrator(s):GOLDIE M. KURTIN
An explanation of how a biblical, sacrificial meal was
transformed into the Passover Seder, one of the most
popular Jewish rituals. © 1984
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Book No.:EN4-05015
Title:ENCHANTMENT
Author(s):MERKIN, DAPHNE
Narrator(s):LYNN HIMELFARB
A novel about a young New York woman of Orthodox
German-Jewish heritage, her five sisters and brothers,
the complicated power of families, and the obsessive
workings of memory.
Book No.:EN4-05017
Title:DOUBLE VISION: HOW AMERICA'S PRESS
DISTORTS OUR VIEW OF THE MIDDLE
EAST
Author(s):CHAFETS, ZE'EV
Narrator(s):BELLE EISENMAN
The former head of Israel's Government Press Office
gives an analysis of U.S. press coverage of the Middle
East and raises serious questions about its accuracy,
especially in reports about Israel. © 1985
Book No.:EN4-05024
Title:HOLOCAUST: A HISTORY OF THE JEWS
OF EUROPE DURING WORLD WAR II
Author(s):GILBERT, MARTIN
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
Based on documents and interviews, Gilbert provides
readers with a history of the Jews of Europe during
World War II, an instructive analysis of anti-Semitism in
Europe, and a discussion of Jewish resistance and
gentile protectors. © 1985
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Book No.:EN4-05026
Title:REFLECTIONS OF NAZISM: AN ESSAY ON
KITSCH AND DEATH
Author(s):FRIEDLANDER, SAUL
Narrator(s):BEATRICE DAVIS
The author, a historian, discusses his unease at the
changing image of Nazi Germany since the early 1970s.
He demonstrates how films and books that emphasize
the emotions and images associated with Nazism have
inadvertently rekindled a fascination wi th the movement.
© 1984
Book No.:EN4-05038
Title:JEWISH COOKING FROM AROUND THE
WORLD
Author(s):BACON, JOSEPHINE LEVY
Narrator(s):BEATRICE DAVIS
This collection of recipes includes Ashkenazic,
Sephardic, Italian, Middle Eastern, and North African
dishes. © 1986
Book No.:EN4-05040
Title:WALKER IN JERUSALEM
Author(s):HEILMAN, SAMUEL
Narrator(s):VIRGINIA SADOK
The author experiences Jerusalem through the vantages
of Jewish, Muslim, and Christian observers. Woven
through the text is Biblical imagery as well as information
on archaeology, religion, and history. © 1986
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Book No.:EN4-05041
Title:TRAVELS WITH DUBINSKY AND CLIVE
Author(s):GUREWICH, DAVID
Narrator(s):FRANCES KLIPSTEIN
A series of bizarre events leads Oleg Dubinsky, an
academic bureaucrat in a small town in Russia, to apply
for an exit visa. The novel humorously depicts the
travails of Dubinsky as he burrows his way through
Soviet red tape and wallows in Russian de bauchery. ©
1987
Book No.:EN4-05055
Title:KABBALAH AND JEWISH MYSTICISM
Author(s):GUTWIRTH, ISRAEL
Narrator(s):ALICE ARLOW
Looking back at the outstanding figures of the Spanish
Jewish Golden Age, the author seeks to demonstrate the
beauty and sanctity of Jewish mystical doctrine. © 1987
Book No.:EN4-05056
Title:BREAD OF EXILE
Author(s):GERSHON, KAREN
Narrator(s):BETTY S. JACOBS
The story of a teenager exiled to England from Nazi
Germany in 1938. The book examines the girl's
loneliness, her adaptation to a new life, and her coping
with anti-Semitism. © 1985
Book No.:EN4-05059
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Title:COMMENTARIES ON THE PENTATEUCH:
RASHI
Author(s):PEARL, CHAIM, TRANS.
Narrator(s):VICTOR LOWENSTEIN
An English translation of selected commentary on the
Torah from the medieval French rabbi . © 1970
Book No.:EN4-05060
Title:LIVES OF THE POETS
Author(s):DOCTOROW, E.L.
Narrator(s):ANN GROSSMAN
Each of these six short stories and a novella deals with a
different aspect of human behavior. © 1984
Book No.:EN4-05072
Title:CODE EZRA
Author(s):COURTER, GAY
Narrator(s):SARA LEE KASE
A novel based on the real-life adventures of Israeli
Spymaster Eli Katzar and the three women he recruited to
form his "Ezra" team: an American princess, a Holocaust
survivor, and a sabra. © 1986
Book No.:EN4-05077
Title:ORDINARY HEROES: CHANA SZENES AND
THE DREAM OF ZION
Author(s):HAY, PETER
Narrator(s):NAOMI MUNTER
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Drawing on extensive interviews, as well as unpublished
diaries and letters, the author dramatizes the Holocaust
and Jewish resistance through the experiences of Chana
Szenes and her family. © 1986
Book No.:EN4-05081
Title:HENRIETTA SZOLD: RECORD OF A LIFE
Author(s):ZEITLIN, ROSE
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
Based on published material, personal letters, and
interviews with friends and associates, this book profiles
Henrietta Szold, the founder of Hadassah. Describes the
development of the organization and its establishment of
welfare centers, hospitals, and clinics, among other
institutions and programs in Israel. © 1952
Book No.:EN4-05082
Title:LEAH'S CHILDREN
Author(s):GOLDREICH, GLORIA
Narrator(s):SYLVIA ESTES
This novel follows Leah Goldfeder's three children on
their journeys through life. © 1985
Book No.:EN4-05088
Title:ONE FINE DAY THE RABBI BOUGHT A
CROSS
Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):JACK LACKS
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While vacationing in Jerusalem, Rabbi Small must outwit
arms smugglers and a murderer in order to prevent the
arrest of an innocent man. Part of the series of Rabbi
Small mysteries. © 1987
Book No.:EN4-05092
Title:SUNSET: STORIES OF OUR CONTEMP.
TORAH LUMINARIES & THEIR SPIR.
HEROISM
Author(s):TELLER, HANOCH
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
Stories of contemporary Torah scholars and their
spiritual heroism. © 1987
Book No.:EN4-05093
Title:PHILOSOPHY OF SPINOZA: UNFOLDING
THE LATENT PROCESSES OF HIS
REASONING
Author(s):WOLFSON, HARRY AUSTRYN
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER, DR.
This systematic presentation of Spinoza's philosophy is a
commentary on every definition, axiom, and proposition
of "The Ethics" and an examination of the intellectual
climate in which Spinoza functioned. © 1934
Book No.:EN4-05102
Title:I AM A WOMAN AND A JEW
Author(s):MORTON, LEAH
Narrator(s):FLORENCE JABLON
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The portrait of a woman who overcame gender and class
barriers between 1900 and 1927.
Book No.:EN4-05105
Title:HISTORY AND HATE: THE DIMENSIONS OF
ANTI-SEMITISM
Author(s):BERGER, DAVID, ED
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
This collection of eight essays probes the dynamics of
anti-Semitism, as it has appeared in all periods of history,
from the ancient world to twentieth-century America.
Book No.:EN4-05106
Title:PROMISED CHILD
Author(s):GOLD, AVNER
Narrator(s):
Part of the Ruach Ami series, the book introduces the
saga of the Pulichevers, a rabbinic family who, for
generations, had served as rabbis in Pulichev, a small
city in southern Poland.
Book No.:EN4-05107
Title:LIFE AND WORKS OF FLAVIUS JOSEPHUS
Author(s):JOSEPHUS, FLAVIUS
Narrator(s):ZOEY LANTHAM BELL
The chronicles of Joseph Ben Matthias, a priest from
Jerusalem who writes under the name Flavius Josephus.
A history of Jewish life under Roman rule between the
second century B.C.E. and C.E. 73.
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Book No.:EN4-05108
Title:DANGEROUS DREIDLE RIDE: THE
HAMENTASH THAT RAN AWAY
Author(s):HALPERN, CHAIKY
Narrator(s):SIDNEY BIEGELSON
King Rimpu's Chanukah surprise is almost spoiled until
little Danny the Dink unexpectedly saves the day. An
exciting adventure in the wonderful Land of Miroop.
Book No.:EN4-05114
Title:PASSOVER HAGGADAH: TORAH
ANTHOLOGY
Author(s):CULI, YAAKOV, RABBI
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
Classical in-depth commentary on the Haggadah by the
great eighteenth century Sephardic scholar. This volume
deals with Passover preparations, the Passover story, the
order of the rituals for the Seder night, the Four Cups, the
Haggadah, the Four Que stions and the answers, and the
reasons for the symbolic foods. Translated from the
Hebrew.
Book No.:EN4-05122
Title:EIGHT GREAT HEBREW SHORT NOVELS
Author(s):LELCHUK, ALAN; SHAKED, GERSHON
Narrator(s):DR. IVING W.KRAMER
An anthology of novellas written over the past eighty
years providing readers with a picture of the variety of
Hebrew fiction since the turn of the century.
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Book No.:EN4-05124
Title:UNCOMMON SENSE
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):RUTH DIAMOND
A book on the wit and wisdom of everyone from Aristotle
to George Bernard Shaw to De Gaulle to Anne Frank to
Mae West. Included are quotes on love and marriage,
morality and sin, happiness and suffering, and war and
peace.
Book No.:EN4-05127
Title:HOLOCAUST IN HISTORY
Author(s):MARRUS, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFFLER
Did the Nazis have a murderous master plan from the
very start? Could neutral powers, Allied governments or
the Catholic Church have done more to save Jewish
lives? - And could the Jews themselves have done more
to resist the Nazi`s final solution? H istorians have
provided many crucial,insights into thesecomplex
questions. In this book, Michael R. Marrus presents a
judicious and lucid survey of their views, together with
his own conclusions.
Book No.:EN4-05130
Title:ENCOUNTER WITH EMANCIPATION: THE
GERMAN JEWS IN THE UNITED STATES
Author(s):COHEN, NAOMI
Narrator(s):FRANCES WALDMAN
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This in-depth study of the first German-Jewish
immigrants in the United States explores the institutions
they established which led to the large-scale immigration
of Eastern European Jews at the turn of the century.
Book No.:EN4-05131
Title:GUIDE TO EVERYTHING JEWISH IN NEW
YORK
Author(s):DAVIS, NANCY; LEVITT, JOY
Narrator(s):
A guide to Manhattan's wealth of Jewish resources from
programs to cultural resources to nouvelle kosher
cuisine. Included are listings of synagogues, restaurants,
museums, and schools.
Book No.:EN4-05132
Title:SHCHARANSKY: HERO OF OUR TIME
Author(s):GILBERT, MARTIN
Narrator(s):CORINNE KLAFTER
A book about Shcharansky's nine-years in a Soviet
prison and his release and reunion with his wife in Israel.
The struggles of the refuseniks in the former U.S.S.R. and
their campaigns in the West provide the backdrop to
Shcharansky's story.
Book No.:EN4-05133
Title:S. J. PERELMAN: A LIFE
Author(s):HERRMANN, DOROTHY
Narrator(s):
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A biography of the Brooklyn-born author who lived from
1904 to 1979. Describes his early boyhood in Rhode
Island, his budding career, and his relationships.
Book No.:EN4-05137
Title:IMMIGRANT GIRL: BECKY OF ELDRIDGE
STREET
Author(s):HARVEY, BRETT
Narrator(s):SIDNEY BIEGELSON
Becky, whose family has emigrated from Russia to avoid
being persecuted as Jews, describes growing up in New
York City in 1910.
Book No.:EN4-05138
Title:MUSIC IN MY HEART AND BORSCHT IN MY
BLOOD
Author(s):TOBIAS, HENRY
Narrator(s):
A memoir by a 'graduate' of the Borscht Belt, focusing on
the author's years as a social director at various Catskill
hotels. Included are anecdotes about well-known people
who trained on the 'Borscht' circuit.
Book No.:EN4-05142
Title:FRIDAY THE RABBI SLEPT LATE
Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
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The rabbi is the prime suspect when a young nanny is
found murdered near his temple. With an angry
congregation at his back, the rabbi must exonerate
himself by solving the mystery.
Book No.:EN4-05145
Title:LIKKUTEI SICHOT. VOL. 1: BERESHIT
Author(s):SCHNEERSON, MENACHM M., RABBI
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
Volume one of an anthology of lectures on the weekly
portions of the Torah and on special occasions in the
Jewish calendar. Written by the late Rebbe of Lubavitch.
Book No.:EN4-05147
Title:JUDAIC ETHICS FOR A LAWLESS WORLD
Author(s):GORDIS, ROBERT
Narrator(s):MARTIN FELDINGER
The author laments what he sees is a lack of a moral
order in today's society. He suggests that a return to the
principles of 'natural law,' revitalized by a Judaic view,
would restore that order.
Book No.:EN4-05149
Title:PAST PERFECT
Author(s):SHABTAI, YAAKOV
Narrator(s):LYNN HIMMELFARB
Meir, an engineer living in Tel Aviv, discovers he has high
blood pressure and is convinced of his impending death.
The novel illustrates the inevitable and corrosive effects
of time.
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Book No.:EN4-05151
Title:DAVITA'S HARP
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
Narrator(s):
The protagonists of Potok's novel reject orthodox
Judaism for Communism. But it is their agnosticism that
ultimately drives their children back to orthodoxy.
Book No.:EN4-05155
Title:BEVERLY
Author(s):SILLS, BEVERLY; LINDERMAN,
LAWRENCE
Narrator(s):RUTH FRANKFORT, RITA LEVINE
The autobiography of the American opera singer in which
she discusses her private as well as her professional life.
Book No.:EN4-05158
Title:GOLDA MEIR
Author(s):MCCAULEY, KAREN
Narrator(s):BERNICE MANDELL
Part of the series, 'World Leaders: Past and Present,' this
book places Meir's story in the context of contemporary
Jewish history with emphasis on the Holocaust and the
State of Israel.
Book No.:EN4-05159
Title:MARY
Author(s):ASCH, SHOLEM
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Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
This novel deals with the life of Mary of Nazareth.
Book No.:EN4-05161
Title:FIFTH SON
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):JUDITH TESSER
A novel about Reuven Tamiroff, a Holocaust survivor
who was formerly the leader of the Jewish Council in a
condemned Central European ghetto. His American-born
son gradually learns of the buried events of his father's
life.
Book No.:EN4-05163
Title:JEWS OF ISLAM
Author(s):LEWIS, BERNARD
Narrator(s):DON EISENBERG
The author traces the origins of the Judeo-Islamic
tradition from the early middle ages to the mid-twentieth
century.
Book No.:EN4-05165
Title:SEA CHANGES
Author(s):KOTLOWITZ, ROBERT
Narrator(s):RUTH SHERMAN
This novel traces the displacement of the teenage son of
a German-Jewish family living in Frankfurt in the late
1930s. Adopted by an American family, he is given a
chance at a new life.
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Book No.:EN4-05179
Title:IMMORTAL BARTFUSS
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):CONSTANCE WARSHAWSKY
In a blend of allegory and realism, Appelfeld presents an
embittered Holocaust survivor who copes with everyday
life in modern Israel.
Book No.:EN4-05181
Title:SEPHARDIM IN 20TH CENTURY AMERICA:
IN SEARCH OF UNITY
Author(s):PAPO, JOSEPH M.
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIERING
A detailed study of the efforts of Sephardic Jews to
integrate themselves into American society while
maintaining their distinctive cultures. The author focuses
on those who worked to benefit the Sephardic
community, which was separated from the Ashk enazim
by language and customs.
Book No.:EN4-05184
Title:JEWISH WRY: ESSAYS ON JEWISH
HUMOR
Author(s):COHEN, SARAH BLACHER, ED.
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANAU
An analysis of the development of Jewish humor from its
roots in Eastern Europe through the late twentieth
century. Contributors include Irving Howe, Robert Alter,
Sanford Pinsker, and Esther Fuchs.
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Book No.:EN4-05185
Title:ONE STAR JEW
Author(s):EVANIER, DAVID
Narrator(s):
In these 14 stories, a struggling New York City writer
looks back at his pain-riddled childhood, comes to terms
with his parents, reaches out to his stepson, and creates
portraits of friends and co-workers.
Book No.:EN4-05187
Title:JERZY KOSINSKI: LITERARY ALARM
CLOCK
Author(s):SHERWIN, BYRON L.
Narrator(s):
A study of the life and works of the Polish-American
author providing those unfamiliar with Kosinski's
writings with a survey of his literary output.
Book No.:EN4-05188
Title:GONE TO SOLDIERS
Author(s):PIERCY, MARGE
Narrator(s):MEL DAVIS
A portrait of World War II which interweaves the stories
of ten characters with descriptions of cataclysmic events.
Book No.:EN4-05190
Title:SURVIVAL IN AUSCHWITZ AND THE
REAWAKENING
Author(s):LEVI, PRIMO
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Narrator(s):
In these accounts of his concentration camp
experiences, Levi focuses on his captors and his
companions and how he re-entered the world when the
war was over. Includes an afterward in which Levi
explains why he has expressed no hatred for the
Germans and no desire for revenge.
Book No.:EN4-05191
Title:SEE YOU AT THE MOVIES: THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MELVYN DOUGLA
Author(s):DOUGLAS, MELVYN; ARTHUR, TOM
Narrator(s):HELEN DITTUS
The autobiography of the acclaimed actor, the son of a
Russian-Jewish immigrant and a Protestant from
Kentucky, whose looks, charm and talent made him a
star.
Book No.:EN4-05201
Title:BLOOD CRIES
Author(s):WEISMAN, JOHN
Narrator(s):VIRGINIA SADOCK
In this story of terrorism and political betrayal, the author
poses questions about different kinds of support for and
belief in Israel.
Book No.:EN4-05203
Title:MICKEY AND THE GOLEM: A CHILD'S
HANUKKAH
Author(s):STERN, STEVE
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Narrator(s):ENID SEIDEN
Mickey takes a living clay giant out of the attic of an
abandoned synagogue in an old Jewish section of
Memphis and brings him to cheer his dying grandfather.
Book No.:EN4-05204
Title:FRAGMENTED LIFE OF DON JACOBO
LERNER
Author(s):GOLDEMBERG, ISAAC
Narrator(s):NORMA FLASTER
The story of a Russian immigrant family attempting to
reconstruct their traditions and lifestyle in Peru in the
1930s.
Book No.:EN4-05209
Title:JEWISH VALUES IN BIOETHICS
Author(s):MEIER, LEVI, RABBI, ED.
Narrator(s):DR. I. W. KRAMER
A series of lectures by nine experts in the field of Jewish
medical ethics, including legal, moral, and ethical
dilemmas that are faced by both physicians and patients.
Book No.:EN4-05212
Title:ABANDONMENT OF THE JEWS: AMERICA
AND THE HOLOCAUST, 1941-1945
Author(s):WYMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
A documented study of America's response to the Nazi
assault on European Jewry.
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Book No.:EN4-05213
Title:TESHUVAH
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN
Narrator(s):
A guide for newly observant Jews (ba'alei teshuvah), the
book explores the psychological, social, and intellectual
challenges encountered in the ongoing process of
spiritual awakening.
Book No.:EN4-05217
Title:MAGGID SPEAKS
Author(s):KROHN, PAYSACH, RABBI
Narrator(s):
A selection of stories and parables by Rabbi Sholom
Schwardon, a master preacher living in Jerusalem.
Book No.:EN4-05218
Title:GERSHWIN
Author(s):JABLONSKI, EDWARD
Narrator(s):JOSEPH REUTLINGER
A biography of the composer and songwriter with an
emphasis on placing Gershwin's work in historical
perspective.
Book No.:EN4-05221
Title:PHILOSOPHY AND LAW
Author(s):STRAUSS, LEO
Narrator(s):ELEANOR SCHICK
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Written in the 1930s, the author attempts to reconcile the
difficulty of being an observant Jew in the face of science
and reason.
Book No.:EN4-05222
Title:LOVESONG: BECOMING A JEW
Author(s):LESTER, JULIUS
Narrator(s):B.J. EISENSTAT
The odyssey of the former civil rights activist, author,
and academic which culminated in his conversion to
Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-05223
Title:BLACK BOX
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):BARBARA JUSTER
This novel traces the life of a happily married woman who
remains obsessively attached to her ex-husband.
Book No.:EN4-05224
Title:NOT STRICTLY KOSHER: PIONEER JEWS
IN NEW ZEALAND
Author(s):ROSENTHAL, ODEDA
Narrator(s):CONSTANCE WARSHOWSKY
A history of Jews in early New Zealand, including profiles
of such prominent Jews such as Julius Vogel, New
Zealand's first Jewish Prime Minister, and Asher Asher,
the founder of its first volunteer fire department.
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Book No.:EN4-05226
Title:TAPESTRY
Author(s):PLAIN, BELVA
Narrator(s):LYNN HIMELFARB
The characters of 'The Golden Cup' enter adulthood in
this novel.
Book No.:EN4-05227
Title:NOW THESE ARE THE NAMES: A NEW
ENGLISH RENDITION OF THE BOOK
Author(s):FOX, EVERETT, TRANS.
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXELROTH
An English translation of the book of Exodus which
attempts to echo the original Hebrew in the use of such
literary elements as repetition, allusion, word play, and
alliteration. Includes explanatory notes.
Book No.:EN4-05229
Title:AVAILABLE LIGHT
Author(s):PIERCY, MARGE
Narrator(s):
A collection of poems in which the author explores
coming to terms with herself and her parents, falling in
love, and rediscovering her Jewish identity.
Book No.:EN4-05230
Title:BAMBOO CRADLE: A JEWISH FATHER'S
STORY
Author(s):SCHWARTZBAUM, AVRAHAM
Narrator(s):
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The true story of how an American couple adopted a
Chinese infant found abandoned in a Taiwan railroad
station. The subtext of the book is the discovery of their
Jewish heritage.
Book No.:EN4-05233
Title:PHYSICIAN
Author(s):GORDON, NOAH
Narrator(s):HELEN DITTUS, RITA LEVINE, JACK
SANDERS
The adventures of a Christian orphan boy who is
apprenticed to a barber-surgeon and his treatment as an
outsider living among Jews and Moslems.
Book No.:EN4-05240
Title:SABBATH: ITS MEANING FOR MODERN
MAN
Author(s):HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHIER
An exposition of the Sabbath and its embodiment of the
spiritual realities of Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-05241
Title:LET US MAKE MAN: SELF-ESTEEM
THROUGH JEWISHNESS
Author(s):TWERSKI, ABRAHAM J.
Narrator(s):
Twerski, a psychiatrist and Torah scholar, suggests a
way in which people can come to know and value
themselves.
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Book No.:EN4-05244
Title:LAZAR MALKIN ENTERS HEAVEN
Author(s):STERN, STEVE
Narrator(s):SARAJEAN SHERK
Nine stories about Jewish life on mythical North Main
Street in Memphis, Tennessee.
Book No.:EN4-05246
Title:NEW JEWISH CUISINE
Author(s):BERKOWITZ, GILA
Narrator(s):CYNTHIA BLASENSTEIN & BEVERLY
FRIEDLER
Recipes for Jewish dishes that emphasize healthful
ingredients. Includes sections on vegetarian, holiday,
and Israeli foods.
Book No.:EN4-05251
Title:DEATH OF METHUSELAH AND OTHER
STORIES
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):SYLVIA LEVINSON
These stories, set in biblical times, pre-World War II
Poland, and the late twentieth century, allude to the
Holocaust, to the rootlessness of exile, and to betrayal.
Book No.:EN4-05252
Title:HOTEL SAVOY
Author(s):ROTH, JOSEPH
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Narrator(s):ELEANOR SCHICK
Set in a grey industrial town in Eastern Europe, the
narrator has been a prisoner of war in Siberia. This is a
compelling evocation and parable of Europe between the
wars.
Book No.:EN4-05254
Title:SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF THE
JEWS,: LATE MIDDLE AGES AND ERA OF
EUROPEAN EXPANSION,1200-1650
Author(s):BARON, SALO WITTMAYER
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER
This volume looks at the role of the Jews in the
collapsing Byzantine empire and the remnants of that
civilization.
Book No.:EN4-05255
Title:BUTCHER'S THEATER
Author(s):KELLERMAN, JONATHAN
Narrator(s):BEA DAVIS
When the mutilated body of an Arab girl is found,
Inspector Sharavi of the Jerusalem police must use his
wits and the ethnic information provided by his
assistants to find the killer who is stalking inhabitants of
the city.
Book No.:EN4-05256
Title:MURDER IN YIDDISH
Author(s):HAIBLUM, ISIDORE
Narrator(s):MELVIN DAVIS
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Jim Shaw's investigation of an ex-police officer takes on
a new twist when his elderly Jewish neighbor is beaten to
death. In order to solve his case and prevent another
crime, Shaw must uncover the connection between these
two people.
Book No.:EN4-05258
Title:MISS AMERICA, 1945: BESS MYERSON'S
OWN STORY
Author(s):DWORKIN, SUSAN
Narrator(s):R. FRANKFORT/ R. LEVINE/J. BRONITSKY
This biography focuses on the period when Myerson won
the Miss America title and paints a portrait of the
immediate postwar era.
Book No.:EN4-05262
Title:JOKES OF OPPRESSION: THE HUMOR OF
SOVIET JEWS
Author(s):HARRIS, DAVID A.; RABINOVICH, IZRAIL
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
A collection of jokes that finds humor in the often difficult
circumstances of being a Jew in the former Soviet Union.
Book No.:EN4-05264
Title:JACKIE OY!: JACKIE MASON FROM BIRTH
TO REBIRTH
Author(s):MASON, JACKIE; GROSS, KEN
Narrator(s):JACK LACKS, MON. CELE SAFER &
GERTRUDE ROSENBERG
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Peppered with irreverent commentary, Mason chronicles
his professional fall and rise and describes his struggles
as an immigrant's son and a tenth generation rabbi who
dreamed of a life in show business.
Book No.:EN4-05265
Title:CAN'T HELP SINGIN': THE AMERICAN
MUSICAL ON STAGE
Author(s):MAST, GERALD
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFFLER
An examination of the last 100 years of the American
musical. The author also explores why many of the
leading composers were Jewish.
Book No.:EN4-05267
Title:RHYTHMS OF JEWISH LIVING: A
SEPHARDIC APPROACH
Author(s):ANGEL, MARC D.
Narrator(s):SARENE MYERS
A discussion of the distinguishing characteristics of the
Sephardic approach to the observances and concepts of
Judaism. The author looks at issues such as the family,
the application of halacha to modern life, Israel and the
nations, and conversion.
Book No.:EN4-05268
Title:SEASON OF THE JEW
Author(s):SHADBOLT, MAURICE
Narrator(s):FAITH GARFIELD, CELE SAFER & JACK
SANDERS
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This novel is based on an actual Maori revolt against the
British in New Zealand from 1868 through 1869.
Book No.:EN4-05271
Title:FACTS: A NOVELIST'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):SYLVIA LEVINSON
In this memoir, an autobiographical sequel to 'The
Counterlife,' Roth relates the first 35 years of his life,
beginning with his lower middle-class Jewish childhood
in Newark, New Jersey and ending with the cultural
turbulence that led him to write ' Portnoy's Complaint' in
1969.
Book No.:EN4-05281
Title:STRIVE FOR TRUTH (PARTS I & II)
(MICHTAV ME'ELIYAHU)
Author(s):DESSLER, ELIYAHU E., RABBI
Narrator(s):BERNICE G. DAVIS
Adapted from the original Hebrew, this book presents the
ideas of a twentieth-century proponent of the Mussar
(ethics) movement. (Part 1 & 2)
Book No.:EN4-05283
Title:GREAT JEWS IN SPORTS
Author(s):SLATER, ROBERT
Narrator(s):HARRY M. GARTEN
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An international galaxy of noted Jews in sports, including
many elected to the Jewish Hall of Fame in Israel.
Sketches of 'near greats' and Israeli sports figures are
also included.
Book No.:EN4-05287
Title:BOOK OF ADAM TO MOSES
Author(s):SEGAL, LORE
Narrator(s):CORRINNE SHAFTEL
The author retells Bible stories for children.
Book No.:EN4-05288
Title:SHINING THROUGH
Author(s):ISAACS, SUSAN
Narrator(s):EVE HABERMAN
Set in New York, Washington and Berlin during World
War II, this is the story of how a series of events
transform an ordinary secretary into a heroic spy who
undertakes a dangerous mission to help save her
country.
Book No.:EN4-05289
Title:KING OF THE FIELDS
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):RUTH SHERMAN
Singer's interpretation of primitive history depicts the
transition of Poland from a hunter-gatherer society to a
society based on agriculture.
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Book No.:EN4-05290
Title:GOLDA: GOLDA MEIR:THE ROMANTIC
YEARS
Author(s):MARTIN, RALPH G.
Narrator(s):DOROTHY MASKIN
This informal narrative follows the former prime minister
of Israel from her first eight years in Kiev, where she was
born in 1893, to America and ends in 1948 with the
creation of the State of Israel.
Book No.:EN4-05300
Title:MIRACLE HATER
Author(s):HAREVEN, SHULAMITH
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTEL
Set in biblical times, Eshkar is a Hebrew born into slavery
in Egypt. He takes part in the Exodus but separates
himself from the other tribes when he sees that Moses'
miracles cause only pain. He remains in the desert,
cynical and alone.
Book No.:EN4-05301
Title:JEW IN AMERICAN CINEMA
Author(s):ERENS, PATRICK
Narrator(s):STANLEY KIRSCH
A chronological examination of the shifting typology of
Jewish character types in movies. The author charts the
Jew's changing position as outsider or insider and
examines how Jewish pressure groups and executives
sought to limit highly negative ster eotypes.
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Book No.:EN4-05305
Title:JACOB THE BAKER
Author(s):BEN SHEA, NOAH
Narrator(s):JUDITH PAKIER
An entire town seeks the advice of a pious baker after he
accidentally bakes a note of personal reflection into one
of his loaves.
Book No.:EN4-05306
Title:BASIC JUDAISM FOR YOUNG PEOPLE:
VOLUME ONE - ISRAEL
Author(s):PASACHOFF, NAOMI
Narrator(s):EDITH PERMAN
The most common words in the Jewish vocabulary-the
ones that have transmitted the essence of Jewish identity
down through the ages-are steeped in history and
tradition and layers of meaning. How can we explain
them in terms the young students will un derstand
today? This volume uses concepts to teach history, tells
stories to teach morality, and introduces heroes to teach
values.
Book No.:EN4-05310
Title:LEGENDS OF ZIONS
Author(s):KAHANA, S. Z., DR.
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
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When mystics visit sacred, heavenly sites, they make
their entry and exit through seven gate, using each
according to the occasion and the season of the year.
These seven gates are connected with the seven starry
firmaments, with the seven days of th e week and the 12
months of the year. The stories in this book belong to
those legendary tales which cling to the zodiac.
Book No.:EN4-05311
Title:DEAR ANN, DEAR ABBY: THE
UNAUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY OF ANN
LANDERS AND ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
Author(s):POTTKER, JAN; SPECIALE, BOB
Narrator(s):CHARLOTTE MEYER
The story of twins 'Eppie' and 'Popo' Friedman, who went
on to become the well-known advice columnists, 'Dear
Ann' and 'Dear Abby.'
Book No.:EN4-05318
Title:GREAT JEWISH DEBATES AND
DILEMMAS: JEWISH PERSPECTIVES ON
MORAL ISSUES
Author(s):VORSPAN, ALBERT
Narrator(s):
The author examines Jewish liberalism from all sides of
the debate and wonders whether it is time to reconsider
'traditional' Jewish liberalism.
Book No.:EN4-05320
Title:ROAD TO EIN HAROD
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Author(s):KENAN, AMOS
Narrator(s):SYLVIA ESTES
This novel depicts an Israel heading toward fascism after
a military coup. Ein Harod, a legendary kibbutz founded
by socialist Zionists, is the last center of Israeli
resistance.
Book No.:EN4-05326
Title:VOLUNTEERS
Author(s):SCLIAR, MOACYR
Narrator(s):SYLVIA JACOBS
Set in 1970, this novel blends the mystical and the real as
it tells the story of the voyage of the 'Voluntarios,' a
tugboat sailing from Portugal to Israel with an eclectic
group of passengers. Its mission is to bring a dying man
to Jerusalem.
Book No.:EN4-05327
Title:LEAVING BARNEY
Author(s):MOSKOWITZ, BETTE ANN
Narrator(s):SARAH LEE CASE
When Barney Goodman accidentally dies, he leaves his
widow with a bookstore in a declining neighborhood and
a number of mysteries to be unraveled.
Book No.:EN4-05330
Title:WHITE LIES
Author(s):SALAMON, JULIE
Narrator(s):MILDRED WEISBLATT
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This is a story of lies, the ones created to protect
Jamaica and her sister, and the lies that are part of
Jamaica's career as a journalist. Eventually the lies are
exposed when Jamaica's job leads her into a
confrontation with her parent's hidden pa st.
Book No.:EN4-05332
Title:MACCABEAN REVOLT: ANATOMY OF A
BIBLICAL REVOLUTION
Author(s):HARRINGTON, DANIEL J.
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXELROTH
A study of the books of Daniel and Maccabees, intended
as an introduction to the story of the Maccabean Revolt.
Book No.:EN4-05335
Title:BAUMGARTNER'S BOMBAY
Author(s):DESAI, ANITA
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
As a young Jewish boy, Hugo Baumgartner was forced to
leave his family and his country when Hitler came to
power. Ending up in Bombay, where he spends the rest
of his life alone, Baumgartner embodies the wanderer's
sense of displacement and emotional detachment.
Book No.:EN4-05336
Title:ARABESQUES
Author(s):SHAMMAS, ANTON
Narrator(s):E. WORTHEIMER
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The author, a Palestinian Christian, writes a history of his
youth in an Arab village in the Galilee. Fanaticism and
superstition are coupled with the pleasures and pains of
peasant life. A fractured narrative and shifting
chronology give the book it s description as a work of
fiction.
Book No.:EN4-05337
Title:SEE UNDER LOVE
Author(s):GROSSMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHOFLER
Set in Israel in 1959, the novel focuses on Momik, a nineyear-old child of Holocaust survivors who has learned to
hide his feelings and shield himself from all attachments.
But when humanity touches him, Momik realizes that
goodness can exist alongs ide the horrors of history.
Book No.:EN4-05338
Title:FROM THE MACCABEES TO THE MISHNAH
Author(s):COHEN, SHAYE J.D.
Narrator(s):ELEANOR SCHICK
A brief account of Jews and Judaism from 160 through
63 B.C.E.
Book No.:EN4-05340
Title:GOLDEN CUP
Author(s):PLAIN, BELVA
Narrator(s):NORMA FLASTER
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Set in the world of Jewish immigrants at the beginning of
the twentieth century, this is the story of Hennie Roth, a
suffragette and fighter for social justice. She struggles to
reconcile the demands of family and of her conscience
with the demands o f her heart.
Book No.:EN4-05343
Title:SHAWL: A STORY AND A NOVELLA
Author(s):OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERG
Ozick steers the reader through the mind of Rosa, a
Holocaust survivor, who relives the past by writing letters
in her head to her dead daughter, Magda. The shawl of
the title is Magda's which Rosa has preserved as both
talisman and security blanket.
Book No.:EN4-05346
Title:MAVERICK RABBI
Author(s):REICHEL, AARON I.
Narrator(s):BERNICE PERLMAN & MIRIAM BENDER
The biography of Rabbi Herbert Goldstein, founder of the
Institutional Synagogue in Harlem, a forerunner of the
Jewish community center, and the first American-born,
Ivy League-educated Orthodox Rabbi.
Book No.:EN4-05353
Title:LAST PRINCESS
Author(s):FREEMAN, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):RUTH FRANKFURT, RITA LEVINE & JACK
SAUNDERS
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Set in New York City's Upper East Side, Hollywood, and
the Israeli desert this novel follows the lives of Lily
Goodhue and Harry Kohle, an intermarried couple.
Book No.:EN4-05361
Title:FIVE SEASONS
Author(s):YEHOSHUA, A.B.
Narrator(s):LYNN HIMELFARB
Yehoshua writes of the painful and awkward
readjustment to life of a passive civil servant who had
nursed his wife through a long and fatal illness.
Book No.:EN4-05364
Title:IF NOT NOW, WHEN?
Author(s):LEVI, PRIMO
Narrator(s):CONSTANCE WARSHOWSKY
The author portrays the Jew not as a victim of Nazism,
but as a fighter, affirming his humanity against
impossible odds.
Book No.:EN4-05365
Title:TEVYE THE DAIRYMAN AND THE
RAILROAD STORIES
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):SUSAN WINOGRAD
This collection of short stories is a series of vignettes of
shtetl life in the Jewish Pale immediately prior to World
War I.
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Book No.:EN4-05366
Title:RAGMAN'S SON
Author(s):DOUGLAS, KIRK
Narrator(s):EDITH FRIEDMAN
The child of Jewish-Russian immigrants, raised in
poverty, Douglas became a movie star and a millionaire.
He recounts his early years, his rise to fame, and his
personal relationships.
Book No.:EN4-05368
Title:WHO NEEDS GOD
Author(s):KUSHNER, HAROLD, RABBI
Narrator(s):STANLEY R. BRAV
The author asserts that everyone needs God and insists
that God hears people even when they protest divine
'mishandling' of their affairs.
Book No.:EN4-05369
Title:CENTAUR IN THE GARDEN
Author(s):SCLIAR, MOACYR
Narrator(s):FLORENCE JABLON
A fantasy about a centaur who is born into a Jewish
family. He joins a circus where he marries a female
centaur who also dreams of being 'normal.'
Book No.:EN4-05372
Title:ADVENTURES OF MENACHEM MENDL
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
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An exchange of letters between the hero and his wife
who is left behind in the village of Kasrilevke while her
husband seeks his fortune in the big cities of Odessa and
Kiev.
Book No.:EN4-05375
Title:BERNSTEIN: A BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):PEYSER, JOAN
Narrator(s):ESTELLE ADEN
The author traces Bernstein's life, from his Boston
childhood and Tin Pan Alley apprenticeship to his career
as a conductor and composer.
Book No.:EN4-05377
Title:FESTIVAL OF ESTHER: THE STORY OF
PURIM
Author(s):SILVERMAN, MAIDA
Narrator(s):
A simple retelling of the Purim story including a recipe
for 'hamentaschen.'
Book No.:EN4-05378
Title:FOR EVERY SIN
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):
This novel portrays a Holocaust survivor, who spent four
years in concentration camps, tentatively joining the
company of survivors.
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Book No.:EN4-05381
Title:HISTORY OF THE JEWS. VOL. 5
Author(s):GRAETZ, HEINRICH
Narrator(s):LILLIAN GLIXON
The fifth volume of a history of the Jewish people by the
German-Jewish historian. Covers the period from the
Chmielnicki persecution of Jews in Poland in 1648 until
1870.
Book No.:EN4-05383
Title:FINAL ANALYSIS OF DR. STARK
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):ELISSA BAUM
While solving the mystery of his friend's murder, Rabbi
Winter, an orthodox rabbi, also learns a lesson in the
evils of tale-bearing and rumor-mongering.
Book No.:EN4-05384
Title:WHAT YOU THOUGHT YOU KNEW ABOUT
JUDAISM: 341 COMMON
MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT JEWS
Author(s):BULKA, REUVEN P., RABBI
Narrator(s):ADELINE MARAMOUNT
Rabbi Bulka clarifies common misconceptions about
Jewish life on such topics as the holidays, rituals, lifecycle events, and traditions. Sources are also provided.
Book No.:EN4-05391
Title:JESTERS
Author(s):MARKISH, DAVID
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Narrator(s):MURRAY GLANZ
Comic and tragic elements are used in this historical
novel about Peter the Great and his three Jewish
advisers in eighteenth-century Russia. The author
emphasizes the fine line once walked by ambitious
European Jews as they had to be both clever and nonthreatening to those in power.
Book No.:EN4-05392
Title:BELLAROSA CONNECTION
Author(s):BELLOW, SAUL
Narrator(s):SYLVIA LEVINSON
The aging narrator remembers an acquaintance who was
saved from the Nazis and, for years, is thwarted in his
attempts to thank his rescuer.
Book No.:EN4-05394
Title:SUSTAINING UTTERANCE: DISCOURSES
ON CHASIDIC THOUGHT
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN
Narrator(s):HELEN STEWART
A companion volume to 'The Long Shorter Way,' in which
Steinsaltz continues his commentary on the 'Tanya,' the
classic Chasidic text. The book deals with several
fundamental theological concepts of Jewish thought.
Book No.:EN4-05395
Title:LATECOMERS
Author(s):BROOKNER, ANITA
Narrator(s):MULTIPLE
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The story of a friendship between two men, from their
tragic beginnings as refugees from Germany to their
success as partners in business.
Book No.:EN4-05396
Title:MYSTIC QUEST: AN INTRODUCTION TO
JEWISH MYSTICISM
Author(s):ARIEL, DAVID S.
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING KRAMER
A comprehensive history of Jewish mysticism geared to
the lay reader.
Book No.:EN4-05399
Title:JACOB'S LADDER
Author(s):COLLINS, ALAN
Narrator(s):BERNICE PERLMAN
In an orphanage surrounded by young refugees from
Hitler's Germany, Jacob is taught the significance of his
heritage. But it takes a series of tragedies for Jacob to
begin to live his life fully.
Book No.:EN4-05401
Title:OUT OF MANY WATERS
Author(s):GREENE, JACQUELINE DEMBAR
Narrator(s):LYNN HIMELFARB
In 1654, a young Portuguese girl stows away aboard a
Dutch ship headed for New Amsterdam. Through the
heroine's adventures, the young reader is introduced to
American and Jewish history.
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Book No.:EN4-05402
Title:AGENTS OF INNOCENCE
Author(s):IGNATIUS, DAVID
Narrator(s):JACK LACKS
A spy novel set in the turbulence of the contemporary
Middle East. Includes a wide range of characters each
convinced of the righteousness of his or her own goal.
Book No.:EN4-05404
Title:BLESSINGS
Author(s):PLAIN, BELVA
Narrator(s):
Jennie Rakowsky, a lawyer who specializes in defending
the rights of impoverished women, is about to marry a
fellow attorney. But her well-ordered life is shattered
when the child she gave up for adoption appears on her
doorstep.
Book No.:EN4-05405
Title:IMMIGRANT'S DAUGHTER
Author(s):FAST, HOWARD
Narrator(s):SARAJEAN SHERK
This fifth and final volume of the Lavette family saga is
set against the turbulent backdrop of the late twentieth
century and centers on the political and personal life of
Barbara Lavette.
Book No.:EN4-05406
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Title:JEWISH SPIRITUALITY I: FROM THE BIBLE
TO THE MIDDLE AGES
Author(s):GREEN, ARTHUR, ED.
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
Fifteen U.S. and Israeli scholars explore Judaism's
spirituality from its foundation in the biblical age and its
emergence in the rabbinic age to the period of reflection
in the medieval age.
Book No.:EN4-05409
Title:HEROES OF ISRAEL: PROFILES IN JEWISH
COURAGE
Author(s):HERZOG, CHAIM
Narrator(s):
The physical and moral courage of each Jewish hero
from biblical times to the 1976 Entebbe rescue is
depicted along with the conditions and enemies against
which they battled.
Book No.:EN4-05410
Title:WAY OF TORAH: AN INTRODUCTION TO
JUDAISM. 4TH ED
Author(s):NEUSNER, JACOB
Narrator(s):JEROME BROOKMAN
This text surveys the varieties of Jewish belief and
behavior, modern Jewish culture, and the persistence of
rabbinic tradition.
Book No.:EN4-05411
Title:WHO WROTE THE BIBLE?
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Author(s):FRIEDMAN, RICHARD ELLIOT
Narrator(s):
An examination of the complex history of the five books
of the Bible and their authorship.
Book No.:EN4-05412
Title:FOURTH STREET EAST
Author(s):WEIDMAN, JEROME
Narrator(s):MIRIAM BLOSVERN
This novel tells the story of Benny Kramer growing up on
the Lower East Side of Manhattan in the 1920s.
Book No.:EN4-05413
Title:IT WASN'T ALL VELVET
Author(s):TORME, MEL
Narrator(s):MARION HARRIS
In his memoir, Torme, the Chicago-born son of RussianJewish immigrants, looks back at his years in show
business.
Book No.:EN4-05419
Title:CONFESSIONS OF A GOOD ARAB
Author(s):KANIUK, YORAM
Narrator(s):HARRY M. GARTEN
As the son of an Israeli mother and an Arab father, Yosef
is consumed by anger over his rejection by both the
Israeli and Arab worlds. Through his protagonist, the
author presents an indictment of the Zionist dream and
explores the themes of alienati on and longing.
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Book No.:EN4-05421
Title:GALUT: MODERN JEWISH REFLECTIONS
ON HOMEL
Author(s):EISEN, ARNOLD M.
Narrator(s):IRVING W. KRAMER, DR
By analyzing classical sources, the author explores the
possible meanings of exile and homecoming. He asserts
that contemporary notions of homelessness are shaped
by the way it is depicted in the Bible and rabbinic
literature.
Book No.:EN4-05422
Title:HAVA NAGILA: ABOUT THE SONG AND
THE COMPOSER
Author(s):FEINBERG, SHELDON
Narrator(s):SHELDON FEINBERG
The story of Moshe Nathanson who at age 12 wrote the
words to the famous song, Hava Nagila, in Jerusalem. He
later came to the U.S. where he became a cantor,
composer, music teacher, and concert artist.
Book No.:EN4-05425
Title:KEEPING SECRETS
Author(s):SHANKMAN, SARAH
Narrator(s):SARAH LEE KASE
Emma Fine, an independent Jewish girl, sets out from
Los Angeles for Atlanta and New York to find her true
identity. When she returns home, she has a surprising
revelation about her natural parents.
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Book No.:EN4-05426
Title:JEWISH LEGENDS
Author(s):ZWEIG, STEFAN
Narrator(s):ROBERT UCHITELLE
Originally published in Sweden, these Jewish stories
were written during the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-05438
Title:WHAT DINAH THOUGHT
Author(s):METZGER, DEENA
Narrator(s):CAROL LOWENSTEIN
A multidimensional novel in which three Dinahs are
interwoven: the biblical Dinah, the author Deena, and
Dinah Z., a Jewish-American filmmaker on location in
Israel. The stories of these three women portray the
issues of biblical and modern women.
Book No.:EN4-05440
Title:MITLA PASS
Author(s):URIS, LEON
Narrator(s):BILL ARONSON
With his marriage in turmoil and his writing career at a
standstill, Gideon Zadok goes to Israel during the 1956
Sinai War to try to redeem himself as a writer and a Jew.
Book No.:EN4-05444
Title:OTHER JEWS: THE SEPHARDIM TODAY
Author(s):ELAZAR, DANIEL J.
Narrator(s):SYLVIA HORENSTEIN
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Elazar overturns stereotypes and challenges widely-held
assumptions about Sephardim in Israel and provides
readers with a tour of Sephardi communities around the
world.
Book No.:EN4-05446
Title:HANK GREENBERG: THE STORY OF MY
LIFE
Author(s):GREENBERG, HANK
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANAU
Greenberg recounts his years as the first Jewish baseball
player, a successful baseball manager, and an
investment broker.
Book No.:EN4-05451
Title:BORROWED TIME
Author(s):JACKONT, AMNON
Narrator(s):TRUDY CUTLER
The novel shifts between several of its main Israeli and
Palestinian characters as it struggles to answer the
question: Is Israel worth the pain, for Jews, that is
necessary to keep it alive as a nation?
Book No.:EN4-05454
Title:DEVIL AND THE JEWS: THE MEDIEVAL
CONCEPTION OF THE JEW
Author(s):TRACHTENBERG, JOSHUA
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
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This work addresses both the literal and figurative
medieval conception of the Jew as devil. Using
documents, analysis, and illustration, the author presents
the various demonic guises attributed to the Jew such as
sorcerer, ritual murderer, heretic, userer, and infidel.
Book No.:EN4-05461
Title:CYNTHIA OZICK
Author(s):LOWIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):ELEANOR SCHICK
A comprehensive and critical treatment of the novelist
and essayist. The author provides biographical detail on
Ozick's life and offers keys to unraveling the meaning
behind her poems and stories.
Book No.:EN4-05467
Title:JERUSALEM: CITY OF MIRRORS
Author(s):ELON, AMOS
Narrator(s):BARBARA JUSTER & JEANNE KAISER
The author examines Jerusalem's biblical landscape
against a past and present choked with religious and
political strife.
Book No.:EN4-05472
Title:BROOKLYN BOY
Author(s):LELCHUK, ALAN
Narrator(s):MEL DAVIS
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The story of Alan Schlossberg, who is coming of age in
post-Depression Brooklyn. Alan struggles with his
father's bitterness and commitment to Stalinism and his
own enthrallment with all things American.
Book No.:EN4-05474
Title:NEW FACE IN THE MIRROR
Author(s):DAYAN, YAEL
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAIRMONT
The story of an Israeli colonel's daughter who rebels
against her military training but matures because of the
experience.
Book No.:EN4-05476
Title:TRIBE OF DINA: A JEWISH WOMAN'S
ANTHOLOGY
Author(s):KAYE-KANTROWITZ, M; KLEPFISZ IRENA
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
A collection of short stories, poetry, essays and
interviews that celebrate the experience of being a
Jewish woman.
Book No.:EN4-05481
Title:ESSAYS IN JEWISH THEOLOGY
Author(s):COHON, SAMUEL S.
Narrator(s):
Essays that explore concepts such as authority in
Judaism, original sin, proselytism, and the place of
Jerusalem in Jewish tradition.
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Book No.:EN4-05484
Title:AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
Author(s):KENAZ, YEHOSHUA
Narrator(s):HELEN STEWART
Set in Palestine in the early 1900s, this is the story of an
immigrant family living in a small farming village. Their
ordered life slowly begins to unravel as the family's
bizarre impulses start to surface.
Book No.:EN4-05485
Title:SEARCH MY HEART
Author(s):BIRNHACK, SARAH
Narrator(s):MARILYN PERELMAN
The story of a sheltered only child from Long Island, New
York, whose search for independence forces her to
confront identity issues. Depictions of the setting reveal
the deep divisions and hidden controversies within the
Jewish world.
Book No.:EN4-05486
Title:SUMMER WORLD: THE ATTEMPT TO
BUILD A JEWISH EDEN
Author(s):KANFER, STEFAN
Narrator(s):SYLVIA LEVINSON
The Jewish experience in the Catskill mountains from
1753 through the 1970s.
Book No.:EN4-05488
Title:GODS OF RAQUEL
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Author(s):SCLIAR, MOACYR
Narrator(s):CLAIRE LAWRENCE
In search of her Jewish identity in Catholic Brazil, Raquel
believes she must choose between Judaism and
Christianity. She denies herself participation in either
religion but cannot be satisfied until her dilemma is
ultimately resolved.
Book No.:EN4-05494
Title:PEOPLE: AND UNCOLLECTED STORIES
Author(s):MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s):LYNN HIMMELFARB
The novel, 'The People,' unfinished at the time of
Malamud's death, is presented in the original version, but
includes the author's notes for its conclusion. It tells the
story of Yozip Bloom, an immigrant peddler, who
becomes chief of an Indian trib e. Also included are 14
short stories.
Book No.:EN4-05497
Title:JUDAISM AND THE WORLD'S RELIGIONS
Author(s):BAMBERGER, DAVID
Narrator(s):SARENE MYERS
A course on comparative religions which discusses what
Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity share with
Judaism and how they differ. The author examines the
history, beliefs, practices, and teachings of each, as seen
through Jewish eyes.
Book No.:EN4-05499
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Title:ALTRUISTIC PERSONALITY: RESCUERS
OF JEWS IN NAZI EUROPE
Author(s):OLINER, SAMUEL P.; OLINER, PEARL
Narrator(s):
Based on interviews with 700 rescuers of Jews during the
Nazi occupation, the authors explore the motivations and
experiences of those who aided Jews while aware of the
potential danger.
Book No.:EN4-05502
Title:TOTAL IMMERSION
Author(s):GOODMAN, ALLEGRA
Narrator(s):
In these 11 short stories, the author gently satirizes the
lives of observant Jews living in England and Hawaii
who, while committed to their principles, must adapt to
an alien and seductive world.
Book No.:EN4-05504
Title:PILLARS OF FIRE
Author(s):SHAGAN, STEVE
Narrator(s):SPANIER, ROSE
It is 1992 and Jerusalem and Tel Aviv are targeted for
destruction by Libya with nuclear weapons supplied by
Pakistan. Can Israel, with the help of a CIA agent who is
undergoing his own crisis, stop them?
Book No.:EN4-05506
Title:JERICHO MOSAIC
Author(s):WHITTEMORE, EDWARD
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Narrator(s):
What seems apparent is not always the truth in this novel
about a young Syrian who gives up his successful
business to help the Arab cause. In reality, he is an Iraqi
Jew working for Israeli Intelligence.
Book No.:EN4-05512
Title:SACRED FRAGMENTS: RECOVERING
THEOLOGY FOR THE MODERN JEW
Author(s):GILLMAN, NEIL
Narrator(s):
Employing a wide range of Jewish perspectives and the
ideas of influential twentieth-century Jewish thinkers, the
author addresses many complex problems in Jewish
theology.
Book No.:EN4-05514
Title:HEALER OF SHATTERED HEARTS: A
JEWISH VIEW OF GOD
Author(s):WOLPE, DAVID J.
Narrator(s):JEAN MARKS
Drawing inspiration from the Bible, the Torah and the
Midrash, the author, a Conservative rabbi, provides
guidance to those seeking a personal relationship with
God.
Book No.:EN4-05518
Title:YEARS FROM NOW
Author(s):GLICKMAN, GARY
Narrator(s):ALFRED KNOPF
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The novel depicts the struggles of Zellie's family at the
turn of the century and the disappointments that Zellie
experienced in her life. Most significantly, Zellie must
cope with her gay son and his insistence on affirming his
Jewish identity.
Book No.:EN4-05519
Title:GROWING WITH MY CHILDREN: A JEWISH
MOTHER'S STORY
Author(s):SHAPIRO, SARAH
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Based on her diary, the author chronicles three years in
her life as a homemaker and mother to six young
children. Shapiro shares the day-to-day struggles and
joys of motherhood and tells of her own search for
spiritual growth.
Book No.:EN4-05520
Title:OCTOBER IN CAIRO
Author(s):CRUZ, M.
Narrator(s):LYNNE KUSHNER
While in Cairo to cover the eighth anniversary of the 1973
October War, journalist Luz Gracida becomes involved in
assassination attempts, plots to overthrow the
government, and a new relationship.
Book No.:EN4-05522
Title:MY MICHAEL
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):ALYCE DOMENITZ
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Hannah, an Israeli housewife trapped in a monotonous
life, spins a fantasy world of violence involving Arab
twins she had been friendly with as a young girl. Along
with her husband, his aunts, and her son, Hannah
symbolizes the changing consciences o f three
generations of Israelis.
Book No.:EN4-05528
Title:EICHMANN IN MY HANDS
Author(s):MALKIN, PETER Z.; STEIN, HARRY
Narrator(s):JEANNE BAUMGARTEN
The author, a member of the Israeli Secret Police, was
responsible for the capture of Adolf Eichmann. Here he
reveals the details behind the operation as well as
conversations he had with the notorious Nazi officer.
Book No.:EN4-05536
Title:SEVENTH CROSS
Author(s):SEGHERS, ANNA
Narrator(s):SUSAN WINOGRAD & NAOMI MUNTER
A novel that looks at repression in rural Germany before
Fascism raged across Europe.
Book No.:EN4-05537
Title:MORTAL SINS
Author(s):PORTER, ANNA
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
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When reclusive financier Paul Zimmerman dies suddenly
of a heart attack, Toronto-based journalist, Judith Hayes,
is surprised to learn that he is connected to the death of
Harvey Singer, a retired clothing manufacturer. The
connection remains inexpli cable until Hayes travels to
Hungary to unravel the mystery.
Book No.:EN4-05539
Title:PLANETHOOD: THE KEY TO YOUR
SURVIVAL AND PROSPERITY
Author(s):FERENCZ, BENJAMIN B.; KEYES, KEN, JR
Narrator(s):SERENE MEYERS
The authors provide an overview of what they believe
people can do to create peace and prosperity in the
world.
Book No.:EN4-05540
Title:CAVALIER OF MALAGA
Author(s):RAPHAEL, DAVID
Narrator(s):BARBARA JUSTER
Alberto Galante, fleeing the Spanish Inquisition, becomes
an exile in his own country as he attempts to slip through
the traps and snares of the Holy Tribunal. A companion
novel to 'The Alhambra Decree,' this story draws readers
into the world of the secret Jews who pretend to be
Christians in fifteenth-century Spain.
Book No.:EN4-05542
Title:TREASURY OF JEWISH ANECDOTES
Author(s):EPSTEIN, LAWRENCE J.
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Narrator(s):SARAJEAN SHERK
The anecdotes included are about a variety of Jewish
personalities from biblical times to the present and were
chosen for their ability to provoke laughter or tears,
illuminate a character, or teach a moral lesson.
Book No.:EN4-05544
Title:EXTRAS
Author(s):KARLIN, WAYNE
Narrator(s):ESTELLE I. SILVERMAN
Ezra Brenner, an alcoholic, reports to the Israeli Secret
Police while Maryam Halim, an embittered Arab who grew
up with Ezra, reports to the PLO. When the two are
reunited and a relationship evolves, complications ensue
as they are trapped in a mael strom of politics and
history.
Book No.:EN4-05545
Title:RALPH LAUREN
Author(s):TRACHTENBERG, JEFFREY A.
Narrator(s):EDITH GIFFORDS
The rags-to-riches story about the creator of one of
America's most successful apparel companies.
Book No.:EN4-05549
Title:WHY I AM A REFORM JEW
Author(s):SYME, DANIEL B., RABBI
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERGER
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A vice-president of the Union of American Hebrew
Congregations writes about his roots in Canada, his
decision to become a rabbi, the history of Reform
Judaism and how he was influenced by the movement.
Book No.:EN4-05550
Title:JEPTHE'S DAUGHTER
Author(s):RAGEN, NAOMI
Narrator(s):EVE HABERMAN
The story of Batsheva Ha-Levi who flees an arranged
marriage and her cloistered hasidic community in
Jerusalem for London. Despite the many appealing
aspects of her new life, Ha-Levi decides to return to
Jerusalem to confront her husband and her old life.
Book No.:EN4-05561
Title:PROPHET
Author(s):HAREVEN, SHULAMITH
Narrator(s):ADELINE MAREMONT
A novel depicting the birth throes of the Jewish people as
seen through the eyes of a Canaanite soothsayer, Hivai,
who spends seven years in a Hebrew camp after his
native city is besieged.
Book No.:EN4-05562
Title:AFTER THE REVOLUTION: STUDIES IN
THE CONTEMPORARY JEWISH
Author(s):SHECHNER, MARK
Narrator(s):VIRGINIA SADOCK
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The author traces the lives of post-World War II Jewish
writers whose literary works evolved from their politics.
Included are Norman Mailer, Calvin Trilling, and Saul
Bellow.
Book No.:EN4-05568
Title:HEALER
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):RUBELLA SCHAFLER
Set in pre-World War II Vienna, this is the story of a
wealthy family, who, while no longer practicing Jews,
journey to a remote Jewish hamlet to consult a healer
who tells them to pray and study the Scriptures. The
family's efforts to return to Vien na demonstrate the antiSemitism that will soon engulf the city.
Book No.:EN4-05582
Title:FIRST PAPERS
Author(s):HOBSON, LAURA Z.
Narrator(s):DONALD GISENBERG
In this novel of the harassment of liberals and radicals in
the United States during the years preceding World War I,
a Russian-Jewish intellectual and his friend become
involved in various radical groups that affect their
families in many ways.
Book No.:EN4-05584
Title:THIS IS THE TORAH
Author(s):KOLATCH, ALFRED J.
Narrator(s):MILDRED WEISBLATT
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This book uses a question-and-answer format to address
over 500 questions frequently asked about the Torah.
Included are queries regarding the Torah's origins, its
handling in the synagogue, and its use in the liturgy and
service.
Book No.:EN4-05585
Title:COLLABORATORS
Author(s):HILL, REGINALD
Narrator(s):HARRY M. GARTEN
Set in Paris during World War II, the novel centers on
Jean-Paul Simonian, a Jew, his wife, Janine, and Gunther
Mai, a German officer who befriends Janine to keep track
of her husband's activities in the French Resistance. The
conflict between social and personal responsibility is
demonstrated as Gunther realizes he loves Janine.
Book No.:EN4-05586
Title:BEYOND THE TEXT: A HOLISTIC
APPROACH TO LITURGY
Author(s):HOFFMAN, LAWRENCE A.
Narrator(s):MARK YAHOLEM
A study of Jewish liturgy that draws on the sociology,
history, and psychology of religion, social anthropology,
phenomenology, and semiotics. The author analyzes the
sociocultural context of the people in the worshipping
community, examining the mea ning of their prayers,
their ritualized patterns, and their constructs.
Book No.:EN4-05589
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Title:FREUD'S VIENNA AND OTHER ESSAYS
Author(s):BETTELHEIM, BRUNO
Narrator(s):JUDITH TESSER
Essays by the author, a psychoanalyst, which reflect his
concerns as both child therapist and Holocaust survivor.
Included are pieces on the author's return to Dachau
where he had been a prisoner, Miep Gies, who had
sheltered Anne Frank from the Nazi s, and a discussion
on sex and death in Bettelheim's native Vienna.
Book No.:EN4-05591
Title:MAIMONIDES: TORAH AND PHILOSOPHIC
QUEST
Author(s):HARTMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXEL
The author compares the halachic writings of
Maimonides, the twelfth-century Jewish philosopher, with
his major philosophical work, 'Guide to the Perplexed.'
Hartman asserts that Maimonides goal was to
demonstrate that Judaism can exist harmoniously with
the search for truth.
Book No.:EN4-05596
Title:MIRIAM'S WELL: RITUALS FOR JEWISH
WOMEN AROUND THE YEAR
Author(s):ADELMAN, PENINA V.
Narrator(s):ESTHER GERSTEIN
A compilation of woman-centered Jewish rituals
designed for women's groups, based on Rosh Hodesh
gatherings conceived to honor each month on the Jewish
calendar.
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Book No.:EN4-05598
Title:MAX AND THE CATS
Author(s):SCLIAR, MOACYR
Narrator(s):BEVERLY STERN
A story that seeks to demonstrate that the consciences
of Germans will compel them to confront the Nazis in
their midst. Max Schmidt is a teenager with an
overbearing father and a host of irrational fears. A
mishap at his family store forces him to f lee to Brazil
where he learns that he must face reality and his demons.
Book No.:EN4-05600
Title:FROM THE KINGDOM OF MEMORY:
REMINISCENCES
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):JEAN MARKS
In these essays and speeches, Wiesel, the Nobel peacewinning author, recounts both the historical and personal
moments in his life. Included are his return trip to
Auschwitz, Treblinka, and Birkenau, his castigation of
Holocaust revisionists, his 19 86 Nobel lecture, and his
childhood.
Book No.:EN4-05601
Title:BARBARA WALTERS: AN UNAUTHORIZED
BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):OPPENHEIMER, JERRY
Narrator(s):HAROLD SIEGELL
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The author interviewed over 400 people to tell the story of
the well-known television personality. While some of the
respondents admire Walters, others regard her as selfcentered and ruthless.
Book No.:EN4-05603
Title:JOURNEY FROM PRAGUE STREET
Author(s):DEMETZ, HANA
Narrator(s):
The story of Helene, an orphan of the Holocaust, who
meets Paul in post-World War II Prague and agrees to
marry him despite his philandering. The novel follows the
couple to America in the 1950s where Helene finds her
skills as a survivor tested agai n.
Book No.:EN4-05608
Title:I'LL TAKE IT
Author(s):RUDNICK, PAUL
Narrator(s):BETTY ZOLAT
The three elderly Esker sisters, Ida, Pola and Hedy, and
Hedy's son Joe, go on a shopping spree through a series
of New England outlets. They intend to shop until they
drop and, to Joe's surprise, to steal much of what they
pick out.
Book No.:EN4-05610
Title:WHAT'S SO BAD ABOUT GUILT:
LEARNING TO LIVE WITH IT SINCE WE
CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT IT
Author(s):WECHSLER, HARLAN J.
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Narrator(s):MARIAN FELDINGER
The author examines the causes of guilt and offers
guidelines on how to respond to it appropriately.
Book No.:EN4-05613
Title:COUNTERLIFE
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):ALYCE DOMENITZ
Through a series of narratives by the protagonist, Nathan
Zuckerman, this novel examines what happens to
someone who is taking stock of his life and his Jewish
identity.
Book No.:EN4-05616
Title:ONLY YESTERDAY
Author(s):LEAHY, SYRELL ROGOVIN
Narrator(s):
Lee Stein braves her family's opposition to study in
Germany where she meets her future husband. Twenty
years later, divorced and seeking a career change, Lee
returns to Germany to the secret she never shared.
Book No.:EN4-05624
Title:FUNNIEST MAN IN THE WORLD: THE WILD
AND CRAZY HUMOR OF EPHRAIM KISHON
Author(s):KISHON, EPHRAIM
Narrator(s):MEL DAVIS
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Kishon's stories find humor in the details that make up
everyday life. Through his cast of eccentric characters,
the author manages to skewer everyone and everything
from the tax authorities to the neighbors to domestic
appliances and family pets.
Book No.:EN4-05631
Title:CITIZEN COHN: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF
ROY COHN
Author(s):VON HOFFMAN, NICHOLAS
Narrator(s):HELEN DITTUS
Both friends and enemies were interviewed for this
biography of the prominent lawyer who took on some of
the era's most high-profile cases. Von Hoffman discusses
Cohn's career as well as his troubled personal life.
Book No.:EN4-05633
Title:SFORNO: COMMENTARY ON THE TORAH.
VOL II
Author(s):SFORNO, OVADIAH, RABBI
Narrator(s):DR. WILLIAM EISENBERG
A book of commentaries by the sixteenth-century Italian
scholar. An English translation from the original Hebrew
of Sforno's work on the last of the three books of the
Torah.
Book No.:EN4-05634
Title:MAIMONIDES' COMMENTARY ON PIRKEI
AVOTH: LIVING JUDAISM
Author(s):FORCHHEIMER, PAUL
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Narrator(s):
A commentary on Mishnah Avot by the twelfth-century
Jewish philosopher. Includes a selection of additional
writings by Maimonides and comments by the author.
Book No.:EN4-05637
Title:FACING A CRUEL MIRROR: ISRAEL'S
MOMENT OF TRUTH
Author(s):BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):SYLVIA ESTES
The author presents close-ups of several well-known
Israeli figures including Shimon Peres and Menachem
Begin. He also provides a comprehensive portrayal of
Israeli politics and society from the Six Day War in 1967
to the Palestinian uprising in the late 1980s.
Book No.:EN4-05638
Title:MISHNAH: AN INTRODUCTION
Author(s):NEUSNER, JACOB
Narrator(s):SARAJEAN SHERK
The author introduces readers to the Mishnah, the
codification of Jewish oral law which forms the basis of
both the Babylonian and Palestinian Talmuds. Neusner
describes how the Mishnah should be read and explains
how its wisdom applies to the twenti eth century.
Book No.:EN4-05641
Title:JEWISH COMEDY CATALOGUE
Author(s):LYMAN, DARRYL
Narrator(s):RENEE GOODSTEIN
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Biographies of nearly 100 Jewish American comedians.
The entries are peppered with samples of the comedians'
humor and anecdotes about their lifestyles.
Book No.:EN4-05647
Title:VIENNA AND ITS JEWS: THE TRAGEDY OF
SUCCESS 1880S-1980S
Author(s):BERKLEY, GEORGE E.
Narrator(s):AIDA L. WIENER
A history of Austrian Jewry from the time of Emperor
Franz Josef to the election of Kurt Waldheim as
president. The author explores the internal contradictions
of Jewish life in Vienna and describes the rapid rise and
ultimate decline of this communi ty.
Book No.:EN4-05648
Title:EIGHT TALES FOR EIGHT NIGHTS:
STORIES FOR CHANUKAH
Author(s):SCHRAM, PENINNAH; ROSMAN, STEVEN
M.
Narrator(s):
The original story of the Maccabees is retold along with
other stories from different cultures and ages. Each of
the stories emphasizes Chanukah 'themes' such as the
miracle of lights, Jewish pride, freedom, and
thanksgiving.
Book No.:EN4-05651
Title:FROM THAT PLACE AND TIME: A MEMOIR
1938-1947
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Author(s):DAWIDOWICZ, LUCY S.
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
The author, an American historian, recounts the year she
spent in 1938 working at the YIVO archives in Vilna
shortly before the Nazis swept in and murdered nearly all
that city's Jews.
Book No.:EN4-05653
Title:FLOOD
Author(s):ASCHER, CAROL
Narrator(s):NINA MELTZER
As told by nine-year-old Eva, this is the story of the
Hoffmans, refugees from World War II Vienna, who
attempt to establish themselves in 1950s Topeka, Kansas
in the midst of serious racial tensions.
Book No.:EN4-05658
Title:DANIEL DERONDA
Author(s):ELIOT, GEORGE
Narrator(s):CONSTANCE WARSHAWSKY
Written in the late 1800s before the rise of political
Zionism, this book is one of the earliest novels to
espouse Jewish nationalism. In her study of a gifted Jew
torn between his loyalties to England and his defense of
Jewish nationalism, Eliot set out to portray the conflicted
dual existence of many English Jews.
Book No.:EN4-05660
Title:SADDAM HUSSEIN AND THE CRISIS IN
THE GULF
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Author(s):MILLER, JUDITH; MYLROIE, LAURIE
Narrator(s):ELLEN MICHAELS
By combining historical analysis with timely journalistic
reporting, this book attempts to provide an informed
analysis of the 1991 Persian Gulf Crisis.
Book No.:EN4-05662
Title:SAGES: THEIR CONCEPTS AND BELIEFS
Author(s):URBACH, EPHRAIM E.
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXEL
A look at the religious and social thought of the Tanna'im
(early Talmudists) and Amora'im (last of the Talmudists),
whose intellectual pursuits crystallized the principles by
which the Jewish people live. Urbach depicts their
methods of learning, th eir spiritual struggles, and the
goals they sought to achieve.
Book No.:EN4-05663
Title:BY NIGHT UNDER THE STONE BRIDGE
Author(s):PERUTZ, LEO
Narrator(s):BRIANNA CAPLAN
Fourteen interwoven stories about Emperor Rudolf II of
Prague and Mordechai Meisl which depict how Rudolf's
interests in beauty and money would link the two men
forever. Eventually Meisl's wife, the servants of the court,
and the Jews of the ghetto a ll become involved. The
stories are narrated centuries later by Meisl's
descendents.
Book No.:EN4-05665
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Title:ALL-OF-A-KIND-FAMILY
Author(s):TAYLOR, SIDNEY
Narrator(s):RENEE GOODSTEIN
The story of a Jewish family living in turn-of-the-century
New York.
Book No.:EN4-05672
Title:SECRET OF JEWISH FEMININITY:
INSIGHTS INTO THE PRACTICE OF
TAHARAT HAMISHPACHA
Author(s):ABRAMOV, TEHILLA; TOUGER, MALKA
Narrator(s):ERICA SIMON GOLDMAN
A book about Jewish laws of family purity, including
philosophic insights.
Book No.:EN4-05675
Title:WHEN THE WORLD WAS WHOLE: THREE
CENTURIES OF MEMORIES
Author(s):FENYVESI, CHARLES
Narrator(s):JEAN MARKS
The author, a journalist, recreates the villages of Hungary
where his Jewish ancestors prospered and were wellrespected by both gentiles and Jews. Fenyvesi depicts
how World War I reduced the family's wealth and forced
them to move to another city. A large part of his family
was killed in Auschwitz during World War II.
Book No.:EN4-05676
Title:STORYTELLER
Author(s):LLOSA, MARIO VARGAS
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Narrator(s):SHIRELY KALB
The story of Saul Zuratas, a Jew with a disfiguring facial
birthmark, who is obsessed with preserving the culture of
a tiny isolated Indian tribe.
Book No.:EN4-05677
Title:GIFT OF ASHER LEV
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
Narrator(s):EMILY ROSEN
After twenty years in exile, Asher Lev, an artist, returns to
the hasidic community of his childhood for the funeral of
his favorite uncle. The conflict that emerges between the
culture that Lev was born into and the culture that he has
chosen forces him to confront both worlds.
Book No.:EN4-05682
Title:TORAH COMMENTARY FOR OUR TIMES,
VOL. 1. GENESIS
Author(s):FIELDS, HARVEY J.
Narrator(s):
A study of the weekly Torah portions, including brief
overviews, a detailed translation into modern English,
and commentary by the author.
Book No.:EN4-05686
Title:PLAYING WITH FIRE
Author(s):SHAPIRO, DANI
Narrator(s):HYLA MELNICK
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ucy Greenburg leaves her orthodox Jewish family to
attend college and begins an affair with her roommate's
stepfather. His influence enables her to begin a career in
television but a family tragedy and the end of the
romance leaves the 22-year-old a sadder but wiser
woman.
Book No.:EN4-05696
Title:KIDDUSH HASHEM: JEWISH RELIGIOUS
AND CULTURAL LIFE
Author(s):HUBERBAND, SHIMON, RABBI
Narrator(s):SHELLY GOLDBERG
A translation from Yiddish of the Holocaust archival
materials collected and written by Huberband, a rabbi
and historian who was murdered in Treblinka in 1942.
The majority of the work depicts religious life for the
Jews under the Nazi rule.
Book No.:EN4-05698
Title:JEWISH IDENTITY IN AMERICA
Author(s):GORDIS, DAVID M.; BEN-HORIN, YOAV
Narrator(s):RABBI STANLEY BRAV
The contributors reflect on the nature of Jewish identity,
methods of assessing and measuring it, and the
possibility of nurturing it in the American environment.
Book No.:EN4-05704
Title:BROTHERS
Author(s):RUBENS, BERNICE
Narrator(s):BARBARA JUSTER
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Rubens examines Jewish history and survival since the
1880s by tracing six generations of a family. In each
generation, she follows the lives of two brothers.
Book No.:EN4-05705
Title:SOLOMON GURSKY WAS HERE
Author(s):RICHLER, MORDECAI
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
For the past 30 years, Moses Berger, a Rhodes scholar
'gone bad,' has been doing research on the disdained,
disgraced and dead Solomon Gursky. What he discovers
has an unexpected impact on his life.
Book No.:EN4-05706
Title:SAUL BELLOW: A BIOGRAPHY OF THE
IMAGINATION
Author(s):MILLER, RUTH
Narrator(s):
Drawing on the author's correspondence with Bellow,
unpublished manuscripts in the Bellow archives, and
Miller's own interpretations of his writing, the book offers
a literary history of Bellow's life and work.
Book No.:EN4-05714
Title:CLOWN PRINCE OF HOLLYWOOD: THE
ANTIC LIFE AND TIMES OF JACK WARNER
Author(s):THOMAS, BOB
Narrator(s):
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A biography of the late studio head who established
Warner Brothers in the late 1920s. Thomas discusses
Warner's rise from poverty, his parents, in-laws, and
children and details his professional accomplishments as
well as his personal faults.
Book No.:EN4-05716
Title:HARVEST
Author(s):PLAIN, BELVA
Narrator(s):
The continuing saga of the Werners and their extended
clan as the family reaffirms its Jewish heritage during the
stormy 1960s.
Book No.:EN4-05718
Title:MEN AND WOMEN OF YESHIVA: HIGHER
EDUCATION, ORTHODOXY AND
AMERICAN JUDAISM
Author(s):GUROCK, JEFFREY S.
Narrator(s):LORIAN D. JACKS
The author traces the history of Yeshiva University from
its beginnings on the Lower East Side to its
establishment as a major university. Gurock
demonstrates how Yeshiva has remained true to
orthodox Judaism while offering a secular course of
study.
Book No.:EN4-05727
Title:ALL THINGS CONSIDERED...FROM A
WOMAN'S POINT OF VIEW
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Author(s):GANZ, YAFFA
Narrator(s):HARRIET MARCUS
A humorous look, laced with traditional Torah sources
and attitudes, of late twentieth-century life.
Book No.:EN4-05728
Title:CARDOZO: A STUDY IN REPUTATION
Author(s):POSNER, RICHARD A.
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANAU
A look at Benjamin Cardozo's rise from New York's
Sephardic Jewish elite at the turn of the century to his
appointment by Herbert Hoover to the Supreme Court.
Posner analyzes Cardozo's ideas about law in society
and his influence on American common l aw.
Book No.:EN4-05729
Title:ON BEING A JEW: WHAT DOES IT MEAN
TO BE A JEW?
Author(s):KUGEL, JAMES
Narrator(s):EMILY ROSEN
Modeled on 'The Kuzari,' this novel is an extended
conversation between Judd Lewis, who wants to learn
the basics of Judaism, and Albert Abbadi, a JewishSyrian immigrant. Their discussion takes Lewis from the
brink of intermarriage to a decision to lead an observant
Jewish life.
Book No.:EN4-05731
Title:GATE OF HOPE
Author(s):SALMON, ELON
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Narrator(s):MILDRED WESIBLATT
The story of four generations in nineteenth-century
Palestine. After Berl Leff's suicide in Lithuania, Solomon
Leff moves to Palestine with his family and establishes a
dynasty.
Book No.:EN4-05742
Title:REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE: STORIES
ABOUT BEING JEWISH
Author(s):HAUTZIG, ESTHER
Narrator(s):
Hautzig, who was exiled to Siberia with her family in
World War II, and then moved to New York, writes of
Jews who flee to Japan, of long lost friends who
reappear, and of Jews who move to Israel. Through these
stories, the author examines the challe nge and solace of
Judaism and paints a portrait of a multifaceted life.
Book No.:EN4-05744
Title:COUNTDOWN
Author(s):HAGBERG, DAVID
Narrator(s):GENE HELLER
Kirk McGarvey, a CIA assassin, must unravel a complex
puzzle when Soviet agents infiltrate a nuclear center in
Israel and hijack a Pershing missile in Germany. He
discovers that they intend to reactivate the Cold War and
it is up to McGarvey to foil their plan.
Book No.:EN4-05747
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Title:EVERY SPY A PRINCE: THE COMPLETE
HISTORY OF ISRAEL'S INTELLIGENCE
COMMUNITY
Author(s):RAVIV, DAN; MELMAN, YOSSI
Narrator(s):SUSAN WINOGRAD
The authors provide an informative history of Israel's
intelligence organization including assessments of its
triumphs and failures.
Book No.:EN4-05750
Title:RAISING YOUR CHILD TO BE A MENSCH
Author(s):KURSHAN, NEIL, RABBI
Narrator(s):HARRIET MARCUS
Rabbi Kurshan offers guidance and encouragement to
parents who are concerned not only with what their
children will achieve, but also with the kind of people
they will become.
Book No.:EN4-05757
Title:WARTIME LIES
Author(s):BEGLEY, LOUIS
Narrator(s):
Maciek's recollection of his life as a Jewish child in Nazioccupied Poland is narrated in a child's voice but framed
within the perspective of the man that he has become.
After years of disclaiming his history, Maciek now
confronts the inner wounds that have never healed.
Book No.:EN4-05760
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Title:BEREL WEIN'S STORY OF THE JEWS: THE
STORY OF THE JEWS FROM THE SECOND
COMMONWEALTH TO 1990
Author(s):WEIN, BEREL
Narrator(s):VARIOUS
This 3 book compilation "Echoes of Glory", "Herald of
Destiny" & "Triumph of Survival" tells the story of the
Jews from the second Commonwealth through 1990. The
author demonstrates how divine guidance, the Torah,
and Jewish commitment are central to Jewish history.
Book No.:EN4-05761
Title:SCUM
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):
Max Barabander, a transplanted Polish Jew, returns to
Poland in the early 1900s where he finds companionship
in the underworld and with women. But those who
befriend Barabander are ultimately deceived by him and
violence ensues.
Book No.:EN4-05770
Title:CELEBRATIONS: OUR JEWISH HOLIDAYS
Author(s):GREENBERG, MELANIE HOPE
Narrator(s):KAREN LANDSMAN
A collection of children's poetry which chronicles the
Sabbath and the festivals of the Jewish year. The author
focuses on a central theme for each poem.
Book No.:EN4-05772
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Title:AMERICA AND I: SHORT STORIES BY
AMERICAN JEWISH WOMEN WRITERS
Author(s):ANTLER, JOYCE, ED.
Narrator(s):JUDITH B. GELLER
Four generations of American Jewish women are
represented in these stories that span the twentieth
century. The authors address what it means to be a
women and a Jew, generational conflict, the Holocaust,
and the sexual and emotional exploitation of women.
Contributors include Hortense Calisher, Lynn Sharon
Schwartz, and Cynthia Ozick.
Book No.:EN4-05775
Title:PATRIMONY: A TRUE STORY
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):
This memoir takes the form of a kaddish to the author's
deceased father. Roth details his father's life and
describes his slow death from a brain tumor as Roth is
forced to stand helplessly at his side.
Book No.:EN4-05778
Title:SMILE OF THE LAMB
Author(s):GROSSMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):RENEE WENGER
Set in the early 1980s before the Palestinian uprising in
Israel, the book consists of narratives by Israelis and
Palestinians relating the events of one fateful day. Their
stories reveal the moral and ethical impact of the Israeli
occupation of the West Bank.
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Book No.:EN4-05780
Title:GATES OF WONDER: A PRAYERBOOK
FOR VERY YOUNG CHILDREN
Author(s):ORKAND, ROBERT; ORKAND, JOYCE
Narrator(s):
A book of Jewish prayers for pre-school children
compiled by the Reform movement.
Book No.:EN4-05783
Title:RISE OF DAVID LEVINSKY
Author(s):CAHAN, ABRAHAM
Narrator(s):GOODSTEIN, RENEE
The story of a Jewish immigrant's rise to prominence in
the business world of New York and his quest for
spiritual values. The author was the editor of the Yiddish
daily newspaper, 'Der Forverts,' for over sixty years.
Book No.:EN4-05784
Title:WOMEN IN HIS LIFE
Author(s):BRADFORD, BARBARA TAYLOR
Narrator(s):FRANCES KLIPSTEIN
Set in New York, London, and Germany and spanning the
1930s to the 1980s, this is the story of Maxmiliam West, a
wealthy businessman, and the women with whom he
becomes involved. The novel also looks at the enduring
impact of the Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-05785
Title:RED LOVE
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Author(s):EVANIER, DAVID
Narrator(s):SHEILA PENN
A fictionalized account of the Rosenbergs, who were
executed for selling atomic secrets to the Russians.
Interspersed within their story are the histories of various
members of the Communist circle.
Book No.:EN4-05787
Title:MOLLY PICON: A GIFT OF LAUGHTER
Author(s):PERL, LILA
Narrator(s):HARRIET MARCUS
As part of the JPS Young Biography series, this book
looks at the life and work of the well-known twentiethcentury Yiddish actress. The author emphasizes Picon's
fundraising activities for Israel and her visits with
concentration camp survivors afte r World War II.
Book No.:EN4-05790
Title:CONVENT AT AUSCHWITZ
Author(s):BARTOSZEWSKI, WLADYSLAW T.
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXELROTH
The opening of a Roman Catholic convent at Auschwitz
in 1989 triggered worldwide protests, an attempt at
forced entry by American Jews, and an agreement by the
Pope to relocate the convent. The author provides a
historical overview of the event and s ets the dispute in a
historical context.
Book No.:EN4-05791
Title:DADDY
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Author(s):DURAND, LOUP
Narrator(s):HELENE LEWIS
Eleven-year-old Thomas is the only person who knows
the complex codes to the fortunes hidden by his great
grandfather. After the old man commits suicide under
Nazi torture, Thomas must match wits with his Nazi
pursuers to evade capture and protect th e funds from
confiscation.
Book No.:EN4-05795
Title:AFTER TRAGEDY AND TRIUMPH: MODERN
JEWISH THOUGHT AND THE AMERICAN
EXPERIENCE
Author(s):BERENBAUM, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):HYLA MELNICK
Essays which examine the role of the Holocaust in late
twentieth-century American culture, and its effects on
Jewish thinking. The author also discusses Orthodox
Judaism, its relationship to American Jewish life, and its
place in Israel.
Book No.:EN4-05797
Title:EYE FOR AN EYE
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERGER
The murder of a young woman sets off a chain of events
that threatens Rabbi David Winter's position in his temple
and disrupts the harmony between him and his wife. A
second murder and the dilemma of a woman whose
husband won't give her a Jewish divo rce makes this a
case that Winter must solve.
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Book No.:EN4-05801
Title:DECEPTION
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):CATHY ABRAMS
The story of Philip, a successful, middle-aged and
opinionated Jewish American novelist who moves to
London to write. He becomes involved with a married
woman and proceeds to publish their intimate
conversations as fiction. © 1990
Book No.:EN4-05808
Title:BOOK OF JEWISH PRACTICE
Author(s):JACOBS, LOUIS
Narrator(s):
A Code of Jewish Law for the late twentieth-century.
Jacobs explains the Jewish way to do everything, from
celebrating the Sabbath and holidays to keeping the fasts
of the Jewish year. © 1987
Book No.:EN4-05809
Title:JEWISH PRIMER: QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS ON JEWISH FAITH AND
CULTURE
Author(s):HIMELSTEIN, SHMUEL, DR., RABBI
Narrator(s):IRMA GREEN
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An introduction for Jews and non-Jews to the Orthodox
Jewish faith and its practices. Written in a question and
answer format, the author discusses theology, the dietary
laws, the Sabbath, the holy days, marriage and divorce,
Jewish medical views, an d the Jewish life cycle. Includes
a brief description of other Jewish movements.
Book No.:EN4-05810
Title:DISSENTER IN THE HOUSE OF GOD
Author(s):ROSENFELD, ALVIN
Narrator(s):MIRIAM BLOSVERN
Set in the 1950s, this is the story of Holocaust survivor
Hyman Schwartz, an accountant in New York City.
Schwartz compulsively uses numbers to blot out
memories of his family, all of whom were killed in
concentration camps, but his defenses are lowe red when
he befriends a young Jewish refugee and begins to think
of him as a son. © 1990
Book No.:EN4-05811
Title:CHUTZPAH
Author(s):DERSHOWITZ, ALAN M.
Narrator(s):
The author, a lawyer and Harvard Law school professor,
claims that American Jews still act like guests in their
own country and are fearful that they will be kicked out if
they make any waves. To effect a change in that attitude,
Dershowitz maintains that Jews in America have to be
more insistent and more assertive. © 1991
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Book No.:EN4-05817
Title:WHERE DOES GOD LIVE?: QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS FOR PARENTS AND
CHILDREN
Author(s):GELLMAN, MARC; HARTMAN, THOMAS
Narrator(s):HYLA MELNICK
Two clergymen respond to theological questions in an
ecumenical way. © 1991
Book No.:EN4-05818
Title:DANCING ON TISHA B'AV
Author(s):RAPHAEL, LEV
Narrator(s):ALYCE DOMENITZ
The characters in this collection of stories are struggling
with their identities as Jews, as homosexuals, or as
children of Holocaust survivors. In the title story, a gay
student is publicly humiliated in a synagogue and vents
his frustration by dan cing on Tisha B'av, a day of fasting
and public mourning. © 1990
Book No.:EN4-05819
Title:VICTIM MUST BE FOUND
Author(s):ENGEL, HOWARD
Narrator(s):LEE KIEL
Canadian private eye Benny Cooperman must discover
why Pambos Kiriakis was murdered after he asked
Cooperman to find a list of prominent citizens who
borrowed paintings from an art dealer who died. © 1988
Book No.:EN4-05826
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Title:BASIC JUDAISM FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
VOL. 2: TORAH
Author(s):PASACHOFF, NAOMI
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Part of a series that introduces and explains the
fundamental concepts of Judaism. The basics of history,
halacha and tradition are taught using stories from the
Aggadah.
Book No.:EN4-05831
Title:HEROES: TALES FROM THE ISRAELI
WARS
Author(s):HELLMAN, PETER
Narrator(s):NOAH WATERMAN
A collection of stories about the effects of war on Israeli
soldiers and civilians. Topics range from reports on the
combat experiences of military recruits to a look at
unusual Israeli heroines.
Book No.:EN4-05832
Title:STORYTELLER, VOL. I, 2 AND 3:
SELECTED SHORT STORIES
Author(s):MINDEL, NISSAN
Narrator(s):HARRIET MARCUS
A collection of selected short stories from the monthly
magazine, 'Talks and Tales.' Subjects range from Jewish
life in Eastern Europe in medieval times to the Holocaust
to keeping Judaism alive in the former Soviet Union.
Book No.:EN4-05839
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Title:JUDAISM
Author(s):HERTZBERG, ARTHUR, ED.
Narrator(s):DR. IRVING W. KRAMER
An examination of Judaism's moral and ethical values as
they relate to the major issues of the late twentiethcentury. Topics include Jewish identity, equality of the
sexes, rites of passage, homosexuality, medical
procedures, vegetarianism, and poli tics.
Book No.:EN4-05840
Title:HEART OF WISDOM: A THOUGHT FOR
EACH DAY OF THE JEWISH CALENDAR
Author(s):RASKIS, BERNARD S.
Narrator(s):CORINNE SHAFTEL
A book of inspirational thoughts for each day of the
Jewish year including holidays, gleaned from various
sources.
Book No.:EN4-05851
Title:DAY OF ATONEMENT
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):
Peter Decker a detective with the LAPD is newly married
to Orthodox Jewish Rina Lazarus and is in Boro Park,
Brooklyn for the High Holy Days. As he struggles with a
troubling discovery about his family and the demands of
his new religion, he must sol ve a crime that involves a
lost boy.
Book No.:EN4-05853
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Title:YIDDISH STORIES, OLD AND NEW
Author(s):HOWE, IRVING; GREENBERG, ELIEZER
Narrator(s):
Set in Eastern Europe during the late nineteenth century
and early twentieth century, these Yiddish stories evoke
the difficult but culturally rich lives of the Jews there.
Laced with humor, the stories reflect the Eastern
European Jew's place in soc iety and his concept of God.
Book No.:EN4-05854
Title:WHY NOAH CHOSE THE DOVE
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):ROSE SPANGIER
A new twist on the story of Noah's Ark in which the
animals debate each other on who should be taken into
the ark. They all belittle each other and sing their own
praises: only the dove remains silent. Therefore Noah
selects the dove to be his messen ger and it earns the
title 'Bird of Peace.'
Book No.:EN4-05855
Title:TALMUD FOR BEGINNERS VOL. 1:
PRAYER
Author(s):ABRAMS, JUDITH Z., RABBI
Narrator(s):JOSEPH REUTLINGER
In this introductory guide to the Talmud, the author
explores the answers to fundamental questions of faith,
piety, and man's relationship to God.
Book No.:EN4-05858
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Title:TASTE FOR TREASON
Author(s):MENDELS, ORA
Narrator(s):ROBERT KAMLOT
The identity of a top Israeli agent, who has been posing
as a Palestinian leader, is in danger of being exposed.
Dan Shemtov, chief of Israeli security, must devise a plan
to protect him, even if that means betraying others.
Book No.:EN4-05859
Title:DEAD SEA SCROLLS DECEPTION
Author(s):BAIGENT, MICHAEL; LEIGH, RICHARD
Narrator(s):ROBERT KAMLOT
A documented work that offers substantive evidence that
a group of Catholic scholars have managed to prevent
others from having access to the Dead Sea Scrolls. The
authors demonstrate the problems that can occur when
scholars are not accountable to t he public and the
media.
Book No.:EN4-05866
Title:NIGHT OF THE BROKEN GLASS
Author(s):BRONER, PETER
Narrator(s):MELVIN DAVIS
A novel that contrasts the intertwined destinies of three
Germans who grapple with the Nazi menace in radically
different ways.
Book No.:EN4-05867
Title:ANCIENT JUDAISM: BIBLICAL CRITICISM
FROM MAX WEBER TO THE PRESENT
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Author(s):ZEITLIN, IRVING M.
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXELROTH
The author analyzes the origins of Judaism in the light of
twentieth-century scholarship. © 1986
Book No.:EN4-05870
Title:DEEP IN THE RUSSIAN NIGHT
Author(s):CHAZAN, AARON
Narrator(s):KAREN LANDSMAN
The author describes the relentless persecution he
endured as a Jew in Russia. He also depicts Jewish life
there from the time of the revolution until Chazan and his
family were granted permission to emigrate fifty years
later.
Book No.:EN4-05873
Title:MILK AND HONEY
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):RUTH S. DIAMOND
When nearly an entire family is found murdered,
Detective Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus, an Orthodox
Jewish widow, become involved in the case. The
unwanted presence of Decker's army buddy complicates
matters and endangers the couple's relationship a s well
as Lazarus's life.
Book No.:EN4-05875
Title:FREUD, DORA AND VIENNA 1900
Author(s):DECKER, HANNAH S.
Narrator(s):SYLVIA LEVINSON
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A recreation of the world of Freud, his patient Dora, and
their families and friends. The author traces the lives of
these individuals before, during, and after their
psychoanalytic experiences and depicts a world shaped
by the virulent anti-Semitism which pervaded the lives of
Viennese Jews.
Book No.:EN4-05876
Title:INHERIT THE MOB
Author(s):CHAFETS, ZEV
Narrator(s):
When Max Grossman, the last of the bigtime Jewish
gangsters dies, his nephew, William Gordon, unhappily
discovers that he has inherited his uncle's nefarious
interests. But Gordon's best friend, a lifelong gangster
buff, is determined to make Gordon' s mid-life career
change a success.
Book No.:EN4-05877
Title:RABBI'S WIFE
Author(s):BENEDICTUS, DAVID
Narrator(s):BRIANNA CAPLAN
When Arab terrorists take over Rabbi Jamie's synagogue,
his wife is trapped inside. The story moves from London
to Beirut and back to London where it ends with a
startling denouement.
Book No.:EN4-05883
Title:ALWAYS AND FOREVER
Author(s):FREEMAN, CYNTHIA
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Narrator(s):MARION HARRIS
Kathy Ross travels from America to war-ravaged
Hamburg in 1945 to aid in resettling refugees. There she
becomes involved with David Kohn, an idealistic doctor
whose parents were killed in the Holocaust, and his
cousin Phil Kohn, who is in Germany to smuggle stolen
art back to America.
Book No.:EN4-05884
Title:WALL GAMES
Author(s):DOBBS, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):SYLVIA HORENSTEIN
Angered by U.S. and Soviet Union failure to agree on the
reunification of Germany, West Berliners erupt into
violence. In his attempt to quell the riots, Harry Benjamin,
a CIA agent stationed in West Berlin, stumbles onto
volatile information.
Book No.:EN4-05890
Title:WOODY ALLEN
Author(s):LAX, ERIC
Narrator(s):BERNICE FOERDER & JACK SANDERS
A biography of Allen in which Lax details the personal
and professional life of the acclaimed actor and
filmmaker. Lax describes Allen's beginnings as a writer
and stand-up comedian and his development of his other
careers as a literary humorist, jaz z clarinetist, and
playwright.
Book No.:EN4-05898
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Title:CHALLENGING YEARS: THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF STEPHEN WISE
Author(s):WISE, STEPHEN
Narrator(s):LILLIAN GLIXON
Wise, a Reform rabbi who died in 1949, co-founded the
World Jewish Congress and founded the Zionist
Organization of America and the Free Synagogue in New
York City. In his book, he recounts the events through
which he lived, the causes in which he la bored, and the
beliefs which impelled him to act.
Book No.:EN4-05900
Title:JEWISH WOMEN IN TIME AND TORAH
Author(s):BERKOVITS, ELIEZER
Narrator(s):SERENE MYERS
The author provides a critical examination of the status
of women in halakhah. Berkovits also offers a number of
suggestions to improve that status without
circumventing Jewish law.
Book No.:EN4-05902
Title:JEWISH LITERACY: THE MOST
IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):RUBELLE SCHAFLER
In this book, Rabbi Telushkin provides brief explanations
of concepts and topics concerning Judaism and the
Jewish people. Among the subjects covered are history,
culture, ethics, religious texts, and Jewish personalities.
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Book No.:EN4-05903
Title:JEW OF ROME
Author(s):FEUCHTWANGER, LION
Narrator(s):ESTELLE ADEN
A historical novel, part of a trilogy about Josephus, the
Jewish historian, in which he befriends the Roman
emperor. The book explores how Josephus struggles to
consolidate his position in the Roman world yet remain
loyal to the Jewish people.
Book No.:EN4-05905
Title:MASTERPLAN: JUDAISM
Author(s):CARMELL, ARYEH, RABBI
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXEROTH
This work explores the goals of Torah and Mitzvot, and
demonstrates their relevance to modern day concerns
such as the role of the family, human rights, and the
environment.
Book No.:EN4-05906
Title:LOVE AND EXILE
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):LYNNE KUSHNER
Singer, the Nobel-prize winning Yiddish writer, recounts
his youth in Poland, his exile to America, and his many
companions and lovers.
Book No.:EN4-05907
Title:GOLDIN BOYS
Author(s):EPSTEIN, JOSEPH
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Narrator(s):SYLVIA FEUERSTEIN
In this collection of stories, the author probes the lives of
second-and third-generation Jewish Americans from all
walks of life.
Book No.:EN4-05911
Title:IN DAYS OF AWE
Author(s):GOODMAN, ERIC
Narrator(s):SYLVIA ESTES
After Joe Singer, a baseball pitcher, is accused of
throwing a game, he attempts to atone for the betrayals
he has wrought on his father, his girlfriends, his fellow
Jews and on baseball. He counsels runaways, campaigns
for gun control, and tries to obtain the baseball
commissioner's forgiveness.
Book No.:EN4-05912
Title:HEY TAXI!
Author(s):TELLER, HANOCH
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
In this collection, Teller writes of the spiritual stories
which he heard in taxis, told by cabdrivers and
passengers from all over the world.
Book No.:EN4-05916
Title:DAY THE RABBI RESIGNED
Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):
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Book No.:EN4-05917
Title:TO KNOW A WOMAN
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):ARLINE WETREICH
After the death of his wife, Israeli espionage agent, Yoel
Ravid, retires. In the midst of an affair with his neighbor
and his attempts to help his teenage daughter, Ravid
suffers from hallucinations and flashbacks which force
him to confront unresol ved issues in his marriage and in
his life.
Book No.:EN4-05918
Title:EVE'S TATTOO
Author(s):PRAGER, EMILY
Narrator(s):MARILYN PERELMAN
A 40-year-old woman gets tattooed with the ID number of
a concentration camp victim and finds herself becoming
obsessed with women in Nazi Germany.
Book No.:EN4-05922
Title:EDWARD TELLER: GIANT OF THE
GOLDEN AGE OF PHYSICS
Author(s):BLUMBERG, STANLEY; PANOS, LOUIS G.
Narrator(s):ELISSA BAUM
The life of Teller, a Hungarian Jewish physicist who fled
Nazism for the United States. He became a member of the
Manhattan Project team which developed the world's first
atomic bomb and played an important role in U.S. nuclear
weapons policy.
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Book No.:EN4-05923
Title:FROM THE OLD MARKETPLACE: A
MEMOIR OF LAUGHTER, SURVIVAL AND
Author(s):BULOFF, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):JEAN MARKS
Through his protagonist, Yosik, an undersized
precocious Jewish boy, the author describes the chaotic
events in Vilnius, the former capitol of Lithuania, during
the first two decades of the twentieth century. Among
those events are pogroms, a war, pe stilence, a
revolution, and anti-Semitism.
Book No.:EN4-05926
Title:HARRY KAPLAN'S ADVENTURES
UNDERGROUND
Author(s):STERN, STEVE
Narrator(s):
Set in waterlogged Memphis during the great flood of
1939, this is the story of a 15-year-old Jewish boy who
abandons work in his father's pawnshop to link up with
some local characters and explore the seamier side of
the city.
Book No.:EN4-05928
Title:HIS MASTER'S VOICE
Author(s):KOTLOWITZ, ROBERT
Narrator(s):EMILY ROSEN
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In a story that pits life's unexpected tricks against faith, a
synagogue cantor is a secret agnostic who is bothered
by his lustful impulses, his boyhood memories of Poland,
and his daughter, who is dating a gentile.
Book No.:EN4-05934
Title:GOD WAS IN THIS PLACE AND I I DID NOT
KNOW: FINDING SELF, SPIRITUALITY AND
ULTIMATE MEANING
Author(s):KUSHNER, LAWRENCE
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXELROTH
The author presents interpretations by seven rabbis
throughout history of Jacob's dream in the book of
Genesis. © 1991
Book No.:EN4-05935
Title:FROM TEXT TO TRADITION: A HISTORY
OF SECOND TEMPLE AND RABBINIC
TIMES
Author(s):SCHIFFMAN, LAWRENCE H.
Narrator(s):SARAJEAN SHERK
A historical overview of Judaism during the Second
Temple period which demonstrates how Jewish practice
evolved from biblical to Talmudic times.
Book No.:EN4-05936
Title:PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
Author(s):ROIPHE, ANNE
Narrator(s):ADELE BORDEN
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This is the story of the Gruenbaum family, which
immigrated to America in 1892, built and lost an empire,
and eventually settled in Israel.
Book No.:EN4-05937
Title:CITY CALLED JULY
Author(s):ENGEL, HOWARD
Narrator(s):ELAINE MERIANS
Canadian private eye Benny Cooperman cannot say no
when the rabbi and the president of the Grantham
Synagogue approach him with a small favor. But
Cooperman soon finds himself involved in a complicated
case of fraud.
Book No.:EN4-05938
Title:1492: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JUAN
CABEZON
Author(s):ARIDJIS, HOMERO
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANAU
A novel about Juan and Isabel, converted Jews who fall
in love during the Spanish Inquisition. After discovering
that she is pregnant, Isabel runs away, fearing further
persecution. Juan finds his lover, but leaves after a brief
reunion, believing th at his destiny lies elsewhere.
Book No.:EN4-05940
Title:CONTINUING SILENCE OF A POET:
COLLECTED STORIES
Author(s):YEHOSHUA, A.B
Narrator(s):CONSTANCE WARSHOWSKY
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Yehoshua explores the realities and contradictions of
Israeli life.
Book No.:EN4-05949
Title:CAFE BERLIN
Author(s):NEBENZAL, HAROLD
Narrator(s):GENE HELLER
From his hiding place in a Berlin attic in 1943, Daniel
Saporta, a Syrian Jew masquerading as a Christian
Spaniard, reflects on his life as a cafe owner, the
decadent night life of Berlin between the world wars, and
the political intrigue in which he and his girlfriend
became involved.
Book No.:EN4-05951
Title:FIREBREAK
Author(s):HERMAN, RICHARD JR.
Narrator(s):RENEE GOODSTEIN
Set in the near future, Iraq has been allowed to recover
fully from the second Gulf War and is able to join Egypt
and Syria in attacking Israel. Israel's prime minister is
prepared to use nuclear weapons if Iraq employs its
deadliest nerve gas, forci ng U.S. fighter pilots to embark
on a desperate mission against Iraq's chemical plants.
Book No.:EN4-05959
Title:CHILDREN OF ABRAHAM
Author(s):HALTER, MAREK
Narrator(s):KAREN S.W. FRIEDMAN
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Based on the records of the Halters, the author continues
the epic family saga he started in 'The Books of
Abraham.' In this book, the family settles in post-World
War II Israel.
Book No.:EN4-05961
Title:WHEN YOUR CHILD ASKS: A HANDBOOK
FOR JEWISH PARENTS
Author(s):GLUSTROM, SIMON
Narrator(s):SYLVIA MORGANSTEIN
A basic study of Jewish ideas to help Jewish parents
answer their children's questions. Among the subjects
covered are the Jewish view of God, the Bible, customs
and ceremonies, holidays, Judaism and Christianity, antiSemitism, and the Jewish view o f death.
Book No.:EN4-05962
Title:EXPLORING JUDAISM: A
RECONSTRUCTIONIST APPROACH
Author(s):ALPERT, REBECCA T.; STAUB, JACOB J.
Narrator(s):NOAH WATERMAN
The authors present the history and fundamental
principles of Reconstructionist Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-05963
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #7: IMA COME HOME
Author(s):STEIN, AIDEL
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
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Mrs. Baker's new job is a wonderful opportunity for her,
but it creates problems for the rest of the family. As they
all wait for their mother to come home, the Baker children
have to deal with a hysterical housekeeper, a science
project run amok, an d a house that's gone crazy.
Book No.:EN4-05964
Title:KIDDUSH CUP WHO HATED WINE
Author(s):SALOP, BYRD
Narrator(s):LYMAN SMITH-EISEMAN
A story about a kiddush cup who hated the sticky, wet
feeling of wine. It manages to overcome this with the help
of its Sabbath and holiday friends.
Book No.:EN4-05966
Title:PUTTING GOD ON THE GUEST LIST
Author(s):SALKIN, JEFFREY E., RABBI
Narrator(s):KAREN LANDSMAN
This book examines the meaning of the bar mitzvah ritual
from a historical, sociological, and religious perspective.
Book No.:EN4-05968
Title:FORGOTTEN
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):
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Horrified that he is losing his memory due to illness, a
Romanian Jewish Holocaust survivor entrusts his and
others' accounts of survival to his son, Malkiel, a
journalist. At his father's request, Malkiel journeys to the
Carpathian mountains to expl ore the mysteries that still
confound his father.
Book No.:EN4-05970
Title:NO MARGIN FOR ERROR: THE MAKING OF
THE ISRAELI AIR FORCE
Author(s):YONAY, EHUD
Narrator(s):NOAH WATERMAN
Through a series of anecdotes, Yonay tells the story of
the Israeli Air Force from its birth in 1948 to its dramatic
raid on Iraq's Osirak nuclear reactor in 1981.
Book No.:EN4-05971
Title:STORYTELLER, VOL. 3
Author(s):MINDEL, NISSAN
Narrator(s):HARRIET MARCUS
A collection of short stories selected from the monthly
magazine, 'Talks and Tales.' Subjects include righteous
scholars, Jewish life in Eastern Europe in medieval and
pre-Holocaust times, the Holocaust, and the struggle to
keep Judaism alive behind the Iron Curtain.
Book No.:EN4-05972
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #2: GHOSTBUSTERS
Author(s):SIEGEL, MALKY
Narrator(s):CANTOR LYNN KARPO
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Moving to the new mansion seems like a dream come
true for the Baker family, but strange noises and an
intruder threaten to turn the dream into a nightmare.
Book No.:EN4-05973
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #3: AND THE WINNER
IS...
Author(s):STEIN, AIDEL
Narrator(s):SUE FISHKOFF
There is a lot of excitement in the Baker household when
Mr. Baker runs for town councilman, Bracha gets a lead
in the school play, and Moishy thinks he will receive the
best student award. But as each of their fortunes turn,
the family learns a valu able lesson.
Book No.:EN4-05974
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #4: STARS IN THEIR
EYES
Author(s):STEIN, AIDEL
Narrator(s):SUE FISHKOFF
Singing star Avi Shoham's pre-Purim concert has been
sold out for months, but the Baker quintuplets are
anxious to attend. They will do anything to get tickets,
even if it means pretending to be friends with Avi's quiet
cousin, Idy.
Book No.:EN4-05975
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #5: THE INSIDE STORY
Author(s):LAZEWNIK, LIBBY
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
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A magazine is doing a feature story on the Baker
quintuplets but three of the brothers are angry that they
were not consulted. As their sisters prepare, the boys
make plans to ruin the interview. It takes a series of
mishaps to bring all the siblings to their senses.
Book No.:EN4-05976
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #8: HEY WAITER!
Author(s):ZITTER, EMMY
Narrator(s):ROBIN DIAMOND
The Bakers decide to go to the Riley Lake Resort Hotel
for Passover. While Mr. and Mrs. Baker plan on a restful
vacation, their children have plans of their own that
inevitably lead to a chaotic but enjoyable experience.
Book No.:EN4-05979
Title:BY BLOOD DIVIDED
Author(s):ORDE, LEWIS
Narrator(s):FRANCES WALDMAN
After escaping a Russian pogrom in 1903, siblings
Zalman and Rachel are separated. Each believes the
other dead, and their lives unfold in alternating chapters
until they meet 60 years later.
Book No.:EN4-05980
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #1: ON OUR OWN
Author(s):LAZEWNIK, LIBBY
Narrator(s):BETTY SCHWARTZ
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During a spring cleaning project, Mrs. Baker is hurt and
winds up in the hospital. Her children, the Baker's
'dozen,' assure her they can manage until she returns
home. Chaos ensues as some children are lost, some
money disappears, and food goes flyi ng around the
house.
Book No.:EN4-05982
Title:LIVING A JEWISH LIFE: JEWISH
TRADITIONS, CUSTOMS AND VALUES FOR
TODAY'S FAMILIES
Author(s):DIAMANT, ANITA; COOPER, HOWARD
Narrator(s):ELLEN MICHAELS
The authors demonstrate how Jewish tradition, history,
morals, and ethics can be incorporated into a
contemporary lifestyle.
Book No.:EN4-05986
Title:ACTS OF FAITH
Author(s):SEGAL, ERICH
Narrator(s):SYLVIA LEVINSON
A story that centers on the children of Rabbi Luria, head
of the Brooklyn-based Silczer dynasty. Luria's daughter
has an affair with a student-priest while his son leaves
rabbinical school when he becomes a millionaire through
the stock market. Ultim ately, the father and his children
recognize the need for compromise and acceptance.
Book No.:EN4-05987
Title:TAR BEACH
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Author(s):ELMAN, RICHARD
Narrator(s):BILL BUSCHEL
The author depicts a 1947 Brooklyn summer and the
people who spend their days sunbathing on a synagogue
roof. The story is told through the eyes of eight-year-old
Peter who comments on the actions of his parents and
their friends.
Book No.:EN4-05990
Title:BLACKBIRD
Author(s):MEREK, JACK
Narrator(s):JOYCE KARP
General Scott Cartwright, a retired astronaut, must fly
one more mission after an essential spy satellite is
disabled in the Middle East. Complications ensue and
Cartwright finds himself involved with a Jewish pilot, his
Israeli girl friend, an evil CIA director, spies and double
agents, chemical warfare, and nuclear blackmail.
Book No.:EN4-05991
Title:UNINVITED GUEST: AND OTHER JEWISH
HOLIDAY TALES
Author(s):JAFFE, NINA
Narrator(s):ELEANOR SCHWARTZ
A collection of stories that span the Jewish holiday
calendar from Rosh Hashanah to Passover. Based on
traditional sources, the stories demonstrate faith and
ritual throughout the centuries. Includes a brief historical
introduction to each story and a glossary of Hebrew and
Yiddish terms.
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Book No.:EN4-05993
Title:STRANGERS ALWAYS: A JEWISH FAMILY
IN WARTIME SHANGHAI
Author(s):KRASNO, RENA
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
An account of the author's life in the Jewish community
of Shanghai during World War II, that was largely
comprised of refugees from Nazi Europe and Russia.
Krasno also details the history of the Jews in Shanghai
as well as the history of Jewish life under foreign
occupation and the Jewish community's encounters with
other cultures.
Book No.:EN4-05995
Title:OPERATION SHYLOCK
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):SIMON SCHUSTER
In this novel set in Jerusalem, Roth presents two
characters that bear his name: one a famous author, the
other an imposter who impersonates the 'real' Philip Roth
so he can publicize his scheme to lead Jews out of a
doomed Israel to a new diaspora. The book explores the
eternal issue of the Jew in a largely Christian culture.
Book No.:EN4-05997
Title:SOTAH
Author(s):RAGEN, NAOMI
Narrator(s):LYNNE KUSHNER
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Set in the world of ultra-orthodox Jews, the story focuses
on the Reich family's three daughters and how they fare
in the community's crucial rite of passage: marriage. The
drama centers on the devout middle daughter, Dina, and
how she becomes a 'Sot ah,' or a woman suspected of
adultery.
Book No.:EN4-05998
Title:OUT OF THE DEPTHS
Author(s):BRENNER, JOSEPH CHAIM
Narrator(s):BERNARD MANN
A novel about Russian Jewish emigres who toil at a
Yiddish daily newspaper in London. Their plight is
tempered by Abraham Menuhin, an immigrant Jew who
comes to the aid of a pregnant young woman abandoned
by the baby's Russian gentile father.
Book No.:EN4-05999
Title:AMERICAN RHAPSODY: THE STORY OF
GEORGE GERSHWIN
Author(s):KRESH, PAUL
Narrator(s):JUDY BOMBECK
A biography about the life and work of the American
composer. Discusses his musical comedies, popular
songs, symphonic works, and the opera 'Porgy and
Bess.'
Book No.:EN4-06002
Title:DARK STAR
Author(s):FURST, ALAN
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Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERGER
In this depiction of the era of the Stalinist purges,
Russian journalist Andre Szara is forced to become a
Soviet intelligence agent in pre-World War II Europe.
After obtaining vital information, Szara is asked to trade it
to the British for much-nee ded immigration certificates
to then-mandated Palestine.
Book No.:EN4-06003
Title:NEW BEGINNINGS
Author(s):MOSCO, MAISIE
Narrator(s):NINA MENDE
Abraham Patrick, grandson of the Jewish family
matriarch, Marianne, and the son of a Catholic woman,
has begun to question his privileged life and to search
for his own heritage. Meanwhile, his three cousins
wrestle with their destinies as they searc h for their
parents' killers.
Book No.:EN4-06005
Title:FOR LOVE AND DUTY
Author(s):MOSCO, MAISIE
Narrator(s):DANIELLE STANLEY
When her mother dies, Bella Minsky is entrusted with the
care of her younger siblings. Forced to give up her dream
of attending Oxford University, she turns the family
clothing business into an international success.
Book No.:EN4-06006
Title:BROTHERS
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Author(s):BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):NOAH WATERMAN
When his mother and stepfather are killed during the
Stalinist purges, Alex Gordon is smuggled to an aunt in
Brooklyn, New York and his half-brother Dimitri is placed
in a military orphanage in Russia. Dimitri becomes a KGB
killer and Alex joins the CIA in order to wage a lifelong
war against Dimitri and his evil schemes.
Book No.:EN4-06008
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #6: TRAPPED!
Author(s):LAZEWNIK, L.; ZAKON, M.; ZITTER, E.
Narrator(s):ELEANOR SCHWARTZ
The Baker girls are all set to spend their first Shabbos
alone while, across town, the staff of the B.Y. Times is
holding its usual pre-Shabbos meeting. Meanwhile,
weather conditions are deteriorating and soon all the
girls find themselves stranded i n the mansion, trapped
by a raging tornado.
Book No.:EN4-06010
Title:TALES OF THE MASTER RACE
Author(s):HERSHMAN, MARCIE
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
Set in the fictional town of Kreiswald, these narratives
take the reader inside the lives of 'ordinary' German
citizens who catch only glimpses of the changing and
turbulent world around them. Hershman demonstrates
how the corruptions of the Third Re ich managed to filter
into everyday existence.
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Book No.:EN4-06015
Title:JEWS OF SPAIN: A HISTORY OF THE
SEPHARDIC EXPERIENCE
Author(s):GERBER, JANE S.
Narrator(s):CONSTANCE WARSHAWSKY
An examination of the Golden Age of Spanish Jewry, the
tensions between seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
Ashkenazim and Sephardim, and a look at Sephardic
communities in Israel, France, the United States and
Spain in the late twentieth century.
Book No.:EN4-06017
Title:BETWEEN MEMORY AND HOPE
Author(s):ELIE WIESEL
Narrator(s):JUDITH TESSER
Essays that explore themes from the works of the Nobel
prize-winning author by various Jewish and Christian
scholars. Topics include the nature of God, sadness,
silence, horror, and hope.
Book No.:EN4-06018
Title:IF I AM NOT FOR MYSELF...: THE LIBERAL
BETRAYAL OF THE JEWS
Author(s):WISSE, RUTH
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
Despite its retraction, the author views the 'Zionism
equals racism' equation as part of an Arab propaganda
campaign against Israel. Wisse asserts that the ongoing
campaign has caused Americans of all political stripes to
reflexively blame Israel for problems in the Middle East.
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Book No.:EN4-06019
Title:KINDERTRANSPORT
Author(s):DRUCKER, OLGA LEVY
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
A memoir of the author's experiences during the
Holocaust. Taken to England as part of a program to save
German Jewish children in 1939, Drucker did not see her
family again for six years. She recalls her bewilderment
and her struggles to adjust and provides a historical
context for her story.
Book No.:EN4-06025
Title:LION OF JUDAH
Author(s):OSTROVSKY, VICTOR
Narrator(s):MARK KAPLAN
In an effort to protect their Mossad mole, Syrian police
plot to frame Mossad officer Natan Stone. Stone must
uncover the traitor to clear himself and to stop the
terrorist activity that threatens to undermine Middle East
peace talks.
Book No.:EN4-06027
Title:FIMA
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):TAMIR
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A novel in which Efraim 'Fima' Nisan's emotional
disintegration mirrors the breakdown of ethics in Israel.
Nisan has made a mess of his once-promising life and he
nearly goes crazy with moral outrage as he takes on the
conscience of the Israeli natio n.
Book No.:EN4-06029
Title:ZADDIK
Author(s):ROSENBAUM, DAVID
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
A 72-karat diamond is stolen from the dowry of the
Satmar Rebbe's daughter and it is up to ex-New York
detective Dov Taylor to find it. Taylor finds himself
delving into Manhattan's jewelry district and into a
Hasidic neighborhood in Brooklyn as well as reaching
back to his nineteenth-century ancestor for clues to solve
the case.
Book No.:EN4-06030
Title:GOERING'S LIST
Author(s):POLLOCK, J. C.
Narrator(s):BOB HEITMAN
When the son of a former Nazi uses treasures, missing
for nearly fifty years, to fund his secret terrorist
organization, the CIA, the Mossad, and the Russians
team up in an attempt to stop him.
Book No.:EN4-06034
Title:SCHOOL TIES
Author(s):CHIEL, DEBORAH
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Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RICH
The story of David Greene, a Jewish student at an elite
New England prep school, who is torn between his
beliefs and his desire to fit in.
Book No.:EN4-06039
Title:MR. MANI
Author(s):YEHOSHUA, A. B.
Narrator(s):RITA CROSBY
In this novel about six generations of the Mani family, the
author employs mystery, coincidence and fate, as he
gradually discloses the tragedy that haunts every
generation of the family. Arranged in the form of five
conversations, the narrative move s from 1982 to 1848 as
it places its domestic events within a historical context.
Book No.:EN4-06041
Title:DENYING THE HOLOCAUST: THE
GROWING ASSAULT ON TRUTH AND
MEMORY
Author(s):LIPSTADT, DEBORAH E.
Narrator(s):ARLINE KEMPNER
An expose that reveals the worldwide movement of
Holocaust denial and its journals, institutes and
pamphlets. Also unmasked are the deniers' strategy of
distortion, which they use to camouflage their ideology.
Book No.:EN4-06043
Title:IN GOD'S MIRROR: REFLECTIONS AND
ESSAYS
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Author(s):SCHULWEIS, HAROLD M.
Narrator(s):
A compilation of Rabbi Schulweis's writings on topics
which range from the polarities of Jewish ideas to a
critique of the excessive focus on anti-Semitism in
modern Jewish identity. The author also discusses
Jewish holidays and family and interperso nal relations.
Book No.:EN4-06049
Title:TAKE MY LIFE, PLEASE!
Author(s):YOUNGMAN, HENNY; KARLEN, NEAL
Narrator(s):LYNN HIMELFARB
An account of the comedian's life from his birth in
London and his childhood in Brooklyn to his early career
on the Borscht Belt circuit. The book provides details
about Youngman's long career which continued to
flourish even when the comedian was in his 80s.
Book No.:EN4-06050
Title:TERROR IN THE NIGHT: THE KLAN'S
CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE JEWS
Author(s):NELSON, JACK
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERGER
An account of 1960s Mississippi in which Nelson depicts
how assimilated Jewish communities were drawn into the
struggle against the Klan when they became targets and
how they helped the FBI apprehend Klan members. In the
last section, the author disc usses the personal and
professional risks he took to uncover this story.
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Book No.:EN4-06053
Title:ONE EYED KINGS
Author(s):COHEN, WILLIAM S.
Narrator(s):JAMES SPECTOR
In a post-Gorbachev post-Desert Storm era the Russians
are plotting to revive their declining power in the Middle
East. When pro-Israel senator Joshua Stock is murdered
it is up to his friend and fellow senator, Sean Falcone, to
find his killer.
Book No.:EN4-06055
Title:HONOR AMONG THIEVES
Author(s):ARCHER, JEFFREY
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
A mafia/Iraqi conspiracy steals the Declaration of
Independence and sends it to Iraq where Saddam
Hussein plans to barbecue it on July fourth in front of
television cameras. The CIA and the Mossad race the
clock in an attempt to retrieve the document and undo
the damage that was done.
Book No.:EN4-06056
Title:PLAGUE OF DREAMERS
Author(s):STERN, STEVE
Narrator(s):
Stern blends fantasy with realism in these stories: a
Jewish community in Memphis in which a grocer's
assistant can tune into people's dreams; a musician is
obsessed with duplicating Houdini's tricks despite
numerous accidents; and a young thief rebe ls against
his hardworking father by joining a traveling carnival.
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Book No.:EN4-06061
Title:GRIEVOUS SIN: A PETER DECKER/RINA
LAZARUS MYSTERY
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):MARCIA FELDMAN
While in the hospital enjoying the birth of his first child,
Detective Peter Decker is drawn into a mystery when an
infant vanishes from the hospital nursery. When the
nurse who was in charge of the unit disappears as well,
Decker must determine whet her she is a criminal or a
victim herself.
Book No.:EN4-06063
Title:OLIVE TREE
Author(s):STEIN, ARLENE
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFFE
In this epistolary narrative set in Utica, New York, the
author tells the story of a first-generation American
Jewish woman born to immigrant parents.
Book No.:EN4-06066
Title:JEWISH TRAVELERS IN THE MIDDLE
AGES: 19 FIRSTHAND ACCOUNTS
Author(s):ADLER, ELKAN NATHAN, ED.
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXELROTH
In these firsthand accounts, traveling Jewish scholars,
merchants, pilgrims, ambassadors and others offer rare
perspectives on life in Europe, the Near East, and North
Africa in the Middle Ages.
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Book No.:EN4-06069
Title:TONY CURTIS: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author(s):CURTIS, TONY; PARIS, BARRY
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
Curtis tells the story of his transformation from a tough
street kid named Bernie Schwartz who battled antiSemitic gangs to a famous screen personality.
Book No.:EN4-06070
Title:ALL BUT MY LIFE
Author(s):KLEIN, GERDA W.
Narrator(s):MULTIPLE
A moving, evocative account of Klein's Holocaust
experiences. Despite the destruction of her world, Klein
describes how she was able to build a new life.
Book No.:EN4-06071
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #9: THROUGH THICK
AND THIN
Author(s):GARFUNKEL, DEBBY
Narrator(s):SARA BRICKMAN
The Baker kids think their father is going bankrupt and
each child makes plans to earn lots of money and save
the day. Meanwhile, the eye problems of their sister Tikva
are making her feel lonely and left out. Eventually, Tikva
discovers something su rprising about herself while the
children find out a secret about their father.
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Book No.:EN4-06073
Title:EAT AND BE SATISFIED: A SOCIAL
HISTORY OF JEWISH FOOD
Author(s):COOPER, JOHN
Narrator(s):NINA MENDE
A comprehensive and critical history of Jewish food from
biblical times until the present. Cooper also explores the
cuisines of both the Ashkenazic and Sephardic cultures,
discusses what makes certain foods 'Jewish,' and details
the evolution of many traditional dishes.
Book No.:EN4-06074
Title:BUT HE WAS GOOD TO HIS MOTHER: THE
LIVES AND CRIMES OF JEWISH
GANGSTERS
Author(s):ROCKAWAY, ROBERT A.
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFFE
A sanguine look at the murderous world of Jewish gangs
and gangsters in the first half of the twentieth century.
This fact-filled book answers many questions about the
era and about the history of organized crime.
Book No.:EN4-06078
Title:MESHUGAH
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
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A novel by the Nobel prize-winning writer that deals with
a romantic triangle of Miriam, a young Polish immigrant
and Holocaust survivor; Max, a 67-year-old womanizing
investor; and, Aaron, a middle-aged Yiddish newspaper
columnist. The trio are unab le to resolve their moral
dilemmas until they meet after a long separation in Israel.
Book No.:EN4-06083
Title:THEY CALLED HER REBBE: THE MAIDEN
OF LUDOMIR
Author(s):WINKLER, GERSHON
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
The story of Chana Rochel Werbermacher, a woman who
became a Torah scholar and was called 'Rebbe' by many
who sought her advice. Her position became the focus of
great controversy in her shtetl and in the Jewish world at
large.
Book No.:EN4-06096
Title:ISRAEL'S SECRET WARS: A HISTORY OF
ISRAEL'S INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
Author(s):BLACK, IAN; MORRIS, BENNY
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANAU
A history of Israeli intelligence in which the authors
catalogue half a century of the agency's triumphs,
debacles, and infighting.
Book No.:EN4-06100
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Title:DO THEY KEEP KOSHER ON MARS?: AND
OTHER PRESSING QUESTIONS OF
JEWISH LIFE
Author(s):BESSER, JAMES DAVID
Narrator(s):CAROL LOWENSTEIN
A collection from the author's syndicated newspaper
column which strives to provide answers to questions of
general, trivial, and offbeat Jewish interest.
Book No.:EN4-06103
Title:CUTTING ROOM
Author(s):ROSENBERG, ROBERT
Narrator(s):MARILYN PERELMAN
Abraham Cohen, former commander of the Jerusalem
Police, uses his detecting skills in Los Angeles to
determine who murdered Max Broder, a successful
Hollywood producer and a fellow Holocaust survivor.
Book No.:EN4-06112
Title:IN THE SHADOW OF MOLOCH: THE
SACRIFICE OF CHILDREN
Author(s):BERGMANN, MARTIN S.
Narrator(s):
Bregmann analyzes the psychological meaning of
sacrifice and uses the evolution of sacrifice in Greek
tragedy to explore the function of religion in today's
culture.
Book No.:EN4-06113
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Title:IT ALL ADDS UP: FROM THE DIM PAST TO
THE UNCERTAIN FUTURE
Author(s):BELLOW, SAUL
Narrator(s):NITZA WILON
In this collection of essays, Bellow strives to
demonstrate his continuing vigilance and loyalty to
America. The topics of these pieces range from his war
report from Spain in 1948 to his Nobel Prize lecture to his
Forbes article titled, 'There is Si mply Too Much to Think
About.'
Book No.:EN4-06115
Title:THAT YEAR OF OUR WAR
Author(s):GOLDREICH, GLORIA
Narrator(s):
A chronicle of the last year of World War II in the lives of
a large, extended Jewish family. The novel focuses on 15year-old Sharon as she struggles to cope with her
mother's death, her anxiety over her father's safety, and
her own adolescence.
Book No.:EN4-06116
Title:TWILIGHT AND OTHER STORIES
Author(s):HAREVEN, SHULAMITH
Narrator(s):TAMIR
In this collection of stories, the author explores what
separates the real from the imagined in her depictions of
Jerusalem as seen through the eyes of its inhabitants.
Book No.:EN4-06119
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Title:INTERNATIONAL JEWISH SPORTS HALL
OF FAME
Author(s):SEIGMAN, JOSEPH M.
Narrator(s):JOSEPH M. SIEGMAN
This book details the accomplishments of the members
of the International Jewish Sports Hall of Fame, which
was founded in 1980 to honor Jewish sports figures
throughout the world.
Book No.:EN4-06120
Title:MIDWIFE'S ADVICE
Author(s):COURTER, GAY
Narrator(s):ROSE SPANIER
In this sequel to 'The Midwife,' Hannah Sokolow is now
head midwife at Bellevue Hospital. She finds herself
dispensing sexual advice to her impoverished patients as
well as forming an uneasy alliance with feminists and
revolutionaries such as Walter Lippmann and Emma
Goldman.
Book No.:EN4-06121
Title:BLOODY HOAX
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):
This is the story of two school friends, rich gentile Grisha
and Jewish Hershke, who are living in a large city in
czarist Russia. The boys innocently trade identities so
Grisha can understand the suffering of a Jew but the
situation takes a dark tur n when Grisha is accused of a
ritual murder.
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Book No.:EN4-06122
Title:MAN WHO THOUGHT HE WAS MESSIAH
Author(s):LEVIANT, CURT
Narrator(s):
Rabbi Nachman of Bratzlav, the eighteenth-century
leader of a Hasidic sect, is at the center of a variety of
events in this novel. Among his adventures, he travels to
Vienna, to Israel, to Turkey; he is almost persuaded that
he is the Messiah; he los es his ability to read because of
guilt; and, he becomes the confidant of Beethoven.
Book No.:EN4-06131
Title:ARTHUR MILLER AND COMPANY:
ARTHUR MILLER TALKS ABOUT HIS
WORK
Author(s):BIGSBY, CHRISTOPHER, ED.
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
Over the course of ten years, the author conducted an
extended interview with the playwright which he arranged
chronologically for this book.
Book No.:EN4-06133
Title:JEWISH HOME: A GUIDE FOR JEWISH
LIVING
Author(s):SYME, DANIEL B.
Narrator(s):MULTIPLE
Rabbi Syme explains the how and whys of living in a
Jewish home. He includes details and information about
the customs, rituals, legends, and superstitions that have
been passed down through the generations.
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Book No.:EN4-06135
Title:DAYBREAK
Author(s):PLAIN, BELVA
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
After Margaret and Arthur Crawfield bury their son Peter,
it is revealed that he was not their biological son. The
parents of the dead boy, Bud and Laura Rice, are traced
and testing indicates that their son, Tom, is the
Crawfield's. But complication s ensue when the
Crawfields, who are Jewish, discover that Tom and Bud
are racists.
Book No.:EN4-06137
Title:BOOK OF MERCY
Author(s):COHEN, LEONARD
Narrator(s):MARTIN GERBER
A book of contemporary psalms whose tone echoes the
traditional form. The author writes as a man talking to his
maker and the psalms alternately reflect the man's praise
of God as well as his despair, anger, doubt, and trust.
Book No.:EN4-06139
Title:WEED AMONG THE ROSES
Author(s):VOGIEL, EVA
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERGER
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et in 1947 in the English countryside, the book focuses
on a new Jewish girls' high school whose student body
consists mainly of refugees from Europe and English
girls whose own school was destroyed in the Blitz. When
two students disappear under mys terious circumstances
the students, faculty, and local police unite to find them.
Book No.:EN4-06140
Title:HOPE
Author(s):WOUK, HERMAN
Narrator(s):ALEX SAMUELS
Battle scenes and political skirmishes in Israel and
accounts of diplomatic strategy in Washington, D.C.
provide the backdrop for this story of two people and
their fortunes in love and war.
Book No.:EN4-06142
Title:GREEN FIRES: ASSAULT ON EDEN: A
NOVEL OF THE ECUADORIAN
RAINFOREST
Author(s):MUELLER, MARNIE
Narrator(s):DORIA KALT
Annie, a former Peace Corps volunteer in Ecuador, is
Jewish. Her new husband Kai is German and the son of a
former Nazi. They return to Ecuador, and, as they become
involved in the plight of the rainforest, they find
themselves working through their own conflicts.
Book No.:EN4-06144
Title:NO GREATER LOVE
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Author(s):ELLIS, JULIE
Narrator(s):MARION HARRIS
Katie Freeman is determined to fulfill her dreams of a
better life with her childhood sweetheart Harry
Newhouse. They move to Texas despite the ever-present
threat of anti-Semitism and succeed until an unexpected
tragedy threatens to destroy their ma rriage.
Book No.:EN4-06145
Title:ALL MY BEST FRIENDS
Author(s):BURNS, GEORGE; FISHER, DAVID
Narrator(s):MURRAY GLANZ
The comedian describes his life in show business which
started in the 1900s. His story is full of anecdotes about
other show business personalities such as Eddie Cantor,
Sophie Tucker, Al Jolson, Jack Benny, and the Marx
Brothers.
Book No.:EN4-06147
Title:JEWISH BOOK OF COMFORT
Author(s):KAY, ALAN A.
Narrator(s):RABBI BRUCE GOLDWASSER
A book written for those seeking comfort after the loss of
a loved one. Kay combines inspirational readings with
personal reflections to help a mourner grieve.
Book No.:EN4-06151
Title:UNTO THE SOUL
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
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Amalia and her older brother Gad lead a spartan
existence as caretakers of a mountaintop cemetery
consecrated to Jewish martyrs. After Gad seduces
Amalia, she discovers she is pregnant. He begs
forgiveness but his belated atonement cannot prevent
the tragedy that follows.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06154
Title:SLEEPING ON A WIRE: CONVERSATIONS
WITH PALESTINIANS IN ISRAEL
Author(s):GROSSMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):
Grossman reproduces his conversations with Israeli
Arabs from all walks of life in which they commented on
their own society. The author warns of the dangers to
Israel in mistreating this population.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06157
Title:I. L. PERETZ READER
Author(s):WISSE, RUTH R., ED.
Narrator(s):ISABELLE RUBIN
A collection of stories by the Yiddish writer who lived
from 1852 to 1915. Peretz describes growing up Orthodox
in nineteenth-century Poland and depicts grinding
poverty side by side with a belief in miracles and a stoic
acceptance of life's realitie s.© 1991
Book No.:EN4-06160
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Title:CEREMONIES SAMPLER: NEW RITES,
CELEBRATIONS AND OBSERVANCES OF
JEWISH WOMEN
Author(s):LEVINE, ELIZABETH RESNICK, ED.
Narrator(s):EVA YARETT
The author provides Jewish women who want to become
more involved in Jewish ritual with rites that are either
designed for women only or for women and their family
and friends.© 1991
Book No.:EN4-06161
Title:CITIZEN KOCH
Author(s):KOCH, EDWARD I.; PAISNER, DANIEL
Narrator(s):ISABELLE RUBIN
The former New York City Mayor recounts his childhood
as well as his life after the mayoralty, as an attorney,
radio and TV host, movie reviewer, and lecturer.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06162
Title:WRITING OUR WAY HOME:
CONTEMPORARY STORIES BY AMERICAN
JEWISH WRITERS
Author(s):SOLOTAROFF, TED; RAPOPORT, NESSA,
ED
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY SOMMER
A collection of stories all written after 1967 by American
Jewish writers such as Max Apple, Saul Bellow, Lore
Segal, Mark Helprin, Bernard Malamud, and Cynthia
Ozick.© 1992
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Book No.:EN4-06163
Title:KATERINA
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):FLORENCE ELSTER
At age 79 and living alone on her parents deserted farm
Katerina, a Polish housekeeper, narrates her life story in
which she worked for Jewish families, raised her son as a
Jew, and spent 40 years in prison for killing his
murderer.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06166
Title:SOLDIER'S STORY: THE LIFE AND TIMES
OF AN ISRAELI
Author(s):RAFUL, EITAN, M. K., GENERAL
Narrator(s):JEROME BROOKMAN
The true story of one of Israel's military leaders and a
member of the Knesset. Eitan presents a first-hand view
of the development of the nation's survival strategies and
provides descriptions of Israel's most famous battles.©
1992
Book No.:EN4-06168
Title:JEWISH HEROES OF AMERICA:
AMERICAN JEWRY'S HALL OF FAME
Author(s):BRODY, SEYMOUR
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANAU
Brief biographical essays about 101 American Jewish
men and women, focusing on patriots and military
heroes, the first Jewish army chaplain, and sports and
entertainment figures.© 1991
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Book No.:EN4-06172
Title:HOW I FOUND AMERICA: COLLECTED
STORIES
Author(s):YEZIERSKA, ANZIA
Narrator(s):LILLIAN GLIXON
These stories depict the lives of Jewish immigrants on
New York City's Lower East Side. Crushed by hunger,
poverty, hard work, cruel bosses, evictions, loneliness,
and disillusionment, these people resolve to remake their
lives.© 1991
Book No.:EN4-06173
Title:FALSE PROPHET
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):HORENSTEIN, SILVIA
LAPD detective Peter Decker and his wife Rina Lazarus
are involved in a tale of deception, greed and murder
when Decker investigates the rape and robbery of Lilah
Brecht, daughter of film great, Davids Evensong. As the
case expands to cover two homic ides, Decker discovers
the family's secrets.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06175
Title:BEAUTIFUL MRS. SEIDENMAN
Author(s):SZCZPIORSKI, ANDRZEJ
Narrator(s):ZOE LANTELME BELTH
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In this novel, a Jewish woman attempts to escape the
ghetto in Nazi-occupied Warsaw by posing as the wife of
a German officer. After an informer betrays her to the
Gestapo, a group of people conspire to free her during
the ghetto uprising.© 1989
Book No.:EN4-06178
Title:MUSICAL CHAIRS
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, KINKY
Narrator(s):HYLA MELNICK
After three ex-band members die mysteriously, Friedman,
a retired musician turned private eye, solves the crime
with the help of the surviving members of the band and
lots of liquor, espresso, and cigars.© 1991
Book No.:EN4-06180
Title:IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN
Author(s):FROMMER, MYRNA KATZ; FROMMER,
HARVEY
Narrator(s):SYLVIA JACOBS
The authors have interviewed an array of their fellow
Brooklyn born-and-bred who grew up between the eras of
Pearl Harbor and civil rights activism 25 years later. Many
are notable people and most of them are Jewish but no
longer live there.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06182
Title:JEWISH WAY: LIVING THE HOLIDAYS
Author(s):GREENBERG, IRVING, RABBI
Narrator(s):HELEN STEWART
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With deep respect for the pluralism in contemporary
Jewish life, Rabbi Greenberg explains and interprets the
origin and background, ceremonial rituals, and religious
significance of each of the Jewish holidays. He shows
how they relate to one another and to Judaism as a whole
- presenting them within the larger context of living a
Jewish life all year round. The book also includes
extensive sections on the two new holy days - Holocaust
Remembrance Day (Yom HaShoah) and Israel
Independence Day (Y om HaAtzmaut) © 1988
Book No.:EN4-06189
Title:JOURNEY
Author(s):FINK, IDA
Narrator(s):IDA FINK
An exploration of survival during the Holocaust in which
two Jewish sisters, armed only with poorly forged
papers, escape from a Polish ghetto. Posing as
Christians, they go through a series of escapes and
identities and encounter the brutality of th e Nazi
regime.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06190
Title:WAR AND PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST: A
CRITIQUE OF AMERICAN POLICY
Author(s):SHLAIN, AVI
Narrator(s):
The author discusses American policy toward Israel and
the damage it has done to relations between the two
countries.© 1994
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Book No.:EN4-06192
Title:BECOMING A JEW
Author(s):LAMM, MAURICE
Narrator(s):
A book designed for non-Jews who are contemplating
conversion, for those who have already converted, and
for Jews by birth who wish to gain a deeper insight into
their heritage. Includes answers to frequently asked
questions regarding the procedure o f conversion and an
overview of Jewish history, law, and customs.© 1991
Book No.:EN4-06195
Title:LITERARY MURDER: A CRITICAL CASE
Author(s):GUR, BATYA
Narrator(s):ARLENE KEMPER
Two professors of Hebrew Literature from the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem are killed in one weekend. In
order to solve the case, Superintendent Michael Ohayon
must unravel the tangled personal and professional
relationships that bound the victims a nd the suspects to
each other. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-06196
Title:RED HORSEMAN
Author(s):COONTS, STEPHEN
Narrator(s):
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Jake Grafton, director of the Defense Intelligence
Agency, learns that he could be targeted for murder by
the CIA. Then he discovers that he is, in fact, being spied
on, and this complex adventure story that takes place in
the U.S., Europe, and the M iddle East is set in motion.©
1993
Book No.:EN4-06201
Title:DARKNESS AND A LITTLE LIGHT
Author(s):BOBROWSKI, JOHANNES
Narrator(s):MIRIAM BENDER
These stories by the East German poet who died in 1965
reflect his Jewish, German, and Eastern European
ancestry, his sense of displacement, and his yearning for
a vanished way of life more rooted in nature and
tradition. Translated from the German.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06205
Title:LAST IMPRESARIO: THE LIFE, TIMES, AND
LEGACY OF SOL HUROK
Author(s):ROBINSON, HARLOW
Narrator(s):STAN STONE
A biography of Hurok, who rose from a humble beginning
in the Ukraine to become a dominant force in the
entertainment business. Robinson chronicles the facts of
his life and career and demonstrates how Hurok played a
pioneering role in bringing many Soviet Union
performers to U.S. audiences.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06210
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Title:PLACE AMONG THE NATIONS: ISRAEL
AND THE WORLD
Author(s):NETANYAHU, BENJAMIN
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
The author, prime minister of Israel, analyzes Israel's
situation in relation to the Arab world and to the West. He
contends that the Palestinian leadership is hostile to
Israel's existence.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06213
Title:MEMORY OF ALL THAT: THE LIFE OF
GEORGE GERSHWIN
Author(s):PEYSER, JOAN
Narrator(s):SY HOROWITZ
A biography of the composer and songwriter in which the
author offers insights into the man, his music, and the
people around him.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06214
Title:DOUBLE LIFE: THE SHATTERING AFFAIR
BETWEEN CHIEF JUDGE SOL WACHTLER
AND SOCIA
Author(s):WOLFE, LINDA
Narrator(s):MICHELLE ARAGON
Wolfe chronicles the former Chief Judge of New York's
life and the gradual entwining of the lives of his wife, his
lover, and their families. Eventually, Wachtler, who had a
reputation for being dignified and amiable, was arrested
for extortion and t hreatening the lives of his lover and
her daughter, shocking those who knew him.© 1994
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Book No.:EN4-06216
Title:RISE AND FALL OF THE JEWISH
GANGSTER IN AMERICA
Author(s):FRIED, ALBERT
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFFE
The author traces the development of the Jewish
underworld from its origins to its gradual disappearance
after Prohibition. This revised edition contains updated
information on such figures as Meyer Lansky, Bugsy
Siegel and Dutch Schultz.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06217
Title:DEATH IN JERUSALEM
Author(s):BOLAND, JOHN
Narrator(s):SUZANNE WOLFSON
Stockbroker Donald McCarry arrives in Israel to inspect
the company he has been asked to invest in. His host,
Harry Brickman, is immediately kidnapped, and McCarry
discovers that the company is part of a financial scam.
As he waits for news of Brickm an, McCarry sets out to
find out whether he knew about the scam.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06220
Title:CLOSE QUARTERS: A NINA FISCHMAN
MYSTERY
Author(s):PIESMAN, MARISSA
Narrator(s):RITA CROSBY
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While spending a weekend at Fire Island, Nina is
confronted with murder when a house guest is poisoned.
The chief suspect is Nina's new love interest. Because
she believes him to be a 'good catch,' she sets out to find
the real killer.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06225
Title:SMART HEARTS IN THE CITY
Author(s):SOLOMON, BARBARA PROBST
Narrator(s):ANDREA BURROWS
Feisty Katy Becker is involved in a lawsuit with her
brother-in-law whom she believes is cheating her out of a
share of the family estate. Becker provides the voice for
the narrative and the present events are interwoven with
her many reminiscences o f the past.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06229
Title:RABBI'S MANUAL
Author(s):HARLOW, JULES, RABBI, ED
Narrator(s):L. KARPO; K. KAPLAN
This is a revised edition of the 1952 Rabbinical Assembly
Manual. A 'how-to' book for rabbis, it describes the
various rabbinic duties on such occasions as weddings
and funerals.© 1965
Book No.:EN4-06232
Title:JOE PAPP: AN AMERICAN LIFE
Author(s):EPSTEIN, HELEN
Narrator(s):SANDY SKODNIK
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A biography of the theatre director in which Epstein
depicts him as a man who fought for his principles and
inspired intense emotions in others: anger and contempt
as well as love and admiration.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06233
Title:NOBODY'S FOOL: THE LIVES OF DANNY
KAYE
Author(s):GOTTFRIED, MARTIN
Narrator(s):SMALL, HARRY
The life of the comedian who was born David Daniel
Kaminski in Brooklyn in 1913. Kaye describes how he got
his start in summer vaudeville and ultimately made it to
Hollywood and Broadway. He gives credit to his wife,
Sylvia, who wrote his songs and d evised the comic
business that launched his career. Kaye died in 1987.©
1994
Book No.:EN4-06237
Title:SCIMITAR
Author(s):CROWDER, HERBERT
Narrator(s):NITZA WILON
When Palestinians hijack a Chinese IRBM enroute to
Saudi Arabia and then steal chemical/biological
warheads from Iraq, Tel Aviv becomes a missile zone.
Daniella Llewellyn, a Mossad agent, and her husband
track their terrorist quarry from the alleys o f Jerusalem
to the desert of Baluchistan to the skies over Tel Aviv.©
1991
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Book No.:EN4-06238
Title:SPY IN CANAAN: MY LIFE AS A JEWISHAMERICAN BUSINESSMAN SPYING FOR
ISRAEL
Author(s):SCHACK, HOWARD H.; JEFFERS, H. PAUL
Narrator(s):NOAH WATERMAN
Dismayed by Israel's vulnerability during the 1973 Yom
Kippur War, Schack volunteered his services to the
Mossad. Soon, he was posing as a non-Jew, gathering
intelligence in Arab countries from the mid-1970s to the
late 1980s. Schack laces his accoun t with humor and
observations of Arab culture and customs.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06239
Title:SANCTUARY
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):STANLEY STONE
While LAPD detective Peter Decker is investigating the
disappearance of diamond dealer Arik Yalom and his
family, his wife Rina is playing hostess to a friend from
Brooklyn. But when Yalom and his family are found
murdered and Rina's friend disappear s after her
husband is found dead, clues lead Decker and his wife to
Israel.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06241
Title:THEO: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
THEODORE BIKEL
Author(s):BIKEL, THEODORE
Narrator(s):DASHOW, KEN
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The film actor, Broadway star, and folksinger recounts
his life from age 13, when he and his family escaped from
Austria to Israel. He describes his training in the Hebrew
theater, in the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London,
and his move to the U .S. He also discusses his active
political life including his work for Jewish causes.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06246
Title:MATZAH BALL: A PASSOVER STORY
Author(s):PORTNOY, MINDY AVRA
Narrator(s):CORRINE SHAF
Because of Passover, Aaron can't eat his usual fare at the
ballpark. But his friends prefer his Passover food and he
soon finds himself without lunch. A kind stranger
provides some nourishment along with a surprise
ending.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06250
Title:ADAM'S SOUL: THE COLLECTED TALES
OF HOWARD SCHWARTZ
Author(s):SCHWARTZ, HOWARD
Narrator(s):CHARLES KORN
A collection of the author's writings in which Schwartz
provides readers with stories in a variety of styles
including midrashic stories, Jewish folktales, and hasidic
tales.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06256
Title:LEONARD BERNSTEIN
Author(s):BURTON, HUMPHREY
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Narrator(s):DANIELLE STA
A biography of the composer which the author wrote with
the aid of family archives, interviews, and a layperson's
musical knowledge. Burton emphasizes Bernstein's
Jewish heritage and notes how much of his serious
music had Jewish roots.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06257
Title:HILDA AND PEARL
Author(s):MATTISON, ALICE
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
When 11-year-old Frances Levenson finds a pair of baby
shoes hidden in a bureau drawer, she begins to unravel a
secret involving her parents and an aunt and uncle. Told
partly through Frances's voice and partly through
flashbacks, the details emerge, and a seduction, a baby
of disputed parentage and a tragic death are revealed.©
1995
Book No.:EN4-06265
Title:ADDRESS UNKNOWN
Author(s):TAYLOR, KRESSMANN
Narrator(s):GAIL PECK J
In 1932, a Jewish art-gallery owner, Max Eisenstein, bids
farewell to his friend and partner Martin Schulse, who is
returning with his family to Germany. Martin's letters to
Max become increasingly anti-Semitic and when he
refuses refuge to Max's sis ter, she is murdered by the
Nazis. Max takes his revenge through a clever epistolary
ploy.© 1995
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Book No.:EN4-06266
Title:ADVOCATE'S DEVIL
Author(s):DERSHOWITZ, ALAN M.
Narrator(s):ARLENE FRIED
Joe Campbell, Knicks basketball star, is accused of
raping a woman in Cambridge. He engages local attorney
Abe Ringel to defend him and Abe believes he has an
easy case until the concern arises that Campbell is
concealing information. Abe enlists the aid of his mentor,
a lawyer and Talmudic scholar, to resolve the case.©
1994
Book No.:EN4-06268
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #11: THE DO-GOODERS
Author(s):STEIN, AIDEL
Narrator(s):GAIL J. PECK
While seven of the Baker children are engaged in a
contest of sorts in which they are each determined to do
more good deeds than the others, their older sister is
brooding over a mysterious problem at school. Their little
brother is suffering from ni ghtmares and their little sister
has a new tendency to wander away.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06270
Title:HOW TO TALK JEWISH
Author(s):MASON, JACKIE; BERKOW, IRA
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNICK
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Mason, a comedian, and Berkow provide readers with a
guide to 100 Yiddish words, phrases, and expressions.
The book includes pronunciations, definitions, and
examples of usage, along with Mason's humorous
asides.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06273
Title:CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM: THE NEW
CENTURY
Author(s):GILLMAN, NEIL
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
An overview of the key issues, conflicts, and dilemmas
that have forced the Conservative movement to come to
terms with its identity, including the demand to ordain
women, the pressure to accept gay and lesbian rabbis,
and the impact of the Reform an d Orthodox world on
Conservative Judaism.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06277
Title:BLOOD RULES
Author(s):TRENHAILE, JOHN
Narrator(s):ELAINE RIKOO
Oxford professor Colin Raleigh and his son, Robbie, are
enroute to Australia when their plane is hijacked. Raleigh
suspects that his estranged wife, a Lebanese woman
whose family is closely connected with terrorists, is
involved. Robbie discovers tha t his mother is on board,
but so is the Mossad and a confrontation ensues.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06278
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Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #12: THE BAKER FAMILY
CIRCUS
Author(s):ROSE, MIRIAM
Narrator(s):DANIELLE STANLEY
A bas mitzvah should be a joyous event but the Baker
quintuplets are miserable because they cannot agree on
what kind of party to have. Also, Ashi is in trouble at
school and Tikvah feels like she is losing the most
precious thing of all. The Bakers must work through
these problems together.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06280
Title:SLEEPLESS NIGHTS
Author(s):BERGMAN, ANDREW
Narrator(s):ALAN BENJAMI
The story of Bobby Weisglass's emergence into
manhood and his dysfunctional family. His sister Carol is
gorgeous and sexually overcharged; his overprotective
mother makes her Holocaust experiences an excuse for
her behavior; and, his father is a sile nt observer through
it all.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06284
Title:MOON PEOPLE
Author(s):SHULMAN, SONDRA
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
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Between the Jewish High Holy days of Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur, Reenie Richter, a compulsive gambler
who has squandered her family's fortune, obtains $97,000
from a fellow resident of her mother's Miami Beach
condominium. Ariel Zauberman grants he r more cash,
but extracts a heavy price for it.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06287
Title:SLOW THROUGH EDEN
Author(s):GLASCO, GORDON
Narrator(s):HYLA MELNICK
In 1920, David Linz, a Jewish American physicist
studying in Germany marries a German physicist, and,
together, they begin to unlock the secrets of the atom.
David is soon forced to flee Germany with their son and
his journey unfolds as the Allies an d Germany race to
produce the first bomb.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06290
Title:HIDDEN SCROLLS: CHRISTIANITY,
JUDAISM AND THE WAR OF THE DEAD
SEA SCROLLS
Author(s):SILBERMAN, NEIL ASHER
Narrator(s):ARLENE KEMPNER
In this book, the author narrates the story of the
discovery of the scrolls and describes the battle to free
them from the control of a small circle of experts. Based
on his interviews with Scroll scholars, Silberman also
challenges the orthodox inte rpretation of the Dead Sea
Scrolls.© 1994
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Book No.:EN4-06292
Title:TO THE GOLDEN CITIES: PURSUING THE
AMERICAN JEWISH DREAM IN MIAMI AND
LOS ANGELES
Author(s):MOORE, DEBORAH DASH
Narrator(s):ROSE SPANIER
Moore depicts the social, political, and religious
experience of the postwar migrations of Jews who settled
in Miami and Los Angeles. She details life in these
regions and describes the loss of a traditional Jewish
sense of identity and the constant presence of antiSemitism. © 1994
Book No.:EN4-06294
Title:SATURDAY MORNING MURDER: A
PSYCHOANALYTICAL CASE
Author(s):GUR, BATYA
Narrator(s):NITZA WILON
Chief Inspector Michael Ohayon is called in to investigate
the murder of Dr. Eva Neidorf, a senior analyst at the
Jerusalem Psychoanalytic Institute. Clues lead Ohayon
through Jerusalem's commercial district and into the
ranks of the military but it is police detection and
psychoanalysis that reveal the mystery.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06305
Title:PROMISES TO KEEP: ONE MAN'S
JOURNEY AGAINST INCREDIBLE ODDS
Author(s):MICHEL, ERNEST W.
Narrator(s):ESTELLE ADEN
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The author, a Holocaust survivor, recalls his two years in
Auschwitz where, as an orderly, he dealt with victims of
Dr. Mengele's experiments. Escaping during an
evacuation in 1945, Michel befriended an American
soldier who later helped him get a new start in the U.S.
where he served for 42 years as a leader of the UJAFederation.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06310
Title:
Author(s):RUBENSTEIN, RICHARD E.
Narrator(s):DAVID THOMPSON
The story of Yevno Azef, a Russian Jew who was a spy
for the Czarist secret police and at the same time was a
leader of an anti-government terrorist group. Ultimately
exposed in 1909, he fled to Berlin where he died a free
man in 1918.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06316
Title:O, THE GOD I BELIEVE IN
Author(s):HABERMAN, JOSHUA
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYER
The author interviewed 14 distinguished Jews on their
religious beliefs. Included are Cynthia Ozick, Norman
Podhoretz, Adin Steinsaltz, Yesayahu Leibowitz, Arno
Penzias, and Rachel Cowan.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06320
Title:BAR MITZVAH: A JEWISH BOY'S COMING
OF AGE
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Author(s):KIMMEL, ERIC A.
Narrator(s):KAREN KAPLAN, RABBI
A guide to the concepts and rituals of the Bar Mitzvah in
which Kimmel unites storytelling with an understanding
of its religious and cultural aspects. He accommodates
Jewish readers from various backgrounds and includes
first-person accounts of the ceremony.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06321
Title:SACRIFICE OF TAMAR
Author(s):RAGEN, NAOMI
Narrator(s):BETH SHERRY
Tamar Feingold is a happy, chaste young bride in one of
Brooklyn's ultra-Orthodox enclaves. This all changes
when she is raped one night by a black man while she is
caring for her sister's baby. Discovering she is pregnant,
Tamar hides what happened, but a shocking turn of
events ultimately forces Tamar to face the truth.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06322
Title:ESAU
Author(s):SHALEV, MEIR
Narrator(s):TAMIR
The biblical rivalry between Esau and his younger twin
Jacob serves as the prototype for this family saga. The
story is narrated by Esau, who leaves Palestine where he
grew up after his brother Jacob marries the girl he loves
and inherits their fathe r's bakery. The novel shuttles
between the U.S. and Israel from the 1920s till the
1970s.© 1994
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Book No.:EN4-06324
Title:WHILE THE MESSIAH TARRIES
Author(s):BUKIET, MELVIN JULES
Narrator(s):MARK TAFOYA
In this collection of short stories, Bukiet explores the
foibles and predicaments of Jews in America.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06327
Title:HIDDEN CHILDREN: THE SECRET
SURVIVORS OF THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):MARKS, JANE
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
Twenty-three survivors of the Holocaust recount their
experiences as children during the war when many were
separated from their families and forced to hide
themselves or their Jewishness.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06328
Title:ISRAEL'S BEST DEFENSE: THE FIRST
FULL STORY OF THE ISRAEL
Author(s):COHEN, ELIEZER 'CHEETAH'
Narrator(s):JEFF CAPLAN
Cohen, a veteran of air combat in several Israeli wars,
chronicles the Israeli Air Force's successes and misfires
since its founding in the War of Independence. He
introduces leaders and heroes, explains IAF organization
and training and discusses th e IAF shift toward the war
on terrorism.© 1994
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Book No.:EN4-06332
Title:SECRET WAR AGAINST THE JEWS
Author(s):LOFTUS, JOHN; AARONS, MARK
Narrator(s):MICHAEL FLOR
The authors argue that the United States and other
Western democracies have had a covert agenda to
subvert Jewish nationalistic claims throughout the
century. They further their claims by relying on formerly
classified American documents and the reco llections of
many former operatives.
Book No.:EN4-06333
Title:ELLIS ISLAND TO EBBETS FIELD: SPORT
AND THE AMERICAN JEWISH
EXPERIENCE
Author(s):LEVINE, PETER
Narrator(s):MILDRED WEIS
In this book, Levine notes that Eastern European Jews
traditionally honored scholarship and learning over
athletic prowess, but newly-arrived immigrants in
America found their sons enchanted by sports. By the
1920s, Jews took
Book No.:EN4-06334
Title:CARTONS IN THE AIR AND OTHER
STORIES
Author(s):WEINBACH, SHAINDEL
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
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True stories of scholars, scoundrels, shnorrers, sheitel
machers, Rosh Yeshivos and Russian immigrants, set in
old and new Jerusalem, Eastern Europe, the courtyards
of Egypt, Prague, a shtetl in Galicia, a Stalinist prison
camp and the Mirrer Yeshiva h.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06335
Title:TRIAL OF IVAN THE TERRIBLE: STATE OF
ISRAEL VS JOHN DEMJAMJUK
Author(s):TEICHOLZ, TOM
Narrator(s):MERYL ROSENT
A Ukrainian-born Cleveland factory worker, Demjamjuk
was stripped of his U.S. citizenship and deported to Israel
where he stood trial as 'Ivan the Terrible,' sadistic Nazi
butcher of the Treblinka death camp. Demjamjuk claimed
it was a case of mistak en identity, but the evidence as
presented in this study attests to his guilt.© 1990
Book No.:EN4-06337
Title:SONGS OF THE HEART: AN
INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK OF
PSALMS
Author(s):SARNA, NAHUM M.
Narrator(s):JACK LACKS
Through a linguistic-historical analysis of 10 selected
psalms, Sarna seeks to transport the reader back to the
world from which the psalms emerged. His analysis
incorporates the language and thought of the Hebrew
Bible and of other ancient Near East ern languages and
history.
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Book No.:EN4-06342
Title:CINNAMON AND MYRRH
Author(s):GANZ, YAFFA
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
The author was inspired to record her personal strategies
for dealing with life after seeing the shelves of
bookstores filled with titles about how to achieve
personal happiness, self-help and resolve life crises.
Ganz shows how Jewish wisdom plays a part in her
personal outlook and conflict resolutions.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06344
Title:SFORNO: COMMENTARY ON THE TORAH
Author(s):SFORNO, OVADIAH, RABBI
Narrator(s):CANTOR ORNA
A commentary on the Torah by the sixteenth-century
Italian scholar, Rabbi Ovadiah Sforno. Translated from
the Hebrew.© 1989
Book No.:EN4-06349
Title:WAY TO THE CATS
Author(s):KENAZ, YEHOSHUA
Narrator(s):NANCY BARRON
Alone since the death of her alcoholic husband and
crippled by a fall, 76-year-old Yolanda Moscowitz seeks
solace in fellow geriatric hospital patient Lazar Kagan.
After Yolanda returns home, thoughts of approaching
death are ever present, spurred by her manic-depressive
neighbor and an anonymous caller.© 1994
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Book No.:EN4-06350
Title:SOUMCHI: A TALE OF LOVE AND
ADVENTURE
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):TAMIR JBI S
Eleven-year-old Soumchi receives a girl's bicycle from
his uncle. Ignoring the taunts of the neighborhood boys,
he dreams of riding far away. It is when he agrees to
swap the new bicycle for his friend Aldo's new train set
that Soumchi's misadventure s begin.© 1978
Book No.:EN4-06352
Title:OUT OF EGYPT: A MEMOIR
Author(s):ACIMAN, ANDRE
Narrator(s):SYLVIA JACOB
A memoir of the author's life growing up in Alexandria,
Egypt. As a boy, Aciman considered himself French
because his family were Sephardic Jews who had settled
in Egypt and disclaimed the common language. They
concealed their Jewishness when Nasser was in power
and eventually they fled to Paris.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06360
Title:ROOMMATES: MY GRANDFATHER'S
STORY
Author(s):APPLE, MAX
Narrator(s):LEE EHMAN J
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The author depicts his relationship with his grandfather irascible, scrappy Herman 'Rocky' Goodstein - who lives
with Apple as he is growing up and takes over his
troubled family at the age of 105, showing them all how to
survive, how to heal, and how to love.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06367
Title:DEFIANCE: THE BIELSKI PARTISANS
Author(s):TEC, NECHAMA
Narrator(s):RENEE WENGER
This is a history of the Bielski Partisans, a forest
community established in western Belorussia in 1942
which numbered over 1,200 Jews by 1944. Tec discusses
the details of their daily lives, explores the charismatic
leadership of Tuvia Bielski, and outlines the internal
processes and structures of the community.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06368
Title:MRS. TED BLISS
Author(s):ELKIN, STANLEY
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
Ted Bliss has died soon after the Bliss's retirement to
Miami, and thus begins the last stages of Mrs. Ted Bliss's
life on earth. It is a lonely but spirited, comic existence in
a condominium overlooking Biscayne Bay. Countless
retirees will recogniz e themselves in Dorothy Bliss, but
finding her in a novel, who would have thought.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06371
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Title:PLACE WHERE YOU ARE STANDING IS
HOLY: A JEWISH THEOLOGY ON HUMAN
RELATIONS
Author(s):WINKLER, GERSHON; ELIOR, LAMKE
BATYA
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
Winkler, a rabbi, and his wife, Elior, a Judaica scholar
examine what Judaism has to say about our
relationships, with God, with ourselves and with others.©
1994
Book No.:EN4-06380
Title:MAHATMA GANDHI IN A CADILLAC
Author(s):ROSEN, GERALD
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Offered a summer job in Seattle, Danny Schwartz, a
Jewish boy from the Bronx, sets off on the road to
America. On the first day he meets Leslie Schmidt, a
farmer's daughter and musician and soon falls in love.©
1995
Book No.:EN4-06382
Title:RABBI, RABBI
Author(s):KANE, ANDREW
Narrator(s):ROSE SPANIER
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Yakov is a young man fulfilling his family's expectations
in becoming an Orthodox rabbi. Rebecca is a young
woman defying her family's expectations in becoming a
Reform rabbi. As they struggle with their choices, their
story of love, faith and courag e is set in a world altered
by the Holocaust and the formation of the State of
Israel.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06384
Title:BOOK THAT WAS LOST: S.Y. AGNON
Author(s):MINTZ, A., ED.; HOFFMAN, A. G., ED.
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
A collection of stories by the Nobel prize-winning Israeli
novelist. Agnon transforms traditional themes and
sources and writes of community and dislocation,
longing and loss.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06386
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #13: SOMETHING'S
FISHY
Author(s):STEIN, AIDEL
Narrator(s):NITZA WILON
The Baker boys and girls have different ideas about
summers, so for two days they decide to take separate
vacations. Mr. Baker and his sons go fishing in the
mountains while the girls and their mother head for New
York and a shopping spree. Adventure s and
misadventures soon follow.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06388
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Title:COUSINS
Author(s):JAFFE, RONA
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
The story of a wealthy department-store clan once held
together by their summer manse but now scattered
across the country.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06391
Title:'SOULED!' BOOKS I AND II: STORIES OF
STRIVING AND YEARNING
Author(s):TELLER, HANOCH; TABAK, MARSI
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
In these collections of stories, the first book is based on
actual events and real-life experiences while the second
book is filled with Jewish legends and folklore.© 1986
Book No.:EN4-06392
Title:BRIDGE BUILDER'S STORY
Author(s):FAST, HOWARD
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Married only eleven days, American engineering student
Scott Waring and his wife Martha are arrested by the
Gestapo at a Nazi rally. Scott's wife is murdered but he
manages to escape and he returns to the U. S.,
devastated. Eventually he finds that h e can love again.©
1995
Book No.:EN4-06396
Title:HER FACE IN THE MIRROR: JEWISH
WOMEN ON MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS
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Author(s):MOSKOWITZ, FAYE, ED.
Narrator(s):JEAN BASS
A collection of short stories, poems, essays, and novel
excerpts by a variety of Jewish mothers and daughters.
Among the contributors are Grace Paley, Tillie Olsen,
Judith Viorst and Letty Cottin Pogrebin.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06397
Title:CONVERSATIONS ABOUT BERNSTEIN
Author(s):BURTON, WILLIAM WESTBROOK
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
Burton interviewed fellow composers, recording
engineers, orchestra members, singers and other
journalists who knew Leonard Bernstein. He depicts
Bernatein's early promise, his profligate life, his agonies
about insufficient recognition as a composer , and the
self-defeating behavior of his later years.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06399
Title:DISTURBANCE IN ONE PLACE
Author(s):KIRSHENBAUM, BINNIE
Narrator(s):ADELE BORDEN
In a series of graphic sketches, the author depicts a
young Jewish woman who passes her days and nights in
determined promiscuity as she and her random lovers
casually confront their insecurities.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06404
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #15: SORRY ABOUT
THAT
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Author(s):STEINBERG, RUTH
Narrator(s):ARLENE KEMPN
It's back-to-school time for the Bakers and despite the
excitement in the house, some of the children are not
happy. Donny is nervous about first grade, Chezky is
scared of one of his classmates, and Yochie feels left out
of a project. Together, the family helps everyone work out
their problems.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06405
Title:SCHOOM
Author(s):WILSON, JONATHAN
Narrator(s):MARTY GERBER
A collection of stories set largely in Israel and in England
and the United States. Wilson's protagonists are
portrayed at various turning points in their lives acting
out countless human foibles in often humorous and
sometimes sad encounters.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06406
Title:JUSTICE: A PETER DECKER/RINA
LAZARUS NOVEL
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):JERRY O'NEIL
Called to investigate the shocking murder of a high
school's prom queen, detective Peter Decker confronts
the rootless, affluent, sometimes violent teenagers of
Southern California. When a disturbed young man is
identified as the prime suspect, every one is relieved
except for Decker, who comes to a different conclusion.©
1995
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Book No.:EN4-06408
Title:GREAT JEWISH WOMEN
Author(s):SLATER, ELINOR;SLATER, ROBERT
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFFE
Profiles of more than one hundred Jewish women
including Golda Meir, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Nelly Sachs,
Barbra Streisand, Wendy Wasserstein, and Dianne
Feinstein. Each woman's achievements are noted and her
relationship to Judaism is highlighted.© 199 4
Book No.:EN4-06413
Title:LEONARD BERNSTEIN: NOTES FROM A
FRIEND
Author(s):CHAPIN, SCHUYLER
Narrator(s):MARION FELDINGER
A memoir of the composer replete with anecdotes and a
sense of the hard work and dedication that went into
creating the music, and the educational ventures with
which he was involved.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-06415
Title:FORGOTTEN VICTIMS: THE
ABANDONMENT OF AMERICANS IN
HITLER'S CAMPS
Author(s):BARD, MITCHELL G.
Narrator(s):RICHARD HANA
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Based on original documents and interviews with
survivors, the author reveals that Washington officials
knew U.S. citizens were being brutalized and killed in
concentration camps yet did nothing to save them. Bard
describes the fate of Americans caug ht in Europe and
the mistreatment of American military POWs, especially
Jews.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06420
Title:MAN WHO WAS LATE
Author(s):BEGLEY, LOUIS
Narrator(s):JULIET RATNER
Jack, a writer and a Harvard WASP, narrates the story of
his friend Ben, a Harvard-educated Jewish banker who is
unable to confront who he is. An affair with Jack's cousin
brings out Ben's fatal flaw and leads to tragedy.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06423
Title:GEMARAKUP SUPER SLEUTH SERIES:
LOST ON SKULL MOUNTAIN AND OTHER
STORIES
Author(s):ZAKON, MIRIAM STARK
Narrator(s):CHRISTINE WALTERS
Gemarakup, or Yisrael David Finkel, the greatest boydetective, is dangerously lost on skull mountain. Readers
must see if they can solve the mystery and figure out
how to save him in this and in other cases before turning
to the end of the book for Gemarakup's solutions.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06424
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Title:ENTERING JEWISH PRAYER: A GUIDE TO
PERSONAL DEVOTION AND THE WORSHIP
SERVICE
Author(s):HAMMER, REUVEN
Narrator(s):RABBI BRUCE GOLDWASSER
Rabbi Hammer discusses various aspects of Jewish
prayer such as its forms, history, prayerbooks, and daily
order. He covers both Sabbath and holiday prayers, as
well as prayers of mourning. Presenting Orthodox,
Conservative, and Reform options, he of fers practical
advice about private prayer and about choosing a
synagogue.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06425
Title:MIRIAM'S WELL
Author(s):RUBY, LOIS
Narrator(s):MARTY GERBER
Miriam, a fundamental Christian, and Adam, a religious
Jew, hardly know each other until a high school
assignment pairs them up. When Miriam is forced to
enter a hospital for treatment of cancer despite the
teachings of her religions, Adam's father, a lawyer,
agrees to represent her in her court battle.© 1993
Book No.:EN4-06426
Title:JEWISH RENEWAL: A PATH TO HEALING
AND TRANSFORMATION
Author(s):LERNER, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):ELLEN MICHAE
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Lerner, editor of the liberal Jewish magazine Tikkun, taps
the roots of Jewish tradition through a close reading of
the Torah, Talmud and Old Testament. He then outlines a
plan for Jewish renewal that combines commitment to
family, community and trad ition with a 'revolutionary
conception' of a passionate God.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06427
Title:CLOSING TIME: THE SEQUEL TO CATCH22
Author(s):HELLER, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERG
Heller's sequel shares with his World War II saga a
surreal sense of the absurd and of the fatuity of most
human institutions. The wartime buddies are old men
now, but they find 1990's civilian life as absurd as the old
Air Force days. There are flas hbacks to the war as well
to thrilling moments in their lives.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06428
Title:MEMORABLE ENCOUNTERS: A TORAH
PIONEER'S GLIMPSES OF GREAT MEN
AND YEARS OF CHALLENGE
Author(s):KAMINETSKY, JOSEPH, DR
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMM
The author writes about the challenge of being the
national director of Torah Umesorah and his attempt to
establish a yeshiva or day school in every Jewish
community of five thousand or more. Kaminetsky also
discusses the men who inspired him, his co lleagues,
and his opponents who failed to break him.© 1995
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Book No.:EN4-06430
Title:WHO BY FIRE
Author(s):ABRAMSON, CHAYA M.;
TSCHOLKOWSKY, E.
Narrator(s):HARRIET SEIDMAN
The story of a young mother who was badly burned while
rescuing her small children and grandmother from their
blazing apartment. The book also details the community's
support and describes Abramson's faith which enabled
her to withstand the emotional and
Book No.:EN4-06431
Title:JERUSALEM: BATTLEGROUNDS OF
MEMORY
Author(s):ELON, AMOS
Narrator(s):WILLIAM GREV
How did a small city that is impossible to defend from
attack, lies far from any key trade routes and has never
boasted an essential commercial or strategic reason for
being capture the imagination of the three major
religions? Elon explores this mys tery in his study of
Jerusalem.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06433
Title:HERE AND NOW
Author(s):COHEN, ROBERT
Narrator(s):BECK, MARILYN
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When Sam Karnish meets a hasidic couple on an
airplane, they prove a welcome diversion in his life.
Eventually he becomes completely involved with them,
even though he discovers they are not exactly what they
appear to be. Sam soon finds himself risk ing his future,
his principles, and even his life for the hasidic wife.©
1996
Book No.:EN4-06434
Title:BAGHDAD MISSION
Author(s):ROSEN, SIDNEY; ROSEN, DOROTHY
Narrator(s):HERBERT ABRAHAM
A story set in 800 C.E. about a young noble stowaway on
a Jewish merchant ship, seeking refuge and vengeance
against his father's murderer.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06436
Title:MAZEL
Author(s):GOLDSTEIN, REBECCA
Narrator(s):RABBI KAREN
For Sasha Saunders born in a Polish shtetl and now a
sophisticated New Yorker, mazel is the predominant
factor in her life. Goldstein depicts the heady excitement,
the intellectual ferment and the cultural vigor of shtetl life
in Warsaw before the wa r and the complexities of New
York Jewish community life.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06438
Title:PRINCE OF WEST END AVENUE
Author(s):ISLER, ALAN
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Narrator(s):JAMES SPECTO
Otto Korner, a retiree in an upper Manhattan retirement
home, ruminates on his and his fellow retirees' sexual
escapades, feuds and political debates, and flashbacks
to his life as a young emigre German poet in Zurich after
the war.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06444
Title:KIDNAPPED AND THE RANSOMED: THE
NARRATIVE OF PETER AND VINA ST
Author(s):PICKARD, KATE E. R.
Narrator(s):MIRIAM FRIEDMAN ALIMONOS
riginally published in 1856, this is the recollection of
Peter Still, a black slave. He was stolen as a child from
his home, forced to be a slave for more than forty years,
and finally freed with the help of two Jewish brothers. It
is the only ninete enth century slave narrative showing
Jewish participation in the antislavery movement.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06449
Title:FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T BELIEVE:
OVERCOMING THE OBSTACLES OF FAITH
Author(s):SCHULWEIS, HAROLD M.
Narrator(s):EDITH FRIEDMAN
Rabbi Schulweis addresses the major hurdles to belief in
the late twentieth century and attempts to help readers
understand the role of prayer, miracles, and divine
revelation in their lives.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06451
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Title:NOT BY THE SWORD: HOW A CANTOR
AND HIS FAMILY TRANSFORMED A
KLANSMAN
Author(s):WATTERSON, KATHRYN
Narrator(s):JANET KALISH
Larry Trapp, Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan in
Nebraska, harassed Jews, Asians, and African
Americans. But one of his targets, Cantor Michael Eisser,
managed to turn Trapp around. Trapp became a convert
to Judaism, lectured against his former cause s, and
lived with the Weissers until his death.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06453
Title:AHARON APPELFELD: THE HOLOCAUST
AND BEYOND
Author(s):RAMRAS-RAUCH, GILA
Narrator(s):RACHEL KRUSKAL
An analysis of Appelfeld's novels and short story
collections. The author examines Appelfeld's personal
disengagement in his fiction and his need to plumb the
roots of a lost Jewish past.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06468
Title:BLUE MOUNTAIN
Author(s):SHALEV, MEIR
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY SOMMER
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Baruch Shenkar, an Israeli mortician whose parents were
killed by Arab terrorists when he was a child, reflects on
the people he has buried and mulls over questions that
still haunt him. Did Grandfather Yaakov kill Grandmother
Feyge? Why did Uncle Ef rayim disappear? Shalev's
characters depict the birth of a nation.© 1991
Book No.:EN4-06472
Title:100 YEARS, 100 STORIES
Author(s):BURNS, GEORGE
Narrator(s):FRANK SWEENEY
George Burns' career spanned the history of modern
show business. He starred in vaudeville, radio, television,
the movies, and the recording industry and on the
nightclub stage. Here he delivers humorous anecdotes
on his life and career.© 1996
Book No.:EN4-06477
Title:MR. VERTIGO
Author(s):AUSTER, PAUL
Narrator(s):JEANNE LINDE
In 1924, Walt, a foulmouthed, badly-abused 9-year-old, is
picked from a St. Louis gutter by the mysterious Master
Yehudi who promises to teach him how to fly. This story
oscillates between fantasy and real time, covering a large
chunk of American his tory.© 1994
Book No.:EN4-06478
Title:STRANGE ATTRACTORS
Author(s):GOLDSTEIN, REBECCA
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Narrator(s):MELINDA DAVIS
A collection of stories that explores the interactions of
thought and feeling, mind and heart, to reveal the deep,
mysterious ties between seemingly unrelated lives.©
1993
Book No.:EN4-06480
Title:GOD WAS NOT IN THE FIRE: THE SEARCH
FOR A SPIRITUAL JUDAISM
Author(s):GORDIS, DANIEL
Narrator(s):MARK YOHALEM
Gordis explores the spiritual renewal of Judaism through
the central texts of Judaism, rituals, the commandments,
prayer and ethics. He concludes that Judaism's
intellectual openness, its ethical rigor and ritual power
guarantee the transmission of t radition. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06481
Title:COVER STORY
Author(s):CULLEN, ROBERT
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RICH
Journalist Colin Burke is covering the Middle East peace
talks in Moscow when he receives a hot tip from a
mysterious, seductive Israeli operative. Burke becomes
enmeshed in a harrowing story involving Syrian and
Russian nuclear scientists, entering a world where the
one person you trust will be the first to betray you. ©
1995
Book No.:EN4-06484
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Title:WIESENTHAL FILE
Author(s):LEVY, ALAN
Narrator(s):BEATRICE DAV
Account of Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal's life and work.
Levy concludes that Wiesenthal's exposure of former UN
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim's activities during the
Nazi era cost Waldheim a Nobel Peace Prize. © 1994
Book No.:EN4-06486
Title:PURIM WITH BINA, BENNY AND CHAGGAI
HAYONAH
Author(s):GANZ, YAFFA
Narrator(s):MARK SIMON
A child's eye view of Purim. Welcome to the city of
Shushan! It's time for a Purim tour with Bina, Benny and
Chaggai, the holiday dove. In Shushan, nothing is what it
seems, and nothing turns out the way you think. But of
course Chaggai knows what wi ll happen from the very
beginning and so will you, once you've read the story. ©
1991
Book No.:EN4-06490
Title:BLACK CROSS
Author(s):ILES, GREG
Narrator(s):RAY FAIOLA
The British are determined to stop Nazi development of
two poison gases in a small concentration camp. To this
end they choose a pacifist American doctor and a Zionist
assassin to destroy the entire camp, Nazis, laboratories
and victims included. © 1 995
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Book No.:EN4-06491
Title:BROKEN COVENANT: AMERICAN
FOREIGN POLICY AND THE CRISIS
BETWEENTHE US & ISRAEL
Author(s):ARENS, MOSHE
Narrator(s):EVA YARETT
Arens, Likud Party foreign minister from 1988-1990,
worked closely with Yitzhak Shamir to return the
country's policies to a more conservative focus.
Although Arens is highly critical of the Palestinian-Israeli
peace accord, he is especially critical of interference in
Israel's domestic policies by the United States. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06495
Title:ROMANCE READER
Author(s):ABRAHAM, PEARL
Narrator(s):BARBARA JUST
Story of a young girl's coming-of-age in an ultraorthodox
Hasidic home. Rachel, the eldest of six children, yearns
for some of the forbidden fruits of the secular world she
learns about from romance novels. She agrees to an
arranged marriage, but whe n the match goes awry, her
solution is bittersweet. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06498
Title:SURVIVORS
Author(s):FEINSTEIN, ELAINE
Narrator(s):ESTHER GERST
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This novel follows the fortunes of two Russian Jewish
families who settle in Liverpool at the turn of the century.
One Orthodox and the other liberal, the families' fates
become intertwined as they live through two world wars,
the Depression, and the rise of British fascism. © 1991
Book No.:EN4-06500
Title:THIS WAY FOR THE GAS, LADIES AND
GENTLEMEN
Author(s):BOROWSKI, TADEUSZ
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
The author, a concentration camp survivor, shows how
atrocious crimes become an unremarkable part of a daily
routine. Prisoners eat, work, sleep and fall in love a few
yards from where other prisoners are systematically
slaughtered. The will to survi ve overrides compassion,
and the line between the normal and abnormal vanishes.
© 1967
Book No.:EN4-06501
Title:1920 DIARY
Author(s):BABEL, ISAAC
Narrator(s):GEORGE ROBINSON
Published in English for the first time, this slender work
records Isaac Babel's experiences as a correspondent
during the Russo-Polish War (1919-1920). Most entries
are brief, telegraphic notes to spur the memory and
evoke scenes or people to be des cribed later. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06502
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Title:MURDER AT CITY HALL
Author(s):KOCH, EDWARD I.
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
'Ridiculous!' proclaims Hizzoner when he finds himself
on the N.Y.P.D.'s list of prime suspects. Drawing on his
wide circle of friends, in and out of City Hall, Koch fights
to clear his name while running the city and secretly
following a crime trail that stretches from Grand Army
Plaza to the West Side railroad yards. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06503
Title:LITTLE BLACK BOX: PART ONE - TOP
SECRET
Author(s):LAZEWNIK, LIBBY
Narrator(s):MARK TAFOYA/
A group of top-notch scientists from all over the world
are getting together for a special conference at a
luxurious Catskills resort. But something more is
brewing. Shraga Morgenstern and Pinny Katz travel to
the hotel with their scientist fathers a nd a secret
weapon, never dreaming of the perils that lie in wait for
them. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06504
Title:ELIJAH VISIBLE
Author(s):ROSENBAUM, THANE
Narrator(s):CONRAD WOLFS
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In this debut collection of nine interlinked stories
featuring disaffected lawyer Adam Posner, the author, a
child of Holocaust survivors, portrays Jews anguishing
over religious identification and family fragmentation. ©
1996
Book No.:EN4-06507
Title:DOV DOV AND THE MONEY TREE: AND
OTHER STORIES
Author(s):WEINBERG, YONA
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAP
Share the emotions as Dov Dov and the other children
who inhabit his world face challenging life
circumstances, such as aged invalids, handicapped
individuals and natural disasters, and welcome joyous
occasions as well. © 1990
Book No.:EN4-06509
Title:INVISIBLE LINES OF CONNECTION:
SACRED STORIES OF THE ORDINARY
Author(s):KUSHNER, LAWRENCE
Narrator(s):ALYCE DOMENI
Through his everyday encounters with family, friends,
colleagues and strangers, Kushner takes us deeply into
our own lives, finding flashes of spiritual insight in the
process. He demonstrates how otherwise ordinary
moments can actually be touchstone s for the sacred. ©
1996
Book No.:EN4-06512
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Title:LIVING WITH KIDS: PARENTS AT THEIR
BEST
Author(s):ADAHAN, MIRIAM
Narrator(s):MARILYN PERE
Suggestions and workable solutions for parents on many
family problems. © 1994
Book No.:EN4-06513
Title:I AM SPOCK
Author(s):NIMOY, LEONARD
Narrator(s):DAVID THOMPSON
Nimoy gives us insight into the creative process and the
actor's craft, and gives his own insider's view of the
creation of the Star Trek phenomenon. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06515
Title:HE, SHE, AND IT
Author(s):
Narrator(s):PIERCY, MARGE
Shira Shipman, a 'psychoengineer' in the 21st century,
returns to Tikva, her hometown, after the loss of her son
in a custody battle. Expecting comfort and some of
Grandma's chicken soup, she finds instead that Grandma
Malkah, a brilliant computer pr ogrammer, needs her help
in battling 'information pirates.' © 1991
Book No.:EN4-06523
Title:AND YOU SHALL BE A BLESSING: AN
UNFOLDING OF THE SIX WORDS THAT
BEGIN EVERY BRAKHA
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Author(s):GRISHAVER, JOEL LURIE
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
Grishaver looks at the first six words that begin every
blessing and discovers in them a key to a deep
understanding of Jewish prayer in general, at the same
time offering a profound grasp of the Jewish view of life
itself. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-06525
Title:LETTERS FROM RIFKA
Author(s):HESSE, KAREN
Narrator(s):MARCI GORDON
Rifka knows nothing about America when she flees
Russia with her family in 1919. Throughout her journey,
she carries a cherished volume of poetry by Alexander
Pushkin in which she records her observations and
experiences in the form of letters to Tov ah, the beloved
cousin she has left behind in the Old Country. Based on a
true story. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06527
Title:ALTERNATE SIDES: A NINA FISCHMAN
MYSTERY
Author(s):PIESMAN, MARISSA
Narrator(s):BARBARA JUST
Legal services lawyer Nina Fischman investigates the
death of a doorman found slain in her boyfriend
Jonathan's car. Nina's angst over moving in with
Jonathan and her description of the minutiae of parking
in New York City make an amusing framework f or this
mystery. © 1995
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Book No.:EN4-06528
Title:SPIELBERG: THE MAN, THE MOVIES, THE
MYTHOLOGY
Author(s):SANELLO, FRANK
Narrator(s):WILLIAM GREV
Sanello gives behind-the-scenes stories about the
making of each of Steven Spielberg's films, as well
details of the filmmaker's his personal life, his emerging
sense of Jewish identity and the making of the Holocaust
film 'Schindler's List,' for whi ch he won an Oscar as best
director. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06532
Title:WALKING HUMBLY WITH GOD: THE LIFE
AND WRITINGS OF RABBI HERSHEL
JONAH MATT
Author(s):MATT, DANIEL C., ED.
Narrator(s):JEROME BROOK
Edited by his son, the book presents the life and writings
of Rabbi Hershel Jonah Matt (1922-1987), who was noted
for his devotion to service and his emphasis on opening
oneself to the spiritual dimension of Judaism. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-06534
Title:COLOR OF WATER: A BLACK MAN'S
TRIBUTE TO HIS WHITE MOTHER
Author(s):MCBRIDE, JAMES
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMA
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James McBride grew up one of 12 children of a black
minister and a white mother in a Brooklyn housing
project. In this moving memoir in which McBride
recounts his embarrassments and strains, his mother,
born an Orthodox Jew, tells the story of her ow n past, a
story James McBride did not learn until he was an adult.
© 1996
Book No.:EN4-06536
Title:LIEBERMAN'S LAW
Author(s):KAMINSKY, STUART
Narrator(s):
When a synagogue is defaced and a Torah stolen aging
Chicago cop Abe Lieberman takes it personally; it's his
shul and his wife is the president. Abe is also battling a
Korean gang and his own family problems as he hits the
trail of a perverse allianc e of white skinheads and Arab
militants. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06537
Title:BACK OF BEYOND: A BAR MITZVAH
JOURNEY
Author(s):WAYSMAN, DVORA
Narrator(s):
Danny is Jewish. He is going to have a Bar Mitzvah
celebration with lots of dancing and singing, and
presents. Muri is Aborigine. He is about to initiate Danny
into his manhood ceremony. It also has lots of dancing
and singing, and presents. And one more thing...Blood! ©
1996
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Book No.:EN4-06539
Title:JEWISH MYSTICISM: AN ANTHOLOGY
Author(s):COHN-SHERBOK, DAN
Narrator(s):ELLEN WERTHE
In this engrossing introduction to the study of Jewish
mysticism, Cohn-Sherbok presents nearly two hundred
thoroughly annotated excerpts from the greatest mystics.
© 1996
Book No.:EN4-06540
Title:KING OF COMEDY: THE LIFE AND ART OF
JERRY LEWIS
Author(s):LEVY, SHAWN
Narrator(s):JERRY O'NEIL
The author interviewed comedian Jerry Lewis extensively
for this penetrating but unauthorized biography. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06542
Title:SUMMING UP: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author(s):SHAMIR, YITZHAK
Narrator(s):FAITH GARFIELD
In this frank autobiography, Israel's former prime minister
defends his party's hard-line policies, recalls his exploits
as a Mossad intelligence agent and as a foreign minister
and gives an insider's account of the Israeli Air Force's
destruction of an Iraqi nuclear facility in 1981. © 1994
Book No.:EN4-06544
Title:MIDRASH FOR BEGINNERS
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Author(s):GOLDBERG, EDWIN C.
Narrator(s):HARRY GARTEN
In this brief study, Goldberg uses a Midrash to introduce
readers to the power of interpretation for expanding the
meaning of biblical stories. He focuses on the story of
Joseph and contrasts his own midrashim with both the
biblical narrative and Gen esis Rabbah (traditional
midrashic work on Genesis). © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06552
Title:ONE POLICE PLAZA
Author(s):CAUNITZ, WILLIAM J.
Narrator(s):FRANK SWEENEY
The book begins with a nude corpse in a bathtub. For
New York detective Lt. Dan Malone, it's all in a day's
work. Soon he's neck deep in a mystery involving the
Mossad, Muslim extremists, the U.S. Army and the NYPD.
© 1984
Book No.:EN4-06553
Title:TIMEBENDS: A LIFE
Author(s):MILLER, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
With passion, wit and candor, Miller recalls his childhood
in Harlem and Brooklyn, his successes and failures in the
theater and Hollywood and the formation of his political
beliefs, which eventually brought him into confrontations
with the U.S. gove rnment. © 1985
Book No.:EN4-06560
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Title:WONDER CHILD: AND OTHER JEWISH
FAIRY TALES
Author(s):SCHWARTZ, HOWARD; RUSH, BARBARA
Narrator(s):JAY LILKER
A collection of Jewish fairy tales from all over the world
which appeal to children of all ages. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06564
Title:ARE WE ON THE AIR?: THE HILARIOUS,
SCANDALOUS CONFESSIONS OF A T.V.
PIONEER
Author(s):LEBOW, GUY
Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
Memoirs of the owner of a New York radio station who
has also been an investigative reporter, sportscaster, talk
show host and an actor in a Woody Allen film. © 1992
Book No.:EN4-06570
Title:MAKING OF A JEW
Author(s):BRONFMAN, EDGAR M.
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
Bronfman, the president of the World Jewish Congress
since 1981 and the chairman of the Seagram Corporation,
reflects on his rejection of Judaism as a young man and
his complete turnaround in recent years. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06573
Title:ABOUT SCHMIDT
Author(s):BEGLEY, LOUIS
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMAN
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A patrician lawyer in love, his yuppie daughter and her
Jewish fiancee play parts in this novel set amidst a
fading WASP society and rising new fortunes in New
York and the Hamptons. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06574
Title:SHOVEL AND THE LOOM
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, CARL
Narrator(s):MIMI GREENSTEIN
Chaya, an atheistic Belgian philosophy student who is
the daughter of Holocaust survivors, works as a nanny
taking care of 3-year-old Simcha, a hasidic boy. Her
'inexplicable' love for the boy ignites her interest in
Jewish tradition and the search f or what it means to be a
Jew. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06577
Title:SILENTS
Author(s):ABRAMS, CHARLOTTE
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
This is a story of life during the Depression. It is also an
account of two deaf Jewish parents who tried to provide
a 'regular' life for their children. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06583
Title:FAMILY CONNECTION: UNDERSTANDING
YOUR LOVED ONES
Author(s):ADAHAN, MIRIAM
Narrator(s):RENEE GOODSTEIN
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The author discusses problems that could disrupt family
relationships, such as sibling rivalry, the father's role,
critical children and divorce. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06584
Title:GHOST STORIES
Author(s):BRONER, E. M.
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY SOMMER
Death does not resolve the emotion, anger, and tension
between Leila, a middle-aged, professional Jewish
woman, and her mother. At a Friday night synagogue
service Leila discovers her mother's ghost sitting beside
her and for the next 11 months, the women talk, trying to
reconcile their differences. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06585
Title:JEWS OF EGYPT: FROM RAMESES II TO
HADRIAN
Author(s):MODRZEJEWSKI, JOSEPH MELEZE
Narrator(s):MARK YOHALEM
A history of the people of Israel in the land of Egypt, from
its biblical beginnings under the Pharaohs to its peak
under the Ptolemies, followed by its rapid decline and
catastrophic disappearance under Roman rule. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06586
Title:HAROLD ARLEN: RHYTHM, RAINBOWS
AND BLUES
Author(s):JABLONSKI, EDWARD
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
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The author draws on family documents and memorabilia
for this biography of Harold Arlen, from bandleader to
Broadway composer. The book conveys a sense of the
inner workings of the music business at that time. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06589
Title:SMALL WORLDS
Author(s):HOFFMAN, ALLEN
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
Set in the Russian-controlled Polish town of Krimsk in
1903, this tale evokes the lost world of Eastern European
Jewry, with its daily life, its mysticism, laws, folk
superstitions and anti-Czarist socialism. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06591
Title:HOUSE OF MOSES ALL-STARS
Author(s):ROSEN, CHARLEY
Narrator(s):JERRY O'NEIL
A novel about a young Jewish basketball player
struggling to realize his dreams amid the turmoil of the
Great Depression. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06593
Title:ARROGANT BEGGAR
Author(s):YEZIERSKA, ANZIA
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAPPOPORT
First published in 1927, this is a novel of social
commentary about Jewish class and ethnic tensions. The
book brings to life the teeming activity of New York's
Lower East Side. © 1996
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Book No.:EN4-06594
Title:TURQUOISE TATTOO
Author(s):JACOBS, NANCY BAKER
Narrator(s):RHODA KAHN
As Dr. Benjamin Levy's child lies dying of leukemia, Levy
hires a detective to locate a child he fathered as a sperm
donor when he was a medical student, to try to find a
match for a bone marrow transplant. But the child turns
out to be the son of a member of the Aryan Supremacy
Party. Murder and intrigue ensue. © 1991
Book No.:EN4-06596
Title:FAMILY MARKOWITZ
Author(s):GOODMAN, ALLEGRA
Narrator(s):ARLINE KEMPNER
In this novel, Goodman portrays an American Jewish
family through comic, interlocking stories that probe the
questions of Jewish identity. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06597
Title:KIDS SPEAK
Author(s):WALDER, CHAIM
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAPPOPORT
This compilation of essays by children ages 8 to 13
reveals their fears, struggles in school and their
emotional conflicts. It provides insight into the reasons
behind their scholastic problems and social
relationships. © 1994
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Book No.:EN4-06600
Title:RAISING CHILDREN TO CARE: A JEWISH
GUIDE TO CHILDREARING
Author(s):ADAHAN, MIRIAM
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
This is a guide to helping Jewish parents train
themselves and their children to become caring, selfdisciplined, and responsible people. © 1988
Book No.:EN4-06605
Title:WILDER TIMES: THE LIFE OF BILLY
WILDER
Author(s):LALLY, KEVIN
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Lally, managing editor of the movie industry magazine
"Film Journal International," offers a comprehensive
examination of Wilder's career in films, and an
exploration of how the filmmaker's personality affected
his art. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06608
Title:ECHOES FROM THE HOLOCAUST: A
MEMOIR
Author(s):KIMMELMAN, MIRA RYCZKE
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERGER
This is the memoir of Mira Ryczke Kimmelman, who, at
the age of 16, was forced by Nazi troops to leave her
childhood home in Poland. Over the next five years she
survived the Warsaw ghetto, three concentration camps
and a death march. © 1996
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Book No.:EN4-06611
Title:OUT OF THE ASHES
Author(s):MOSCO, MAISIE
Narrator(s):SYLLA HASKEL
When her husband dies, Marianne directs her energies to
her career as a successful author. But soon she finds
herself stepping into her grandmother's shoes as
matriarch of a proud but troubled family. © 1989
Book No.:EN4-06612
Title:HOW GOOD DO WE HAVE TO BE?: A NEW
UNDERSTANDING OF GUILT AND
FORGIVENESS
Author(s):KUSHNER, HAROLD, RABBI
Narrator(s):AMY S. GOLDBERGER
A new interpretation of Adam and Eve's quest for
knowledge and their subsequent fall from grace. Kushner
contends that the eating of the fruit from the Tree of
Knowledge was not an act of disobedience but a
courageous step toward spiritual self-reali zation. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06613
Title:HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN AMERICA
Author(s):SACHAR, HOWARD M.
Narrator(s):LYNN HIMELFARB
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This monumental yet vibrantly detailed history chronicles
Jewish life in America from early settlement in New
Amsterdam in 1654 to the efforts to resettle Russian
Jews in the United States in the 1980s. The narrative also
deals with acculturation and a reaffirmation of identity in
face of anti-Semitism. © 1992
Book No.:EN4-06614
Title:LIFE DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER THAN
THIS: THE HOLINESS OF LITTLE DAILY
DRAMAS
Author(s):ALPER, ROBERT A.
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
Through forty appealing narratives, a rabbi-turned- standup comic illustrates how spiritually uplifting moments
can occur at any time. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06616
Title:THAT DAY THE RABBI LEFT TOWN
Author(s):KEMELMAN, HARRY
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNICK
Rabbi Small has resigned as rabbi of Barnard's
Crossing's temple and accepted a professorship at
Windemere College. The body of an English professor is
found in a snowdrift. Heart attack? Rabbi Small thinks
not, for a man as sublimely self-interested as Professor
Kent must have racked up many a grudge. And, as usual,
the rabbi is right. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06620
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Title:HANG TIME
Author(s):CHAFETS, ZEV
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
Detroit Pistons Coach Dawkins and players Holliman and
Bannion are mistakenly identified as members of a
Zionist contingent and abducted by a terrorist group.
Holliman's brother, a former cop, flies to Israel to work
out a plan to free the hostages. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06621
Title:PRAYERS FOR THE DEAD
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):ELLEN WERTHEIM
When celebrated heart surgeon Azor Sparks is murdered,
Lieutenant Peter Decker and his team of detectives work
overtime to unravel the mystery. The deeper they probe,
the more murky the case grows. To further complicate
the investigation, old secrets are resurrected. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06622
Title:JEW IN THE LOTUS: A POET'S
REDISCOVERY OF JEWISH IDENTITY IN
BUDDHIST INDIA
Author(s):KAMENETZ, ROGER
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
Kamenetz, a poet and professor of English, accompanied
a group of eight Jewish leaders to Dharamin in October
1990 for an interfaith exchange with the Dalai Lama and
other Tibetan Buddhist leaders. Inspired by the
encounter both as a human being and as a Jew, he draws
interesting parallels between the two faiths. © 1995
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Book No.:EN4-06626
Title:AM I A MURDERER?: TESTAMENT OF A
JEWISH GHETTO POLICEMAN
Author(s):PERECHODNIK, CALEL
Narrator(s):MARTIN WALDMAN
Hoping his uniform would protect his family, 27-year-old
agronomist Perechodnik joined the ghetto police during
World War II only to find himself participating in the
August 1941 extermination of the Jews, including his
family. He committed suicide i n 1944, but left this
disturbing memoir for others to read.
Book No.:EN4-06627
Title:ALL FOR THE BOSS: THE LIFE AND
IMPACT OF YAAKOV YOSEF HERMAN
Author(s):SHAIN, RUCHOMA
Narrator(s):MARK YOHALEM
The story of a man who, in the complexity of the New
World, chose to adhere to his age-old religion. Out of his
love for Torah, he became a great educator and infected
others with his dedication and enthusiasm. © 1984
Book No.:EN4-06628
Title:MANNY
Author(s):ROSEN, ISAAC
Narrator(s):MELVIN DAVIS
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Rosen's debut novel is a coming-of-age tale. Rebellious
16-year-old Josh Lipkin has run away from his
dysfunctional Jewish family, but seeks human contact by
sneaking into nursing homes and befriending
octogenarians. He finds a soul mate in a woman t wice
his age. Both are seekers and go on the road together. ©
1996
Book No.:EN4-06629
Title:SMALL MIRACLES (VOLUMES I & II):
EXTRAORDINARY COINCIDENCES FROM
EVERYDAY LIFE
Author(s):HALBERSTAM, YITTA; LEVENTHAL,
JUDITH
Narrator(s):JANET KALISH
A collection of over sixty stories that are moving,
heartwarming and inspirational. These unusual
coincidences, often containing moral, profound, and
even divine messages, draw us out of the ordinariness of
everyday life. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06630
Title:HISTORY: A NOVEL
Author(s):MORANTE, ELSA
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
Translated from the Italian, this is Morante's masterpiece
about the experiences of ordinary Italians in World War II.
Through her characters' lives Morante links the history of
the war and the history of the world conveying their dayto-day experien ces in a powerful way. This is writing on
a cosmic level. © 1977
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Book No.:EN4-06633
Title:ESSENTIAL MAIMONIDES
Author(s):FINKEL, AVRAHAM YAAKOV, ED.
Narrator(s):DOROTHY AXELROTH
A collection of five discourses and letters by
Maimonides. Together they comprise, in capsule form,
the full range of Maimonides's views on God, Torah, man,
and the world. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06634
Title:E.M.E.T.T.: A STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO
EMOTIONAL MATURITY ESTABLISHED
THRU TORAH
Author(s):ADAHAN, MIRIAM
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
An original and successful Torah method of coping with
adversity and tapping our potential for joy and
understanding. © 1987
Book No.:EN4-06640
Title:PICTURING THE WRECK
Author(s):SHAPIRO, DANI
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMAN
As a result of a destructive affair with a patient 30 years
ago, aging psychoanalyst Solomon Grossman lost both a
prestigious job and his family. Grossman recognizes his
long-lost son on a TV broadcast and the resulting
reunion between father and son is awkward, yet moving
and insightful. © 1996
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Book No.:EN4-06648
Title:SWIMMING ACROSS THE HUDSON
Author(s):HENKIN, JOSHUA
Narrator(s):DAVID THOMPSON
When Ben Suskind, adopted and raised as a Jew, meets
his gentile birth mother, his absorption in the history of
his biological family threatens the relationship with his
adoptive parents. Unable to move forward, Ben gradually
comes to understand that he can be a legitimate Jew
without recourse to the Old Testament. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06649
Title:DON'T CALL IT NIGHT
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):TAMIR
The relationship between Theo and his younger lover
No'a is starting to wear thin. Then one of No'a's students
dies, apparently of a drug overdose, and the bereaved
father arrives to open a drug rehabilitation clinic, putting
No'a in charge. Oz exami nes the impact of No'a's new
job on her love relationship. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06651
Title:VARIOUS POSITIONS: A LIFE OF
LEONARD COHEN
Author(s):NADEL, IRA B.
Narrator(s):JAMES BRENNAN
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An authorized biography of the Canadian
singer/songwriter, poet and novelist. The author is a
book reviewer for the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation and professor of English at the University of
Britain. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06653
Title:OPEN HEART
Author(s):YEHOSHUA, A. B.
Narrator(s):TAMIR
During a trip to India to treat the hospital director's
daughter, Dr. Benjamin Rubin falls in love with the
director's wife. A novel by the distinguished Israeli
novelist about the search for emotional and
psychological meaning. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06654
Title:JERICHO FILES
Author(s):GOLD, ALAN
Narrator(s):PAUL KRAM
When her grandfather is murdered shortly after giving
her an old photograph, lawyer Miriam Davis and her
journalist lover Paul Sinclair unearth a worldwide web of
terrorism unknown even to the Mossad. Their discovery:
a decades-old KGB plot that reac hes into the highest
levels of the Israeli government. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-06656
Title:LAWS OF RETURN
Author(s):STRACHER, CAMERON
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Narrator(s):JEAN BASS
Stracher's debut novel puts a new twist on the story of
the Wandering Jew. At its heart, 'The Laws of Return' is a
romantic and humorous exploration of the ambivalence
many of us feel toward the role religion and spirituality
play in our lives. © 199 6
Book No.:EN4-06659
Title:HISTORY AND VARIETIES OF JEWISH
MEDITATION
Author(s):VERMAN, MARK
Narrator(s):EVA YARETT
Verman combines history and practices as he examines
the diversity of Jewish meditation practices in great
depth, beginning with its roots in ancient Israel. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06660
Title:AARON SPELLING: A PRIME TIME LIFE
Author(s):SPELLING, AARON; GRAHAM,
JEFFERSON
Narrator(s):JEAN EIFERT
The son of Eastern European Jews who settled in Dallas,
Spelling grew up spinning yarns and honing story skills
that eventually led him from the early days of TV
production to the top of the industry. In this memoir, he
avoids the usual gossip and fo cuses on family, friends,
and his own "Fantasy Island" lifestyle. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06662
Title:SUNSET DETECTIVES
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Author(s):WEISS, HERMAN
Narrator(s):ELYSE WEISBERG
When a local sheriff consults two retired NYPD detectives
on a murder case, they find the temptation to investigate
on their own too hard to resist. Suddenly Chelsea and
Novick are in over their heads on a conspiracy of
international proportions. A s erial killer is on the loose.
And he's targeting Holocaust survivors. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06665
Title:ONE-WAY TICKET
Author(s):ZINIK, ZINOVY
Narrator(s):SHARON SPENSER
Zinik, who left Russia in 1975, crafts eight stories
depicting the plight of emigres as they endure their
solitude and try to create new lives and new selves. ©
1995
Book No.:EN4-06667
Title:ECHOES OF GLORY
Author(s):WEIN, BEREL
Narrator(s):JEROME BROOKMAN
Rabbi Wein offers a comprehensive overview of Jewish
history from the Second Commonwealth through 750 C.E.
© 1995
Book No.:EN4-06668
Title:LOVE AND GARBAGE
Author(s):KLIMA, IVAN
Narrator(s):JEANNE LINDEN
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The narrator of this novel, set in Communist
Czechoslovakia, has been demoted to being a garbage
collector because of his irreverent attitude to the
authorities. The novel is written in the form of a
complaint about the garbage, both physical and emo
tional, which the protagonist must endure. © 1990
Book No.:EN4-06669
Title:GATES OF NOVEMBER: CHRONICLES OF
THE SLEPAK FAMILY
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
Narrator(s):SYLVIA JACOBS
From the author of The Chosen, the tumultuous true
chronicle of a Jewish father and son in the Soviet Union:
the father an inflexible old-guard Bolshevik; the son a
'refusnik' hero persecuted for 18 years for attempting to
leave Russia. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06675
Title:LILY WHITE
Author(s):ISAACS, SUSAN
Narrator(s):ARLYNN GREENAUM
Marjorie Morningstar meets Nancy Drew in Isaacs's latest
book, a blend of satire and psychological thriller. Lily
White nee Lily Rose Weiss moves between the Long
Island Jews, including her parents, who are trying to fit
into WASP society; and the un savory characters she
sometimes must defend as a successful trial lawyer. ©
1996
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Book No.:EN4-06676
Title:LOVE INVENTS US
Author(s):BLOOM, AMY
Narrator(s):SANDRA CAREY
This first novel chronicles a young girl's journey into
adulthood and her search for love and acceptance.
Elizabeth Taube is a chubby, lonely neglected child who
begins to find comfort in all the wrong places until, at 16,
she meets Huddie Lester. A true love story, minus all the
sugar coating. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06680
Title:QUARRY
Author(s):GROSSINGER, HARVEY
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Grossinger's Flannery O'Connor Award-winning
collection of five stories and one short novella focuses
on Jewish families, father-and-son relationships, and the
vicissitudes of life. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06683
Title:MOE BERG: THE SPY BEHIND HOME
PLATE
Author(s):GREY, VIVIAN
Narrator(s):MARCI GORDON
A major league baseball player fluent in nine languages,
an Ivy League scholar, and an attorney, Moe Berg led a
life of mystery and intrigue as a top-secret spy who
helped the United States with the race against Germany
to build the dreaded atomic bo mb. After WW II, Berg
focused his activities on the Soviet Union. © 1997
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Book No.:EN4-06684
Title:GOSSIP: THE POWER OF THE WORD
Author(s):WYLEN, STEPHEN M.
Narrator(s):HAROLD SIEGELL
Rabbi Wylen addresses the reasons why people persist
in patterns of speech that disrupt relationships, cause
unhappiness and even endanger lives. Using examples,
Wylen analyzes the tale bearing, false judgment,
untruths, revenge, and even dangers of favorable
judgment contained in ordinary discourse. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-06689
Title:AMERICAN PASTORAL
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
Roth recreates the conflicts and violent transitions of the
1960s. He portrays how the innocence of one man,
Swede Levov, is swept away by the times. Everything
industriously created by Levov's family in America over
three generations is left in a sh ambles by the explosion
of a bomb in his own backyard. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06690
Title:FLOWERS IN THE BLOOD
Author(s):COURTER, GAY
Narrator(s):MIRIAM ALIMONOS
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Beautiful Dinah Sassoon, daughter of an affluent opium
trader and pillar of Calcutta's tight-knit Jewish
community, sees her privileged future destroyed when
her mother is mysteriously murdered. This tragic event
leaves Dinah dishonored and virtually unmarriageable,
until Edwin Sale sparks her indomitable spirit and
ambition. © 1990
Book No.:EN4-06694
Title:ROTHCHILDS: A FAMILY PORTRAIT
Author(s):MORTON, FREDERIC
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
An intimate portrait of a Jewish family whose humble
beginnings in Frankfurt's crowded Jew Street eventually
evolved into a huge financial empire. © 1961
Book No.:EN4-06695
Title:REBBETZIN GRUNFELD
Author(s):DANSKY, MIRIAM
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Dr. Judith Grunfeld was a young educator in Frankfurt,
Germany, when she received a summons from Poland to
become a colleague of Sarah Schenirer, the legendary
founder of the Bais Yaakov movement. Judith Grunfeld
became an influential role model for Orthodox Jewish
women. © 1994
Book No.:EN4-06696
Title:LIVING HISTORY: A MEMOIR
Author(s):HERZOG, CHAIM
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Narrator(s):JAMES SPECTOR
Born in Belfast in 1918, Herzog moved with his family to
Palestine in 1935. He fought in Israel's War of
Independence and, as director of Israel's military
intelligence, molded it into one of the best agencies of its
kind. As president (1983-1993), H erzog worked to forge a
coalition government and resolve social problems. ©
1996
Book No.:EN4-06700
Title:UNTIL THE MASHIACH: THE LIFE OF
RABBI NACHMAN
Author(s):KAPLAN, ARYEH, RABBI
Narrator(s):LILLIAN LUX
Aryeh Kaplan's biography of Rabbi Nachman is the fruit
of meticulous research into all the surviving source
material, including the oral tradition of the Breslover
Chasidim themselves. The work is accompanied by a rich
array of supplementary material covering Rabbi
Nachman's family and other key personages in his life
and period. © 1985
Book No.:EN4-06701
Title:PRESIDENT'S DAUGHTER
Author(s):HIGGINS, JACK
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
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In Higgins's latest thriller, Sean Dillon, ex-IRA and ex-PLO
operative now with British Intelligence, finds himself
working on behalf on the U.S. President. A Jewish
extremist has threatened to kill President Cazalet's
illegitimate daughter if Cazale t doesn't authorize
bombing attacks against Iran, Iraq and Syria. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06702
Title:SNOW IN AUGUST
Author(s):HAMILL, PETE
Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
In Brooklyn in 1947, 11-year-old Michael Devlin makes the
acquaintance of a newly emigrated Orthodox rabbi. In
exchange for lessons in English and baseball, Rabbi
Hirsch teaches Michael Yiddish and mysteries of the
Kabbalah. Soon, though, anti-Semiti sm appears in the
form of a gang of toughs that it seems only a golem can
stop. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06705
Title:FOUR PERFECT PEBBLES: A HOLOCAUST
STORY
Author(s):PERL, LILA; BLUMENTHAL LAZAR,
MARIAN
Narrator(s):ADELE BORDEN
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Marian Blumenthal was not quite five years old when her
family fled Germany for the relative safety of Holland.
They had visas for the U.S., but the Nazis invaded
Holland before they could be used. The Blumenthals
were sent to the "Family Camp" at Be rgen-Belsen, where
they remained until they were liberated at the end of the
war. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06707
Title:RESCUE OF MEMORY
Author(s):SUCHER, CHERYL PEARL
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAPPOPORT
The daughter of Holocaust survivors, Rachael Wallfish is
raised in a comfortable but almost stifling environment
filled with family stories of wartime atrocities. Twenty
years later, Rachael, now a successful film producer,
struggles with the tension s in her life in an effort to
define her sense of self. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06708
Title:GUIDED TOURS OF HELL
Author(s):PROSE, FRANCINE
Narrator(s):JEREMY HANDELMAN
Prose creates different versions of hell on earth in these
two novellas. The first deals with a playwright whose
irrational jealousy leads to disaster on a tour of a
concentration camp. In the second, a young writer in
Paris, miserable without her ed itor/lover, must deal with
her unhealthy obsession with him when he takes her on a
"Death Tour of Paris."
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Book No.:EN4-06709
Title:POMEGRANATE PENDANT
Author(s):WAYSMAN, DVORA
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
This stirring saga set against a backdrop of the old
Yishuv, spans four generations of a family of Yemenite
goldsmiths at the vortex of history in Eretz Yisroel. Their
tragedies, triumphs, sorrows and joys, and the heroine's
profound love for the Hol y City, create an image of an
ancient land rising from slumber to splendor. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06710
Title:NATURE OF BLOOD
Author(s):PHILLIPS, CARYL
Narrator(s):SANDRA CAREY
Phillips deviates from his usual themes of homelessness
and racism to deal with an unexpected subject - the
Holocaust. Eva's account of her Holocaust experiences is
intercut with two wildly discontinuous narratives: a
retelling of Othello and an acco unt of the 15th-century
persecution of the Jews of the Italian city Portobuffole. ©
1997
Book No.:EN4-06714
Title:SHAKESPEARE AND THE JEWS
Author(s):SHAPIRO, JAMES
Narrator(s):BARBARA JUSTER
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Drawing on Elizabethan diaries, travel narratives,
professions of faith, sermons, political tracts, and
parliamentary debates, Shapiro explores questions about
Jews that preoccupied England during that era. He
shows how Elizabethans imagined Jews to be utterly
different from themselves in religion, race, and even
sexuality. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06715
Title:PUTTERMESSER PAPERS
Author(s):OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):ARLYNN GREEN
Ruth Puttermesser finds herself mired in the lowest
circles of city bureaucracy. Her love life is hopeless. Still,
she turns out to be the best mayor New York City has
ever elected. But the impact of getting exactly what you
want and then losing it p lays itself out in a dramatic and
surprising fashion. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06720
Title:101 CLASSIC JEWISH JOKES: JEWISH
HUMOR FROM GROUCHO MARX TO
JERRY SEINFELD
Author(s):MENCHIN, ROBERT
Narrator(s):MARTY GERBER
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From the Borscht Belt 'shtick' of Rodney Dangerfield to
the urbane wit of Jerry Seinfeld, Jewish humor has had
an enormous influence on modern comedy. Menchin, a
nationally syndicated columnist, has compiled a
selection of some of the best-known Jewi sh jokes for
fans of Jewish humor and everyone who needs a good
laugh. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06721
Title:INDEPENDENT WOMAN
Author(s):FAST, HOWARD
Narrator(s):LESLIE CARROLL
Fast, now over 80, thought he had concluded his popular
immigrant family saga in 1985. Then his wife, said to be
the inspiration for his heroine, Barbara Lavette, died, and
Fast has now returned for one final installment to bring
Barbara's life, too, to a fictional conclusion. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06723
Title:ALL RIVERS RUN TO THE SEA: MEMOIRS
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):BARI SNIDER
In Elie Wiesel's unforgettable memoir, we see him as a
child torn from a traditional and loving Jewish family and
dragged through the horrors of the concentration camps.
After the war, as a Paris-based journalist, Wiesel
discovered his calling: to te stify about Nazi genocide,
thus justifying his own survival. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06725
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Title:I HAVE LIVED A THOUSAND YEARS:
GROWING UP IN THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):BITTON-JACKSON, LIVIA
Narrator(s):ROSE SPANIER
Bitton-Jackson was 13 when the Nazis forced her and her
family into a Jewish ghetto and then sent them to
Auschwitz where they were liberated after a year. The
author brings an artist's recall to childhood experiences
which are all the more brutal, f rank and terrifying
because her observations are personal and immediate. ©
1998
Book No.:EN4-06726
Title:DO UNTO OTHERS: HOW GOOD DEEDS
CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE
Author(s):TWERSKI, ABRAHAM J., M.D., RABBI
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
DO UNTO OTHERS is a combination of the two teaching
traditions that have defined Dr. Twerski's life, a
culmination of his experiences as a psychiatrist and
rabbi. The entries within the book include stories he's
witnessed firsthand, plus awe-inspirin g stories from
Chassidic and other folklore. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06728
Title:EUROPA, EUROPA
Author(s):PEREL, SOLOMON
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
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Perel's memoir, dramatized in a film of the same name,
deals with the years the author spent hiding his Jewish
identity. Through a quirk of fate, the author was able to
assume the identity of a racially pure German until the
war ended. Perel was late r reunited with his brother and
fought with the Israeli army. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06729
Title:IRA GERSHWIN: THE ART OF THE
LYRICIST
Author(s):FURIA, PHILIP
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
In this portrait of the older and less flamboyant of the
Gershwin brothers, Philip Furia illuminates the craft
behind Gershwin's remarkable achievements to reveal
how the lyricist took the everyday speech of Americans
and made it sing. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06731
Title:MITZVOT AS SPIRITUAL PRACTICES: A
JEWISH GUIDEBOOK FOR THE SOUL
Author(s):CHASIN, ESTHER G.
Narrator(s):BOBBY DOR
Based on Esther Chasin's popular 'La'asot' (To Do)
courses, this book uses the mystical teachings of
Judaism and the spiritual potential of mitzvot as
techniques to help the reader become more self-aware,
confront unwanted personality characteristics , and
replace them with positive qualities for greater personal
harmony. © 1997
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Book No.:EN4-06734
Title:GENESIS: THE BEGINNING OF DESIRE
Author(s):ZORNBERG, AVIVA GOTTLIEB
Narrator(s):BEATRICE DAVIS
Zornberg reanimates the ancient characters of the Bible.
A teacher of Bible and Cambridge scholar, she draws
upon her background in literature to create a synthesis of
biblical, midrashic and literary analysis. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06740
Title:CLIMBING THE MOUNTAIN: MY SEARCH
FOR MEANING
Author(s):DOUGLAS, KIRK
Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
The renowned actor shares an intimate account of his
courageous fight to recover from a stroke that left him
unable to speak. It is also the story of the search for his
roots and his long journey of self-discovery, a quest not
only for the meaning of life and his own relationship with
God, but for his own identity as a Jew. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06744
Title:WISE WORDS: JEWISH THOUGHTS AND
STORIES THROUGH THE AGES
Author(s):GRIBETZ, JESSICA, ED.
Narrator(s):
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A collection of aphorisms and poetry from the Bible, the
Talmud, Hasidic tales and contemporary humor and
literature-with a special emphasis on the all-too-often
forgotten voices of women. Often joyous, occasionally
tragic, the material is divided by major
Book No.:EN4-06745
Title:AND RACHEL WAS HIS WIFE
Author(s):ANONYMOUS
Narrator(s):MERRILL PAM COOPER
This historical novel focuses on the life and times of the
great Talmudic sage Rabbi Akiva, as related by a friend of
his wife, Rachel, who left her wealthy childhood behind to
marry the penniless scholar and encouraged him in his
studies. © 1990
Book No.:EN4-06747
Title:GOD AND THE BIG BANG: DISCOVERING
HARMONY BETWEEN SCIENCE AND
SPIRITUALITY
Author(s):MATT, DANIEL C.
Narrator(s):MARK YOHALEM
Drawing on the insights of physics and Jewish
mysticism, Matt uncovers the sense of wonder that
connects us with the universe and God. He shows
parallels between modern cosmology and ancient Jewish
Kabbalah and demonstrates how science and religion t
ogether can enrich our spiritual understanding. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06750
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Title:ON BEING FREE
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
Talmudic scholar Steinsaltz explores topics ranging from
the nature of Jewish identity and the character of the
state of Israel to interpretation of the five Megillot. Also
included are two interviews that provide glimpses into
the intensity that mar ks the life and work of this great
teacher and rabbi. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06753
Title:FAR EUPHRATES
Author(s):STOLLMAN, ARYEH LEV
Narrator(s):JAMES M. SPECTOR
In this debut novel, Stollman has created a portrait of the
coming of age of a young man's soul. Through the story
of a lonely boy the book questions how we can find
meaning in a post Holocaust world; how we define the
notion of home in our modern ti me; and what our
responsibilities are to ourselves and each other. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06754
Title:'...AND THESE DAYS OF PURIM': THE
MIRACULOUS TURNAROUND AS
RECORDED IN TALMUD AND MIDRASH
Author(s):ROTENBERG, SHLOMO, RAV
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
This special edition of the story of Purim, excerpted from
Am Olam, volume two, with its wealth of detail and
enlightening points, offers a deeper understanding of the
story of Purim. © 1996
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Book No.:EN4-06758
Title:JACOB THE LIAR
Author(s):BECKER, JUREK
Narrator(s):ADELE BORDEN
Life for Jews in the ghetto in 1940 is grimly overseen by
their Nazi captors. Because Jacob was out after curfew,
he is brought before German officials. He overhears a
radio and learns that liberators are near. This news
transfixes the ghetto, but wh en Jacob is asked for more
news, he supplies information that is only in his head.
This novel was made into a motion picture starring Robin
Williams. © 1990
Book No.:EN4-06760
Title:HERALD OF DESTINY: THE STORY OF THE
JEWS IN THE MEDIEVAL ERA - 750-1650
Author(s):WEIN, BEREL
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFFE
Berel Wein has woven an informative and provocative
tapestry out of the events of the Jewish Middle Ages. The
Sephardic world and Ashkenazic society, the longing for
Zion and redemption, the intrigues and preposterous
truths of history are reproduced and explained. © 1994
Book No.:EN4-06762
Title:STREISAND
Author(s):EDWARDS, ANNE
Narrator(s):MARTIN KLEINWALD
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Despite all that has been written about her, the real
Barbra Streisand has remained elusive. Now Streisand
tells the story-behind-the-story for the first time. Written
by a Hollywood insider and based on more than 140 of
Streisand's friends, family, lovers, etc., Streisand takes
you from her humble beginnings to the present. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06770
Title:OLD RELIGION
Author(s):MAMET, DAVID
Narrator(s):DAVID NATALE
This is a novel based on a real event: the 1914 trial of Leo
Frank, a Jewish factory manager in Georgia falsely
accused of raping and murdering a young Southern white
girl. In an underlying polemic, Mamet also develops the
themes of Jewish insecurity in a Christian society and
the conflicted psychology of assimilated Jews. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06771
Title:HOMECOMING
Author(s):PLAIN, BELVA
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
It is a crisp December day when Annette Byrne drops five
sealed letters into the mailbox. Shortly thereafter, with
the holidays approaching, her estranged family, intimate
enemies, will be gathered at her country estate for the
first time in years. B ut not even Annette's indomitable
spirit can heal the rift - until a tragedy occurs. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06773
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Title:OTHER SIDE OF DECEPTION: A ROGUE
AGENT EXPOSES THE MOSSAD'S
Author(s):OSTROVSKY, VICTOR
Narrator(s):DAVID THOMPSON
In an explosive sequel to the New York Times bestseller
BY WAY OF DECEPTION, a former Mossad agent talks
about his career and the role of Israel's intelligence in
world affairs. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06778
Title:UNFINISHED PEOPLE: EASTERN
EUROPEAN JEWS ENCOUNTER AMERICA
Author(s):GAY, RUTH
Narrator(s):RAYNA FELDMAN
Gay weaves an absorbing tale of the Eastern European
Jews who came to America during the 40 years that
bracketed the turn of the century. She combines history
with her own reminiscences of the 'unfinished Jews,'
most of them young, single, uneducated and unskilled;
who had yet not mastered the old world before
encountering the new. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06780
Title:TRACES
Author(s):FINK, IDA
Narrator(s):
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The 21 stories here are little more than vignettes, finely
observed details that delicately illustrate the daily life of
Fink's characters as the events of the Holocaust overtake
them. The 'traces' of the title are the little scraps of
information th at remain behind when the forces of war
conspire to erase a human being. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06784
Title:STONES FROM THE RIVER
Author(s):HEGI, URSULA
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMAN
Trudi Montag is a zwerg - a dwarf-short, undesirable,
different, the voice of anyone who has ever tried to fit in.
Eventually she learns that being different is a secret that
all humans share, from her mother, who flees into
madness; to her friend Ge org, whose parents pretend
he's a girl; to the Jews Trudi harbors in her cellar. © 1994
Book No.:EN4-06786
Title:IN THE IMAGE OF GOD: A FEMINIST
COMMENTARY ON THE TORAH
Author(s):ANTONELLI, JUDITH S.
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFFE
Using classical Jewish sources as well as supplementary
material from history, anthropology, sociology,
psychology, ancient religion, and feminist theory, Judith
Antonelli has examined in detail every woman and every
issue pertaining to women in the Torah, parshah by
parshah. © 1996
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Book No.:EN4-06787
Title:CITY OF STONE: THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF
JERUSALEM
Author(s):BENVENISTI, MERON
Narrator(s):MELVIN J. DAVIS
Benvenisti, a former deputy mayor of Jerusalem,
describes the importance of Jerusalem to Jews, Muslims,
and Christians, and the ancient acrimony that has arisen
from their competing interests. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06791
Title:SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST
Author(s):KELLERMAN, JONATHAN
Narrator(s):BARIE SNIDER
The daughter of an Israeli diplomat is murdered in cold
blood. Her father adamantly denies any political motive,
which leaves LAPD detective Milo Sturgis and his
psychologist friend Alex Delaware puzzled. Then there is
another killing and Delaware, S turgis, and Israeli
Inspector Daniel Sharavi join forces to uncover a
murderer. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06794
Title:SHADOWS ON THE HUDSON
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAPPOPORT
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New York City in the late forties is the setting for the
intertwined lives of a group of prosperous Jewish
refugees. Amid family quarrels and religious debates,
attempted marriages of love and convenience, life and
death, Singer covers the territory of American Jewry in
the aftermath of the Holocaust. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06797
Title:IRON TRACKS
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):PETER JONES
Erwin Siegelbaum has been obsessively riding the trains
of postwar Austria for the past forty years. His mission is
to collect the menorahs, kiddush cups, and holy books
that have survived their vanished owners. He also retains
the hope that he will meet the Nazi officer who murdered
his parents - and have the strength to kill him. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06798
Title:BIG LEAGUE DREAMS
Author(s):HOFFMAN, ALLEN
Narrator(s):HAL BRISTER
In this second novel in the Small Worlds series, Hoffman
chronicles the loves and unbounded dreams of the
villagers from Krimsk, now thriving in America. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06799
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #16: BAKER'S BEST
Author(s):LAZEWNIK, LIBBY
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAPPOPORT
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Life is exciting at the Bakers. The children are involved in
various activities as are their parents. They are all eagerly
awaiting the arrival of the newest Baker. But it's also a
time of responsibilities, and although the Baker kids have
the best o f intentions, good intentions have a way of
going astray... © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06800
Title:SECRETS OF FAT-FREE KOSHER
COOKING: OVER 150 LOW-FAT AND FATFREE TRADITIONAL & CONTEMPORARY
RECIPES
Author(s):BERNSTEIN, DEBORAH, M. D.
Narrator(s):EVE ROSHEVSKY
From Matzoh Balls to Kugel. Do you remember dinner at
your Bubbe's house? There were the warm hugs and
kisses, but most of all there were the mountains of
wonderful food. Dr. Bernstein has recreated some of
these traditional dishes as well as contemp orary
creations using very little or no fat. All of the recipes are
easy to prepare and conform to the laws of kashrus. ©
1998
Book No.:EN4-06801
Title:SERPENT'S TOOTH
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):JERRY O'NEIL
A former employee of a ritzy restaurant opens fire there,
killing 13 people and wounding dozens; then he commits
suicide. Or so it seems, until LAPD Lieutenant Peter
Decker and his team spot inconsistencies. © 1997
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Book No.:EN4-06803
Title:PRACTICAL PARENTING: A JEWISH
PERSPECTIVE
Author(s):LIPSITZ, GAIL JOSEPHSON
Narrator(s):BEVERLY STERN
Lipsitz and her fellow workers at Jewish Family Services
of Central Maryland offer insight and information on
raising children. While much of the advice can be used
by any parent, Lipsitz addresses the particular
circumstances of Jewish parents, incl uding chapters on
anti-Semitism and Passover. References to the Torah
abound. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06811
Title:WHILE THE CANDLES BURN: EIGHT
STORIES FOR HANUKKAH
Author(s):GOLDIN, BARBARA DIAMOND
Narrator(s):JUDITH MENKEN
Goldin explores the themes of Hanukkah with eight
entries, one for each night of the holiday. Her sources
include Jewish folklore from Afghanistan, a story by I. L.
Peretz, the Talmud, and the real life experiences of
Holocaust survivors and of stude nts at an Israeli school
for Arabs and Jews. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06813
Title:FARAWAY SUMMER
Author(s):HURWITZ, JOHANNA
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAPPOPORT
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It is the summer of 1910, her mother has recently died,
and eleven-year-old Dossi, a New York City child is being
sent by the Fresh Air Fund to vacation on a farm in
Vermont. As she struggles to understand the Meades, her
Christian host family, and t heir different way of life,
Dossi begins to realize that sometimes, worlds apart are
not so faraway after all. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06817
Title:KIDNAPPING OF EDGARDO MORTARA
Author(s):KERTZER, DAVID I.
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
A compelling narrative of the abduction by the Vatican in
1858, in Bologna, of the six-year-old Jewish child
Edgardo Mortara. Purportedly the first full account of the
affair to be published in English, it is a dramatic sampling
of a fanaticism and i ts pain emerging in religious guises.
© 1997
Book No.:EN4-06818
Title:DOES THE WORLD NEED THE JEWS?:
RETHINKING CHOSENNESS AND
AMERICAN JEWISH IDENTITY
Author(s):GORDIS, DANIEL
Narrator(s):SPENCER RAINE
Gordis argues that by assimilating so thoroughly into
American culture, Jews have lost their distinctive voice.
He suggests that American Jews must be willing to stand
out rather than blend in, and he urges a return to the
substance and richness of J ewish tradition. © 1997
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Book No.:EN4-06819
Title:WHEN BOXING WAS A JEWISH SPORT
Author(s):BODNER, ALLEN
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFFE
An in-depth look at the sport of boxing and the Jews who
made it famous, written by a lawyer/historian whose
father was a Jewish boxer and later a promoter. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06820
Title:UNDERSTANDING JUDAISM: THE BASICS
OF DEED AND CREED
Author(s):BLECH, BENJAMIN, RABBI
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Rabbi Blech presents a comprehensive explication of the
Jewish faith. What does it mean to be a Jew? How does
religion affect the ways in which Jewish people think and
act? What are the basics concepts of Judaism? This
volume answers these and other vital questions. © 1992
Book No.:EN4-06822
Title:TUESDAYS WITH MORRIE: AN OLD MAN, A
YOUNG MAN, AND LIFE
Author(s):ALBOM, MITCH
Narrator(s):HAL BRISTER
Morrie Schwartz was Mitch Albom's college professor
and a mentor during his young and searching years. Over
time Mitch lost contact with Morrie as he made his way in
the world. But he rediscovered Morrie in the last months
of the older man's life, an d their Tuesday visits turned
into a final 'class' lesson in how to live. © 1997
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Book No.:EN4-06823
Title:LAUGHING MATTERS: ON WRITING
M*A*S*H*, TOOTSIE, OH GOD!, & A FEW
OTHER FUNNY THING
Author(s):GELBART, LARRY
Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
Part memoir, part sampler, Larry Gelbart tells of his years
writing radio comedy, offers behind-the-scenes stories,
and lets us know about the places he's lived, how he's
lived, and what he's learned while doing so. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06825
Title:STALKING ELIJAH: ADVENTURES WITH
TODAY'S MYSTICAL MASTERS
Author(s):KAMENETZ, RODGER
Narrator(s):TAMIR
Rodger Kamenetz continues the spiritual adventures he
began in The Jew in the Lotus. In this book, he takes his
wild mind on the road, and in a series of dialogues,
encounters, quick takes and meditations, searches for
his own Jewish truth. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06826
Title:CACTUS BLOSSOMS
Author(s):POMERANTZ, RACHEL
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMAN
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Ronny Arzi has two families. Now he must choose
between them. Against the backdrop of Saddam
Hussein's terrifying threats, Barbara and Chaim Silber
face a battle of their own: the fight for the right to raise
their foster son, Ronny, in a Torah life. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06829
Title:REICHMANNS: FAMILY, FAITH, FORTUNE,
AND THE EMPIRE OF OLYMPIA & YORK
Author(s):BIANCO, ANTHONY
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
An in-depth account of the Reichmann family, beginning
with matriarch Renee, who with her husband, Samuel
started an egg distribution business which developed
into a huge fortune. Despite heavy financial loses due to
a worldwide drop in property valu es, the Reichmanns are
reemerging as a force in the world of high finance. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06830
Title:BARNEY POLAN'S GAME: A NOVEL OF
THE 1951 COLLEGE BASKETBALL
SCANDALS
Author(s):ROSEN, CHARLEY
Narrator(s):JERRY O'NEIL
A fictional account of the college basketball scandals of
1950-51, when players, coaches, bookies, and gangsters
conspired to fix the outcome of games. Their exposure
affected the basketball world the same way the 1919
Black Sox scandal affected base ball. © 1998
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Book No.:EN4-06831
Title:KOSHER LIGHT: YOUR TRADITIONAL
JEWISH FAVORITES COOKED HEALTHY
Author(s):BAHAR, ZILLAH
Narrator(s):EVE F. ROSHEVSKY
Israeli-born food columnist Zillah Bahar achieves what
health conscious lovers of kosher Jewish food have been
waiting for: authentic, flavorful, and strictly kosher
favorites - potato latkes, cheesecake, matzah balls, and
challah that tastes like Bu bbie's but contain virtually no
fat, no cholesterol, and no sodium. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06834
Title:TEMPLE BOMBING
Author(s):GREENE, MELISSA FAY
Narrator(s):ARLENE KEMPNER
In 1958, anti-Semitic white supremacists dynamited
Atlanta's oldest Jewish synagogue, where the rabbi,
Jacob Rothschild, was an outspoken advocate of
integration. Although the accused terrorists were not
convicted, the Reform Jewish Temple became a r allying
point uniting blacks and Jews in efforts for racial justice,
and the rabbi befriended Martin Luther King, Jr. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06835
Title:RACHEL CALOF'S STORY: A JEWISH
HOMESTEADER ON THE NORTHERN
PLAINS
Author(s):CALOF, RACHEL BELLA
Narrator(s):SYLVIA JACOBS
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In 1894, the 18-year-old Calof, a Russian Jew, was
shipped to the U.S. to marry an unknown man and stake
a homesteading claim with him in North Dakota.
Occasionally revealing a biting sense of humor, Calof
writes of her difficult and often pathetic c ircumstances,
yet she remembers the pleasant times, too. Her son
Jacob provides an epilogue, tying up loose ends, and
and essay by J. Sanford Rikoon provides background on
the phenomenon of Jewish farm settlements. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-06836
Title:ZIGZAG KID
Author(s):GROSSMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
Twelve-year-old Nonny Feuerberg aspires to become a
detective like his famous father, but his wild side keeps
getting in the way. Then a train he is riding on is hijacked
by International outlaw Felix Glick, a kindly kidnapper
who seems to know more about Nonny's long deceased
mother than the boy himself knows. Translated from
Hebrew by Betsy Rosenberg. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06837
Title:EDUCATION OF ROBERT NIFKIN
Author(s):PINKWATER, DANIEL
Narrator(s):SUSAN WITTY
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If Robert Nifkin's first high school is a horror show, the
next one is a carnival, a place where freaks, beatniks and
crazies are in charge. This is an improvement, but what
Robert really needs is to move on to bigger and better
things as soon as pos sible. Which is exactly what this
book is about in the first place. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06838
Title:GIFTS OF THE JEWS: HOW A TRIBE OF
DESERT NOMADS CHANGED THE WAY
EVERYONE THINKS...
Author(s):CAHILL, THOMAS
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
...AND FEELS. Thomas Cahill, author of the bestselling
How the Irish Saved Civilization, takes readers on
another journey into the past. It is a road map that opens
up the path of Western history, enabling us to trace our
cultural heritage back to it s ultimate source: the
religious ideas and feelings of ancient Israel. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06839
Title:MIRIAM'S KITCHEN: A MEMOIR
Author(s):EHRLICH, ELIZABETH
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
One woman's preservation of recipes, immigrant stories,
childhood memories, droll musings over ritual, and
habits of the heart. It is an exploration of the need to
connect with the past and with tradition, and of our
hunger for meaning in a chaotic w orld. © 1997
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Book No.:EN4-06841
Title:FIRST STONE
Author(s):BRILEY, JOHN
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
Jewish college student Lisa Cooper decides to join the
Mossad when her Israeli niece and nephew are killed. Her
assignment? Meet and marry a Saudi Arabian student
and live with him until the Mossad contacts her. As time
passes she begins to care for her husband and finds she
must ultimately choose between him or her people. ©
1997
Book No.:EN4-06842
Title:PERPETRATORS VICTIMS BYSTANDERS:
THE JEWISH CATASTROPHE 1933-1945
Author(s):HILBERG, RAUL
Narrator(s):BERNICE FOERDER
Hilberg evokes for us the lives of perpetrators, victims,
and bystanders in the Nazi mass murder of Jews. By
juxtaposing these stories and categories, and while
keeping them appropriately separate, he enables us to
gain new access to what took place. Hilberg has given us
a profound lesson in humanity and inhumanity. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-06843
Title:HARVEY KEITEL: THE ART OF DARKNESS
Author(s):FINE, MARSHALL
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
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Marshall Fine is unflinching in his account of Harvey
Keitel's personal life. He depicts Keitel's headline-making
marital troubles and his relationships with close friends
Robert DeNiro and Martin Scorsese, unveiling the prolific
yet reclusive actor at the height of his career. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06844
Title:NEW JEWISH BABY BOOK: NAMES,
CEREMONIES, CUSTOMS: A GUIDE FOR
TODAY'S FAMILIES
Author(s):DIAMANT, ANITA
Narrator(s):BOB MESARD
Diamant's pioneering THE JEWISH BABY BOOK (1988)
was a highly practical guide for liberal Jewish parents-tobe and new parents. She has now revised and expanded
that excellent book to include to copy for ceremonies, a
special section for interfaith f amilies, and new
ceremonies for girls. © 1994
Book No.:EN4-06849
Title:SIMON WIESENTHAL A LIFE IN SEARCH
OF JUS
Author(s):PICK, HELLA
Narrator(s):SY HOROWITZ
This is another aspect of WWII to explore, and Wiesenthal
was very much a forerunner in reuniting families, and
hunting war criminals, in particular, Nazi war criminals.
Fascinating topic about an extremely interesting and
dedicated man.
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Book No.:EN4-06851
Title:IT TAKES A DREAM: THE STORY OF
HADASSAH
Author(s):LEVIN, MARLIN
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Foreign correspondent Levin narrates the adventures of
the Hadassah pioneers against the backdrop of political
and social upheaval in the Middle East. Here, for the first
time, the role of women in winning Zionism's battles in
war and peace is highli ghted. Levin relates how women
helped create and develop the Jewish state. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06852
Title:LIKUTEY MOHARAN - VOLUME 3
Author(s):RABBI NACHMAN
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
This volume of Rebbe Nachman's magnum opus contains
some of the most difficult and intricate lessons the
Rebbe delivered. They are packed with timely information
and practical advice on how a person can attain lofty
levels of spirituality...even whil e going about his daily
routine. Translated by Moshe Mykoff. © 1990
Book No.:EN4-06856
Title:REQUIEM FOR HARLEM
Author(s):ROTH, HENRY
Narrator(s):LESLIE CARROLL
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This is the final volumes of the series that was begun by
Roth in the New Mexico desert in 1979 and was
concluded just shortly before his death. Set in Jewish
Harlem and Greenwich Village during a pre-Thanksgiving
week in 1927, it is the harrowing po rtrait of an immigrant
family in a cultural turmoil during America's Roaring '20s.
© 1998
Book No.:EN4-06858
Title:SHADOWS OF A CHILDHOOD: A NOVEL
OF WAR AND FRIENDSHIP
Author(s):GILLE, ELISABETH
Narrator(s):BERNICE FOERDER
Elisabeth Gille was five years old when her mother, the
Russian writer Irene Nemirovsky, was deported to
Auschwitz and never seen again. Gille and her sister
were hidden in the French countryside until the end of
the war. This is a fictionalized acco unt of her
experiences. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06859
Title:TWO-GUN COHEN
Author(s):LEVY, DANIEL S.
Narrator(s):JAMES SPECTOR
The real-life adventures of Morris 'Two-Gun' Cohen, the
chunky Jewish battler from the East End of London, con
man, cardsharp and charlatan-with-a-heart who became a
bodyguard to Sun Yat-Sen and a general in the Chinese
army. © 1997
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Book No.:EN4-06862
Title:COMMITTED LIFE: PRINCIPLES FOR GOOD
LIVING FROM OUR TIMELESS PAST
Author(s):JUNGREIS, ESTHER, REBBETZIN
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
The Committed Life is for anyone eager to connect with
ancient wellsprings of faith. Each chapter offers its own
lesson on such subjects as responsibility, forgiving,
banishing fear, and hope. Written with the Rebbetzin's
combination of honesty, love , and chutzpah, the stories
are universal and yet very personal. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06863
Title:LIKUTEY MOHARAN - VOLUME 4
Author(s):RABBI NACHMAN
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
This volume of Rebbe Nachman's magnum opus contains
some of the most difficult and intricate lessons the
Rebbe delivered. They are packed with timely information
and practical advice on how a person can attain these
lofty levels of spirituality...eve n while going about his
daily routine. Translated by Moshe Mykoff. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-06864
Title:SHOWTUNE: A MEMOIR
Author(s):HERMAN, JERRY; STASSIO, MARILYN
Narrator(s):MARTY GERBER
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The life, the times, the songs, the shows of the famous
lyricist-composer. Herman's memoir goes beyond the
creation of his legendary hits, including hitherto
unrevealed, behind-the-scenes encounters with such
luminaries as Angela Lansbury, Carol Chan ning, Barbra
Streisand, Ethel Merman, Judy Garland, and David
Merrick. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06871
Title:RED TENT
Author(s):DIAMANT, ANITA
Narrator(s):LINDA W. LEVINE
Her name is Dinah. In the Bible, her life is only hinted at
in a brief and violent detour within the more familiar
chapters that are about her father, Jacob, and his twelve
sons. Told in Dinah's voice, this novel reveals the
traditions and turmoil's of ancient womanhood. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06873
Title:PRODIGAL DAUGHTER
Author(s):ARCHER, JEFFREY
Narrator(s):BETTY KAPLAN
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Florentyna Kane inherited a vast hotel empire from her
father, but his greatest gift to her was his love of
America. It was his passionate devotions to the land's
ideals that allowed a penniless Polish immigrant to
become one of the world's wealthies t men. Florentyna
knew that it was a debt she would someday try to repay
by running for the highest political office in the country.
Along the path to power, Florentyna finds fulfillment, but
still she struggles upward with the burden of her duty
and responsibility. Unfortunately, the price of power may
be higher than even she can pay. © 1982
Book No.:EN4-06875
Title:KAATERSKILL FALLS
Author(s):GOODMAN, ALLEGRA
Narrator(s):ARLYNN GREENBAUM
It is the summer of 1976 in Kaaterskill, a tiny town in
upstate New York, where summering Orthodox Jews and
Yankee year-rounders live side by side from June
through August. Each group has its own agenda, and
there is a certain restlessness that threa tens to upset the
uneasy truce between the two. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-06879
Title:SECRET SOLDIER: THE TRUE LIFE STORY
OF ISRAEL'S GREATEST COMMANDO
Author(s):BETSER, MUKI; ROSENBERG, ROBERT
Narrator(s):BOB MESARD
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The Israeli Defense Force is known for its surgically
precise antiterrorist missions, conducted with a minimal
loss of human life. Betser, formerly a commando with the
elite Sayeret Matkal unit, presents his life story, and, in
the process, pulls bac k the veil that has long concealed
the inner workings of the unit. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06883
Title:MARRYING MOM
Author(s):GOLDSMITH, OLIVIA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH GOLDSMITH
Wanted: a gentleman of means, neither young nor
decrepit, looks irrelevant. Generous to a fault. Witty,
mature, decisive widow has recently relocated to New
York to be very close to her grown children. Their lifelong
gratitude and relief (plus their lovely mother) will be your
REWARD. No offer of any kind will be refused. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06885
Title:FAX ME A BAGEL: A RUBY, THE RABBI'S
WIFE MYSTERY
Author(s):KAHN, SHARON
Narrator(s):LESLIE CARROLL
Follow the bagel crumbs as this new series welcomes an
enchanting sleuth, Ruby, the Rabbi's Wife, who dodges a
cunning killer from her favorite bakery in Eternal, Texas,
to the streets of New York's Lower East Side. Ruby
encounters more than mayhem, but her detective work
ensures that she'll live to sleuth another day. © 1998
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Book No.:EN4-06894
Title:HIGH HOLIDAY SUTRA
Author(s):APPEL, ALLAN
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
In a heartbreaking and hilarious Yom Kippur sermon,
Jonah tells a tragicomic Jewish-Buddhist love story that
takes on one of the critical religious issues of the 1990s:
Can we stay true to tradition and keep our faith relevant
to our everyday lives? © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06898
Title:MUSIC OF ISRAEL: FROM THE BIBLICAL
ERA TO MODERN TIMES
Author(s):GRADENWITZ, PETER E.
Narrator(s):EVA YARRET
This volume incorporates 5,000 years of Jewish musical
history. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-06902
Title:MIHU THE DETECTIVE: AND THE
MYSTERY OF THE BLUE BUDGIE
Author(s):HALPERN, CHAIKY
Narrator(s):BEATRICE DAVIS
When Penny the blue budgie flew out the open window of
the Fines' new home, Hillel was sure he would never see
his pet again. But Rena and Reuven find the little bird,
and with the help of Mihu the detective, Penny is returned
to his owner and Hillel finds new friends. © 1987
Book No.:EN4-06903
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Title:SUMMER AT GAGLOW
Author(s):FREUD, ESTHER
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
Sarah is a young mother-to-be when she first learns
about Gaglow, her father's family estate in East Germany
that will be returned to them with the fall of the Berlin
Wall. The story alternates between the present and her
grandmother's childhood duri ng the First World War and
unites four generations of an extraordinary family. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-06906
Title:NEW YORK JEWS AND THE GREAT
DEPRESSION: UNCERTAIN PROMISE
Author(s):WENGER, BETH S.
Narrator(s):JUDY TESSER
Wenger, a Jewish history professor, offers a history in
which the Depression became the catalyst that
transformed the Jewish immigrant into the American
Jew. Challenged by anti-Semitism and various quotas,
New York Jews drew upon a tradition of priva te
philanthropy and communal responsibility to establish
networks for assistance.
Book No.:EN4-06907
Title:SOMEBODY'S BABY
Author(s):KAGAN, ELAINE
Narrator(s):SANDRA CAREY
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In 1959, if you lived in a wealthy neighborhood in Kansas
City, gentile boys were off-limits. Jenny Jaffe knew the
rules, but when she met Will McDonald, everything she
knew about right and wrong disappeared. What follows is
the story of true love th an spans three decades and
sends an adopted child on a search for her biological
parents.
Book No.:EN4-06909
Title:LAST KABBALIST OF LISBON
Author(s):ZIMLER, RICHARD
Narrator(s):BARIE SNIDER
Zimler transports the reader into the mystical universe of
the Kabbalah during the Lisbon massacre of 1506. At the
heart of the story is a secret Jew named Berekiah Zarco
who searches, in the crucible of the raging pogrom, for
the killer of his belov ed uncle, a renowned kabbalist.
Book No.:EN4-06913
Title:GHOST OF HANNAH MENDES
Author(s):RAGEN, NAOMI
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
When Catherine de Costa learns she has only a short
time to live, she is determined to transfer the family
legacy to her granddaughters. Persuaded out of loyalty to
travel to Europe and reacquaint themselves with their
heritage, they find their lives irrevocably changed by the
ghost of family matriarch Hannah Mendes (a true
historical figure).
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Book No.:EN4-06914
Title:IT'S A SMALL WORD AFTER ALL: THE
AMAZING IMPACT OF A KIND GESTU
Author(s):TELLER, HANOCH
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
In this collection of new, inspiring stories, ever-popular
Hanoch Teller demonstrates how a tender word and a
friendly gesture, or the smallest act of loving kindness
can have far-reaching ramifications and even change
someone's life forever.
Book No.:EN4-06918
Title:MEDITATIONS FROM THE HEART OF
JUDAISM: TODAY'S TEACHERS SHARE
THEIR PRACT
Author(s):DAVIS, AVRAM, EDITOR
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
Here in their own voices, 22 masters of meditation-rabbis,
scholars, psychologists, teachers=explain why they
meditate, and how the meditative experience brings them
closer to themselves, to God and to the universe.
Book No.:EN4-06919
Title:LITTLE BLACK BOX, PART TWO: THE
SECOND SECRET
Author(s):LAZEWNIK, LIBBY
Narrator(s):SYLVIA ESTES
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For Shraga Morgenstern and Pinny Katz, the Lake View
Hotel is fraught with danger. The new and deadly secret
weapon their fathers have been working on has
disappeared. Can the boys clear the cloud of suspicion
that hangs over their fathers' heads-and survive the
sinister 'accidents' that threaten their own lives?
Book No.:EN4-06923
Title:BLAST FROM THE PAST
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, KINKY
Narrator(s):JERRY O'NEILL
Now, at last, it can be revealed! The truth behind the
legend! That Kinky Friedman...Where did he come from?
How did he get that way? Shouldn't someone have called
911 long ago? Now in Blast From the Past, author Kinky
Friedman has searched his faili ng memory and has
come up with a novel about his early days in New York
City.
Book No.:EN4-06925
Title:GIVING UP AMERICA
Author(s):ABRAHAM, PEARL
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
When Deena decides to marry Daniel, an Orthodox Jew,
her father, a Hasidic scholar, opposes the marriage. Yet
the marriage appears blessed until Daniel brings home
the new temp and her friend from work. But cracks begin
to appear in the foundation of their marriage, and the
values that Deena grew up with are thrown into question.
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Book No.:EN4-06926
Title:PERSIAN BRIDES
Author(s):RABINYAN, DORIT
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAPPOPORT
Set at the turn of the century in a fictional Persian village,
the author tells the story of fifteen-year-old Flora,
pregnant and abandoned by her husband and elevenyear-old Nazie who tries to console her. Although the
narrative spans only two days, it branches out and back,
encompassing the lives of the village's inhabitants.
Book No.:EN4-06927
Title:KRAVEN IMAGES
Author(s):ISLER, ALAN
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
Nicholas Marcus Kraven, a visiting lecturer, is a
compulsive liar, a cad, and a would-be seducer of
students. He is an imposter as well, posing as his dead
English cousin. Yet Kraven is a man who is haunted by
his past-by the death of his father, soo n after the family
escaped from Nazi occupied Poland, and his own
demons.
Book No.:EN4-06929
Title:SAME EMBRACE
Author(s):LOWENTHAL, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):RAMU DAMODAR
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Jacob and Jonathan. Twin brothers joined by blood and
faith, divided by religious fervor, desire and sexual
identity. The book moves from Massachusetts to the Holy
Land, to tell the story of two young men struggling
against a heritage of intolerance and silence in a
transcedent search for the self, and for each other...
Book No.:EN4-06936
Title:LIEBERMAN'S DAY
Author(s):KAMINSKY, STUART
Narrator(s):RHODA KAHN
Aging Chicago cop Abe Lieberman's day begins with a
predawn phone call: his nephew, David, has been killed
in a mugging, and David's wife is seriously wounded.
And that's only the first dose of bad news in the longest
twenty-four hours in Lieberman's life.
Book No.:EN4-06937
Title:YESTERDAY'S KITCHEN: JEWISH
RECIPES FROM A VANISHING AG
Author(s):BURR, GILLIAN & COHEN, MARION,
EDITOR
Narrator(s):ARLENE SELEK
A collection of pre-1939 recipes from contributors who
lived or still live in Jewish communities in 38 countries.
The amazing variety of foods and preparation of dishes
from Orient and Occident, all abiding by the laws of
Kashrut, suddenly gives one a new, colorful
kaleidoscopic view of the Diaspora.
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Book No.:EN4-06941
Title:FAR TO GO
Author(s):ELLIS, JULIE
Narrator(s):SYLVIA JACOB
In her latest novel, Julie Ellis weaves an unforgettable
tale of four generations of unique women as they search
for love, face the joys and sorrows of motherhood and
finally, triumph over tragedy to embrace the exhilarating
challenge of their own dr eams.
Book No.:EN4-06947
Title:HOW I SAVED HANUKKAH
Author(s):KOSS, AMY GOLDMAN
Narrator(s):ALICE SHEINM
Marla Feinstein is the only Jewish kid in her class and it
looks to her as if this holiday season will be just like
every other one. But this Hanukkah turns out to be very
different. Marla decides to find out what a dreidel is all
about...and gets he r family and friends involved in a
celebration that might be the biggest party in town.
Book No.:EN4-06950
Title:GREAT JEWS IN MUSIC
Author(s):LYMAN, DARRYL
Narrator(s):NANCY SCHMID
A guide to Jewish involvement in the world of music, it
includes over one hundred major biographies and
hundreds of thumbnail sketches which focus on the
careers and personal lives of the selected artists. Also
included are listings of the major work s of each subject.
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Book No.:EN4-06952
Title:FLORA'S SUITCASE
Author(s):RABINOVICH, DALIA
Narrator(s):LONDON, ELIZABETH
David and Flora Grossenberg, a young Jewish couple,
emigrate to Columbia shortly after their marriage and
soon discover that the clash of cultures-between
Columbian and American traditions, and between modern
Jews and their conservative Russian emigr e relationswill test their marriage and their family bonds.
Book No.:EN4-06953
Title:RABIN: OUR LIFE, HIS LEGACY
Author(s):RABIN, LEAH
Narrator(s):ISA GOLDBERG
Rabin's widow reflects on her husband's life, his legacy
and their 48 years together in this biography. Mrs. Rabin
touches only briefly on their children and family events,
but details fully her husband's long career, punctuating
the account with his sharply remembered opinions and
anecdotes.
Book No.:EN4-06958
Title:WALTER BENJAMIN: A BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):BRODERSEN, MOMME
Narrator(s):MARK YOHALEM
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Using previously unavailable material, Momme
Brodersen provides a full and more coherent account of
Walter Benjamin's nomadic career. Detailed attention is
paid to Benkamin's childhood, his conflicts with his
parents, his activities in the German You th Movement
and the formative influences of idealism, socialism and
Zionism.
Book No.:EN4-06965
Title:MASADA: THE LAST FORTRESS
Author(s):MIKLOWITZ, GLORIA D.
Narrator(s):ALICE SHEINMAN
In the year 72 C.E., after a four year battle between Rome
and Judea, only one fortress remains free, Masada.
Simon ben Eleazar the son of the Jewish leader records
the siege of the Roman legion as well as the Jews' last
stand even as he struggles wi th his feelings for a young
woman and the painful decision he must make.
Book No.:EN4-06966
Title:ACCIDENTAL MURDER
Author(s):ROSENBERG, ROBERT
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Someone wants to kill Avram Cohen-or so it seems-in
this latest book about the retired Jerusalem detective.
But then Nissim Levy, Cohen's longtime protege is found
murdered. Is this a revenge killing against Cohen for his
past actions? Cohen must loo k at his own guilt before he
can unveil a killer with a misguided motive for murder.
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Book No.:EN4-06970
Title:STARTING OUT IN THE EVENING
Author(s):MORTON, BRIAN
Narrator(s):JACK LACKS
Leonard Schiller is an undistinguished writer in his
seventies. Heather Wolfe is a graduate student in her
twenties whose life has changed because of Schiller's
books. She decides to write her thesis about Schiller's
work and sets out to meet him. Th is is a novel about the
unexpected consequences of that meeting.
Book No.:EN4-06971
Title:JEW STORE: A FAMILY MEMOIR
Author(s):SUBERMAN, STELLA
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERG
his is the heartwarming story of Aaron Bronson, who like
other enterprising Jewish immigrants during the 1920s,
set out from New York City in search of a place to settle
his family and prove himself as a businessman and
provider. He proved that...and much more in his 'Jew
Store.'
Book No.:EN4-06972
Title:READER
Author(s):SCHLINK, BERNHARD
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAPPOPORT
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Fifteen-year-old Michael is rescued from a fall by Hanna,
a woman twice his age who becomes his lover. Suddenly
Hanna disappears; the next time Michael sees her, he is a
law student and she is on trial for a hideous crime. As the
trial progresses, Mi chael realizes she may be guarding a
secret she considers more shameful than murder.
Book No.:EN4-06973
Title:HEADING SOUTH, LOOKING NORTH: A
BILINGUAL JOURNEY
Author(s):DORFMAN, ARIEL
Narrator(s):MARSHALL STEVENSON
Dorfman explores the many exiles of a life torn, from age
two, between the United States and Latin America.
Interwoven with the story of how he switched languages
and culture three times, is a day-by-day account of the
multiple escapes from death dur ing a military takeover in
Chile.
Book No.:EN4-06975
Title:ISOLATED INCIDENT
Author(s):SLOAN, SUSAN R.
Narrator(s):MEGAN OWEN
A fifteen-year-old girl from a prominent family is found
brutally slain. For detective Ginger Early and her chief
Ruben Martinez the murder is baffling and frustrating.
But they finally have a suspect. He is a liberal, outspoken
High school teacher w ho came to the small isolated
island from the East. He is also a Jew.
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Book No.:EN4-06978
Title:I MARRIED A COMMUNIST
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Set in the heart of the McCarthy era, this is the story, as
narrated by his brother, Murray years later, of radio actor
Iron Rinn (Ira Ringold) an idealistic communist who ends
up being blacklisted, unemployable and publicly
denounced by his wife, a reigning radio star.
Book No.:EN4-06980
Title:DEATH OF DEATH: RESURRECTION AND
IMMORTALITY
Author(s):GILLMAN, NEIL
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
Gillman traces Judaic ideas of resurrection and
immortality from their earliest formations through the
medieval and modern eras to today.
Book No.:EN4-06982
Title:INVISIBLE WALL: GERMANS AND JEWS, A
PERSONAL EXPLO
Author(s):BLUMENTHAL, W. MICHAEL
Narrator(s):MARTIN KLEINWALD
In this compelling family saga, Blumenthal, U.S.
Secretary of the Treasury under President Carter, traces
the historical trajectory of German Jewry, from medieval
ghetto to the Holocaust, through the lives of six of his
ancestors.
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Book No.:EN4-06987
Title:YOUNG SAVAGES
Author(s):STEWART, FRED MUSTARD
Narrator(s):PETER JONES
In this second volume of the Savage family saga, twenty
years have passed, it's the 1880s in New York and Justin
Savage is settling into domesticity. But the restless spirit
for adventure seems to run in the blood, and now Justin's
children are ready to enter society at a time of rapid
change as America races toward a new century.
Book No.:EN4-06990
Title:EARLY SORROWS: FOR CHILDREN AND
SENSITIVE READERS
Author(s):KIS, DANILO
Narrator(s):AMY GOLDBERG
A group of short stories that memorialize Danilo Kis's
childhood. The book centers on Andreas Sam, a young
boy, whose life at first seems secure. He can only sense
that terrible things are happening. Soon soldiers are
marching down the road and sudde nly people from the
village are being taken away, among them, his father.
Book No.:EN4-06992
Title:ONCE REMOVED
Author(s):APPELFELD, DAVID
Narrator(s):ALYCE DOMEWITZ
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Jacob Simon and his daughter Jane are Holocaust
survivors. Jane, because of her experiences has suffered
identity problems. Upon retirement Jacob begins a diary,
dedicated to his beloved grandson, which is
surreptitiously read by a young nurse in the hospital
where he is dying.
Book No.:EN4-06994
Title:PARIS YEARS OF ROSIE KAMIN,
Author(s):TELEKY, RICHARD
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYER
When her mother, an Auschwitz survivor, commits
suicide during her last year of college, Rosie runs from
her family to take up a life of self-imposed exile in Paris.
We find her ten years later nursing a sick lover. But when
a former lover reappears, Rosie begins to reflect on her
years in Paris and her patterns of denial and escapism.
Book No.:EN4-06995
Title:READING RUTH: CONTEMPORARY
WOMEN RECLAIM A SACRE
Author(s):KATES, JUDITH A. & GAIL TWERSKY REIM
Narrator(s):CONNIE WARSH
Contemporary writers including philosopher Ruth Anna
Putnam, Rebecca Alpert and Avivah Zornberg focus on
the Book of Ruth and offer a variety of approaches and
perspectives.
Book No.:EN4-06997
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Title:BIBLE FOR THE CLUELESS BUT
CURIOUS,: FINALLY, A GUIDE TO JEWISH
WISDOM
Author(s):BRAVERMAN, NACHUM
Narrator(s):HAL BRISTER
This book will not talk down to you from the pulpit or
make you feel guilty. It won't ask you to accept a bunch
of religious dogma on blind faith and it won't pretend to
be the only book you'll ever need if you want to be happy.
It will present the w isdom of the Bible in a fun and
uniquely insightful fashion.
Book No.:EN4-07003
Title:STORIES OF DAVID BERGELSON: YIDDISH
SHORT FICTION FROM RUSSIA
Author(s):BERGELSON, DAVID
Narrator(s):JUDITH MENKEN
Innovative Yiddish stylist Bergelson, not widely known to
English-language readers, writes of the declining world
of Eastern European Jews, capturing the dreariness of
the uncommitted life. His characters suffer from despair
and depression as a resul t of the loosening ties of the
shtetl and religion. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-07004
Title:BIALIK
Author(s):ABERBACH, DAVID
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
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David Aberbach explores the historical, social, and
literary background to Chaim Nachman Bialik's (18731934) development as a Romantic-nationalist poet, his
ambivalence toward this national role, his obsession with
intensely private themes, and the interplay between the
public figure and the confessional lyric poet. © 1988
Book No.:EN4-07006
Title:GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER
Author(s):ENGEL, HOWARD
Narrator(s):MARIAN FELDINGER
In his most baffling case yet, Benny Cooperman is
'asked' by notorious crime boss Abram Wise to
investigate attempts on his life. Benny soon finds himself
entangled in more corruption, vengeance and intrigue
than one ever imagined could exist in the sleepy town of
Grantham. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07007
Title:AMERICAN JEW: VOICES FROM AN
AMERICAN JEWISH COMMUNITY
Author(s):COHN-SHERBOK, DAN; COHN-SHERBOK,
LAV
Narrator(s):LILA STERN
A snapshot of contemporary Jewish living and
expression through the medium of a large Midwestern
city with a population of 40,000 Jews. While many of the
interviewees are not observant Jews, their values are
Jewish nonetheless. Even the former owner of a
striptease joint puts aside money for charity! © 1994
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Book No.:EN4-07008
Title:GREATEST JEWISH STORIES EVER TOLD
Author(s):PATTERSON, DAVID
Narrator(s):MIMI GREENSTEIN
This collection brings together Biblical, Talmudic,
Midrashic, Kabbalistic, folk, Hasidic, and modern tales
that were selected for their prominence within the many
traditions of Jewish life. Presented in categories that
reflect the history of their t elling, they are prefaced by
the author's insights and perspectives. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07009
Title:SMART JEWS: THE CONSTRUCTION OF
THE IMAGE OF JEWISH SUPERIOR
INTELLIGENCE
Author(s):GILMAN, SANDER L.
Narrator(s):MARK YOHALEM
Psychoanalyst-turned-medical-historian Gilman offers
new insights into the question of Jewish 'superior'
intelligence. In his examination of a vast array of material,
the issue is not whether Jews are smarter but how this
image has served the psychol ogical and social
Book No.:EN4-07011
Title:JERRY SEINFELD: THE ENTIRE DOMAIN
Author(s):TRACY, KATHLEEN
Narrator(s):JERRY O'NEIL
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A comprehensive history of the series that changed the
face of television and an in-depth biography and
insightful retrospective. It covers Jerry's life from
childhood to Hollywood humor mogul, offering an
intriguing look into his public persona and private
personality, his drives, ambitions, and love life. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07013
Title:FOR THE RELIEF OF UNBEARABLE
URGES
Author(s):ENGLANDER, NATHAN
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
The stories in this volume by the twenty-eight year old
author whose works have appeared in Story magazine
and the New Yorker are inventive and often haunting,
steeped in the weight of Jewish history and in the
customs of Orthodox Jewish life. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07014
Title:REUNION
Author(s):BLUEFARB, SAM
Narrator(s):RAMU DAMODARAN
The story of an obsessive and tragic love affair between a
veteran attending UCLA on the GI bill and an enigmatic
student from India. Their lives have been impacted by the
Second World War and the immediate post-war years,
when old mores were being r eplaced by new attitudes. ©
1998
Book No.:EN4-07019
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Title:LATKES, LATKES GOOD TO EAT: A
CHANUKAH STORY
Author(s):HOWLAND, NAOMI
Narrator(s):JERRY KOENIG
Sadie and her four younger brothers live in a small
cottage on the outskirts of a tiny village. They are very
poor and always hungry. On the first night of Chanukah,
Sadie is given a frying pan that cooks up potato
pancakes on demand. When Sadie goes out on the last
day of Chanukah she warns her brothers not to touch the
pan, but... © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07022
Title:ESCAPE ARTIST
Author(s):KATZ, JUDITH
Narrator(s):CHARLES ROEMER
When Tutsik Goldenberg comes to Warsaw, claiming to
be a lonely Argentine diamond merchant in search of a
wife, Sofia Teitelbaum's parents quickly make the match.
In Buenos Aires, Sofia soon discovers that Tutsik has
bigger, more devious things in mi nd than marriage,
including prostitution under the tutelage of his sister
Madame Perle. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07024
Title:RED, WHITE, AND BLUE
Author(s):ISAACS, SUSAN
Narrator(s):
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FBI agent Charlie Blair and Gen-X Lauren Miller are
drawn together by a hate crime and the fact that they are
actually kin, descendants of Jewish immigrants who met
on a boat on their way to America. Isaacs not only
chronicles their investigations in to the brutal murder,
but explores their American heritage as well. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07027
Title:LOVING TRUTH AND PEACE: THE GRAND
RELIGIOUS WORLDVIEW OF RABBI
BENZION UZIEL
Author(s):ANGEL, MARC D.
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Rabbi Angel expounds and expands upon the thought
and philosophy of Rabbi Benzion Uziel who, as the first
Sephardic Chief Rabbi of the State of Israel and
acknowledged master of halakha, preached a message of
mitzvot, support for the ideals of religi ous Zionism, and
love and concern for all Jews. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07031
Title:DISGRACEFUL AFFAIR
Author(s):LAMBLIN, BIANCA
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
Bianca Bienenfeld, a 17-year-old student, was seduced
by her philosophy professor, Simone de Beauvoir, and
then passed on to de Beauvoir's partner/lover Jean-Paul
Sartre. Abandoned after a year, Bienenfeld-Lamblin
resumed a platonic friendship with d e Beauvoir after WW
II, and they met every month for forty years. © 1996
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Book No.:EN4-07033
Title:GOD: A BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):MILES, JACK
Narrator(s):JERRY KOENIG
Without fighting classical tradition, Jack Miles, a
historian, has attempted to turn a two-hundred-year-old
tradition of historical Bible scholarship into a work of art,
with God as the protagonist. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-07037
Title:GOD IN RUINS
Author(s):URIS, LEON
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Spanning the decades from World War II to the 2008
presidential campaign, this is the story of Quinn Patrick
O'Connell, an honest and principled man on the brink of
becoming the second Irish Catholic president of the
United States. But Quinn is a man with a secret buried
over half a century that even he doesn't know about. ©
1999
Book No.:EN4-07038
Title:MATZAH BALL SOUP
Author(s):ROTHENBERG, JOAN
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFF
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Every year at Passover, Rosie's grandma puts four
matzah balls in each bowl of soup. But Rosie wants to
know, why does she need four of them? So Grandma
tells Rosie the hilarious tale of the famous matzah ball
contest that occurred many years ago, wh ich forever
changed her view of what was meant by the best matzah
ball. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07041
Title:WHAT IS A JEW? (REVISED EDITION)
Author(s):KERTZER, MORRIS N., RABBI
Narrator(s):MAY BURROWS
A revised and updated version of the original text with
much new material added. It addresses many of the
traditional questions as well discussing newer concerns,
such as the Jewish attitude toward feminism and why
Jews persist in remembering the Hol ocaust. From a
nephew of the original author, with Rabbi Lawrence A.
Hoffman. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-07046
Title:JEWISH HUMOR: WHAT THE BEST JEWISH
JOKES SAY ABOUT THE JEWS
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH, RABBI
Narrator(s):JANET GILBERT
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The author of Jewish Literacy analyzes over one hundred
of the best Jewish jokes and through them identifies the
keystones of Jewish character. Through the humor, he
describes how Jews cope with persecution and
discrimination, how they handle anti-Se mitism, what
they think about sex, and how they handle assimilation
and intermarriage. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07048
Title:PARADISE, NEW YORK
Author(s):POLLACK, EILEEN
Narrator(s):LILA STERN
We first meet Lucy Appelbaum, the heroine of Paradise,
NY, in 1970, as a nine-year-old girl enjoying her family's
Catskill hotel, the Garden of Eden. Ten years later, having
found nothing else to distinguish herself, Lucy tries to
save the hotel by c apitalizing on a wave of nostalgia for
the Borscht Belt and running the hotel as a sort of living
museum of Yiddish culture. Lucy battles her
grandmother's attempts to sabotage Lucy's success, her
parents' superstitious fears of anything that attract s
attention to the Jews, her brother's contention that what
Lucy is doing is more a matter of ego than authentic
religious feeling, and her own affairs of the heart. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07050
Title:REFUGE
Author(s):MICHAEL, SAMI
Narrator(s):NAOMI ROSENBACH
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The time is 1973, the setting the Yom Kippur War.
Communist and Zionist, Israeli Arab, Palestinian refugee,
and Ashkenazi Jew clash in this story of love and hatred.
Marduch, Communist survivor of an Iraqi prison (like the
author) and Zionist by defa ult, has gone to fight for
Israel--the country that gave him refuge. When Marduch's
wife is asked to shelter an Arab comrade slated for
preventive detention, the anguish of moral, political, and
sexual tensions surface. Who is giving whom refuge?
Whe re does one's loyalty lie? © 1977
Book No.:EN4-07051
Title:SHIP OF THE HUNTED
Author(s):ELBERG, YEHUDA
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
The Warsaw Ghetto in 1943 is nothing like the prewar
village of Dombrovka. Golda, her husband, Shiya, and
their three children do the best they can. Shiya and one
child are sent to Auschwitz. Golda is taken to Treblinka,
but escapes and wanders the P olish countryside. Her
son Yossel, poses as a Christian and hides out with his
younger sister on a farm, but even there tragedy awaits.
At the end of the war, whoever survives from this family
will attempt the difficult passage to Palestine on a "shi p
of the hunted." © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07059
Title:SABBATH
Author(s):ERLICH, JOSEF
Narrator(s):SYLVIA JACOBS
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Set in the Polish-Jewish shtetl of Wolbrom in the 1930s,
where the author spent his youth, this story tells how
Feivel and his family observe the Sabbath. It describes in
intricate detail the religious observance and folkways of
this holiest of days as it was practiced for centuries by
European Jews and by their Orthodox descendants
today. Edited by Hana Wirth-Nesher. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07063
Title:BRONSTEIN'S CHILDREN
Author(s):BECKER, JUREK
Narrator(s):BEVERLY STERN
The author has devised something between story and
allegory to evoke the cold generational millenium that
separates a father, with his concentration camp
memories, from a son, adrift in a society with no
memories whatsoever. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07068
Title:RIVER MIDNIGHT
Author(s):NATTEL, LILIAN
Narrator(s):BARBARA BEHAR FERBER
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In Blaszka, a fictional shtetl northwest of Warsaw, the
lives of four women are intertwined. As children, they
romped in the woods. But now Hanna-Leya is the
butcher's mysteriously childless but efficient wife who
relaxes by bathing in the river. Fey gele has a large
family, but her oldest child is jailed for political activity.
Zisa-Sara dies in America; her children are sent back to
Blaszka, where they must readjust to shtetl life. Misha,
the town midwife, divorces her husband and then
becomes pregnant herself, but refuses to reveal the
identity of the father. Through it all, the people of Blaszka
cling to their traditions. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07069
Title:SHOW ME THE MAGIC
Author(s):MAZURSKY, PAUL
Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
Over the past thirty years, Paul Mazursky, writer, film
director, actor, and producer, has established himself as
one of America's most respected and admired
filmmakers. He takes us behind the scenes of some of his
greatest successes and provides ver y human portraits of
many of Hollywood's legends. Of course, there is Paul
Mazursky's own story as well. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07070
Title:VILLAGE OF A MILLION SPIRITS: A NOVEL
OF THE TREBLINKA UPRISING
Author(s):MACMILLAN, IAN
Narrator(s):BARIE W. SNIDER
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On August 2, 1943, prisoners of Treblinka concentration
camp, armed with stolen guns and grenades, attacked
their guards, set fire to the "factory of death," and fled
into the neighboring forest. Treblinka was a secret camp
designed to hide from hist ory what occurred inside its
confines. Of the six hundred prisoners who escaped,
only forty lived, but their survival ensured that the
horrors they witnessed and an account of their desperate
revolt reached the outside world. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07072
Title:VIKTOR FRANKL RECOLLECTIONS: AN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author(s):FRANKL, VIKTOR E.
Narrator(s):SYLVIA ESTES
The renowned Viennese psychiatrist and author reveals
the warmly human side of a life that has contributed so
much to the evolution of psychiatric science. During
WWII, Frankl lost his wife and immediate family and was
himself in four concentration c amps. Through his beliefs
he was able to triumph over the camps and to rebuild his
professional and private life in postwar Vienna. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07073
Title:ONE-HANDED PIANIST
Author(s):STAVANS, ILAN
Narrator(s):ISABELLE RUBIN
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Presenting intense explorations of Jewish life and
identity in the Hispanic world, Stavans stories feature
individuals who relentlessly investigate spirituality
beyond the realm of orthodox religion. Some of the eight
stories mix autobiography and fa ntasy and others meld
Jewish mysticism, thriller, fiction and meditations on
sexuality, love, God and the roots of anti-Semitism. ©
1996
Book No.:EN4-07074
Title:OXFORD BOOK OF HEBREW SHORT
STORIES
Author(s):ABRAMSON, GLENDA, ED.
Narrator(s):ETHEL E. MADURO
This collection of Hebrew short stories contains the
works of the great modern Hebrew prose writers (except
for Agnon) in Europe and Israel. The sorrows and
problems of the Jewish people in their exile and return
are combined with works of personal a nguish and
happiness to reveal the great scope of Hebrew literature.
Book No.:EN4-07076
Title:HOUDINI: THE CAREER OF EHRICH WEISS
Author(s):SILVERMAN, KENNETH
Narrator(s):MOLLY STARK
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Silverman's account of the great magician and escape
artist provides more detail than previous biographies
about Houdini's early years, showing how Ehrich Weiss,
a scrappy Jewish kid from Wisconsin, endured a grueling
apprenticeship in vaudeville as an acrobat, magician, and
medicine-show shill to become the most famous
performer of his age. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-07079
Title:IN THE YEAR 1096: THE FIRST CRUSADE
AND THE JEWS
Author(s):CHAZAN, ROBERT
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFF
Chazan relates stories of Christian enemies, but also of
Christian friends, and of Jewish martrys, but also of
Jewish negotiators and converts. He devotes the second
half of the book to tracing various events through the
subsequent nine centuries of Jewish history. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-07080
Title:SECRET BOOK OF GRAZIA DEI ROSSI
Author(s):PARK, JACQUELINE
Narrator(s):KEN STEART
Inspired by an actual letter, Jacqueline Park offers us a
look at Renaissance Italy through the eyes of Grazia Dei
Rossi. Heiress to a Jewish banking dynasty, secretary to
the world-renowned Isabella D'Este, married to the
Pope's Jewish physician and lover of the Christian Lord
Gonzaga, dei Rossi is suspended between two cultures,
forced to choose between two men and two worlds. ©
1997
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Book No.:EN4-07082
Title:WOMAN AT THE WINDOW: BIBLICAL
TALES OF OPPRESSION AND ESCAPE
Author(s):ASCHKENASY, NEHAMA
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY RADCLIFF
The image of the woman at the window is prevalent in the
arts of the ancient Near East and has suggested
interpretations ranging from sexual availibility to
frustrated curiosity. Nehama Aschkenasy now invites a
reinterpretation of this classic image, seeing in a mythic
representation of ancient woman's spatial constriction
and her removal from the arena of history. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07083
Title:JEWISH WAR
Author(s):REICH, TOVA
Narrator(s):MARILYN WEINSTOCK
Former Bronx social worker Jerry Goldberg has become
Yehudi HaGoel, cult leader of a band of American Jewish
zealots who establish a short-lived secessionist kingdom
on Israel's West Bank. Joining him in this doomed quest
are his three wives, a comra de from Brooklyn and other
fanatics willing to die for their cause. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-07085
Title:ANGEL MAX
Author(s):GLASSGOLD, PETER
Narrator(s):RAYMA FELDMAN
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As a young child in Kovno, Max Petrovich Kraft had a
clear vision of his own future and of the wonderful
adventures he was going to have in America. He moves
to New York, where a sound marriage and an equally
sound business venture make the American dream
immediately come true. But there is the other side of the
family: revolutionary stepsisters, a violent half brother,
and an anarchist cousin. They are in and out of Max's life,
and he becomes an "angel" for the Cause, a little out of
sympathy, but more to keep them at a distance. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07089
Title:IRVING BERLIN: A LIFE IN SONG
Author(s):FURIA, PHILIP
Narrator(s):MARTIN KLEINWALD
Musical theater historian Philip Furia portrays the
musical life of one of America's most beloved
composers. With access to the Irving Berlin Archives, he
brings forth new information on how the songs were
created and relates this process to the impo rtant events
in the composer's life. He calls the resulting biography a
"life in song" because Berlin drew on his entire life's
experiences in creating his music. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07093
Title:LIONHEARTS: HEROES OF ISRAEL
Author(s):BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL, ED.
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
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In every generation and on every battlefield that marks
the history of modern Israel, heroes have risen with the
courage to take the lead. This book is dedicated to these
extraordinary personalities as well as everyday people
who fell in combat or on Israel's secret fronts and to
those still alive today. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07097
Title:
Author(s):LYMAN, DARRYL
Narrator(s):SYLVIA ESTES
The Bronfmans, Dayans, Reichmanns, Maimons, and
Rothschilds are just some of the more than eighty great
Jewish families whose stories are told in this volume.
Lyman presents a biographical overview of each family
and then focuses on each notable fami ly member,
demonstrating how the tightly-knit Jewish family unit has
inspired its members to reach for greatness. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07104
Title:HITLER'S WILLING EXECUTIONERS:
ORDINARY GERMANS AND THE
HOLOCAUST
Author(s):GOLDHAGEN, DANIEL JONAH
Narrator(s):STEVEN SPRARAGEN
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oldhagen originally wrote this book as a doctoral
dissertation at Harvard. In it, he endeavors to show that
the common apologia for the Germans - that Hitler
"brainwashed" them - is nonsense and that most
Germans gave their active consent to genocide . The
book ends with a detailed notes section and an appendix
that explains the correct methodology for studying the
Nazi period. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-07107
Title:SHUKI'S UPSIDE-DOWN DREAM
Author(s):GANZ, YAFFA
Narrator(s):DAN SHTEINGART
Shuki's strange dream helps him to look at his elderly
aunt in a new light. © 1986
Book No.:EN4-07108
Title:FOUR MOTHERS
Author(s):HORN, SHIFRA
Narrator(s):LILA STERN
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Shifra Horn's novel tells the story of four generations of
women in one family against the background of one
hundred years in Jerusalem. The story begins with Amal,
of the fifth generation, who is despondent over her
husband's desertion after the bir th of her son. Her
mother, grandmother and great-grandmother are
overjoyed, because the birth of a healthy boy means that
their family's long curse has been broken - there is no
daughter to inherit it. Come, listen, they say to Amal,
listen to the st ory of the curse that foreshadowed every
father's disappearance. Be comforted by your "four
mothers." © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07109
Title:SECOND HAND SMOKE
Author(s):ROSENBAUM, THANE
Narrator(s):PETER JONES
Mila Katz lives by the wits by which she survived the
Holocaust; her son grows up to be a Nazi-hunter. But in a
series of deathbed confessions to her nurses, she
reveals the existance of another son, abandoned in
Poland. Mila's American-born son lear ns of his halfbrother's existence and decides to travel to Poland to
find him. Together the brothers retrace the family's
derailed path, walking among the ghosts of the
Holocaust, confronting real and imaginery demons. ©
1999
Book No.:EN4-07110
Title:REDEMPTION
Author(s):FAST, HOWARD
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Narrator(s):STEVE SHER
When Ike Goldman, a retired law professor at Columbia
University, dissuades a much younger woman from
committing suicide, he never suspects that his selfless
action will lead to love and the possible defense of a
woman who is accused of murdering her abusive exhusband. Eventually he must choose between following
his heart or the loss of his faith in love. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07111
Title:MADELEINE ALBRIGHT: A TWENTIETHCENTURY ODYSSEY
Author(s):DOBBS, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):SPENCER RAINE
She was born Maria Jana Korbelova in Prague, just
before the outbreak of World War II, the first child of
Czech Jewish parents. Almost sixty years later Madeline
Korbel Albright was sworn in as the first woman
Secretary of State in the United States. Michael Dobbs, a
Washington Post reporter, pieces together the
fascinating lives of several generations of Albright's
ancestors, revealing a Jewish family's recurring quest for
assimilation (her parents raised her and her siblings as
Catholics) as t hey moved from an Eastern European
ghetto to the corridors of power in Washington. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07112
Title:FROM A SEALED ROOM
Author(s):KADISH, RACHEL
Narrator(s):WENDY GOULSTON
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In this debut novel, three women, an Israeli, her American
cousin, and an elderly Holocaust survivor, are trapped by
different circumstances yet united in their desire for
liberation. ©
Book No.:EN4-07114
Title:PINK SLIP
Author(s):CIRESI, RITA
Narrator(s):SUSAN WITTY
Lisa Diodetto's mother wants her to get married, but Lisa
is not yet ready. Looking for a fresh start, Lisa joins the
editorial department of a pharmaceutical company and
proceeds, on company time, to write a novel that pokes
fun at corporate life. E nter her main character: Eben
Strauss. A man of old-fashioned manners who should
steer clear of Lisa. Of course, logic and love rarely go
hand in hand. It's bad enough that Lisa and Strauss have
to keep their ensuing affair a secret from everyone at
work. But what happens when they keep secrets from
each other and tell lies to themselves? © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07118
Title:SIMON'S FAMILY: A NOVEL OF TWO
FAMILIES
Author(s):FREDRIKSSON, MARIANNE
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
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Ever since childhood, Simon Larsson has struggled with
the feeling that something from his past is not quite right.
Despite his parents' simple lives, history forces them to
conceal a shattering secret from Simon-one that, if ever
revealed, threatens to destroy them all. As the shadow of
World War II falls over Europe, Simon forms a friendship
with a Jewish classmate. It is a relationship that will
forever change both their lives, as the Larssons and
Lentovs are irrevocably drawn together to cre ate a
makeshift family all their own. © 1988
Book No.:EN4-07119
Title:YOUNG HEROES OF THE BIBLE: A BOOK
FOR FAMILY SHARING
Author(s):DOUGLAS, KIRK
Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
In five stories from the Bible and the Midrash, actor and
author Kirk Douglass examines how the greatest biblical
characters performed deeds of heroism even at young
ages. In telling these timeless stories, Douglas
remembers his own childhood in Amst erdam, New York,
where he first heard them in Sunday school, and how
they affected him throughout his childhood and his long
career in Hollywood. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07122
Title:BERNHARD
Author(s):HOFFMAN, YOEL
Narrator(s):TERRIS KO, EILEEN DACEY
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Bernhard, a German-Jewish widower in the 1940s, is
devastated by the loss of his wife. As he disconsolately
walks the streets of Jerusalem, he tries to come to terms
with his grief and the disasters of W W II. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07123
Title:ACTIVIST'S DAUGHTER
Author(s):BACHE, ELLYN
Narrator(s):JULIE RATNER
Rejecting all attempts by her liberal Jewish family to
interest her in social justice, Beryl Rosinsky believes
she's escaped their influence when she enters the
University of North Carolina as a freshman. There,
inevitably, she witnesses the racism a nd bigotry that are
intertwine with the gentility and social propriety of the
South. Longing to fit in, Beryl nevertheless empathizes
with the pain of those who don't. Meanwhile, her family
periodically urges her to remain faithful to her religious h
eritage. Outwardly, Beryl remains resolutely uninvolved
until the day she reacts instinctively to an act of pure
meanness and finds she's taken the first step toward
activism. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07124
Title:DINK THAT STOPPED THE CLOCK
Author(s):HALPERN, CHAIKY
Narrator(s):HELEN STEWART
An adventure in the Land of Miroop, where Queen OotzRootz is in a hurry to prepare for Shabbos. © 1985
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Book No.:EN4-07126
Title:NAZI OFFICER'S WIFE: HOW ONE JEWISH
WOMAN SURVIVED THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):BEER, EDITH HAHN; DWORKIN, SUSAN
Narrator(s):ARLINE KEMPNER
Edith Hahn was a young woman studying law in Vienna
when the Gestapo forced her and her mother into a
ghetto. Edith was taken away to a labor camp, and, when
she returned home months later, she found her mother
had been deported. Knowing she would be come a
hunted woman, Edith went underground. Using a
Christian friend's identity papers, she fled to Munich
where she met Werner Vetter, a Nazi Party member who
fell in love with her. Despite her protests and even her
eventual confession that she was Jewish, he married her
and kept her identity a secret. Despite the risk it posed to
her life, Edith created a remarkable record of survival
which is now part of the permanent collection at the
Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07131
Title:JUPITER'S BONES
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):JERRY O'NEIL
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Dr. Emil Ganz was considered a world-renowned
professor of astrophysics, when he disappeared without
warning he vanished, only to reappear ten years later as
"Father Jupiter," the founder of a pseudoscientific cult.
Suddenly the aging charismatic lea der is found dead,
and LAPD Lieutenant Peter Decker investigates with his
team and the support of his wife, Rina. Soon the Order
turns violent, erupting into mayhem so deadly that it
threatens not only the lives of it adult members but also
scores of helpless, innocent children. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07132
Title:TURBULENT SOULS: A CATHOLIC SON'S
RETURN TO HIS JEWISH FAMILY
Author(s):DUBNER, STEPHEN J.
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
The youngest of eight children, Stephen Dubner grew up
in a family that was industrious, rambunctious, and
above all, Catholic. His parents were true believers, their
faith extending to every corner of their lives. But they
were also Jewish converts who fell in love with
Catholicism and then with each other. By the time
Stephen was born, their pasts had been locked away.
Only when Dubner reached his twenties did he discover
his parents' extraordinary story, a story full of bitter
estrangements, hard-fought triumphs, and deep secrets.
In excavating the story, he felt the tug of the religion his
parents had abandoned and began to pursue it as
vigorously as they had pursued their adopted faith. ©
1998
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Book No.:EN4-07134
Title:HAPPINESS: FORMULAS, STORIES AND
INSIGHTS
Author(s):PLISKIN, ZELIG, RABBI
Narrator(s):LEA GREENBERG
Everyone wants it. Few people have it. Many people think
happiness is a winning lottery ticket. It's not. Rabbi
Pliskin discusses where to find it - and how! It's
everywhere, he explains. Even better, it's within
ourselves, if we only know how to min e it. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07143
Title:BETTELHEIM: A LIFE AND A LEGACY
Author(s):SUTTON, NINA
Narrator(s):JEROME BROOKMAN
In his lifetime (1903-1990), Bruno Bettelheim was
regarded as an authority on childrearing and a pioneer of
psychoanalysis. His prolific writings ranged from his
experiences as a survivor of Nazi concentration camps to
the Freudian interpretation of fairy tales. During his 29
years as director of the University of Chicago's
Orthogenic School, Bettelheim developed a unique form
of milieu therapy, claiming a high rate of success with
emotionally disturbed and austistic children. After his
suicide, former students denounced him as brutal, and
critics accused him of plagiarism, questioning his
training and qualifications. In this first biography, Sutton,
a journalist and French correspondent for National Public
Radio, assesses the life and work of this contradictory
genius. © 1996
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Book No.:EN4-07146
Title:DIVING ROCK ON THE HUDSON
Author(s):ROTH, HENRY
Narrator(s):CHRIS BASKOUS
In this second volume of the series, Mercy of a Rude
Stream, Roth reveals a secret that was surely one of the
reasons for his 60-year writing block. Here, his alter ego,
Ira Stigman, makes a shocking disclosure: a long interval
of incest with his you nger sister, as well as the
seduction of a younger cousin. As the author/narrator
continues to bare his soul to his computer, Ecclesiastes,
readers can begin to understand the remorse, guilt and
mental anguish that for a long time prevented Roth from
thinking or writing about the events that form the basis
for his fiction. He also gives a haunting description of a
vanished social class, the first generation of American
children of Jewish immigrants from European shtetls,
living in bleak tenement s, aware they are crude and
uncouth by the standards of American society. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-07154
Title:LAST LULLABY: POETRY FROM THE
HOLOCAUST
Author(s):KRAMER, AARON, ED.
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
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The works collected here include poems by Europeans
and Russians who attained recognition as published
writers, as well as poems and songs by people who never
intended to become poets but who were driven to
express the unbearable emotions aroused by the horrors
of the Nazi era. Some of the poems are the prayers of
martyrs and the elegies of mourners. Translated into
English by the editor. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07157
Title:BAKER'S DOZEN #10: DO NOT DISTURB
Author(s):STEIN, AIDEL
Narrator(s):HELEN STEWART
The problem with being a quintuplet is that you never
seem to have any privacy, so Dini decides to take matters
into her own hands. Meanwhile, the Baker boys are in hot
water of their own. It takes an emergency trip to the
hospital and a long, long n ight to bring them all back to
their senses - and back together again. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-07161
Title:DREAMS OF GOLD
Author(s):ORDE, LEWIS
Narrator(s):LAURA SPERBER
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Fleeing from lives of drudgery and the domination of
their avaricious uncle, young orphans Nathan and
Leonora Solomon emigrate from London to New Orleans
in 1851. A fateful encounter with a New Orleans cotton
merchant draws the cousins into an assimi lated Jewish
family and plunges them into a high-spirited and opulent
way of life. Despite the prejudice that dogs their lives, the
family thrives, and Leonora reclaims her Jewish heritage
in a move to Atlanta after the Civil War. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-07168
Title:JEWISH SCI-FI STORIES FOR CHILDREN
Author(s):PETERSEIL, YAACOV, ED.
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
Six stories about Jewish kids, combining Jewish themes
with science fiction or fantasy: A boy creates a clone of
himself to fill in at Bar-Mitzvah lessons; a Jewish child
magically heals an injured Nazi; Rabbi Baruch Rogers is
a Jewish spoof of Buck Rogers. Assumes some
familiarity with Orthodox life and Jewish mysticism. ©
1999
Book No.:EN4-07174
Title:GLASS HEARTS
Author(s):PAUL, TERRI
Narrator(s):TONY MEEKER
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Serene's father has vanished from their small Hungarian
village in 1913, leaving his beleaguered Jewish family to
fend for themselves in a time of danger and disruption.
The values and beliefs of her tightly knit family conflict
with those of the soc iety which is unraveling around her.
World War I forces the family to flee; they return after the
war to find their village destroyed. Serene must leave it
behind, with its ghosts, charms and dreams, and start
anew, in a new country. As she ages from 5 to 11, she
copes by using dreams and visions to recover her father.
© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07176
Title:SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Author(s):SIEGEL, SHELDON
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Meet Mike Dailey, ex-priest, ex-public defender, and exhusband. And as of yesterday, ex-partner at Simpson &
Gates, one of San Francisco's most prominent law firms.
Today he's out on his own, setting up a private practice
on the wrong side of town. Then his best friend and
former colleague is charged with a brutal double murder.
Daley has his first client and is instantly catapulted into a
high profile case involving the prestigious law firm that
just booted him. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07179
Title:REVISIONIST
Author(s):SCHULMAN, HELEN
Narrator(s):MARION FELDINGER
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Dr. David Hershleder, a brilliant but tortured Jewish
neurologist, is thrown out of the house by his shiksa
wife. In order to avoid the crushing weight of his loss, he
embarks on a research project involving a Holocaust
denier. He becomes more and mo re obsessed and, with
the help of two oddball buddies from college, he finds
and confronts a revisionist in Paris and in the process
confronts himself, exploding the lies he has constructed
his own life around. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07180
Title:TALMUDIC IMAGES
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN, RABBI
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
This volume is not intended as a history of the sages, nor
does it attempt to describe their different schools of
thought. Steinsaltz's intention is to bring them to life by
providing a sketch of their personalities, not only as
thinkers and scholars , but also as human beings. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07182
Title:GARDEN, ASHES
Author(s):KIS, DANILO
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMAN
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In Yugoslavia during the Second World War, young Andi
Scham and his beleaguered family are constantly
moving, searching for refuge. From his memories
emerges the wondrous story of his father, Eduard
Scham, the Wandering Jew: a man who recedes from li fe
and then disappears in the Holocaust. Andi's search for
his father is a poetic and lyrical remembrance of things
past. © 1975
Book No.:EN4-07184
Title:IL DUCE'S OTHER WOMAN
Author(s):CANNISTRARO, PHILIP; SULLIVAN, BRIAN
Narrator(s):SYLVIA LEVINSON
A person of exceptional erudition and culture, Margherite
Sarfatti (1880-1961) was the Italian dictator's lover,
political advisor and intellectual mentor. The authors
reveal how, in the period following the Great War, the two
combined their socialis t ideals and fierce nationalism to
forge a revolutionary movement - Fascism - and how
Mussolini in the end "could not tolerate public knowledge
that a woman and a Jew had done as much as she had to
build the Fascist regime." © 1993
Book No.:EN4-07187
Title:IN MEMORY'S KITCHEN: A LEGACY FROM
THE WOMEN OF TEREZIN
Author(s):DE SILVA, CANA, ED.
Narrator(s):DONNA BATKIN, VERA ROSEN
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Written by undernourished and starving women in the
Czechoslovakian ghetto/concentration camp of Terezin
(also known as Theresienstadt), the recipes gives
instructions for making beloved dishes in the rich, robust
Czech tradition. Sometimes steps or ingredients are
missing, the gaps a painful illustration of the condition
and situation in which the authors lived. © 1993
Book No.:EN4-07192
Title:HEART OF MANY ROOMS: CELEBRATING
THE MANY VOICES WITHIN JUDAISM
Author(s):HARTMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
David Hartman addresses the spiritual and theological
questions that face all Jews and all people today. From
the perspective of traditional Judaism, he helps us
understand the varieties of twentieth-century Jewish
practice and shows that commitment to both Jewish
tradition and to pluralism can create bridges of
understanding between people of different religious
convictions. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07196
Title:REBELLION
Author(s):ROTH, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):STEVE SHER
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Andreas Pum returns from World War I minus a leg, but
with a medal. A job and marriage offer him a chance for a
winter of bliss. Disaster strikes when he is jailed after an
altercation with a stranger and in a magical touch ages
terribly in a matter of weeks. Upon his release, Andreas,
older, feeble minded, and obsessed with the injustice
he's suffered, goes to work for a former roommate and
finally dies an embittered old man. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07197
Title:KARPSTEIN WAS HIDING
Author(s):DAVID, MARTIN A.
Narrator(s):MARTIN A. DAVID
Karpstein lives in rooms of his own mind. The walls are
flexible and the boundaries between living and dead and
between past and present are ephemeral. In the past
there was the Holocaust. Karpstein survived it even
though he was not there. The guilt of his survival haunts
him. In the present there is a warehouse crowded with
living memories. Can Karpstein survive that? © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07198
Title:IN PRAISE OF PUBLIC LIFE
Author(s):LIEBERMAN, JOSEPH WITH MICHAEL
D'ORSO
Narrator(s):MIRIAM ALIMINOS
In a vigorous defense of public life, Senator Joseph
Lieberman defines the duty, the honor, and the privilege
of public life in the face of Americans' perennial cynicism
about it. © 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07199
Title:ISRAEL: A HISTORY
Author(s):GILBERT, MARTIN
Narrator(s):MIRIAM ALIMONOS
Basing his narrative on a wealth of contemporary
documents and eyewitness accounts, as well as on his
own intimate knowledge of the country, Martin Gilbert
provides a riveting and moving account of the history of
Israel. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07200
Title:INN AT LAKE DEVINE
Author(s):LIPMAN, ELINOR
Narrator(s):LYNNE KUSHNER
It's the early 1960s and Natalie Marx is stunned when her
mother inquires about vacation accommodations in
Vermont and receives a response that in effect says that
Jews are not welcome. So begins Natalie's fixation with
the Inn and the family that ow ns it. And when Natalie
finagles an invitation to join a friend on vacation there,
she sets herself upon a path that will inextricably link her
adult life to this peculiar family and its once-restricted
hotel. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07203
Title:GREATER THAN ANGELS
Author(s):MATAS, CAROL
Narrator(s):MARJORIE RAPPOPORT
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Chambon, a small village whose inhabitants agree to care
for the children. But as the war rages on, Jews in France and those who shelter them - are in increasing danger.
Will Anna and her friends survive? © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07204
Title:RECKLESS ENDANGERMENT
Author(s):TANENBAUM, ROBERT K.
Narrator(s):GERRY SPANGER
An elderly Jewish shopkeeper is found slain beneath a
mirror scrawled with a hate-filled message in Arabic.
Within hours, police aren't just searching for a murderer;
they're trying to put a lid on a seething hotbed of racial
conflict that has alread y resulted in one riot in the
streets. It falls to Butch Karp, Deputy DA for Special
Projects, to keep the hunt for the killers, and any
subsequent prosecution, from igniting a full-scale ethnic
war. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07209
Title:SPORTS AND THE AMERICAN JEW
Author(s):RIESS, STEVEN A., ED.
Narrator(s):TINA CERVASI, HELEN SCHNEIDER
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This book debunks the conventional stereotype that
Jews and sports are somehow incompatible and clearly
demonstrates that sports have long been a significant
institution in American Jewish life. Jews were among the
very first professional baseball pl ayers and the most
outstanding early American track stars. In the 1920s and
1930s, they dominated inner-city sports and produced
star athletes in virtually all sports. Many Jews were also
prominent in the business, communications, and literary
aspect s of sports. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07210
Title:BENI'S FAMILY COOKBOOK FOR THE
JEWISH HOLIDAYS
Author(s):ZALBEN, JANE BRESKIN
Narrator(s):PHYLLIS FREEMAN
Here is a sumptuous collection of recipes for the Jewish
holidays throughout the year. Jane Breskin Zalben has
gathered treasured recipes from her family and friends.
Each section of the cookbook features a different holiday
and includes notes on the holiday's religious and cultural
importance. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-07212
Title:WITH ALL MY HEART, WITH ALL MY MIND:
THIRTEEN STORIES ABOUT GROWING UP
JEWISH
Author(s):ASHER, SANDY, ED.
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
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What does "growing up Jewish" mean? How can young
people reconcile centuries of tradition with the modern
world? Sandy Asher posed these and other questions to
thirteen Jewish writers, including herself. From the last
days of Masada to the future col onization of the moon,
these stories provide unique and personal insights. In the
interviews following each story, the authors discuss their
own experiences.
Book No.:EN4-07214
Title:ANGER: THE INNER TEACHER
Author(s):PLISKIN, ZELIG, RABBI
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
Rabbi Pliskin presents a nine-step program to help us
purge anger from ourselves. The author draws on Torah
literature and his extensive counseling experience to
build a comprehensive approach for coping with anger.
This book is a guide offering unde rlying concepts and
practical hands-on tools for decreasing and preventing
anger. The step-by-step program is for anyone wishing to
gain greater mastery over his or her emotions. It also
provides a useful model for those in the helping
professions. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07220
Title:LIFE AND WORKS OF HAROLD PINTER
Author(s):BILLINGTON, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):SHARON SPENSER
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London theater critic Michael Billington draws on
interviews with the noted British dramatist, his friends,
and coworkers to explore the links between Harold
Pinter's life and works. He discovers a great deal of
autobiographical references in Pinter' s writing, as well
as political commentary on the power struggle implicit in
male-female relations. Pinter's youth in London's East
End and his close friendships with other smart,
iconoclastic Jewish boys are emphasized. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-07225
Title:1185 PARK AVENUE: A MEMOIR
Author(s):ROIPHE, ANNE
Narrator(s):LESLIE CARROLL, BARBARA ABIS
In this captivating memoir, novelist Anne Roiphe shows
us what it was really like to grow up rich and Jewish in
New York in the 1940s and 1950s. Revisiting the world of
her childhood, Roiphe brings alive a cast of characters
who are both difficult to love and impossible to forget.
Through the eyes of this precocious, loving daughter, we
witness the brutalities that lurked behind the mah-jongg
tables, cocktail parties, and summer houses of her
family. By turns heartbreaking, funny, and mercilessl y
honest, Roiphe's story exposes the fault lines of misery
that exploded in the domestic battles of the home front,
far overshadowing the war overseas. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07226
Title:LADIES AUXILIARY
Author(s):MIRVIS, TOVA
Narrator(s):SANDRA CAREY
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The Ladies Auxiliary is the group of women at the heart
of this close knit community, and it is their voices that
tell of how a carefully structed world begins to unravel
with the arrival of Batsheva, a young, beautiful convert
who is a widow with a small child. What happens when a
community cannot see beyond the walls it has built
against the outside world? © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07229
Title:CHRIST OF FISH
Author(s):HOFFMANN, YOEL
Narrator(s):BEVERLY STERN
mosaic of 233 pieces of Aunt Magda's life in Tel Aviv
form this novel. Originally from Vienna, she is a widow
who still speaks German after decades in Israel. The
myriad mini-chapters include her childhood, her
marriage, a favorite café, and a gentle man admirer.
Hoffmann creates a dream-like yet precise portrait of an
enchanting woman. Translated from Hebrew by Eddie
Levenston © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07231
Title:IN MY HANDS: MEMOIRS OF A
HOLOCAUST RESCUER
Author(s):OPDYKE, IRENE GUT; ARMST, JENNIFER
Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
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Seventeen-year-old Irene Gut, a Polish Catholic student
nurse, was forced to work as a waitress in a German
officers' dining room. She picked up snatches of
conversation along with the Nazis' dirty dishes and
passed the information to Jews in the ghe tto. Later, she
became the housekeeper for a Nazi major, and hid twelve
Jews in the basement of his home until the German
defeat. She was determined to deliver her friends from
evil. It was as simple and impossible as that. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07233
Title:THREE WOMEN
Author(s):PIERCY, MARGE
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
Suzanne Blume has survived rwo marriages, had a
successful career as a lawyer, put two children through
college, and is enjoying her first sexual encounter in ten
years. Then one day a messenger appears in court to
announce that her mother, a woman o f legendary
independence, has been rushed to the hospital.
Intertwining the lives of three generations of
contemporary women, Marge Piercy focuses on some of
the most pressing questions facing us today, one of
which is: How do we nurture children who can't possibly
live up to the dreams we have created for them? © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07236
Title:DEAD AIR
Author(s):KRICH, ROCHELLE
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
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LAPD Homicide Detective Jessie Drake is astonished
when her closest high school confidant shows up at her
door with an alarming tale of being harrassed by an
unseen stalker. Jessie's friend is now "Dr. Renee," a
popular radio talk show therapist. Now Renee is
desperately frightened and convinced Jessie can help
her. Jessie agrees to investigate, just as a favor. But
when Renee's daughter is kidnapped and the child's
nanny is murdered, Jessie's interest quickly turns
professional. Renee and her e stranged husband trade
angry charges of blame and suspicion while Jessie
tracks a bizarre series of events that began a few weeks
earlier when a battered wife phoned Dr. Renee for help.
Now the woman's crazed husband is threatening
revenge. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07237
Title:TRUST: THE PRIVATE AND POWERFUL
FAMILY BEHIND THE NEW YORK TIMES
Author(s):TIFFT, SUSAN E.; JONES, ALEX S.
Narrator(s):
This full-scale portrait of the Ochs and Sulzberger
families is a dramatic saga set against a backdrop of
world events and the burden and privilege of wealth and
power. It tells the story of how the domestic dramas of
one extraordinary clan shaped th e pages of the greatest
newspaper in the world; of a Jewish family that found
itself under attack for its policies from anti-Semites and
Jews alike; of succession battles, human frailty, and
tremendous affluence; and the legacy of public
responsibili ty that has driven the family to serve as
devoted stewards of a trust they hold sacred. © 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07239
Title:IN THE THIRTEENTH YEAR
Author(s):SARREN, SANDRA C.
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
Twelve-year-old Isaac Segal knew that his life would be
different after his bar mitzvah, when, according to Jewish
tradition, he would become a man. But what he didn't
count on were the changes happening to him now, one
month before his bar mitzvah! Isaac first notices his
unusual abilities at his best friend Todd's bar mitzvah,
when he discovers he can read the mind of the goodlooking girl sitting all the way across the synagogue.
Isaac's discovery over the following days that he can also
levi tate objects and communicate telepathically with
other people leads him to confide in his parents. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07240
Title:MY FIRST 79 YEARS
Author(s):STERN, ISAAC; POTOK, CHAIM
Narrator(s):BEVERLY STERN
World renowned violinist Isaac Stern shares both his
personal and his artistic experiences: the story of his rise
to eminence; his feelings about music and the violin; his
rich emotional life; his great friendships and
collaborations with colleagues such as Leonard
Bernstein and Pablo Casals; his background as an ardent
supporter of Israel; his ideas and beliefs about art, love,
and the world we live in. With Chaim Potok. © 1999
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Book No.:EN4-07244
Title:RISE DESERT MAN
Author(s):STRAUSS, RON
Narrator(s):BEN OLIVER
Pasha Ed-Al ("The Ghost"), Israel's most revered Arab
undercover operative, has retired. Nayeff, the world's
most wanted terrorist, has not. In his latest exploit to
block the peace process, Nayeff led an attack at the
airport in Rome. Among the dead passengers were
Pasha's daughter and grandson. Pasha comes roaring
out of retirement seeking personal revenge as the clock
is ticking down to a forthcoming Washington peace
conference on the future of Jerusalem. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07245
Title:SOUP HAS MANY EYES: FROM SHTETL TO
CHICAGO/A MEMOIR OF 1 FAMILY'S
JOURNEY THRU HISTORY
Author(s):LEONARD, JOANN ROSE
Narrator(s):SILVIA HORENSTEIN
At home in her Pennsylvania kitchen, Joann Leonard
makes soup. In her grandfather's pot, she improvises,
using her great-grandmother's unwritten recipe. With the
fragrant steam rising from the pot comes a stream of
memories, half-told tales, and depa rted ancestors asking
that their stories be told. In a nation where most people's
roots lie in faraway lands, The Soup Has Many Eyes is a
rich, poetic, deeply satisfying testament to the
importance of family bonds, spiritual insight, and, most
of all , the miracle that happens when we invite the past
into our lives. © 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07247
Title:ROOKIE COP: DEEP UNDERCOVER IN THE
JEWISH DEFENSE LEAGUE
Author(s):ROSENTHAL, RICHARD
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
in the summer of 1970, an untrained police recruit was
secretly assigned by the NYPD to infiltrate an up and
coming urban terrorist organization led by a charismatic
rabbi whose impact would be felt around the world. For
the next year, Rosenthal adva nced through the ranks of
the Jewish Defense League from its early days of street
intimidation, through the manufacture of incendiary
weapons, bombings, and appointment as a firearms
instructor and ultimately a bodyguard to Rabbi Meir
Kahane, its lea der. With a diverse cast of characters,
including Joe Colombo, the Ku Klux Klan, and the Soviet
Mission to the United States, this story of a young spy on
a dangerous assignment may be one of the wackiest
police stories ever told. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07248
Title:PURE POETRY
Author(s):KIRSHENBAUM, BINNIE
Narrator(s):ROBERT BROWNE
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Meet Lila Moscowitz, a smart-mouthed, Jewish-American
beauty with a voracious appetite for sex, a remarkable
talent for outrageous lies, and an unerring knack for
screwing up her life. An accomplished poet, she goes
about her life with enough attitud e and verve to win your
heart forever. But since fleeing the all-consuming
passion of her marriage to Max, the sexy German, she
can no longer compose so much as a couplet. Neither
her best friend, Carmen, nor her cross-dressing analyst,
Leon, is able to soothe her angst over her impending
thirty-eighth birthday. But time waits for no woman, and
the dreaded birthday does bring insight. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07249
Title:JEWS OF FRANCE: A HISTORY FROM
ANTIQUITY TO THE PRESENT
Author(s):BENBASSA, ESTHER
Narrator(s):EILEEN DACEY
In the first English-language edition of a general,
synthetic history of French Jewry, Esther Benbassa tells
the intriguing tale of the social, economic, and cultural
vicissitudes of a people in diaspora. She reveals the
diversity of Jewish life thro ughout France's regions,
while showing how Jewish identity has constantly
redefined itself in a country known for both the Rights of
Man and the Dreyfus Affair. Beginning with late antiquity,
she charts the migration of Jews into France and traces
th eir fortunes through the making of the French
kingdom, the Revolution, the rise of modern antiSemitism, and the current renewal of interest in Judaism.
© 1999
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Book No.:EN4-07255
Title:BETTY FRIEDAN: HER LIFE
Author(s):HENNESSEE, JUDITH
Narrator(s):ISA GOLDBERG
There is no one in the women's movement more
renowned or pervasive in her presence, more longlasting or more contentious than Betty Friedan. But what
sort of person is she really? Hennessee, who lived
through many of the events recounted in this boo k, dug
deep to write the story of a woman of many paradoxes, a
woman who survived disastrous moments and who
continues to this day to lead, to find new energies and
crusades. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07257
Title:ANNE FRANK: THE BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):MULLER, MELISSA
Narrator(s):HARRY SMALL
Here, after five decades, is the first biography of Anne
Frank. The author, a journalist, has drawn on exclusive
interviews with family and friends, on previously
unavailable correspondence, and on documents long
kept secret. This biography casts a n ew light on Anne's
relations with her mother, whom she treats harshly in the
diary, and solves an enduring mystery: Who betrayed the
families hiding in the secret annex, just when liberation
was at hand? © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07260
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Title:SMALL MIRACLES OF LOVE AND
FRIENDSHIP: REMARKABLE
COINCIDENCES OF WARMTH AND
DEVOTION
Author(s):HALBERSTAM, YITTA; LEVENTHAL,
JUDITH
Narrator(s):J.B. HARRISON
Small Miracles of Love and Friendship is a collection of
over 50 inspirational, heartwarming stories of wondrous
coincidences. Each demonstrates the power and reach of
love and friendship, from the unexpected reunion of
separated lovers to an instant , magical connection
between strangers.
Book No.:EN4-07261
Title:GUN RUNNER'S DAUGHTER
Author(s):GORDON, NEIL
Narrator(s):RITA FEDER
For twenty-seven years, Allison Rosenthal has lived the
life of the liberal elite, but when her father is indicted on
federal charges and his profession - arms dealing - is
exposed to public scrutiny, her life changes radically.
And when her secret c hildhood lover is named as her
father's prosecuting attorney, Allison must decide where
her loyalties lie in a trial that is rocking the presidential
administration. Does family become politics? Love before
truth? Truth before loyalty? These are the questions the
gun runner's daughter must face as she tries to negotiate
the dangerous and murky world of her father's profession
and the ambiguous morality of power politics in America
and Israel. © 1998
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Book No.:EN4-07267
Title:LAST JEW
Author(s):GORDON, NOAH
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
In the year 1492, the Inquisition has all of Spain in its
grip. The Jews, who have been an important part of
Spanish life since the days of the Romans, are expelled
from the country by royal edict. Many who wish to remain
are intimidated by Church an d Crown and become
Catholics. Fifteen-year-old Yonah Toledano has seen his
father and brother die during those terrible days. Trapped
in Spain by circumstances, Yonah is determined to honor
the memory of his family by remaining a Jew. Noah
Gordon giv es us a glimpse of the past, an authentic tale
of high adventure, and a tender and unforgettable love
story. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07268
Title:NINETEEN TO THE DOZEN: MONOLOGUES
AND BITS AND BOBS OF OTHER THINGS
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
In these monologues written between 1901 and 1916, five
women and seven men tell their own tales. They are rich
and poor, educated and ignorant. The implied listeners a rabbi, a doctor, or the author himself - say virtually
nothing.These narratives provide a unique portrayal of
Eastern European Jewish society and they go a long way
toward demystifying the shtetl, which has too often been
the object of undue nostalgia. © 1998
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Book No.:EN4-07269
Title:WORLD IN PIECES
Author(s):MIDWOOD, BART
Narrator(s):MARGE SUNSHINE
Just as a bit of sky joins a rooftop in a jigsaw puzzle, so
does each piece in this novel join another. Literally out of
a box, the pieces come: diaries, letters, and stories, and
then stories within stories - about a poet in Vienna, a
French sailor on the Atlantic, an immigrant family in
Argentina, an Italian stonemason, and a mad painter in
Israel-until in the end a picture emerges and, as a result,
a mystery of a tragic murder is resolved. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07270
Title:LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Author(s):HAVAZELET, EHUD
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
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A young boy in World War II is compelled to make a
terrible choice: Abandon his brother and save himself, or
reveal his identity and face certain capture by the Nazis.
A woman is visited by New York City detectives, who tell
her a murder has been com mitted directly across from
her apartment, and finds her marriage irreparably
changed by the news. An elderly man, on the last night of
his life, discovers his kitchen has been invaded by
raucous, hungry ghosts. At the center of these stories is
Davi d, a man poised at midcareer and at the cusp of
midlife, torn by his break with his Orthodox Jewish past,
achingly uncertain of the future. A moving, often funny
portrait of three generations of a family straining to hold
together in the face of chan ging cultures and shifting
fortunes. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07271
Title:MILE HIGH CLUB
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, KINKY
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
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It all starts with a casual flirtation on a flight from Dallas
to New York. When the plane lands, our hero Kinky
Friedman finds that he has been left holding the bag. The
mysterious woman, having asked the Kinkster to watch
her luggage, has somehow v anished. Confident that he'll
find her again, Kinky holds on to the bag. Sure enough
she does turn up, but not before Kinky has excited the
interest of the State Department, been party to a thwarted
kidnap attempt by Arab terrorists, and found a dead
Israeli agent in his loft. With the assistance of his
sidekicks, Kinky eventually gets to the bottom of all the
comings and goings of the many visitors to his loft, but
before it's over the bag is gone. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07273
Title:AND THE SEA IS NEVER FULL: MEMOIRS,
1969Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):HELEN SCHNEIDER
As this concluding volume of his revealing memoir
begins, Elie Wiesel is forty years old, a writer of
international repute. Determined to speak out more
actively for both Holocaust survivors and the
defranchised everywhere, he sets himself a challeng e: "I
will become militant. I will teach, share, bear witness. I
will reveal and try to mitigate the victims' solitude." He
makes words his weapons, and in these pages we relive
with him his unstinting battles. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07274
Title:MEDUSA STONE
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Author(s):DU BRUL, JACK
Narrator(s):HAL BRISTER
Ten years ago, the spy satellite Medusa burned upon reentry, but not before its sensors revealed a secret buried
deep in the earth, hidden for thousands of years from the
eyes of humanity. It is a priceless discovery that some
would die to find and kill to possess. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07275
Title:CITY OF GOD
Author(s):DOCTOROW, E. L.
Narrator(s):PETER JONES
In his workbook, a New York City novelist records the
contents of his teeming brain. But now he has a story
which he thinks may become his next novel: The large
brass cross that hung behind the altar of St. Timothy's
church in lower Manhattan has dis appeared…and even
more mysteriously reappeared on the roof of the
Synagogue for Evolutionary Judaism, on the Upper West
Side. The church rector and the young woman rabbi are
trying to learn who commited this strange double act of
desecration and why. Befriending them, the novelist finds
that their struggles with their respective traditions are
relevant to the case and as he joins the clerics in pursuit
of the mystery, it broadens to implicate a large cast of
characters. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07278
Title:LOVES OF JUDITH
Author(s):SHALEV, MEIR
Narrator(s):HELEN SCHNEIDER
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When Judith arrives in a small agricultural village in
Palestine after World War II, she is the center of
everyone's attention, especially Moshe, a widowed farmer
obsessed with his dead wife; Globerman, a coarse cattle
dealer who loves women, money a nd meat; and Jacob, a
farmer who gives up his beautiful wife to raise canaries
and woo Judith. For ten years the three men strive to win
Judith's exclusive love, but she will not agree to marry
any one of them. In her eleventh year in the village, sh e
gives birth to a son who looks like all three men. All three
consider Zayde their son, and all three participate in
raising him. This tale is told many years later by an adult
Zayde as he learns the details of his mother's life over
meals prepared for him by Jacob. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07279
Title:SHARED DREAMS: MARTIN LUTHER KING,
JR. AND THE JEWISH COMMUNITY
Author(s):SCHNEIER, MARC, RABBI
Narrator(s):AMANDA MOULSON
Many people are familiar with the story of Jewish support
for the American civil rights movement, but this history
has another side, one that has not been told fully until
now. Rabbi Schneir brings to life the impressive,
surprising, and long-neglect ed history of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr's efforts in support of the Jewish
community and sheds new light on the relationship and
commitment between the Jewish and African-American
communities as they struggled together to fight for
justice and civil rights. © 1999
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Book No.:EN4-07285
Title:SIMPLE WORDS: THINKING ABOUT WHAT
REALLY MATTERS IN LIFE
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN
Narrator(s):EILEEN DACEY
Friends, family, love, God, death, faith; Rabbi Adin
Steinsaltz explores some of the meanings of these
powerful words that are so central to our lives. He
challenges us to think deeply about the connotations of
these commonplace words, and in so doin g, to see that
there may be other ways of looking at things we have
taken for granted all our lives. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07288
Title:HIS BROTHER'S KEEPER: ISRAEL AND
DIASPORA JEWRY IN THE TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY
Author(s):BEILIN, YOSSI
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
Yossi Beilin, Israel's outspoken Minister of Justice, offers
a bold prescription for renewing and enriching Jewish life
in the twenty-first century. His approach calls for a new
partnership of equals between Israel and Diaspora Jewry.
The goal is to strengthen Jewish identity now so that
future generations will have a viable tradition to pass
along to their children. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07298
Title:BARBARIANS ARE COMING
Author(s):LOUIE, DAVID WONG
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
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Sterling Lung grew up in the back of his parents' laundry,
dreaming of being an American. Now twenty-six and a
graduate of Swarthmore and the Culinary Institute of
America, Sterling cooks French food for the WASP ladies
of a private club and conducts an arm's-length affair with
a Jewish-American princess, thereby frustrating his
father's dream of a doctor son and his mother's scheme
for a Chinese bride. For Sterling's parents, the barbarians
are already here. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07300
Title:WANDERING JEWS: THE CLASSIC
PORTRAIT OF A VANISHED PEOPLE
Author(s):ROTH, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):EILEEN DACEY
In this masterpiece of Jewish identity, finally translated
into English more than 70 years after it was first written,
novelist Joseph Roth examines the concept of Jewish
identity years before the onset of National Socialism and
looks ahead with appr ehension to Germany's future.
Emotionally ravaged by the whirlwind events of Weimar
Germany, he dared to write about the historical schism
between Eastern and Western Jews, warning of the false
comforts of materialism and assimilation and urging his
fellow Jews to embrace their heritage and the land of
Palestine as a nascent Jewish homeland. The Wandering
Jews serves as an historical and journalistic document to
the European Jewish experience as a critical juncture of
world history. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07301
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Title:ASSISTANT
Author(s):LAW, J. PATRICK
Narrator(s):AMANDA MOULSON
When Ben Poltarek, a young Washington lawyer and
brilliant amateur magician, opens his door to Tarnofsky,
a dying secret agent whispering incomprehensible
secrets, his life is changed forever. Ben is unexpectedly
propelled into the secret underground of the
"Assistants," American Jews who placed their skills - and
their lives - in the service of Israel. The territory is
unfamiliar and the stakes, life or death. Pursued by Arab
terrorists out to silence him, manipulated by agents of
the Mossad, a nd targeted by his own government, only
Ben and his magic can save the Middle East from
spiraling into flames and bringing the United States down
with it. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07302
Title:GOD, LOVE, SEX, AND FAMILY: A RABBI'S
GUIDE FOR BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
THAT LAST
Author(s):GOLD, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):AUGUSTA ZIMMERMAN
God, Love, Sex, and Family grew out of Rabbi Gold's
many years of counseling families on a variety of issues.
It deals with such questions as the relationships between
parents and children, sibling rivalry, making marriages
that work, the role of sex uality, and the meaning of
family. It is written by a passionate moderate who
believes that family is a God-given ideal. © 1998
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Book No.:EN4-07303
Title:AVENGERS: A JEWISH WAR STORY
Author(s):COHEN, RICH
Narrator(s):NOAH WATERMAN
In 1944, a band of Jewish guerillas emerged from the
Baltic forest to join the Russian army in its attack on
Vilna, the capital of Lithuania. The band, called the
Avengers, was led by Abba Kovner, a young poet. In the
ghetto, Abba had built bombs, sn eaking out through the
city's sewer tunnels to sabotage German outposts. After
the liquidation of the ghetto, the Avengers escaped to the
forest where they lived for more than a year, fighting
alongside other partisan groups, and ultimately bombing
t he city they loved, in order to pave the way for its
liberation. The story of what happened to these rebels in
the ghetto and in the forest eventually segues to how,
fighting for the State of Israel, they moved beyond the
violence of the Holocaust an d made new lives. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07305
Title:WEDDING: A FAMILY'S COMING OUT
STORY
Author(s):WYTHE, DOUGLAS; MERLING, ANDREW
ET AL
Narrator(s):MARTHA MOHR
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Two people meet and fall in love. Over time, their
relationship grows and they decide to spend the rest of
their lives together. They plan a wedding with family and
friends on hand as witnesses to solemn but beautiful
vows. It's an occasion people dr eam about for most of
their lives, even though it is often joked that the wedding
is more for the parents than the children. But what if
they're gay? The first book to speak to both sides of a
controversy that is altering our society, this chronicle
follows Doug, Andrew, and his parents Sheldon and
Roslyn on the rocky road from engagement to
understanding. Their four distinct voices blend to create
a unique depiction of one family coming to grips with the
reality of being a gay couple in today's world. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07306
Title:PRACTICAL KABBALAH: A GUIDE TO
JEWISH WISDOM FOR EVERYDAY LIFE
Author(s):WOLF, LAIBL, RABBI
Narrator(s):TANYA ALPERT SHERMAN
Practical Kabbalah draws upon ancient wisdom but
offers a modern interpretation and easy-to-understand
techniques for delving deeper into our selves and our
world and for reaping the bounteous gifts that were
always meant for us. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07307
Title:NO PRETTY PICTURES: A CHILD OF WAR
Author(s):LOBEL, ANITA
Narrator(s):ALYCE DOMENITZ
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Anita Lobel was barely five years old when the Nazis
burst into her Krakow, Poland home, changing her life
forever. She went into hiding with her brother and nanny
until the Nazis caught up with her; she was imprisoned in
concentration camps until th e end of the war. Sent by
the Red Cross to recuperate in Sweden, Anita slowly
blossomed as she discovered books, language, and art.
Since coming to the United States as a teenager, Anita
Lobel has been a painter, a fabric designer and an
illustrator of children's books. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07309
Title:RUMOR ABOUT THE JEWS: REFLECTIONS
ON ANTISEMITISM & THE PROTOCOLS OF
THE ELDERS OF ZIO
Author(s):BRONNER, STEPHEN ERIC
Narrator(s):MARK YOHALEM
The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion was a
forgery created in Russia by the czarist secret police and
quickly translated into a host of languages. It portrayed
Judaism as a worldwide conspiracy dedicated to the
destruction of Christian civiliz ation. The appearance of
the Protocols sparked numerous pogroms and helped
shape the thinking of right-wing movements, from Hitler's
Nazis to contemporary antisemitic groups in Russia, the
Middle East, and the United States. A work of intellectual
hi story, A Rumor About the Jews expresses the
connection between antisemitism and the overarching
political assault upon the enlightenment legacy and
provides a new and penetrating understanding of an
insiduous ideology and its broader implications. © 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07310
Title:GENESIS OF JUSTICE: TEN STORIES OF
BIBLICAL INJUSTICE
Author(s):DERSHOWITZ, ALAN M.
Narrator(s):TONY MEEKER
Violence, lust, deception, murder, incest, and vengeance;
these are the subjects of the biggest - and perhaps the
juiciest - bestseller of all time, the Book of Genesis. Its
tales have inspired and challenged humankind for
generations. Using ten of t he most intriguing biblical
narratives and drawing on not only his own observations
but those of biblical commentators throughout the ages,
Dershowitz, Professor of Law at Harvard University,
shows us how the flawed behavior of its protagonists led
t o the Ten Commandments and a deeper, richer sense of
justice than any mere legal code could ever provide. ©
2000
Book No.:EN4-07313
Title:IF I TOLD YOU ONCE
Author(s):BUDNITZ, JUDY
Narrator(s):WENDY GOULSTON
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In her novel about mothers, daughters, and love, Judy
Budnitz gives the traditional folktale an electrifying twist
as she follows four generations of women from an
Eastern European village to the tenements of an
American city. Ilana, eager to escape her formidable
mother's all-consuming love, embarks on an epic journey
to the New World and is met along the way by evil, magic,
and good fortune. The daughter, granddaughter, and
great-granddaughter who follow in her footsteps share
her special powe rs of observation and, often,
destruction. The result is a family saga unlike any other,
a hilarious, heartbreaking story of family ties that bind. ©
1999
Book No.:EN4-07314
Title:HARRY GOLD: A NOVEL
Author(s):DILLON, MILLICENT
Narrator(s):JUDITH MENKEN
This is a story about a spy. And a spy, by definition, lies.
So how to write the life of a spy? Eschewing the confines
of traditional biography and inverting the glamour of
espionage, biographer Dillon blends fact and fiction to
chronicle the human d rama of Harry Gold, the American
chemist who became a Soviet spy. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07315
Title:TWO CENTS AND A MILK BOTTLE
Author(s):BATTERMAN, LEE CHAI'AH
Narrator(s):BEVERLY STERN
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The year is 1937, one of the worst years of the
Depression. Twelve-year-old Leely Dorman and her
family have just moved into a new neighborhood. But
fear turns to surprise when she meets the children who
live there. One of them, Philly Bronson, the b oy with the
bluest eyes Leely has ever seen, gives her a riding lesson
on his new bicycle. Disaster strikes when Leely crashes
the bike and breaks a taillight. She promises to repair the
damage, but as she does odd jobs around the
neighborhood, all t he money she earns keeps
mysteriously disappearing. Follow along with Leely on
her adventures as she does whatever she can for extra
money, while making special friends, discovering boys,
and learning about her Jewish heritage and herself. ©
1997
Book No.:EN4-07321
Title:SCHMIDT DELIVERED
Author(s):BEGLEY, LOUIS
Narrator(s):MICHELE HARBER
In this sequel to "About Schmidt," Louis Begley revisits
the prickly, beleaguered lawyer, Albert Schmidt, now
rediscovering domestic bliss with a young lover in his
Hampton home. But she won't marry him, his daughter's
marriage is in trouble, and a E gyptian-Jewish millionaire
buddy may be his salvation. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07325
Title:WHAT REMAINS
Author(s):DELBANCO, NICHOLAS
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
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This book tells the story of a family who lived in Germany
for many years and had to escape from Hitler and, while
doing so, struggle to come to terms with a past replete
with large ancestral homes, a present filled with
impoverished relatives who ha ve fled the Nazi regime,
and a dubious future elsewhere. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07326
Title:ESSENTIAL KLEZMER: A MUSIC LOVER'S
GUIDE TO JEWISH ROOTS & SOUL
MUSIC...
Author(s):ROGOVOY, SETH
Narrator(s):SHELLY RIFKIN
...FROM THE OLD WORLD TO THE DOWNTOWN
AVANTE-GARDE. The definitive guide to an ancient
music made new again, mesmerizing dance music that is
simultaneously reverential, mischievous, ecstatic and
tragic. The author includes a comprehensive discography
of old and new klezmer, a guide to building your own
klezmer library, and a tour of klezmer on the Internet. ©
2000
Book No.:EN4-07327
Title:YOU CAN'T DO BUSINESS (OR ALMOST
ANYTHING ELSE) WITHOUT YIDDISH
Author(s):GILDIN, LEON H.
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHRIEBER
A lighthearted, engaging, and instructive look at one of
the world's most popular languages, this is both a crash
course and a refresher on Yiddish. © 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07329
Title:DYBBUK: AND OTHER TALES OF THE
SUPERNATURAL
Author(s):KUSHNER, TONY, ED.; NEUGROCHEL,
JOACHIM, TRANS,; ANSKY, S.
Narrator(s):DAVID NATALE
The Dybbuk recounts the tale of a wealthy man's
daughter who is possessed by the spirit of her dead
beloved. Also included is a selection of stories translated
into English for the first time by Joachim Neugroschel,
illuminating different aspects of the Jewish mystical
world. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07333
Title:BEARING WITNESS: A RACHEL GOLD
NOVEL
Author(s):KAHN, MICHAEL A.
Narrator(s):GINGER RICH
It began as a routine age-discrimination lawsuit, but the
savvy, up and coming attorney finds herself with a case
far older and far more dangerous than she and her sixtythree-year-old client expected. With help from an
unconventional law professor a nd an extraordinary
prosecutor, she begins to find some answers, but
someone or something keeps killing her key witnesses. ©
2000
Book No.:EN4-07336
Title:ELEANOR'S REBELLION: A MOTHER, HER
SON, AND HER SECRET
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Author(s):SIFF, DAVID
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
When at the age of forty David Siff learned that he was
adopted, he began a journey into his family's past. His
discoverd the truth about his biological father, the actor
Van Heflin; how his mother gave him up but later adopted
him herself; and the r oots of his own puzzling behavior.
This is David Siff's account of the process by which he
finally came to know his mother. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07338
Title:SMALL MIRACLES FOR WOMEN:
EXTRAORDINARY COINCIDENCES
Author(s):HALBERSTAM, YITTA; LEVENTHAL,
JUDITH
Narrator(s):SANDRA CAREY
Small Miracles for Women is a collection of true
experiences, each featuring a special woman and the
miracles that have blessed her. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07339
Title:DAY THE RABBI DISAPPEARED: JEWISH
HOLIDAY TALES OF MAGIC
Author(s):SCHWARTZ, HOWARD
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH TOMCHO
In this holiday collection, rabbis famous for their
knowledge and powers - including women rabbis - bring
about miracles, reveal secret meanings of dreams and
names, and contend with angels and enchantments. Each
tale combines elements of magic with a link to a Jewish
holiday, giving each holiday a new perspective. © 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07341
Title:UNRULY LIFE OF WOODY ALLEN
Author(s):MEADE, MARION
Narrator(s):SPENCER RAINE
The first independent investigation of Woody Allen
reveals the controversial private life behind the icon.
Marion Meade has tracked down scores of people in
Allen's life: boyhood pals; Brooklyn neighbors and
teachers; colleagues, actors, and the film reviewers who
have followed his career for decades. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07342
Title:CLERICAL ERRORS
Author(s):ISLER, ALAN
Narrator(s):ALAN ISLER
Edmund Musik, Catholic priest, has a secret: He doesn't
believe in God and for the past forty years has shared a
bed with his housekeeper. Through Edmund's voice,
Allen Isler has spun an English never-never-land, an
incredibly funny, yet deeply serio us romp through a
world peopled by golf-mad bishops, devout atheists,
shady book dealers, and holy rabbis. © 2001
Book No.:EN4-07343
Title:SIMON AND GARFUNKEL
Author(s):KINGSTON, VICTORIA
Narrator(s):NOAH WATERMAN
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This in-depth biography follows the two musicians from
their Queens childhood and early days as "Tom and
Jerry" and relative obscurity until their song "The Sound
of Silence" became an instant hit. Kingston gives an
account of thier break-up, solo ca reers, and legendary
reunion. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07344
Title:LITTLE TOO CLOSE TO GOD: THE
THRILLS AND PANIC OF A LIFE IN ISRAEL
Author(s):HOROVITZ, DAVID
Narrator(s):JANET KALISH
When David Horovitz emigrated from England to Israel in
1983, it was the fulfillment of a dream. But today, a
husband and a father, he is torn between hope and
despair, between the desire to make a difference and fear
for his family's safety. In this candid book, Horovitz
confronts the heart-wrenching question of whether to
continue raising his children amid the uncertainty and
danger that is Israeli daily life. In answering that
question, he provides us with an often surprising, mythshattering , and shockingly immediate view of a country
perpetually at a crossroads, yet fundamentally different
than it was a generation ago. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07349
Title:ZWILLING'S DREAM
Author(s):FELD, ROSS
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
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At 22, Joel Zwilling was a literary Wunderkind with a
successful first novel. After disappointing second and
third novels, Zwilling's career seems poised to be revived
by a short story, but just before the piece appears, Joel's
wife and daughter are killed in a car accident. Left with a
young son to raise and a writer's block, Joel moves to the
Midwest, hoping to lose himself in a more placid life.
Over the next two decades, Joel's writing career will be
eclipsed by that of his son. Then Nate is astounded and
jealous when Joel is approached by a Hollywood diector
aiming to capture Joel's tragic early work on film. Yet
despite the fresh wounds that are opened, the main
players find themselves knotted together by parallel
strands of love, gri ef, and sickness. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07360
Title:CONSCIOUS COMMUNITY: A GUIDE TO
INNER WORK
Author(s):SHAPIRA, KALONYMUS KALMAN
Narrator(s):IRWIN WEISS
Rabbi Shapira's new interpretive translation of a mid-20th
century work found buried in the rubble of the Warsaw
Ghetto. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07362
Title:JEWISH MOTHER GOOSE: MODIFIED
RHYMES FOR MESHUGENNAH TIMES
Author(s):BORGENICHT, DAVID
Narrator(s):GINGER RICH
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Here are more than fifty classic nursery rhymes, rewritten
to poke fun at today's world and to celebrate the long
tradition of Jewish literary humor. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07365
Title:BLOODLINES
Author(s):DUCKER, BRUCE
Narrator(s):BEATRICE G. DAVIS
Peter Steinmuller, a young American jazz pianist, is
stranded in Switzerland after his band gets fired from a
cruise ship. When he responds to an intriguing
newspaper notice, he finds himself on a convoluted path
that covers three continents, a path that may lead to
fortune and clues to his own ancestry. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07366
Title:KILL ARTIST
Author(s):SILVA, DANIEL
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Gabriel Allon had a simple but brutal job: he tracked
down and eliminated Israel's terrorist enemies. But when
his wife and son fell victim to the danger that
accompanied him everywhere, Gabriel quit and devoted
himself to art restoration, the occupa tion that had been
his cover all these years. Now Ari Shamron, the head of
Israeli intelligence, needs Gabriel's experience to thwart a
plot to destroy peace negotiations. The architect of plot,
a Palestinian zealot, is a lethal part of Gabriel's pas t, so
as the two begin a deadly, intercontinental game of hideand-seek, the motives are as personal as they are
political. © 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07371
Title:JUST REVENGE
Author(s):DERSHOWITZ, ALAN M.
Narrator(s):PRESTON TROMBLY
Professor Max Manuchen has found the man who killed
his entire family in cold blood more than a half a century
ago. Max, who has never broken a law, cannot turn down
his chance for revenge. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07374
Title:SUM OF ALL FEARS
Author(s):CLANCY, TOM
Narrator(s):CHRIS BASKOUS, PETER JONES
The Gulf War is over. An Israeli nuclear weapon is
missing. The balance of power in the Mideast - and the
world - is about to change forever. CIA deputy director
Jack Ryan, hero of previous Clancy novels, returns to
cope with the situation. © 1991
Book No.:EN4-07375
Title:MARK OF THE ANGEL
Author(s):HUSTON, NANCY
Narrator(s):DEBORAH OLSTEIN
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In this novel of love, betrayal and the ironies of history,
we meet Saffie, a distant and damaged young German
woman and her employer, Raphael, a privileged musician
who finds her remove irresistible. When Saffie meets a
Hungarian instrument maker li ving in the Marais, Paris's
Jewish quarter, all their lives will be altered in startling
and unexpected ways. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07377
Title:WEDDING JESTER
Author(s):STERN, STEVE
Narrator(s):MARJORIE SUNSHINE
The Wedding Jester offers a new chance to journey to
Stern's magical Jewish otherworld, where fantastical
events are commonplace, and rabbis -sometimes
frequently - take flight. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07378
Title:TODAY I AM A BOY
Author(s):HAYS, DAVID
Narrator(s):ZIPPORAH PORTUGAL
When renowned theater designer David Hays was 66 and
joined a synagogue for the first time in over fifty years,
he decided to study Hebrew and be a bar mitzvah. So, at
a stage of life when most people begin to slow down,
Hays, founder of the National Theater of the Deaf, feels
more alive than ever, rejuvenated by newfound
connections to his youth and faith. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07382
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Title:MARRIED TO LAUGHTER: A LOVE STORY
FEATURING ANNE MEARA
Author(s):STILLER, JERRY
Narrator(s):HAL BRISTER
celebrities. But most of all, he describes his life with
Anne, his admiration for her as a performer, and the longsought insight into acting she gave to him. Theirs is a
love story about two people who found their place in
show business without losi ng sight of each other. ©
2000
Book No.:EN4-07383
Title:ANDES RISING
Author(s):MUNVES, JAMES
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
A scientist who had worked on the Manhattan Project
quit his job, left his family, and went off to Colombia to
work with the Peace Corps on an ornithological project.
But now Thomas Cooper cannot be found, and his
mother enlists her rabbi to travel t o the Andes in search
of her son. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07389
Title:LOWER EAST SIDE MEMORIES: A JEWISH
PLACE IN AMERICA
Author(s):DINER, HASIA R.
Narrator(s):BEN OLIVER
Through extensive research, Hasia Diner, a professor of
American Jewish History at New York University, gives
an insightful account of one of New York City's most
famous neighborhoods. © 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07393
Title:HOW TO SURVIVE A JEWISH MOTHER: A
GUILT-RIDDEN GUIDE
Author(s):ARNOLD, R. STEVEN
Narrator(s):HAL BRISTER
The author writes about life from a Jewish mother's point
of view. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-07394
Title:BRINGING HEAVEN DOWN TO EARTH:
MEDITATIONS AND EVERYDAY WISDOM
FROM THE TEACHINGS OF THE REBBEAuthor(s):FREEMAN, TZVI, ED.
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY BROWN
Rabbi Menachem Schneerson's teachings were drawn
from a collective wisdom that spanned four millennia, yet
his message was simple. He revealed the beauty and
wonder in every aspect of our lives and showed us how
to tap into our inner strength and gro w with life's
challenges by remembering that the goal is not "making
it to heaven," it is to bring heaven down to earth. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07401
Title:WALLS OF JERICHO
Author(s):LAND, JON
Narrator(s):JEAN EIFERT
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In an attempt to preserve an uneasy peace between their
peoples, Palestinian cop Ben Kamal and Israeli
government agent Danielle Barnea team up to catch a
West Bank serial killer
Book No.:EN4-07402
Title:TO LIFE!: CELEBRATION OF JEWISH
BEING & THOU
Author(s):KUSHNER, HAROLD S.
Narrator(s):MIMI GREENSTEIN
Harold Kushner writes of the traditions and practices of
Judaism exploring the ideas and visions of Judaismexplaining why prayer matters, how holiday observances
and life-cycle events teach us to be human, how we look
at Christianity, and finally wh y the world needs
committed Jews to make God's purpose come about.
Book No.:EN4-07403
Title:BEEN THERE, DONE THAT
Author(s):FISHER, EDDIE WITH DAVID FISHER
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
Been There, Done That tells the interesting and thrilling
life of Eddie Fisher with all his romances, friends and
affairs.
Book No.:EN4-07404
Title:MOSTLY MORGENTHAUS: A FAMILY
HISTORY
Author(s):MORGANTHAU III, HENRY
Narrator(s):E. MADURO
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Family chronicler Morganthau has managed to present
us with a moving and fascinating account of his family's
Bavarian-Jewish history as well as an intimate portrait of
prominent immigrant society during Americas gilded age.
Book No.:EN4-07407
Title:WITH ROOTS IN HEAVEN: ONE WOMAN'S
PASSIONATE JOURNEY
Author(s):FIRESTONE, TIRZAH
Narrator(s):ELANNA OSDOBY
The poignant and inspiring account of a woman with
strong convictions and a passion to know and feel God in
her lifetime. It is also a book that goes beyond one
person's story of wandering and redemption to explore
the dangers of modern religion and the joys and conflicts
of intermarriage.
Book No.:EN4-07409
Title:POSTVILLE: CLASH OF CULTURES IN
HEARTLAND AM
Author(s):BLOOM, STEPHEN G.
Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
Stephen Bloom shares his bird's-eye view on the trials
and tribulations of the Lubavitchers, an orthodox Jewish
sect, living in Postville, Iowa.
Book No.:EN4-07411
Title:NOSTRADAMUS PROPHECY
Author(s):POWELL, JOHN S.
Narrator(s):T. SHERMAN
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On October 16, 1999, fove thermonuclear warheads are
smuggled onto the coast of North Carolina by a
transnational cartel of Chechen mafiya, militant Islamics
and a mysterious state sponsor. Coaxed out of early
retirement, Friar Clarke, an ex-CIA lege nd schooled in
the treacherous art of counter-terrorism, joins forces with
NEST, a high tech government SWAT team as well as the
FBI and the Israeli Mossad to track down the elusive
warheads.
Book No.:EN4-07413
Title:HOUSE OF WINDOWS
Author(s):HOFFMAN, ADINA
Narrator(s):P.GIAMBARESI
A compelling evocation of Jerusalem seen through the
prism of the neighborhood where she has lived for eight
years.
Book No.:EN4-07415
Title:DIANNE FEINSTEIN: NEVER LET THEM
SEE YOU CRY
Author(s):ROBERTS, JERRY
Narrator(s):ELYSE WEISBERG
Roberts penetrating biography of Dianne Feinstein gives
an account of the thrice-married Jewish woman who
came close to being picked as Walter Mondale's running
mate in the 1984 presidential election. He recounts her
difficult childhood and her evolu tion from an aloof,
calculating local appointee to the warmly engaging,
highly visible leader on the national scene.
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Book No.:EN4-07416
Title:SETTING FIRES
Author(s):WENNER, KATE
Narrator(s):R. KRUSKAL
Setting Fires is the story of Annie Fishman Waldmas, a
documentary filmaker, wife, and mother of two young
children, who uses her professional skills to unravel the
shocking secrets behind two fires that come to dominate
and haunt her and the anti-Se mitic arsonist who
threatens her family.
Book No.:EN4-07417
Title:RETURNING LOST LOVES
Author(s):KENAZ, YEHOSHUA
Narrator(s):B. STERN
Returning Lost Loves tells of the tangled lives of the
people who all live in the same Tel Aviv apartment
complex.
Book No.:EN4-07418
Title:STALKER
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
First-year rookie cop Cynthia Decker is determined to
make it on her own, without help from her police
detective father. Her instincts tell her something is
wrong, and her fear is true: Someone is stalking her.
Book No.:EN4-07419
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Title:IRVING HOWE SOCIALIST, CRITIC, JEW
Author(s):ALEXANDER, EDWARD
Narrator(s):GARY HENNION
Through a clear, eloquent, and forcefully argued study of
Irving Howe's politics, writings and thought, Edward
Alexander constructs a sympathetic yet critical
intellectual biography of this complex individual.
Book No.:EN4-07420
Title:PIANIST: EXTRAORDINARY TRUE STORY
ON ONE MAN
Author(s):SZPILMAN, WLADYSLAW
Narrator(s):BIRNBAUM, ELAINE
The Pianist is both the story of one man's tenacity in the
face of death, and a testament to the resilience of
humanity itself. Szpilman tells of his traumatizing life
during the war and his savior by a German officer.
Book No.:EN4-07421
Title:CARRY ME ACROSS THE WATER
Author(s):CANIN, ETHAN
Narrator(s):MOHR, M.
Take the advice of no one, the young August Kleinman is
told by his mother as the Nazi party rises to power
around them in Hamburg. With these words to guide him,
young August escapes to America, where he goes on to
build a fortune, a family, and a l ife on his own terms.
Book No.:EN4-07422
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Title:TENDER AT THE BONE: GROWING UP AT
THE TABLE
Author(s):REICHL, RUTH
Narrator(s):BARBARA ABIS
Ruth Reichl's memoir is the story of a life determined,
enhanced, and defined in equal measure by a passion for
food, unforgettable people, and the love of tales well told.
It is a witty and compelling chronicle of a culinary
sensualist's coming of a ge.
Book No.:EN4-07426
Title:FROM CENTRAL PARK TO SINAI: HOW I
FOUND MY JEWISH SOUL
Author(s):NEUBERGER, ROY S.
Narrator(s):S. RIFKIN
Roy Neuberger takes us on an absorbing journey from an
unfulfilled secular life to a world of spiritual richness,
guided by the belief that there is a very real entity who
created the world and whose rules we are obliged to
follow.
Book No.:EN4-07427
Title:ISAIAH BERLIN: A LIFE
Author(s):IGNATIEFF, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):S. SCHREIBER
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saiah Berlin was witness to a century. Born in Russia
towrd the end of the domination of the Tsarist empire, he
lived long enough to see the Soviet state collapse. He
was the presiding judge of intellectual life on both sides
of the Atlantic. When Be rlin died in 1997, he was hailed
as one of the most important liberal philosophers of his
time. Berlin's circle of friends included not only
intellectuals, but also renowned figures of the arts,
politics, and philosophy.
Book No.:EN4-07430
Title:INEXTINGUISHABLE SYMPHONY: TRUE
STORY OF MUSIC & LOVE IN NAZI
Author(s):GOLDSMITH, MARTIN
Narrator(s):A. FLAMBERG
Set amid the growing tyranny of Germany's Third Reich,
this is a moving account of Gunther Goldschmidt and
Rosemarie, two courageous Jewish musicians who
struggled to perform under unimaginable circumstancesand found themselves falling in love in a country
determined to destroy them.
Book No.:EN4-07431
Title:GREAT JEWISH QUOTES: FIVE
THOUSAND YEARS OF TRUTH & HUM
Author(s):BEN SHEA, NOAH
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Great Jewish Quotes offers the wisdom of folk sayings,
the Talmud, and the Old Testament, along with thoughts
of famous men and women from our own century
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Book No.:EN4-07432
Title:SHEMA: SPIRITUALITY AND LAW IN
JUDAISM
Author(s):LAMM, NORMAN
Narrator(s):WIN ROBINS
Rabbi Lamm, Orthodox scholar and long-time president
of Yeshiva Univesity, focuses on the Shema in his
exploration of the relationship between spirituality and
law in Judaism.
Book No.:EN4-07434
Title:PROOF POSITIVE
Author(s):SINGERMAN, PHILIP
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
After his new bride is murdered in Austria while they are
on their honeymoon, supersleuth and undercover agent
Roland Troy quits chasing criminals and retreats to the
backwoods of Vermont. But when his friend and former
partner, McKenzie Rockett asks him for a favor, Troy
finds he can't refuse is friend's request in solving one
last homicide. Troy is partnered with Angela Becker, an
excellent undercover cop in her own right. The two of
them quickly discover that they are on the trail of
somethin g far larger than what they originally assumed.
Book No.:EN4-07436
Title:WORLD OF JEWISH ENTERTAINING:
MENUS & RECIPES FOR THE SABBATH...
Author(s):MARKS, GIL
Narrator(s):H. SCHNEIDER
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Gil Marks, a rabbi, gourmet chef, and authority on Jewish
food history and lore, presents a sumptuous yet practical
treasury to help guide families through all their
entertaining.
Book No.:EN4-07438
Title:ICE FIRE WATER: A LEIB GOLDKORN
COCKTAIL
Author(s):EPSTEIN, LESLIE
Narrator(s):ETHEL E. MADURO
97-year-old Lieb Goldkorn made his debut almost a
quarter of a century ago in the Steinway Quartet. The
character we meet here remains every bit the "person of
culture and sensitivity." But he is a new man as well, one
who has turned that culture and his own nature upside
down. For this is the unsublimated Leib, what music
meant to him in the past, love, longing, and erotic
fulfillment do now.
Book No.:EN4-07440
Title:RABBI
Author(s):GORDON, NOAH
Narrator(s):M. MOHR
This is the tale of one man and one woman who must
learn to cope with the complications of an unorthodox
life in a world that will not accept them, in a world where
rabbis and non--Jews do not fall in love-let alone marry...
Book No.:EN4-07442
Title:WHEN I LIVED IN MODERN TIMES
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Author(s):GRANT, LINDA
Narrator(s):ZIPPORAH. PORTUGAL
Told through the eyes of an unforgettable heroine, When
I Lived in Modern Times is one woman's story of
discovery-of herself, of her heritage and the land that
would one day become Israel.
Book No.:EN4-07444
Title:SOLACE FOR A SINNER
Author(s):ROE, CAROLINE
Narrator(s):HARRIET GUSSIN
As a scorching summer heat descends on Girona, Spain
in 1354, a highly respected merchant is found dead and
robbed of a fortune in gold. Isaac learns the man was
going to purchast what he though was the fabled Holy
Grail. Againgst the wishes of His E xcellency, the Bishop
Berenguer, Isaac seeks out the murderer-and uncovers
much more than meets the eye...
Book No.:EN4-07446
Title:DREAMING THE ACTUAL:
CONTEMPORARY FICTION AND POETRY
BY ISRAELI WOMEN WRITERS
Author(s):EDITED BY MIRIYAM GLAZER
Narrator(s):MICHELLE. HARBER
This book introduces the new fiction and poetry of
Israel's women writers to an English-speaking audience.
Miriyam Glazer reconstructs teh diverstiies, tensions, and
complexity of current Israeli literature.
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Book No.:EN4-07448
Title:HERETIC
Author(s):WEINSTEIN, LEWIS
Narrator(s):A. KEMPNER
The Heretic is a story about a Jewish family in Spain, the
Catalans, who were forced to convert to Christianity and
are trying to become wealthy and influencial and close to
those on the throne. But they must make sure not to get
caught practicing Ju daism.
Book No.:EN4-07449
Title:SUDDENLY JEWISH: JEWS RAISED AS
GENTILES DISCOVER THEIR JEWISH
ROOTS
Author(s):KESSEL, BARBARA
Narrator(s):LAURA SPERBER
Barbara Kessel, in interviews with over 150 people who
were raised as non-Jews only to learn later that they are
of Jewish descent, asks "What is it like to find out you
are not who you thought you were?" Presented in their
own words, the varied resp onses of these disparate
people to a similar experience offers insight into the
nature of self-knowledge.
Book No.:EN4-07450
Title:AARON COPLAND: LIFE AND WORK OF
AN UNCOMMON MAN
Author(s):POLLACK, HOWARD
Narrator(s):MEGAN OWEN
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Howard Pollack did extensive research on this biography
of Aaron Copland the famous American composer. He
explores Copland's childhood, studies abroad, romantic
activities, work in Hollywood, hearing before a
congressional committee during the McCart hy period,
conducting career and struggle with debilitating
dementia.
Book No.:EN4-07452
Title:GREAT JEWS IN THE PERFORMING ARTS
Author(s):LYMAN, DARRYL
Narrator(s):JERRY ONEILL
Major profiles of one hundred Jewish personalities and
brief sketches of two hundred more outstanding figures.
Introduced by a historical overview of the role that Jews
have played in the performing arts from earliest times
through the present, it is a refreshing look at some of the
most popular entertainers of all times.
Book No.:EN4-07453
Title:KOUFAX
Author(s):GRUVER, EDWARD
Narrator(s):G. LEBOW
Sportswriter Edward Gruver illuminates the story of the
man many considered the greatest left-handed pitcher of
all times, Sandy Koufax. Based on extensive interviews
with frineds, former teammates and opponents, and
sports jounalists, Koufax will re aquaint generations of
fans with a larger-than-life player from their youth and
introduce a new generation to the man once said to have
"come down from a higher league.'
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Book No.:EN4-07454
Title:IBM & THE HOLOCAUST: THE STRATEGIC
ALLIANCE
Author(s):BLACK, EDWIN
Narrator(s):SHELDON RIFKIN
The stunning story of IBM's alliance with Nazi Germany
takes you through the carefully crafted collusion with the
Third Reich, as well as the structured deniability of oral
arguements, undated letters, and the Geneva
intermediaries- all undertaken as the newspapers blazed
with accounts of persecution and destruction.
Book No.:EN4-07455
Title:CRISIS FOUR
Author(s):MCNAB, ANDY
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
British intelligent agent has just been given an
ultimation: find an agent who seems to have defected or
lose the guardianship of his goddaughter. What happens
when he finds the agent, is given an order to kill her and
is then hunted and raced deeper into a dark, deadly
conspiracy that will change the course of world events and the lives of millions.
Book No.:EN4-07456
Title:ESTHER: A JERUSALEM LOVE STORY
Author(s):WAYSMAN, DVORA
Narrator(s):MARIAN FELDINGER
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When Max, a cynical young journalist, first meets the
passionate, restless twenty-one-year-old Australian,
Esther, in his office in London in 1951, he is certain he
will find her insufferable; instead he is smitten. Spanning
the decades and moving be tween continents, we watch
Max and "Essie" move in and out of each others orbits.
Book No.:EN4-07458
Title:ISRAELIS AND THE JEWISH TRADITION:
ANCIENT PEOPLE DEBATING ITS FUTURE
Author(s):HARTMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
In his new book David Hartman grapples with the issues
that divide Israel's secular community from its religious
Zionists. Addressing the concerns of both communities,
Hartman suggests a more inclusive and inviting
framework for the modern Israeli en gagement of the
Jewish tradition.
Book No.:EN4-07459
Title:SHABBAT SHALOM: RECIPES & MENUS
FOR THE SABBATH
Author(s):FRIEDLAND, SUSAN R.
Narrator(s):H. SCHNEIDER
Susan R. Friedland shows that it is possible to be
inventive yet respect the tradition of the Sabbath dinner
with these recipes which include the Mediterranean,
Eastern Europe and India.
Book No.:EN4-07461
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Title:SHIKSA GODDESS: (OR, HOW I SPENT MY
FORTIES) ESSAYS
Author(s):WASSERSTEIN, WENDY
Narrator(s):BARBARA ABIS
Wendy Wasserstein was an award-winning American
playwright who received the Pulitzer Prize for Drama and
a Tony Award for Best Play. When Wasserstein turned
forty, she made a To Do list composed mostly of items
left over from when she turned thirty. In this collection of
essays Wasserstein wrote about each of her quests and
midlife obsessions as well as her sister's battle with
breast cancer, and her own pregnancy and the birth of
her first child at forty-eight. Wasserstein died of
lymphoma 4 ye ars after publishing the "Shiksa
Goddess."
Book No.:EN4-07463
Title:JEW BOY
Author(s):KAUFMAN, ALAN
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH TOMCHO
Alan Kaufman's coming-of-age account is by turns
hilarious and terrifying. In his authentically American
voice he touches on themes rarely explored in American
writing-the pain, guilt, and confusion of America-born
children of Holocaust survivors.
Book No.:EN4-07464
Title:PARTICULARS OF RAPTURE:
REFLECTIONS ON EXODUS
Author(s):ZORNBERG, AVIVAH GOTTLIEB
Narrator(s):IRWIN WEISS
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In her reading of the familiar story of the Israelites and
their flight from slavey in Egypt, Avivah Zornberg has
brought a vast range of classical Jewish interpretations
and Midrashic sources, literary allusions and ideas from
philosophy and psychol ogy. Her quest in this book is "to
find those who will hear with me a particular idiom of
redemption," who will hear "within the particulars of
rapture...what cannot be expressed."
Book No.:EN4-07466
Title:SILENCE OF HEAVEN: AGNON'S FEAR OF
GOD
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):STARK, L. J.
Novelist Amos Oz's subject, S. Y. Agnon's Only
Yesterday, explores Agnon's wonderment of God, his
reflections on the religious world of simple folk of
Eastern Eurpoean Jewry, and Agnon's vision of the
degeneration of this world. Through rich, thick r eadings
Oz explores major themes of Hebrew literature and the
ideologies of Jewish identity through texts.
Book No.:EN4-07467
Title:FIERCE ATTACHMENTS: A MEMOIR
Author(s):GORNICK, VIVIAN
Narrator(s):CAREY, SANDRA
A dynamic account of Gornick's intense and volatile
relationship with her formidable mother. A description by
the New York native and feminist of how she came into
her own from a Bronx tenement int he 1940s.
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Book No.:EN4-07468
Title:NEW YORK TIMES PASSOVER
COOKBOOK: MORE THAN 200 HOLIDAY
RECIPES FROM TOP CHEFS AND
WRITERS
Author(s):AMSTER, LINDA
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
At last, from the paper of culinary record, comes a
treasure trove of more than 200 recipes that celebrate the
delicious festivity of the Passover table. Compiled from
Times articles and authors spanning alomost fifty years,
The New York Times Passov er Cookbook represents
Jewish cuisine from all over the world.
Book No.:EN4-07469
Title:KADDISH
Author(s):WIESELTIER, LEON
Narrator(s):CHARLIE ROEMER
When Leon Wieseltier's father died in March 1996, he
began to observe the rituals of the traditional year of
mourning, going daily to the synagogue to recite the
kaddish. Between his prayers and his everyday
responsibilities, he sought out ancient, m edieval, and
modern Jewish texts in pursuit of the kaddish's history
and meaning. And every day he studied, translated, and
wrote his own reflections on the obscure texts that he
found, punctuating his journal with stories about life in
his synagogue and about his family's progress through
grief.
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Book No.:EN4-07471
Title:POPES AGAINST THE JEWS: THE
VATICAN'S ROLE IN THE RISE OF
MODERN ANTI-SEMITISM
Author(s):KERTZER, DAVID I.
Narrator(s):A. ISLER
A groundbreaking historical study based on documents
previously lokced in the Vatican's archives: The Popes
Against the Jews graphically shows how the Catholic
Church helped make the Holocaust possible. Despite its
focus, this is not an anti-Catholic book. It seeks a
balanced judgement and an understanding of the
historical forces that led the Church along the path it
took.
Book No.:EN4-07474
Title:AIMEE AND JAGUAR: A LOVE STORY,
BERLIN 1943
Author(s):FISCHER, ERICA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Erica Fischer, Vienna's foremost feminist writer, tells this
true story of the blazing, devoted love between a gentile
mother of four, and a Jewish woman living underground.
Set in WW II Nazi Germany, this tale is a testament to the
love and strenght of these two women.
Book No.:EN4-07477
Title:ILLUMINATED SOUL
Author(s):STOLLMAN, ARYEH LEV
Narrator(s):TANYA ALPERT SHERMAN
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The Illuminated Soul follows the life of Eva Laquedem
and the Augsburg Miscellany, a fiftheenth century
Hebrew illuminated manuscript she smuggles out of
Czechoslovakia at the outbreak of WW II. Stollman's
novel embraces issues of memeory and longing through
the tales of Eva's travels, the dangers she faces, and the
beauty she encounters.
Book No.:EN4-07478
Title:FORGOTTEN: A PETER DECKER/RINA
LAZARUS NOVEL
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):BECK, MARILYN
The desecration of a small storefront synagogue has
Rina Lazarus and her detective husband Peter Decker,
searching for clues. A seventeen-year -old suspect cuts a
deal only to be brutally murdered, leaving more to be
unraveled in this Kellerman myste ry.
Book No.:EN4-07480
Title:CELEBRATING LIFE: FINDING HAPPINESS
IN UNEXPECTED PLACES
Author(s):SACKS, DR. JONATHAN
Narrator(s):RABBI MARTIN COOPER
The death of Dr. Jonathan Sacks' father forced a
reexamination of the ways and places where we find
happiness. Through his understanding of Judaism and
his personal journey, Sacks speaks about finding joy in
family, community, friendship, and respons ibility. He
writes also about renewing a relationship to God.
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Book No.:EN4-07481
Title:BRIGADE: AN EPIC STORY OF
VENGEANCE, SALVATION, AND WWII
Author(s):BLUM, HOWARD
Narrator(s):SARENE MEYERS
As the war in Europe is coming to an end, the British
government decides to send a group of Jewish
volunteers from Palestine to Europe to help fight the
Germans. This book tells the story of three of these men,
who defeat the Germans and take revnge for the harm the
Germans inflicted on the Jews.
Book No.:EN4-07482
Title:SAME SEA: A NOVEL
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):RIFKIN, S.
The story about a family and what they go through when
the matriarch of the family passes away. © 2001
Book No.:EN4-07483
Title:JEWISH HOLIDAY STYLE: A BEAUTIFUL
GUIDE TO CELEBRATING THE JEWISH
HOLIDAYS IN STYLE
Author(s):BROWNSTEIN, RITA MILOS
Narrator(s):G. ZIMMERMAN
This book is a handbook of creative ideas and a primer
on the spiritual significance of the Jewish holidays.
Book No.:EN4-07484
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Title:CONSENT: A NOVEL
Author(s):SCHRANK, BEN
Narrator(s):S. BIDDLE
This edgy story is about a doctoral student obsessed
with the troubled woman he meets through his doctoral
adviser, whose sway over our unfortunate hero is
positively spooky. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07485
Title:JEWS OF THE AMAZON: SELF-EXILE IN
PARADISE
Author(s):SEGAL, ARIEL
Narrator(s):SPENSER. RAINE
In the heart of the Peruvian Amazon lies the remote city
of Iquitos and an unusual community of Jews. The
descendants of late nineteenth and early twentieth
century fortune-seekers, the Jews of the Amazon have
inherited a distinctive and rich culture , one that mixes
native customs with Judeo-Christian faith.
Book No.:EN4-07486
Title:ESTER'S CHILD: A NOVEL
Author(s):SASSON, JEAN
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
This novel set int he midst of the long shadow of the
Nazis brings to life a striking set of characters who are
involved in the most significant turning points in world
history.
Book No.:EN4-07487
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Title:BEGINNER'S KOSHER COOKBOOK:
...ESPECIALLY FOR PEOPLE ON THEIR
OWN FOR THE FIRST TIME
Author(s):FIEDLER, SEYMOUR
Narrator(s):GAYLE. ZIMMERMAN
This is a cookbook filled with fast and easy kosher
recipes for all meals and all occasions. It is meant for
first-timers and those on their own, but can be enjoyed
by anyone.
Book No.:EN4-07488
Title:LINE OUT FOR A WALK: FAMILIAR
ESSAYS
Author(s):EPSTEIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):WIN ROBINS
Autobiograpical essays relating to mundane, everyday
activities.
Book No.:EN4-07496
Title:AROUND SARAH'S TABLE
Author(s):GOTTLIEB, YAFFA; ZAKUTINSKY, RIVKA
Narrator(s):ZAPPORAH PORTUGAL
In Brooklyn in 1991 a few Hasidic women began meeting
once a week for lunch and a period of intense Torah
study. Gathered together by Sarah, these women from
various backgrounds share their joys and sorrows and
allow us to see the real woman behind t he stereotype.
Book No.:EN4-07505
Title:GOOD HARBOR
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Author(s):DIAMANT, ANITA
Narrator(s):MARJORIE SUNSHINE
Two women are brought together in Gloucester,
Massachusetts through their turmoil. One is a fifty-nineyear-old women, a convert, recently diagnosed with
breast cancer and the other is women who feels friction
with her twelve-year-old daughter and a lack of
connection to her husband.
Book No.:EN4-07507
Title:MARA: A NOVEL
Author(s):REICH, TOVA
Narrator(s):JEREMY HANDLEMAN
The entertaining and revealing story of a marriage
between an Orthodox rabbi's daughter and an Israeli
hippie.
Book No.:EN4-07509
Title:BIG NAP
Author(s):WALDMAN, AYELET
Narrator(s):B. ABIS
Juliet hasn't slept for more than fifteen minutes since her
four-month-old son was born and her husband being a
workaholic doesn't help. Juliet finally finds relief with her
son's new babysitter, a young Hasidic woman. But
Fraydle, the babysitter, ha s gone missing! What is
Fraydle fleeing from and why won't her parents get the
police involved? © 2001
Book No.:EN4-07510
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Title:CATSKILL
Author(s):HAYES, JOHN R.
Narrator(s):
On a pleasant summer evening in Chicken Corners, a
village in the Catskill Mountains, three men with rifles
begin shooting carefully into an old farmhouse packed
with immigrant Jewish families. They do not aim to kill,
but before the night is over, a local widow, whose
presence in the farmhouse cannot be explained, lies
dead.
Book No.:EN4-07511
Title:SCIENCE OF GOD: THE CONVERGENCE
OF SCIENTIFIC AND BIBLICAL WISDOM
Author(s):SCHROEDER, GERALD
Narrator(s):G. HENNION
Physicist and biblical scholar Gerald Schroeder
demonstrates the often surprising parallels between a
variety of biblical teachings and the finding of
biochemists, paleontologists, astrophysists and quantum
physicists. He argues that the latest scien ce and a close
readin of the Bible are not just compatible but
interdependent.
Book No.:EN4-07512
Title:ALL MY MOTHERS AND FATHERS: A
MEMOIR
Author(s):BLUMENTHAL, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):MICHELLE. HARBER
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Shortly after the death of his mother from breast cancer,
poet and novelist, Blumenthal, begins to discover
startling facts about his family. This memoir speaks fo a
desire for belonging.
Book No.:EN4-07513
Title:TEN JOURNEYS OF LIFE:: WRITING THE
PATH OF ABRAHAM
Author(s):GOLD, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):ZIMMERMAN, A.
Rabbi Gold uses the biblical story of Abraham to
describe the ten journeys that spiritual seekers must go
through to reach maturity.
Book No.:EN4-07515
Title:MURDER ON GOOD FRIDAY
Author(s):CONWAY, SARA
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
A shocking murder complicated by religious intolerance
fuels one man's search for truth as well as his own soul.
Book No.:EN4-07516
Title:WISDOM OF THE JEWISH SAGES: A
MODERN READING OF PIRKE AVOT
Author(s):SHAPIRO, RABBI RAMI M.
Narrator(s):NANCI BRONSTEEN
Wisdom of the Jewish Sages is a modern interpretation
of the Sayings of the Fathers, a compilation of ethical
teachings taught during the third century of the Common
Era.
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Book No.:EN4-07518
Title:QUEENMAKER: A NOVEL OF KING
DAVID'S QUEEN
Author(s):EDGHILL, INDIA
Narrator(s):JANET KALISH
Queenmaker is a novel about King David, as seen though
the eyes of his wife, Michal.
Book No.:EN4-07519
Title:HALF-JEWISH BOOK: A CELEBRATION
Author(s):KLEIN, DANIEL & VUIJST, FREK
Narrator(s):RAMU & ZIMMERMAN
This book includes an eye-opening essay on half-Jewish
identity and looks into the often misunderstood history of
half-Jews in the Holocaust. It is a blend of a cultural mix
that is far greater than the sum of its parts.
Book No.:EN4-07520
Title:PARADISE PARK: A NOVEL
Author(s):GOODMAN, ALLEGRA
Narrator(s):BECK, MARILYN
Abandoned by her folk-dancing partner, Gary, in a
Honolulu hotel room, Sharon Speigelman realizes that
she could return to her estranged family in Boston or
begin her own spiritual quest. She eventually starts on
the path home to Judaism but comes ac ross a few
bumps in the road.
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Book No.:EN4-07523
Title:STRIFE OF THE SPIRIT
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN
Narrator(s):BARBARA STRUMAN
An eclectic collection of samples of the thinking of Adin
Steinsaltz, written or spoken in varied circumstances
durign a long period of time. While the common thread is
the author himself, the pieces all share the concern for
the spirituality of huma n existance.
Book No.:EN4-07524
Title:CONVERSION
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):B. SMITH
In an Austrian city, a few years before the Holocaust,
almost all of the Jews have converted to Christianity.
Today the church bells are pealing for Karl, an ambitious
young civil servant whose conversion will clear his path
to a coveted high governm ent post. But soon a political
crisis reunites Karl with his past, forcing him to decide and stand up for - what he truly believes.
Book No.:EN4-07527
Title:AUSTERLITZ
Author(s):SEBALD, W. G.
Narrator(s):D. FRANK
Over thirty years, in the course of conversations that take
place across Europe, a man named Jacques Austerlitz
tells a nameless companion of his ongoing struggle with
the riddle of his identity.
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Book No.:EN4-07529
Title:EPITAPH
Author(s):SIEGEL, JAMES
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
Retired private eye William Riskin, well past his seventieh
birthday spends his days working at the local Off-Track
Betting parlor in Queens. One day he spots the obituary
of his onetime partner Jean Goldblum. He goes to pay his
respects and ends up paying more than he could ever
have expeCted.
Book No.:EN4-07532
Title:LONG TIME NO SEE
Author(s):ISAACS, SUSAN
Narrator(s):ABIS, BARBARA
Courtney Logan, former investment analyst, devoted
mother and Long Island wife, leaves her home on
Halloween night for a quick trip to the grocery store. Five
months later, her badly decomposed body is found
floating in the backyard pool, concealed b y the pool
cover.
Book No.:EN4-07534
Title:SAGES AND DREAMERS: PORTRAITS AND
LEGENDS FROM THE JEWISH TRADITIONS
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):FAITH GARFIELD
Depictions of 25 men and women of the Bible, the
Talmud, and the Hasidic tradition.
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Book No.:EN4-07535
Title:LOVE AND TERROR IN THE GOD
ENCOUNTER: THE THEOLOGICAL
LEGACY OF RABBI JOSEPH B.
SOLOVEITCHIK, VOLUME 1
Author(s):HARTMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):COOPER, M.
The intellectual legacy of one of the twentieth century's
greatest religious thinkers-explained by a leading
theologian of our day.
Book No.:EN4-07536
Title:JEW VS. JEW: THE STRUGGLE FOR THE
SOUL OF AMERICAN JEWRY
Author(s):FREEDMAN, SAMUEL G.
Narrator(s):RITA LEVINE
At a time when American Jews should feel secure and
more cohesive than ever, civil war is tearing apart their
community. Jew vs. Jew tells the story of how American
Jewry has increasingly--and perhaps terminally--broken
apart in the last forty years. Freedman, professor at
Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism
has done extensive research and conducted many
interviews as he chronicles an embittered and polarized
community.
Book No.:EN4-07537
Title:GOLEMS OF GOTHAM
Author(s):ROSENBAUM, THANE
Narrator(s):DINA STERNBERG
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A novel about a child's longing to save her father and a
mystery writer's quest to figure out the riddle of his own
life. A story of imagination that explores some of the
unanswered questions of our time.
Book No.:EN4-07538
Title:HESTER AMONG THE RUINS
Author(s):KIRSHENBAUM, BINNIE
Narrator(s):MILLER, ANDRA
Hester Rosenfeld a historian who is very American and
marginally Jewish goes to Munich to research the life of
Professor Heinrich Falk. Rosenfeld believed that the
Professor's life could make a very important historical
documentary. The more Rosenfel d speaks with the
Professor the more she uncovers his family's possible
connection to Nazism. Rosenfeld starts re-examining her
own feelings about her parents who are German
immigrants. Professor Falk who was married four times
and twice to his curre nt wife falls madly in love with
Rosenfeld and their love grows.
Book No.:EN4-07539
Title:BLOOD DIAMONDS
Author(s):LAND, JON
Narrator(s):LEVITON, BELLE
In this thriller, Palestinian-American detective Ben Kamal
and his partner/lover, Israeli detective Danielle Barnea,
find themselves in Sierra Leone battling a rebel leader
with global designs.
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Book No.:EN4-07540
Title:JUDAISM FOR DUMMIES
Author(s):FALCON, RABBI TED AND BLATNER,
DAVID
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
If you're intereseted in reconnecting with your Jewish
heritage, or just curious about the Jewish experience,
then this guide is for you. With humor and warmth, you'll
discover jewish traditions and beliefs, understand the
importance of Jewish histor y and learn about all the
Jewish holidays.
Book No.:EN4-07541
Title:MUSIC OF LIFE
Author(s):MAKINE, ANDREI
Narrator(s):
Alexei Berg, a Jew, is a classical pianist allowed to
continue playing during Stalin's reign of terror in the
1930's. Berg sees his parents arrested, and in order to
prevent his own arrest, flees. Assuming the identity of a
dead soldier, he enlists i n the Soviet army. Two decades
later, he tells his story to the novel's narrator.
Book No.:EN4-07543
Title:DYING ANIMAL
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
This is a book about an elderly man named David
Kepesh. He leaves his wife for a young graduate student
named Consuela. This act ultimately leads David to
depression, and thoughts that he is a "dying animal."
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Book No.:EN4-07544
Title:DON'T CRY FOR ME HOT PASTRAMI: A
RUBY THE RABBI'S WIFE MYSTERY
Author(s):KAHN, SHARON
Narrator(s):MARTHA MOHN
Essi Sue arranges a fundraiser that takes the
congregants of Temple Rita from Eternal, Texas on a
Caribbean cruise ship commanded by a Jewish sea
captain. The trip ends up being the cruise from hell. ©
2001
Book No.:EN4-07547
Title:SPEED OF LIGHT
Author(s):ELIZABETH ROSNER
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
As children, Julian and Paula Perel lived with their father
who kept a painful secret. As they grow up Paula
uncovers pieces of her father's early life in Budapest and
the horrifying truth of his past.
Book No.:EN4-07548
Title:CHAINS AROUND THE GRASS
Author(s):RAGEN, NAOMI
Narrator(s):MICHELLE HARBOR
Ruth, the mother of three small children is left to raise
them on her own when her husband vanishes from their
life. Her six-year-old daughter Sara will not accept the
fact that her father is not coming home. © 2002
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Book No.:EN4-07552
Title:BEYOND HITLER'S GRASP: THE HEROIC
RESCUE OF BULGARIA'S JEWS
Author(s):BAR ZOHAR, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):MICHELLE HARBOR
Michael Bar Zohar narrates the story of the only Axis
nation, Bulgaria, that stood up to Nazi rule and did not
deport even one Bulgarian Jew. He brings to light a
motley crew of public and private individuals-ranging
from common office workers to cha rismatic Church
leaders to the king himself who independently risked
their lives for the rights of others. Their dramatic stories
of espionage, political strategy, and high moral fiber
chronicles one of the few bright moments of selfless
politics dur ing the miseries of war, and the atrocities of
the Holocaust.© 1998
Book No.:EN4-07553
Title:COMFORT ME WITH APPLES: MORE
ADVENTURES AT THE TABLE
Author(s):REICHL, RUTH
Narrator(s):AUDREY HAMBERG
In this delightful sequel to her bestseller Tender at the
Bone, food writer Ruth Reichl returns with more tales full
of love, life, humor, and marvelous meals.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07554
Title:BREAKING RANKS: TURBULENT TRAVELS
IN THE PROMISED LAND
Author(s):BLACK, BEN
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Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
When Ben black migrates from Scotland to Israel, his life
takes a more exotic turn. Having lived on and off in Israel
since he was a small child, Black thought he was
prepared for and all experiences that could occur. But his
life changes irreversibl y one day when he receives his
military call-up papers and Ben who had moved to Israel
in the mid 1990's as the promise of peace seemed so
close is forced to choose between conscience and his
country.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07555
Title:UNKNOWN DESTINATION
Author(s):RASKER, MAYA
Narrator(s):JANET KALISH
A novel about a man whose wife has disappeared and his
commitment to stay faithful to her until they find out what
has happened. It tells the story of how a battered soul
can live with a tragic past and make peace with the truth.
A romantic, unsettli ng novel told like a real great ghost
story. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07556
Title:JEWISH HEROES AND HEROINES: THIER
UNIQUE ACHIEVEMENTS
Author(s):LYMAN, DARRYL
Narrator(s):ISA GOLDBERG
Darryl Lyman offers a detailed account of the remarkable
accomplishments of Jews in a wide range of fields of
endeavor- from government, law, business, and medicine
to literature, music, theater, and sports.© 1996
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Book No.:EN4-07558
Title:NINE COMMANDMENTS: UNCOVERING
THE HIDDEN PATTERN OF CRIME &
PUNISHMENT
Author(s):FREEDMAN, DAVID NOEL
Narrator(s):MARGARET ROSSI
David Noel Freedman delves into the Old Testament and
reveals a pattern of defiance of the Covenant of God that
inexorably led to the downfall of the nation of Israel, the
destruction of the Temple, and the banishment of
survivors from the Promised L and. Freedman charts the
violation of the first nine commandmetns one by one and
shows that because covetousness lies behind all the
crimes committed, each act implictly breaks the Tenth
Commandment as well.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07559
Title:HER
Author(s):ZIGMAN, LAURA
Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
Jealousy and pre-wedding jitters fill this "wild tale of a
woman's transformation". This funny novel shuttles
between the world of Manhattan's women's magazines
and graduate school in Washington, D.C. where the
heroine finds herself obsessed with her finace's ex.©
2002
Book No.:EN4-07561
Title:REBEKAH: WOMEN OF GENESIS
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Author(s):CARD, ORSON SCOTT
Narrator(s):ALEXANDRA PIVODA
A novel based on the biblical Rebekah.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07566
Title:HOUSE OF WOMEN
Author(s):FREED, LYNN
Narrator(s):COLLIN BIDDLE
A novel about 17 year-old Thea who is sheltered from the
world by her mother growing up on an estate at the
southern tip of South Africa. Nalia is a Holocaust survivor
who escapes to another continent where she has a
relationship with a womanizer tha t turns from love to
hate. Thea is the product of the relationship. One day
Thea's father tricks her into marrying a mysterious man
who takes advantage of her sheltered life.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07569
Title:JEWISH CULTURAL TAPESTRY:
INTERNATIONAL JEWISH FOLK
TRADITIONS
Author(s):LOWENSTEIN, STEVEN M.
Narrator(s):JON ROUMIE
By exploring the geographical variations in Jewish
cultural expression, this comprehensive book highlights
the unity within the Jewish experience. The Jewish
Cultural Tapestry traces the migration and interaction of
Jews with other cultures, which ha ve shaped the diverse
forms of Jewish music, costume, religious rites, and
names found around the world.© 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07570
Title:SOROS: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF A
MESSIANIC BILLIONAIRE
Author(s):KAUFMAN, MICHAEL T.
Narrator(s):RICHARD RUBIN
The biography of George Soros who comes form Jewish
Hungarian roots. He was born "Schwartz" but his father
changed his name to create a secret identity and escape
Hungary during the war. Soros who escapes to England
and then to America puts his mind into making a huge
fortune. Soro's life is full of drama determination,
personal growth, idealism, big money failures and
soaring successes.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07575
Title:STRANGE FIRE
Author(s):BUKIET, MELVIN JULES
Narrator(s):AUDREY HAMBERG
Blind, fatherless, homosexual, Russian emigre Nathan
Kazakov has enough problems before his ear is
obliterated by a bullet presumably meant for his
employer, the hawkish prime minister of Israel. Nathan
begins an investigation that leads him into a w eb of
conspiracies involving a diverse group of characters.©
2001
Book No.:EN4-07577
Title:TABLE TALK: SHABBOS AND YOM TOV
DIVREI TORAH
Author(s):PELCOVITZ, RAPHAEL, RABBI
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Narrator(s):MICHAL NUSSBAUM
Rabbi Pelcovitz offers a lifetime of learning and ideas on
the weekly Torah readings. He shares with us his ability
to relate the thoughts of the Sages and commentators to
our everyday concerns.© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07579
Title:ENGLISH ASSASSIN
Author(s):SILVA, DANIEL
Narrator(s):FRANCINE PRINCE
Daniel Silva, author of several previous thrillers including
the bestseller 'The Unlikely Spy,'delivers a classic new
novel of multiple secrets and myriad betrayals. The
opening sentence of the brief prologue-"Marguerite Rolfe
was digging in the gard en because of the secrets she'd
found hidden in her husband's study"--is a lure that can
hardly be bettered, and what follows lives up to its
teasing promise...with a bang.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07580
Title:MAMMA USED TO SAY: PEARLS OF
WISDOM FROM THE WORLD OF YIDDISH
Author(s):ROSMARIN, RACHEL
Narrator(s):JEROME TURK
These sayings were passed down from generation to
generation in every Jewish home, capturing the fabric
and character of the world of Yiddish. Each saying is
printed in Yiddish type, transliterated into English
translated into English and the meaning is explained.
Sidebars to the text offer Words of Our Sages and quotes
form Biblical and Talmudic sources.© 2000
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Book No.:EN4-07581
Title:IN MY BROTHER'S IMAGE: TWIN
BROTHERS SEPARATED BY FAITH AFTER
THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):POGANY, EUGENE L.
Narrator(s):MICHELE HARBOR
This is the extraordinary story of identical twin brothers,
Miklos and Gyorgy Pogany, who were born in Hungary of
Jewish parents but raised as devout Catholic converts
until the Second World War unraveled their family.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07582
Title:CRIMINAL KABBALAH: AN INTRIGUING
ANTHOLOGY OF JEWISH MYSTERY &
DETECTIVE FICTION
Author(s):RAPHAEL, LAWRENCE W.
Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
All new stories from twelve of today's masters of mystery
and detective fiction-sure to delight mystery buffs of all
faiths and traditions.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07587
Title:PRAGUE COUNTERPOINT
Author(s):THEONE, BODIE
Narrator(s):EMORY THOMPSON
This book of the series is an account of harsh realities of
what went on during World War II. The book centers
around Elisa Linder, a half Jewish violinist living in
Vienna and John Murphy an American reporter.© 1991
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Book No.:EN4-07588
Title:BLESSING OF A SKINNED KNEE: USING
JEWISH TEACHINGS TO RAISE SELFRELIANT CHILDREN
Author(s):MOGEL, WENDY
Narrator(s):MELVIN J. DAVIS
With authority, warmth , and humor, clinical psychologist
and educator Wendy Mogel distills ancient teachings and
contemporary psychological insights into a new road
map for effective, enlightened parenting in an
increasingly speedy, material, and co mpetitive age.©
2001
Book No.:EN4-07590
Title:ON BORROWED WORDS: A MEMOIR OF
LANGUAGE
Author(s):STAVANS, ILAN
Narrator(s):CHARLES ROEMER
This book is a memoir of Ilan Stavans's identity formation
through language and literature. An excerpt: "as having
been born into Yiddish and Spanish and then having
been lured away by English. I found my true self the
moment I spoke Shakespeare's to ngue."© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07591
Title:MARTYR'S CROSSING
Author(s):WILENTZ, AMY
Narrator(s):MARCIA KAHN
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Israeli lieutenant Ari Doron finds himself in the middle of
deadly riots in Israel. He is drawn to an American-born
Palestinian woman, Marina. In another place, at another
time, they might have been lovers, but here their story
moves toward a tragic conclusion with the kind of
inevitability that war imposes.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07593
Title:OF LODZ AND LOVE
Author(s):ROSENFARB, CHAVA
Narrator(s):
Chava Rosenfarb revisits her themes of the shtetl and
pre-Holocaust Poland, of economic and political
oppression, and of the upheavals that would herald a
new Jewish national and political awakening.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07597
Title:GOOD LISTENER: HELEN BAMBER, A LIFE
AGAINST CRUELTY
Author(s):BELTON, NEIL
Narrator(s):RENEE WENGER
The Good Listener tells the story of Helen Bamber, a
good but complex woman now in her seventies, who has
spent her life battling to bring the dark side of history
into the light.© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07598
Title:ISRAEL AND EUROPE: AN APPRAISAL IN
HISTORY
Author(s):SACHAR, HOWARD M.
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Narrator(s):MARK YOHALEM
Howard Sachar describes the synergy in Israel and
Europe through the challenges and vicissitudes of the
last half-century.© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07600
Title:COMMANDER OF THE EXODUS
Author(s):KANIUK, YORAM
Narrator(s):JUDY TESSER
Israeli writer Yoram Kaniuk turns his hand to a biography
in this account of the life of Yossi Harel who defied the
blockade of the British Mandate to deliver more than
24,000 displaced Holocaust survivors to Palestine when
the rest of the world clos ed its doors.© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07601
Title:STUFFED: ADVENTURES OF A
RESTAURANT FAMILY
Author(s):VOLK, PATRICIA
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
The humorous story of a restaurant family through the
years. Guaranteed to keep you stuffed with laughter.©
2001
Book No.:EN4-07603
Title:MY SUBURBAN SHTETL: A NOVEL ABOUT
LIFE IN A TWENTIETH CENTURY JEWISHAMERICAN VILLAGE
Author(s):RAND, ROBERT
Narrator(s):ROSSI, MARGARET
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The story of an immigrant community trying to deal with
the same cultural issues and moral choices faced by
previous and subsequent newcomers. Perceived as
different, Skokie's Jews and their offspring struggle to
understand-and fit into- the politica l, racial, and cultural
stew that is the United States.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07604
Title:MASTER OF DREAMS: A MEMOIR OF
ISAAC BASHEVIS SINGER
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, DVORAH
Narrator(s):ELLEN WERTHEIM
Through a series of poignant vignettes, Dvorah Telushkin
describes how she became Singer's assistant, then his
editor, and after five years, his translator. Finally she
became the one person to whom Singer taught his craft.
She also reveals the priva te Singer.© 1997
Book No.:EN4-07605
Title:ZEN JUDAISM: FOR YOU, A LITTLE
ENLIGHTENMENT
Author(s):BADER, DAVID M.
Narrator(s):LONDON, ELIZABETH
A humorous book full of ways to achieve complete
serenity.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07606
Title:LOSERS AND KEEPERS IN ARGENTINA: A
WORK OF FICTION- JEWISH LATIN
AMERICA
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Author(s):BARRAGAN, NINA
Narrator(s):HAMBERG, AUDREY
The book spans the last hundred years and examines the
experience of Jewish immigrants in both North and South
America. Barragan offers a moving and multidimensional
portrait of 20th century Argentina and its contemporary
descendents.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07608
Title:JEWISH STARS IN TEXAS: RABBIS AND
THEIR WORK
Author(s):WEINER, HOLLACE AVA
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY SOMMER
Profiles of unforgettable Texan Rabbis.© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07610
Title:DAYS OF AWE
Author(s):OBEJAS, ACHY
Narrator(s):BENNETT POLOGE
Alejandra must struggle to confront what it is to be
Cuban and American, Catholic and Jewish.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07612
Title:AFTER THE HOLOCAUST: REBUILDING
JEWISH LIVES IN POSTWAR GERMANY
Author(s):BRENNER, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):TANYA ALPERT SHERMAN
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This book is the first comprehensive account of the lives
of Jews who remained in Germany immediately following
the war. Gathering never-before published eyewitness
from Holocaust survivors.© 1997
Book No.:EN4-07616
Title:BOOK OF JEWISH SACRED PRACTICES:
CLAL'S GUIDE TO EVERYDAY & HOLIDAY
RITUALS AND BLESSINGS
Author(s):KULA, IRWIN, RABBI; OCHS, VANESSA
Narrator(s):RON AVERY
In this easy to use guide, CLAL- The National Jewish
Center for Learning and Leadership presents a format for
connecting spirituality with daily life. Included are
meditations, blessings, profound Jewish teachings, and
rituals for more than one hundr ed everyday events and
holidays that can be used as presented or adapted to fit a
personal situation even more closely.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07618
Title:LOVE IN BLOOM'S AND BLOOMING ALL
OVER
Author(s):ARNOLD, JUDITH
Narrator(s):GAYLE ZIMMERMAN & RICHARD RUBIN
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Bagels, lox and love. the perfect combo. Welcome to the
deli, Bloom's, where love, family rivalries, treachery, and
good food abound!© 2002. he romantic misadventures of
the Blooms, Upper West Side deli owners, continue in
this sequel to Love in Bloo m's. While Susie reaches a
crossroad with her handsome but non-Jewish bagelmaking boyfriend, her sister Julia tries to plan her own
wedding, in spite of her mother, who wants it at the Plaza
Hotel, and Grandma Ida, who wants it at her apartment
over the store. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-07620
Title:FUNNY ACCENT
Author(s):SHULGASSER-PARKER, BARBARA
Narrator(s):LILA STERN
Funny, sophisticated and fiercely intelligent, thirty-twoyear-old Anna has one weakness: men old enough to be
her father. Author Barbara Shulgasser-Parker,
demonstrates her gift for psychological insight in this
social and moral comedy.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07621
Title:PLEDGE
Author(s):SLATER, LEONARD
Narrator(s):BEN OLIVER
A story of the secret underground that after WWII helped
arm the new state of Israel for its war of independence.©
2000
Book No.:EN4-07622
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Title:WHITE NIGHTS: THE STORY OF A
PRISONER IN RUSSIA
Author(s):BEGIN, MENACHEM
Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
This is an account of the late Israeli Prime Minister's
imprisonment in a number of Soviet prisons, his eventual
release and arrival to become the leader of his country.©
1977
Book No.:EN4-07623
Title:SEASON OF THE BODY
Author(s):MILLER, BRENDA
Narrator(s):BEVERLY STERN
Autobiographic essays detailing the author's life and, as
she is unable to bear children, they describe her life in
relation to the extended human family.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07624
Title:CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE JEWISH SOUL:
(STORIES TO OPEN THE HEART AND
REKINDLE THE SPIRIT)
Author(s):KANFIELD, J; HANSEN, M V; ELKINS, D
Narrator(s):JOAN ATLAS
Jewish spiritual stories.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07626
Title:ONE CANDLE: (A CHILDREN'S BOOK)
Author(s):BUNTING, EVE
Narrator(s):NANCI BRONSTEEN
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At the traditional Hanukkah celebration, Grandma & Great
Aunt Rose pass on to each generation their perseverance
and the strength it took to continue to celebrate
Hanukkah during the darkest hours of the Holocaust.©
2002
Book No.:EN4-07627
Title:FAMILY ORCHARD
Author(s):EVE, NOMI
Narrator(s):DONNA SOMMER
A multigenerational saga that takes place in Jerusalem
from the early 19th century to the present and ends up in
America.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07628
Title:SAVING MONTICELLO: LEVY FAMILY'S
EPIC QUEST TO RESCUE THE
JEFFERSON'S HOUSE
Author(s):LEEPSON, MARC
Narrator(s):GUY LEBOW
This is the story of the Levy family, their commitment to
the preservation of Monticello and how they ultimately
saved Jefferson's estate.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07629
Title:GOOD IN BED
Author(s):WEINER, JENNIFER
Narrator(s):BARBARA ABBIS
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A humorous book about a woman who conquers her
obsessions with food and family, and deals with issues
of success and relationships.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07631
Title:ON HER WAY HOME
Author(s):ROCHLIN, HARRIET
Narrator(s):GLORIA WEINER
The third novel in Rochlin's Desert Dwellers Trilogy,
concerns Arizona frontier life in the 1880s from a Jewish
perspective. This is action-filled and replete with the
frontier spirit.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07633
Title:ELVIS IN JERUSALEM: POST-ZIONISM
AND THE AMERICANIZATION OF ISRAEL
Author(s):SEGEV, TOM
Narrator(s):HEATHER GANAW
Segev looks at the last ten years of development and
Americanization in Israel through pop culture, and
changes in ideology and national identity.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07634
Title:SHIRA
Author(s):AGNON, S.Y.
Narrator(s):MARION HARRIS
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This posthumously published novel is set in Jerusalem in
the 1930s. It is Agnon's final novel and involves an
adulterous affair between Dr. Manfred Herbst, a middleaged professor and a nurse he met in the hospital while
his wife was giving birth to their third child. The nurse's
name is Shira meaning "poetry."© 1986
Book No.:EN4-07636
Title:SILVER CANDLESTICKS
Author(s):SHAPIRO, SHIRLEY
Narrator(s):ANDRA MILLER
The story of five generations of a Jewish family, starting
with their emigration from Russia to America to the
present day, and the family's silver candlesticks that
were lost for several generations.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07639
Title:AN UNCERTAIN HOUR: (THE KLAUS
BARBIE TRIAL & THE CITY OF LYON 19401945)
Author(s):MORGAN, TED
Narrator(s):MICHELLE HARBOR
Ted Morgan covered the war criminal trial of Klaus Barbie
in Lyon, France. Using copies of secret documents
prepared for this trial, the author uses this information to
relate untold stories about Lyon's occupation.© 1990
Book No.:EN4-07640
Title:BLACK SWAN
Author(s):CHARYN, JEROME
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Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
A continuation of his memoir, "The Dark Lady from
Belorusse," the author relates his childhood adventures
in the post-war Bronx.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07641
Title:IN THE EYE OF THE HURRICANE
Author(s):HALLIE, PHILIP
Narrator(s):JEREMY HANDELMAN
The exploration of the human choice to do good or evil.
The author examines several "heros" and their
behavior.© 1997
Book No.:EN4-07643
Title:SECRET: UNLOCKING THE SOURCE OF
JOY & FULFILLMENT: (THE POWERFUL
TEACHING OF THE WORLD'S OLDEST
SPIRITUAL WISDOM)
Author(s):BERG, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):MICHELLE HARBOR
The results of the author studying the great Kabbalist,
Rav Ashlag's, life and work. He discusses the essence of
Kabbalah, the world's oldest spiritual wisdom.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07644
Title:TEACHA: STORIES FROM THE YESHIVA
Author(s):ALBERELLI, GERRY
Narrator(s):GERRY ALBERELLI
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A non-Jewish teacher tells of his chaotic year teaching
English as a second language to an all boys Yeshiva run
by the ultra-conservative Hassidic sect in Brooklyn©
Book No.:EN4-07645
Title:DARK RIDDLE: HEGEL, NIETZSCHE, AND
THE JEWS
Author(s):YOVEL, YIRMIYAHU
Narrator(s):COLLIN BIDDEL
Anti-Jewish prejudice in nineteenth-century Europe is
analyzed in the work of philosophers, Hegel and
Nietzsche and exploring the ways in which Jews were
theorized during that period.© 1998
Book No.:EN4-07647
Title:MORE STORIES FROM MY FATHER'S
COURT
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
The twenty-seven new stories gathered here were
published in the Forward during the same period as
those in the first volume; none of them previously
published in English. From the earthy to the ethereal,
these stories provide an intimate and powerfu l evocation
of a bygone world.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07648
Title:JUDGES
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
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Set in a Connecticut parlor, five strangers stranded
together after their plane makes an emergency landing,
find themselves manipulated by a sadistic host who calls
himself the Judge and declares that one of them will die
before morning. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07649
Title:HAREM
Author(s):MOSSANEN, DORA LEVY
Narrator(s):CHERNANSKY, DIANE
The story of three generations of women from the
Persian Jewish quarter in Iran and the lives each one
leads.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07650
Title:COLLECTED STORIES OF JOSEPH ROTH
Author(s):ROTH, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):FRANK SAUNDERS
Hoffman, Michael, translator Roth's seventeen satiric
short stories and novellas are offered here in English for
the first time. This collection of works looks at life in post
WWI Europe, addressing tragedy, nationalism, and
history through his chara cters while using a backdrop of
both rural and urban themes.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07654
Title:SPINOZA: A LIFE
Author(s):NADLER, STEVEN
Narrator(s):MIRIAM ALIMONOS
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Due to Spinoza's exile from Judaism, this book tell of the
political, social, intellectual, and religious world of the
young Dutch Republic, in addition to being an archive
research based account of Spinoza's life.© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07655
Title:SIMPLE HABANA MELODY: FROM WHEN
THE WORLD WAS GOOD
Author(s):HIJUELOS, OSCAR
Narrator(s):TANYA ALBERT SHERMAN
Israel Levis, a Cuban composer, returns to his childhood
home in Habana after any years in Europe where he was
mistaken for a Jew by the Nazis because of his Sephardic
last name. Back in Habana, Levis is filled with memories
of the vanished world of his childhood and youth.©
Book No.:EN4-07657
Title:ONE PALESTINE COMPLETE: JEWS AND
ARABS UNDER THE BRITISH MANDATE
Author(s):SEGEV, TOM
Narrator(s):GITLIN, PHYLLIS, HAL KOSUT, NANCY
BRONSTEIN ETC
This book explores the time preceding the creation of the
State of Israel when the Jews and Arabs of Palestine
were under British control and both thought they would
inherit the land. Segev tracks the Jewish and Arab
movements and their movement to c onfrontation and
maintains that the British favored the Zionists.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07660
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Title:GUIDE TO JEWISH PRAYER
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, RABBI ADIN
Narrator(s):IRWIN WEISS
One of the world's most famous and respected rabbis
has given us the one guide we need to practice Jewish
prayer and understand the prayer book.
Book No.:EN4-07661
Title:ONLY YESTERDAY
Author(s):AGNON, S.Y.
Narrator(s):TAMIR
S.Y. Agnon's novel about Isaac Kumer who comes to
Palestine with the second aliyah with hopes of taking
advantage of agricultural, financial, social, and erotic
opportunities forbidden to him in Poland. He does not get
what he wants as Agnon explores what it is that controls
human existence.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07662
Title:BLOOD OF VICTORY
Author(s):FURST, ALAN
Narrator(s):CHERNANSKY, DIANE
In this suspenseful novel, Russian writer I.A. Serebin
comes to Istanbul fleeing from Nazi-occupied France and
is recruited by a Hungarian spy to cut off Germany's oil
supply.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07663
Title:UNCLE TUNGSTEN: MEMORIES OF A
CHEMICAL BOYHOOD
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Author(s):SACKS, OLIVER
Narrator(s):COHEN, ABBA AND OLIVER SACKS
In his memoir, Oliver Sacks chronicles his love affair with
science and the influences that led him to his fascination
with metals, biology, and chemistry. Among those
influences is his Uncle "Tungsten" who "manufactured
light bulbs with filaments of fine tungsten wire." Sacks
introduces the reader to his family, describes his painful
years in boarding school where he was sent to escape
the war's bombings, and brings the reader along for the
ride of his journey to becoming a neurologist who neve r
loses his love of science.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07664
Title:NOT QUITE KOSHER: AN ABE LIEBERMAN
MYSTERY
Author(s):KAMINSKY, STUART M.
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
In this book, the seventh in the series, the detective Abe
Lieberman and his partner, Bill Hanrahan, work on the
case of two homicides that occur at the end of a theft at a
jewelry store. They are also involved in figuring out
another murder that end s up having connections to the
homicides at the jewelry store. Additionally, Lieberman
must find a way to pay for his grandson's bar mitzvah
while Hanrahan deals with the fact that an Asian crime
kingpin is interested in his fiancée.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07666
Title:NUREMBERG: THE RECKONING
Author(s):BUCKLEY, WILLIAM F., JR.
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Narrator(s):BECK, MARILYN
In 1939 Sebastian and his parents plan to escape from
Germany to Arizona, but Sebastian's father is forced by
the Gestapo to stay behind. Sebastian grows up and
enters the US Army fighting against Germany while his
father is pressured into designing concentration camps.
Sebastian is then assigned as a translator-interrogator at
Nuremberg and Sebastian is thrust into the center of a
legal maelstrom and finds himself at a crossroads of epic
and personal history.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07669
Title:IN THE IMAGE
Author(s):HORN, DARA
Narrator(s):MATT SANDLER
Following the loss of a high school friend, Leora cuts off
all emotional ties to the world. It is the grandfather of her
deceased friend who reconnects Leora to love and faith
through the slide images he has taken on his exploration
of Judaism. © 200 2
Book No.:EN4-07671
Title:COLLECTED STORIES
Author(s):BELLOW, SAUL
Narrator(s):
Selected by Bellow himself for this book, these fictional
short stories revolve around characters (mostly men) that
are dealing with family issues, desires, memories, and
failings. Bellow explores human nature while his
characters arrive at often hum orous if not comic
situations.© 2001
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Book No.:EN4-07672
Title:CONTEMPORARY JEWISH WRITING IN
AUSTRIA: AN ANTHOLOGY
Author(s):LORENZ, DAGMAR C.G.
Narrator(s):DEBORAH OLSTEIN
Anthology of Austrian-Jewish fictional works from
writers ranging from those who were born at the
beginning of the 20th century to after the Holocaust.©
1999
Book No.:EN4-07675
Title:EARTH HAS NO SORROW: A LILY
CONNOR MYSTERY
Author(s):BLAKE, MICHELLE
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
Lily Connor is an Episcopalian priest in Boston and
serves on the Holocaust remembrance committee. Upon
arriving early to the Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony,
Anna Banieka, a Catholic survivor of Auschwitz, and she
discover their church has been the v ictim of a vicious
hate crime. After the ceremony, Anna disappears and Lily
and her boyfriend, police photographer Tom Casey, end
up on a dangerous and revealing journey as they try to
find Anna.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07678
Title:BIBLICAL LITERACY: THE MOST
IMPORTANT PEOPLE, EVENTS, AND
IDEAS OF THE HEBREW BIBLE
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Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH, RABBI
Narrator(s):CANTOR LYNN KARPO
Arranged by people and events, laws and ideas, this
Biblical reference educates the reader about all the books
of the Hebrew Bible and the rich stories found within that
serve as the basis for morality.© 1997
Book No.:EN4-07679
Title:JUDAISM AND DISABILITY: PORTRAYALS
IN ANCIENT TEXTS FROM THE TANACH
THROUGH THE BAVLI
Author(s):ABRAMS, JUDITH Z., RABBI
Narrator(s):WEISS, IRWIN, MINA BERKOWITZ, ABBA
COHEN, JEROME
In this highly researched work, Abrams brings sources
from various ancient Jewish texts to show the
progression of attitudes toward persons with
disabilities.© 1998
Book No.:EN4-07680
Title:FALSE PAPERS: ESSAYS ON EXILE AND
MEMORY
Author(s):ACIMAN, ANDRE
Narrator(s):GOULSTON, WENDY
Born into a family of Jewish, Italian, and Turkish origin,
Aciman writes about exile, dislocation, memory, and
nostalgia following his forced departure from Alexandria,
short stay in Europe, and move to New York City.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07684
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Title:WRITTEN AND ORAL TORAH: A
COMPREHENSIVE INTRODUCTION
Author(s):CORDOZO, NATHAN T., RABBI
Narrator(s):LEA GREENBERG
A concise, understandable introduction to the written and
oral Torah. Rabbi Cordozo begins with a general
overview of the meaning of the Torah, concepts which
include the mitzvoth, the Noachide laws, the ten
commandments, and the 613 commandments. He
examines the nature and the books of the oral Law as
well as the authority of the Sages who formulated it. The
book also includes a look at biblical criticism and
provides indices to the written Torah, the Mishna, and the
Mishna Torah.© 1989, 1997
Book No.:EN4-07693
Title:FASHIONABLY LATE
Author(s):GOLDSMITH, OLIVIA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Self-absorbed, overworked, and fabulously successful,
Karen Kahn seems to have everything in the world except
a child. Told that she is incapable of conceiving, Kahn
looks into adoption, but soon finds that her company, her
husband, and the only fami ly she has known are about
to fall apart. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-07694
Title:ESSENTIAL JUDAISM: A COMPLETE
GUIDE TO BELIEFS, CUSTOMS, AND
RITUALS
Author(s):ROBINSON, GEORGE
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Narrator(s):BARBARA STURMAN
A concise but comprehensive easy-to-understand
handbook to Jewish prayer, worship, festivals, customs,
history, language, philosophy, and ideology. It includes
an overview of Hebrew Scripture and an excellent Kosher
primer. A helpful glossary of Jewi sh terms can also be
found in the book.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07699
Title:LETTERS TO AUNTIE FORI: THE 5,000
YEAR HISTORY OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE
AND THEIR FAITH
Author(s):GILBERT, MARTIN
Narrator(s):ISRAEL MERAV
Sir Martin Gilbert tells the saga of five thousand years of
Jewish life in a series of personal letters to a friend,
"Auntie Fori." © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07700
Title:DREAM OF SCIPIO
Author(s):IAIN PEARS
Narrator(s):BERGMAN, RICHARD
Three men in three different centuries of crises deal with
the turmoil around them by immersing themselves in
ideas. Although they are separated by the different times
in which they live, they are connected by a work of NeoPlatonism called "The Drea m of Scipio" that poses
philosophical questions about man and his role in
society.©2002
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Book No.:EN4-07703
Title:PITY OF IT ALL: A HISTORY OF JEWS IN
GERMANY 1743-1933
Author(s):ELON, AMOS
Narrator(s):ROBINS, WIN
History of German Jews from 1743-1933 that shows how
persecuted lowly Jews rose to be very successful
contributors to the society around them. The author
focuses on well known individuals such as Heine, Arendt,
and Mendelsohn, and some lesser known G erman Jews
as well. Elon points to their high rate of assimilation and
intermarriage along with their desire to be both Jewish
and national at the same time and what lead up to the
failure of that dream.©2002
Book No.:EN4-07704
Title:ACCEPTING THE YOKE OF HEAVEN:
COMMENTARY ON THE WEEKLY TORAH
PORTION
Author(s):LEIBOWITZ, YESHAYAHU
Narrator(s):IRWIN WEISS
Collection of thoughts on the weekly Torah portion by the
acclaimed and somewhat controversial Jewish
philosopher, Yeshayahu Leibowitz. Through his short
segments arranged according to each Torah portion,
Professor Leibowitz challenges our conception s of the
purpose of prayer and the presence of holiness in the
world through his comments on topics of interest within
the Torah portion.©2002
Book No.:EN4-07705
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Title:TROPHY WIDOW: A RACHEL GOLD
MYSTERY
Author(s):KAHN, MICHAEL A.
Narrator(s):YOCHEVED KLEINBART
achel Gold, the Reform Jewish lawyer with the Orthodox
Jewish boyfriend, has acquired Angela Green, a celebrity
for serving time for the murder of her husband, as her
latest client. During the case, however, Rachel discovers
that her client was frame d, and that money, not passion,
was the motive and that the true murderer is probably
still at large. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07706
Title:STONE KISS: A PETER DECKER/RINA
LAZARUS NOVEL
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):MICHAEL BERNSTEIN
Peter Decker's half-brother Jonathan, a New York Rabbi,
asks the police lieutenant for help when his wife's brother
Ephraim Leiber is slain execution-style in a seedy New
York hotel room, and the victim's teenage niece Shayndie
who may have witnessed her uncle's murder,
disappears.©2002
Book No.:EN4-07707
Title:MOMENT SHE WAS GONE
Author(s):HUNTER, EVAN
Narrator(s):MARGARET A. ROSSI
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When Annie disappears, her mother calls her twin, Andy,
to find her. But this is one of many times that Annie has
disappeared and not the first time her mother has tried to
deny that Annie is suffering from schizophrenia. As Andy
reveals his memories of his sister's behavior throughout
the years he tries to locate her and tries once again to get
her the help she needs. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07711
Title:SEVEN LIGHTS: ON THE MAJOR JEWISH
FESTIVALS
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN; EISENBERG, JOSY
Narrator(s):FRANCINE PRINCE
A book length dialogue between Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz
and Rabbi Josy Eisenberg on the subject of the Jewish
Holy Days in light of the teaching of the great Hasidic
master Rabbi Schneer Zalman of Lyady. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07714
Title:WAR STORY: A NOVEL
Author(s):EDELMAN, GWEN
Narrator(s):GARY KAHN
A historical fictional novel about Joseph Kruger, an aging
playwright and Holocaust survivor, through whom we
experience aspects of the Jewish experience during
World War II. We also learn about him through his former
lover, Kitty Amsterdam, 30 years younger than Kruger,
who travels to Amsterdam for his funeral and reconsiders
the time she spent with him and the stories he has told
her.© 2001
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Book No.:EN4-07716
Title:ONE PEOPLE TWO WORLDS: A REFORM
RABBI AND AN ORTHODOX RABBI
EXPLORE THE ISSUES THAT DIV
Author(s):HIRSCH, AMMIEL; REIMAN, YOSEF
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
A result of a respectful 18 month email correspondence
between Reform Rabbi Ammiel Hirsch and Orthodox
Rabbi Yosef Reinman on the fundamental principles of
Jewish faith and practice. The two Rabbis discuss, quite
heatedly at times, the points on whic h Reform and
Orthodox Jews differ, among them the existence of a
Supreme Being, homosexuality, the origins and
authenticity of the Bible and the Oral Law, the role of
women, assimilation, the value of secular culture, and
Israel.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07717
Title:HERE I AM: CONTEMPORARY JEWISH
STORIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Author(s):BERKMAN, MARSHA LEE; MARCU, ELAINE
Narrator(s):GOLDFARB, IRVING
A collection of contemporary Jewish short stories from
around the world, spanning six continents and 24
countries. Contributors include Cynthia Ozick, Elie
Wiesel, Primo Levi, Nadine Gordimer, and Allegra
Goodman, as well as many authors never before
published in English.© 1998
Book No.:EN4-07718
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Title:LOST IN AMERICA: A JOURNEY WITH MY
FATHER
Author(s):NULAND, SHERWIN B.
Narrator(s):VICTORIA SKURNICK
A memoir of the author's life plagued by depression and
his relationship with his father, Meyer Nudelman, a
Russian immigrant who came to America to find a better
life. However, rather than find a better life, Meyer's life
was wrought with suffering that included the premature
deaths of his first son and wife; his oldest surviving son
disabled by rheumatic fever in his teens; and his own
illness of which he was never informed.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07719
Title:GOLDEN LAND: THE STORY OF JEWISH
IMMIGRATION TO AMERICA
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH, RABBI
Narrator(s):CORY FALK
In this book, Telushkin offers a history of Jewish
immigration to America from the first arrival of Jews to
New Amsterdam in 1654 to the Lower East Side in the
early 20th century. He reveals how they changed
opportunity to success in fields from comm erce,
medicine, and science to movies, music, and literature.©
2002
Book No.:EN4-07720
Title:WOMEN OF COURAGE: JEWISH AND
ITALIAN IMMIGRANT WOMEN IN NEW
YORK
Author(s):COSER, R.L.; ANKER L.S.; PERRIN, A.
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Narrator(s):HENDERSON, SUSAN
A collection of interviews of Italian and Jewish women
who immigrated to New York in the early 1900s that show
the similarities these two groups faced in adapting to
their new surrounding with additional cultural and gender
challenges.© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07722
Title:RUSSIAN DEBUTANTE'S HANDBOOK
Author(s):SHTEYNGART, GARY
Narrator(s):SHTEYNGART, GARY AND HOWELL
MAYER
Novel about 25-year-old Vladimir Girshkin, a Russian
immigrant to America, and the attempts he makes to
prove his overachieving parents that money should not
be life's only pursuit. He searches for love, a decent job,
and a credible self-identity and ends up in the Russian
domain of Prava (a pseudonym for Prague), where he
involves himself in highbrow publishing, rowdy
expatriate exploits and the Russian Mafioso.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07727
Title:EVERYTHING IS ILLUMINATED
Author(s):FOER, JONATHAN SAFRAN
Narrator(s):MATTHEW KAPLAN
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This novel contains two stories - one that has the main
character traveling through Europe with his dog and
grandfather to find the woman who saved his
grandmother from the Nazis during the Holocaust. The
second story is a fabled one set many years b ack in the
shtetl his grandfather comes from. The two stories are
brought together with comedy and tragedy. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07728
Title:WALKING THE BIBLE: A JOURNEY BY
LAND THROUGH THE FIVE BOOKS OF
MOSES
Author(s):FEILER, BRUCE
Narrator(s):MIRIAM ALIMONOS
In a desire to reconnect with the Bible, author Bruce
Feiler along with archaeologist Avner Goren set out on a
dangerous, ten thousand mile journey through Turkey,
Israel, the Palestinian territories, Egypt, and Sinai. At
each site, he gathered the l atest archaeological research
and sat down to read the stories in their natural
surroundings. Feiler explores how geography has
affected the larger narrative of the Bible and how these
places and his own experiences have affected his own
faith.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07729
Title:IF A PLACE CAN MAKE YOU CRY:
DISPATCHES FROM AN ANXIOUS STATE
Author(s):GORDIS, DANIEL
Narrator(s):DINA STERNBERG
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An edited collection of Daniel Gordis' emails that he
wrote when he and his family moved from Los Angeles to
Israel for a year during which they decided to make
aliyah. During their first year there, the latest intifada
broke out and Gordis writes ab out the effect of the
situation on himself and his family.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07731
Title:FIRE IN THE NIGHT: WINGATE OF
ETHIOPIA, BURMA, AND ZION
Author(s):BIERMAN, JOHN; SMITH, COLIN
Narrator(s):RUBIN, RICHARD
Well researched biography of Orde Wingate who led
campaigns against the Japanese in Burma in World War
II, battle against the Italians in Ethiopia, and played a role
in developing a Zionist army in Palestine (Israel) after
World War II. In both his p ersonal and military life,
Wingate often employed unconventional tactics, for
which he was both despised and praised.
Book No.:EN4-07732
Title:AUTOGRAPH MAN
Author(s):SMITH, ZADIE
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
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A fictional novel about the hollow things of modernity:
celebrity, cinema, and the ugly triumph of symbol over
experience. Through London and then New York,
searching for the only autograph that has ever mattered
to him, half-Chinese, half-Jewish aut ograph trader AlexLi Tandem follows the paper trail while resisting the
mystical lure of Kabbalah and Zen, and avoiding all
collectors, con men, and interfering rabbis who would
put themselves in his path. Pushing against the tide of
his generation, Alex-Li is on his way to finding
enlightenment.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07740
Title:COCK SURE
Author(s):RICHLER, MORDECHAI
Narrator(s):OLIVER, BEN
A fictional novel with an eccentric set of characters, it is
a savagely funny satire on television, movies, and the
entertainment industry.© 1996
Book No.:EN4-07741
Title:DIGNITY OF DIFFERENCE: HOW TO AVOID
THE CLASH OF CIVILIZATIONS
Author(s):SACKS, JONATHAN
Narrator(s):ANDRA MILLER
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Using philosophy, Chief Rabbi of the United Kingdom,
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, proposes how to reconcile hatred
and promote peaceful, religious coexistence. Sacks
argues that we must do more than search for values
common to all faiths; we must also refra me the way we
see our differences. Sacks sees certain values (e.g.,
education, responsibility, charity) as vital to any new
world order and discusses how the absence of those
values causes many problems, regardless of one's
religious beliefs.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07745
Title:MIGRANT SOUL: THE STORY OF AN
AMERICAN CONVERT
Author(s):SHAFRAN, AVI
Narrator(s):TANYA ALPERT SHERMAN
The story of a descendent of American-Indians who
marries an assimilated Jew and then begins a journey
converting to Judaism. This account of his and his
family's spiritual quest is frank, funny, and inspiring.©
1992
Book No.:EN4-07746
Title:IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE MAGGID:
INSPIRATIONAL STORIES ABOUT
EMINENT PEOPLE OF YESTERDAY &
TODAY
Author(s):KROHN, PAYSACH J., RABBI
Narrator(s):JANICE TOWERS
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The third in the Maggid series is filled with inspirational
stories and parables about eminent people of yesterday
and today.© 1992
Book No.:EN4-07749
Title:JEWS OF FRANCE: A HISTORY FROM
ANTIQUITY TO THE PRESENT
Author(s):BENBASSA, ESTHER
Narrator(s):EILEEN DACEY
In the first English-language edition of a general,
synthetic history of French Jewry, Esther Benbassa tells
the intriguing tale of the social, economic, and cultural
vicissitudes of a people in diaspora. She reveals the
diversity of Jewish life thro ughout France's regions,
while showing how Jewish identity has constantly
redefined itself in a country known for both the Rights of
Man and the Dreyfus Affair. Beginning with late antiquity,
she charts the migration of Jews into France and traces
th eir fortunes through the making of the French
kingdom, the Revolution, the rise of modern antiSemitism, and the current renewal of interest in Judaism.
© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07756
Title:MURDER BOOK: AN ALEX DELAWARE
NOVEL
Author(s):KELLERMAN, JONATHAN
Narrator(s):BARRY SNIDER
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Detective Alex Delaware receives a book full of grisly
police photographs in the mail entitled "The Murder
Book" that includes a picture of a murder that he had
investigated 20 years before. He is led on a trail through
different levels of societies in order to solve this
murder.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07758
Title:FLY HAS A HUNDRED EYES: SET IN THE
TURMOIL OF PALESTINE IN 1938
Author(s):BARON, AILEEN G.
Narrator(s):SANDY SKODNIK
Lily Sampson, an American graduate student on an
archaeological dig in the Jerusalem, confronts murder,
intrigue, and the theft of antiquities during the British
Mandate on the brink of World War II. This book won first
prize in its category at both the Pikes Peak and
Southwest Writers Conferences in 2000.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07759
Title:CATCH AS CATCH CAN: THE COLLECTED
STORIES AND OTHER WRITINGS
Author(s):HELLER, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):MARGARET ROSSI
A posthumous collection of Heller's (1923-1999) writing,
including early works, previously unpublished stories,
spin-offs of Catch-22, a play, and essays. Edited by
Matthew J. Bruccoli and Park Bucker.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07764
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Title:HEALING LEAVES: PRESCRIPTIONS FOR
INNTER STRENGTH, MEANING AND HOPE
Author(s):STERNHARTZ, NOSON; BELL, YITZCHOK
L.
Narrator(s):DIANE GODING
Reb Noson of Breslov (1780-1844), a student of the
famous Chassidic master Reb Nachman of Breslov, was
a prolific letter writer. This volume compiles inspirational
excerpts from letters he wrote to offer his
correspondents the strength and confidence to "renew
their lives in a positive and meaningful way."© 1999
Book No.:EN4-07765
Title:REFLECTIONS OF THE MAGGID:
INSPIRATIONAL STORIES FROM AROUND
THE GLOBE & AROUND THE CORNER
Author(s):KROHN, PAYSACH J., RABBI
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
This is the sixth book in the Maggid Series, inspired by
the author's close relationship with Rabbi Shlomo
Schwadron (1912-1997), the Maggid of Jerusalem. Krohn
uses the Maggid's teachings to provide insight into real
life events, up to and including the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07768
Title:SHADOWS OF SIN: A JESSIE DRAKE
MYSTERY
Author(s):KRICH, ROCHELLE
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMAN
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Dr. Ronald Bushnell and two of his employees are shot
dead in his elegant office. The plastic surgeon's wounds
are so savage, Jessie Drake knows this was no random
killing. She investigates his personal life and finds that
his troubled foster son has disappeared. Is the teenager a
witness, another victim, or even the murderer? The
Jessie Drake Mysteries star a Jewish woman who is a
homicide detective in the Los Angeles Police
Department.© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07770
Title:MAKING THINGS BETTER
Author(s):BROOKNER, ANITA
Narrator(s):ROZ DLUTMAN
As Herz ponders proposing marriage to an old friend,
going to Paris to see a favorite painting, selling his home,
and starting afresh, he knows he must do something with
his remaining years. But what? His story captures the
quandaries of aging, the s elf-discoveries that come with
maturity, and the eternal question faced by people of all
ages: What will I do with the rest of my life?© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07773
Title:DIVIDED LIVES: THE UNTOLD STORIES OF
JEWISH-CHRISTIAN WOMEN IN NAZI
GERMANY
Author(s):CRANE, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):SUSAN FRIEDWALD
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This anthology contains the personal testimonies of ten
German women from intermarried Jewish-German
families, who were considered "Mischlinge" (half-breeds)
under the Nazi regime, even though they themselves may
not have been Jewish.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07775
Title:BOOK OF JEWISH VALUES: A DAY-BYDAY GUIDE TO ETHICAL LIVING
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH, RABBI
Narrator(s):ESTELLE ADEN
A "manual" on leading a decent, kind, and honest life in a
morally complicated world, this book applies Judaism's
sacred writings to address the major ethical issues of our
time. The book is divided into 52 weeks rather than
chapters, and each week c ontains one lesson for each of
its seven days (Sunday through Shabbat), providing a
total of 365 teachings for a whole year.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07777
Title:COFFEE TRADER
Author(s):LISS, DAVID
Narrator(s):MARY ANN DEROSA
In 1659 Amsterdam, Miguel Lienzo, a Portuguese Jewish
trader, has lost everything in a sudden shift in the sugar
markets. Now he is offered the opportunity to corner the
market in a new commodity called coffee! © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07778
Title:JANE AUSTEN IN BOCA
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Author(s):COHEN, PAULA MARANTZ
Narrator(s):ESTHER FOSTER
Jane Austen's classic novel "Pride and Prejudice" is
updated and relocated to Boca Raton, Florida, with the
Bennett daughters recast as elderly Jewish widows.©
2002
Book No.:EN4-07780
Title:YOUR MOUTH IS LOVELY
Author(s):RICHLER, NANCY
Narrator(s):AMY AVERSA
Miriam Lev's suicidal mother, absentee father, and
"wicked" stepmother make her an outcast in her own
shtetl in the final years of the Russian Empire. In a
letter/journal to her daughter, raised by Miriam's sister,
she records her journey from the sh tetl to the slums of
Kiev and to prison in Siberia, and from pogroms to the
revolution.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07782
Title:WORD: A SPIRITUAL SOURCEBOOK
Author(s):BEN SHEA, NOAH
Narrator(s):MIKE NICOLOSI, ASHER SUSS, JEROME
TURK,
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A sweeping collection of aphorisms, quotes, and
teachings, spanning over 3,000 years, that offers every
reader a chance to discover - or rediscover - the Jewish
message and its messengers. Over 500 sources include
the Bible, Talmud, and Kabbalah, as well as the works of
Maimonides, Rashi, the Ba'al Shem Tov, Prouse, Heine,
Disraeli, Trotsky, Bellow, and Ben Gurion, plus input from
Einstein, Chagall, and George Burns, along with Yiddish
folk sayings.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-07785
Title:NATION ON TRIAL: THE GOLDHAGEN
THESIS AND HISTORICAL TRUTH
Author(s):FINKELSTEIN, NORMAN G.; BIRN, RUTH
Narrator(s):JANICE TOWERS
The authors dispute the hypothesis of Daniel Goldhagen
(in "Hitler's Willing Executioners," 1996) that, rather than
an aberrant anomaly perpetrated by Nazi arch villains, the
Holocaust was an atrocity in which ordinary Germans at
all levels of societ y, motivated by underlying anti-Semitic
cultural assumptions, willingly took part. Goldhagen is
accused of using faulty scholarship and propaganda to
put the entire German nation on trial, although he
"explicitly rejects collective guilt."© 1998
Book No.:EN4-07786
Title:SHROUD
Author(s):BANVILLE, JOHN
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
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Professor Axel Vander is a renowned scholar, elderly
curmudgeon, and admitted liar. Even his identity is a lie,
concocted in the wake of his escape from Belgium in
World War II, which left him disabled. Now widowed and
living in California, he is sud denly contacted by the mad
but brilliant Cass Cleave (from Banville's earlier books),
who somehow seems to know his secret and threatens to
expose his lies. Vander's journey to meet her in Turin
forces him to confront his past.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07787
Title:ART OF BLESSING THE DAY: POEMS WITH
A JEWISH THEME
Author(s):PIERCY, MARGE
Narrator(s):BARBARA STURMAN
Piercy's latest volume of poems is divided into sections
about Mishpocheh (Family), The Chuppah (Marriage),
Tikkun Olam (Repair of the World), Toldot Midrashim (Of
History and Interpretation), Tefillah (Prayer), and HaShanah (The Year). Winner of th e 2000 Paterson Poetry
Prize.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07788
Title:LIVING A LIFE THAT MATTERS:
RESOLVING THE CONFLICT BETWEEN
CONSCIENCE AND SUCCESS
Author(s):KUSHNER, HAROLD S.
Narrator(s):MIMI GREENSTEIN
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Most of us need to feel that we matter, but we also need
to feel that we're good people. Rabbi Kushner bridges the
gap between these seemingly irreconcilable needs,
showing us how even our smallest daily actions can
become stepping stones toward inte grity. Drawing on
the stories of his own congregants, on literature, current
events, and the Biblical story of Jacob, Kushner
addresses these dilemmas: Why do decent people so
often violate their moral standards? How can we pursue
justice without giv ing in to the lure of revenge? How can
we turn relationships with family and friends into genuine
sources of meaning?© 2001
Book No.:EN4-07789
Title:THREE DAUGHTERS
Author(s):POGREBIN, LETTY COTTIN
Narrator(s):TANYA ALPERT SHERMAN
Fifty-year-old Shoshanna faces the tasks of reconciling
her aged rabbi father with her oldest half-sister Leah, a
brilliant but brooding radical feminist, and reconciling
Leah with their other half-sister, Rachel, a traditional,
religious suburbanite . Hampered by the loss of her
precious organizer book, Shoshanna sets off on her dual
mission, just as major upheavals redefine the sisters'
lives. This is Pogrebin's first work of fiction.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07790
Title:HANA'S SUITCASE: A TRUE STORY
Author(s):LEVINE, KAREN
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
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When Hana Brady's suitcase arrived at a Holocaust
education center in Tokyo in March 2000, visiting
children wanted to know who she was and what became
of her. So curator Fumiko Ishioka investigated, learning
of Hana's idyllic small town childhood in 1930s
Czechoslovakia, the subsequent Nazi invasion, and the
girl's eventual death at Auschwitz. In the course of her
research, Fumiko located Hana's brother George, and
brought him to Tokyo to meet the students. This book is
based on a radio documen tary, narrated by Fumiko
Ishioka and George Brady.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07791
Title:PIECES FROM BERLIN
Author(s):PYE, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):MICHELLE HARBOR
In the early 1940s, Lucia Muller-Rossi stole "the pieces
from Berlin" - art and antiques belonging to her Jewish
neighbors - and fled Germany to become a successful
antiques dealer in Zurich. Fifty years later, she is
exposed when Sarah Freeman, a fo rmer neighbor, walks
by Lucia's shop and recognizes something of hers in the
window. Lucia's actions have hurt everyone around her,
from her son Nicholas, shunned by his father's new
family, to Sarah, forced to revisit those painful memories.
Inspire d by a true story.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07807
Title:NEVER NOSH A MATZO BALL
Author(s):KAHN, SHARON
Narrator(s):SHARON SPENSER
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In this second book about Ruby Rothman, a rabbi's
widow in Eternal, Texas, Ruby is involved in a matzo ball
sale held at the new gym to benefit the temple. Then a
fitness trainer is found murdered, one of the matzo balls
in his pocket, and Ruby helps investigate.© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07809
Title:AROUND THE MAGGID'S TABLE: MORE
CLASSIC STORIES AND PARABLES FROM
THE GREAT TEACHERS OF ISRAEL
Author(s):KROHN, PAYSACH, RABBI
Narrator(s):MICHAL NUSSBAUM
This sequel to The Maggid Speaks contains more stories
and their morals, as told by some of Orthodox Jewry's
most eloquent and popular speakers. The book captures
the distinctive art of the maggid.© 1989
Book No.:EN4-07812
Title:LEGACY
Author(s):BEDFORD, SYBILLE
Narrator(s):BEN POLOGE
Society in the Kaiser's Germany before World War I was
about to fall apart. This world is recreated in the story of
two wealthy families - one Jewish, from Berlin, and one
Catholic, from the agrarian south - brought together by
an ill-fated marriage and a personal tragedy that becomes
a national crisis. Each family is confident in its
surroundings, unaware of the troubles to come. The
author felt that the monstrous thing that followed had its
foundation in families such as these; hence the title .©
1956
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Book No.:EN4-07813
Title:CHILDREN OF WILLESDEN LANE:
BEYOND THE KINDERTRANSPORT: A
MEMOIR OF MUSIC, LOVE, & SURVIVAL
Author(s):GOLABEK, MONA; COHEN, LEE
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
Golabek, the concert pianist, shares the inspirational true
story of her mother's escape from pre-WWII Vienna to a
London orphanage. Amidst her fellow Jewish refugees in
the city, teenaged piano prodigy Lisa Jura makes friends,
finds romance, and, ag ainst all odds, wins a scholarship
to the Royal Academy of London, but never gives up
hope of being reunited with her family. Throughout it all,
music continues to be a source of strength for Lisa and
those around her, just as her mother's final advi ce to her
had predicted.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07814
Title:SOMETHING AIN'T KOSHER HERE: THE
RISE OF THE "JEWISH" SITCOM
Author(s):BROOK, VINCENT
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
From 1989-2002, there was an unprecedented surge in
American sitcoms with Jewish characters. Interviews and
analysis are used to determine why this trend appeared
at this time and what its significance is for Jews and for
non-Jews. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07816
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Title:TWENTY ISRAELI COMPOSERS: VOICES
OF A CULTURE
Author(s):FLEISHER, ROBERT
Narrator(s):DAVID COLP
Through interviews, twenty Israeli composers share their
diverse inspiration and the cultural meaning of their
works. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07820
Title:KAFKA'S LAST LOVE: THE MYSTERY OF
DORA DIAMANT
Author(s):DIAMANT, KATHI
Narrator(s):KATHY FORD
This "literary detective story" is an account of the life of
the woman who was at Kafka's side at the end of his life.
She came from a Polish Hasidic family and became a
Zionist, an agitprop actress in Berlin, etc.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07821
Title:DEATH AS A WAY OF LIFE: ISRAEL TEN
YEARS AFTER OSLO
Author(s):GROSSMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):ELAINE WOLBROM
What went wrong after Oslo? How can Israelis and
Palestinians make peace? How has the violence changed
their lives and souls? Grossman has been addressing
these questions in a series of essays and articles, writing
not only as one of his country’s mo st respected
novelists and reporters, but as a husband and father and
peace activist bitterly disappointed in the leaders of both
sides. Translated by Haim Watzman.© 2003
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Book No.:EN4-07822
Title:LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THE ORIGINAL
MUSIC OF THE HEBREW ALPHABET, AND
WEEKEND IN MUSTARA: TWO NOVELLAS
Author(s):LEVIANT, CURT
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
Ladies and Gentlemen sends a musicologist to Budapest
to meet a man who claims to hold the key to a musical
interpretation of the Hebrew alphabet. Is it the real thing
or is the man a fraud? In the second novella, a scholar of
medieval Hebrew spends a "Weekend in Mustara" to
research Yehudah Halevi, and finds himself in an
alternate reality, enmeshed in a bizarre plot. In both
stories, Jewish customs, folklore, and history play vital
roles.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07825
Title:SAN REMO DRIVE: A NOVEL FROM
MEMORY
Author(s):EPSTEIN, LESLIE
Narrator(s):GAYLE ZIMMERMAN
In the year 2000, artist Richard Jacobi looks back at his
childhood family in the 1950s: His film director father
mocks the House Un-American Activities Committee at
his televised hearing, his beautiful, loose-cannon mother
must keep the family toget her, and his little brother has
fits and visions. A hired couple takes care of them all,
and young Richard bears witness to the times and their
effect on his family, especially in terms of the status of
Jews and blacks.© 2003
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Book No.:EN4-07827
Title:IN LANDS NOT MY OWN: A WARTIME
JOURNEY
Author(s):AINSZTEIN, REUBEN
Narrator(s):BERNICE LEIBOWITZ
Memoir of a Jewish historian who repeatedly fled antiSemitism (pogroms in his hometown, university
exclusion throughout Poland, the Nazi invasion of
Belgium, a concentration camp in Spain, etc.) and wound
up in England, joining the Royal Air Force t o help defeat
Hitler.© 2002
Book No.:EN4-07828
Title:RIVINGTON STREET
Author(s):TAX, MEREDITH
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
This is a feminist immigrant family saga of strong
women: of Hannah Levy who, at the cost of her marriage,
brings her daughters from the Russian Pale to America;
of Sarah, a socialist firebrand, and Ruby who turns her
passion for beautiful clothes in to an American success
story, and of Rachel Cohen, in love with a non-Jew.©
2001
Book No.:EN4-07829
Title:MAN WALKS INTO A ROOM
Author(s):KRAUSS, NICOLE
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
A man with amnesia struggles to reclaim his life.© 2002
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Book No.:EN4-07830
Title:IN DREAMS BEGIN RESPONSIBILITIES
AND OTHER STORIES
Author(s):SCHWARTZ, DELMORE
Narrator(s):SANDRA CAREY
Eight stories set in New York, mainly in the 1930s and
1940s, capture the speech, generational conflicts, and
mocking self-analysis of educated, ambitious,
Depression-stymied young people at odds with their
immigrant parents.© 1978
Book No.:EN4-07832
Title:REMARKABLE JEWISH WOMEN: REBELS,
RABBIS & OTHER WOMEN FROM
BIBLICAL TIMES TO THE PRESENT
Author(s):EMILY TAITZ; SONDRA HENRY
Narrator(s):NINA MELTZER
Historians Taitz and Henry offer young readers a
kaleidoscope of Jewish women from the ancient world of
the Bible to modern times. In this collection of more than
80 portraits, the authors show these women within a
carefully researched historical, so cial and cultural
context.© 1996
Book No.:EN4-07835
Title:CONTEMPORARY JEWISH WRITING IN
BRITAIN AND IRELAND: AN ANTHOLOGY
Author(s):CHEYETTE, BRIAN, ED.
Narrator(s):MARGE SUNSHINE
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A wide range of writers—some at the heart of British
culture, others outside the mainstream—who address the
issue of Jewish cultural difference in Great Britain and
Ireland. Part of the "Jewish Writing in the Contemporary
World" series.© 1998
Book No.:EN4-07836
Title:MUSICAL MOMENT: AND OTHER STORIES
Author(s):KENAZ, YEHOSHUA
Narrator(s):MICHAEL BERNSTEIN
Four stories follow a young boy through the rites of
passage. In "The Three-Legged Chicken," the boy
experiences his grandfather's death. "Henrik's Secret"
deals with a friendship that crosses social boundaries. In
"Musical Moment," the boy's violin becomes a weapon in
his struggle for independence from his doting mother.
"Between Night and Dawn" explores adolescent cruelty
and lust on a weekend outing. Translated from Hebrew by
Dalya Bilu.© 1995
Book No.:EN4-07837
Title:WORLDPERFECT: THE JEWISH IMPACT
ON CIVILIZATION
Author(s):SPIRO, KEN, RABBI
Narrator(s):JUDITH BASES
What constitutes a perfect world? After interviewing over
1,500 people of all backgrounds, Rabbi Spiro had a list of
6 core elements. He then documented the Jewish origins
of these universal values. © 2002
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Book No.:EN4-07840
Title:ADAM RESURRECTED
Author(s):KANIUK, YORAM
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
Adam, a Holocaust survivor whose talent as a clown
saved him from the gas chambers, now lives in an Israeli
asylum for other survivors, where he works out his guilt
by helping the others. Rerecorded to replace EC-1837 (c.
1975).© 2000
Book No.:EN4-07846
Title:DEVIL WEARS PRADA
Author(s):WEISBERGER, LAUREN
Narrator(s):BARBARA ABIS
The adventures of Andrea Sachs, a small-town girl fresh
out of college who is hired as the personal assistant of a
powerful but spoiled fashion editor. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07847
Title:POKER FACE: A GIRLHOOD AMONG
GAMBLERS
Author(s):LEDERER, KATY
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Memoirs of the youngest child in an intellectual, gamehappy family. She grows up as her much-older siblings
and parents become professional gamblers.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07849
Title:GERMAN MONEY
Author(s):RAPHAEL, LEV
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Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
Rose Menkus, a bitter Holocaust survivor, has left all
three of her children psychologically scarred, to the
extent that her son Paul has been estranged from the
whole family - including his girlfriend, a Holocaust
memoirist. When Rose dies unexpecte dly, Paul returns
to New York, where several questions arise: Why did
Rose, who was in good health, suddenly suffer a fatal
heart attack? And why did she leave "the German
money" - her reparation payments - to Paul, the least
favorite son? © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07850
Title:FOREVER FAT: ESSAYS BY THE
GODFATHER
Author(s):GUTKIND, LEE
Narrator(s):MICHELLE HARBER
Gutkind, the "godfather of creative non-fiction," battles
his weight, ex-wives, abusive father, rabbi, shrink, and
critics in this collection of essays, in a lifelong, crosscountry, cross-cultural search for identity and stability.©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07851
Title:LOVE CARRIED ME HOME: WOMEN
SURVIVING AUSCHWITZ
Author(s):MILLER, JOY ERLICHMAN, PH.D.
Narrator(s):MARCY CHELMOW
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Based on a two-year study of 16 women survivors, Dr.
Miller, a psychotherapist, records eyewitness testimony
from the often overlooked female viewpoint, and also
analyzes the unique coping skills that helped these
women survive their experiences.© 20 00
Book No.:EN4-07852
Title:BLOOD FROM A STONE: THE QUEST FOR
THE LIFE DIAMONDS
Author(s):SVORAY, YARON; HAMMER, RICHARD
Narrator(s):FRANCINE PRINCE
Eastern European Jews bought high quality, uncut
diamonds to use as passports to safety in the 1930s.
During the Holocaust, these "Life Diamonds" became
"Death Diamonds," believed to be cursed, and eventually
liberated from the Nazis by two American soldiers, who
buried them in an Alsace forest. Years later, Svoray, an
investigative journalist, spent over a decade tracking
down the gems in a search documented for the History
Channel.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07853
Title:LORD IS MY SHEPHERD: THE WISDOM OF
THE TWENTY-THIRD PSALM
Author(s):KUSHNER, HAROLD S.
Narrator(s):ELAINE WOLBROM
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For thousands of years, the 23rd Psalm has comforted
and encouraged people in times of grief and fear. Now
Rabbi Kushner analyzes the text, discussing each verse
(one per chapter) in the context of both the time when it
was written and the present, u ncovering everyday life
lessons to benefit all of us.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07854
Title:WHEN IT WAS OUR WAR: A SOLDIER'S
WIFE ON THE HOMEFRONT
Author(s):SUBERMAN, STELLA
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Suberman continues her memoirs with this account of
her experiences during World War II, which began when
she was a 17-year-old bride. As her husband went of to
war, she faced anti-Semitism and deprivations on the
homefront. Her story gives voice to the military wives of
"the greatest generation." © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07855
Title:NEXT YEAR I WILL KNOW MORE:
LITERACY AND IDENTITY AMONG YOUNG
ORTHODOX WOMEN IN ISRAEL
Author(s):EL-OR, TAMAR
Narrator(s):HYLA MELNICK
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For centuries, Jewish literacy education was reserved for
males. Now Professor El-Or, an Israeli anthropologist,
explores the spreading practice of intensive Judaic
studies among women in the religious Zionist
community. She predicts that this trend will lead to
changes in Jewish theology and law as the community
becomes more feminist—and even more religious.
Translated from Hebrew by Haim Watzman. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07856
Title:DAUGHTER'S KEEPER
Author(s):WALDMAN, AYELET
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
When Olivia faces prosecution for a naive connection to
a drug deal, she must turn to her mother, Elaine, who was
never the best of parents. Now Elaine has a second
chance with Olivia, and she must decide how far she is
willing to go.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07859
Title:PALESTINE AFFAIR
Author(s):WILSON, JONATHAN
Narrator(s):MARGARET ROSSI
Political intrigue and romance in 1924 Palestine under the
British mandate. A disillusioned secular Jewish artist
from London comes to Jerusalem, hired to paint Zionist
works. He and his wife, a Protestant American socialite,
witness the murder of a prominent Orthodox man and are
drawn into the investigation.© 2003
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Book No.:EN4-07860
Title:MY ANECDOTAL LIFE: A MEMOIR
Author(s):REINER, CARL
Narrator(s):MEGAN OWEN
The comedian-writer-actor offers 27 anecdotes about his
experiences in show business, from the Catskills to
Hollywood.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07861
Title:OWL: AND OTHER STORIES
Author(s):AUERBACH, JOHN
Narrator(s):FRANK SAUNDERS
These stories draw upon themes from the authors life:
his years at sea, on a kibbutz, as an alienated man in
America, and his and others' survival of war and the
Holocaust. This is the first collection of his stories to
appear in English, the languag e in which they were
written. Preface by Saul Bellow. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07862
Title:ALL HIS SONS: A NOVELLA AND NINE
STORIES
Author(s):RAPHAEL, FREDERIC
Narrator(s):JIM IORIO
The author/screenwriter looks at the film industry and at
people in a variety of novel ways. The title novella
concerns two brothers - a blunt film producer and a
wavering film professor - in conflict over their father's
suspicious death.© 1999
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Book No.:EN4-07864
Title:FABULOUS SMALL JEWS: STORIES
Author(s):EPSTEIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
These short stories offer incisive social examination into
the lives of artists, writers, a commodities trader, a
concert pianist, lawyers, and others who are all at turning
points in their lives. The stories explore universal
concepts concerning tal ent, identity, the desperation of
unfulfilled desires, and the complexity of family love.©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07865
Title:BUMMY DAVIS VS. MURDER, INC.: THE
RISE & FALL OF THE JEWISH MAFIA & AN
ILL-FATED PRIZEFIGHER
Author(s):ROSS, RON
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
The fact-based story of Al "Bummy" Davis, ne Albert
Abraham Davidoff, who grew up in the Brownsville
section of Brooklyn during the Great Depression to
become a champion boxer but was smeared by the press
because of the false assumption that he was i nvolved
with "Murder, Inc.," the Prohibition-era mobsters and
bootleggers, including his older brother.© 2003
Book No.:EN4-07867
Title:BE MY KNIFE
Author(s):GROSSMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):CHARLES ROEMER
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A neurotic, compulsive, rare-books dealer sees a
beautiful, mysterious woman at a class reunion and,
becoming obsessed with her, writes a passionate letter to
which she actually responds. An ongoing
correspondence ensues. Translated from Hebrew by Ve
red Almog and Maya Gurantz. © 2001
Book No.:EN4-07869
Title:INTRODUCTION TO JUDAISM
Author(s):DE LANGE, NICHOLAS
Narrator(s):ERIKA SCOTT
A British rabbi presents a thorough overview of Jewish
history, thought, and culture, including the
characteristics of religious practice and identity in
Judaism's various eras, locales, and movements, both
past and present. A glossary, chronology, a nd other
reference materials make the book approachable to
readers of all backgrounds. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07872
Title:CLUB REVELATION
Author(s):APPEL, ALLAN
Narrator(s):MAY BURROWS
Wisecracks fly while real cracks appear in the marital
foundations of three Jewish/Christian couples when a
southern evangelist opens a restaurant in the ground
floor of their Upper West Side brownstone, hoping to
attract Jews to Christianity through fine cooking. © 2001
Book No.:EN4-07873
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Title:COLD HEART: AN ALEX DELAWARE
NOVEL
Author(s):KELLERMAN, JONATHAN
Narrator(s):SUSAN HENDERSON
Psychologist-sleuth Dr. Alex Delaware teams up once
again with LAPD homicide detective Milo Sturgis to stop
a murderer who preys on rising artists and musicians. ©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07878
Title:TOWARD A MEANINGFUL LIFE: THE
WISDOM OF THE REBBE
Author(s):SCHNEERSON, MENACHEM MENDEL
Narrator(s):MARCIA STERN
Rabbi Schneerson, affectionately known as "The Rebbe,"
led the Lubavitch sect from the ashes of the Holocaust to
worldwide success as the best known Chassidic
movement today. This posthumous collection of his
thoughts and teachings on all aspects of life were
compiled by Simon Jacobson to convey his message of
love, productivity, education, and virtue, all with the
grace of a good and loving God, to Jews and non-Jews
from all walks of life. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-07879
Title:JEWISH MOTHERS TELL THEIR STORIES:
ACTS OF LOVE AND COURAGE
Author(s):SIEGEL, RACHEL JOSEFOWITZ ET AL., ED
Narrator(s):LILA STERN
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As Jewish professionals in psychology and social work,
the editors (Siegel, with Ellen Cole and Susan SteinbergOren) seek to portray how Jewish mothers create a family
life, and wish to present women as individuals and not
reflections of the Jewish- mother stereotype. The
contributors come from all sorts of family situations,
including single mothers, mothers with disabled children,
Orthodox, intermarried, etc. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07880
Title:COMMITTED MARRIAGE: A GUIDE TO
FINDING A SOUL MATE AND BUILDING A
RELATIONSHIP..
Author(s):JUNGREIS, ESTHER, REBBETZIN
Narrator(s):ALYCE DOMENITZ
Through Timeless Biblical Wisdom: The popular teacher,
counselor, and matchmaker offers advice from Jewish
scripture and liturgy to help today's singles and couples
cope with marital issues. Each chapter focuses on a
particular challenge, from findin g a soul mate to raising
children to growing old. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07881
Title:DREAM HOUSE
Author(s):KRICH, ROCHELLE
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMAN
Molly Blume, Orthodox Jewish newspaper columnist,
returns to investigate escalating acts of vandalism - and
murder - in Los Angeles communities where
preservationists and developers are clashing. © 2003
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Book No.:EN4-07882
Title:HAUNTED SMILE: THE STORY OF JEWISH
COMEDIANS IN AMERICA
Author(s):EPSTEIN, LAWRENCE J.
Narrator(s):STEVEN SCHREIBER
A professor of English documents the Jewish comedians
working in America from the 1890s to the turn of the 21st
century, the influences that shaped their comedy, and
how they themselves influenced entertainment and the
new media. Quotes from classic routines © 2001
Book No.:EN4-07883
Title:LISTEN TO YOUR MESSAGES: AND
OTHER OBSERVATIONS ON
CONTEMPORARY JEWISH LIFE
Author(s):FRAND, YISSOCHER, RABBI
Narrator(s):MICHAEL NUSSBAUM
The author presents a series of "conversations" to
provide Torah-based practical advice on many of today's
troubling issues, from families and HMOs to the tension
between Jewish life and a "bottom line" society. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07884
Title:RABBI AND THE HIT MAN: A TRUE TALE
OF MURDER, PASSION, & THE SHATTERD
FAITH OF A CONG.
Author(s):MAGIDA, ARTHUR J.
Narrator(s):DAVID COLP
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A journalist's account of an adulterous New Jersey rabbi
who had his wife murdered. In addition to reporting the
facts, the author explores the troubling questions that
arise when religious leaders fall from grace. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07887
Title:LIBERATED BRIDE
Author(s):YEHOSHUA, A. B.
Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
A Haifa professor and his district judge wife ponder the
mystery of their son's failed marriage after attending the
wedding of an Arab graduate student who does research
with the professor. What begins as a bittersweet comedy
of domestic manners amon g Israel's intelligentsia
becomes a searching exploration of a politically divided
society in which decent people, both Jews and Arabs, try
to live peaceably with each other. Translated into English
by Hillel Halkin. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07889
Title:REAL JEWS: SECULAR VS. ULTRA-ORTH.
& TH STRUGGLE FOR JEWISH IDENTITY IN
ISR
Author(s):EFRON, NOAH J.
Narrator(s):JANET KALISH
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In Israel, the Ultra-Orthodox see themselves as the more
authentic Jews because they cling to the old ways, but
they are harshly criticized by secular Jews, who identify
with the strong, modern Jew who reclaimed the
wilderness and serves in the milit ary to protect the state.
Professor Efron explores the origin of the tension
between these groups, and sees it as a sign of shattered
confidence in the Zionist vision. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07890
Title:PURE ELEMENT OF TIME
Author(s):BE'ER, HAIM
Narrator(s):ARLINE KEMPNER
This book can be considered an autobiographical fiction
or a fictionalized autobiography. It tells of the author's
development as a writer in three triptych-like sections;
the main section about growing up as the only child of
his parents' troubled, Orthodox marriage is framed by
sections about his devout, storytelling grandmother and
about his first steps as a writer after his father's death.
Translated from Hebrew (1998) by Barbara Harshav. ©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07891
Title:FROM AGE-ING TO SAGE-ING: A
PROFOUND NEW VISION OF GROWING
OLDER
Author(s):SCHACHTER-SHALOMI, ZALMAN
Narrator(s):MARY ANN DEROSA
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Based on his own experiences, Reb Zalman has created
Spiritual Eldering--a social activism, awareness, and
mentoring program to help people welcome the aging
process, rather than dreading it as he once did. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-07892
Title:JEWS OF PRIME TIME
Author(s):ZURAWIK, DAVID
Narrator(s):AMY AVERSA
In a time when so many television networks and writers
were Jewish, why were there so few identifiably Jewish
characters on TV? A TV critic and historian investigates,
interviewing executives, producers, and actors, and
analyzing shows and their char acters. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07893
Title:BREZNITZ
Author(s):LAPID, HAIM
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
Rejected by his lover and recovering from a near-fatal car
crash, Breznitz returns to his police unit and is assigned
to investigate an unusual murder. An unidentified man is
found near Jerusalem; an Arab suspect is apprehended
and quickly confesses. Breznitz, however, is not
convinced that he is the real killer. Translated from
Hebrew (1992) by Yael Lotan, © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07899
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Title:PITCHING MY TENT: ON MARRIAGE,
MOTHERHOOD, FRIENDSHIP, AND OTHER
LEAPS OF FAITH
Author(s):DIAMANT, ANITA
Narrator(s):MARCY CHELMOW
The popular author presents a collection of personal her
newspaper and magazine columns. Like a Jewish Anna
Quindlen, she uses these essays to discuss universal
themes of family and relationships. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07901
Title:DIALOGUES OF TIME AND ENTROPY
Author(s):STOLLMAN, ARYEH LEV
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
In this collection of short stories, set in Israel, Canada,
and the U.S.A., Jewish characters - especially writers and
scientists - find urgent moral dilemmas at the
intersection of family, faith and science. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07903
Title:WHO KILLED DANIEL PEARL?
Author(s):LÉVY, BERNARD-HENRI
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
French diplomat, philosopher, and journalist investigates
the brutal, on-camera kidnapping and beheading of Wall
Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl during the war
against the Taliban in Afghanistan. Was he murdered
because he was American and Jewis h, or because he
knew too much? Translated from French by James X.
Mitchell. © 2003
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Book No.:EN4-07904
Title:WHO KILLED DANIEL PEARL?
Author(s):LÉVY, BERNARD-HENRI
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
French diplomat, philosopher, and journalist investigates
the brutal, on-camera kidnapping and beheading of Wall
Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl during the war
against the Taliban in Afghanistan. Was he murdered
because he was American and Jewis h, or because he
knew too much? Translated from French by James X.
Mitchell. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07907
Title:ONE DAY IN SEPTEMBER: THE FULL
STORY OF THE 1972 MUNICH OLYMPICS
MASSACRE...
Author(s):REEVE, SIMON
Narrator(s):JEREMY HANDELMAN
An investigative reporter, using thousands of newly
released documents and hundreds of interviews, offers a
new account not only of the actual kidnapping and
murder of 11 Israeli athletes by the PLO, but also of a
failed German rescue attempt and Isr ael's response to
those responsible. The book also became an Academy
Award winning documentary film. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07908
Title:KILL TWO BIRDS & GET STONED
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, KINKY
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
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Greenwich Village author Walter Snow is caught up in a
series of pranks against corporate sprawl, which soon
spin our of control. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07909
Title:SANDY KOUFAX:: A LEFTY'S LEGACY
Author(s):LEAVY, JANE
Narrator(s):BEN OLIVER
A sports writer interviewed some of the most famous
names in baseball for this bio of the Cy Young award
winning Brooklyn Dodger, famed for his refusal to play
on Yom Kippur as much as for his modesty, good looks,
and amazing pitching skills. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07913
Title:SIX DAYS OF WAR: JUNE 1967 AND THE
MAKING OF THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST
Author(s):OREN, MICHAEL B.
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
An expert in Middle-Eastern history and diplomacy
presents a comprehensive history of the Six Day War,
casting it as both a local struggle and a critical Cold War
episode. While he sees the war as inevitable by the late
1960s, he also views it as the catalyst for much of what
has happened since. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07914
Title:WORLD ACCORDING TO ITZIK::
SELECTED POETRY AND PROSE
Author(s):MANGER, ITZIK
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Narrator(s):ARLENE KEMPNER
The first full-length anthology of the poetry, fiction, and
criticism written by "the Shelley of Yiddish." Translated
and edited by Leonard Wolf, with introduction by David
G. Roskies and Leonard Wolf. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07915
Title:JEWISH BRIGADE: AN ARMY WITH TWO
MASTERS, 1944-45
Author(s):BECKMAN, MORRIS
Narrator(s):RABBI MARTIN COOPER
In 1944, in the face of public pressure, the British
government formed an official Jewish Brigade. After the
Third Reich had surrendered, some members of the
Jewish Brigade embarked on an unauthorized "revenge"
mission against Nazis. This book traces the history and
activity of the Jewish Brigade and provides insights into
the subsequent struggle for Israeli independence. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-07916
Title:43 GROUP: THE UNTOLD STORY OF THEIR
FIGHT AGAINST FACISM
Author(s):
Narrator(s):RABBI MARTIN COOPER
The author was one of the founders of this group of
British-Jewish veterans who banded together to fight
Oswald Mosley's neo-Nazi facist movement in the United
Kingdom after World War II. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07918
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Title:STEALING FOR A LIVING: AN EMMA PRICE
MYSTERY
Author(s):RAND, NAOMI
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMAN
The second in a series about an investigator with the
Capital Defender's Office, this novel finds Emma juggling
her job and her role as a newly single mother when an
old family friend, who is a controversial activist, is
murdered. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07919
Title:SIXTH LAMENTATION
Author(s):BRODRICK, WILLIAM
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
During World War II, Agnes helped smuggle Jewish
children to safety until her group was exposed by an SS
officer. Fifty years later, it turns out that the Nazi has
been given sanctuary by the Church. By now Agnes is
terminally ill, so it falls to her granddaughter Lucy and
Father Anselm to uncover the whole story. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07922
Title:STREET DREAMS
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
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Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus return when Decker's
daughter Cindy, now an LAPD officer herself, finds an
abandoned baby in a dumpster. The Deckers'
investigation is complicated by leftover emotional trauma
from their most recent cases, as well as by Rina's quest
to solve the decades-old murder of her grandmother in
Germany. But Cindy is assisted by a handsome
Ethiopian-Jewish male nurse. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07923
Title:TATTOOED GIRL
Author(s):OATES, JOYCE CAROL
Narrator(s):KATHY FORD
The relationship between Joshua Seigl, a successful but
reclusive author in failing health, and his new assistant,
Alma Busch, a troubled but attractive young woman with
bizarre tattoos and a painful past. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07928
Title:GENIUS OF GENESIS: A PSYCHOANALYST
AND RABBI EXAMINES THE FIRST BOOK
OF THE BIBLE
Author(s):SHULMAN, DENNIS G.
Narrator(s):MARYANN DEROSA
Drawing on his perspective as both a rabbi and a clinical
psychologist, Rabbi Shulman, Ph.D., offers this
interpretation in the hope that we can find ourselves in
the wisdom that is Genesis. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07931
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Title:HOT CHOCOLATE AT HANSELMANN'S
Author(s):LOY, ROSETTA
Narrator(s):ARLENE KEMPNER
Lorenza revisits memories she only vaguely understood
as a Catholic child in Italy on the eve of World War II.
What seemed like a family affair involving her mother, her
father's Jewish friend, and her aunt in Switzerland turned
out to be a microcosm of the tragedy of Italy's Jews
during the Holocaust. Part of the European Woman
Writers Series, this book was translated from Italian by
Gregory Conti. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07934
Title:TERRORIST HUNTER: THE
EXTRAORDINARY STORY OF A WOMAN
WHO WENT UNDERCOVER: TO
INFILTRATE THE RADICAL ISLAMIC
GROUPS OPERATING IN AMERICA
Author(s):ANONYMOUS
Narrator(s):DINA STERNBERG
The author is an Iraqi Jew who escaped to Israel after
Saddam Hussein's regime executed her father. Now living
in New York, her background and experience have helped
her become a counterterrorism expert, and she has
uncovered information that the FBI missed. Because of
her undercover work, her name has been kept secret. ©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07936
Title:OLD MEN AT MIDNIGHT
Author(s):POTOK, CHAIM
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Narrator(s):MAY BURROWS
A trilogy of related novellas about a woman whose life
touches three very different men, and the impact these
men have on her life. © 2001
Book No.:EN4-07937
Title:TEMPLE: ITS SYMBOLISM AND MEANING
THEN AND NOW
Author(s):BERMAN, JOSHUA
Narrator(s):WIN ROBINS
The ancient Temple in Jerusalem was not only the central
institution, but also the central concept that binds and
organizes all others. The author shows how it relates to
such notions as Shabbat, the land of Israel, monarchy,
Jewish independence and sovereignty, education,
justice, covenant, Sinai, Eden, the Jewish relationship to
the Gentile world, and to God. © 1995
Book No.:EN4-07938
Title:DEATH IN VIENNA
Author(s):SILVA, DANIEL
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
Gabriel Allon, art restorer and sometime spy, returns in a
third book, this time on a mission to Vienna to investigate
a bombing. The conspiracy he uncovers hits close to
home when his mother's Nazi torturer, still alive, is
connected to the case. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-07941
Title:ADJUSTING SIGHTS
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Author(s):SABATO, HAIM
Narrator(s):STEVEN SCHREIBER
Haim and Dov serve together in the Yom Kippur War, but
are separated in the chaos of battle. Haim, home on
leave, struggles to come to terms with his experiences
and turns to his religious faith, not knowing what
happened to his friend. Haim must adj ust not only the
sights of his tank, but also his view of the world. Sapir
Prize winner, translated from Hebrew by Hillel Halkin ©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07942
Title:JEWISH CONTINUITY IN AMERICA:
CREATIVE SURVIVAL IN A FREE SOCIETY
Author(s):KARP, ABRAHAM J.
Narrator(s):ZIPPORAH PORTUGAL
Professor Karp identifies and examines three reasons for
American Judaism's continuing vitality: the synagogue,
the rabbinate, and Jewish religious pluralism, which itself
fits into the larger picture of American religious
pluralism. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07944
Title:STARS OF DAVID: ROCK 'N' ROLL'S
JEWISH STORIES
Author(s):BENARDE, SCOTT R.
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
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Inspired by a backstage chat with David Lee Roth (who
learned to sing for his bar-mitzvah), a rock music
reviewer investigates the Jewish contribution to the
genre. In some 60 chronologically arranged interviews,
he explores how the Jewishness of som e noteworthy
musicians influenced rock 'n' roll. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07945
Title:HOUSE OF JACOB
Author(s):COURTINE-DENAMY, SYLVIE
Narrator(s):AMY AVERSA
The author traces her family's history from the Spanish
Inquisition to Salonika, Constantinople, Vienna, Paris,
America, Israel, and Auschwitz. While time and place
separate the generations, they remain connected through
their Ladino language and Sep hardic culture, which she
presents as a counterpoint to the dominant AshkenaziJewish identity. Translated from the 2001 French by
William Sayers © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07947
Title:PUSHING TIME AWAY: MY GRANDFATHER
AND THE TRAGEDY OF JEWISH VIENNA
Author(s):SINGER, PETER
Narrator(s):JUDITH BASES
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The scholar David Oppenheim was a colleague of Freud
and Adler, but died in the Holocaust. His grandson, a
professor of bioethics, never knew him, and used many
documents to learn about him. While Singer found many
parallels between his grandfather's thinking and his own,
he also learned a lot about the intellectual and cultural
history of pre-war Vienna and its psychoanalytic circle. ©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07948
Title:BLOOD-DIMMED TIDE: DISPATCHES FROM
THE MIDDLE EAST
Author(s):ELON, AMOS
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
A collection of essays and articles written during the 30
years since the Six Day War, dealing with Israel and
politics, the intifada, the peace process, profiles of
Jewish and Arab leaders. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07949
Title:MIGHTY HEART: THE BRAVE LIFE AND
DEATH OF MY HUSBAND
Author(s):PEARL, MARIANE
Narrator(s):MARGARET ROSSI
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The widow of murdered Wall Street Journal reporter
Daniel Pearl describes his kidnapping, the international
effort she led to rescue him, and through this effort, new
knowledge of the terrorists' methods, ideology, and
ruthless violence. She goes on to tell the story of their
life together and their shared ideals, including a belief in
the importance of good reporting. With Sarah Crichton ©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07950
Title:JEWISH CONTRIBUTION TO THE 20TH
CENTURY
Author(s):SYMONS, ALAN
Narrator(s):RHODA KAHN
Short biographies of 1000 Jewish people - living and
dead - who have made significant contributions in all
areas of endeavor. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-07953
Title:POLLUTION IN A PROMISED LAND: AN
ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF ISRAEL
Author(s):TAL, ALON
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
Israel's tremendous boom in immigration and
development over the last century has caused the land of
milk and honey to develop environmental problems on
par with many other nations. Against a backdrop of water
shortages, religious beliefs, national s ecurity, and the
preservation of antiquities, Dr. Tal, a lawyer with a
doctorate in public health, puts the issues into historical
context. © 2002
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Book No.:EN4-07954
Title:SOLDIER OF PEACE: THE LIFE OF
YITZHAK RABIN 1922-1995
Author(s):KURZMAN, DAN
Narrator(s):ELANNA D. OSDOB
An intimate and comprehensive biography of the
assassinated Israeli leader, from his childhood as a shy,
troubled boy to his political career on the world stage.
The prize-winning author is a journalist who shared a
long professional friendship with Mr. Rabin. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07956
Title:GOD'S SACRED TONGUE: HEBREW & THE
AMERICAN IMAGINATION
Author(s):GOLDMAN, SHALOM
Narrator(s):GROUP
Since colonial times, America has been perceived as a
western Promised Land with emotional, spiritual, and
physical links to the Promised Land of the Bible.
Evidence from scholarship, diplomacy, journalism,
higher education, and the arts show that th is perception
is linked to the role Hebrew and the Bible have played in
American cultural history. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-07958
Title:MOTHERS, SISTERS, RESISTERS: ORAL
HISTORIES OF WOMEN WHO SURVIVED
THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):GUREWITSCH, BRANA, BONNIE, ED.
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Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
Twenty five women share their personal stories. The
interviewer, a note Holocaust scholar, corroborates their
stories and supplies explanatory facts to highlight the
particular experiences unique to female survivors. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-07960
Title:SEVEN BLESSINGS
Author(s):KING, RUCHAMA
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
Named for the ritual blessings of the Jewish wedding
ceremony, this romantic novel, set in present day
Jerusalem, follows the complicated lives of five Orthodox
women and men - including two matchmakers - whose
search for a soul mate mirrors their se arch for God. ©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07961
Title:MIRACLE OF THE SEVENTH DAY: A GUIDE
TO TH SPIRIT MEANG, SIG, & WKLY
PRACTICE OF TH J SABBATH
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN, RABBI
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
Just as the Haggadah is the guide book to the Passover
seder, with its step-by-step directions and explanations,
this book is a simple but thorough guide to the at-home
celebration of the entire Sabbath day, with prayers,
songs, and commentary from t his noted scholar. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07963
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Title:SAM SPIEGEL: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF
HOLLYWOOD'S MOST ICONOCLASTIC
PRODUCER...
Author(s):FRASER-CAVASSONI, NATASHA
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
Spiegel, a native of Jaroslav in Western Galicia, arrived in
America as a penniless refugee. Charming, ruthless, and
larger-than-life, he became a successful movie producer,
winning an astonishing twenty-five Oscars. His films
include The African Que en, On the Waterfront, and
Lawrence of Arabia. The author of this biography worked
with him on his production of Betrayal. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07964
Title:SEPHARAD
Author(s):MUÑOZ MOLINA, ANTONIO
Narrator(s):ROZ DLUTMAN
Instead of following a linear narrative, this novel contains
17 chapters linked by theme and subject, in which
readers meet men and women - both real and imagined in the shadow of the Holocaust and the regimes of Stalin
and Franco. The author uses this device to convey the
unfathomable horror and grief of the era, awakening
empathy by illuminating the psyches of the displaced and
the tortured. Translated from Spanish by Margaret Sayers
Peden © 2001
Book No.:EN4-07965
Title:WISE MEN AND THEIR TALES: PORTRAITS
OF BIBLICAL, TALMUDIC, AND HASIDIC
MASTERS
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Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
Based on a series of lectures, these sketches of Biblical
men - and women - and Talmudic and Hasidic rabbis are
accompanied by Wiesel's unique insight, analysis, and
humor, which he offers as a tribute to the commentary of
Rashi. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07975
Title:FURIES
Author(s):EBERSTADT, FERNANDA
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
Thirty year old Gwen has a perfect life: an exciting job, a
New York apartment, family money, and a "suitable"
banker boyfriend. Then she meets Gideon, a secular Jew
and throwback to the 1970s. They fall desperately in love,
but theirs is a courtship of opposites. When parenthood
intrudes on their blissful relationship, their marriage selfdestructs. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07978
Title:FOIGLMAN
Author(s):MEGGED, AHARON
Narrator(s):ARLENE KEMPNER
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Shmuel Foiglman, a Yiddish poet and Holocaust survivor,
is inspired by Zvi Arbel's writings on Jewish history to
send the Israeli historian a collection of his poems. When
Arbel decides to have the poems translated into Hebrew,
the two very different kinds of Jews form an unlikely
relationship, which becomes an obsession for Arbel,
driving a wedge between him and his wife. Translated
from the 1987 Hebrew by Marganit Weinberger-Rotman. ©
2003
Book No.:EN4-07979
Title:NEW RABBI: A CONGREGATION
SEARCHES FOR ITS LEADER
Author(s):FRIED, STEPHEN
Narrator(s):HIRLEY SOMMER
Fried wrote this combination memoir and investigative
report after his father died and he began saying kaddish
at Har Zion, a popular Conservative synagogue in
Philadelphia. There he reconnected with his childhood
rabbi, the renowned Gerald Wolpe, wh o had just
announced his retirement. Over the next three years, the
two men shared their thoughts on losing their fathers,
and Fried documented the contentious search for
Wolpe's replacement. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-07984
Title:PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES
AND THE JEWS
Author(s):DALIN, DAVID G.; KOLATCH, ALFRED J.
Narrator(s):GROUP
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In chapters representing each president from
Washington to Clinton, the authors offer brief bios of the
Jewish cabinet members, ambassadors, and Supreme
Court justices who served at the time. Also included are
historical accounts and excerpts from le tters about the
attitudes and interactions between the president and the
Jewish community. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-07985
Title:FIDDLER'S TALE: HOW HOLLYWOOD AND
VIVALDI DISCOVERED ME
Author(s):KAUFMAN, LOUIS; KAUFMAN, ANNETTE
Narrator(s):SUSS, ASHER
Kaufman (1905-1994), probably the most-recorded
American violinist in history, is credited with over 100
film soundtracks and with heloing to popularize the
music of Vivaldi. With his wife, a noted pianist, he shares
his memoirs and samples of his mu sic. The book
includes appendices of reviews and recordings. ©2003
Book No.:EN4-07989
Title:OUTSIDE WORLD
Author(s):MIRVIS, TOVA
Narrator(s):ARLENE KEMPNER
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Tzippy Goldman, 22, is already considered a spinster in
her insular Orthodox community. Bryan Miller's Modern
Orthodox parents are more concerned with his defection
to the ultra-Orthodox world of families like the Goldmans.
In Israel to find themselv es, Tzippy and Bryan - now
Baruch - find each other instead, and two loving but very
different Orthodox families are brought together by a
marriage surrounded by zany events. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-07990
Title:ALEPPO TALES: A TAPESTRY OF
TRADITION AND FAITH
Author(s):SABATO, HAIM
Narrator(s):STEVEN SCHREIBER
Three stories intertwine the history of Sabato's SyrianJewish family in an ancient Jewish community with the
social and political turmoil of the 20th century. In The
Wheel Turns Full Circle, an heirloom menorah ends up in
the Louvre. In Broken Table ts, a generation of Sephardic
scholars emigrate to Israel in the 1950s. Truth From the
Earth Shall Spring is the mystery of a rare manuscript
whose existence has been hidden for generations.
Translated from Hebrew by Philip Simpson. © 1997, 2004
Book No.:EN4-07991
Title:I AM JEWISH: PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
INSPIRED BY THE LAST WORDS OF
DANIEL PEARL
Author(s):PEARL, JUDEA; PEARL, RUTH, ED.
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
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The martyred journalist's parents collected these
thoughts, essays, and one-liner responses from Jews
around the world, hoping to encourage both Jewish
identity and cross-cultural understanding. The
contributors include rabbis, scholars, and politici ans as
well as artists, athletes, and entertainers, and even
children. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-07997
Title:CATS IN KRASINSKY SQUARE
Author(s):HESSE, KAREN
Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
A little girl uses the stray cats she has befriended to help
smuggle food into the Warsaw Ghetto. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-07998
Title:SEA HOUSE
Author(s):FREUD, ESTHER
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
Architect Klaus Lehmann loved his wife Elsa, despite
long periods of separation. They and other GermanJewish émigrés lived in a picturesque English town,
surrounded by such characters as deaf painter Max
Meyer and British child-psychoanalyst Gertrud e Jilks.
Fifty years later, Lily comes to the town to do research on
Klaus, seeing parallels to her own relationships. Freud
(Sigmund's great-granddaughter) was inspired by the
history of her grandfather. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-07999
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Title:RIGHTEOUS: THE UNSUNG HEROES OF
THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):GILBERT, MARTIN
Narrator(s):GINGER RICH
A noted scholar portrays hundreds of Righteous Gentiles
who risked their lives to save Jews during the Holocaust.
Sir Martin includes well-known rescuers like King
Christian X, Oskar Schindler, and Raoul Wallenberg as
well as lesser-known royalty, cl ergy, and "ordinary"
civilians. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08000
Title:PAPA'S LATKES
Author(s):EDWARDS, MICHELLE
Narrator(s):J J KENNEDY
It's the first Chanukah since Mama died. Can Selma,
Papa, and Dora make latkes without her? Chanukah - and
latkes - may never be the same, but Selma learns to add
some special memories to the celebration. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08001
Title:HANUKKAH LIGHTS: HOLIDAY POETRY
Author(s):HOPKINS, LEE BENNETT, ED.
Narrator(s):NANCY BRONSTEEN
The traditions and spirit of the Festival of Lights are
brought to life in this anthology of poems for beginning
readers from a variety of contemporary children's poets.
© 2004
Book No.:EN4-08002
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Title:WEDDING SONG: MEMOIRS OF AN
IRANIAN JEWISH WOMAN
Author(s):GOLDIN, FARIDEH
Narrator(s):MARGARET A. ROSSI
The author shares her memoirs of growing up in Shiraz
during an increasingly anti-Semitic era in prerevolutionary Iran. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08003
Title:FIREWEED: A POLITICAL
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author(s):LERNER, GERDA
Narrator(s):JOAN ATLAS
A pioneering scholar of women's history, Lerner's
experience parallels the political dissent movements of
the 20th century. Born in Vienna, she was imprisoned by
the Nazis, escaped to America, and married movie
director Carl Lerner. Together, they fo ught the
Depression and the blacklist and joined the union, peace,
and Civil Rights movements. Earning a college degree
later in life, Gerda had a brilliant academic career and
promoted better schools in New York City. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-08004
Title:FRAGILE BRANCHES: TRAVELS
THROUGH THE JEWISH DIASPORA
Author(s):ROSS, JAMES R.
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
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Professor Ross presents six unusual Jewish
communities - in Peru, Brazil, India, the Amazon, Israel,
and Uganda - and reflects on the special ways their
beliefs and rituals developed in isolation from
mainstream Judaism. He also discusses the status of
these branches of the Jewish family tree in regards to the
"Who is a Jew?" controversy and Israel's Law of Return.
© 2001
Book No.:EN4-08006
Title:REFLECTIONS ON JERUSALEM: CITY OF
DAVID IN CLASSICAL TEXTS
Author(s):ROTHENBERG, SILBERMAN, &
TANENBAUM
Narrator(s):JUDITH BASES
This Hadassah study guide provides historical
background from biblical times to the present; excerpts
from the Bible, Talmud, Zohar, contemporary and
medieval rabbinic writings, as well as excerpts from the
New Testament and Qur'an, questions for dis cussion;
and suggested answers to the questions. Edited by Carol
Diamant © 1995
Book No.:EN4-08007
Title:SILENT PROPHET
Author(s):ROTH, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):LILA STERN
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The Trotsky-like Friedrich Kargan is a perpetual exile,
searching for a place in the new Europe that emerged
after World War I and for a set of values to counter his
own skepticism and growing disillusionment. His
experiences are also those of the Je wish outsider, and
reflect Roth's own search. Translated from German ("Der
Stumme Prophet," 1966) in 1979 by David Le Vay © 2002
Book No.:EN4-08008
Title:MY WOUNDED HEART: THE LIFE OF LILLI
JAHN, 1900-1944
Author(s):DOERRY, MARTIN, ED.
Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
Lilli had five children and a medical practice with her
non-Jewish husband until the Nazis pressured him into
divorcing her. Later, she was deported to the camps, but
continued her lifelong habit of writing to her loved ones.
Her story is preserved i n more than 300 letters and
documents and edited by her grandson. Translated from
German ("Mein Verwundetes Herz," 2002) by John
Brownjohn © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08010
Title:TALES OF GRABOWSKI:
TRANSFORMATIONS, ESCAPE, & OTHER
STORIES
Author(s):AUERBACH, JOHN
Narrator(s):LILA STERN
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Two novellas ("Transformations" and "Escape") and
three short stories tell the semi-autobiographical story of
David Gordon, a young Jew from Warsaw who becomes
Wladyslaw Grabowski to survive the Holocaust. With
foreword by Saul Bellow © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08011
Title:TORAH OF THE EARTH, VOL. 2:
EXPLORING 4,000 YEARS OF ECOLOGY IN
JEWISH THOUGHT
Author(s):WASKOW, ARTHUR, ED.
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
More than 30 Jewish scholars and experts offer their
diverse understandings of how ecology and Judaism
work together. In reminding us that people and planet are
intertwined, the book offers solutions to today's
environmental crises. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-08012
Title:INSPECTING JEWS: AMERICAN JEWISH
DETECTIVE STORIES
Author(s):ROTH, LAURENCE
Narrator(s):MULTIPLE
A professor of English and Jewish studies analyzes
stories about American Jewish detectives, such as Harry
Kemelman's Rabbi Small and Faye Kellerman's Decker
and Lazarus. He says that the detective story examines
the need for order in a disorderly so ciety and thus offers
a window into the negotiation of Jewish identity. © 2004
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Book No.:EN4-08013
Title:CONSOLATION: THE SPIRITUAL JOURNEY
BEYOND GRIEF
Author(s):LAMM, MAURICE
Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
In this sequel to "The Jewish Way in Death and
Mourning," Rabbi Lamm gently guides mourners through
their sorrow to teach important lessons about life, and
shows consolers how to listen and speak with their
hearts so that they can provide real comfor t to others. ©
2004
Book No.:EN4-08014
Title:WHAT I SAW: REPORTS FROM BERLIN,
1920-1933
Author(s):ROTH, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):MORTY ROTH
A "reader for walkers," these vignettes depict life in the
Weimar Republic between the wars, as observed by
Roth's journalistic eye. As he strolled through the city, he
captured the zeitgeist of a doomed society. Translated
from German by Michael Hof man. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-08015
Title:ESSENTIAL BOOK OF JEWISH FESTIVAL
COOKING: 200 SEASONAL HOLIDAY
RECIPES & THEIR TRADITIONS
Author(s):GLAZER, PHYLLIS, GLAZER, MIRIYAM
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCH
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In addition to recipes that are healthful, accessible, and
flavorful, the Glazer sisters offer in-depth essays on the
origins, traditions, and significance of each holiday and
its foods, providing a rich understanding of the Jewish
calendar year and its profound link to nature and earth's
seasonal produce. With guides to culinary symbolism
and dietary law, the authors explain why we eat what we
eat. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08017
Title:TEN COMMANDMENTS OF CHARACTER:
ESSENTIAL ADVICE FOR LIVING AN
HONORABLE, ETHICAL, HONEST LIFE
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
Rabbi Telushkin compiled this volume of responsa from
his ethics advice column on Beliefnet.com. The ethical
questions people sent in led him to create a list of ten
prerequisite values for good character. These values are
illustrated by his response s to real-life moral dilemmas.
© 2003
Book No.:EN4-08018
Title:CONTEMPORARY JEWISH WRITING IN
SOUTH AFRICA: AN ANTHOLOGY
Author(s):BRAUDE, CLAUDIA BATHSHEBA, ED.
Narrator(s):CHARLES ROEMER
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Sixteen fiction and non-fiction selections capture the
South African Jewish community's uneasy "inbetweenness" under apartheid and the post-apartheid
era. Contributors include Nobel prizewinner Nadine
Gordimer, Rose Zwi, Dan Jacobson, exiled activis t and
judge Albie Sachs, satirist Pieter-Dirk Uys, and actor
Matthew Krause. © 2001
Book No.:EN4-08019
Title:RABBI OF 84TH STREET: THE
EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF HASKEL
BESSER
Author(s):KOZAK, WARREN
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
A Hasidic rabbi on Manhattan's Upper West Side, Rabbi
Haskel Besser is a deeply religious man who is at home
in the secular world. With an easy smile, he spreads joy
wherever he goes, enriching lives with his profound
understanding of both Orthodox J udaism and human
nature. He grew up in a Poland rich with Hasidic culture
and the music, art, and literature of a vibrant Europe, but
with the advent of the Holocaust, he and his family
escaped to Palestine. His story is also the story of
Judaism in the twentieth century; of the importance of
centuries-old traditions to the twenty-first century; and of
the triumph of faith, kindness, and spirit. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08020
Title:BECOMING LIKE GOD: KABBALAH AND
OUR ULTIMATE DESTINY
Author(s):BERG, MICHAEL
763

Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
The editor of Kabbalah Magazine offers an easy-to-digest
manual on becoming like God. Drawing on traditional
teachings of the Kabbalah, Rabbi Berg shows readers
how to overcome the ego nature, which the ancient texts
name as the "desire to receive fo r the self alone." He
says that most of us are in a jail of pain, suffering and
death. Ego is the evil guard we must conquer to escape
and reclaim our birthright, be like God, with an "infinite
payload of health, joy, and life." The key to this jailb reak
is to stop looking out for oneself and start looking out for
the needs of the collective. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08021
Title:NATASHA: AND OTHER STORIES
Author(s):BEZMOZGIS, DAVID
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Seven short stories continue the saga of the Berman
family - Bella, Roman, and their teenaged son Mark Russian Jews , like the author, fled Brezhnev's Riga for
Toronto. First introduced in magazines like the New
Yorker, Bezmozgis' depiction of the family's immigrant
experiences has been compared to the early work of
Bernard Malamud and Philip Roth. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08022
Title:CHOICE: OLAND, 1939-1945
Author(s):EBER, IRENE
Narrator(s):ROZ DLUTMAN
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The author shares her memoirs of life in Mielec, Poland,
the first town to be recorded as Judenfrei under the Nazis
when its entire Jewish population was deported. Eber
describes the painful choices she and her family made separately and together - in order to survive and build a
new life in the face of war, conflict, and survivor's guilt. ©
2004
Book No.:EN4-08024
Title:WOMAN OF THE CLOTH
Author(s):HERST, ROGER
Narrator(s):TANYA ALPERT SHERMAN
Temple Ohav Shalom is in an uproar. The popular senior
rabbi is missing and accused of adultery. A prominent
congregant is accused of raping a business associate,
sparking a media frenzy. Associate Rabbi Gabby Lewyn
is left to do the senior rabbi's w ork on top of her own,
counsel the rape defendant, restore the congregation's
faith, and defend her gender and credentials to the Board
of Directors, all the while risking her personal happiness
for the ideals of her profession. © 1998
Book No.:EN4-08027
Title:LORD IS MY SHEPHERD - WHY DO I STILL
WANT?: ANCIENT WISDOM FOR THE
MODERN SOUL
Author(s):PLOTKIN, RABBI PAUL
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
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During a difficult time in his life, Rabbi Plotkin was saying
his morning prayers when a verse from Psalms suddenly
took on new meaning and helped him regain his
equilibrium. The experience inspired this study of the
ancient but timeless Book of Psal ms and its relevance as
a guide and comfort during modern life's toughest
predicaments. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08028
Title:REPORT FROM A PARISIAN PARADISE:
ESSAYS FROM FRANCE, 1925-1939
Author(s):ROTH, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):WIN ROBINS
Considered the greatest newspaper correspondent of his
age, Roth left the disintegrating Weimar Republic in 1925
and spent the rest of his life in France. The essays he
wrote there provide a descriptive portrait of France in the
late 1920s and 1930s. Translated from German by Michael
Hofmann © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08029
Title:DEVIL AND DANIEL SILVERMAN
Author(s):ROSZAK, THEODORE
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
A gay, liberal, Jewish writer accepts a surprising but
lucrative speaking engagement at an evangelical
Christian Bible college. When he and his fundamentalist
hosts get snowed in together, a hilarious battle breaks
out for the moral heart of America. © 2003
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Book No.:EN4-08033
Title:NOTHING MAKES YOU FREE: WRITINGS
BY DESCENDANTS OF JEWISH
HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
Author(s):BUKIET, MELVIN JULES, ED.
Narrator(s):SHARON SPENSER
How have the memories of Holocaust survivors been
filtered through the imaginations of their children? With a
title that mocks the infamous sign at Auschwitz, this
anthology includes the works, both fiction and nonfiction, of "Second Generation" wri ters, including Lily
Brett, Eva Hoffman, Savyon Liebrecht, Thane
Rosenbaum, Peter Singer, and Art Spiegelman. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-08036
Title:CONFESSOR
Author(s):SILVA, DANIEL
Narrator(s):CRAIG DAVENPORT
Mossad agent and art restorer Gabriel Allon is back,
investigating the murder of an Israeli professor murdered
in Munich. In Vatican City, the pope himself takes an
interest in the long-buried secrets and unthinkable deeds
surrounding the case, which may have serious
repercussions for the future of the Church. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08037
Title:TRIANGLE: THE FIRE THAT CHANGED
AMERICA
Author(s):VON DREHLE, DAVID
Narrator(s):EDITH FOSTER
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A journalist provides an in-depth report of the 1911
factory fire that killed 146 workers, mostly young Jewish
or Italian women. The sociopolitical context of the
tragedy and the subsequent industry reforms and
manslaughter trial are included in this account. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08038
Title:BREATH: POEMS
Author(s):LEVINE, PHILIP
Narrator(s):NANCY BRONSTEEN
The award-winning poet looks back at his own life and
the adventures of his relatives and friends, transporting
readers to the street where he was born and the America
he's known since the 1930s. He refers throughout to the
jazz musicians whose music was the soundtrack of his
life. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08039
Title:MESTIZO
Author(s):FEIERSTEIN, RICARDO
Narrator(s):JANET KALISH
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This Argentine mystery concerns an assassination and a
lost man trying to reconstruct his identity. It is set
against the story of four generations of a Jewish family
and the history of the 20th century, including WWI, the
Russian and Cuban revolutio ns, the birth of the state of
Israel, and the military dictatorship in Argentina. As
mestizos, or people of mixed culture and blood, the
characters face many forms of discrimination as they
establish their personal, cultural, and religious identities .
Translated from Spanish (1994) by Stephen A. Sadow ©
2000
Book No.:EN4-08040
Title:BIG DIG: A CARLOTTA CARLYLE
MYSTERY
Author(s):BARNES, LINDA
Narrator(s):BETSY NEWBERRY
Carlotta Carlyle, the six-foot-tall, redheaded, Irish-Jewish
detective, goes undercover to investigate fraud at
Boston's "Big Dig," the underground roadway being built
through the city. At the same time, she takes on a
missing woman's case. What conn ection could there be
between these two mysteries? © 2002
Book No.:EN4-08041
Title:HEIR TO THE GLIMMERING WORLD
Author(s):OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
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It's the 1930s, and Rose Meadows, an 18-year-old orphan,
is kicked out of a distant relative's home by his lover. So
she takes a job with Professor Mitwasser, patriarch of a
large, chaotic household. Once members of Berlin's elite,
the Mitwassers are now refugees in the Bronx, supported
by James, a fan of the professor's research, whose
wealth came from his father's children's books, starring a
character based on James. Rose's sharp eye takes on
this cast of eccentrics as she struggles to find h er own
place. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08044
Title:SOMEONE TO RUN WITH
Author(s):GROSSMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):ELAINE WOLBRO
Sixteen-year-old Assaf, lonely and bored at his summer
job, is assigned to find the owner of a mischievous dog.
The dog leads him on a wild tour of Jerusalem, and Assaf
meets a variety of odd characters while he picks up clues
about - and falls in lo ve with, sight unseen - the dog's
owner. The dog belongs to Tamar, a girl Assaf's age, who
is out to rescue a drug-addicted runaway boy while
looking for her pet. Translated from Hebrew (2000) by
Vered Almog and Maya Gurantz © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08045
Title:RIGHT TO EXIST: A MORAL DEFENSE OF
ISRAEL'S WARS
Author(s):LOZOWICK, YAACOV
Narrator(s):SELMA MARGULIES
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Historian Yaacov Lozowick considers and rebuts dozens
of harmful myths and outright lies about the Arab-Israeli
conflict. He sees international complaints against Israel
as evidence that it is not just Israel's conduct that is
being questioned, but a lso its right to exist. This led
many Israeli liberals to vote for hard-liner Ariel Sharon. ©
2004
Book No.:EN4-08046
Title:UNTHINKABLE THOUGHTS OF JACOB
GREEN
Author(s):BRAFF, JOSHUA
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
Jacob doesn't mean to disappoint his father, but he can't
help his irreverent thoughts about his Orthodox family
and life in the 1970s New Jersey suburbs. His mother
goes to college at age 36, leaving her four children in the
care of a sexy nanny. He idolizes his rebellious older
brother. If only Jacob could confront his overbearing
father and tell him he doesn't want to sing in synagogue,
attend est classes, write the perfect thank-you note, or
even live in the same house with him. But, of cour se,
that would be unthinkable! © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08047
Title:POLITICAL ANIMAL
Author(s):MIZNER, DAVID
Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
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Speechwriter Ben Bergin wants to change the world, but
he can barely change his clothes. He doesn't want to be
in politics or in love, but he finds both at his job for a NY
congressman's Senate campaign, where he writes
"spontaneous" remarks for the candidate to use and falls
for Calliope Berkowitz, his large, forthright coworker and
fellow wisecracker. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08048
Title:BURNT BREAD AND CHUTNEY: GROWING
UP BETWEEN CULTURES - A MEMOIR OF
AN INDIAN JEWISH GIRL
Author(s):DELMAN, CARMIT
Narrator(s):SUSAN HENDERSON
The author, daughter of a Bene Israel mother from India
and an American Ashkenazi father, reveals, through this
memoir, a previously unseen world. Delman offers rich
details to portray the universal and exotic aspects of her
unusual heritage. This ed ition includes a 2003 reader's
guide. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-08049
Title:MYSTICS, MAVERICKS, AND
MERRYMAKERS: AN INTIMATE JOURNEY
AMONG HASIDIC GIRLS
Author(s):LEVINE, STEPHANIE WELLEN
Narrator(s):JESSIA LEONARD
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Dr. Levine spent a year among the Chabad-Lubavitch
Hasidim of Crown Heights, Brooklyn, to explore how
young women deal with the conflicts between the rules of
their community and the pull of mainstream American
life. Contrary to stereotype, she found girls with more
confidence than many of their mainstream peers. She
explores why this might be, and what lessons might be
learned about promoting girls' positive development in
general. Foreword by Carol Gilligan © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08050
Title:IN HER SHOES
Author(s):WEINER, JENNIFER
Narrator(s):BARBARA ABIS
The Feller sisters claim to have nothing in common but a
childhood tragedy, DNA, and the same size feet. Rose,
30, is a successful lawyer who longs for romance.
Maggie, 28, is a struggling actress who dreams of fame
and fortune. But they're about to find out that they're
more alike than they'd ever imagined! With Reader's
Guide. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-08051
Title:PLOT AGAINST AMERICA
Author(s):ROTH, PHILIP
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
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What if the renowned aviation hero and rabid isolationist
Charles A. Lindbergh defeated Roosevelt in the 1940
presidential election? Roth imagines the impact of the
resulting pro-Hitler administration on American Jews, as
seen through the eyes of him self as a child in New
Jersey. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08052
Title:WHICH BIG GIVER STOLE THE CHOPPED
LIVER?: A RUBY, THE RABBI'S WIFE
MYSTERY
Author(s):KAHN, SHARON
Narrator(s):ANITA KAUFMAN
Ruby the widowed rebbetzin returns for a fifth adventure.
She is roped into helping with her Texas synagogue's
fundraiser. But when a dead stranger is found face down
on the platter that was supposed to hold the now-missing
chopped liver mold (shaped like Texas), Ruby once again
joins the new young rabbi and policeman Paul Lundy to
solve the case. Meanwhile, Ruby juggles new suitors and
referees her pets, Oy Vey the dog and new kitty
Chutzpah! © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08053
Title:JOURNEY FROM THE LAND OF NO: A
GIRLHOOD IN REVOLUTIONARY IRAN
Author(s):HAKAKIAN, ROYA
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCH
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Roya was twelve when the revolution swept through her
native Tehran in 1979. She was the daughter of an
esteemed poet in an intellectual Jewish household. With
the innocent confusion of youth, she witnessed how life
changed for women - and Jews - aft er Iran fell into the
hands of Islamic fundamentalists. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08054
Title:HOLE IN TEXAS
Author(s):WOUK, HERMAN
Narrator(s):MARGARET A. ROSSI
Physicist Guy Carpenter worked on the Superconducting
Super Collider, a gigantic federally funded project in
Texas aimed at finding the elusive Higgs bosun
subatomic particle. Congress pulled the plug on the SSC
in 1993 (in real life, too), professio nally stranding him
and leaving the project incomplete. Ten years later,
Chinese scientists claim to have discovered the Higgs
bosun, and his life - now settled and peaceful - is once
again disrupted. His SCC work and a secret romance with
the chief Chinese scientist put Carpenter on the spot with
his wife, the media, Congress and possibly the CIA. It
also introduces him to a former movie star
congresswoman, who's charmed by his intellect and
sympathetic to his plight. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08055
Title:STORY OF A LIFE
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
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Appelfeld's childhood was disrupted at age 7 when the
Nazis occupied Czernowitz in 1941. He survived the
ghetto, the march to a labor camp, and an escape to the
forest, where he hid for the duration of the war.
Afterwards, he went to a displaced pers on's camp until
he was able to get on a ship to Palestine. As he began a
new life there, he struggled to retain his memories in
spite of those who urged him to simply forget. The
experiences he recounts offer personal glimpses into the
themes that re sonate through his award-winning fiction.
Translated from Hebrew (1999) by Aloma Halter © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08056
Title:LITTLE EARTHQUAKES
Author(s):WEINER, JENNIFER
Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
Four very different women in Philadelphia bond over
pregnancy and motherhood after one goes into labor at a
yoga class. Rebecca is a successful chef with a
wonderful husband and a mother-in-law from hell. Kelly
is an overachieving event planner whose husband loses
interest in everything - including her - when he loses his
job. Ayinde is a newscaster who moved to Philly when
her husband became the 76ers newest basketball star,
but he may not be as faithful as she is. Finally, Lia
returns home, fl eeing a glamorous Hollywood career, her
husband, and a tragic secret. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08057
Title:GREAT NECK
Author(s):CANTOR, JAY
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Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
A group of suburban New Yorkers grow up idealistic,
radical, and romantic in the sixties and seventies. Their
sixth-grade Holocaust lessons in 1960 inspire the
classmates - most of whom are Jewish - to make the
world a better place. As time goes on, the friends get
involved in the Civil Rights movement, but some of them
move on to the Weatherman and other radical groups.
Throughout, one of the guys, a talented cartoonist,
immortalizes his pals as superheroes in his comic books.
© 2003
Book No.:EN4-08058
Title:MIXED NUTS: AMERICA'S LOVE AFFAIR
WITH COMEDY TEAMS FROM BURNS &
ALLEN TO...
Author(s):EPSTEIN, LAWRENCE J.
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
From 19th century vaudeville to radio, film, and
television, comedians who perform as partners have
created a particularly American type of humor.
Americans have grown to depend on comedians to
respond to events, make them laugh, and show that even
i n the worst of times, friendship and humor can help you
survive. From Laurel and Hardy, the Marx Brothers, and
Lucille Ball and Vivian Vance right through the Smothers
Brothers and the casts of Friends and Seinfeld, Epstein
looks at these classic tea ms through a sociological
prism. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08060
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Title:SMALL MIRACLES FOR THE JEWISH
HEART: EXTRAORDINARY COINCIDENCES
FROM YESTERDAY OR TODAY
Author(s):HALBERSTAM, YITTA; LEVENTHAL,
JUDITH
Narrator(s):BERNICE LEIBOWITZ
The Small Miracles series offers heartwarming, true-tolife stories with a personal touch. This fifth book in the
series focuses specifically on Jewish stories and
includes such modern phenomena as a "vintage"
Cabbage Patch doll and the September 11 attacks. © 2002
Book No.:EN4-08063
Title:INFILTRATION: A NOVEL
Author(s):KENAZ, YEHOSHUA
Narrator(s):MEGAN OWEN
Set in the 1950s, this novel follows a group of Israeli
army recruits through basic training in a special unit for
conscripts with minor medical problems. The diverse
group of men, including a patriotic kibbutznik, a
Holocaust survivor, a working cla ss romantic, and a
former professional athlete, represent a microcosm of the
competing socio-economic, ethnic, and religious groups
in the early years of the modern state of Israel. Translated
from Hebrew by Dalya Bilu, © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08065
Title:DOUBLE HOMICIDE: SANTA FE/BOSTON
Author(s):KELLERMAN, JONATHAN; KELLERMAN,
FAYE
Narrator(s):TANYA ALPERT SHERMAN
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The husband-and-wife mystery authors (he writes the
Alex Delaware books; she writes the Rena Lazarus/Peter
Decker series) collaborate for the first time on a book of
two mystery novellas. In Still Life, a Santa Fe gallery
owner is found bludgeoned. I n In the Land of Giants, a
talented college basketball player is gunned down in
Boston. Both murders hit close to home for investigating
police officers in personal and cultural ways. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08066
Title:YALE COMPANION TO JEWISH WRITING
AND THOUGHT IN GERMAN CULTURE,
1096-1996
Author(s):GILMAN, SANDER L.; ZIPES, JACK, EDS.
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
Written by 119 scholars, this anthology provides a
history of the unique contributions of Jewish writers to
German culture and explores what it means to be the
"other" within that culture. The contributors take a variety
of perspectives, from the imp act of social and political
history on Jewish-German relations to particular genres,
authors, and literary movements. Topics include the
Crusades, Jewish mysticism in the Renaissance, and the
works of Marx, Freud, Arendt, and others. © 1997
Book No.:EN4-08072
Title:THESE ARE THE WORDS: A VOCABULARY
OF JEWISH SPIRITUAL LIFE
Author(s):GREEN, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):CHARLES ROEMER
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One of the foremost scholars of Jewish spirituality
considers Judaism to be a kind of language - a "way of
expressing our beliefs, longings, aspirations, dreams..."
Green explains the basic terms of this language in 149
essays, which constitute a bri ef encyclopedia of
Judaism - a helpful reminder of what key Jewish terms
mean and of how these words shape the lives of those
who speak them. © 1999
Book No.:EN4-08073
Title:HUNTING MIDNIGHT
Author(s):ZIMLER, RICHARD
Narrator(s):BAZ SNIDER
In the 19th century Portugal, Midnight, an African healer
and freed slave, befriends John Zarco Stewart, a playful,
inquisitive child who discovers that he is a descendant of
the Iberian Pensinula's Jews, who have been hiding since
the Inquisition th ree centuries ago. When Napoleon's
invasion destroys John's life, the two friends journey to
America, searching for hope and a rediscovery of their
respective heritage. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08074
Title:HUMAN PARTS
Author(s):CASTEL-BLOOM, ORLY
Narrator(s):MICHAEL BERNSTEIN
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One cold winter, Israel is faced with ruinous weather, a
declining economy, the intifada, and a deadly illness
called the "Saudi flu." Despite these difficulties, a crosssection of Israelis try to cope, including a cleaning
woman who appears on tele vision, a divorced artist and
mother who turns to an ex-boyfriend for work, an
Ethiopian immigrant who wants to marry the exboyfriend, and the nation's president, whose days have
become a round of funerals and hospital visits.
Translated from Hebrew by Dalya Bilu © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08081
Title:ORIGINAL STORY: A MEMOIR OF
BROADWAY AND HOLLYWOOD
Author(s):LAURENTS, ARTHUR
Narrator(s):BEA BRESLOW
The award-winning playwright of West Side Story and
Gypsy, screenwriter of The Way We Were, and director of
Broadway's La Cage Aux Folles tells his story in this
lively, humorous, but brutally honest autobiography. In
addition to inside stories and i nsights into many show
biz personalities, Laurent takes us from his Flatbush
childhood to Cornell and the army to the development of
his liberal politics and social activism. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-08082
Title:CASE FOR ISRAEL
Author(s):DERSHOWITZ, ALAN
Narrator(s):SYLVIA SORIN
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The renowned Harvard Law School professor refutes
thirty-two common accusations against Israel, writing in
the style of legal briefs and backing up his defense
arguments with historical facts. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08083
Title:SHIKSA: THE GENTILE WOMAN IN THE
JEWISH WORLD
Author(s):BENVENUTO, CHRISTINE
Narrator(s):EDITH FOSTER
Benvenuto, a journalist and convert to Judaism,
addresses the role played by gentile women in the
Jewish community, both in the Bible and in modern life.
She explores many of the controversial issues and
stereotypes concerning non-Jewish women, inclu ding
their alleged appeal to Jewish men and the problems of
converts being socially accepted. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08085
Title:MATZO BALLS FOR BREAKFAST: AND
OTHER MEMORIES OF GROWING UP
JEWISH
Author(s):KING, ALAN, & FRIENDS
Narrator(s):NANCI BRONSTEEN
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The popular comedian asked a variety of famous people
to share their thoughts and memories about being
Jewish, resulting in this collection of 80 brief essays
filled with humor, nostalgia, and occasional "pungency,"
and grouped by topic into chapters , each with King's
own introduction. King died while the book was in
production, and the final three essays are eulogies to him
by Rick Moranis, Barbara Walters, and Billy Crystal. ©
2004
Book No.:EN4-08086
Title:COVENANT
Author(s):RAGEN, NAOMI
Narrator(s):JJ KENNEDY
The Margulies family is happy living in a settlement near
Jerusalem. But when her husband and daughter are
kidnapped by Hamas, Elise, pregnant with a second
child, calls her grandmother Leah in America. Leah
springs into action, gathering three old f riends who now
lead diverse lives around the world. These four women,
who survived Auschwitz together, had made a covenant
to help each other whenever the need might arise. Now
that oath is put to the test. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08088
Title:SONGBIRD
Author(s):ZACHARIAS, WALTER
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCH
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Mia Levy, a privileged Polish Jew, is a songbird taking
voice lessons in Paris when the Holocaust begins. She
and her family are deported to Treblinka, but when her
father pushes her off the train, she joins the partisans,
escapes to America, and set tles in Brooklyn, where she
falls in love with a fellow musician. Her new life, too, is
disrupted after Pearl Harbor, when she is recruited to
return to Europe and work undercover in a Nazi brothel.
Can she survive long enough to fulfill her mission,
avenge her family, and reunite with her lover? © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08089
Title:RESCUED FROM THE REICH: HOW ONE
OF HITLER'S SOLDIERS SAVED THE
LUBAVITCHER REBBE
Author(s):RIGG, BRYAN MARK
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
A noted Holocaust scholar relates how pressure from the
Lubavitch Chassidim and the desire for good public
relations helped push high ranking Nazi officials including one with a Jewish father and another who,
though anti-Semitic, was becoming disaf fected with
Hitler - to spirit Rabbi Joseph Schneersohn, his family,
and his entourage from Warsaw to Riga to Stockholm,
where passage to New York was obtained. With the
Lubavitch movement now headquartered in Brooklyn, it
eventually grew into the wi despread and well-known
movement of today. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08090
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Title:GERMS: BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS AND
AMERICA'S SECRET WAR
Author(s):MILLER, J.; ENGELBERG, S; BROAD, WM.
Narrator(s):RICHARD RUBIN
In a groundbreaking work of investigative journalism,
New York Times reporters Judith Miller, Stephen
Engelberg, and William Broad uncover the truth about
biological weapons and shows why bio-warfare and bioterrorism are fast becoming our worst nati onal
nightmare. The work is based on interviews with
scientists and officials all the way up to President
Clinton, as well as recently declassified documents. ©
2001
Book No.:EN4-08091
Title:WAR PAINT: MADAME HELENA
RUBENSTEIN AND MISS ELIZABETH
ARDEN,
Author(s):WOODHEAD, LINDY
Narrator(s):LILA STERN
...THEIR LIVES, THEIR TIMES, THEIR RIVALRY. A
meticulously researched dual biography of the two
cosmetics entrepreneurs who spawned the modern
beauty industry and pioneered Madison Avenue
marketing, advertising, and consumer culture. Despite
their co mmon interests, celebrity connections, and
impoverished childhoods (Rubenstein in the Krakow
ghetto, Arden in rural Canada), they developed an intense
rivalry whose publicity fueled their empires. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08092
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Title:BREAKFAST AT STEPHANIE'S
Author(s):MARGOLIS, SUE
Narrator(s):CARMEN ADRIANA
Aspiring jazz soloist and single mom Stephanie
Glassman cooks lavish Sunday brunches at her London
home for her best friends, but her career is in a rut (her
latest gig is playing the piano in department store), and
even her grandmother has a better love life. Then her
toddler's father, an American movie stuntman, returns,
but so does an actor she has long admired. At the same
time, her career heats up but results in a front page
scandal. Stephanie has some big decisions to make.
What will she d o? © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08093
Title:AND THE DEAD SHALL RISE: THE
MURDER OF MARY PHAGAN AND THE
LYNCHING OF LEO FRANK
Author(s):ONEY, STEVE
Narrator(s):MICHELLE HARBER, FRANCIE ANNE
RILEY
A teenager's 1913 murder in Atlanta, the conviction of a
Jewish factory owner, the last minute commutation of his
death sentence, and his subsequent lynching have been
novelized and dramatized on stage and screen. But now a
journalist provides a deta iled historical account of these
events, presented in a narrative style reminiscent of a
19th century novel. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08094
Title:ZAYDA WAS A COWBOY
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Author(s):NISLICK, JUNE LEVITT
Narrator(s):BARBARA KESTENBAUM
Bill and his brother Danny learn to see their grandfather
in a whole new way when he tells them his life story, from
fleeing Russia as a boy to avoid lifetime service in the
army to arriving in Galveston, Texas, homesick but ready
to work hard in his surprising new career. Zayde is
honest about both the good and bad aspects of frontier
life. An epilogue of historic facts, bibliography, and
glossary follow the story. © 2005
Book No.:EN4-08095
Title:OUTCAST DOVE: A CATHERINE
LEVENDEUR MYSTERY
Author(s):NEWMAN, SHARAN
Narrator(s):JAY WILLIAMS
Newman returns to 12th century France, but the 9th book
in this series revolves around Catherine's cousin
Solomon, a business associate of hers and her husband
Edgar's who must keep their family connection secret, as
he was raised Jewish while her fa ther was abducted as a
child and raised Catholic. Traveling with Edgar, Solomon
joins a rescue party searching for a Jewish girl
kidnapped in Spain by Christians, when he encounters
his estranged father Jacob, who has rejected Judaism
and become a mo nk called Brother James. James is on a
similar mission, to ransom Catholic knights captured by
Muslims. Can father and son, Christian and Jew, learn to
cooperate as the two rescue parties join forces? © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08096
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Title:CODE NAME AMNON: THE LIFE AND
TIMES OF A HAGANAH FIGHTER, 19431949
Author(s):ROSENFELD, DANIEL
Narrator(s):MARSHA AKS
The true story of a 14-year-old-boy who joined the
HAGANAH in 1943. Despite his youth, his creative ideas
and quick thinking soon made him the leader of many
successful missions against the British occupation, yet
his conduct demonstrates that even i n war time, a fighter
can still behave honorably. His experiences provide a
picture of the conditions in pre-state Israel, showing why
the land is so important to the Jewish people and why
they feel so strongly about it. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08097
Title:IT'S ALL A GIFT: THOUGH IT MAY NOT
SEEM LIKE IT AT THE TIME
Author(s):ADAHAN, MIRIAM
Narrator(s):MICHAL NUSSBAUM, DEBBIE WOLF
Dr. Adahan, an Orthodox Jewish psychologist, offers a
helpful philosophy for coping with life's ups and downs.
She explains that both good and bad events have some
sort of holy purpose, and we must trust that this is so,
even if we don't know what it is, and reminds us that we
were all created in the Divine image. Our task is to work
on changing our attitude to appreciate the goodness in
our lives. © 1992
Book No.:EN4-08098
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Title:DO YOU REMEMBER ME?: A FATHER, A
DAUGHTER, AND A SEARCH FOR THE
SELF
Author(s):LEVINE, JUDITH
Narrator(s):JOAN ATLAS
Levine, who has written about how culture, politics, and
history are enacted in people's lives, now turns to her
own family's crisis as her father, once a politically active
psychologist, falls victim to Alzheimer's disease. While
chronicling the cou rse of her father's illness and its
effect on those around him, she also studies his life,
learning to appreciate and reconcile with him. At the
same time, she explores universal themes of love, duty,
and community; disability and aging; and the self and
identity. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08099
Title:ON JUDAISM: CONVERSATIONS ON BEING
JEWISH IN TODAY'S WORLD
Author(s):FELDMAN, EMANUEL, RABBI
Narrator(s):RHODA KAHN
A series of dialogues between David, a questioning Jew,
and his rabbi are the framework for this discussion of
Judaism's ongoing relevance and its answers to modern
questions. Each chapter is a self-contained conversation
about a particular topic, fr om Sabbath, holidays, and
keeping kosher to repentance, prayer, and holiness, and
from God and the Torah to interpersonal and interfaith
dealings. © 1994
Book No.:EN4-08100
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Title:SAUL AND PATSY
Author(s):BAXTER, CHARLES
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
The idyllic lifestyle of Saul Goldberg and his wife Patsy,
who settle in a small Midwestern town, is challenged by
one of his high school students, a disturbed boy whose
actions lead to inner and outer conflict. Will Saul be
blamed as an outsider? As a Jew? By himself? As he
questions himself, his community, and his marriage, he
explores issues of love, parenthood, social class, and
loss. He must ultimately decide what kind of man he
wants to be. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08101
Title:ISRAELIS: ORDINARY PEOPLE IN AN
EXTRAORDINARY LAND
Author(s):ROSENTHAL, DONNA
Narrator(s):LAWRENCE AVERY
A journalist depicts the diversity of ordinary Israelis as
they go about their lives, portraying the dichotomies of
male and female, Sephardi and Ashkenazi, religious and
secular, and even Arab and Jew. She points out the
paradox of ultra-Orthodox Je ws assaulting immodestly
dressed women in the only nation whose army drafts
women, and of Ethiopian immigrants who grew up
without electricity ending up high-tech jobs. In
presenting this multicultural population, she dispels
many stereotypes about I srael, yet she shows that
Israelis from all walks of life share similar concerns about
love, family, careers, and recreation as they face life's
universal experiences in this unique land. © 2003
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Book No.:EN4-08102
Title:RADICAL APPROACH TO JEWISH
HISTORY
Author(s):MELLMAN, AL
Narrator(s):ANITA KAUFMAN
© 2002
Book No.:EN4-08103
Title:WITNESS: VOICES FROM THE
HOLOCAUST
Author(s):GREENE, JOSHUA M.; KUMAR, SHIVA
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY BROWN
Twenty seven eyewitness accounts form this companion
volume to a PBS documentary based on testimony
gathered by Yale University's Fortunoff Archive. The
witnesses include Jewish Holocaust survivors, German
civilians, resistance fighters, and American POWs who
relate their experiences and observations from before,
during, and after the war. The editors interweave the
stories chronologically while allowing each voice to
maintain its individuality. © 2000
Book No.:EN4-08105
Title:BREAD GIVERS
Author(s):YEZIERSKA, ANZIA
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
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Sara's immigrant father has married off her sisters to
men they don't love. But she is a modern American living
on the Lower East Side in the 1920s, and rejects his
concept of Jewish womanhood in favor of independence
and self-fulfillment through edu cation, work, and love.
Originally published in 1925, the novel has been revived
by Columbia University historian Alice Kessler-Harris,
who has added an updated foreword and introduction. ©
1999, 2003 (3rd ed.) [Replaces earlier recording, EC-2466]
Book No.:EN4-08106
Title:HEALING THE HEART OF CONFLICT: 8
CRUCIAL STEPS TO MAKING PEACE WITH
YOURSELF AND OTHERS
Author(s):GOPIN, MARC
Narrator(s):WENDY GOULSTON
Rabbi Gopin is a conflict resolution expert, having
worked in such international hot spots as the Middle
East, Northern Ireland and Africa. Now he teaches how
his techniques can be applied to our own conflicts in
business and personal relationships. Pointing out that
emotions as well as rational thought affect our reactions,
he provides a system of eight steps to heal feelings of
dishonor and humiliation that too often interfere with the
ability to get past our differences. A wide range of anecd
otes demonstrate how these steps have succeeded in a
variety of situations, whether at work, at home, in the
larger community - or even within ourselves. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08107
Title:MY GUARDIAN ANGEL
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Author(s):WEIL, SYLVIE
Narrator(s):BETSY NEWBERRY
A fictionalized account of the Crusades in 11th century
France, as described by twelve-year-old Elvina, the reallife granddaughter of the revered scholar Rashi. While
Elvina prefers the intellectual pursuits usually limited to
Jewish boys, she dutif ully carries out the role of "woman
of the house" while her mother is away. Suddenly, a
knock at the door reveals Gauthier, who, like her, would
rather study than do what his society expects - fight in
the Crusades. In return for her assistance, he o ffers
advance warning of the Crusaders' arrival in her town. Is
it worth the risk? Will her guardian angel help?
Translated from the 2001 French original. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08108
Title:JGIRL'S GUIDE: THE YOUNG JEWISH
WOMAN'S HANDBOOK FOR COMING OF
AGE
Author(s):ADELMAN, P; FELDMAN, A; REINHARZ, S
Narrator(s):SHIRLEY KALB
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Jewish sources and modern psychology are combined to
provide practical advice to girls approaching bat mitzvah
and beyond, regardless of denomination. The authors, a
social worker, educator, and sociologist who all
specialize in Jewish women's issues , cover a broad
range of topics, from friends, authority figures, selfesteem, and health to the Sabbath, religious studies, and
mitzvot such as tikkun olam, improving the world. Input
from rabbis, athletes, musicians, and other public
figures, as we ll as from "ordinary" Jewish girls and
women, gives this survival guide a real-life flavor that
even adults may enjoy. © 2005
Book No.:EN4-08109
Title:DANGLING MAN
Author(s):BELLOW, SAUL
Narrator(s):LAWRENCE AVERY, CANTOR
In this new edition of Bellow's 1944 novel, Joseph, who
expects to be drafted into the army soon, gives up his job
and tries to prepare himself for the battlefield. But when a
series of mix-ups delays his induction, he finds himself
dangling for a wh ole year and keeps a journal of his
wanderings through Chicago's streets, his thoughts
about the past, freedom, and choice, and his feelings
about his idle status in the middle of World War II. With a
new introduction by Salman Rushdie. © 1996
Book No.:EN4-08110
Title:KABBALAH AND THE POWER OF
DREAMING: AWAKENING THE VISIONARY
LIFE
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Author(s):SHAINBERG, CATHERINE
Narrator(s):EDITH FOSTER
Dr. Shainberg, a psychologist, spent many years
studying Kabbalah with Colette Aboulker-Muscat, a direct
descendant of the 13th-century Provençal kabbalist Isaac
the Blind. Here she combines ancient SephardicKabbalistic tradition with modern psychol ogical practice
to unlock the intuitive powers of our dreams and achieve
increased awareness, creativity, and self-realization. She
provides simple mental exercises and anecdotes about
how these methods have improved her own life. © 2005
Book No.:EN4-08111
Title:LIFE IN THE DAMN TROPICS
Author(s):UNGER, DAVID
Narrator(s):WENDY GOULSTON
In the corrupt world of 1980s Guatemala, the three
Eltaleph brothers struggle to keep their business afloat in
a sea of military rule, terrorism, and sabotage. Narrated
by Marcos, the playboy middle brother, the action
revolves around a night club hi s ex-prostitute girlfriend
persuades him to open while Aaron and David run the
factories. But soon a shady figure is using the place for
clandestine meetings that lead to a shooting that
somehow involves Aaron, a prominent leader in a Jewish
communit y battered by corruption and assimilation. ©
2002
Book No.:EN4-08112
Title:JOY COMES IN THE MORNING
Author(s):ROSEN, JONATHAN
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Narrator(s):CARYL GREENBLATT
Rabbi Deborah Green is devoted to her religion, her New
York congregation, and her volunteer work as a hospital
chaplain. Still, as she officiates at weddings and funerals,
she feels her own life is somewhat empty. Then she
meets an ailing Holocaust survivor and his son, who is as
shy and religiously skeptical as she is outgoing and
devout. A surprising romance develops, in spite of their
contrasting religious attitudes; while she inspires him to
return to Judaism, she experiences a religious cr isis of
her own. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08113
Title:MAKING AMERICANS: JEWS AND THE
BROADWAY MUSICAL
Author(s):MOST, ANDREA
Narrator(s):BEA BRESLOW
Musical theater is one of America's greatest cultural
contributions, yet many of the most creative minds
behind it were Jewish. Professor Most, focusing on the
socio-politically tumultuous second quarter of the 20th
century, analyzes how the vision o f Jewish artists on
Broadway influenced accepted ideas of what it means to
be American - and to be a Jew in America. Using
thoroughly researched examples from such shows as
Annie Get Your Gun and Oklahoma!, she demonstrates
how current events affecte d the work of the Gershwins,
Rogers and Hart, and Oscan Hammerstein, among
others. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08114
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Title:SEEK MY FACE: A JEWISH MYSTICAL
THEOLOGY
Author(s):GREEN, ARTHUR, RABBI
Narrator(s):CHARLES ROEMER
Using the Hebrew letters of God's name as an acrostic
roadmap, Rabbi Green leads his readers on a journey to
understand God, the world, and ourselves. He seeks to
bridge the gap between God's elusive presence and our
lack of sufficient language in or der to understand
modern Jewish spirituality. An update of a classic work
from this Reconstructionist rabbi and professor. © 2003
Book No.:EN4-08115
Title:WOMEN'S TORAH COMMENTARY: NEW
INSIGHTS FROM WOMEN RABBIS ON THE
54 WEEKLY TORAH PORTIONS
Author(s):GOLDSTEIN, ELYSE, RABBI, ED.
Narrator(s):JUDITH BASES
More than 50 female rabbis offer their interpretations of
the Torah, and especially of those portions that may
strike the modern reader as hopelessly sexist. Some of
the authors dismiss such passages as not worth
following, while others try to unders tand these writings
in a new way that will be more palatable. Midrashic texts
are used to examine the stories of Biblical heroines and
to explore and critique what was included or excluded.
Although the contributors represent a wide variety of
perspe ctives, they all aim to provide food for thought. ©
2000
Book No.:EN4-08116
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Title:TALE OF LOVE AND DARKNESS
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
Translated by Nicholas de Lange This eloquent memoir
chronicles Amos Oz's childhood in the British-ruled
Palestine of the 1940s and 50s, his arrival at Kibbutz
Hulda and literary fame. The story he tells loops back and
forth between past generations and his own lifetime,
telling of the anti-Semitism and Zionistic passions that
led his family to Palestine in the early 1930s, his parents'
disappointments, his mother's suicide, the influences of
his multi-lingual and widely read family, his literar y
masters, and many others whose encounters left their
mark on him. It is also the story of living in a country
under constant threat, rife with painful relationships
between Arab and Jew.
Book No.:EN4-08117
Title:HISTORY OF LOVE: A NOVEL
Author(s):KRAUSS, NICOLE
Narrator(s):ARLINE KEMPNER
Old Leo Gursky tries to attract attention to himself to let
his neighbors know that he is still alive. But life was not
always like this; sixty years ago in Poland, Leo fell in love
and wrote a book. Unbeknownst to him, the book has
survived. Fourtee n-year-old Alma was named after a
character in that book. She has her hands full; keeping
track of her brother Bird and taking notes in her
notebook, How to Survive in the Wild Volume Three.
When a mysterious letter arrives in the mail she
undertakes an adventure to find her namesake and save
her family.
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Book No.:EN4-08118
Title:ORIENTALIST: SOLVING THE MYSTERY OF
A STRANGE AND DANGEROUS LIFE
Author(s):REISS, TOM
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
om Reiss spent five years tracking down secret police
records, love letters, diaries and deathbed notebooks of
Lev Nussimbaum, revealing a dramatic and wild life. Lev,
a Jew born in 1905 to a wealthy family in Baku, escaped
the Russian Revolution in a camel caravan. He
transformed himself into a Muslim prince and became a
best-selling author in Nazi Germany. Lev's life includes
his marriage to an international heiress with no idea of
his real identity until he's exposed by a tabloid scandal,
his friendship with George Sylvester Viereck, who was
arrested as the leading Nazi agent in the U.S, and an
invitation to be Mussolini's official biographer - until the
Fascists discovered his origins. Lev wrote his last book
under house arrest, helped by a mysterious half-German
salon hostess, a weapons smuggler, and the poet Ezra
Pound. This remarkable history and biography reads like
a novel.
Book No.:EN4-08119
Title:SCHLEPPING THROUGH THE ALPS: MY
SEARCH FOR AUSTRIA'S JEWISH PAST
WTH ITS LAST WANDERING SHEPHERD
Author(s):APPLE, SAM
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
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When Sam Apple, a New York based writer, hears about
Hans Breuer, Austria's only wandering shepherd who
sings Yiddish lullabies to his sheep and gives concerts in
historically anti-Semitic towns, he signs on as an
apprentice. Urban and fastidious, Sa m finds this no easy
task. Sam and Hans meander through numerous Austrian
landscapes in this hilarious adventure, and meet
Austrians of many stripes. Sam Apple is determined to
find out if there are as many anti-Semites in Austria as he
fears and to understand how Hans, who grew up fighting
Nazism in Vienna became a wandering shepherd. Apple's
discoveries are more fascinating than he could have
imagined.
Book No.:EN4-08120
Title:GOOD, THE BAD, AND ME: IN MY
ANECDOTAGE
Author(s):WALLACH, ELI
Narrator(s):JOEL PLAVIN
Eli Wallach, perhaps best known for his role in The Good,
the Bad, and the Ugly, tells his story, from growing up as
the only Jew in an Italian Brooklyn neighborhood,
through his long, successful career as an actor. The
anecdotes follow one after ano ther, and include
memories about actors and roles he played, as well as
about his personal life and his more than 50-year
marriage to fellow actor Anne Jackson.
Book No.:EN4-08121
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Title:JUBANA!: THE AWKWARDLY TRUE &
DAZZLING ADVENTURES OF A JEWISH
CUBAN GODDESS
Author(s):ANDERS, GIGI
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Gigi Anders moved as a toddler to Maryland after her
family fled Cuba and Castro's regime. In her poignant and
funny memoir Anders manages to capture the
distinctiveness of both her Jewish and Cuban heritages,
as well as her complex relationship with her mother, who
is capable of doing perplexing things, like bringing 4year-old Gigi to the mental hospital where she works.
Book No.:EN4-08123
Title:DICTIONARY DAYS: A DEFINING PASSION
Author(s):STAVANS, ILAN
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
In this collection of personal essays, Ilan Stavans
explores his life-long obsession with dictionaries,
concordances, and lexicons. He uses his SpanishAmerican and Jewish background to explore English,
Spanish and Yiddish. He ventures to many other
languages too, and takes his readers on a journey of
lexicography history laced with memoirs, funny
anecdotes, and language analysis. © 2005
Book No.:EN4-08124
Title:GENIZAH AT THE HOUSE OF SHEPHER
Author(s):YELLIN, TAMAR
Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
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Shulamit, a British biblical scholar, returns to Jerusalem
to say goodbye to her family home, which is to be torn
down in the name of progress. She gets entangled in a
family feud over possession of the Codex, a 13th Century
handwritten manuscript, w hen Uncle Saul, who runs the
house, assumes that she has come for the Codex. She
learns how precious this manuscript is when she is
followed by a religious fanatic who claims to be from the
tribe of Dan and commissioned with the task of returning
the Codex to its rightful owner. While unraveling the
mystery of the Codex, she uncovers the life of greatgrandfather Shalom, who left a wife in Vilna, started a
new family in Jerusalem, and eventually set off in search
of the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel . Myth, mystery and
history combine to give the flavor of Jerusalem
neighborhoods through the modern era. © 2005
Book No.:EN4-08125
Title:GI JEWS: HOW WORLD WAR II CHANGED
A GENERATION
Author(s):MOORE, DEBORAH DASH
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
In this study of Jewish soldiers in the U.S. armed forces
during WWII, Moore relies on memoirs and oral
interviews of 15 veterans to show how these soldiers had
to contend with anti-Semitism, stereotyping of Jews, and
the reality of their Jewish iden tity, which many took for
granted, having grown up in areas with many other Jews.
She also notes that many of the anti-Semitic soldiers
were also racist, thus sowing seeds for the black-Jewish
alliance of the 1960s.
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Book No.:EN4-08126
Title:WE JEWS: WHO ARE WE AND WHAT
SHOULD WE DO?
Author(s):STEINSALTZ, ADIN, RABBI
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
In this book of essays, Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz attempts to
answer many questions pertinent to all factions of
today's Diaspora Jews. He covers such topics as
assimilation, Jewish leadership, whether Jews are a race,
a nation, or a religion, characteri stics unique to Jews,
anti-Semitism, and what he calls the Messianic Complex,
among other things.
Book No.:EN4-08127
Title:HOLY THIEF: A CON MAN'S JOURNEY
FROM DARKNESS TO LIGHT
Author(s):BOROVITZ, MARK; EISENSTOCK, ALAN
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
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By age 14, shortly after his father died, Borovitz began
selling stolen goods for the Cleveland mob. He
maintained a double life a good Jewish boy - he went to
shul and said kaddish for his father, looked after his
sister, and gave his mother of his ill-gotten gains to help
support the family. He moved to Los Angeles and
continued his life of crime. Eventually the law caught up
with him, and during a stint in jail he found religion. Upon
his final release from jail, Borovitz went to help out Har
riet, who had established Beit T'Shuvah, an in-patient
rehab center. Borovitz married Harriet, and at age 50
decided to become a rabbi. He is spiritual leader of Beit
T'Shuvah, committed to helping people change for the
better.
Book No.:EN4-08128
Title:WHITE ROSE: A NOVEL
Author(s):KORELITZ, JEAN HANFF
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCH
Marian Kahn is 48, a history professor at Columbia,
wealthy, and happily married. She is suddenly swept
away in an affair with 26 year-old Oliver, the owner of a
flower shop called The White Rose, who happens to be
her friend's son. Then Oliver meets and falls for Sophie,
the fiancée of Marian's cousin. The three of them, Marian,
Oliver, and Sophie learn that love is rewarding, even if it's
not straightforward.
Book No.:EN4-08129
Title:DESIGNATED HEBREW: THE RON
BLOMBERG STORY
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Author(s):BLOMBERG, RON; SCHLOSSBERG, DAN
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
Ron Blomberg, who played for the New York Yankees
and the Chicago White Sox during his eight seasons in
the major leagues, only made it to Cooperstown's
Baseball Hall of Fame quite by accident; he was the first
designated hitter in history. He also h olds the distinction
of being the first Jewish Yankee to become a star.
Although in the beginning of his career he was billed as
"the next Mickey Mantle," he was unsuccessful on the
field due to many injuries and unpopular in the
clubhouse because of his popularity with the press
(which caused jealousy among his teammates) and the
unfamiliarity of his teammates with his Jewish religion.
Despite that, he had a loyal legion of fans in New York
City's Jewish population; they rallied around him from
day one.
Book No.:EN4-08130
Title:TATTOO FOR A SLAVE
Author(s):CALISHER, HORTENSE
Narrator(s):MEGAN OWEN
A tattoo is a bugle call, a summoning that lingers in the
ear. Calisher comes from a Virginian-born father who
moved to the North for business. He repeatedly insists
that her family never kept slaves, an assumption that
Calisher maintained until both of her parents were dead.
Upon going through the contents of her parent's safedeposit box, she comes across a receipt for an insurance
payment her grandfather made for 2 "servants", and
becomes determined to uncover the truth about her
slave-owning grandparents.
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Book No.:EN4-08131
Title:TO HEAL A FRACTURED WORLD: THE
ETHICS OF RESPONSIBILITY
Author(s):SACKS, JONATHAN, RABBI
Narrator(s):JOAN PLATNICK
In this book that will resonate with people of all faiths,
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, the Chief Rabbi of Great Britain
and a respected religious thinker exhorts his readers of
an obligation to live moral and ethical lives, as each
individual has the respo nsibility to do good in the face of
evil, for through our actions, we all have the power to
heal our world.
Book No.:EN4-08132
Title:OUTWITTING HISTORY: THE AMAZNG
ADVENTURES OF A MAN WHO RESCUED
A MILLION YIDDISH BKS
Author(s):LANSKY, AARON
Narrator(s):LAWRENCE AVERY
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As a graduate student, Lansky started to salvage Yiddish
books that were being discarded. To Lansky, Yiddish
literature represented an important piece of Jewish
cultural history and a link to past generations. In this
book that is both hilarious and moving, Lansky describes
how he traveled to wherever Yiddish books could be
found such as private collections, dumpsters, and
libraries. The books he amassed became a collection of
1.5 million books and is now the National Yiddish Book
Center, which Lansky is the founder and president of.
The book is a testimony to his love of Judaism and
literature and his desire to make a difference in the world.
Book No.:EN4-08133
Title:MARRANO LEGACY: A CONTEMPORARY
CRYPTO-JEWISH PRIEST REVEALS
SECRETS OF HIS DOUBLE LIFE
Author(s):ALEXY, TRUDI
Narrator(s):BETTY SMITH
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Trudi Alexi discovered a spiritual kinship with the
medieval Marranos which she chronicles in her first
book, The Mezuzah in the Madonna's Foot. Alexy's
Jewish family fled from Prague and hid in fascist Spain
during WWII as baptized Catholics. Simon is a CryptoJewish Catholic priest who read Alexy's first book and
was intrigued by the similarities with his own family's
history of hidden identity. Simon has been protecting a
large community of crypto-Jews in Latin America. This
book chronicles t he correspondence between Alexy and
Simon, and Alexy's struggles to understand why Simon
continues to live in danger of discovery by both
Catholics and mainstream Jews, while wrestling with
doubt and tragedy that cause him to almost abandon his
faith in God and his Jewish identity.
Book No.:EN4-08137
Title:MANDRAKES FROM THE HOLY LAND
Author(s):MEGGED, AHARON
Narrator(s):BARBARA AXEL
Beatrice is a fanatic and slightly psychotic English
Christian who travels to Palestine in 1906 to paint the
flowers mentioned in the Bible and to escape from her
erotic attraction to Vanessa, Virginia Wolfe's sister. While
in Palestine, she hires an Arab guide to take her around
the land of which she has excellent scriptural knowledge,
but over time the two develop a tense relationship. She
meets and admires Jews, whose religious rituals and
relationship with God appeal to her. When Beatrice is
raped, she is brought to her senses.
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Book No.:EN4-08138
Title:KILLING RAIN: A NOVEL
Author(s):EISLER, BARRY
Narrator(s):BENNET POLOGE
This is Eisler's fourth thriller featuring John Rain, a
freelance assassin. His employer this time is Israeli
Intelligence, which has sent him off to kill a weapons
dealer, Levi, in Manila. Instead of killing Levi, Rain shoots
his bodyguards, who tur n out to be ex-CIA. The company
with whom the bodyguards were working want revenge.
Rain wants to complete his mission and contacts Delilah,
another intelligence agent with whom he has been
involved, but Mossad has lost confidence in Rain and are
com ing up with their own plan to take care of him.
Book No.:EN4-08139
Title:STARS OF DAVID: PROMINENT JEWS
TALK ABOUT BEING JEWISH
Author(s):POGREBIN, ABIGAIL
Narrator(s):NANCI BRONSTEEN
More than 60 prominent American Jews share their
feelings on what being Jewish means to them.
Book No.:EN4-08140
Title:SOMEONE NOT REALLY HER MOTHER: A
NOVEL
Author(s):CHESSMAN, HARRIET SCOTT
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
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Hannah, in her 80s, resides in a nursing home. Her
Alzheimer's is advancing, and as it does, her family
learns of her WWII experiences; losing her family in the
Holocaust and fleeing from France as a teenager. As
Hannah descends into the past, her da ughter and
granddaughters try, each in her own way, to get to know
of Hannah's past experiences and inner life.
Book No.:EN4-08142
Title:THIS IS REAL AND YOU ARE
COMPLETELY UNPREPARED: THE DAYS
OF AWE AS A JOURNEY OF
TRANSFORMATION
Author(s):LEW, ALAN
Narrator(s):BERNICE LEIBOWITZ
Lew, who describes himself as a Zen rabbi, explores the
Days of Awe, although he begins with Tisha B'Av and not
Rosh Hashanah because he feels that Tisha B'Av sets the
tone for religious introspection. He draws on Jewish
tradition, personal experienc es, and of course Buddhist
stories to explain to the reader the importance of
introspection and spiritual transformation.
Book No.:EN4-08143
Title:CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO MEDIEVAL
JEWISH PHILOSOPHY
Author(s):FRANK, DANIEL, ED; LEAMAN, OLIVER, ED
Narrator(s):HERB WELLER
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This book takes a comprehensive look at Jewish
philosophers from both Christian and Muslim lands in the
Middle Ages, and the way they were influenced by the
societies in which they lived.
Book No.:EN4-08144
Title:MUCH ADO ABOUT JESSIE KAPLAN: A
NOVEL
Author(s):COHEN, PAULA MARANTZ
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
Carla's family life has her exhausted. Her husband, a
doctor in private practice comes home frazzled because
medicine is not what it used to be. Her ten year old son is
wreaking havoc is his classroom in school, and her
ornery 12 yr old daughter is a bout to have a bat mitzvah.
But it's her mother, Jessie Kaplan, who has her really
worried: Jessie starts to remember a previous life as the
Dark Lady of Shakespeare's sonnets. This is a story of
love, loss and familial rites of passage.
Book No.:EN4-08145
Title:TEN GREEN BOTTLES: TRUE STORY OF
FAMILY'S JOURNEY FROM WAR-TORN
AUSTRIA TO SHANGHAI
Author(s):KAPLAN, VIVIAN JEANETTE
Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
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Nini Karpel, who grew up in Vienna during the 1920s,
loved the city of her birth. But when Hitler seized nearby
Germany in the 1930s, and anti-Semitism became
widespread, the Karpel family sought refuge in Shanghai,
China, which is a place of privile ge for some, poverty for
most, with opium dens, disease, and war.
Book No.:EN4-08146
Title:GOODNIGHT MOON
Author(s):BROWN, MARGARET WISE
Narrator(s):SARAH WOLF
In this children's classic, a young rabbit wishes
goodnight to everything within sight and earshot as he
gets ready for bed. English with Hebrew translation
Book No.:EN4-08147
Title:BETRAYING SPINOZA: RENEGADE JEW
WHO GAVE US MODERNITY
Author(s):GOLDSTEIN, REBECCA
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
This is a biography of 17th-century philosopher Baruch
Spinoza, who was expelled from Amsterdam's Jewish
community for heresy. Spinoza initiated ideas of political
and religious tolerance which were the forerunners of
modern tolerant government. Gold stein posits that
Spinoza's beginnings in a community of Jews who had
fled the inquisition spurred Spinoza to devise his radical
concept of living a purely reasoned life and completely
secular life - negating the need to live or identify with any
rel igious community.
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Book No.:EN4-08148
Title:MODIGLIANI: A LIFE
Author(s):MEYERS, JEFFREY
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCH
Modigliani was an artist whose tumultuous and selfdestructive life style probably hastened his early death,
according to the author. This biography focuses on the
personality of Modigliani, his involvement with women,
wine, and drugs, as well as his friendships with
contemporary artists such as Picasso. Modigliani's art
brought him neither acclaim nor money during his
lifetime-it became popular only after his death.
Book No.:EN4-08149
Title:SUITE FRANCAISE: A NOVEL
Author(s):NEMIROVSKY, IRENE
Narrator(s):KATHY FORD
Irene Nemirovsky, a Ukranian immigrant to France, was
an author of bestselling fiction in pre-WWII France. She
composed this novel about German occupied France in
the early 1940's, but was not able to complete it before
being deported to Auschwitz wh ere she died. The
manuscript was kept by her daughters who later
discovered that it was a novel. These are the first two of
what was intended to be a five-part novel. The first part,
"A Storm in June" tells of Parisians who flee Paris in
1940 just be fore the Nazi invasion who previously had
nothing in common are brought together by a shared
attempt to survive in a world that is falling apart. The
second part, "Dolce" tells how a farming village is able to
co-exist with the occupying German force s.
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Book No.:EN4-08150
Title:ORDINARY HEROES: A NOVEL
Author(s):TUROW, SCOTT
Narrator(s):THOM CARROLL
Stewart Dubinsky discovers letters his deceased father,
David Dubin, wrote during his tour of duty in WWII and a
lot of family secrets come to light. These include letters
that his father wrote to a fiancée that the family never
heard about, as well as a manuscript written by Dubin in
prison telling of his court-martial for assisting Robert
Martin, a suspected spy, escape. In his manuscript,
Dubin describes both his and Martin's entanglement with
comrade Gita Lodz. Through the reconstruction of his
father's experiences on the battlefield, in the courtroom
and in love, Stewart gains understanding of his father
that he never before had.
Book No.:EN4-08151
Title:MACKEREL AT MIDNIGHT: GROWING UP
JEWISH ON A REMOTE SCOTTISH ISLAND
Author(s):HOFMAN, ETHEL G.
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
This is a collection of stories about growing up Jewish
on the Scottish Island of Lerwick. The author tells of her
father, Harry, who has a shop in Lerwick and of her
mother, Jean, who is determined to raise her children
prideful of their religion. S he describes the hardships
encountered, the food prepared as its antidote, and how
people of different religions and cultures can live
together peaceably. (C) 2005
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Book No.:EN4-08152
Title:AFTER THE APPLE: WOMEN IN THE BIBLE
- TIMELESS STORIES OF LOVE, LUST, AND
LONGING
Author(s):ROSENBLATT, NAOMI HARRIS
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Rosenblatt takes the familiar stories about women from
the Bible and gives her readers novel ways to approach
the tales of love, lust, and longing as they are told in the
Bible. She uses psychoanalytic skills to present these
women in ways that the m odern reader can understand
and relate to. Copyright 2005
Book No.:EN4-08153
Title:INTUITION: A NOVEL
Author(s):GOODMAN, ALLEGRA
Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
The Philpot Institute is a lab dedicated to cancer research
where funds are low and progress is generally slow.
When postdoc Cliff Bannaker's experiments begin to
work to reduce tumors in mice, the mood at the lab picks
up. Robin, Cliff's colleague a nd ex-girlfriend suspects
that Cliff's research results are fraudulent. The ensuing
controversy and inquiry takes over everyone at the lab.
Book No.:EN4-08154
Title:BOOK OF LONGING
Author(s):COHEN, LEONARD
Narrator(s):LESLEY SUSSMAN
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Leonard Cohen is a world renowned singer-songwriter,
and this book is a compilation of lyrics, poems, musings,
and more.
Book No.:EN4-08155
Title:ABSURDISTAN: A NOVEL
Author(s):SHTEYNGART, GARY
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
Misha Vainberg is a rich man of Russian descent. After
having spent 12 years in the Midwest and New York, he
considers himself to be an American. Misha is in love
with New York City and Rouenna Sales of the Bronx. He
is denied re-entry to the U.S. af ter his father, a resident
of St. Petersburg, killed an Oklahoman businessman.
This novel is written as Misha's appeal to the INS for
entry to the US. It is also a satire of the American dream
and the tale of Misha's love life.
Book No.:EN4-08156
Title:MAIMONIDES
Author(s):NULAND, SHERWIN B.
Narrator(s):RICHARD RUBIN
A biography of Maimonides, the medieval Jewish
philosopher, Torah commentator and court physician.
Nuland, a surgeon and professor of medicine, presents
Maimonides primarily in light of his role as a physician.
Book No.:EN4-08159
Title:ON STAGE, OFF STAGE: MEMORIES OF A
LIFETIME IN THE YIDDISH THEATRE
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Author(s):KADISON, LUBA;BULOFF, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):BERNARD FINEMAN
The careers of the great Yiddish actor and actress
(husband and wife) were intimately involved with Yiddish
theater for over 60 years. From the days of the Vilna
Troupe to their success on the American Yiddish stage,
this account includes theater mem orabilia that has been
donated to the Harvard University library.
Book No.:EN4-08160
Title:THOSE WHO SAVE US
Author(s):BLUM, JENNA
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
For fifty years, Anna Schlemmer has refused to talk about
her life in Germany during World War II. Trudy's sole
evidence of the past is an old photograph showing Anna,
Trudy, and a Nazi officer. Trudy, now a professor of
German history, begins invest igating the past and finally
unearths the heartbreaking truth of her mother's life.
Book No.:EN4-08161
Title:BORN TO KVETCH: YIDDISH LANGUAGE
AND CULTURE IN ALL OF ITS MOODS
Author(s):WEX, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):STEVEN SCHREIBER
As the main spoken language of the Jews for more than a
thousand years, Yiddish has had plenty to lament, plenty
to conceal . Through the idioms, phrases, metaphors,
and fascinating history of this kvetch-full tongue, Michael
Wex gives us a moving an d inspiring portrait of a people,
and a language, in exile.
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Book No.:EN4-08162
Title:TAXONOMY OF BARNACLES: A NOVEL
Author(s):NIEDERHOFFER, GALT
Narrator(s):FORD, KATHY
Set all over New York this book takes a magnifying glass
to one particularly eccentric family. Part battle of the
sexes, part survival of the fittest, part race for the World
Series, the book is an inventive and utterly fresh social
comedy that is as beautifully written as it is unique.
Book No.:EN4-08163
Title:KAFKA IN BRONTELAND AND OTHER
STORIES
Author(s):YELLIN, TAMAR
Narrator(s):DEBBIE WOLF
Thirteen stories address universal themes of yearning
and displacement, love, loss and the struggle to belong.
Blending irony with pathos, the mythical myth with the
mundane, this book gives voice to a rich mix of
characters living outside traditiona l patterns of identity
in a world of complex migrations and tumultuous
changes.
Book No.:EN4-08164
Title:NOT ME: A NOVEL
Author(s):LAVIGNE, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
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Michael Rosenheim, a divorced stand-up comic, is caring
for his Alzheimer's-afflicted father when he discovers 24
volumes of his father's journals. In them, Heshel
Rosenhaim has detailed, in the form of a novel, that he is
no concentration camp survi vor but a former Nazi
accountant at Bergen-Belsen. Intense and vivid, this
book is an unsparing and unforgettable examination of
faith, history, identity, and love.
Book No.:EN4-08165
Title:DAWNING OF THE DAY: A JERUSALEM
TALE
Author(s):SABATO, HAIM
Narrator(s):WIN ROBINS
With a keen eye for custom the author beautifully
captures the daily rhythms of an Israeli Sephardic
community. Ezra Siman Tov has worked in the same
laundry for 50 years, cleaning and pressing prayer
shawls to adorn grooms as they await their brides under
the bridal canopy. But Ezra is also a storyteller. A pious,
simple man who is generally content with his lot in life,
Ezra must contend with the gentrification that threatens
the laundry and with his beloved daughter's defection to
Christian m issionaries. His measured response conveys
a community's timelessness.
Book No.:EN4-08166
Title:THIS IS MY GOD: THE JEWISH WAY OF
LIFE
Author(s):WOUK, HERMAN
Narrator(s):KEN KLIBAN
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A book about Judaism for Jews and non-Jews that
explains and clarifies beliefs and traditions, laws, history,
liturgy, and observances.
Book No.:EN4-08167
Title:DUMPING BILLY
Author(s):GOLDSMITH, OLIVIA
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
A romantic comedy pitting the sensibilities of Kate's
heimische Brooklyn childhood girlfriends against her hip
new Manhattan gay friends, who notice that every girl
Billy dumps ends up marrying the next guy she dates. ©
2004
Book No.:EN4-08169
Title:LIFE OF DAVID
Author(s):PINSKY, ROBERT
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
Poet, warrior, and king, David has loomed large in myth
and legend through the centuries. Under the clarifying
and captivating light of Pinsky's imagination, King David
- both the man and the idea of the man - is brought
brilliantly to life.
Book No.:EN4-08170
Title:AS A DRIVEN LEAF
Author(s):STEINBERG, MILTON
Narrator(s):KEN COHEN
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The story of Elisha Ben Abuyah, a second-century rabbi
whose passion for a reasonable faith led him to renounce
his religion and betray his people to the Romans.
Book No.:EN4-08171
Title:PALESTINIAN LOVER
Author(s):NASSIB, SELIM
Narrator(s):MD LAUFER
A son of a rich Palestinian family has a Jewish lover in
Haifa. She is the young Golda Meir, future Prime Minister
of Israel. Love and allegiance clash in this historical
novel about one of the twentieth century's central
political figures.
Book No.:EN4-08172
Title:WORLD TO COME
Author(s):HORN, DARA
Narrator(s):JESSICA LEONARD
A million-dollar painting by Marc Chagall is stolen from a
museum. The unlikely thief is former child prodigy Ben
Ziskind who is sure the painting used to hang in his
parents' living room. The author brings us on a
breathtaking collision course of pa st, present and
feature and involves the story of the Ziskind family-from
Russia to New Jersey and Vietnam.
Book No.:EN4-08173
Title:ZEN JUDAISM: TEACHING TALES BY A
KABBALISTIC RABBI
Author(s):GELBERMAN, JOSEPH H. ,RABBI
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Narrator(s):LES SUSSMAN
In the spirit of great storytellers Joseph Gelberman
weaves tales that instruct and charm in their simplicity
and wisdom. The short stories, fables, and anecdotes are
drawn from Gelberman's lifelong experiences. The
characters -- Adam and Eve, a Jewi sh St. Francis of
Assisi, a barefoot Hungarian boy, the Buddha, and others
-- illustrate moments of truth with uplifting results.
Book No.:EN4-08174
Title:ALIYA: THREE GENERATIONS OF
AMERICAN-JEWISH IMMIGRATION TO
ISRAEL
Author(s):LEIBOVITZ, LIEL
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
Liel Leibovitz follows the stories of several immigrants.
Brooklyn-raised Mike Ginsberg arrived in Israel in 1969
and participated in the Yom Kippur War; the Kalkers
made aliya in 2001. With a flair for storytelling, Leibovitz
richly illustrates thes e lives, detailing their emotional
journey from carefree Americans to proud Israelis. For
readers the book is a powerful reminder of the unique
yearning that has defined and united Jews through a
2000-year exile.
Book No.:EN4-08175
Title:DINOSAUR ON HANUKKAH
Author(s):LEVIN RAUCHWERGER, DIANE
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
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This book is the one of a series of rhyming books to
introduce children to the Jewish holidays. A unique, fun
way to highlight Hanukkah rituals.
Book No.:EN4-08176
Title:RABBI'S CAT
Author(s):SFAR, JOANN
Narrator(s):
1930s, Algeria. A cat belonging to a widowed rabbi and
his beautiful daughter, Zlabya, eats the family parrot and
gains the ability to speak. The cat immediately begins to
tell lies. The rabbi vows to educate him in the ways of the
Torah, while the c at insists on studying the kabbalah and
having a Bar Mitzvah. Rabbi's daughter, Zlabya, falls in
love with a young rabbi from Paris, and soon master and
cat are accompanying the newlyweds to France to meet
Zlabya's in-laws. Full of drama and adventur e, their trip
invites countless opportunities for the rabbi and his cat
to grapple with all the important-and trivial-details of life.
Book No.:EN4-08177
Title:EIGHT NIGHTS OF CHANUKAH
Author(s):NEWMAN, LESLEA
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
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Incorporating the popular music of 12 Days of Christmas
into a Chanukah book, this is perfect for children of any
religious orientation. "On the first night of Chanukah..."
begins the familiar tune in a book that sees the wondrous
days of Chanukah th rough the eyes of young child. The
child's family grows bigger and bigger as the holiday
gets closer and closer. Each night, one new item or
person is added to the celebration-and there is always a
present for every child in the room!
Book No.:EN4-08178
Title:IN GOD'S HANDS
Author(s):KUSHNER, LAWRENCE; SCHMIDT, GARY
Narrator(s):JESSICA LEONARD
This lovely piece combines a good tale with a strong,
easily understood message.Jacob is rich, David is poor.
One day, Jacob hears a Torah verse: Make 12 loaves and
set them before Me. Jacob bakes the loaves and puts
them in the ark with the Torah sc rolls. David comes to
the synagogue and finds the bread. When Jacob returns
to the synagogue, the bread is gone. Both men think God
performed a miracle. After months of giving and
receiving, they learn the truth. At first they are
disappointed, but t heir rabbi makes them understand
that on earth God's miracles often come through His
people.
Book No.:EN4-08179
Title:BETRAYAL: FRANCE, THE ARABS, AND
THE JEWS
Author(s):PRYCE-JONES, DAVID
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Narrator(s):ANDREY FLAMBERG
David Pryce-Jones believes that France has done more
damage to the Middle East than any other country.
France encouraged the mass immigration of Arabs and
that huge and growing minority in the country now
believes that it has rights and claims which have not
been met. This minority also believes that Israel should
not exist. Middle East geo-politics are spreading from
French soil to an increasingly Islamized Europe.
Book No.:EN4-08180
Title:HIDDEN CHILD
Author(s):MILMAN, ISAAC
Narrator(s):BERGMAN, RICHARD
This biography focuses on a young person hidden during
the Holocaust--but this child survived. The author tells
his own story. His family fled from Poland to France
before the war, but after the German invasion, his parents
were taken away. A woman, Hena, found him, then age
nine, sitting on a Paris sidewalk. She took him in, and
concealed his and her own Jewish identity. Despite the
horror of losing most of his family, the author expresses
his gratitude for his salvation and his eventual adopti on
by an American Jewish family at age 15. An inspiring and
powerful view of this tragic period in human history.
Book No.:EN4-08181
Title:MATZOH BALL GUMBO: CULINARY TALES
OF THE JEWISH SOUTH
Author(s):FERRIS, MARCIE COHEN
Narrator(s):MEGAN OWEN
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Anthropological historian Ferris uncovers many dishes
that blend Jewish and Southern foodways (recipes
included). Ferris sees food as a symbol that
encompasses the problem of how Jews live in a region
dominated by Christians. Cynics will wonder if a Jewish
kugel prepared in the South is any different from kugel in
Chicago. Ferris's answer is an emphatic yes-because
Jews in the South face different challenges than those in
Chicago. Southern Jews must be more intentional about
cooking that kugel a nd passing the recipe down from
generation to generation.
Book No.:EN4-08182
Title:DEAN AND ME: A LOVE STORY
Author(s):LEWIS, JERRY: KAPLAN, JAMES
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
Over the course of their 10-year partnership, Lewis and
Dean Martin made 16 wildly popular movies but their real
strength was their performances in nightclubs, theaters
and on television. Lewis wants to give his late partner the
credit he feels criti cs missed. Lewis is a wonderful
raconteur, and his tales capture the excitement of their
budding career and the slow, sad erosion of the fun.
Readers will be surprised and entertained by Lewis's
honesty and diminished ego and bitterness.
Book No.:EN4-08183
Title:KISS ME LIKE A STRANGER: MY SEARCH
FOR LOVE AND ART
Author(s):WILDER, GENE
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
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The man who created some of the funniest moments in
film history talks about acting, adultery, and death in this
intimate memoir. Honesty is a prevailing quality of this
book, as Wilder freely discusses topics ranging from his
own neuroses to the dru g-fueled misbehavior of his
great comedic partner, Richard Pryor. He also doesn't
avoid telling the details of his own bout with nonHodgkin's lymphoma. Wilder clearly isn't interested in
writing a conventional Hollywood memoir. His book
candidly exp lores his own faults and feelings, as well as
those of the people he's loved and lost.
Book No.:EN4-08184
Title:GOD'S SILENCE: POEMS
Author(s):WRIGHT, FRANZ
Narrator(s):KATHY FORD
The author, a Pulitzer Prize winner, conjures his
particular magic through a personalized mix of realism,
lyricism, and mysticism in powerful new poems. Perhaps
one of Wright's most attractive poetic gifts is his ability to
speak with the world-worn wisdom of an elder while
simultaneously evoking childlike awe. Thoughtprovoking, original, and refreshingly inspired, this
collection will certainly garner more praise for this
talented poet.
Book No.:EN4-08185
Title:LOVE BURNS
Author(s):MAZYA, EDNA
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
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Middle-age astrophysics professor Ilan Ben Nathan
suspects his young wife, Naomi, is having an affair. After
observing Naomi and her lover in the midst of a tryst, he
decides to confront the man. A moment of rage leads to
murder.
Book No.:EN4-08186
Title:I, DREYFUS
Author(s):RUBENS, BERNICE
Narrator(s):M.D.LAUFER
Sir Alfred Dreyfus, beloved headmaster of one of the
greatest schools in England, is found guilty of murder.
Sam Temple, literary agent and fellow Jew, visits Dreyfus
in his prison cell and, hearing the appalling narrative of
his betrayal, must face his own denial of his faith.
Book No.:EN4-08187
Title:GETTING TO KNOW RUBEN PLOTNICK
Author(s):ROSENBLUTH, ROZ
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
When Ruben Plotnick, a lovable yet often wacky boy with
a heart of gold, meets his new friend's Grandma Rosie,
who has dementia, Ruben teaches David a thing or two
about compassion ... and much more.
Book No.:EN4-08188
Title:CHANGING FACE OF ANTISEMITISM:
FROM ANCIENT TIMES TO THE PRESENT
DAY
Author(s):LAQUEUR, WALTER
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Narrator(s):EMERY THOMPSON
This compact volume serves as a timely reminder that
antisemitism remains a potent force. Laqueur, director of
the Wiener Library in London, the leading institute for the
study of anti-Semitism, traces the history of antiSemitism from the classical period to its new
manifestations in our present age.
Book No.:EN4-08189
Title:CUTTY, ONE ROCK: LOW CHARACTERS
AND STRANGE PLACES, GENTLY
EXPLAINED
Author(s):KLEINZAHLER, AUGUST
Narrator(s):CRAIG DAVENPORT
The book takes the reader on a wild journey from
childhood to early manhood in Fort Lee, New Jersey. The
author recalls the double life of his older brother, a
banker by day and gay hustler by night. Humor and
sadness co-mingle in a stellar, brutally honest essay.
Book No.:EN4-08190
Title:HANUKKAH, SHMANUKKAH!
Author(s):CODELL, ESME RAJI
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
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Codell retells Dickens' A Christmas Carol, replacing Yule
customs with those of the Festival of Lights. Old
Scroogemacher, the owner of a garment shop, mistreats
his workers. The Rabbi of Hanukkah Past helps
Scroogemacher to recall the origins of the holiday, the
Rabbi of Hanukkah Present takes him on a tour of the
tenements where his employees live, and the Rabbi of
Hanukkah Future shows him the future.
Book No.:EN4-08191
Title:HOW THIS NIGHT IS DIFFERENT: STORIES
Author(s):ALBERT, ELISA
Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
Titled to reflect the customary question asked at
Passover, these 10 stories by debut writer Albert explore
traditional Jewish rituals with youthful, irreverent
exuberance as her characters transition into marriage
and child-rearing.
Book No.:EN4-08192
Title:HYPOCRITE IN A POUFFY WHITE DRESS:
TALES OF GROWING UP GROOVY AND
CLUELESS
Author(s):GILMAN, SUSAN JANE
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Susan Gilman has a gift for showing the humor in the
ordinary. She recounts being raised by eccentric, hippy
parents, being a kindergarten diva, and living with her
husband abroad.
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Book No.:EN4-08193
Title:IN THE PROMISED LAND: LIVES OF
JEWISH AMERICANS
Author(s):RAPPAPORT, DOREEN
Narrator(s):JJ KENNEDY
Young readers are introduced to the lives of thirteen
distinguished Jewish Americans. By focusing on one key
scene from each of these people's lives the author gives
young readers an exciting introduction to the great
history of Jewish Americans.
Book No.:EN4-08194
Title:ALL WHOM I HAVE LOVED: A NOVEL
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
Fiction.
Book No.:EN4-08195
Title:BOY ON A STRING: FROM CAST-OFF KID
TO FILMMAKER THROUGH THE MAGIC OF
DREAMS
Author(s):JACOBY, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS

Book No.:EN4-08196
Title:AWAKE IN THE DARK: STORIES
Author(s):NAYMAN, SHIRA
Narrator(s):ED REISS
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These luminous stories portray the contemporary lives of
the children of Holocaust victims and perpetrators as
they struggle with the legacy of their parents--their
questions of identity, family, and faith.
Book No.:EN4-08197
Title:BARNEY ROSS
Author(s):CENTURY, DOUGLAS
Narrator(s):MARGARET ROSSI
Born Dov-Ber Rasofsky to Eastern European immigrant
parents, Barney Ross grew up in a tough Chicago
neighborhood and witnessed his father’s murder, his
mother’s nervous breakdown, and the dispatching of his
three younger siblings to an orphanage, all before he
turned fourteen. To make enough money to reunite the
family, Ross became a petty thief, a gambler, a
messenger boy for Al Capone, and, eventually, an
amateur boxer. Turning professional at nineteen, he
would capture the lightweight, junior welterweight, and
welterweight titles over the course of a ten-year career.
Book No.:EN4-08198
Title:BRIEF CHAPTER IN MY IMPOSSIBLE LIFE
Author(s):REINHARDT, DANA
Narrator(s):ELAINE WOLBROM
Olive skinned and dark eyed, Simone looks nothing like
her fair-haired family. She is, nonetheless, the beloved
daughter of her adoptive parents. It therefore comes as a
terrible intrusion in Simone's comfortable life when, after
16 years, her birth mother Rivka, a self-exiled Hasidic
Jew, asks to meet her.
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Book No.:EN4-08199
Title:EMMA LAZARUS
Author(s):SHOR, ESTHER
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Emma Lazarus's reputation rests on one poem, "The New
Colossus," affixed to the base of the Statue of Liberty.
Lazarus, however, was a much heralded artist in her day,
and, as this new entry in the Jewish Encounters series
shows, Lazarus was a formid able woman of passion and
integrity.
Book No.:EN4-08200
Title:MESSENGER
Author(s):SILVA, DANIEL
Narrator(s):IRENE BRILL
Daniel Silva has written an ingenious, thrilling, and
entertaining book about global terrorism and Islamic
fundamentalism with complex characters and settings,
from London and Jerusalem to Rome. Ahmed bin Shafiq,
a former chief of a clandestine Saudi intelligence unit,
targets the Vatican for attack, in particular Pope Paul VII
and his top aide, Monsignor Luigi Donati.
Book No.:EN4-08201
Title:GREAT ESCAPE: NINE JEWS WHO FLED
HITLER AND CHANGED THE WORLD
Author(s):MARTON, KATI
Narrator(s):KATHY FORD
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Among the Hungarian Jews who made their way to
England and America as Hitler rose to power were four
scientists, two filmmakers, two photographers, and a
writer. Seeing how abruptly the world could change, the
Hungarians didn't doubt that they could change it. They
also stuck together. By looking at these nine lives salvaged, and crucial - Marton provides a moving
measure of how much was lost.
Book No.:EN4-08202
Title:BOOK DOCTOR: A NOVEL
Author(s):COHEN, ESTHER
Narrator(s):PAMELA VASSIL
New Yorker Arlette Rosen never intended to become a
book doctor. But after she helps a friend and salvages a
manuscript titled Life and Death: One Prognosis, she
never lacks for clients. In fact, much of this sweetly
clever comedy consists of the let ters Arlette receives
from desperate wannabe writers hoping that she will be
able to help them write everything from Holocaust novels
to an Alzheimer's joke book.
Book No.:EN4-08203
Title:TASK OF THIS TRANSLATOR: STORIES
Author(s):HASAK-LOWY, TODD
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
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A demoralized Israeli journalist ends up working as a
snack-shop cashier at Jerusalem's Holocaust memorial.
Another floundering journalist gets overly involved in his
investigation into a weight-watcher company that
provides bodyguards to enforce its rules. In the tense yet
darkly funny title story, a poseur finds himself playing the
role of translator at a violent confrontation instigated by
the Bosnian War.
Book No.:EN4-08204
Title:TWO LIVES
Author(s):VIKRAM, SETH
Narrator(s):ASHER SUSS
At 17, the Indian-born author left his homeland to study
at Oxford. He lived with his aunt and uncle, a middleclass English couple in every way except one-his Uncle
Shanti was Indian and his Aunt Henny was a German
Jew. Through interviews with his u ncle and a trunk of
correspondence from his aunt, he is able to tell their
story.
Book No.:EN4-08205
Title:YIDDISH WITH DICK AND JANE
Author(s):WEINER, ELLIS
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
Dick and Jane are all grown up, and they're living in the
real world-and it's full of tsuris (troubles). That's the
premise of this hilarious little book, which functions both
as a humorous tale and a genuine guide to a language
with a sentiment and world view all its own.
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Book No.:EN4-08206
Title:MODERN JEWISH GIRL'S GUIDE TO GUILT
Author(s):ELLENSON, RUTH
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
Twenty-eight of today's top Jewish women writers tell the
truth about all the things their rabbis warned them never
to discuss in public.
Book No.:EN4-08207
Title:JERUSALEM SKY: STARS, CROSSES, AND
CRESCENTS
Author(s):PODWALL, MARK
Narrator(s):JESSICA LEONARD
With beautiful poems, Podwal captures the hope and
tears the city evokes among followers of the three
religions of the world. Calling on both history and myth,
Podwal explains why Judaism, Christianity, and Islam
hold it holy.
Book No.:EN4-08208
Title:HOW TO CURE A FANATIC
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
Amos Oz's two short essays are full of valuable insights
into the mindset of a fanatic in general, as well as into
just and effective ways to deal with the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
Book No.:EN4-08209
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Title:ELECTED MEMBER
Author(s):RUBENS, BERNICE
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
In this 1970 Booker Prize-winning novel, Norman is the
clever one of a closely-knit Jewish family in London's
East End. Infant prodigy, brilliant barrister, the apple of
his parents' eyes-until at 41 he becomes a drug addict,
confined to his bedroom, at the mercy of his
hallucinations and paranoia.
Book No.:EN4-08210
Title:OMAHA BLUES: A MEMORY LOOP
Author(s):LELYVEID, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
In this memoir, the author reflects on familial
eccentricities as he sorts through his dying father's
belongings. He recalls not just his own past, but that of
his rabbi father and Shakespearean scholar mother, as
well as political events of their ti me, like the Scottsboro
trials and the Zionist movement.
Book No.:EN4-08211
Title:LOVE WITH NOODLES: AN AMOROUS
WIDOWER'S TALE
Author(s):FREUND, HARRY L
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
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Freund's debut novel, set amongst the Park Avenue
Jewish social set, skates by on a breeze of light social
comedy. Two years after his beloved wife's death, 60year-old Upper East Side stockbroker Dan Gelder finds
himself "back in the saddle," pursue d by eligible women
of a certain age, each looking for love and comfort in
their rapidly approaching golden years.
Book No.:EN4-08212
Title:LION OF HOLLYWOOD: THE LIFE AND
LEGEND OF LOUIS B.MAYER
Author(s):EYMAN, SCOTT
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Mayer's "mania for quality" drove MGM to the top of
Hollywood's studio system, while his melodramatic
fainting spells and crying jags would frequently induce
fellow executives or stars to relent. Eyman's extensive
knowledge of old Hollywood, his scru pulous research
and his refusal to indict the often-pilloried Mayer make
this biography an often revelatory delight.
Book No.:EN4-08213
Title:ESTHER STORIES
Author(s):ORNER, PETER
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
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This collection presents 34 stories that span America.
Though the physical territory covered is broad, the
emotional probing of the characters is the high point
here. The book is divided into four parts: the first two
concern the lives of unrelated s trangers; the last two
present two assimilated Jewish families, one on the East
Coast, the other in the Midwest.
Book No.:EN4-08214
Title:IN THE BEGINNING: BIBLICAL CREATION
AND SCIENCE
Author(s):AVIEZER, NATHAN
Narrator(s):CRAIG DAVENPORT
The author does a truly credible job in connecting the
Biblical story of creation with science's most recent
findings about the physical world. It is an interesting
study about evolution and origins from a biblical and a
scientific point of view.
Book No.:EN4-08215
Title:KABBALAH: A LOVE STORY
Author(s):KUSHNER, LAWRENCE
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
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The author stitches together a series of interconnected
narratives that range across more than eight centuries
and transport the reader from 20th century New York to
medieval Spain to Poland during the Holocaust. The main
thread that links these tale s is the story of Rabbi Kalman
Stern, a scholar of Jewish mysticism whose psychic
scars from his first wife's decision to abandon him for
another man early in their marriage have stunted his
emotional life, preventing him from connecting with any
oth er women.
Book No.:EN4-08216
Title:CRADLE ROBBERS
Author(s):WALDMAN, AYELET
Narrator(s):TANYA SHERMAN
Juliet Applebaum, lawyer turned stay-at-home mother
and private investigator, is trying to cope with nursing
her third child and keeping her marriage alive.
Meanwhile, she and her business partner, Al, get a new
case that will take them into the grim world of
incarcerated mothers.
Book No.:EN4-08217
Title:BLUE NUDE: A NOVEL
Author(s):ROSNER, ELIZABETH
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
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This book is a haunting portrait of individuals tormented
by their past. Told from the point of view of three
protagonists--siblings Danzig and Margot, children of a
Nazi official, and Merav, an Israeli soldier and
granddaughter of a Holocaust surviv or--Rosner shifts
from contemporary San Francisco to postwar Germany
as she tantalizingly reveals each character's psychic
wounds.
Book No.:EN4-08218
Title:BUBBE ISABELLA AND THE SUKKOT
CAKE
Author(s):TERWILLIGER, KELLY
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
One Sukkot, Bubbe Isabella builds a sukkah. Each night
she wishes for someone to sit with her and share her
freshly baked lemon cake. Just as she is about to
disassemble it, a boy asks for her colored cloth to make a
flag for the Simchat Torah holida y procession. Bubbe
Isabella is happy to finally be able to share her sukkah
with someone else.
Book No.:EN4-08219
Title:HEY, LITTLE ANT
Author(s):HOOSE, PHILLIP M.
Narrator(s):CYNTHIA HARRIS
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Based on a song, this book has a message: respect all
creatures and their right to live. An ant, loaded down with
two shopping bags, is confronted by a human youngster
intent on stepping on him. Before the boy can carry out
his threat, the ant begs h im to reconsider. The boy is
urged to look at things from the ant's point of view before
deciding on his course of action.
Book No.:EN4-08220
Title:FORTUNE TELLER'S KISS: AMERICAN
LIVES
Author(s):SEROTTE, BRENDA
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
Serotte's memoir tells of her growing up in the Bronx in a
Sephardic Jewish family among Ashkenazi neighbors.
She writes of her Turkish-born relatives, their customs
and rituals, and how she came down with polio shortly
before her eighth birthday. De scriptions of her family
members are what make this memoir a joy to read.
Book No.:EN4-08221
Title:THERE ARE JEWS IN MY HOUSE: STORIES
Author(s):VAPNYAR, LARA
Narrator(s):JOAN PLATNIK
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In her first book, Vapnyar, a recent Russian emigrant,
dramatizes an array of Russian and Russian American
experiences in six neatly constructed and emotionally
intricate short stories. In the title story, Galina, a Russian
librarian in a small Nazi- occupied town takes in her best
friend, Raya, a Jewish woman with an eight-year-old
daughter. As time passes, Galina nurses an increasing
number of petty grudges, until she considers going to the
Nazi authorities.
Book No.:EN4-08222
Title:BROKEN FOR YOU
Author(s):KALOOS, STEPHANIE
Narrator(s):JOAN PLATNIK
Margaret Hughes lives alone in a Seattle mansion,
divorced from her husband after the death of their son.
Wanda Schultz, abandoned as a child by her parents,
cannot accept the rejection of her lover, Peter, whose
solitary postcard brings her across t he country in search
of him. When cancer sends Margaret a wake-up call, she
opens her home and her heart: first to Wanda and then to
a flood of other new "family" members as she learns to
interact with people and eventually to atone for a past
crime she only gradually understands.
Book No.:EN4-08223
Title:JOURNEY THAT SAVED CURIOUS
GEORGE: THE TRUE WARTIME ESCAPE
OF MARGRET AND H.A. REY
Author(s):BORDEN, LOUISE
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
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Curious George is beloved and known by adults and kids
around the world - but few have heard of the history of
his creators, Hans and Margret Rey, who had to flee their
Paris home as the Germans invaded. Their journey on
bicycles with their children' s book manuscripts among
their few possessions is recounted in this book with flare
and drama.
Book No.:EN4-08224
Title:CATASTROPHIST
Author(s):LAWRENCE DOUGLAS
Narrator(s):TOM CARROLL
Academic superstar Daniel Wellington is on the fast track
and is very happily married. However, when his wife
informs him that she is pregnant, he is stricken with a
catastrophic fear of the responsibilities of fatherhood.
His behavior becomes increa singly erratic. While
working as a consultant on a project to build a Holocaust
memorial in Berlin, he finds himself compulsively lying in
interviews, claiming to be the child of survivors. As
Daniel's life implodes on all fronts, the author takes in
creasingly funny shots at marriage, academia, and
modern art.
Book No.:EN4-08225
Title:BORDER OF TRUTH: A NOVEL
Author(s):REDEL, VICTORIA
Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
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At 41, Sara, an academic in Manhattan, registers with an
international adoption agency, and she is required to
provide her family history. She knows her loving,
widowed father, Richard, came to the U.S. as a Holocaust
refugee in the 1940s, but he doe s not talk about it. What
is he holding back? As the family mystery builds to a
climax, the revelations of love, guilt, betrayal, loss, and
denial are haunting.
Book No.:EN4-08226
Title:WOMAN OF UNCERTAIN CHARACTER:
THE AMOROUS AND RADICAL
ADVENTURES OF MY MOTHER JENNIE
(WHO ALWAYS WANTED TO BE A
RESPECTABLE JEWISH MOM) BY H
Author(s):SIGAL, CLANCY
Narrator(s):
Jennie Persily was a stylish Russian-Jewish American
labor organizer (and single mother) who could outsmart
and stare down the toughest Chicago cops and southern
sheriffs. Sigal, who became a Hollywood screenwriter
blacklisted in the McCarthy era, ac companied his brave,
zealous mother all across the South during the 1930s as
she took on the dangerous work of organizing black
women workers, then held his own in Chicago's tough
Jewish neighborhood known with all due hilarity as the
Great Vest Side .
Book No.:EN4-08227
Title:RESPONSIBLE MEN: A NOVEL
Author(s):EDWARD SCHWARZSCHILD
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Narrator(s):
Max Wolinsky, a swindling salesman, revisits his
Philadelphia stomping grounds. After a year of exile in
Florida, following his wife's infidelity, Max returns to see
his father and stroke-impaired uncle and to attend his
son Nathan's bar mitzvah, but the trip goes sour when
old associates want in on his latest scam. As Max gears
up for a midlife crisis, he begins to question his own
duplicity and meets a woman who might just keep him
honest.
Book No.:EN4-08228
Title:HEART IS KATMANDU
Author(s):HOFFMAN, YOEL
Narrator(s):ROSEANNE RUBINO
Yehoahim and Batya come together in modern-day Haifa;
each has an uncertain past that includes lost love. We are
given a glimpse into their minds, where ordinary words
and objects become totems, religion and art serve as
touchstones, and meaning is a s ephemeral as love itself.
Book No.:EN4-08229
Title:COYOTE DREAM
Author(s):STEIN, JESSICA DAVIS
Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
Sarah Friedman, raised as an observant Jew in New York
City, falls for Ben Lonefeather, a man not only a gentile,
but a Navajo. When her parents are confronted with the
seriousness of the situation the "worlds collide". Wildly
different geographies, backgrounds, and cultures cannot
deter the couple's passionate connection.
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Book No.:EN4-08230
Title:I PROMISE TO KEEP QUIET (AFTER I'M
DEAD)
Author(s):BECKER, LEA HOPE
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBURG
The author's fervent desire is to reduce the complexities
of the universe to a few practical ideas for better living.
Her advice to both young and old is: "Say something
funny you can laugh at every single day -- it can even be
silly and might be wor th jotting down for future
reference."
Book No.:EN4-08231
Title:MURDERER IN THE MIKDASH
Author(s):ROTHSTEIN, GIDON
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGEN
Rachel Tucker, an ABC News anchorwoman temporarily
living in Israel, has just had a baby and lost her best
friend to sudden respiratory distress. Her attempts to find
the real cause of that friend's death force her to confront
uncomfortable truths ab out the Messianic society that
Israel has become, about herself, and about how she can
or cannot find her place in that world.
Book No.:EN4-08232
Title:IT'S SID BERNSTEIN CALLING: THE
AMAZING STORY OF THE PROMOTER
WHO MADE ENTERTAINMENT HISTORY
Author(s):BERNSTEIN, SID & AARON, ARTHUR
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Narrator(s):IRVING GOLDFARB
It's not every day that you make the most important
phone call of your life based on a wish and a hunch. But
that's exactly what promoter Sid Bernstein did when,
feeling that the time was right for the Beatles to play
America, he placed a single call to Brian Epstein and
arranged the pop group's history-making event at
Carnegie Hall. A year later, Sid presented John, Paul,
George and Ringo to a sold-out Shea Stadium. That
unforgettable performance, the first concert in a venue
that large, change d the face of music.
Book No.:EN4-08233
Title:DAYS OF AWE
Author(s):NISSENSON, HUGH
Narrator(s):MARY ANN DEROSA
The national tragedy of 9/11 collides with the personal
tragedy of a Manhattan book illustrator Artie Rubin lives
on the Upper West Side with his wife, Johanna. At the
attack on the World Trade Center midbook, Nissenson
broadens the scope to include friends, acquaintances
and characters who get caught in the attacks. Johanna
suffers a serious heart attack; Artie struggles to maintain
his perspective.
Book No.:EN4-08234
Title:TEN THOUSAND CHILDREN: TRUE
STORIES TOLD BY CHILDREN WHO
ESCAPED THE HOLOCAUST ON THE
KINDERTRANSPORT
Author(s):FOX, ANNE; ABRAHAM-PODIETZ, EVA
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Narrator(s):MARILYN BECK
Tells the true stories of children who escaped Nazi
Germany on the Kindertransport, a rescue mission led by
concerned British to save Jewish children from the
Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-08235
Title:POMEGRANATE SEEDS: LATIN AMERICAN
JEWISH TALES
Author(s):GROSSER NAGARAJAN, NADIA
Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
These thirty-four tales span the 500 years of Jewish
presence in Latin America and the Caribbean. The
folktales and cultural oral narratives were often based on
actual events, recorded not only from the Ashkenazi
perspective but from the Sephardic an d Oriental as well.
Like dispersed pomegranate seeds, all the stories come
from a common cluster, yet each is a separate kernel.
Book No.:EN4-08236
Title:ELIJAH'S TEARS: STORIES FOR THE
JEWISH HOLIDAYS
Author(s):PEARL, SYDELLE
Narrator(s):BARBARA FERBER
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The prophet Elijah is the unifying persona of these five
original stories set during four Jewish holidays:
Passover, Succot, Hanukkah, and Yom Kippur. Although
he is traditionally associated with Passover, Elijah is
commanded by God to search for pie ty and good deeds
all through the year. In each selection, he enables those
with spiritual needs to find divine inspiration and rewards
in their daily lives.
Book No.:EN4-08237
Title:WE JEWS AND BLACKS: MEMOIR WITH
POEMS
Author(s):BARNSTONE, WILLIS
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
This moving and astonishing memoir is a meditation on
the thorny politics of racial and ethnic identity and how
they have shaped American life and culture. Barnstone, a
professor of comparative literature at Indiana University,
was born in the 1920s to a Jewish family but from an
early age was taught to "pass" as "white"-i.e., Christian
and acceptable to mainstream U.S. culture. Barnstone is
fascinated with the idea of "passing" and how destructive
it is.
Book No.:EN4-08238
Title:FINE ROMANCE: JEWISH SONGWRITERS,
AMERICAN SONGS
Author(s):LEHMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
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Lehman, poet, anthologist and critic (The Last AvantGarde), melds dreamy personal reflections with
impressive archival excavation for a thorough look at the
popular early-20th-century songwriters and what made
their work quintessentially Jewish.
Book No.:EN4-08239
Title:NOWHERE IN AFRICA: AN
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL
Author(s):ZWEIG, STEFANIE
Narrator(s):JAN BURRELL
The novel is based on Zweig's personal experience as a
German Jewish refugee child in Kenya during World War
II. The ironic mix of anger and sorrow is unforgettable.
Book No.:EN4-08240
Title:DROPPED FROM HEAVEN: STORIES
Author(s):JUDAH, SOPHIE
Narrator(s):PAMELA VASSIL
The 19 stories in Judah's debut explore the little known
Jewish community of Bene Israel in India over the course
of more than a century.
Book No.:EN4-08241
Title:WRITING A JEWISH LIFE: MEMOIRS
Author(s):RAPHAEL, LEV
Narrator(s):JAYSON BERKSHIRE
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Writing a Jewish Life chronicles novelist Lev Raphael's
struggle to claim both his religious and sexual identities,
and the happiness he subsequently found. A son of
Holocaust survivors, Raphael grew up in an unmistakably
Jewish but nonreligious home . However, as an adult he
initiated his own affiliations with Judaism: He had a bar
mitzvah at age 30, went to Israel twice, and fell in love
with a Jewish man.
Book No.:EN4-08242
Title:CHESED BOOMERANG: HOW ACTS OF
KINDNESS ENRICH OUR LIVES
Author(s):DOUECK, JACK
Narrator(s):JACK DOUECK, ASHER SUSS
Want to make the world a better place but don't know
how? Doueck, positing that acts of kindness do not go
unrewarded, sets out to teach readers how they can help
improve the world and, in the process, enrich their own
lives. With inspiring examples of real people who practice
everyday kindness, and helpful citations, progress
charts, and other tools, he guides readers to new ways
anyone - scholar or layman, community leader or
community member, well educated in Judaism or just a
beginner - can make a difference and change the world. ©
2000
Book No.:EN4-08243
Title:WHO SHE WAS: MY SEARCH FOR MY
MOTHER'S LIFE
Author(s):FREEDMAN, SAMUEL G.
Narrator(s):BAZ SNIDER
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Freedman's mother, Eleanor, died of cancer at age 50.
Thirty years later, he has written a vivid story, her story,
with all the narrative energy of a novel. She was a lovely
girl, and she loved being admired. She grew up in the
East Bronx, surrounded by Jewish Eastern European
immigrants like her family. With touching anecdotes
supplied by Freedman's relatives and Eleanor's surviving
friends, the author relays how Eleanor clashed with her
domineering mother, over issues of love, marriage,
educat ion, culture and career.
Book No.:EN4-08244
Title:25 QUESTIONS FOR A JEWISH MOTHER
Author(s):GOLD, JUDY: RYAN, KATE MOIRA
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNIK
A very funny and well-written book based on interviews
conducted across America with more than 50 Jewish
women of different ages and occupations. At times
hilariously funny, endearing, complex, relevant for
everyone and always touching. An insightful view of the
mother/child relationship.
Book No.:EN4-08245
Title:AMONG THE RIGHTEOUS: LOST STORIES
FROM THE HOLOCAUST'S LONG REACH
INTO ARAB LANDS
Author(s):SATLOFF, ROBERT
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
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Robert Satloff is a man with a mission. He believes that if
contemporary Arabs knew about Arabs who rescued
Jews during the Holocaust, they would reject the
Holocaust denial and anti-Semitism that are now so
prevalent in the Arab/Muslim world. This b ook tells of his
quest to track down the history of those Arabs' deeds.
Book No.:EN4-08246
Title:LADY UPSTAIRS: DOROTHY SCHIFF AND
THE NEW YORK POST
Author(s):NISSENSON, MARILYN
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
In this tantalizing biography, Nissenson reveals a
fascinating woman who managed the Post from 1939
until 1976, when she sold it to Rupert Murdoch.
Nissenson offers an intertwined look at the life of Schiff
and the Post during the major social and po litical
developments of American life. Schiff's personal life was
aglitter with romances with prominent men, including
Franklin Roosevelt, and she was not averse to using her
social status and personal charm to advance the Post.
Book No.:EN4-08247
Title:TAKING CARE OF CLEO: A NOVEL
Author(s):BRODER, BILL
Narrator(s):SANDY SKODNIK
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Jewish identity, autism and bootlegging form the unlikely
framework for this set in a lakeside Michigan town during
Prohibition. Rebecca Bearwald longs to escape the
confines of smalltown life in Charlevoix, where her family
is the only Jewish one, b ut her parents expect her to
stay at home to take care of Cleo, Rebecca's autistic
older sister. But Rebecca defies her parents, secretly
applying for a scholarship at the University of Michigan.
Book No.:EN4-08248
Title:HEART HAS REASONS: HOLOCAUST
RESCUERS AND THEIR STORIES OF
COURAGE
Author(s):KLEMPNER, MARK
Narrator(s):EMERY THOMPSON
Mark Klempner examines the lives of 10 Dutch rescuers
who saved Jewish children during the Nazi occupation of
their country during World War II. Asked why she helped
while so many others stood by, one of the rescuers
replied, "The heart has reasons."
Book No.:EN4-08249
Title:JEWS AND THE AMERICAN SOUL: HUMAN
NATURE IN THE 20TH CENTURY
Author(s):HEINZE, ANDREW R.
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
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This groundbreaking, wonderfully researched and
consistently provocative book suggests that while
traditional Protestant values formed the foundation of the
nation's prescription for happiness, after 1900 Jewish
thinkers-from Freud and Adler, to the 1950s popular
psychology of Dr. Joyce Brothers and Ann Landersprovided a framework to shape the American psyche and
"individual development."
Book No.:EN4-08250
Title:LIVING PROOF
Author(s):ISLER, ALAN
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
Cyril Entwistle, womanizer and world-class liar, has
chosen Stan Kops, an academic, to write his biography.
Our narrator is Robin Sinclair, whose mother was once
Entwistle's mistress. In his book Alan Isler achieves once
more his unique blend of come dy and tragedy as he
explores questions having to do with the dependability of
facts and truths as they are recorded in memory, history
and biography. And in doing so, he has produced a rich
trans-Atlantic social satire.
Book No.:EN4-08251
Title:POWER, FAITH, AND FANTASY: AMERICA
IN THE MIDDLE EAST 1776 TO THE
PRESENT
Author(s):OREN, MICHAEL B
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
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In this engaging if unbalanced survey, the author of the
acclaimed Six Days of War finds continuity in U.S.
relations with the Middle East from the early 19th-century
war against the Barbary pirates to today's Iraq war.
Book No.:EN4-08252
Title:BOOK ABOUT MY MOTHER
Author(s):TALBOT, TOBY
Narrator(s):TOBY TALBOT, MAGGIE SNYDER
A memoir of Toby Talbot's mother's life and her own
childhood. It's the experience of mourning, of mothers
and daughters, of the handing down of life from
generation to generation, of the need to go on.
Book No.:EN4-08253
Title:CONSOLATION FOR AN EXILE: THE
CHRONICLES OF ISAAC OF GIRONA
Author(s):ROE, CAROLINE
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
The spring of 1355 brings unexpected changes for the
blind Jewish physician Isaac. His student Yusuf heads to
Grenada to meet his real family after they thought him
dead for years. Two narrow escapes from danger lead
him to believe that someone withi n the castle walls is
less than happy about his return. Fleeing for his life, the
boy heads for the only truly safe haven he knows. Isaac
copes with the sudden passing of a patient. Now, Isaac
must use all his skills and every clue at his disposal to
untangle an elaborate web of lies and secrets.
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Book No.:EN4-08254
Title:MURDER IN JERUSALEM: A MICHAEL
OHAYON MYSTERY
Author(s):GUR, BATYA
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
Tirzah Rubin, set designer for Israeli television, is found
dead under a fallen marble pillar. Michael Ohayon, the
quiet, introspective Chief Superintendent of the Israeli
police, arrives on the scene to begin an investigation of
what first appears t o be an accident and soon becomes a
crime. When the killing is followed by a second and then
a third death at the studio, Ohayon and his staff delve
further into the deeply intertwined lives of the victims and
the other major players in this closely knit television
family.
Book No.:EN4-08255
Title:POLISH WOMAN: A NOVEL
Author(s):MEKLER, EVA
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
Set in 1967 New York, it is the story of Jewish lawyer
Philip Landau, charged with handling the estate of a
Holocaust survivor, when a woman appears on his
doorstep and identifies herself as the survivor's
daughter, long since presumed dead. The situ ation
appears suspicious yet Philip is obligated to research
and examine her story. In the process he falls in love with
her. In a trip to Poland, a nation rife with postwar antiSemitism, the two of them uncover the full truth that will
forever chan ge their relationship.
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Book No.:EN4-08256
Title:ONE GOD CLAPPING: THE SPIRITUAL
PATH OF A ZEN RABBI
Author(s):LEW, ALLAN
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
Lew's compelling spiritual autobiography traces a circle
from his Jewish boyhood in Brooklyn through a long,
intuitive quest that brought him to Berkeley, California,
where he practiced Zen Buddhism. After 10 years of Zen
meditation, Lew realized tha t his is an undeniably Jewish
soul. This revelation, accompanied by dreams, visions,
and uncanny coincidences, drove him back to New York,
his family, and the temple, culminating in his becoming a
rabbi.
Book No.:EN4-08257
Title:BALDWIN STREET: A NOVEL
Author(s):RAKOFF, ALVIN
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
Rooted in the vital Jewish immigrant community of
shopkeepers in Toronto during the Depression, this
novel tells surprising stories of finding home, often from
the viewpoint of teenage Leonard Ableson. There is the
tension between haunting memories o f what was left
behind versus the tough struggle for assimilation.
Book No.:EN4-08258
Title:BOULEVARD OF DREAMS: HEADY TIMES,
HEARTBREAK, AND HOPE ALONG THE
GRAND CONCOURSE IN THE BRONX
Author(s):ROSENBLUM, CONSTANCE
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Narrator(s):SANDY SKODNICK
The Bronx's Grand Concourse, with its Art Deco
structures, is one of New York City's architectural
delights, and its political and social history is the subject
of this new book. It saw the arrival of Jews in the first five
decades of the 20th centur y, followed by waves of Irish
and Italian immigrants seeking to pursue their culture
and careers in a safe environment. The author also
dissects the rivalry between West Bronx affluence and
the working-class East Bronx, and the racial tensions
that l ed to white suburban flight and the decline and
neglect of the area.
Book No.:EN4-08259
Title:OTHER SHULMAN: A NOVEL
Author(s):ZWEIBEL, ALAN
Narrator(s):LLOYD MOSS
Shulman is running the New York City Marathon and
ponders the torturous path that brought him to such an
unlikely place. The author tells the hilarious story of the
overweight, stressed-out Shulman, who somehow
convinces himself that running 26.2 mil es will solve all
the problems created by his failing business and flagging
marriage.
Book No.:EN4-08260
Title:AFTER EMANCIPATION: JEWISH
RELIGIOUS RESPONSES TO MODERNITY
Author(s):ELLENSON, DAVID
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
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This is a fascinating collection of twenty-three essays.
Ellenson, President of the Hebrew Union College, has
been intrigued by the attempts of religious leaders in all
denominations of Judaism to redefine themselves and
their traditions in the moder n period as both the Jewish
community and individual Jews entered radically new
realms of possibility and change.
Book No.:EN4-08261
Title:MY PARENTS WENT THROUGH THE
HOLOCAUST AND ALL I GOT WAS THIS
LOUSY SHIRT: A NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE
Author(s):STADNER, S. HANALA
Narrator(s):ELAINE WOLBROM
Tortured by a past filled with Nazis and the parents who
fled them, Hanala escaped from Montreal, headed for
Hollywood and changed her name to something not
Jewish. She became Suzan Stadner, the creator and star
of her own TV show. But not right away . When she first
arrived, instead of getting into acting, she got into drugs,
alcohol and limos with strange men. After several
overdoses, she became sober and an aerobics instructor.
The Narrator and Director of this recording found this
book both m oving and inspiring.
Book No.:EN4-08262
Title:GRANDMOM GRODE'S GOURMET
GOODIES: RECIPES BY ELIZABETH
GRODE
Author(s):NEW, R. DAVID
Narrator(s):CONNIE ZIMET
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Elizabeth Grode was born in Kiev and came to America
as an infant. She loved - and was loved for - baking for
family and friends, motivating her grandson to document
her work for the family. Then he lost his eyesight and
realized that an audio versio n of his grandmother's
recipes would be a valuable resource for others like him,
and he donated the resulting recording to JBI. The main
part of the book contains recipes for baked goods,
followed by a section of non-dessert recipes, including
such J ewish classics as kneidlach and kugels. Not
available on cassette - DTB or MP3 only. © 2004
Book No.:EN4-08263
Title:START-UP NATION: THE STORY OF
ISRAEL'S ECONOMIC MIRACLE
Author(s):SENOR, DAN; SINGER, SAUL
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGEN
Hampered by an Arab nation boycott that makes regional
trade impossible and endowed with precious little by way
of natural resources, Israel has beaten the odds to
become a major player in the global business world,
especially in the technology secto r. With the highest
number of startups per capita of any nation in the world
and massive venture capital investment, Israel is one of
the world's entrepreneurship hubs.
Book No.:EN4-08264
Title:WHEREVER YOU GO
Author(s):LEEGANT, JOAN
Narrator(s):ELAINE WOLBRUM
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Yona travels from New York to Israel to visit her
estranged older sister. Mark, a respected Jewish lecturer,
faces his drug-addled past. Aaron, a college student,
arrives at a radical outpost after dropping out of his
program abroad. When an act of v iolence propels the
characters' lives in a shocking climax, they are finally
forced to confront the aftermath of their life choices.
Book No.:EN4-08265
Title:BLUE GENES: A MEMOIR OF LOSS AND
SURVIVAL
Author(s):LUKAS, CHRISTOPHER
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
Christopher and Tony Lukas's mother committed suicide
when they were very young, but the boys were never told
how she died. In a supremely brave effort literally to save
his own life, Lukas shatters the silence surrounding the
long history of suicide in his Hungarian-German-Jewish
family, especially that of his older brother Tony.
Beautifully read by a personal friend of the author!
Book No.:EN4-08266
Title:THIS IS A SOUL: THE MISSION OF RICK
HODES
Author(s):BERGER, MARYLIN
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
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The remarkable story of Rick Hodes's journey from
suburban America to Mother Teresa's clinic in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. While there, he was drawn to Mother
Teresa's mission in Addis Ababa. It was there that Rick
found his calling when he began caring for the sickest
children in one of the world's poorest countries. He
began taking them into his home and officially adopted
five of them.
Book No.:EN4-08267
Title:BLOOD OF LORRAINE: A NOVEL
Author(s):CORRADO POPE, BARBARA
Narrator(s):ALLISON EDWARDS
Pope sets this history-mystery in France in 1894. The
mother and nurse insist that a wandering Jew murdered
the infant as part of a ritual sacrifice. The case was first
brought to a Jewish colleague of the magistrate Bernard
Martin, who believes it r epresents a trap. Action and
tension escalate from there. Besides being an engrossing
mystery, this is an excellent examination of how
prejudice seeps into every area of life.
Book No.:EN4-08268
Title:PLUMES: OSTRICH FEATHERS, JEWS,
AND A LOST WORLD OF GLOBAL
COMMERCE
Author(s):STEIN, SARAH ABREVAYA
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
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The thirst for exotic ornament among fashionable women
in Europe and America prompted a global trade in ostrich
feathers that flourished from the 1880s until the First
World War. When feathers fell out of fashion with
consumers, the result was an eco nomic catastrophe for
many. This book is a story of global commerce, colonial
economic practices, and the rise and fall of a glamorous
luxury item.
Book No.:EN4-08269
Title:LEGACIES: STORIES OF COURAGE,
HUMOR, AND RESILIENCE, OF LOVE,
LOSS, AND LIFE-CHANGING
ENCOUNTERS, BY NEW WRITERS SIXTY
AND OLDER
Author(s):EDITED BY LEIBOVITZ, MAURY;
SOLOMON, LINDA
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
A collection of stories written by people who are sixty or
older represents a broad spectrum of individuals of every
race, class, and religion.
Book No.:EN4-08270
Title:KING'S JEWS: MONEY, MASSACRE AND
EXODUS IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND
Author(s):MUNDILL, ROBIN R.
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
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In 1290 England became the first country to expel a
Jewish minority from its borders. They were allowed to
take their portable property but their houses were
confiscated by the king. The author considers the Jews
of medieval England as victims of vio lence. What
emerges is a picture of a lost society which had much to
contribute and yet was turned away.
Book No.:EN4-08271
Title:PRAGUE SPRING: A SIMON WOLFE
MYSTERY
Author(s):DEL BOURGO, DAVID
Narrator(s):MD LAUFER
The murder of a United States congressman's son sends
Inspector Simon Wolfe of the San Francisco Police
Department on a pursuit in which he is blackmailed with
his past as an Israeli assassin. When Inspector Wolfe
falls in love with the dead boy's ps ychiatrist and must
protect her from a rogue Nazi operative, he is forced to
come to terms with his uncompromising notions of
justice that were formed when he was a prisoner in
Auschwitz.
Book No.:EN4-08272
Title:I'M NOT GOING BACK: WARTIME MEMOIR
OF A CHILD EVACUEE
Author(s):WINTROB, KITTY
Narrator(s):ALLISON EDWARDS
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At the start of World War II, thousands of school-children
are evacuated from London to the British countryside
before German bombs begin to fall. Kitty Simmonds, a
10-year-old girl, isn't pleased to be leaving her Mum
behind. Once in the countryside , she's stunned at the
hardships she has to endure from her "foster parents" as
she struggles to maintain her Jewish identity in an alien
world.
Book No.:EN4-08273
Title:GERMANS INTO JEWS: REMAKING THE
JEWISH SOCIAL BODY IN THE WEIMAR
REPUBLIC
Author(s):GILLERMAN, SHARON
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
The book turns to an often overlooked and
misunderstood period of German and Jewish history-the
years between the world wars. It has been assumed that
the Jewish community in Germany was in decline during
the Weimar Republic. But the author demonstra tes that
Weimar Jews sought to reconfigure their community as a
means both of strengthening the German nation and of
creating a more expansive and autonomous Jewish entity
within the German state.
Book No.:EN4-08274
Title:DIAMONDS
Author(s):KREITMAN, ESTHER
Narrator(s):SELMA MARGUILES
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The story of an Orthodox Jewish diamond merchant in
Antwerp on the eve of the First World War. He is hard to
please, his son is drifting and his daughter is a
spendthrift. As the Kaiser's army closes in on Antwerp
panic ensues and the family flees to London.
Book No.:EN4-08275
Title:WHAT PHILIP ROTH NEVER TOLD YOU:
THE TRUE STORY OF A NEWARK GIRL
Author(s):STATLANDER, JANE
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
Traces the life of a girl born in Newark to Holocaust
survivors. Events occur as in a dream or poem, where,
among others, she invokes and excoriates Philip Roth,
another Newark native.
Book No.:EN4-08276
Title:GILDED LILY: LILY SAFRA: THE MAKING
OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S WEALTHIEST
WIDOWS
Author(s):VINCENT, ISABEL
Narrator(s):MAGGIE SNIDER
The mesmerizing biography of one of the world's richest
women, Lily Safra, the widow of Monaco banker Edmond
Safra, who died in a suspicious fire in his Monte Carlo
penthouse in 1999.
Book No.:EN4-08277
Title:MATCHES: A NOVEL
Author(s):KAUFMAN, ALAN
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Narrator(s):RICHARD RUBIN
The title is an Israeli army term for a soldier, or one who
"strikes, burns, and dies." Nathan Falk is an American
expatriate serving in the Israeli Defense Force (IDF). His
unit is repeatedly called up to serve in the West Bank and
Gaza. The author captures the absurdity of the war and
the political situation in the Middle East. It shows how
war damages a man's soul.
Book No.:EN4-08278
Title:PESACH FOR THE REST OF US: MAKING
THE PASSOVER SEDER YOUR OWN
Author(s):PIERCY, MARCE
Narrator(s):ELAINE WOLBRUM
The book is not intended for Orthodox Jews but, rather,
for secular and religious Jews, "with a modern slant into
a more satisfying and meaningful way to celebrate the
holiday." The author offers recipes, poems, and
blessings as she delves into all t he rituals and practices,
and she reminisces about the Seders spent with her
grandmother when she was a child.
Book No.:EN4-08279
Title:MURDER AT THE MINYAN: A NOVEL
Author(s):KUSTANOWITZ, SHULAMIT
Narrator(s):LES SUSSMAN
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A shot in the synagogue parking lot brings Rabbi London
running. The rabbi knows he should have seen trouble
brewing weeks before when discussions about death
turned nasty. Despite the rabbi's teachings, the murderer
has put his plan into motion. Soo n there will be enough
people mourning his victims to ensure the minimum of
ten men at the daily service, and he will be able to say his
Kaddish.
Book No.:EN4-08280
Title:BLINDNESS OF THE HEART
Author(s):FRANCK, JULIA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
In a crowded train station in 1945, as throngs of Germans
flee to the West, Helene tells her seven-year-old son to sit
on a bench and wait while she goes to the lavatory, but
she never returns. And thus Franck's U.S. debut begins
with the unsettling question of what sort of
circumstances could lead a mother to abandon her son.
Book No.:EN4-08281
Title:CASE OF THE LAMBENT LAMA: A
MORDECAI MACCABBEE MYSTERY
Author(s):SCHILLER, ALEXANDRA
Narrator(s):DANIELE LASSNER
Mordecai Maccabbee zips around Chinatown, courting
the Mongolian lady. This relationship leads him directly
into a near-fatal encounter with a worldwide network of
antiquities thievery and smuggling. When his car and his
girlfriend both disappear, no t even the sagacious lama
can tell him what has happened to them.
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Book No.:EN4-08282
Title:BEGINNINGS: REFLECTIONS ON THE
BIBLE'S INTRIGUING FACTS
Author(s):SHALEV, MEIR
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
In this innovative and skillfully woven analysis of biblical
firsts, Shalev, an Israeli columnist, probes the
significance and underlying stories associated with 11 of
the Bible's "firsts." He investigates the meaning of the
first laugh, explains how the first Jewish monarchy
arose, and explores the tragic story of the first loving
woman, all from a firmly secular perspective.
Book No.:EN4-08283
Title:NEWS FROM THE NEW AMERICAN
DIASPORA AND OTHER TALES OF EXILE
Author(s):NEUGEBOREN, JAY
Narrator(s):SANDI SKODNICK
From Ukraine to Brooklyn and from Brooklyn to western
Massachusetts and Florida, wandering Jews stray far
from their geographical, cultural and spiritual homes. The
characters exhibit complex symptoms of their
displacement, self-imposed or otherwise, in these tales
about memory and dislocation, many of which are framed
as reminiscences.
Book No.:EN4-08284
Title:GOOD FOR THE JEWS: A NOVEL
Author(s):SPARK, DEBRA
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Narrator(s):ELLEN PLATT
Part mystery and part stranger-comes-to town story, the
book is loosely based on the biblical book of Esther. Like
Esther, the characters deal with anti-Semitism and the
way that powerful men---and the women who love them--negotiate bureaucracies.
Book No.:EN4-08285
Title:97 ORCHARD: AN EDIBLE HISTORY OF
FIVE IMMIGRANT FAMILIES IN ONE NEW
YORK TENEMENT
Author(s):ZIEGELMAN, JANE
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
The author explores the culinary life that was the heart
and soul of New York's Lower East Side around the turn
of the 20th century where Germans, Irish, Italians, and
Eastern European Jews attempted to forge a new life.
Each represents the predicame nts faced in adapting the
food traditions it knew to the country it adopted.
Book No.:EN4-08286
Title:UGLY BEAUTY: HELENA RUBINSHTEIN,
L'OREAL AND THE BLEMISHED HISTORY
OF LOOKING GOOD
Author(s):BRANDON, RUTH
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
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The story of Helena Rubinstein, a Polish Jew from a poor
family, who became the first woman tycoon and selfmade millionaire. At the same time, a young French
chemist named Eugène Schueller was making his name
in hair dyes (and later collaborating wi th the Nazis); it
was his company, L'Oreal, that swallowed Rubinstein's
business.
Book No.:EN4-08287
Title:DISOBEDIENCE: A NOVEL
Author(s):ALDERMAN, NAOMI
Narrator(s):MEGAN OWEN
The tale of two women and the choices they make as they
come to terms with their identities in a traditional
Orthodox Jewish community.
Book No.:EN4-08288
Title:ELIA KAZAN: A BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):SCHICKEL, RICHARD
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
From the late forties through the sixties, Elia Kazan was
the most important and influential director in America,
and the only one who managed simultaneously to
dominate both theater and film. His various achievements
include the original Broadway pr oduction of The Death
of a Salesman and such Hollywood films as Brando's
Streetcar and Splendor in the Grass.
Book No.:EN4-08289
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Title:JEW GROWS IN BROOKLYN: THE
CURIOUS REFLECTIONS OF A FIRSTGENERATION AMERICAN
Author(s):EHRENREICH, JAKE
Narrator(s):JAKE OSTROWITZ
As a boy, Jake Ehrenreich wanted nothing more than to
fit in. The reality of being the first American-born child of
Holocaust survivors with thick European accents made
him cringe, and he did everything he could to fit his
vision of what it meant to be a 'real' American.
Book No.:EN4-08290
Title:TEVYE'S DAUGHTERS: COLLECTED
STORIES OF SHOLOM ALEICHEM
Author(s):SHOLOM ALEICHEM
Narrator(s):MAGGIE SNIDER
Of all the characters in modern Jewish fiction, the most
beloved is Tevye The Milkman. Three of his daughters are
well known form the film "Fiddler on the Roof". Here the
story continues with the tales of his younger daughters,
Schprintze and Beilke.
Book No.:EN4-08291
Title:EVERYTHING IS BURNING: POEMS
Author(s):STERN, GERALD
Narrator(s):BARBARA STURMAN
Gerald Stern calls upon his own life as a ground for his
poems. Showing a horror of lies, treachery, and war, he
offers redemption through stark language and plain
speech.
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Book No.:EN4-08292
Title:NOW YOU SEE ME: A NOVEL OF
SUSPENSE
Author(s):KRICH, ROCHELLE
Narrator(s):GINGER RICH
A fan of Los Angeles crime reporter Molly Blume
desperately needs Molly's help in finding his eighteenyear-old daughter, Hadassah, who has run away from
home to be with a man she met on the Internet. The more
Molly looks for clues to the missing gir l's fate, the more
she wonders: Is Hadassah a random victim of a predator,
or is the girl a pawn in a scheme of revenge against her
family?
Book No.:EN4-08293
Title:MORNING PRAYERS: POEMS
Author(s):GRUBIN, EVE
Narrator(s):ELAINE WOLBROM
In her strong debut, Grubin writes from, and about, her
Jewish faith, exploring and justifying it in careful images
from modern city life, and in juxtapositions of Jewish
liturgy with her own memories of crisis and epiphany.
Book No.:EN4-08294
Title:MOM'S MARIJUANA: LIFE, LOVE, AND
BEATING THE ODDS
Author(s):SHAPIRO, DAN
Narrator(s):STEVEN SCHREIBER
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Honest and often hilarious, this book is the story of the
author's journey from college student and cancer patient
to grateful survivor and loving father.
Book No.:EN4-08295
Title:WORLD OF YESTERDAY: AN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author(s):ZWEIG, STEFAN
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
The autobiography of the internationally famous
biographer and dramatist is a chronicle of three eras: the
golden days of Vienna that ended with World War I; that
war and its aftermath; and the Hitler years.
Book No.:EN4-08296
Title:SIMON WIESENTHAL: THE LIFE AND
LEGENDS
Author(s):SEGEV, TOM
Narrator(s):M.D.LAUFER
First fully documented biography of Simon Wiesenthal
and brilliant character study of a man whose life was part
invention but wholly dedicated to ensuring both that the
Nazis be held responsible for their crimes and that the
destruction of European J ewry never be forgotten.
Book No.:EN4-08297
Title:BURNT BOOKS: RABBI NACHMAN OF
BRATSLAV AND FRANZ KAFKA
Author(s):KARMENETZ, RODGER
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
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The author traces the hidden links between a literary
nineteenth-century Hasidic rabbi and a quintessential
modern secular Jewish writer.
Book No.:EN4-08298
Title:COSMOPOLITANS
Author(s):KALMAN, NADIA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
The story of the Molochniks, Russian-Jewish immigrants
in suburban Connecticut. Daughters wed, houses flood,
cultures clash, and the past has a way of emerging at the
most inconvenient moments (and in the strangest ways).
Book No.:EN4-08299
Title:JUMP ARTIST
Author(s):RATNER, AUSTIN
Narrator(s):ELLISON EDWARDS
Philip Halsman witnessed his father's death, was charged
with murder, and was tossed in an Austrian prison
courtesy of a case built upon anti-Semitism. Halsman
was eventually liberated and arrived in Paris, with the
extra baggage of his widely percei ved guilt. Despite his
unfortunate beginning, he became a much sought-after
photographer.
Book No.:EN4-08300
Title:IN ISHMAEL'S HOUSE: A HISTORY OF
JEWS IN MUSLIM LANDS
Author(s):GILBERT, MARTIN
Narrator(s):WIN ROBINS
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The author explores the evolution of Judaism and Islam
through a lens of Middle Eastern stability.
Book No.:EN4-08301
Title:LAST BROTHER: A NOVEL
Author(s):APPANAH, NATACHA
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
The book tells about the little known fact that 1500 Jews
were sent from Palestine to Maritius, an island in the
Indian ocean, for four years because they did not have
the right papers when they landed in Palestine. This is
also a story of friendship between two young boys, one
from Mauritius and the other a Jewish prisoner.
Book No.:EN4-08302
Title:DARING DAUGHTER OF COVENANT: A
HISTORICAL NOVEL BASED UPON THE
LIFE AND TIMES OF BEATRICE NASI
MENDES
Author(s):BARNETT, EMILIE M.
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
Beatrice Nasi Mendes was born in Portugal to parents
forced to flee Spain because they were Jews, and
converted to Christianity by order of King Manuel.
Following the death of her parents she learns that they
secretly continued to observe the traditi ons of their true
faith. Despite the atmosphere of hate and fear Beatrice
resolves to learn of her heritage.
Book No.:EN4-08303
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Title:AMOROUS BUSBOY OF DECATUR
AVENUE: A CHILD OF THE FIFTIES LOOKS
BACK
Author(s):KLEIN, ROBERT
Narrator(s):HOWELL MAYER
The comedian, actor, and witty observer of our social
foibles is also a fine and very funny writer. Winning a job
with Chicago's Second City improvisational troupe is
remembered here fondly, and Klein fills his story with
interesting and revealing an ecdotes about many Second
City alumni.
Book No.:EN4-08304
Title:SECOND SON: A NOVEL
Author(s):RABB, JONATHAN
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
On the eve of Hitler's Olympics, Chief Inspector Nikolai
Hoffner, a half Jew, has been forced out of the
Kriminalpolizei. His son Georg is missing in Spain. He
has already lost his elder son, who is fully entrenched in
the Nazi regime. But Georg is n ot what he appears to be,
and when Hoffner discovers this, he is determined to
save the one son he can.
Book No.:EN4-08305
Title:RICHARD HOFSTADTER: AN
INTELLECTUAL BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):BROWN, DAVID S.
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
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Richard Hofstadter was America's most distinguished
historian of the twentieth century. The author of several
groundbreaking books he was a vigorous champion of
the liberal politics that emerged from the New Deal. In
this masterful biography, David B rown explores
Hofstadter's life within the context of the rise and fall of
American liberalism.
Book No.:EN4-08306
Title:HARE WITH AMBER EYES: A FAMILY'S
CENTURY OF ART AND LOSS
Author(s):DE WAAL, EDMUND
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
Edmund de Waal is a world-famous ceramicist. When he
inherited a collection of 264 tiny Japanese wood and
ivory carvings he wanted to know how the collection had
managed to survive. And so begins this memoir and
detective story as de Waal discovers t he story of his
family over five generations.
Book No.:EN4-08307
Title:AVAILABLE MAN
Author(s):WOLITZER, HILMA
Narrator(s):FRED SULLIVAN
In this funny novel, award-winning author Hilma Wolitzer
mines the unpredictable fallout of suddenly becoming
single later in life, and the chaos and joys of falling in
love the second time around. This book was recorded
commercially. The author and the publisher gave their
permission to offer it to JBI patrons as part of the
collection.
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Book No.:EN4-08308
Title:AFTER THE AUCTION
Author(s):FRANK, LINDA
Narrator(s):EILEEN PLATT
Lily Kovner could not have dreamed that research for a
magazine assignment would resurrect a searing memory
from her childhood. A glimpse of a family treasure looted
by the Nazis launches her quest for justice and
restitution spanning three continent s.
Book No.:EN4-08309
Title:FOR THE SOUL OF FRANCE: CULTURE
WARS IN THE AGE OF DREYFUS
Author(s):BROWN, FREDERICK
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
The author writes about the forces that led up to the
years of the nineteenth century when France, defeated by
Prussia in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, was
forced to cede the border states of Alsace and Lorraine,
and of the resulting civil war that toppled Napoléon III,
crushed the Paris Commune, and provoked a dangerous
nationalism that gripped the Republic.
Book No.:EN4-08310
Title:EDEN: A NOVEL
Author(s):HEDAYA, YAEL
Narrator(s):NORMA FIRE
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The challenges of domestic life and the fears of terrorist
violence haunt the seven inhabitants of an Israeli farming
collective.
Book No.:EN4-08311
Title:COLLECTED STORIES
Author(s):PALEY, GRACE
Narrator(s):PAMELA VASSIL
This rich compilation presents us with the full spectrum
of Paley's voices as well as her observations and
interpretations of urban family life and a society that
thrives on oppression.
Book No.:EN4-08312
Title:SPLENDID SOLUTION
Author(s):KLUGER, JEFFREY
Narrator(s):SUSAN HENDERSON
The book tells how polio was beaten 50 years ago in one
of the triumphs of modern medicine. The narrative
centers on Jonas Salk, whose lab developed the first
polio vaccine.
Book No.:EN4-08313
Title:PALACES OF TIME: JEWISH CALENDAR
AND CULTURE IN EARLY MODERN
EUROPE
Author(s):CARLEBACH, ELISHEVA
Narrator(s):CHANNA NEUMAN
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From one of the leading historians of the Jewish past
comes a stunning look into a previously unexamined
dimension of Jewish life and culture: the calendar. An
evocative illumination of how early modern Jewish men
and women marked the rhythms and rea lities of time and
filled it with anxieties and achievements.
Book No.:EN4-08314
Title:SARAH'S KEY
Author(s):DE ROSNAY, TATIANA
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCH
Paris, July 1942: Sarah, a ten-year-old Jewish girl, is
taken with her parents by the French police. Desperate to
protect her younger brother, Sarah locks him in a
bedroom cupboard and promises to come back for him.
Sixty years later Julia Jarmond, a n American journalist,
stumbles onto a trail of secrets that link her to Sarah.
Book No.:EN4-08315
Title:MATTERS OF HONOR
Author(s):BEGLEY, LOUIS
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
An elegant novel of enduring friendship between Sam,
the adopted son of an alcoholic banker and Henry, smart
Jewish refugee. Sam, who achieves a measure of
success as a literary novelist, narrates their 50 years of
friendship.
Book No.:EN4-08316
Title:DIN IN THE HEAD: ESSAYS
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Author(s):OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
In her spirited essay collection the author focuses on the
essential joys of great literature. With razor-sharp wit
Ozick investigates unexpected byways in the works of
Leo Tolstoy, Saul Bellow, Helen Keller, Isaac Babel,
Sylvia Plath, Susan Sontag, and Henry James, among
others.
Book No.:EN4-08317
Title:MEMORY OF ALL THAT: GEORGE
GERSHWIN, KAY SURFT, AND MY
FAMILY'S LEGACY OF INFIDELITIES
Author(s):WEBER, KATHARINE
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
An enthralling look at a tremendously influential-and
highly eccentric-family. Grandmother Kay Swift, the first
female Broadway composer and George Gershwin's
longtime lover; grandpa James Paul Warburg, FDR's
economic adviser, and daddy Sidney Kaufma n, serial
womanizer and unconventional filmmaker are part of this
captivating multigenerational saga.
Book No.:EN4-08318
Title:LIFE ON SANDPAPER
Author(s):KANIUK, YORAM
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
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In the 1950s, the protagonist/author in this fictive memoir
meets everybody famous in the NYC art and music scene
and becomes their friend. Later he marries his way into
American "aristocracy" and sails back to Israel to begin
the rest of his life.
Book No.:EN4-08319
Title:UNCLE RUDOLF: A NOVEL
Author(s):BAILEY, PAUL
Narrator(s):PETER LEVINE
At the age of seventy, Andrew Peters looks back across
the years to remember life with his doting Uncle Rudolf,
who rescued him from fascist Romania as a child.
Book No.:EN4-08320
Title:FROZEN RABBI: A NOVEL
Author(s):STERN, STEVE
Narrator(s):JANICE MANN
Rabbi Zephyr was frozen in a block of ice in the Jewish
Pale in 1889. In 1999, the "great thaw" brings the
reanimated rabbi and misfit teen Bernie Karp together in
a suburb of Memphis, Tennessee. Laugh-out-loud funny,
the sort of humor that takes you by surprise.
Book No.:EN4-08321
Title:IPHIGENIA IN FOREST HILLS: ANATOMY
OF A MURDER TRIAL
Author(s):MALCOLM, JANET
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
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This is a book about a murder trial in the BukharanJewish community of Forest Hills, Queens, which
captured national attention. The defendant, a young
physician, is accused of hiring an assassin to kill her
estranged husband, Mr. Malakov, an orthodo ntist, in the
presence of their four-year old child. The prosecutor calls
it an act of vengeance: just weeks before Malakov was
killed in cold blood, he was given custody of a child for
inexplicable reasons.
Book No.:EN4-08322
Title:SCENES FROM VILLAGE LIFE
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):CHANA NEUMAN
Strange things are happening in Tel Ilan, a century-old
pioneer village. A disgruntled retired politician complains
to his daughter that he hears the sound of digging at
night. Where has the mayor's wife gone, vanished
without trace?
Book No.:EN4-08323
Title:HILLEL: IF NOT NOW, WHEN?: JEWISH
ENCOUNTERS
Author(s):TELUSHKIN, JOSEPH
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
Joseph Telushkin's portrait of the ancient Jewish leader
Hillel. Hillel's lessons and sayings as a Talmud scholar
have universal application for anyone interested in
bringing dignity and peace to the world. In Hillel we find a
master educator and a p erson of profound learning,
spiritual depth, humility, and tolerance.
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Book No.:EN4-08324
Title:EMMA GOLDMAN: REVOLUTION AS A
WAY OF LIFE
Author(s):GORNICK, VIVIAN
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
A surpassingly intimate and insightful portrait of a
woman of heroic proportions whose performance on the
stage of history did what Tolstoy said a work of art
should do: it made people love life more.
Book No.:EN4-08325
Title:KAISER'S LAST KISS
Author(s):JUDD, ALAN
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
A fictionalized account of the Kaiser Wilhelm's last years
in Nazi-occupied Holland. Through Judd's depiction of
the Kaiser, the novel draws unique parallels between
Germany at the turn of the 20th century and Hitler's
Germany.
Book No.:EN4-08326
Title:MIGHTY WALZER: A NOVEL
Author(s):JACOBSON, HOWARD
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
A hilarious and heartbreaking story of one man's coming
of age in 1950s Manchester
Book No.:EN4-08327
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Title:BALFOUR DECLARATION: THE ORIGINS
OF THE ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT
Author(s):SCHNEER, JONATHAN
Narrator(s):JESSICA LEONARD
Issued in London in 1917, the Balfour Declaration
committed Britain to supporting the establishment in
Palestine of "a National Home for the Jewish people,"
and its reverberations continue to be felt to this day. Now
the entire fascinating story of t he document is revealed
in this impressive work of modern history.
Book No.:EN4-08328
Title:GIFT OF REST: REDISCOVERING THE
BEAUTY OF THE SABBATH
Author(s):LIEBERMAN, JOE, SENATOR
Narrator(s):MARY MURPHY
Senator Joe Lieberman shows how his observance of the
Sabbath has not only enriched his personal and spiritual
life but enhanced his career and enabled him to serve his
country to his greatest capacity.
Book No.:EN4-08329
Title:JEWS AND BOOZE: BECOMING
AMERICAN IN THE AGE OF PROHIBITION
Author(s):DAVIS, MARNI
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
The author examines American Jews' long and
complicated relationship to alcohol during the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, the years of the national
prohibition movement's rise and fall.
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Book No.:EN4-08330
Title:MURIEL'S WAR: AN AMERICAN HEIRESS
IN THE NAZI RESISTANCE
Author(s):ISENBERG, SHEILA
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
An American heiress turned resistance hero, Muriel
Gardiner saved countless Jews and anti-fascists,
providing shelter and documents ensuring their escape.
Book No.:EN4-08331
Title:THERA
Author(s):SHALEV, ZERUYA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Ella Miller is a 36-year-old archaeologist studying one of
the largest volcanic blasts in history, the famous Thera
eruption. She theorizes that the devasting blast sparked
the biblical ten plagues. Ella's life is also undergoing
tectonic shifts. Her marriage to her needy and brutish
former mentor has ended. Her relationships with her
intellectually towering father and his servile wife are
unbearable. Her son swings wildly from adaptability to
despair. Her new lover must face up to his own recen tly
destroyed marriage. As these fault lines threaten to
destabilize her future, Ella seeks to build a new kingdom
atop the ruins of the old.
Book No.:EN4-08332
Title:REUBEN SACHS
Author(s):LEVY, AMY
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
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The story of an extended Anglo-Jewish family in London
focuses on the relationship between two cousins and the
tensions between their Jewish identities and English
society.
Book No.:EN4-08333
Title:TATTOO ARTIST
Author(s):CIMENT, JILL
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
The life of a New York surrealist artist whose 30 years
among South Pacific natives teaches her the sacred art
of tattooing.
Book No.:EN4-08334
Title:LEON TROTSKY: A REVOLUTIONARY'S
LIFE
Author(s):RUBENSTEIN, JOSHUA
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
Born Lev Davidovich Bronstein in Ukraine, Trotsky was
an effective military strategist and an adept diplomat,
who staked the fate of the Bolshevik revolution on the
meager foundation of a Europe-wide Communist
upheaval.
Book No.:EN4-08335
Title:DANGEROUS LIES
Author(s):SMITH, LISA
Narrator(s):ALISON EDWARDS
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Fate brings Jake and Tina together for the trial of a
vicious mobster: Tina, former mob mistress, the key
witness, and Jake, the prosecuting attorney. But in order
for her to testify, Jake has to keep her alive. Someone
wants her dead.
Book No.:EN4-08336
Title:GUILTY PLEA
Author(s):ROTENBERG, ROBERT
Narrator(s):TOM LIVINGSTON
With The Guilty Plea, a gripping sequel to the
international bestseller Old City Hall, Robert Rotenberg
has delivered another sharp, suspenseful legal thriller
with an explosive conclusion.
Book No.:EN4-08337
Title:HARRY LIPKIN, PRIVATE EYE
Author(s):FANTONI, BARRY
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
Harry Lipkin is a private investigator who carries a .38
along with a spare set of dentures. He's not the best P.I.
in Miami, but at eighty-seven, he's certainly the oldest.
Someone has been stealing sentimental trinkets and the
occasional priceless jewel from his client, Mrs. Norma
Weinberger; someone she employs, trusts, cares for, and
treats like family. With the stakes fairly low and blood
pressure that's a little too high, Harry Lipkin must figure
out whodunit before the thief strikes again .
Book No.:EN4-08338
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Title:JERUSALEM: THE BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):MONTEFIORE, SIMON SEBAG
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
Jerusalem is the universal city. This is the epic history of
three thousand years of faith, slaughter, fanaticism, and
coexistence. The author brings the holy city to life,
through the people who created and destroyed it and
draws on his own family h istory, and a lifetime of study
to show that the story of Jerusalem is truly the story of
the world.
Book No.:EN4-08340
Title:SWIMMING HOME
Author(s):LEVY, DEBORAH
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
As he arrives with his family at the villa, Joe sees a body
in the swimming pool. But the girl is very much alive.
Why is she there? And why does Joe's wife allow her to
remain? A brilliant study of love, the book reveals how
the most devastating sec rets are the ones we keep from
ourselves.
Book No.:EN4-08341
Title:MOO PAK
Author(s):JOSIPOVICI, GABRIEL
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
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Jack Toledano is trying to write a novel about language,
as expressed through the symbol of Moor Park, a
mansion that has been used for many purposes and,
misspelled by a student, is the source of the title. But,
cynical and disillusioned by modern l ife, Jack can't get
the book written, and instead shares his thoughts on life
and literature during long walks through London with a
friend.
Book No.:EN4-08342
Title:OLD COUNTRY TALES
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s):STANLEY BAUMBLATT
A collection of selected stories by the renowned author
Book No.:EN4-08343
Title:NEW YORKER THEATER
Author(s):TALBOT, TOBY
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
Toby Talbot has recorded and resurrected an exciting
period in the cultural history of New York City and the
world's cinema.
Book No.:EN4-08344
Title:FOREIGN BRIDES: STORIES
Author(s):LAPPIN, ELENA
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
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Transplanted from one country to another, women like
Israeli Nora, Russian Vera, and German Paula settle into
lives of persistently unfamiliar if not utterly strange
routines. The author has composed these insidiously
funny tales about love and survi val in an international
no-man's land of marriage.
Book No.:EN4-08345
Title:HOW TO MARRY A JEWISH DOCTOR
Author(s):ZEIDMAN, LEE
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
Susan Liebowitz's domineering mother only wants her to
marry a Jewish doctor, regardless of her own dreams.
Susan's resulting experiences are a series of crazy
events, from the funny to the heartbreaking, proving that
people aren't always what they s eem, and that you really
can't hurry love.
Book No.:EN4-08346
Title:MY BEFORE AND AFTER LIFE: A NOVEL
Author(s):MILLER, RISA
Narrator(s):ALLISON EDWARDS
When Honey and Susan's elderly father embraces
Orthodox Judaism on a trip to Israel, they are shocked,
but they have difficulty explaining their concerns, while
he tries to teach them about religious life. The
relationship between adult children and their parents can
sometimes be prickly as each generation tries to
understand and come to terms with the other's choices.
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Book No.:EN4-08347
Title:WHEN WE DANCED ON WATER: A NOVEL
Author(s):FALLENBERG, EVAN
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
The story of a male ballet dancer - a Jew whose talent
once saved him from the Nazis -whose fading passion for
life reignites when a new romance links him to a younger
woman fleeing the ghosts of her past as an Israeli
soldier.
Book No.:EN4-08348
Title:WOLF TRAP
Author(s):SIMON, ALAN
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
Al Qaeda declares war on the CIA. An American turncoat
leads a band of assassins targeting CIA officers in their
efforts to penetrate terrorist cells. Sean Brogan, the
principal CIA special operations officer, is assisted by
Rachel Allon, a senior Mo ssad counterterrorism officer.
Together, they combat the efforts of al Qaeda's terrorists
to fan a Mideast war.
Book No.:EN4-08349
Title:WHATEVER IS CONTAINED MUST BE
RELEASED: MY JEWISH ORTHODOX
GIRLHOOD, MY LIFE AS A FEMIMIST
ARTIST
Author(s):AYLON, HELENE
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
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Helène Aylon was a good Jewish girl raised in orthodox
Brooklyn, married to a rabbi, and mother of two when her
world split apart. A widow at thirty, she broke free of
tradition to become an eco-feminist artist whose work
deals in transgressive image s about war and peace,
women's bodies, women and God.
Book No.:EN4-08350
Title:NOVEL IN THE VIOLA: THE START OF AN
AFFAIR, THE END OF AN ERA
Author(s):SOLOMONS, NATASHA
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
In 1938 Elise Landau arrives at Tyneford and is forced to
become a parlour-maid. As servants polish silver and
serve drinks on the lawn, Elise wears her mother's pearls
beneath her uniform, and causes outrage by dancing with
a boy. But war is coming, the world is changing, and
Elise must change with it. At Tyneford she learns that
you can love more than once.
Book No.:EN4-08351
Title:HELLO DARKNESS MY OLD FRIEND:
EMBRACING ANGER TO HEAL YOUR LIFE
Author(s):HERSCHKOPF, ISAAC
Narrator(s):LASSNER, DANIELE
Herschkopf provides insights into the roots of anger in
such areas as family abuse and repression, and the
author's examples of applying the approach in marriage,
child-rearing and work-related situations are
straightforward and helpful.
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Book No.:EN4-08352
Title:UNORTHODOX: THE SCANDALOUS
REJECTION OF MY HASIDIC ROOTS
Author(s):FELDMAN, DEBORAH
Narrator(s):NICOLE CHARBANI
As a member of the strictly religious Satmar sect of
Hasidic Judaism, Deborah Feldman grew up under a
code of relentlessly enforced customs. It was stolen
moments spent with the literary characters of Jane
Austen and Louisa May Alcott that helped her to imagine
an alternative way of life.
Book No.:EN4-08353
Title:WHAT THEY SAVED: PIECES OF A JEWISH
PAST
Author(s):MILLER, NANCY K.
Narrator(s):JESSICA LEONARD
After her father's death, Nancy K. Miller discovered a
family archive. Her story, unlike the many family memoirs
focused on the Holocaust, takes us back earlier in history
to the world of pogroms and mass emigrations at the turn
of the twentieth cent ury.
Book No.:EN4-08354
Title:SECRET HOLOCAUST DIARIES: THE
UNTOLD STORY OF NONNA BANNISTER
Author(s):BANNISTER, NONNA
Narrator(s):ALLISON EDWARDS
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Nonna Bannister carried a secret almost to her grave: the
diaries she had kept as a young girl experiencing the
horrors of the Holocaust. The book tell the remarkable
tale of how a Russian girl from a family that had known
wealth and privilege, then exposed to German labor
camps, learned the value of human life and the
importance of forgiveness.
Book No.:EN4-08355
Title:NO ONE IS HERE EXCEPT ALL OF US
Author(s):AUSUBEL, RAMONA
Narrator(s):KLEIMAN, ROXANNE
It is the latter years of WWII and a small group of Jewish
villagers in Romania decide that they're tired of running
away from the destruction around them. They decide to
reinvent history and begin their world over again from
day one. Husbands and ch ildren are reassigned homes
and stories are invented to explain their places in the
world.
Book No.:EN4-08356
Title:SACRED TRASH: THE LOST AND FOUND
WORLD OF THE CAIRO GENIZA
Author(s):HOFFMAN, ADINA; COLE, PETER
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
The story of the retrieval from an Egyptian geniza, or
repository for worn-out texts, of the most vital cache of
Jewish manuscripts ever discovered.
Book No.:EN4-08357
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Title:FAR TO GO: A NOVEL
Author(s):PICK, ALLISON
Narrator(s):FLAMBERG, AUDREY
The story of a young Jewish family struggling to survive
as the Nazis invade Czechoslovakia. Pavel and Anneliese
Bauer endure terrifying attacks on their dignity, freedom,
and lives, clinging to a hope that the madness will soon
end.
Book No.:EN4-08358
Title:LOST LIVES, LOST ART: JEWISH
COLLECTORS, NAZI ART THEFT, AND THE
QUEST FOR JUSTICE
Author(s):MULLER, MELISSA; TATZKOW, MONIKA
Narrator(s):LONDON, ELIZABETH
The tragic stories of 15 Jewish collectors, the dispersal
of their extraordinary collections through forced sale
and/or confiscation, and the ongoing efforts of their heirs
to recover their inheritance.
Book No.:EN4-08359
Title:NEVER MIND THE GOLDBERGS
Author(s):ROTH, MATTHUE
Narrator(s):AVERSA, AMY
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Teenaged Hava is a self-consciously observant Jewish
Brooklynite with unorthodox tendencies; she has spiked
hair and loves punk culture, and her best friends are Ian,
gay and non-Jewish, and Moishe, a countercultural
Orthodox filmmaker. When she is o ffered a lead role in a
Hollywood sitcom about a Jewish family, she is thrust
into a world of make-believe and pretense, and spends
the summer trying to sort out what is real and what isn't
and what her religion means to her.
Book No.:EN4-08360
Title:CHAIM WIEZMANN, THE ZIONIST DREAM:
THE PEACE CONFERENCES OF 1919-23
AND THEIR AFTERMATH (MAKERS OF THE
MODERN WORLD)
Author(s):FRASER, TOM
Narrator(s):FEINSTEIN, BARBARA
This is an important book for anyone who seeks to
understand the aspirations and eventually realized
dreams of the Zionist movement and the founding of the
Israeli state as we know it today.
Book No.:EN4-08361
Title:HIDDEN SCROLL: AN ARCHEOLOGICAL
ADVENTURE
Author(s):ANOUCHI, AVRAHAM
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
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A historical novel on an archaeology professor whose
passion is the search for ancient parchments and
artifacts from the time of the second Temple of
Jerusalem and the Maccabeean revolt. He encounters
obstacles by a radical Islamist organization dedi cated to
undermine the Jewish claim to the land of Israel.
Book No.:EN4-08362
Title:BOSTON CREAM: JONAH GELLER
MYSTERY
Author(s):SHRIER, HOWARD
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
A brilliant young surgeon-in-training last seen 2 weeks
ago leaving the Boston hospital where he worked.
Canada's top private eye Jonah Geller soon find out that
David fled for his life after a vicious Irish crime boss tried
to abduct him.
Book No.:EN4-08363
Title:WHEN GENERAL GRANT EXPELLED THE
JEWS
Author(s):SARNA, JONATHAN D
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
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On 17 December, 1862 Major-General Ulysses S. Grant
issued General Order No. 11 expelling all Jews from his
military district which caused great distress among the
Jewish community. Grant intended to hinder the
activities of people who smuggle things in and out of the
war zone which, in his mind, were Jews. As history later
showed, many people, including those under his
command, engaged in the lucrative smuggling trade.
Eventually, Grant was able to recoup and even win
Jewish support for his pre sidency.
Book No.:EN4-08364
Title:DOVEKEEPERS
Author(s):HOFFMAN, ALICE
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
Hoffman's novel is a spellbinding tale of four
extraordinarily bold, resourceful, and sensuous women,
living in the aftermath of the destruction of the Second
Temple and at Masada. All are dovekeepers, and all are
also keeping secrets-about who they are, where they
come from, who fathered them, and whom they love.
Book No.:EN4-08365
Title:INHERITING ABRAHAM: THE LEGACY OF
THE PATRIARCH IN JUDAISM,
CHRISTIANITY, AND ISLAM
Author(s):LEVENSON, JON D.
Narrator(s):BARABARA FEINSTEIN
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A masterful reading of Jewish, Christian, and Islamic
thinking that yielded three different portraits of Abraham.
The author attempts to set the record straight about the
biblical patriarch.
Book No.:EN4-08366
Title:LADDER OF JACOB: ANCIENT
INTERPRETATIONS OF THE BIBLICAL
STORY OF JACOB AND HIS CHILDREN
Author(s):KUGEL, JAMES L.
Narrator(s):LIPMAN, DIANE
The author is able to reconstruct how ancient interpreters
worked. The Ladder of Jacob is an artful, compelling
account of the very beginnings of biblical interpretation.
Book No.:EN4-08367
Title:SOME GIRLS, SOME HATS AND HITLER: A
TRUE LOVE STORY REDISCOVERED
Author(s):KANTER, TRUDY
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
The author, a Jewish hatmaker, recalls her efforts to flee
Nazi-occupied Vienna. From Paris to Vienna to London,
Kanter creates a vibrant tapestry of her incredible
odyssey through one of the darkest periods in
contemporary history.
Book No.:EN4-08368
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Title:JEWISH PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN:
HOW A GENERATION OF
SWASHBUCKLING JEWS CARVED OUT AN
EMPIRE IN THE NEW WORLD IN THEIR
QUEST FOR TREASURE
Author(s):KRITZLER, EDWARD
Narrator(s):LIPMAN, DIANE
The author tells the tale of an unlikely group of
swashbuckling Jews who ransacked the high seas in the
aftermath of the Spanish Inquisition.
Book No.:EN4-08369
Title:MOSES, A STRANGER AMONG US
Author(s):HARRIS, MAURICE D.
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
Rabbi Maurice Harris leads us to look beyond familiar
and popular portrayals of Moses so that we can discover
the Moses whose lesser-known attributes and
experiences provide us with surprisingly fresh ethical
and spiritual guidance.
Book No.:EN4-08370
Title:LINGERING CONFLICT: ISRAEL, THE
ARABS, AND THE MIDDLE EAST, 19482011
Author(s):RABINOVICH, ITAMAR
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
Noted author and diplomat Itamar Rabinovich provides a
detailed history and analysis of Arab-Israel relations,
beginning with the birth of the Israeli state in 1948.
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Book No.:EN4-08371
Title:REBBE: THE LIFE AND AFTERLIFE OF
MENACHEM MENDEL SCHNEERSON
Author(s):HEILMAN, SAMUEL; FRIEDMAN,
MENACHEM
Narrator(s):LAUFER M.D.
From the 1950s until his death in 1994, Menachem
Mendel Schneerson--revered by his followers simply as
the Rebbe--built the Lubavitcher movement from a
relatively small sect within Hasidic Judaism into the
powerful force in Jewish life that it is tod ay.
Book No.:EN4-08372
Title:I SHALL NOT HATE: A GAZA DOCTOR'S
JOURNEY ON THE ROAD TO PEACE AND
HUMAN DIGNITY
Author(s):ABUELAISH, IZZELDIN
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
A Palestinian doctor who has devoted his life to medicine
and reconciliation between Israelis and Palestinians.
Book No.:EN4-08373
Title:PEOPLE OF THE BOOK: PHILOSEMITISM
IN ENGLAND, FROM CROMWELL TO
CHURCHILL
Author(s):HIMMELFARB, GERTRUDE
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
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The history of Judaism has for too long been dominated
by the theme of anti-Semitism. The history of
philosemitism provides a corrective to that view, a
reminder of the venerable religion and people that have
been an inspiration for non-Jews as well as Jews.
Book No.:EN4-08374
Title:SONECHKA
Author(s):ULITSKAYA, LYUDMILA
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
Fiction.
Book No.:EN4-08375
Title:JEWISH ODYSSEY OF GEORGE ELIOT
Author(s):HIMMERLFARB, GERTRUDE
Narrator(s):MURPHY, MARY
The most remarkable novel about Jews and Judaism,
predicting the establishment of the Jewish state, was
written in 1876 by a non-Jew - a Victorian woman and a
formidable intellectual, who is generally regarded as one
of the greatest of English noveli sts. Here, the biographer
traces the development of George Eliot's interest in
Jewish matters.
Book No.:EN4-08376
Title:LEONARD WOOLF: A BIOGRAPHY
Author(s):GLENDINNING, VICTORIA
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
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The first full biography of the extraordinary man who was
the "dark star" at the center of the Bloomsbury set, and
the definitive portrait of the Woolf marriage.
Book No.:EN4-08377
Title:AND SO IT WAS WRITTEN
Author(s):BRAZER, ELLEN
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
The book travels to a time when a Third Temple is built
and the Ark of the Covenant holding the Ten
Commandments is found. As the Romans prepare to
reclaim Israel, the book follows two sets of brothers-one
Roman and one Jewish-whose friendships, hatr eds, and
lives intertwine.
Book No.:EN4-08378
Title:MOSHE DAYAN
Author(s):BAR-ON, MORDECHAI
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
In this memorable biography, Mordechai Bar-On, Dayan's
IDF bureau chief, offers an intimate view of Dayan's
private life, public career, and political controversies, set
against an original analysis of Israel's political
environment from pre-Mandate Palestine through the
early 1980s.
Book No.:EN4-08379
Title:VENUS IN THE AFTERNOON
Author(s):LIEBERMAN, TEHILA
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
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It is all here-the love, lust, and grief. These stories never
force a choice between tragedy and redemption, but
rather invite us into the private moments of lives as
flawed as our own.
Book No.:EN4-08380
Title:AM I A JEW?: MY JOURNEY AMONG THE
BELIEVERS AND PRETENDERS, THE
LAPSED AND THE LOST
Author(s):ROSS, THEODORE
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
When Theodore Ross moved from New York City to
small-town Mississippi, his mother insisted that the
family pretend to not be Jewish. He was sent to an
Episcopal school, where he studied the Bible. As an
adult, he wondered: Am I a Jew? Filled with hum or and
sincerity the author explores America's religious
diversity, and one man's quest to stake a claim within it.
Book No.:EN4-08381
Title:WITCH OF COLOGNE
Author(s):LEARNER, TOBSHA
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
The daughter of an influential rabbi, Ruth is a highly
skilled midwife, but she is also the obsession of Solitario,
a Dominican inquisitor. Spurned by Ruth's mother, he is
determined to destroy the daughter and uses Ruth's
practice of kabbalah--seen as a form of Jewish magic--to
launch his attack.
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Book No.:EN4-08382
Title:BEN-GURION: POLITICAL LIFE
Author(s):PERES, SHIMON
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
Israel's president gives us a dramatic and revelatory
biography of Israel's founding father and first prime
minister.
Book No.:EN4-08383
Title:ON THE CHOCOLATE TRAIL: A DELICIOUS
ADVENTURE CONNECTING JEWS,
RELIGIONS, HISTORY, TRAVEL, RITUALS
AND RECIPES TO THE MAGIC OF CACAO
Author(s):PRINZ, RABBI DEBORAH
Narrator(s):NICOLE CHARBANI
A delightful, fascinating read full of history, religion,
ethics, anecdotes and recipes that will make you hungry.
Book No.:EN4-08384
Title:ROAD TO VALOR: A TRUE STORY OF
WORLD WAR II ITALY, THE NAZIS, AND
THE CYCLIST WHO INSPIRED A NATION
Author(s):MCCONNON, AILI AND ANDRES
Narrator(s):LONDON, ELIZABETH
The inspiring, against-the-odds story of Gino Bartali, the
cyclist who made the greatest comeback in Tour Se
France history and secretly aided the Italian Resistance
during World War II.
Book No.:EN4-08385
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Title:BIBLICAL SEDUCTIONS: SIX STORIES
RETOLD BASED ON TALMUD AND
MIDRASH
Author(s):RAPOPORT, SANDRA E
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
The author examines the narratives relating to six women
in the Bible who either seduced or were violated, and
explores the history, culture, and rabbinic literature to
find logical resolutions to readers' questions.
Book No.:EN4-08386
Title:DEATH IN VIENNA: A NOVEL
Author(s):TALLIS, FRANK
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
Detective Oskar Rheinhardt, who is on the cutting edge
of modern police work, and Dr. Max Liebermann, a
follower of Sigmund Freud must use both hard evidence
and intuitive analysis to solve a medium's mysterious
murder-one that couldn't have been com mitted by
anyone alive.
Book No.:EN4-08387
Title:BOOK OF MISCHIEF: NEW AND SELECTED
STORIES
Author(s):STERN, STEVE
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
Steve Stern's stories take us from the unlikely old Jewish
quarter of the Pinch in Memphis to a turn-of-the century
immigrant community in New York; from the market
towns of Eastern Europe to a down-at-the-heels Catskills
resort.
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Book No.:EN4-08388
Title:188TH CRYBABY BRIGADE: A SKINNY
JEWISH KID FROM CHICAGO FIGHTS
HEZBOLLAH: A MEMOIR
Author(s):CHASNOFF, JOEL
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
Joel Chasnoff is twenty-four years old, an American, and
the graduate of an Ivy League university. When his career
as a stand-up comic fails to get off the ground, Chasnoff
volunteers for the Israel Defense Forces. The book is a
new kind of coming-of -age story -- one that teaches us,
moves us, and makes us laugh.
Book No.:EN4-08389
Title:BELVA PLAIN COLLECTION
Author(s):PLAIN, BELVA
Narrator(s):
This is a collection of books that follows the characters
in a series. It contains the following books in story order:
"Evergreen" (3255), ""Golden Cup" (5340), "Tapestry"
(5226) and "Harvest" (5716).
Book No.:EN4-08390
Title:TRUSTING CALVIN: HOW A DOG HELPED
HEAL A HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR'S HEART
Author(s):PETERS, SHARON
Narrator(s):M. HOFFMAN
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Max Edelman was 17 when the Nazis took him to the first
of five work camps where he was beaten into blindness
by guards. After witnessing a German Shepherd kill a
fellow prisoner, he developed a lifelong fear of dogs. Max
survived and moved on. When he retired, he received
Calvin, a chocolate Labrador retriever. The remarkable
story of a man who survived history and the dog that
unlocked his heart.
Book No.:EN4-08391
Title:FAYE KELLERMAN COLLECTION I
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):VARIOUS
This is a collection of (4) earlier books written by Faye
Kellerman It contains the following books: "Ritual Bath"
(4790), "Sacred & Profane" (4984), "Days of Atonement"
(5851) and "Milk & Honey" (5873).
Book No.:EN4-08392
Title:FAYE KELLERMAN COLLECTION II
Author(s):KELLERMAN, FAYE
Narrator(s):VARIOUS
This is a collection of (4) recent books written by Faye
Kellerman It contains the following books: "Jupiter
Bones" (7131), "Stalker" (7418), "Forgotten" (7478) and
"Street Dreams" (7922).
Book No.:EN4-08393
Title:SPINOZA PROBLEM
Author(s):YALOM, IRVIN D.
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Narrator(s):PETER LEVINE
The story of the seventeenth-century thinker Baruch
Spinoza, his philosophy and subsequent
excommunication from the Jewish community, and his
apparent influence on the Nazi ideologue Alfred
Rosenberg,
Book No.:EN4-08394
Title:KONIN: ONE MAN'S QUEST FOR A
VANISHED JEWISH COMMUNITY
Author(s):RICHMOND, THEO
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
In 1939 the Polish town of Konin vanished in the wake of
Nazi occupation. Twenty-five years later, Theo Richmond
set out to find what he could about that vanished world.
Book No.:EN4-08395
Title:NO JOKE: MAKING JEWISH HUMOR
(LIBRARY OF JEWISH IDEAS)
Author(s):WISSE, RUTH R.
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
Wisse broadly traces modern Jewish humor around the
world, teasing out its implications as she explores
memorable and telling examples from German, Yiddish,
English, Russian, and Hebrew.
Book No.:EN4-08396
Title:JEWS AND WORDS
Author(s):OZ, AMOS; OZ-SALZBERGER, FANIA
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
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The authors examine the role words and language have
played in binding the Jewish people to their heritage.
Book No.:EN4-08397
Title:DANIEL SILVA COLLECTION
Author(s):SILVA, DANIEL
Narrator(s):MULTIPLE
This is a collection of five books written by Daniel Silva. It
contains the following books: "Kill Artist" (7366),
"English Assassin" (7579), "A Death In Vienna" (7938),
"The Messenger" (8200) and "The Confessor" (8036).
Book No.:EN4-08398
Title:FIFTEEN JOURNEYS: WARSAW TO
LONDON
Author(s):REICHARDT, JASIA
Narrator(s):
The traveler is a young girl, who we meet at age seven.
Along the way, she loses her home, her family, her name,
her hair, and finally, her fear. Two things help her on her
journeys during these difficult years: some lessons from
her parents and a la rge share of luck, which never
deserts her.
Book No.:EN4-08399
Title:ODYSSEY OF SAMUEL GLASS
Author(s):KOPS, BERNARD
Narrator(s):MARY MURPHY
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Seventeen-year-old Sam Glass is depressed. Since his
father died suddenly, he sees no point in life. Then a
rabbi from the Middle Ages appears and takes Sam back
in time. He meets a panoply of characters including his
own forebears and some familiar figures from Jewish
history. Then he discovers the secret purpose for which
he has been chosen: to assassinate Tsar Alexander II
……
Book No.:EN4-08400
Title:WEDDING IN GREAT NECK
Author(s):MCDOUNOUGH, YONA ZELDIS
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
The Silverstein family is coming together in Great Neck,
Long Island, for the nuptials of the youngest daughter
Angelica. Then an impulsive act by her niece Justine puts
the entire wedding at risk and brings the simmering
family tensions to the boili ng point. Before vows are
exchanged, this day will change more than one life
forever…
Book No.:EN4-08401
Title:UNLIKELY COLLABORATION: GERTRUDE
STEIN, BERNARD FAŸ, AND THE VICHY
DILEMMA
Author(s):WILL, BARBARA
Narrator(s):ALISON EDWARDS
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In 1941, the Jewish American writer Gertrude Stein
embarked on one of the strangest intellectual projects of
her life: translating for an American audience the
speeches of Marshal Philippe Pétain, head of state for the
collaborationist Vichy governme nt. Why and under what
circumstances would Stein undertake this project? The
answers lie in Stein's link to the man at the core of this
controversy: Bernard Faÿ, Stein's apparent Vichy
protector.
Book No.:EN4-08402
Title:JACOB'S FOLLY
Author(s):MILLER. REBECCA
Narrator(s):ALISON EDWARDS
In 18th century Paris, Jacob Cerf is a Jew, a peddler of
knives and snuffboxes. He is determined to raise himself
up in life, by whatever means he can. More than 200
years later, Jacob is amazed to find himself reincarnated
as a fly in the Long Islan d suburbs of 21st century
America.
Book No.:EN4-08403
Title:WATCHMAKER'S DAUGTHER
Author(s):TAITZ, SONIA
Narrator(s):SONIA TAITZ
The story of a child of a watchmaker who saved lives
within Dachau prison, and his wife, a gifted pianist about
to make her debut when the Nazis seized power. This
legacy leads the author to forge a life in which she seeks
to heal both her parents an d herself through travel,
achievement, and a daring love affair.
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Book No.:EN4-08405
Title:ONCE WE WERE BROTHERS
Author(s):BALSON, RONALD H
Narrator(s):BAZ SNIDER
The gripping tale about two boys, once as close as
brothers, who find themselves on opposite sides of the
Holocaust.
Book No.:EN4-08406
Title:AL CAPP, A LIFE TO THE CONTRARY
Author(s):SCHUMACHER, MICHAEL; KITCHEN,
DENIS
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Capp was a familiar personality on TV and radio.With
unprecedented access to Capp's archives , the authors
have written a probing biography. Capp's story is one of
incredible highs and lows, of popularity and villainy, of
success and failure-told her e with authority and heart.
Book No.:EN4-08407
Title:ASSISTANT
Author(s):MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s):MULTIPLE
Realistic and moving novel of a Jewish grocer, Morris
Bober, his family and his assistant, a non-Jew who falls
in love with the grocer's daughter.
Book No.:EN4-08408
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Title:JOHANNES REUCHLIN AND THE
CAMPAIGN TO DESTROY JEWISH BOOKS
Author(s):PRICE, DAVID H.
Narrator(s):WIN ROBBINS
This book is a valuable contribution to study of an
important and complex development in European history:
Christians acquiring accurate knowledge of Judaism and
its history.
Book No.:EN4-08409
Title:HAVEN OF LIBERTY: NEW YORK JEWS IN
THE NEW WORLD, 1654-1865
Author(s):ROCK, HOWARD B
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Haven of Liberty chronicles the arrival of the first Jews to
New York in 1654 and highlights the role of
republicanism in shaping their identity and institutions.
Book No.:EN4-08410
Title:COUNTRY OF ASH: A JEWISH DOCTOR IN
POLAND, 1939–1945
Author(s):REICHER, EDWARD
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
A chronicle of a Jewish doctor who miraculously
survived near-certain death, first inside the Lodz and
Warsaw ghettoes, where he was forced to treat the
Gestapo, then on the Aryan side of Warsaw, where he hid
under numerous disguises
Book No.:EN4-08411
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Title:EMERGING METROPOLIS: NEW YORK
JEWS IN THE AGE OF IMMIGRATION, 18401920 (CITY OF PROMISES)
Author(s):POLLAND, ANNIE; SOYER,DANIEL
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
The story of New York’s emergence as the greatest
Jewish city of all time. It explores the Central European
and East European Jews’ encounter with New York City,
tracing immigrants’ economic, social, religious, political,
and cultural adaptation betw een 1840 and 1920.
Book No.:EN4-08412
Title:JEWS IN GOTHAM: NEW YORK JEWS IN A
CHANGING CITY 1920-2010
Author(s):GUROCK, JEFFREY S.
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
The book details the complex dynamics that caused Jews
to persist, abandon, or be left behind in their
neighborhoods during critical moments of the past
century.
Book No.:EN4-08413
Title:LIAR'S GOSPEL: A NOVEL
Author(s):ALDERMAN, NAOMI
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Imagining the story of Jesus from the perspective of his
mother, a friend, a collaborator, and a rebel, Alderman
provides a Jewish version of the Gospel. Although a
story can't be separated from its teller's motives, this
powerful reimagining sheds n ew light on an old story.
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Book No.:EN4-08414
Title:CHASING THE KING OF HEARTS
Author(s):KRALL, HANNA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
An extraordinary love story, spanning from the Warsaw
Ghetto to Israel. After the deportation of her husband to
Auschwitz, Izolda Regenberg, alias Maria Pawlicka, has
only one aim: to free her husband.
Book No.:EN4-08415
Title:SPIES AGAINST ARMAGEDDON: INSIDE
ISRAEL'S SECRET WARS: UPDATED &
REVISED
Author(s):RAVIV, DAN & MELMAN, YOSSI
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
This is a history of Israel's espionage and security
network from 1948 until the present day
Book No.:EN4-08416
Title:MISSING FILE
Author(s):MISHANI,D.A.
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
Israeli detective Avraham Avraham must find a teenage
boy gone missing from the suburbs of Tel Aviv.
Book No.:EN4-08417
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Title:PLEDGES OF JEWISH ALLEGIANCE:
CONVERSION, LAW, AND POLICYMAKING
IN NINETEENTH- AND TWENTIETHCENTURY ORTHODOX RESPONSA
Author(s):ELLENSON, DAVID & GORDIS, DANIEL
Narrator(s):MARIE HOFFMAN
This book examines a wide array of legal opinions written
by nineteenth- and twentieth-century orthodox rabbis in
Europe, the United States, and Israel.
Book No.:EN4-08418
Title:DAY AFTER NIGHT
Author(s):DIAMANT, ANITA
Narrator(s):NICOLE CHARBANI
The popular author sketches the intertwined fates of
several young women refugees at Atlit, a British-run
internment camp set up in Palestine after WWII.
Book No.:EN4-08419
Title:JEWISH CANDIDATE
Author(s):CROSSLAND, DAVID
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
A political thriller which paints a chilling scenario of the
threats posed to contemporary German society by neoNazi extremists.
Book No.:EN4-08420
Title:STERN, THE MAN AND HIS GANG
Author(s):GOLAN,ZEV
Narrator(s):MARIE HOFFMAN
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The book traces Abraham Stern's evolution from hated
gangster to folk hero and chronicles the military and
political deeds of the thousand Jews who joined his war
against England.
Book No.:EN4-08421
Title:CRAFT BEER BAR MITZVAH
Author(s):COWAN, JEREMY
Narrator(s):MARCEL SISLOWITZ
In this compelling tale of how the nation’s first and only
Jewish Celebration beer came to fruition, founder Jeremy
Cowan tells the story of Shmaltz Brewing’s evolution
from an inside joke into a thriving and award-winning
craft brewing company.
Book No.:EN4-08422
Title:CELLA
Author(s):WERFEL, FRANZ
Narrator(s):MARCEL SISLOWITZ
This unfinished, semi-autobiographical novel about the
Nazi takeover of Austria gives a searing portrait of a
world on the verge of collapse.
Book No.:EN4-08423
Title:MITZVAH MAN
Author(s):CLAYTON, JOHN J.
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
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Mourning the death of his wife, Adam Friedman finds
solace through living the mitzvot. But while some hail the
Mitzvah Man as a modern-day prophet, others brand him
a madman in danger of losing custody of his only child.
Book No.:EN4-08424
Title:BARNEY'S VERSION
Author(s):RICHLER, MORDECAI
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
Barney Panofsky—Canadian expat, wily lover of women,
writer, television producer, raconteur—is finally putting
pen to paper so he can rebut the charges about him
made in his rival’s autobiography.
Book No.:EN4-08425
Title:MY PROMISED LAND: THE TRIUMPH AND
TRAGEDY OF ISRAEL
Author(s):SHAVIT, ARI
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
An authoritative and deeply personal narrative history of
the State of Israel, by one of the most influential
journalists writing about the Middle East today
Book No.:EN4-08426
Title:RUSS & DAUGHTERS: REFLECTIONS AND
RECIPES FROM THE HOUSE THAT
HERRING BUILT
Author(s):FEDERMAN, MARK RUSS
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEISTEIN
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The former owner/proprietor of the beloved appetizing
store on Manhattan’s Lower East Side tells the story of
an immigrant family’s journey from a pushcart in 1907 to
“New York’s most hallowed shrine to the miracle of
caviar, smoked salmon, ethereal herring, and silken
chopped liver”
Book No.:EN4-08427
Title:FINE THINGS
Author(s):STEEL, DANIELLE
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCH
The story of Bernie Fine whose wife dies, leaving him
alone with two children. A kidnapping and a bitter
custody battle force him to learn what personal
commitment is all about.
Book No.:EN4-08428
Title:TIME OF ANGELS
Author(s):SCHONSTEIN, PATRICIA
Narrator(s):JESSIA LEONARD
A colorful expatriate neighborhood of Italian Jews in
post-apartheid Capetown is the setting for this charming
novel of food, love and magic.
Book No.:EN4-08429
Title:SEABURY PLACE: A BRONX MEMOIR
Author(s):WOLFE, DANIEL
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
Daniel Wolfe brings to life his Bronx neighborhood
during the Great Depression.
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Book No.:EN4-08430
Title:JEWISH JOCKS: AN UNORTHODOX HALL
OF FAME
Author(s):FOER, FRANKLIN; TRACY, MARK
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
A timeless collection of biographical musings,
sociological riffs about assimilation, first-person
reflections, and, above all, great writing on some of the
most influential and unexpected pioneers in the world of
sports.
Book No.:EN4-08431
Title:PROSPEROUS THIEF
Author(s):GOLDSMITH, ANDREA
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
A story about identity and forgiveness set against the
backdrop of Nazi Germany and the Holocaust. The thief's
crime irrevocably links two families and creates a legacy
that has far-reaching consequences.
Book No.:EN4-08432
Title:STRANGLEHOLD
Author(s):ROTENBERG, ROBERT
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
A legal thriller featuring Detective Ari Greene in the fight
of his life.
Book No.:EN4-08434
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Title:DANCING WITH THE ENEMY: MY FAMILY'S
HOLOCAUST SECRET
Author(s):GLAZER, PAUL
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
The gripping story of the author’s aunt, a Jewish dance
instructor who was betrayed to the Nazis by the two men
she loved, yet managed to survive WWII by teaching
dance lessons to the SS at Auschwitz.
Book No.:EN4-08435
Title:NO BETTER TIME: THE BRIEF,
REMARKABLE LIFE OF DANNY LEWIN,
THE GENIUS WHO TRANSFORMED THE
INTERNET
Author(s):RASKIN, MOLLY KNIGHT
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
A story of a young mathematical genius who wrote a set
of algorithms that would create a faster Internet. Danny
Lewin’s brilliant but brief life is largely unknown because,
until now, those closest to him have guarded their
memories and quietly mourn ed their loss. Lewin was
stabbed to death at age 31 while trying to overpower the
terrorists who would eventually fly American Flight 11
into the World Trade Center.
Book No.:EN4-08436
Title:STORYTELLER
Author(s):PICOULT, JODI
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
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Sage Singer befriends Josef Weber, an elderly retired
teacher, who tells her that he’s a former SS officer and
asks her to help him end his life. Sage, whose
grandmother Minka survived the Holocaust, reaches out
to Leo Stein, an attorney and Nazi hun ter. Leo
investigates Sage’s claims, which leads them to Minka,
who shares a surprising connection to Josef.
Book No.:EN4-08437
Title:LIKE DREAMERS: THE STORY OF THE
ISRAELI PARATROOPERS WHO REUNITED
JERUSALEM AND DIVIDED A NATION
Author(s):HALEVI,YOSSI KLEIN
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
The life stories of men of Brigade 55, a reserve unit
primarily responsible for liberating the Western wall and
seizing East Jerusalem from Jordanian control.
Book No.:EN4-08438
Title:ENGLISH GIRL
Author(s):SILVA, DANIEL
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
A beautiful woman, with whom the married British PM
has been having an affair, is snatched from her vacation
on Corsica. Trying to avoid a scandal, the prime-minister
reaches for help to art restorer and Israeli spy, Gabriel
Allon.
Book No.:EN4-08439
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Title:PRINCE OF FIRE: A GABRIEL ALLON
NOVEL
Author(s):SILVA, DANIEL
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
Art restorer and semireluctant spy, Gabriel, is pulled from
his cover to hunt down terrorists who have committed a
horrific crime, in this case the bombing of the Israeli
embassy in Rome.
Book No.:EN4-08440
Title:SUPERMAN IS JEWISH: HOW COMIC
BOOK SUPERHEROES CAME TO SERVE
TRUTH, JUSTICE, AND THE JEWISHAMERICAN WAY
Author(s):BROD, HARRY
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
Harry Brod reveals the links between Jews and
superheroes in an investigation of iconic comic book
figures.
Book No.:EN4-08441
Title:CUT ME LOOSE: SIN AND SALVATION
AFTER MY ULTRA-ORTHODOX GIRLHOOD
Author(s):VINCENT, LEAH
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
An electrifying memoir about a young woman's
promiscuous and self-destructive spiral after being cast
out of her ultra-Orthodox Jewish family
Book No.:EN4-08442
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Title:JERUSALEM MAIDEN: A NOVEL
Author(s):CARNER, TALIA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
A young Orthodox Jewish woman in Jerusalem is
expected to marry. While Esther understands her
obligations, her artistic talent inspires her to secretly
explore worlds outside her religion, to dream of studying
in Paris. Esther forced to confront the most difficult
question: To whom must she be true, God or herself?
Book No.:EN4-08443
Title:WHO WROTE THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS?:
THE SEARCH FOR THE SECRET OF
QUMRAN
Author(s):GOLB, NORMAN
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
Since their discovery in the Qumran caves in 1947, the
Dead Sea Scrolls have been the object of intense
fascination and extreme controversy. Professor Norman
Golb argues that they were not the work of a small sect,
as other scholars have claimed, but written by different
groups of Jews and then smuggled out of Jerusalem's
libraries before the Roman siege of 70 C.E..
Book No.:EN4-08444
Title:GARDEN OF THE FINZI-CONTINIS
Author(s):BASSANI, GIORGIO
Narrator(s):MARCEL SISLOWITZ
The story of a wealthy, insular Jewish family in Fascist
Italy just before the outbreak of World War II. A new
recording of the original.
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Book No.:EN4-08445
Title:NETANYA
Author(s):BURSTEIN, DROR
Narrator(s):MARCEL SISLOWITZ
A fascinating blend of reminiscence, fiction, and amateur
science, seeking to convey not only a personal story but
the big picture in which the saga of life on Earth have the
same status as anecdotes about one's aunts and uncles.
Book No.:EN4-08446
Title:ACCIDENTS: A NOVEL
Author(s):HEDAYA, YAEL
Narrator(s):MARY MURPHY
Yonatan is a writer, a fifty-year-old widower left to raise
his child alone. When he meets Shira, a bestselling
author paralyzed by stage fright, the thaw begins as man,
woman, and girl enter a halting relationship.
Book No.:EN4-08447
Title:CREATED EQUAL: HOW THE BIBLE
BROKE WITH ANCIENT POLITICAL
THOUGHT
Author(s):BERMAN, JOSHUA
Narrator(s):WIN ROBINS
The author engages the text of the Hebrew Bible from a
novel perspective, considering it as a document of social
and political thought.
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Book No.:EN4-08448
Title:NEVER THE LAST JOURNEY
Author(s):ZANDMAN, FELIX
Narrator(s):DAN PARILIS
At the age of 16, Zandman spent 17 months hiding from
the Nazis under the floorboards of the house of a Polish
peasant family. In this moving autobiography, Zandman,
who became a successful scientist and inventor,
describes his journey.
Book No.:EN4-08449
Title:YUDL AND OTHER STORIES
Author(s):SILBERT, LAYLE
Narrator(s):MARIE HOFFMAN
Told with wry wit and a masterful sensibility for
metaphor, the story explores gender, Zionism, and the
immigrant experience in the US.
Book No.:EN4-08450
Title:MOTTI
Author(s):SCHURR, ASAF
Narrator(s):DAN PARILIS
The novel depicts the unequal friendship between Motti
and Menachem, two middle-aged men living in
Jerusalem.After a night of drinking together, Menachem
hits and kills a pedestrian while driving drunk, and Motti,
also in the car, steps up and takes the rap—five years in
prison.
Book No.:EN4-08451
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Title:COVENANT AND CONVERSATION:
GENESIS:THE BOOK OF BEGINNINGS
Author(s):SACKS, JONATHAN, RABBI
Narrator(s):
Rabbi Sacks fuses Jewish tradition, Western philosophy
and literature to present a highly developed
understanding of the human condition under God's
sovereignty. Erudite and eloquent, Covenant &
Conversation allows us to experience Rabbi Sacks
sophis ticated approach to life lived in an ongoing
dialogue with the Torah.
Book No.:EN4-08452
Title:COUNTRYMEN
Author(s):LIDEGAARD, BO
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
The story of the protection and eventual rescue of the
approximately 7,000 Danish Jews by their fellow Gentile
Danish citizens, escaping a scheduled roundup by Nazi
occupiers.
Book No.:EN4-08453
Title:ALLEPO CODEX: IN PURSUIT OF ONE OF
THE WORLD'S MOST COVETED, SACRED,
AND MYSTERIOUS BOOKS
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, MATTI
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
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Written in the tenth century, the Aleppo Codex is the
most accurate copy of the Hebrew Bible. Named for the
Syrian city in which it was kept, the codex is also known
as the Crown of Aleppo and was said to protect those
who cared for it and curse thos e who defiled it.
Book No.:EN4-08454
Title:HAREM MIDWIFE
Author(s):RICH, ROBERTA
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
A historical novel which takes place in he Imperial
Harem, Constantinople in 1578. The author incorporates
a wealth of historical detail into her riveting tale of a
heroine who won't give up on her marriage.
Book No.:EN4-08455
Title:WHY THE GERMANS? WHY THE JEWS?:
ENVY, RACE HATRED, AND THE
PREHISTORY OF THE HOLOCAUST
Author(s):GOTZ ,ALY
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
A provocative and insightful analysis that sheds new
light on one of the most puzzling and historically
unsettling conundrums. Why did the Holocaust happen in
Germany, of all places? How did a country known for its
culture and refinement turn so rabi dly anti-Semitic?
Book No.:EN4-08456
Title:SHOLEM ALEICHEM COLLECTION
Author(s):ALEICHEM, SHOLEM
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Narrator(s):VARIOUS
This is a collection of (4) books written by Sholem
Aleichem It contains the following books: "Inside
Kasrilevke (294) "Adventures of Mottel" (1130), "The
Nightingale" (4681) and "Bloody Hoax" (6121).
Book No.:EN4-08457
Title:INNER SEA: A NOVEL OF THE YEAR 100
Author(s):KOTKER, ZANE
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
A historical novel about the conflict-filled lives of Jews
and Christians of the Roman Empire in year 100 CE.
Book No.:EN4-08458
Title:SAY GOODNIGHT, GRACIE!: THE STORY
OF BURNS & ALLEN
Author(s):BLYTHE, CHERYL; SACKETT, SUSAN
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
This book is a detailed history of the Burns & Allen TV
show. As such, the writers have successfully re-created
the 1950-58 program and at the same time revealed the
warm relationship that existed between Burns and the
on-stage character of Gracie Al len.
Book No.:EN4-08460
Title:ON WINGS OF EAGLES: THE SECRET
OPERATION OF THE ETHIOPIAN EXODUS
Author(s):FELDMAN. MICHA
Narrator(s):WIN ROBINS
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Told through diary entries interspersed with the stories
of many Ethiopian Jews in their own words, this is the
gripping account of the Jewish Agency's coordinator of
Ethiopian aliyah as he worked over a decade to free the
Beta Israel from shocking c onditions.
Book No.:EN4-08461
Title:HOW TO RAISE A JEWISH DOG
Author(s):WEINER, ELLIS; DAVILMAN, BARBARA
Narrator(s):BARBARA ABIS
This is an extremely funny spoof pooch manual filled
with dire jokes that would make even Woody Allen
cringe.
Book No.:EN4-08462
Title:LITTLE FAILURE: A MEMOIR
Author(s):SHTEYNGART, GARY
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
A true story of an immigrant family betting its future on
America, as told by a lifelong misfit who finally finds a
place for himself in the world through books and words.
Book No.:EN4-08463
Title:REPLACEMENT LIFE: A NOVEL
Author(s):FISHMAN, BORIS
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
A hilarious story of a failed journalist asked to do the
unthinkable: Forge Holocaust-restitution claims for old
Russian Jews in Brooklyn, New York.
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Book No.:EN4-08464
Title:CLOUDS ACROSS THE SUN
Author(s):BRAZER, ELLEN
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
Before the end of WWII, Hitler charged a group of his
most trusted and brilliant comrades with a mission:
Educate your progeny and then elevate them to positions
of power throughout the world. Steeped in fact, and
meticulously researched, Clouds Acro ss the Sun is the
story of just one of these children.
Book No.:EN4-08466
Title:IN THE SPIRIT OF THE MAGGID
Author(s):KROHN, PAYSACH J., RABBI
Narrator(s):MD LAUFER
The warmth, perception, and insight of the man known as
the American Maggid comes through in every story. In
his stories we can feel this acceptance and affection and
therefore we allow the stories to teach us -- and to touch
us.
Book No.:EN4-08467
Title:HONEST DECEPTIONS
Author(s):HESS, HANNAH S
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
A compelling story of wartime lies and their brutal
resonance through time. Hannah Hess has skillfully
drawn convincing portraits of a Germany under the heel
of Nazism and then, twenty years later, deep in the pit
self-induced amnesia over its past.
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Book No.:EN4-08468
Title:FINDING DR.SCHATZ: THE DISCOVERY OF
STREPTOMYCIN AND A LIFE IT SAVED
Author(s):AUERBACHER, INGE; SCHATZ, ALBERT
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
A poignant story about Dr. Albert Schatz, discoverer of
streptomycin, who never received the recognition he
deserved. The timing of the discovery meant the
difference for survival for author Auerbacher, a survivor
of a concentration camp. How these t wo lives
intertwined is one the reader will never forget.
Book No.:EN4-08469
Title:RASHI'S DAUGHTERS COMPLETE (BOOKS
1-3): COMPILATION
Author(s):ANTON, MAGGIE
Narrator(s):MAGGIE SNYDER
Includes Book 1 JOHEVED, Book 2 MIRIAM, Book 3
RACHEL
Book No.:EN4-08470
Title:SPOON FROM MINKOWITZ: A
BITTERSWEET ROOTS JOURNEY TO
ANCESTRAL LANDS
Author(s):FEIN, JUDITH
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
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International travel writer Judith Fein researches and
visits her grandmother's birthplace. The resulting book,
fiilled with fascinating people and bittersweet history,
tells us where she came from, what the Old World was
like, and what remains of th e places so many of our
ancestors left behind when they came to America.
Book No.:EN4-08471
Title:OVERWEIGHT SENSATION: THE LIFE AND
COMEDY OF ALLAN SHERMAN
Author(s):COHEN, MARK
Narrator(s):WIN ROBINS
An entertaining biography of song parodist and
comedian Allan Sherman.
Book No.:EN4-08472
Title:NEW YORK 1, TEL AVIV 0
Author(s):ORIA, SHELLY
Narrator(s):LINA LANSKY
Trying to figure out what an Israeli is, who an Israeli is in
America, the observant Shelly Oria takes us to Brooklyn
and Manhattan, Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. These are
stories of busted love, tentative lust, and international
identity.
Book No.:EN4-08473
Title:MARRYING OF CHANI KAUFMAN
Author(s):HARRIS, EVE
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
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The story takes place in the insular ultra-Orthodox
Jewish community in London.The book introduces
readers to a little-known way of life and asks us to
consider the role of faith and family in today’s world.
Book No.:EN4-08474
Title:FALLING OUT OF TIME
Author(s):GROSSMAN, DAVID
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
A grief-stricken Israeli villager takes leave of his
bewildered wife, embarking on a journey to an impossibly
undefined place where he hopes to find and to speak with
his dead son.
Book No.:EN4-08475
Title:UNCLEAN LIPS: OBSCENITY, JEWS, AND
AMERICAN CULTURE
Author(s):LAMBERT, JOSH
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
The book analyzes the variable historical and cultural
factors that account for the central role Jews have played
in the struggles over obscenity and censorship in the
modern United States.
Book No.:EN4-08476
Title:BEN GURION: FATHER OF MODERN
ISRAEL
Author(s):SHAPIRA, ANITA
Narrator(s):MD LAUFER
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The author strives to get to the core of the complex man
who would become the face of the new Jewish nation,
focusing especially on the period after 1948, during the
first years of statehood.
Book No.:EN4-08477
Title:WORLDS OF SHOLEM ALEICHEM: THE
REMARKABLE LIFE AND AFTERLIFE OF
THE MAN WHO CREATED TEVYE
Author(s):DAUBER, JEREMY
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
The first comprehensive biography of one of the most
beloved authors of all time: the creator of Tevye the
Dairyman, the hero of the collection of stories that
inspired Fiddler on the Roof
Book No.:EN4-08478
Title:DISRAELI (OR THE TWO LIVES)
Author(s):HURD, DOUGLAS & YOUNG, EDWARD
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
The autobiography of Benjamin Disraeli, the most gifted
parliamentarian of the nineteenth century and a superb
orator and writer.
Book No.:EN4-08479
Title:PAPER LOVE: SEARCHING FOR THE GIRL
MY GRANDFATHER LEFT BEHIND
Author(s):WILDMAN, SARAH
Narrator(s):MARIE HOFFMAN
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One woman’s journey to find the lost love her
grandfather left behind when he fled pre-World War II
Europe, and an exploration into family identity, myth, and
memory.
Book No.:EN4-08480
Title:TRANSIT
Author(s):SEGHERS, ANNA
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
An existential, political, literary thriller that explores the
agonies of boredom, the vitality of storytelling, and the
plight of the exile.
Book No.:EN4-08481
Title:GIRL FROM HUMAN STREET: GHOSTS OF
MEMORY IN A JEWISH FAMILY
Author(s):COHEN, ROGER
Narrator(s):PAUL JOHNSON
Beginning in the nineteenth century and continuing
through to the present day, Cohen tracks his family’s
story of repeated upheaval, from Lithuania to South
Africa, and then to England, the United States, and Israel.
Book No.:EN4-08482
Title:LOST MATRIARCH: FINDING LEAH IN THE
BIBLE AND MIDRASH
Author(s):RABOW, JERRY
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
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Through Jerry Rabow’s weaving of biblical text and
midrash, readers learn the lessons of the remarkable
Leah, who triumphed over adversity and hardship by
living a life of moral heroism.
Book No.:EN4-08483
Title:SECRET SERVANT
Author(s):SILVA, DANIEL
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
In this sequel to The Messenger, a terrorist plot in
London leads Israeli art restoring secret agent Gabriel
Allon on a desperate search for the kidnapped daughter
of an American ambassador.
Book No.:EN4-08484
Title:INVISIBLE CITY
Author(s):DAHL, JULIA
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
This is a book that serves two purposes - to entertain as
a murder mystery, and, in the process, to inform about
life in the closed ultra-orthodox Jewish community in
Brooklyn
Book No.:EN4-08485
Title:LEON BLUM: PRIME MINISTER,
SOCIALIST, ZIONIST
Author(s):BIRNBAUM, PIERRE
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
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The biography of France’s three-time prime minister,
socialist activist, and courageous opponent of the proNazi Vichy regime, who profoundly altered French
society.
Book No.:EN4-08486
Title:LINCOLN AND THE JEWS
Author(s):SARNA, JONATHAN D.
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
This groundbreaking work reveals how Lincoln's
remarkable relationship with American Jews impacted
both his path to the presidency and his policy decisions
as president.
Book No.:EN4-08487
Title:IN THE KING'S ARMS
Author(s):TAITZ, SONYA
Narrator(s):SONYA TAITZ
Lily Taub, daughter of Holocaust survivors, goes to
college and falls in love with Peter. What she doesn't
know is that Peter's parents are anti-Semitic and will give
her a hard time when she visits them.
Book No.:EN4-08488
Title:AMBIGUITY OF VIRTUE: GERTRUDE VAN
TIJN AND THE FATE OF THE DUTCH JEWS
Author(s):WASSERSTEIN, BERNARD
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
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In May 1941, Gertrude van Tijn arrived in Lisbon on a
mission of mercy from German-occupied Amsterdam.
She came with Nazi approval to negotiate the departure
of thousands of German and Dutch Jews. Some later
called her a heroine for the choices she m ade; others
denounced her as a collaborator.
Book No.:EN4-08489
Title:B-SIDE: THE DEATH OF TIN PAN ALLEY
AND THE REBIRTH OF THE GREAT
AMERICAN SONG
Author(s):YAGODA, BEN
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
The history of American popular music in the 20th
Century.
Book No.:EN4-08490
Title:STORY OF THE JEWS: FINDING THE
WORDS 1000 BC - 1492 AD
Author(s):SCHAMA, SIMON
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
The story of the Jewish experience, tracing it across
three millennia, from their beginnings as an ancient tribal
people to the opening of the New World in 1492 to the
modern day.
Book No.:EN4-08491
Title:WALLENBERG: MISSING HERO
Author(s):MARTON, KATI
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
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An authoritative account of Wallenberg's days in
Budapest, his mysterious disappearance into Soviet
prisons, and the most detailed account available of how
he saved over 100,000 Jews from Nazi death camps.
Book No.:EN4-08492
Title:YANKEL'S TAVERN: JEWS, LIQUOR, AND
LIFE IN THE KINGDOM OF POLAND
Author(s):DYNNER, GLENN
Narrator(s):
In 19th century Eastern Europe, the Jewish-run tavern
was often the center of leisure and hospitality. This
unusual situation came about because the nobles who
owned taverns throughout the formerly Polish lands
believed that only Jews were sober enou gh to run
taverns profitably.
Book No.:EN4-08493
Title:BACKSTAGE PASS TO BROADWAY: TRUE
TALES FROM A THEATRE PRESS AGENT
Author(s):SCHULMAN, SUSAN L.
Narrator(s):BARBARA ABIS
Susan L. Schulman has been a theatrical press agent for
more than 40 years.In her new memoi rshe pulls back the
curtain to let readers see what goes on backstage on
Broadway.
Book No.:EN4-08494
Title:FAMILY: A JOURNEY INTO THE HEART OF
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
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Author(s):LASKIN,DAVID
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
The upheavals of the twentieth century through the story
of one family, three continents, two world wars, and the
rise and fall of nations.
Book No.:EN4-08495
Title:CHILD OF CHRISTIAN BLOOD: MURDER
AND CONSPIRACY IN TSARIST RUSSIA:
THE BEILIS BLOOD LIBEL
Author(s):LEVIN, EDMUND
Narrator(s):ROLLY ADAMS
A Jewish factory worker is falsely accused of ritually
murdering a Christian boy in Russia in 1911 so that his
blood could be used in making Passover matzo. His trial
became an international cause célèbre.
Book No.:EN4-08496
Title:RAG RACE: HOW JEWS SEWED THEIR
WAY TO SUCCESS IN AMERICA AND THE
BRITISH EMPIRE
Author(s):MENDELSOHN, ADAM D
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Comparing the history of Jewish participation within the
clothing trade in the United States with that of Jews in
the same business in England, The Rag Race
demonstrates that differences within the garment
industry contributed to a very real divergen ce in social
and economic outcomes for Jews in each setting.
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Book No.:EN4-08497
Title:SECRET OF THE LEAVES
Author(s):VAN HANDEL, ESTHER
Narrator(s):HAYDEN PLATTUS
Some people are loud but Beryl is the loudest. But that
changes when he learns a secret.
Book No.:EN4-08498
Title:REMAINS OF LOVE: A NOVEL
Author(s):SHALEV, ZARUYA
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
The story of a family in turmoil, brought together in
Jerusalem where the mother lies dying in a hospital bed.
Book No.:EN4-08499
Title:TEL-AVIV NOIR
Author(s):KERET, ETGAR: GAVRON, ASSAF
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
Collection of short stories by young Israeli's writers
about the unknown side of Tel-Aviv.
Book No.:EN4-08500
Title:WIDOW-WISE
Author(s):ALYSE GROSS
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
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Three nice Jewish girls met in a dormitory room on the
campus of The Ohio State University in September 1956.
Their dreams were indicative of the era: marry, have
children, live happily ever after.Fifty-three years later, as
widows, they sat together and retold the stories of their
lives.
Book No.:EN4-08501
Title:33 DAYS
Author(s):WERTH, LEON
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
A rare eyewitness account by an important author of
fleeing the Nazis’ march on Paris in 1940, featuring a
never-before-published introduction by Antoine de SaintExupéry.
Book No.:EN4-08502
Title:DYING TO LIVE IN PALM BEACH
Author(s):GROSSMAN, JANE
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
For a group of eight close-knit widows living in Palm
Beach, life is for celebrating. That is, until one of them
takes the celebration a bit too far.This is a light look at
how women of differing circumstances, differing
backgrounds, but similar tast es, handle their diminishing
days on earth. Will they go to the theater; will they go on
a cruise? Some of them will, but three will be dead.
Which of the remaining five is the villain?
Book No.:EN4-08503
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Title:LOST TORAH OF SHANGHAI
Author(s):FRANK, LINDA
Narrator(s):MARIE HOFFMAN
AS ISRAEL BRAVES SADDAM HUSSEIN’S SCUD
MISSILES, A TORAH FROM IRAQ DISAPPEARS IN
CHINA. CAN THE “JEWISH MISS MARPLE” FIND THE
HISTORIC RELIGIOUS SCROLL IN TIME FOR A
MOMENTOUS DIPLOMATIC BREAKTHROUGH?
Book No.:EN4-08504
Title:REBEL OF SAVANNAH
Author(s):TAWL, HAYIM, WEISSMAN, CHANANYA
Narrator(s):MARCEL SISLOWITZ
The fictional retelling, based on historical facts, of the
growth of the colonial American south from 1732 to 1791,
the intricate relations between Christians, Jews, and
Native Americans, the struggle for American
independence, and the unifying power of freedom.
Book No.:EN4-08505
Title:GOD LAUGHED: SOURCES OF JEWISH
HUMOR
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, HERSHEYH; WEISER,LINDA
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
The book reviews, organizes, and categorizes the humor
of the ancient Jewish texts—the Hebrew Bible, the
Talmud, and Midrash—in a clear, readable, and
accessible manner.
Book No.:EN4-08506
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Title:PRAYERS FOR THE LIVING
Author(s):CHEUSE, ALAN
Narrator(s):MAGGIE SNYDER
Presented in a series of conversations between
grandmother Minnie Bloch and her companions the
author unfolds a layered family portrait of three
generations of the Bloch family, whose members are
collapsing under everyday burdens and brutal betrayals .
Book No.:EN4-08507
Title:LAST OF THE JUST
Author(s):SCHWARTZ-BART,ANDRE
Narrator(s):MD LAUFER
In March 11, 1185, in the old Anglican city of York, the
Jews of the city were brutally massacred by their
townsmen. As legend has it, God blessed the only
survivor of this medieval pogrom, Rabbi Yom Tov Levy,a
blessing which extended to one Levy of each succeeding
generation. This terrifying and remarkable legacy is
traced over eight centuries.
Book No.:EN4-08508
Title:GOODBYE, EVIL EYE: STORIES
Author(s):KIRCHHEIMER, GLORIA DEVIDAS
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
The stories revolve around the tensions between
Sephardic Jews and US urban life.
Book No.:EN4-08509
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Title:STRANGER IN MY OWN COUNTRY: A
JEWISH FAMILY IN MODERN GERMANY
Author(s):MOUNK, YASCHA
Narrator(s):BARRIE SNIDER
Vivid and fascinating, Stranger in My Own Country traces
the contours of Jewish life in a country still struggling
with the legacy of the Third Reich and portrays those
who, inevitably, continue to live in its shadow.
Book No.:EN4-08510
Title:BEST PLACE ON EARTH
Author(s):TSABARI, AYELET
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
The stories about characters at the crossroads of
nationalities, religions and communities: expatriates,
travellers, immigrants and locals.
Book No.:EN4-08511
Title:LAST NIGHT OF POXL WEST: A NOVEL
Author(s):TORDAY, DANIEL
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
The book tells the fictional story of a late 20th century
teenage boy, Elijah Goldstein, who recounts the story of
his uncle, Poxl West, who wrote a memoir about his
years as an RAF pilot during WWII.
Book No.:EN4-08512
Title:HIS DAUGHTER
Author(s):YORAM, KANIUK
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
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This novel is a deep investigation of the nature of Israeli
society, the Zionist vision, the changing nature of a
culture and a society under rapid transformation.
Book No.:EN4-08513
Title:MIRIAM, EVER WATCHFUL
Author(s):LETZTER, ANNE
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
A fictionalized version of the biblical story of Miriam and
her infant brother Moses.
Book No.:EN4-08514
Title:TALES OF THE HASIDIM LATER MASTERS
Author(s):BUBER, MARTIN
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
These marvelous tales are the true texts of Hasidim. The
hasidic masters, of whom these tales are told, are fullbodied personalities, yet their lives seem almost
symbolic. Through them is expressed the intensity and
holy joy whereby God becomes visi ble in everything.
Book No.:EN4-08515
Title:ROADS TAKEN: THE GREAT JEWISH
MIGRATIONS TO THE NEW WORLD AND
THE PEDDLERS WHO FORGED THE WAY
Author(s):HASIA R.DINER
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
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Between the late 1700s and the 1920s, nearly one-third of
the world’s Jews emigrated to new lands. The book the
story of millions of discontented young Jewish men who
sought opportunity abroad, leaving parents, wives, and
sweethearts behind.
Book No.:EN4-08516
Title:DEVIL AMONG US
Author(s):WINNICK, JACK
Narrator(s):DAN PARILIS
A New York synagogue is leveled by an explosion on
Yom Kippur. Hundreds are killed and maimed. An
investigation indicates Jewish members were
responsible. But were they? Simultaneously, the threat of
an organized Muslim Brotherhood attack on Israel l ooms
on the horizon. FBI agent Lara Edmond and Mossad field
agent Uri Levin are assigned the dangerous task of
solving this new attempt to stop the U.S. from providing
aid to Israel.
Book No.:EN4-08517
Title:HALF THE KINGDOM
Author(s):SEGAL, LORE
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
At Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, doctors have noticed a
marked uptick in Alzheimer's patients. Is it just normal
aging, or an epidemic? Is it a coincidence, or a secret
terrorist plot? Lore Segal masterfully interweaves her
characters' lives—lives that , for good or for ill, all
converge in Cedar's ER—into a funny, tragic, and tender
portrait of how we live today.
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Book No.:EN4-08518
Title:CATCH THE JEW
Author(s):TENENBOM, TUVIA
Narrator(s):MARCEL SISLOWITZ
Catch the Jew! recounts the adventures of gonzo
journalist Tuvia Tenenbom, who wanders around Israel
and the Palestinian Authority for seven months in search
of the untold truths in today's Holy Land.
Book No.:EN4-08519
Title:PAWNBROKER'S DAUGHTER
Author(s):KUMIN, MAXINE
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
The book charts author's journey from a childhood in a
Jewish community in Depression-era Philadelphia, where
her father was a pawnbroker, to Radcliffe College, where
she comes into her own as an intellectual and meets the
soldier-turned-Los Alamos s cientist who would become
her husband.
Book No.:EN4-08520
Title:NEULAND
Author(s):NEVO, ESHKOL
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
A romantic adventure, a search for a father that leads to
love, and a quest for an understanding of identity and for
second chances. Is it ever possible to start again?
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Book No.:EN4-08521
Title:ANNA & ELIZABETH
Author(s):COOK, SOPHIE
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
Spanning the years from 1880 to 1944, Anna & Elizabeth
tells the story of two very different women and their
unlikely friendship --- Anna, a Baptist woman from the
countryside, and Elizabeth, her one-time Jewish
employer.
Book No.:EN4-08522
Title:POSSIBILITY OF VIOLENCE
Author(s):MISHANI, D.A.
Narrator(s):PAUL JOHNSON
An explosive device is found in a suitcase near a daycare
center in a quiet suburb of Tel Aviv. A few hours later, a
threat is received: the suitcase was only the beginning.
Israeli Detective Avraham Avraham must stop a criminal
ruthless enough to ta rget children.
Book No.:EN4-08523
Title:NO MISSION IS IMPOSSIBLE: THE DEATHDEFYING MISSIONS OF THE ISRAELI
SPECIAL FORCES
Author(s):BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL; MISHAL, NISSIM
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
The authors depict in electrifying detail major battles,
raids in enemy territory, and the death- defying
commando missions of the Israeli Special Forces.
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Book No.:EN4-08524
Title:WHY NOT SAY WHAT HAPPENED?: A
SENTIMENTAL EDUCATION
Author(s):DICKSTEIN, MORRIS
Narrator(s):PAUL JOHNSON
A renowned cultural critic tells his own deeply engaging
story of growing up in the turbulent American culture of
the postwar decades.
Book No.:EN4-08525
Title:VORONEZH NOTEBOOKS
Author(s):MANDELSTAM, OSIP
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
A sequence of poems composed between 1935 and 1937
when the author was living in internal exile in the Soviet
city of Voronezh.
Book No.:EN4-08526
Title:BRIEF STOP ON THE ROAD FROM
AUSCHWITZ
Author(s):ROSENBERG, GORAN
Narrator(s):JAMES MC GOWAN
A shattering memoir by a journalist about his father’s
attempt to survive the aftermath of Auschwitz in a small
industrial town in Sweden.
Book No.:EN4-08527
Title:BECOMING ISRAELI: NATIONAL IDEALS
AND EVERYDAY LIFE IN THE 1950S
Author(s):HELMAN, ANAT
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Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
A fresh and lively assessment of the pleasures and
hardships of daily life in Israel during the 1950s.
Book No.:EN4-08528
Title:SAILOR AND FIDDLER: REFLECTIONS OF
A 100-YEAR-OLD AUTHOR
Author(s):WOUK, HERMAN
Narrator(s):MARCEL SISLOWITZ
“A sparkling memoir of a well-lived life of literature, fame,
and love” (Booklist) by one of America’s most beloved
authors, as he looks back over his 100 years.
Book No.:EN4-08529
Title:NEW YORK'S YIDDISH THEATRE: FROM
THE BOWERY TO BROADWAY
Author(s):HANSON, EDNA
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
In the early decades of the twentieth century, a vibrant
theatrical culture took shape on New York City's Lower
East Side. This book recounts the heyday of "Yiddish
Broadway" and its vital contribution to American Jewish
life and crossover to the bro ader American culture.
Book No.:EN4-08530
Title:HERE AND THERE: LEAVING HASIDISM,
KEEPING MY FAMILY
Author(s):DEITSCH, CHAYA
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
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A heartfelt and inspiring personal account of a woman
raised as a Lubavitcher Hasid who leaves that world
without leaving the family that remains within it.
Book No.:EN4-08531
Title:ISRAEL: A HISTORY
Author(s):SHAPIRA, ANITA
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
Written by one of Israel’s most notable scholars, this
volume provides a breathtaking history of Israel from the
origins of the Zionist movement in the late nineteenth
century to the present day.
Book No.:EN4-08532
Title:STRANGERS WE BECAME: LESSONS IN
EXILE FROM ONE OF IRAQ'S LAST JEWS
Author(s):SHAMASH, CYNTHIA KAPLAN
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
This riveting and utterly unique memoir chronicles the
coming of age of Cynthia Shamash, an Iraqi Jew born in
Baghdad in 1963.
Book No.:EN4-08533
Title:DISRAELI THE NOVEL POLITICIAN
Author(s):CESARANI, DAVID
Narrator(s):JAMES MCGOVAN
In this groundbreaking, lucid investigation of Disraeli’s
life and accomplishments, David Cesarani draws a new
portrait of one of Europe’s leading nineteenth-century
statesmen, a complicated, driven, opportunistic man.
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Book No.:EN4-08534
Title:FRIARS CLUB ENCYCLOPEDIA OF JOKES
Author(s):DOUGHERTY, BARRY; COHL,H.AARON
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
Humor.
Book No.:EN4-08535
Title:AMALIE IN ORBIT
Author(s):KIRCHHEIMER DEVIDAS, GLORIA
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
Amalie Price has been coasting along in New York as a
sheltered faculty wife, when she suddenly finds herself a
widow at 40.Set in the late 1980s, Amalie in Orbit is an
insightful and often hilarious tale of one woman's
miraculous conversion.
Book No.:EN4-08536
Title:MY FAT DAD: A MEMOIR OF FOOD, LOVE,
AND FAMILY, WITH RECIPES
Author(s):LERMAN, DAWN
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
The author reflects on her colorful family and culinarycentric upbringing, and how food shaped her connection
to her family, her Jewish heritage, and herself.
Book No.:EN4-08537
Title:VLADIMIR JABOTINSKY
Author(s):HOROWITZ, BRIAN; KATSIS, LEONID
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Narrator(s):M.D.LAUFER
Vladimir Jabotinsky is well remembered as a militant
leader and father of the right-wing Revisionist Zionist
movement, but he was also a Russian-Jewish intellectual,
talented fiction writer, journalist, playwright, and
translator of poetry into Russi an and Hebrew.
Book No.:EN4-08538
Title:ALL WHO GO DO NOT RETURN: A MEMOIR
Author(s):DEEN, SHULEM
Narrator(s):M.D.LAUFER
A moving and revealing exploration of Hasidic life, and
one man's struggles with faith, family, and community
Book No.:EN4-08539
Title:I WAS HITLER'S NEIGHBOR
Author(s):FEUCHTWANGER, EDGAR
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
Edgar's accounts as an eight-year-old child living on the
same street as Hitler post Mein Kampf, prewar and
eventually when Hitler formed the SS; they moved into
the apartment below Edgar and his family
Book No.:EN4-08540
Title:LOST BOOK OF MOSES: THE HUNT FOR
THE WORLD'S OLDEST BIBLE
Author(s):TIGAY, CHANAN
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
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A gripping account of one man's quest to find the oldest
Bible in the world and solve the riddle of the brilliant,
doomed antiquities dealer accused of forging it.
Book No.:EN4-08541
Title:UNDISTURBED PEACE
Author(s):GLICKMAN, MARY
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
A sweeping novel of American history. As their stories
converge in the shameful machinations of history, three
outsiders will bear witness to the horrors known as
Andrew Jackson’s Indian Removal Act—just as they also
discover the possibility for hope .
Book No.:EN4-08542
Title:SOUNDS OF OUR STEPS
Author(s):MATALON, RONIT
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
An inventive novel of immigration and exile.
Book No.:EN4-08543
Title:PINNACLE LUST
Author(s):DIM-ST.PIERRE, MICHELLE
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
In a Tel-Aviv hospital Sharon, a young nurse, is having an
affair with a married doctor. Sharon's life is ultimately
destroyed by powerful mistakes. But her courage and
wisdom lead her to an unregretful commitment.
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Book No.:EN4-08544
Title:MARRIED LIFE
Author(s):VOGEL, DAVID
Narrator(s):PAUL JOHNSON
The novel is set in the Vienna of the 1920's. The
humiliating marriage of Gurdwell and Thea is set against
the backdrop of a city which had witnessed the collapse
of its Empire in the 1st world war.
Book No.:EN4-08551
Title:EXTRA
Author(s):YEHOSHUA,A.B.
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
A single Israeli harpist living in the Netherlands returns
home because of a bureaucratic issue to do with her
mother’s apartment in Jerusalem. She finds the rhythm of
her life interrupted and forever changed.
Book No.:EN4-08552
Title:HOLOCAUST LANDSCAPES
Author(s):COLE, TIM
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
Professor Tim Cole tells the story of the Holocaust
through a number of landscapes where genocide was
implemented, experienced, and evaded--many of which
have subsequently been forgotten in the post war world.
Book No.:EN4-08553
Title:RABBI OF RESURRECTION BAY
Author(s):GOLDSMITH, SETH B.
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Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
The wife of Marc, South FL plastic surgeon, tragically
dies. He is left to carry for his angry and depressed 14
y.o. son. Marc begins reengaging with his Judaism and is
helped by a young widow Rabbi Chani Kahn who is
building a vibrant Jewish communi ty in Resurrection
Bay.
Book No.:EN4-08554
Title:FATELESSNESS
Author(s):KERTEZ, IMRE
Narrator(s):JAMES MCGOVAN
At the age of 14 Georg Koves is plucked from his home in
a Jewish section of Budapest and without any particular
malice, placed on a train to Auschwitz. He doesn’t
particularly think of himself as Jewish.In the lowest circle
of the Holocaust, Georg r emains an outsider.
Book No.:EN4-08555
Title:LOUIS BRANDEIS: AMERICAN PROPHET
Author(s):ROSEN, JEFFREY
Narrator(s):BARBARA FEINSTEIN
A riveting new examination of the leading progressive
justice of his era, published in the centennial year of his
confirmation to the U.S. Supreme Court
Book No.:EN4-08556
Title:SEARCH WARRANT
Author(s):MODIANO, PATRICK
Narrator(s):IAN STRASFOGEL
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The author happened upon a notice in a 1941 Paris
newspaper placed by the parents of a 15-year-old Jewish
girl, Dora Bruder, who had disappeared from a Catholic
boarding school. The ad sets him off on a quest to find
out everything he can about her a nd why, at the height of
German reprisals, she ran away from the people hiding
her.
Book No.:EN4-08557
Title:CRITICS, MONSTERS, FANATICS & OTHER
LITERARY ESSAYS
Author(s):OZICK, CYNTHIA
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
The author offers models of critical analysis of writers
from the mid-twentieth century to today, from Saul
Bellow, Bernard Malamud, and Kafka, to William Gass
and Martin Amis, all assembled in provocatively named
groups: Fanatics, Monsters, Figures, and others.
Book No.:EN4-08558
Title:BEAUTY QUEEN OF JERUSALEM: A
NOVEL
Author(s):YISHAI-LEVI, SARIT
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
A dazzling novel of mothers and daughters, stories told
and untold, and the ties that bind four generations of
women.
Book No.:EN4-08559
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Title:SHIUREI HARAV: A CONSPECTUS OF THE
PUBLIC LECTURES OF RABBI JOSEPH B.
SOLOVEITCHIK
Author(s):SOLOVEITCHIK, RABBI JOSEPH
Narrator(s):MD LAUFER
The first English version of the Rav's Hebrew and Yiddish
discourses, with summaries of his shiurim and lectures,
bringing together nineteen of the Rav's most illuminating
works not published elsewhere.
Book No.:EN4-08560
Title:SELECTED LECTURES BY RABBI JOSEPH
B. SOLOVEITCHIK
Author(s):SOLOVEITCHIK, RABBI JOSEPH B.
Narrator(s):RABBI JOSEPH B. SOLOVEITCHIK
Actual recordings of the late Rabbi Joseph Ber
Soloveitchik, a major American Orthodox rabbi,
Talmudist, and modern Jewish philosopher, and a
member of the Lithuanian Jewish Soloveitchik rabbinic
dynasty.
Book No.:EN4-08561
Title:WHERE DID I LEAVE MY GLASSES?: THE
WHAT, WHEN, AND WHY OF NORMAL
MEMORY LOSS
Author(s):LEAR, MARTHA WEINMAN
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
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Based on interviews with more than 15 neuroscientists
and others in the field, the author provides reassurance
along with an introduction to what memory is. Lear says
that a certain amount of forgetfulness in the middle-aged
and young elderly is norm al and not a harbinger of
Alzheimer's.
Book No.:EN4-08562
Title:NINE FOLDS MAKE A PAPER SWAN
Author(s):GILLIGAN, RUTH
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
The unknown story of the Jews in Ireland. A
heartbreaking portrait of what it means to belong, and
how storytelling can redeem us all.
Book No.:EN4-08563
Title:PEOPLE OF THE BOOK: A DECADE OF
JEWISH SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
Author(s):SWIRSKY, RACHEL; WALLACE, SEAN
Narrator(s):JAMES MCGOWAN
The Jewish literary tradition has always been rich in the
supernatural. Chosen from the best short fiction of the
last ten years, twenty authors prove that their heritage is
alive and well in all the places where old worlds and new
collide and change .
Book No.:EN4-08564
Title:STORY OF HEBREW: LIBRARY OF JEWISH
IDEAS
Author(s):GLINERT, LEWIS
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Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
A unique history of the Hebrew language from biblical
times to the modern Jewish state
Book No.:EN4-08565
Title:DOOMED TO SUCCEED: THE U.S.-ISRAEL
RELATIONSHIP FROM TRUMAN TO
OBAMA
Author(s):ROSS, DENIS
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
A necessary and unprecedented account of America's
changing relationship with Israel
Book No.:EN4-08566
Title:TRANSITIONS
Author(s):DAYAN, YAEL
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Yael Dayan, novelist daughter of the legendary Moshe
Dayan, and a public figure with a long and illustrious
political career behind her, looks back at her life.
Book No.:EN4-08567
Title:BRIDE FOR ONE NIGHT: TALMUD TALES
Author(s):CALDERON, RUTH
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
The author offers a fascinating window into some of the
liveliest and most colorful stories in the Talmud.
Book No.:EN4-08569
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Title:DEATH BY PASTRAMI
Author(s):BERNSTEIN, LEONARD
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
The author introduces readers to the unsung residents of
NYC’s garment district -proud lace sewers, unscrupulous
ragmen, and salesmen with a penchant for stolen pens.
Book No.:EN4-08570
Title:NAZIS, ISLAMISTS, AND THE MAKING OF
THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST
Author(s):RUBIN, BARRY; SCHWANITZ, WOLFGANG
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
During the 1930s and 1940s, a unique political alliance
was forged among Third Reich leaders, Arab nationalists,
and Muslim religious authorities. The authors uncover
the complete story of this dangerous alliance and explore
its continuing impact on Arab politics in the twenty-first
century.
Book No.:EN4-08571
Title:JEWISH NOIR
Author(s):WISHNIA, KENNETH
Narrator(s):MARCEL SISLOWITZ
A unique collection of all-new stories by award-winning
authors.The stories explore such issues as the Holocaust
and its long-term effects on subsequent generations,
anti-Semitism in the mid- and late-20th-century United
States, and the dark side of the Diaspora.
Book No.:EN4-08573
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Title:BRIDGE OF WORDS: ESPERANTO AND
THE DREAM OF A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE
Author(s):SCHOR, ESTHER
Narrator(s):ROBERT AYZIN
A rich and passionate biography of a language and the
dream of world harmony it sought to realize
Book No.:EN4-08577
Title:WISE AGING: LIVING WITH JOY AND
RESILIENCE
Author(s):COWEN, RACHEL, RABBI; THAL, LINDA,
DR
Narrator(s):
The authors give the tools people need to navigate the
challenges of aging as they find joy and meaning in their
lives. They deliver practical, real world suggestions:
journaling exercises, meditations, and activities that lead
us to a better underst anding of how to age well.
Book No.:EN4-08579
Title:KISS OF THE PRISON DANCER
Author(s):RICHARD, JEROME
Narrator(s):ELLEN DAVID
A portrait of a Holocaust survivor struggling to move
beyond his terrible past.
Book No.:EN4-08580
Title:WANDERING JEW HAS ARRIVED
Author(s):LONDRES, ALBERT
Narrator(s):JAMES MCGOWAN
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In 1929 Albert Londres, a non-Jew and renowned
journalist, set out to document the lives of Jews at this
time. His travels to England, Eastern Europe and finally
Palestine produced this literary masterpiece.
Book No.:EN4-08581
Title:THE JEWISH JOKE: A SHORT
HISTORY?WITH PUNCHLINES
Author(s):BAUM, DEVORAH
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
This funny book includes tales from many of the muchloved comics, and will appeal to their broad audience,
while revealing the history, context and wider culture of
Jewish joking.
Book No.:EN4-08582
Title:IS THAT KAFKA?
Author(s):STACH, REINER
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
Out of the massive research for an authoritative 1,500page biography emerges this wunderkammer of 99
delightfully odd facts about Kafka.
Book No.:EN4-08583
Title:ORPHEUS IN PARIS: OFFENBACH AND
THE PARIS OF HIS TIME
Author(s):KRACAUER, SIEGFRIED
Narrator(s):IAN STRASFOGEL
Autobiography.
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Book No.:EN4-08584
Title:OPERATION THUNDERBOLT: FLIGHT 139
AND THE RAID ON ENTEBBE AIRPORT,
THE MOST AUDACIOUS HOSTAGE
RESCUE MISSION IN HISTORY
Author(s):DAVID, SAUL
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
The definitive account of one of the greatest Special
Forces missions ever, the Raid of Entebbe, by acclaimed
military historian Saul David.
Book No.:EN4-08585
Title:HOW THE WISE MEN GOT TO CHELM: THE
LIFE AND TIMES OF A YIDDISH FOLK
TRADITION
Author(s):BERNUTH, RUTH VON
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
The first in-depth study of Chelm literature and its
relationship to its literary precursors.
Book No.:EN4-08586
Title:HERETICS
Author(s):PADURA, LEONARDO
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
A sweeping novel of art theft, anti-Semitism,
contemporary Cuba, and crime from a renowned Cuban
author.
Book No.:EN4-08587
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Title:FOOLISH VIRGIN
Author(s):IDA SIMONS
Narrator(s):PAM VASSIL
It is the middle of the roaring '20s, and Gittel is living in
The Hague with her parents. In a masterly and timeless
ode to a relatively carefree interlude in a dark and
dramatic period.
Book No.:EN4-08588
Title:JEWS OF HARLEM: THE RISE, DECLINE,
AND REVIVAL OF A JEWISH COMMUNITY
Author(s):GUROCK, JEFFREY S.
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
The complete story of Jewish Harlem and its significance
in American Jewish history
Book No.:EN4-08589
Title:THE WEIGHT OF INK
Author(s):KADISH, RACHEL
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
Set in London of the 1660s and of the early twenty-first
century, The book is the interwoven tale of two women of
remarkable intellect who were separated by centuries—
Ester Velasquez, an emigrant from Amsterdam who is
permitted to scribe for a blind rabbi, just before the
plague hits the city; and Helen Watt, an ailing historian
with a love of Jewish history - and the choices and
sacrifices they must make in order to reconcile the life of
the heart and mind. ©2017
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Book No.:EN4-08590
Title:HAVE I GOT A STORY FOR YOU: MORE
THAN A CENTURY OF FICTION FROM THE
FORWARD
Author(s):GLINTER, EZRA
Narrator(s):AUDREY FLAMBERG
the best stories published during the FORWARD's
Newspaper 120-year history, presenting such varied
works as wartime novellas, avant-garde fiction, and
satirical sketches about immigrant life in New York.
Book No.:EN4-08591
Title:MAN WHO NEVER STOPPED SLEEPING
Author(s):APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s):IAN STRASSFOGEL
A YOUNG HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR TAKES HIS FIRST
STEPS TOWARD CREATING A NEW LIFE IN THE NEWLY
ESTABLISHED STATE OF ISRAEL.
Book No.:EN4-08592
Title:SHORT FRIDAY
Author(s):SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
A collection of short stories for children.
Book No.:EN4-08593
Title:DIE LAUGHING: KILLER JOKES FOR
NEWLY OLD FOLKS
Author(s):NOVAK, WILLIAM
Narrator(s):MAGGIE SNYDER
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a laugh-out-loud collection of jokes about growing older
that makes fun of memory loss, marriages, medicine, sex,
the afterlife, and much more.
Book No.:EN4-08595
Title:WEAPON WIZARDS: HOW ISRAEL
BECAME A HIGH-TECH MILITARY
SUPERPOWER
Author(s):KATZ, YAAKOV
Narrator(s):MD LAUFER
The book shows how Israel learned to adapt to the
changes in warfare and in the defense industry and
become the new prototype of a 21st century superpower,
not in size, but rather in innovation and efficiency?and as
a result of its long war experienc e.
Book No.:EN4-08596
Title:LIONESS: GOLDA MEIR AND THE NATION
OF ISRAEL
Author(s):KLAGSBRUN, FRANCINE
Narrator(s):ARLENE SIMON
The definitive biography of the iron-willed leader, chainsmoking political operative, and tea-and-cake-serving
grandmother who became the fourth prime minister of
Israel
Book No.:EN4-08597
Title:JUDGMENT
Author(s):BERGELSON, DAVID
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
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Set in 1920 during the Russian civil war, this novel traces
the death of the shtetl and the birth of the “new, harsher
world” created by the 1917 revolution.
Book No.:EN4-08598
Title:ETERNAL LIFE
Author(s):HORN, DARA
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
Rachel has a problem: she can’t die. Her recent troubles widowhood, a failing business, an unemployed middleaged son - are only the latest in a litany spanning dozens
of countries, scores of marriages, and hundreds of
children. In the 2,000 years since she made a spiritual
bargain to save the life of her first son back in Romanoccupied Jerusalem, she’s tried everything to free
herself, and only one person understands: a man she
once loved, who has been stalking her through the
centuries. But as the twenty-first century begins, with
new technologies that could change her fate, Rachel
knows she must find a way out.
Book No.:EN4-08599
Title:LET THERE BE LAUGHTER: A TREASURY
OF GREAT JEWISH HUMOR AND WHAT IT
ALL MEANS
Author(s):KRASNY, MICHAEL
Narrator(s):PAUL JOHNSON
This compendium of Jewish jokes that packs the
punches with hilarious riff after riff, offering a window
into Jewish culture.
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Book No.:EN4-08600
Title:SONS AND SOLDIERS: THE UNTOLD
STORY OF THE JEWS WHO ESCAPED THE
NAZIS AND RETURNED WITH THE U.S.
ARMY TO FIGHT HITLER
Author(s):HENDERSON, BRUCE
Narrator(s):DIANE LIPMAN
The story of the Ritchie Boys, tracing their journeys from
childhood through their escapes from Europe, their feats
and sacrifices during the war, and finally their desperate
attempts to find their missing loved ones.
Book No.:EN4-08601
Title:FAMILY LEXICON
Author(s):GINZBURG, NATALIA
Narrator(s):LORNA KOCHE
A STORY ABOUT AN ITALIAN FAMILY, SIZABLE, WITH
ITS ROUTINES AND RITUALS, CRAZES, PET PHRASES,
AND STORIES, DOUBTFUL, COMICAL, INDISPENSABLE.
Book No.:EN4-08602
Title:MOSES: A HUMAN LIFE
Author(s):ZORNBERG, AVIVAH GOTTLIEB
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
An unprecedented portrait of Moses's inner world and
perplexing character, by a distinguished biblical scholar
Book No.:EN4-08603
Title:RED SHOES FOR RACHEL
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Author(s):SANDERL, BORIS
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
Rachel, a daughter of Holocaust survivors raised in
Brighton Beach, encounters a Moldovan Jewish
immigrant divorcee. As the two begin a relationship, the
story reveals their past and the commonalities between
two children of Holocaust survivors raise d in very
different societies.
Book No.:EN4-08604
Title:KAFKA'S SON
Author(s):LEVIANT, CURT
Narrator(s):ROBERT AYZIN
Set in New York City and Prague in 1992 the book unfolds
a labyrinthine tale that is both detective novel and love
story, captivating maze and realistic fantasy, and a
stunning tribute to Kafka and his city.
Book No.:EN4-08605
Title:SEPHARDI LIVES: A DOCUMENTARY
HISTORY, 1700–1950 (STANFORD STUDIES
IN JEWISH HISTORY AND CULTURE)
Author(s):COHEN, JULIA PHILLIPS; STEIN, SARAH
ABREVAYA
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
This documentary history contains over 150 primary
sources originally written by or about Sephardi
Jews?descendants of Jews who fled medieval Spain and
Portugal settling in the western portions of the Ottoman
Empire, including the Balkans, Anatolia, and Palestine.
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Book No.:EN4-08606
Title:EXODUS
Author(s):FRIEDMAN, RICHARD ELLIOTT
Narrator(s):JAMES MCGOWAN
Discover the real history of the Exodus and why it
matters.
Book No.:EN4-08608
Title:THREE FLOORS UP
Author(s):NEVO, ESHKOL
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
Set in an upper-middle-class Tel Aviv apartment building,
this novel examines the interconnected lives of its
residents, whose turmoils, secrets, unreliable
confessions, and problematic decisions reveal a society
in the midst of an identity crisis.
Book No.:EN4-08609
Title:HAIFA CITY OF STEPS
Author(s):GOLD, NILI SCHARF
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
The author offers a remarkable homage to her native city
during its heyday as an international port and cultural
center.
Book No.:EN4-08610
Title:DEAR ZEALOTS: LETTERS FROM A
DIVIDED LAND
Author(s):OZ, AMOS
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Narrator(s):IAN STRASFOGEL
Three powerful essays that speak directly to our present
age, on the rise of zealotry in Israel and around the world.
Book No.:EN4-08612
Title:REYKJAVIK ASSIGNMENT: A YAEL
AZOULAY NOVEL
Author(s):LEBOR, ADAM
Narrator(s):LYNN KARPO-LANTZ
Yael Azoulay is a covert negotiator for the UN Secretary
General. She fights the pull of her old life while brokering
the triumph of her career: A summit in Reykjavik, Iceland,
between the United States and Iran.
Book No.:EN4-08613
Title:GIRL:MY CHILDHOOD AND THE SECOND
WORLD WAR
Author(s):FRANKEL, ALONA
Narrator(s):POLLY ADAMS
An impressionistic memoir of a Polish Jewish girl’s
survival hiding as a Gentile in Nazi-occupied Poland.
Book No.:EN4-08614
Title:RABBI AKIVA: SAGE OF THE TALMUD
Author(s):HOLTZ, BARRY W.
Narrator(s):CHANA NEWMANN
A compelling and lucid account of the life and teachings
of a founder of rabbinic Judaism and one of the most
beloved heroes of Jewish history
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Book No.:EN4-08615
Title:BAD RABBI: AND OTHER STRANGE BUT
TRUE STORIES FROM THE YIDDISH
PRESS
Author(s):PORTNOY, EDDY
Narrator(s):STEVE SCHREIBER
Stories abound of immigrant Jews on the outside looking
in, clambering up the ladder of social mobility,
successfully assimilating and integrating into their new
worlds.
Book No.:EN4-08616
Title:JEWISH COMEDY, A SERIOUS HISTORY
Author(s):DAUBER, JEREMY
Narrator(s):MARCEL SISLOWITZ
This book examines the origins of Jewish comedy and its
development from biblical times to the age of Twitter.
Book No.:EN4-08617
Title:DANDY: A JEWISH BOXER'S JOURNEY
FROM RUSSIAN IMMIGRANT TO BOXING
CHAMPION
Author(s):JOSEPH, DANIEL P.
Narrator(s):JOEL PARKS
Moishe Josofsky was an eight-year-old Jew when he and
his family came to America in 1911 to escape the
pogroms of Russia and the Czar's rule. Following in the
footsteps of his brother, Moishe entered the boxing arena
as Dandy Dillon and at the tender age of seventeen
became a boxing champion.
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Book No.:EN4-08618
Title:JEWISH IN AMERICA: LIVING GEORGE
WASHINGTON'S PROMISE
Author(s):RUBIN, RICHARD L.
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
In a 1790 letter to the Touro Synagogue in Rhode Island,
President George Washington promised that America’s
Jews would always enjoy the full rights, privileges, and
protections of U.S. citizenship. Since that auspicious
beginning, Jews have flourish ed in America. But has all
that come at the expense of Jewish distinctiveness?
Book No.:EN4-08619
Title:UNTOLD JOURNEY: THE LIFE OF DIANA
TRILLING
Author(s):ROBINS, NATALIE
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
The author writes an exquisitely objective and fair
account of one of the most contentious and arguably
least objective intellectuals: the former Trotskyist and
self-described liberal anticommunist, Diana Trilling.
Book No.:EN4-08620
Title:HISTORY OF THE GRANDPARENTS I
NEVER HAD
Author(s):JABLONKA, IVAN
Narrator(s):RICHARD BERGMAN
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Ivan Jablonka's grandparents' lives ended long before
his began. Persecuted as communists in Poland, as
refugees in France, and then as Jews under the Vichy
regime, Matès and Idesa lived their short lives
underground. The author's challenge was, as a historian,
to rigorously distance himself and yet, as family, to
invest himself completely in their story.
Book No.:EN4-08621
Title:JEWISH AMERICAN PARADOX:
EMBRACING CHOICE IN A CHANGING
WORLD
Author(s):MNOOKIN, ROBERT H
Narrator(s):JOEL PARKS
The book boldly promotes a radically inclusive AmericanJewish community--one where being Jewish can depend
on personal choice and public self-identification, not
simply birth or formal religious conversion.
Book No.:EN4-08622
Title:FOREST DARK
Author(s):KRAUSS, NICOLE
Narrator(s):ELIZABETH LONDON
Jules Epstein, a sixty-eight years old man is undergoing
a metamorphosis. In the wake of his parents’ deaths, his
divorce from his wife of more than thirty years, and his
retirement from the New York law firm where he was a
partner, he has felt an ir resistible need to give away his
possessions. With the last of his wealth he travels to
Israel, with a nebulous plan to do something to honor his
parents. I
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Book No.:EN4-08623
Title:RIVIERA AT WAR: WORLD WAR II ON THE
CÔTE D'AZUR
Author(s):KUNDAHL, GEORGE
Narrator(s):TIM ZAGIN
During World War II three distinct forces opposed the
Allies - Germany, Italy, and Japan. The author tells for the
first time the full story of World War II on the French
Riviera.
Book No.:EN4-08624
Title:MENORAH: FROM THE BIBLE TO MODERN
ISRAEL
Author(s):FINE, STEVEN
Narrator(s):LEE WILKOFF
This book explores the cultural and intellectual history of
the Western world’s oldest continuously used religious
symbol.
Book No.:EN4-08625
Title:LITERARY JOURNEY TO JEWISH
IDENTITY: RE-READING BELLOW, ROTH,
MALAMUD, OZICK, AND OTHER GREAT
JEWISH WRITERS
Author(s):SHEPARD, STEPHEN
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
The author explores his encounters with a few writers
who influenced his sense of Jewish identity: and his
ultimate return to the fold.
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Book No.:EN4-08626
Title:CURIOUSER AND CURIOUSER: ESSAYS
Author(s):DELBANCO, NICHOLAS
Narrator(s):PAUL SPERRY
With essays ranging from the restoration of his father-inlaw’s famed Stradivarius cello to a reimagining of H. A.
and Margaret Rey’s lives and the creation of their most
beloved character, the author examines what it means to
live and love with the arts.
Book No.:EN4-08627
Title:WOMAN WHO FOUGHT AN EMPIRE:
SARAH AARONSOHN AND HER NILI SPY
RING
Author(s):WALLANCE, GREGORY J.
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
The improbable but true odyssey of a bold young
woman--the daughter of Romanian-born Jewish settlers
in Palestine--who became the daring leader of a Middle
East spy ring.
Book No.:EN4-08628
Title:KAFKA'S LAST TRIAL: THE CASE OF A
LITERARY LEGACY
Author(s):BALINT, BENJAMIN
Narrator(s):NIKKI JAMES
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When Franz Kafka died in 1924, his friend Max Brod
devoted his life to rescuing his legacy from both
obscurity and physical destruction.Nearly a century later,
an international legal battle erupted to determine which
country could claim ownership: Is rael or Germany?The
book offers a gripping account of the controversial trial
in Israeli courts that determined the fate of Kafka’s
manuscripts.
Book No.:EN4-08629
Title:MATRIMONIAL FLIRTATIONS OF EMMA
KAULFIELD
Author(s):FISHBEYN, ANNA
Narrator(s):MAGGIE SNYDER
The entertaining tale of Emma Kaulfield as she tries to
find her own path in life—while surrounded by her
Russian immigrant family’s struggle to assimilate, their
newfound love of capitalism, and their insistent push for
their children’s tangible suc cess.
Book No.:EN4-08630
Title:SHADOW STRIKE: INSIDE ISRAEL'S
SECRET MISSION TO ELIMINATE SYRIAN
NUCLEAR POWER
Author(s):KATZ, YAAKOV
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
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On September 6, 2007, shortly after midnight, Israeli
fighters advanced on Deir ez-Zour in Syria. The book is
the story of the espionage, political courage, military
might and psychological warfare behind Israel’s daring
operation to stop one of the greatest known acts of
nuclear proliferation.
Book No.:EN4-08631
Title:WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE SOLOMONS
Author(s):BALL, BETHANY
Narrator(s):ROXANNE KLEIMAN
A multigenerational saga following the secret lives of an
extended Jewish family—from Israel to America.
Book No.:EN4-08632
Title:NOT IN GOD'S NAME: CONFRONTING
RELIGIOUS VIOLENCE
Author(s):SACKS, RABBI JONATHAN
Narrator(s):LYNN KARPO-LANTZ
In this powerful book, one of the most admired and
authoritative religious leaders of our time tackles the
phenomenon of religious extremism and violence
committed in the name of God.
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